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BORLAND PRESENTS

“Fastest and most approachable

implementation of that language”

—Darryl Rubin. Al Expert, on Turbo Prolog

“Most powerful

version of Basic ever”

^Ethan Winer, PC Magazine, on Turbo Bask

And able to leap

onto new ground m the

price/performance arena

—John H. Mayer. Computer Design,

on Turbo C

See the technological

excellence of Turbo C,

Turbo Pascal and

Turbo Basic!

Meet Turbo Prolog 2.0:

Artificial Intelligence like

you’ve never seen it!



CITIZEN /////////,

ICITIZEN-
/ / / t ! i MMBaaamk

DELUXE

now incorporates a rear or bottom feed. Real handy if you^re

printing labels, forms, cards or stationery

As for convenience, youTl also appreciate the front panel

controls, the outstanding compatibility and the wide selection

of typestyles via available font cards-TTiere's even color capa-

bility on the deluxe MSP-50 and 55.

All in all, the MSP series, with an 18-month warranty,

represents an excellent value in precision -built printers.Which,
considering Citizen’s tradition, isn’t all that new.

For the dealer nearest you, call 1-800-556-1234, Ext. 34.

In Cakfomia, call 1-800- /^¥'T<T'7T~*'fWT'
441-2345, Ext. 34. wClllZhlN
C' 1938 Ciuzm America Corporaiion. Ciuzen and ihr
Gtizcn logo arc trademarks « Cmzcn Watch Co

, Ltd Printers that run like clockwork.
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Geta BIG Boost
for a small price

Soof(yourtytlem ’• perlormance

without butting your budgetl

Vcache algnlllcantly Increatea

allactlva program speed—
especially for disk intensive

operations. Vcache retains data

from your hard disk in fast inter-

nal memory lor super fast access

the next time you need it.

Vcache Is Ilexible. It works under

DOS with standard, extended, or

expanded memory to give you a

maximum cache size of 15

megabytes—enough for your

biggest files!

Its Easy! Vcache Installs with a

single statement and requires no

modification of your existing pro-

grams. It's transparent to all

normal programs—all you see is

faster!

Extra programs lor even more
speed! Vcache includes Vkette

tor faster floppies, Vscreen for

speedier screen displays, and

Vkeyrate for a quicker keyboard.

“In addition to being one of

the fastest disk-caching

programs available, Vcache
is also an all-around per-

lormance booster.

"

JeffHoltzman, PC Resource

1 -800/284-3269
$3 shipping and handling

$09.95 CA residents add 6,5% tax

Golden Bow Systems
2870 Fifth Avenue

Suite 201

San Diego, CA 92103
619/298-9349

Ttltn: 201520 OBS UR TeWex: 619/298-9950

Vc$ch» ia s iradatnarh of Go/den Bow Systems.
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WHAT’S inside
Leave it to IBM and

Compaq to steal the

show. When PC
Magazine planned a

cover story on C com-

pilers, we had no way

of knowing that these

two major players,

joined by ALR and
Hertz, would be of-

fering 25-MHz 386-

based screamers just

prior to press time.

Machines of this un-

matched speed de-

serve cover treat-

ment, and our First

Looks staffresponded

on newspaperlike
short notice to pro-

duce nuts-and-bolts

reviews of the four machines, complete

with PC Labs hands-on test results.

We can turn on a dime to review four

state-of-the-art computers, but reviewing

the latest C compilers takes planning. A
major effort went into creating the indus-

try’s best C compiler benchmark tests. In

the process, we committed our newest

staff resources to do the job: Pamela J.

Milland, our newest Labs project leader,

and Richard Hale Shaw, our newest con-

tributing editor.

Shaw’s regular contributions to the Lan-

guages column demonstrate his C exper-

tise. In this issue he plays a major role in

the C product reviews. And in PC Lab

Notes, his part 2 of “Writing Optimal C”
contains tips and techniques for optimiza-

tion that will help speed up your programs

and generally sharpen your C program-

ming skills.

Speed is always a central issue, and no-

where is it more so than on a local area net-

work, where a slow server or transmission

scheme can bring down an entire work-

group’s productivity. Telephone or twist-

ed-pair-wiring setups have always been

branded as slow compared with coaxial-

cable-based LANs. Not satisfied with the

conventional wisdom, our workgroup sys-

tems editor, Frank J. Derfler, Jr. , ran three

twisted-pair-wiring systems from Hewlett-

Packard Co. , 3Com Corp. , and SynOptics

against a coax-based Ethernet LAN. The
benchmark test results will probably sur-

prise you.

All mass-storage disks are removable

given enough time and effort, but—and

this is no surprise—only a few can be put

back again easily. For years the Bernoulli

Box has provided a reliable means to carry

away large amounts of data on a disk with

no hassle. In this issue we explore how the

Bernoulli Box n stacks up against the al-

ternative technologies that have spmng up

in this burgeoning market.

Price/performance issues are moot
when it comes to the utilities published in

PC Magazine—they’re free! 'This issue we
offer FONTEDrr, which lets you create

custom EGA and VGA screen fonts. Try

it; it’s fun and useful. If you don’t have a

knack for C programming, you may have

an eye for design. OS

PC Megazme The Indrprsdem Garde wISM Stwtdard Peruwal Carvfmonx USN (•OIU IW7l b pMisbed ht-weekly ev:r|M • My and Ai^nl lot tn <17 to ow ynt (U BMint.

Stil.V7ton>(iyeai.anlUI «7tottRey«m Addi(Kin.lpmi^}l aup(Tc>ipyoet22nopety«aitoCj(«d>i(>dall<j(bnlu(eipiimiann.Ziff D«vH PuHnlMf C« .admsaoaafZiff

CennHMcaBMB Co .One Park A*c ,New Yofk.NY 10016 Sccaid-Cto> pml*(v paid ( Nr> Y«k . NY 10016 ind B a4dilB<Mlaioili.f<4lim KISTMASTIilt AddmarhafifesloPr

Wa(s.w.PO B«M09),Bai4dn.COIOt2l-4O»S
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These unretouched print

samples show the superior

print quality ofQMS-f^ 810

over printers using first-

generation print engines.

ntroducing the PostScript laser printer

that blacks out at high speeds.
The new QMS-PS’ 810 can compose and print

the most complex pages in record times, with

richer, more saturated blacks than ever before.

All with the desktop publishing power ofAdobe
PostScript’, and the superior print know-how of

QMS, an industry leader.

6 1987 Laser Connectkin

The new
8-page/minute
QMS-PS 810
laser

printer

Under the hood QMS ASAP'" (Advanced Sys-

tem Architecture for PostScript) is proprietary

technology that helps eliminate the hardware

bottlenecks that hinder other PbstScript printers.

As a result, QMS-PS 810 boasts processing speeds

remarkably faster than other PostScript printers

in its class. And faster output means greater pro-

ductivity. In addition, the QMS-PS 810 laser

printer’s new Canon'

SX‘ print engine

covers solid areas and

prints fine detail

better than previous-

^neration engines.

Fhrt start, strong finish You can adorn your

documents with one or all of the 35 Adobe
typefaces. Thanks to PostScript, there’s an
infinite number of font variations available. You

can also make type as large or as small as you

want And put it anywhere on the page. In fact

with PostScript you enjoy total control over the

design of your page. It gives you the complete

desktop publishing power to do things that

would otherwise be virtually impossible. So you

get high-quality output exactly how you want it

Along with PostScript the HP LaserJet
+™

Diablo’ 630 and HP-GL'" printer emulations

are added for your non-PostScript software.

The QM^PS 810 laser printer is easy to

use, maintain, and comes with a one-year war-

ranty. It’s available from Laser Connection

dealers. Laser Connection is a sales and
marketing subsidiary ofQMS. For the dealer

nearest you call 1-800-523-2696 .

ll(ELASER
'^connGCTion"

A QMIT company

The ffdlowing are tradenurlu of Iheir respective crMnpanies: QMS. QMS-PS, ASAR
Laser Connecttun ofQMS, Inc. PiistScript of Adobe Systems. Inc. Canon. Canon
SX of Canon, U.S.A I,aserJe1 HP-Cl.nfMevdcIt-FVkani Diablo of Xerox Corp.
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LANGUAGES
The C Mystique

Charles PetzoUU The power

and flexibility of the C
language are quickly making it

the programmer’s language of

choice for applications

development 92

Compiling the Facts on C
RichardHale Shawl PC
Magazine tests the latest

arrivals in the C compiler

market. PC Labs’ new C
compiler benchmark tests

challenge prxxlucts from

Borland, Computer

Innovations, C Ware, Ecosott,

Lattice, Manx, Mark
Williams, MetaWare,

Microsoft, Mix, and

Watcom 115

ANSI C Compatibility

Table 118

Features Table 144

Performance Tests 162

3Coni: best choice for small work

groups, page 189.

CONNECTIVITY
Making Connections:

Fast Perfonnance over

Telephone Wire
Frai^J. Derfler, Jr.

1

3Com,
Hewlett-Packard, and

SynOptics all offer systems

that send your data over

twisted-pair wiring at rates

competitive with coaxial-based

MASS STORAGE
Removable Mass Storage:

You Can Take It with You
Mitt Jones! Removable hard

disks and cartridges offer data

security and portability

advantages over traditional

mass storage. Products from

Aristotle, Eastman Kodak,

Iomega, Plus Development,

ProStor, Qume, SyQuest,

Sysgen, Tandon, Tradewinds

Peripherals, and Westem-

Dynex offer you a variety of

price/performance options 213

Performance Tests 244

Features Table 254

C compilers have

Improved dramatkaliy

EDITORIAL PRODUCT
INDEX
The complete listing of

products reviewed in this issue,

plus a quick reference to

utilities, programs, and tips in

the Productivity section . . . 438

since 1975, page 92. products 189

Four new 3866 out of the gate at 25 MHz,

First Looks, ps^e 33.

Cover Photograph:

Roberto Brosan^

Mass storage options from Plus Development

and others chaUenge Bernoulli, page 213.
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FIRST I.(K)KS PROinXTIMIT MKWI'OINTS

Hands On:
• 25-MHz pioneers: the fastest

PCs money can buy, from

IBM, Compaq, ALR, and

Hertz

• Sprin/; Borland’s

innovative, high-powered

word processor mimics

competitors’ commands
• Seiko’s budget-minded

monitor challenges the IBM
8514

• Paradox OS/2 shows what

OS/2 is all about with tricks

DOS applications can’t touch

• Pipeline: The DRAM
shortage in perspective

• Lotus’s Value Pack zaps

1-2-3 copy protection

• PagePet/ecf integrates word

processing, desktop publishing

• CrystalPrintWP delivers

laser output at half the price . 33

AKTF.RHOl RS

• Systems from Roland, IBM,
and Music Quest can turn your

PC into a music-maker

• CD-Play andCD-AudioFile

bring the magic ofmusic to

yourCD-ROM player

• For Record Collectors: 3

database for your music

collection

• GunsAip; Keeping the world

safe from Cominunism .... 448

PC LAB NOTES
Writing Optimal C, Part 2

RichardHale Shawl C programs that execute faster are easy to

write using these optimization tips and techniques 285

UTILITIES
Making Your Own Screen Fonts

MichaelJ. Mefford! Create, modify, and load your own screen

fonts easily using FONTEDIT—a utility that puts custom EGA
and VGA fonts at your fingertips 305

PC MAGAZINE
HELP FILE 283

ENVIRONMENTS
Presentation Manager
Dialog Boxes, Part 1

Charles Peizold/ Improve your

Presentation Manager screens

by including dialog boxes . 327

POWER PROGRAMMING
The Quicksort Explained

Ray DuncanI A practical C
implementation illustrates one

of the best general-purpose

sotting algorithms 341

SPREADSHEET CLINIC
Douglas Cobb and Steven

Cobb! A foolproof way to

pause iLotus 1-2-3 macro; a

beneficial bug in SuperCalc, an

easy way to convert six-digit

labels to serial date values in

1-2-3 345

Musk lessons for your PC, in After Hours, page 448.

USER-TO-USER
Salvatore P. RicciardV Save

disk space by combining batch

files; accelerate repetitive tasks

using DOS redirection .... 353

POWER USER
Craig L. StarkJ How to [Hint

the current screen from inside

dBASE III Plus automatically;

nested macros speed up

glossary entries in Microsoft

Word 359

LANGUAGES
Robert L. Hummel! Aneasy
way to copy files in

QuickBASIC; a simple

program that converts real

numbers to different formats in

Turtxj Pascal 367

PC TUTOR
Robert L. Hummel! Selecting

an upgrade path from among
many multitasking

alternatives; a full explanation

of the RET instruction 377

CONNECTIYITY CLINIC
Frank J. Derfler, Jr.

I

A simple

utility that captures NetBIOS
hexadecimal return codes and

translates them into English;

the best way to make wide-area

connections between local area

networks 385

LETTERS TO PC
MAGAZINE U5

PC ADVISOR
Joe Desposito! Upgrading

memory in an AT; converting

CP/M-based information to

MS-DOS; print spooling and

disk caching from extended

memory 27

BILLMACHRONE
Getting CEOs to Use
PCs 65

JOHNC. DVORAK
SeUing Sizzle with the

Steak ^J1

JIM SEYMOUR
PS/2s: ReUability Counts ..11

STEPHEN MANES
Computer Lih: Blast from
the Past 85

Direct Marketing

.391

Marketplace 4<18

Index to Advertisers.

.

.AM
Reader Service Card 439

Coming Up 441

Adver^rs* Product
.442
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V\fe tiiink 80386
technology is

worthless...

Golden Gate Bridge. San Francisco, California

...if you can't afford it.

We’re ALR, the California

computer corporation, and we make
the world's most powerful personal

computers. Now you can get the

same power and performance of

the FlexCache 386 Series in a

desktop platform. And you can get

the new desktop systems for a lot

less (as much as $4305.(X) less) than

comparably configured Compaq™
and IBM™ systems. The FlexCache

386 series incorporates exclusive

flexcache architecture, designed by
the manufacturer of the first 80386

based system, ALR.
In our opinion, new technology is

great, but worthless, if you can't

afford it. That's why INFOWORLD
said, "ALR continues to deliver high

performance machines at comfortable

prices. " So make a free call and find

out who your nearest ALR dealer is.

1-800^144-4ALR

Advanced Logic Research, Inc.

9401 Jeronimo
Irvine, California 92718

(714) 581-6770

FAX: (714) 581-9240 (714)458-0532
Telex: 5106014525-Answer back Advanced Logic

20MHz Systems 25MHz Systems

ALR”*
RexCache

Compaq”*

DESKPRO
IBM™
Pa2 70 386

ALR™
FlexCache

Compaq™
DESKPRO

IBM™
PS2 70 386

203860T-R66 366/20 Mod. 60 8570*121 253860T-100 386/25 Mod. 110 8570-A21

8038S
ZOMHr

32KB.
62385
Memory
Cache (35ra)

60366
20MHr

32KB.
82365
Memory
Cache (3Srs|

80386
20MH2

0*2 walt-etatee

80366
25MHz

64KB.
€E 82365
Memory
Cache (2Sra)

80386
2SMHZ

32KB.
82385
Memory
Cache (2Sr«)

80386
2SMHZ

64KB
Memory
Cache (30ns)

Processing performance based on Power Meter Version 1.2. (Million instructions per second)

4.71 MPS 4S UPS as MPS MPS MPS
MIPS
&74 ftVS

66MB 128ms) 60MB (30msl 120MB (23ms) dS/10BMB(28ms) 110M8 (2Sms) 120MB (23ms)

$4590.00* $7499.00* $7995.00* $6990.00* $10,299.00* $11,295.00*

’ Pnoes and cortigLiaaons as d JiJy, 1988 and aJitan id change

ALR wid FlexCache are trademarks of Advanced Logic Research. Inc. Compaq and Deskpro are trademarks of Compaq
Computer Corp. IBM and PS/2 are trademarks of Interrutional Business Corp.
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"The Bmidhru 286 perpniied fkmies^ with every appii-

cation xoe handed d, induding copy-praided pnigrams and
nine memory-ieadent utOsties at once."

Stephen PC Megnine

"...the Bmddhru 286 zas the card ofdwke."
PC BuainesSoftwamiew (Rated #1)

"...Btealdhm 286 is a good taiue and a qutddy product boded

by effedioe support."

Den /L Griffin

The Newriehs d the AuKiCAD Un'f Gmup

'77ir PCSC Breahhm 286 edueoed Bu bat perprmanr
results of the aadting boards tested."

M Stedd. PC Tech Joumal (Rated #1)

'The 12‘hdHz Breakthru 28^12 ^xedup board is the pstest

of Btoee tested, but not die meet expensive. On a doOar per-

horsepower basis, it could be coded the cheapest boost avaBa-

Ue for an XT’
Mafc Wkkh. IrffiMbtid (Rated #1)

Think Need an AT?
Make Your IBM PC Easter Than an AT in Just 5 Minutes!

Accelerator Cards: Speed and Value
Speed figuTM ire consoliriaMrMuna from lOtntsof

CPU perionnince (See Acceteraior Boerrii Special Report.

December 1. 19ea)

Microspeed Fast 88 $149

Microsoft Mach 10 $395

Univation Dream Board ^12
Orchid Turbo EGA $945

STScD Standard 286 $995

Classic Speedpack $995

Orchid PC-Turbo 286e $1,195

Breakthru 286-12 $595

REPRINTED FROM INFOWORLD, APRIL 27, 1987

Breakthru 286-8MHz-$395 UGHTNING™-FREE with Breakthru

Breakthru 286-12MHz*$595 speedup hardware—$89.95 purchased separately

products it works in the Compaa Portable

and most dones. Easy diagrams snowhow
you just place the card in an open slot,

remove the original processor and connect

a single cable. There is no software re-

quired. From that moment you are run-

ning faster than an AT.

Second, they are advanced. The
BREAKTHRU 266 replaces the CPU of the

PC or XT with an 80286 microprocessor

that is faster than the one found in the AT.

Has a 80287 math coprocessor slot for

numeric intensive applications. A 16K
cache memory provides zero-wait-access

to the most recently used code and data.

Speed switching software allows you to

drop back to a lower speed on the fly for

timing sensitive applications.

niird. you have hill compatibilitv. AM ex-

isting system RAM, hardware, and
periphera cards can be used without soft-

ware moditication. Our boards operate

with LAN and mainframe communication

We are exdted about our three sf)eedup

products, ^u probably know about our

Lightning disk access speedup software

that was awarded PC Magazine's Best of

1986 award (see box). After the smashing
success of Lightning, in late '86, we

gUi

Ote

But, no speedup boerd cull disk

access time In half

UGHThmS
tonware can - $8915 or FREE w/Bmkttini

"Lightning Is almost mandatory...

•

Steve Manes. PC Magazine
Best of 86 review

Uiads wih the DOS - always ready as a badqround

program to accelerate disk access, 'ibu do nothing

• ei«rything is automatic Programs that frequently ac-

cess the disk (hard or floppy) are made instantly up

to 2 to 4 times faster Uses a priTKiple greaiV snhaix^

from mainframe technology called caching. Fully ex-

ploits AtKW Board memory.

UGHTf^tNG is the standard against which

alourcompettion measures iseR because we achioe

universal compatibility with other software Data is

n&er lost Order UGHThMNG separately or get

it free with your Breakthru 286 board.

TT

aranteed the Breakthru 286 board to be
iterally the most advanced, fastest, most

feature-rich board available. The runaway
success it has enjoyed truly proved that

assertion. Now we go ourselves one bet-

ter with the Breakthru 286-12. This new
board has the clock speed cranked up from
8 to 12 MHz for speeds up to 10.2 times

faster than an IBM PC. It is50% faster than

an 8MHz IBM AT, and up to a whopping
1,000% faster than a regular PC.

HERE'S WHY THESE TWO BOARDS
ARE SO SPECIAL

First, they install so easily. A half-slot

card means you don't even have to give up
a full slot. What's

produ
Memc

ducts and conform to the Expanded
demory Specification (EMS). Software

compatibility is virtually universal.

Faster and smarter than an AT • PCSG
guarantees it.

Fourth, these are the best. There are

several other boards on the speedup
market. We at PCSG have compared
them all, but there simply is no com-
parison. Many cards offer only a maiginal

speedup in spite of their claims and omers
are just poorly engineered.

are really excited about these prod-

ucts. PCSG makes the unabashed state-

ment that the BREAKTHRU 286 card

represents more advanced technolo^
than boards by Orchid, (^uadram, PC.

Technologies, Phoenix...we could

go on. Breakthru 286 is undis-

putedly the turbo board with
the biggest bang for the

buck. Andwe include

FREE the $89.95 ac-

claimed Lightning

software. CaU today
with your credit card or COD
instructions and we will ship

your card the very next day.

Think Again.
DONT TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT. USE EITHER
BREAKTHRU 286 SPEEDUP BOARD FOR 60

DAYS. IF YOU ARE NOT TOTALLY SAHSFIED
SIMPLY RETURN IT FOR A FULL REFUND.

n R nrR M ip

4540 Beltway Dr. • Dallas, Tx. 75244 • (214) 404F4000 • 1-800-544-4699
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Lucid 3'D“ is the
best spreadsheet

you can buy.
Don't take our word for it. Use

Lucid 3-D for 60 days. Return it

for a full refund if not completely

satisfied. Plus, instead of the $199

list price, an introductory spread-

the-word price of $149,

Winner of

PC Magazine’s

1987 Award
for Technical

Excellence

Lucid 3-D is priced to sell at

$199, but we want thousands of

people using Lucid everyday, all

over the world. We invite you to

be a part of that group. The

reason we are offering Lucid for

only $149, on a sixty day return

for a full refund, is simple.

Preliminary user testing of the

product produces the same

results over and over. People tell

us they would never work without

Lucid 3-D again. Even folks

continuing to work with 1-2-3,

Memory Resident

That's because the idea of a

memory resident spreadsheet

makes sense, one that you can

pop-up instantly while working in

your word processor or any other

program. Lucid lets you cut any-

thing on the screen and paste it

right into Lucid, or cut anything

from a Lucid worksheet and paste

into the application below. You

can even run Lucid on top of

1-2-3 if you like, and cut and

paste information from one to

the other, including formulas.

Lucid 3-D was developed over

the past two years with countless,

exhaustive hours of planning and

programming to produce

something spectacular. This is a

product that works the way we

dreamed a spreadsheet would

function. Everyone who has seen

it says things like, "Lucid 3-D is

how software of the I990's will look

and perform", or even more to the

point "Tkis is the way 1 thought a

computer should work". You'll see.

Lucid is exciting,

Masterwork

We could go on at great length

about all the features and

innovations in Lucid, but Lucid is

more than a bag of features.

What is most important is the

pride and craftsmanship that

went into its creation. It is a

masterwork. The overall feel is

tight and polished. In fact Paul,

Somerson, editorial director of

PC Computing, used one word to

describe it, “Slide",

PCSG has built a reputation as

a development laboratory

producing products that you

know are excellent. In 1983 PCSG

dominated the Model 100 laptop

market with ROM based software

that every reviewer rated as

POP-UP 3 DIMENSIONAL SPREADSHEET

excellent. In 1985 we produced

Lightning, the pioneer and award

winning Disk speed up software.

In 1986 we developed the

Breakthru 286 accelerator board

that blew everything else out of

the water, and later we topped

ourselves with the Breakthru 12,

Now in 1988 those who have

worked with Lucid 3-D tell us

"you have done it again. This is

software everyone should have'.'

For a limited time



Any cell can contain a coir

that you can accesi

Fig. 1 Let’s get the detail on those ad costs. Just

move the widebar to that cell and press one key

(Grey +).

What Makes Ludd 3-0 So Spedal

In the SCTeen examples you can see

Ludd is really three dimensional. Any
cell of the spreadsheet can contain

a complete other spreadsheet that

you can access with a single keystroke.

It is as simple as the pictures show.

And you don't have to write formulas

to do that

All you do is go look at the other

file navigating through easy, point

and shoot directories When you

come back up (with one key) the

link is made automatically for you.

Everything about Lucid works that

way. Users say ”11 is so intuitive that I

really don't need a manual:' That's because

we use something we call a visual

command menu. )im Seymour, the

noted PC columnist, talking about

Lucid in a recent article said that, "If

there ever m an interfile idea so good it

ought to he stolen and widely used, this is it."

What he was talking about is a

new menu approach that follows a

simple design concept: it is easier to

recognize than it is to remember. As

choices are made on a menu that

take you to lower, levels you always

can see exactly where you came
from and where pu are going. The

complete menu path is always visible.

You cannot get lost several levels

down. This means you never have to

remember a command, you just flow

right to it.

Rg. 2 Here we are, instantly. Notice the lower left

comer showing we are on level 2. Vbu can go
down or up.

Plus, no matter where you are on

a menu or what you are doing, just

press function key FI, and you will

get a help screen specific to that

comman(j or action. Or if you want

to know about any subject you can

pop up an index of over 600 topics

and selea the one you want.

Notepad Behind Every Cell

Another 3-D feature is that any cell

can also contain a multiple page

note that you instantly access with a

single key^oke You can write notes,

memos or letters that relate to your

work, save them as individual files

and even print them separately or

with your spreadsheet.

Rg.4 Now, instantly we are on
level 3. Each level is a different

spreadsheet. Vbu could r>ow move
to the New York Times and see
the detail on that figure. There is

rw limit to the levels you can go.

Move right down to transaction

level if you like.

screen are completed. Other

calculations pu don't see continue

on in the background during the

next commands. The end result of

this powerful combination is you

rarely wait for a recalculation with

Luci(i. You find out what instantaneous

is all about.

‘
‘I've been calling it an 'Everyman’s Spreadsheet’,

and I think that’s how the market will position it. It’s

much more than an inexpensive alternative to 1-2-3.
’ ’

)im Seymour. Columnist. PC Magazine. PC Week

Speed

Lucid 3-D is truly revolutionary. It is

fast, fast, fast! It is incredibly quick in

performing calculations because it

doesn't recalculate every cell every time

you insert an entry. Instead, it only re-

calculates the specific cells that are

affected by your change This is called

minimal recalc. Lucid also has a

remarkable innovation called back-

ground recalc in which you are given

control of the cursor the moment
calculations affecting your viewing

Ludd Learns

Lucid 3-D also lets pu teach it in

any combinations of keystrokes so that

involved sequences can be done

with single keys. Plus more than just

rememtering keystrokes. Lucid allows

you to create Macros with loops,

procedures and conditional

branching amazingly all done

automatically with simple menus.

You can create your own menus that

show the new features you have

taught it. Another great feature is

t



Dlete other spreadsheet
with a single key.

Fig. 5 Of course, Lucid does multipte windows.

Notice, you can simuitaneously open windows in

different directories, different drives, even down as
many 3>0 ievels as you lilce. No one else can do that.

Rg. 6 We need those budget figures in the Word
Perfect letter we are writir>g. Clipboard Dump does
it right now.

Fig. 7 Here it is right in Word Perfect (or any word

processor) just like you typed it. Vbu can go the

other way just as easily.

you can make your custom menus

work like Lucid where one choice

can take you down a level to a

whole new set of choices What's

nice is that they will work from one

spreadsheet to another.

Mouseability

Lucid 3-D was designed for both

keyboard enthusiasts and mouse

lovers alike You can take your pick.

Designed around the mouse from

the ground up, the interface is

smooth and natural. You select files

to load from directory lists. Every-

thing is point and click. What's

more, any Lucid 3-D menu selection

can be "moused " and the response

time is "right now " instead of the

sluggish "a little bit behind you " feel

of add-on mouse menu systems like

those you've seen with 1-2-3.

A window pops up with a library

of function names you can page

through with the mouse Select, click

and it's in the formula with no

typing required. You even have a

label window that you 3n fill (from

the keyboard) with favorite labels

and names so that you can insert

them later with the mouse There's

even a pop-up calculator to insert

numbers so you don't have to go to

the keyboard very often.

It really permits that feeling of

becoming one with your work. Lucid

3-D has windows of user defined

range names as well as the maaos
named by the user that can be

selected just by pointing and clicking,

icons that are easy to grab with the

mouse let you resize and move the

spreadsheet window with the ease

you would expect. Plus you can go

anywhere on the sheet by moving

the mouse and clicking on the

spreadsheet borders And remember.

Lucid is designed so that any of

those features are done with or

without the mouse easily and quickly.

Audit

When you are staking a big decision

on information gained from a

spreadsheet you need to be certain

that you have made no mistakes.

Lucid 3-D offers five audit displays

and printouts.

Even if you don't plan to abandon

1-2-3, Lucid makes sense Files are

converted between them with ease

so there's not an interoffice compati-

bility problem. This means you can

have the power and fun of Lucid

3-D without having to upset your

present systems

\\fe are excited about Lucid 3-D,

But don't take our word for it, take

us up on our 60 day offer.

Call us on our order line number

and we will ship your order the very

next day. This $149 offer will end as

soon as our dealer network is fully

stocked. But in the mean time we

invite you to try Lucid as part of our

"spread the news " campaign, lust

pick up the phone and call us. 'iJe

accept all major credit cards or you

can order COD.

Ask your dealer or

call

1-800-544-4699

or 214-404-4000

PCSG • 4540 BELTWAY DRIVE • DALLAS. TX 75244
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Thefestjestway
Idget rid ofyourhai^-ups.
Introducing the Ven-Tel fethfinder” 18IC

It’s the fastest dial-up modem available, and

it works better over poor phone lines than

any other modem.

Hus, it guarantees

that your data

will be 100%
error free.

It’s Really

Easter.

Though other high-speed modems may
claim speeds up to 19,000 bps, they rely

exclusively on data compression, and can

only achieve these speeds on excellent

quality phone lines.

But die Ifrthfinder 18K has a unique

ability to adapt to the changing quality of

the typical phone line: it falls back in small

100 bps increments and can bounce back

again when line conditions improve! So in

the real world, it

actually transmits

nearly twice as fast

as other modems—
up to 18,000 bps

without data com-

pression. Keep that

in mind when com-
paring modems.

Whafs more, if lines do deteriorate badly,

the Ihthfinder ISK’s own data compression

automatically kicks in to keep you moving

at the highest possible speed.

“Picture-pcrfcct transmission for

CAD/CAM and graphics.”

A Pathway For New
Applications.

CAD/CAM ’*• software downloading
* high-speed LAN gateways » desktop

publishing * remote computer diagnostics.

They’re all feasible now, thanks to the

Ihthfinder 18K’s great speed and accuracy.

Besides which, the

rhthfinder 18K can

perform more routine

tasks in a fraction

of the time, and at a

fraction of the cost,

of conventional hWhen you use more of the band-

mrvlpmc width, you get better performance
* and faster overall throu^put.

Connectible And
Compatible.
The Fhthfinder 18K is on excellent speak-

ing terms with more leisurely-paced 2400,

1200, and 300-bps modems. And it’s

supported by more communications pack-

ages than any other high-speed modem-
including PC-to-PC, PC-to-mini, PC-to-

mainframe, LAN and Macintosh software.

Call us at 800-538-512LWdIl be happy to

show you how VenTel’s Pathfinder18K can

get rid of your data transmission hang-ups.

Faster than you ever thought possible.

Modems

Ven-Tel Inc., 2121 Zanker Road, San Jose, CA 95131,800-538-5121

CIRCLE 364 ON READER SERVICE CARD



VIEWPOINTS

LETTEEtSTO
PCMAGAZINE
UNDERSTANDING OSV2

I appreciated Jim Seymour’s commentary

on the memory requirements for tunning

OS/2 ("RAM Scam ’88,” PC Magazine,

May 31, 1988). People who upgrade to

OS/2 should understand what is in store for

them,

I also appreciated his remarks about pro-

tectionism. The world has shrunk, and it

has become expensive to favor domestic

suppliers. Instead of restricting imports,

we should work on increasing exports. Fa-

vors to American chip makers harm Amer-

ican computer manufacturers as well as all

American companies that use computers.

Stephen Rawlinson

Sunnyvale, California

MORE OR LESS
Contrary to Richard H. Gleick’s letter

(Letters to PC Magazine, PC Magazine,

June 14. 1988), the statement “I could

care less" iscorrect English. It is uttered in

an ironic tone, rather like “I should care?"

and has a Yiddish flavor.

"I couldn’t care less” means the same

thing but is stated literally, and people not

from New York find it easier to interpret.

Michael Covington, Ph.D.

University of Georgia

Athens, Georgia

LEJCmPEADVANCESTECHNOLOGY
The review of Lexitype Plus II (“Fast,

Flexible, and Forward-looking,” PC
Magazine, February 29, 1988) contains

distortions of fact and factual errors. The

underlying beauty and strength of Lexitype

lie in its fundamentally different approach

to word processing; your reviewers appear

to have completely missed the point. For

example, Lexitype'% use of color-coded

keytops is completely ignored in the re-

PC

view. The use of meaningful document ti-

tles is not even mention^. And your dis-

cussion of Lexitype'% Full Page display

(which shows the operator the format of

the entire page of text on the screen) is ob-

scured by your obsession with whether or

notitis“ttue’’ WYSrWTG.
But most upsetting is your assertion that

Lexitype “does not take advantage of cur-

rent rc software technology.” If "PC
technology” means EGA displays, laser

printers, local area networks, and so on,

Lexitype supports all of these, and we are

committed to supporting emerging tech-

nologies as well. However, if “PC tech-

nology” means eight-character filenames

for documents, layer upon layer of menus,

hidden codes, and so on, then perhaps

Lexitype has simply surpassed current PC
technology.

Lon J. Berman

President

Lexitronics Inc.

Sterling. Virginia

Lexitype Plus II emulates a typewriter.

Keytops identify key assignments that dif-

fer dramaticallyfrom other DOS applica-

tions (the Up Arrow, for instance, moves

the cursor down). Undo and justification

function page by page. Reformat adjusts

MAGAZINE SEPTEMBER 13, 1
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imported documents to Lexitype’s mar-

gins. Files are stored in subindexes that

are shareable in its network version. Be-

cause ofa production error, thefollowing

features were incorrectly listed as not

available: right Justification: variable line

spacing: page numbers automatically re-

set: paragraph delete: line, paragraph,

column, and page block: case-sensitive

search: preserves case when replacing:

recognizes whole words: search-and-re-

placeformat codes: prints selectedpages:

automatic envelope formatting and print-

ing: temporarily goes to DOS: and
preformattedformsprocessing .

—

Ed

.

IBM: FAKING PS/2?

I am writing in reference to Charles B.

Holleran’s letter (Letters to PC Magazine,

PC Magazine, June 14, 1988), in which he

criticized Bill Machrone’s statement that

the IBM PS/2 Models 25 and 30 may not

be legitimate members of the PS/2 family.

I agree with Mr. Machrone, and I sin-

cerely believe that IBM is trying to pull the

wool over the eyes of first-time buyers.

Mr. Holleran himself detailed the charac-

teristics and capabilities that the PS/2 fam-

ily of computers is supposed to possess.

He wrote, “Among those features are 3'/4-

inch diskettes, improved graphics, and ad-

vanced functions integrated onto system

boards.”

Although the Models 25 and 30 have

3'/2-inch floppy disk drives, they are for-

matted to hold only 720K of data. The uue
PS/2 holds 1.44MB of data. The Models

25 and 30 do not support VGA graphics

but, rather, use an enhanced version of

CGA known as MCGA.
1 am not aware of any advanced func-

tions that the Models 25 and 30 possess.

They do not have the Micro Channel archi-

19 8 8



VIEWPOINTSSave Money on
Quality Software

$1.99gf,'k^
Membership Special
For only S19.95 frog. $34.95/yearj become

a MicroCom Systems member and receive:

• "The Shareware Book" a 300+ page

guide to shareware lor the IBM PC. In-

dues helpful information for the new PC
user! $12.95 if ordered separately.

• A one year subscription (6 Issues) to

"Shareware Review", each issue featur-

ing a free new-release diskette from The

mmCom Collection.

• Reduced member prices!

• Any disks below lor only $1.99 each,

($2.99 tor 3.5fj w/money back guarantee!

Hundreds of disks available.

Free catalog with any order!

BUSINESS 1—EasHy create, ftl in and print txtsiness kxms.

BUSMESS 2-Chait data on bar, pie graphs. Ftnd trends! *

U) CAD 1a>—(2 dsKs) Paint, draw, design w/Trgerpaint *
mCAO {2 (isks) Create acMcd 20/30 designs. 640K. *

CAO 3-Qenerate your own custom flowcharts with PC-Row

[7] COMM 1aJb,e4-(4 dtete) Log onto buletin board systems.

HI DATABASE 1aJH2 dtete)The File Express database mgr.

EDUCATION 1—New PC users can painlessly learn DOS.

EDUCATION 3—Bijld dazdng typing speed w/PC-Fastype.

EDUCATION 8—Improve your Spanish w/o dry. dui books!

EDUCATION 9—Leam French skifls w/o boring teachers!

EDUCATION 10—Practice German with these easy dr«s.

(E RNANCE 1a>-(2 disks) A personal bookeeping manager.

IE FINANCES 3a,b—(2 disks) Prepare financial spreadsheets.

GAMES 1—30 Pacman, Kong. Spacewar. missiles, etc. *
GAMES 2—OuberL Pango. Centipede. Hopper (Frogger). -k

GAMES 3—Btedqack (you set rules), Armchair OB. Empire.

GAMES 4—Star Trek, the otig Colossal Caves Advent, more.

GAMES 5—Hack, you and you trusty dog in a wid adventur

GAMES 6—Pinball. Othello. Dragons, Sopwith (fly one!), it

GAMES 8-6last enemies w/Striker. con(|uer world wTHsk.*

GAMES 11—High res Aide's adventure. MahJongg. EGA.

GAMES 12—Try backgammon or Wordplay fortune wheel!

(DGAMESISmb^Ae—(5 disks) Make yr own advent games!

GRAPHKS 1— color slide shows tor dernos/training! w

H) GRAPHKS 2a4b,c—(3 disks) Produce great 30 graphics. *
HUMOR 1—Amuse wAun faces, unfriendly DOS & more!

HI INFO 1a4H2 dteks) 1 SCk gd cooking recipes. Add yr own!

[E MFO 2aib—(2 d»ks) Search for addresses w/Zip-Pf^ xret

[E MFO SaibAd—(4 (flsks) Access famous quotes from history.

HI LANGUAGE %ja-{2 dsks) A86 macro asserrbler/debuggr.

S] MUSC 1a4H2 disks) Play tunes or use editor/composer. *

H) MUSIC 2a4H2 (Asks) Record or play tunes wif>iano Man!

ORGAMZER 1—OeskTeam (Sidekick done) & Judy calnder.

PRMTER 1—Packed wAjtils for print spoding, banners, etc.

SHELL 1—A simple, fast and easy DOS menu prog for PCs.

SMULATION 1—Rreworks, maze maker, roving eye, etc! *
SMULATION 3—Birdsongs, aquarium w/fish, stars, more. *
SMULATXM 4—Hi(^ res flowers, landscapes, fish. EGA.

unUTIES 1—A collBdion of irvakiaUe gan1 DOS utifities.

UmJTIES 2—More great DOS utts, ind burnout protection.

HI URUTIES 3a4>—(2 dsks) Total debugger/dagnoetic progs

UTUJTIES 5-Hard dsk utis to verify, fotmaL park dsk drives

URLTRES 7—More adv uHs; undelM files from hard disks.

(DWORD 1aJ>—(2 dteks) Powerful POWrite word processor.

Disks $0 marked above require a color graphKs adapter.

Phone or mail your order today
for 24-hour shipment!

MicroCom Systems Cost ot disks

3673 Enochs Street

Santa Clara, CA
95051 Total end.

Wgff (408)737-9000 «
***** MwvFri 7am-9pm, Sal-Son 8am-5pm

LETTERS

lecture that the true f^/2s have. They don’t

even have an advanced CPU, which

means that they won’t run OS/2 or Micro-

soft Windowsl386.

In other words, the IBM Models 25 and

30 are nothing more than old PCs in new

boxes.

S. R. Perry

Vallejo, California

CHECKINGOUT CONNECTIVITV
I do not ordinarily write to magazines, but

I did want to compliment you on the recent

workgroup-computing issue ("Software:

Connectivity’s New Frontier,” PC Maga-

zine, June 14, 1988). It was great to see a

serious, comprehensive look at the group

connectivity tools now available.

Kudos to Frank J. Derfler, Jr.

Richard Anders

Cambridge, Massachussetts

STOPPINGAT EPSON
Your review of the Epson Equity LT
(“Planes, Trains, and Automobiles: 12

Portables for the Road," PC Magazine,

March 29, 1988) seems at odds with the re-

views of other portables in that story. I am
confused as to why the NEC MultiSpeed

HD and Zenith Z-183 received a thumbs-

up, while prospective Epson Equity LT
customers were admonished to just “walk

on by.”

My confusion stems from the fact that

all three models are almost identical. The

Summary of Features table shows the Eq-

uity LT to compare quite favorably with

the other laptops in its class.

Furthermore, your reference to “Joe

Isuzu" implies that we are trying to de-

ceive the end user. Not only is this blatant-

ly untrue, but the comment borders on

journalistic irresponsibility.

We believe our customers should have a

PC M A

choice of configurations to match their

budget and requirements. Screen configu-

rations, hard disk drives, and modems are

common industry options, even for

laptops.

Believe it or not, our screen is similar to

the screens of both the NEC and the Ze-

nith. The perceived difference in readabili-

ty is a function of the individual operating

parameters determined by each manufac-

turer. The Equity LT’s character display

was selected to provide a differentiation

between normal narrow characters and

highlighted wide characters.

The reviewer writes that at 14.2pounds,

the Equity LT is “just too bulky to be a

comfortable traveling companion.” But

according to the features table, our product

matches up well with the heavier NEC
(14.3 pounds) and the bulkier Zenith

(15,8) pounds.

If we are confused by the mixed signals

your review communicates, we believe

your readers also will be confused.

Scot Edwards

Epson America Inc.

Torrance, California

True, the Equity LT does generally match

the specs of NEC's MultiSpeed HD and

Zenith’s Z-183, but the perception of a

screen’s performance is ultirtuilely a sub-

jective Judgment. PC Magazine did not

mean to characterize Epson's marketing

plan as deceitful and regrets any implica-

tion to that effect.—Ed.

WYSE VERSUSZENITH
I have found your product reviews to be

fair and objective, generally speaking, but

I must take exception to the results of your

review of 80386 machines (“Three 386s:

Stretching Performance at 16 MHz,” PC
Magazine, May 3 1 , 1988).

I don’t understand how you could have

chosen the WYSEpc 386 over the Zenith

Z-386. The Z-386 was clearly the fastest

machine in all of your tests, and it comes

equipped with an EGA video board and

Microsoft Windows/386. The Z-386 also

has4MB memory boards withEMM capa-

bility and a version of OS/2.

Zenith has a nationwide chain of sales

and repair centers, and while the price

seems high, the machine is normally dis-

I counted. It is also available as a kit through

G A Z I N E
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Control colois

ASCII/UCS

conversion

No special

hardware

required

Switch to a new

size with the

push ofakev’

See up to twice

as many rows

- Ordinary display

CompJ^sed display

as many columns

llnntoucbedpboto qfEG\ dispfay

See More Rows and Columns
Now you can zoom out to see more on

the screen - without exiting your

worksheet and without investing in

special hardware!

With SeeMORE™, a remarkable

add-in program for 1 -2-3® and

Symphony®, you can instantly double,

triple or quadmple your view with the

push of a key.

SeeMORE lets you build a twelve

month forecast without stopping to scroll

left and right. All twelve months appear

on the screen. SeeMORE gives you the

big picture.

SeeMORE manges the screen without

interfering with the normal operation of

1-2-3 or Symphony. You can zoom in

and out as you build and manipulate a

worksheet. You don’t need to exit and

switch to a new driver set!

Works with 1 -2-3 Rel 2 and 2.01 or

Symphony Rel 1.1, 1.2 and 2.0 on the

IBM PC, in', AT, PS/2 and compatibles.

All you need is a simple graphics adapter:

CCA, EGA, VGA, MCGA or Hercules. Also

looks great on Compaq andToshiba gas

plasma. Not copy protected. 1-2-3 version

$79 .95 . Symphony version $99 95. Get

SeeMORE and expand your horizons.

Comp(¥^!^jTtabk IDplasma di^)iayi

CGA EGA VGA Here Plasma

NomuJ 80»25 80x25 90x25 80x25 80x25

Medium 91x28 106x43 91i37 90x43 106^40

Small 106x33 128x43 106»48 120i43 128i50

VefvSmaU 128x25 150x51 128x53 I44i43 N/A

•Hny I28i33 I6O1S8 160x60 180xS8 I6O166

Presentation 40a25 40»25 40x34 45k25 40i28

Available from Eg^iead Softvnue, Corponue Softvnue and other fine resellets. Distributed through Ingram, Kenfil, Micro D,

Sofisel and Sr^twaie Resource.

"SeeMORE is brimming with innotations."

- UXus Magazine

"/ useSeeMORE almostconstantly"
-Jim Seymour,K Ms^azine

"Recommended"
- InfoWorfd

Seel^^^
Please send roe: (indicate quantity)

SeeMORE 1-2-3. $79-95 each.

SeeMORESymphony. $99 95 each.

Include $3.75 fM'ship(Hng. ($12 outside USA

and Cana^) MA residents add 5% sales tax.

hyment: VISAO MCO AMEXa Dinerso Chech

lb order, mall coupon or call toll-free:

In MA: 800-447- 1 196, Nationally:

8(X)-445-3311xno9

P
l^rsonics Corporation

2352 Main Street

Concord, MA01742
617-897-1575
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MITSUBISHI

Copyrighted material



M T S U B S H

Whafel:iack&wWte
&readallover?

The new Mitsubishi*mp286L laptop personal computer.

Until now, thinking portable meant thinking compromise. In readability

Or speed. Or power. Or expandability. Or all of the above.

But now the mp286L eliminates the com
Its big, bright, black and white “p>age whi

the eyes. It’s readable from several feet away. In

A powerful 80286 processor clocks in at 1

faster than the desktop computer you’re now \

The 20MB intend hard disk and options

internal modem, extended memory, andnum
once and for all the popular notion that you ca

With the mp286L, you can even move up toM
But best of all, you don’t have to compror

the mp286L is built like a Mitsubishi: built to vv

and work hard.

The mp286L is assembled in the US. for a

delivery and availability Mitsubishi resellers ar

experienced specialistswho provide systems

support, training, and applications assistance

you can count on.

Call toll-free: 1-800-556-1234 extension 25

(in California, 1-800-441-^5 extension 25) or

write: Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.,

Computer Systems Division, 991 Knox Street,

CA S>0502 for the authorized mp286L reseller r

Because the best choice in a laptop comp
is right here in black and white.

MS OS/i Is a trademark of Mictosofl Corporaikm. C MW. Mitsuhistii Ekctiunics Amcrka. Inc.
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WhereWe Stand On Accounting.

Eight years into it and firmly planted.

With our experience and knowledge we have created a new foundation

for over 70,000 businesses worldwide.

And now, you might say we wear a bigger pair of shoes. Because we write

accounting software that’s more than just a tool for accountants. Our Database

Accounting Library" is designed from the ground up to run an entire business.

A system that everyone in a business can use, on just about every computer

or network. It’s written in dBASE.' The most accepted business programming

language in the industry. Providing the power and flexibility that enables your

information to achieve its maximum potential.

A financial system should grow as your business grows and be able to fit

the specific needs of that business. No matter what type of business you’re in.

The Database Accounting Library includes the source code that allows you to do

just that. And we back it up with an unprecedented five-year warranty.

It’s all designed to put your company on a much firmer footing.

You see at SBT, we stand for more than accounting.

We stand for better business. SBT
800/227-7195. In CA 415/331-9900.

One Harbor Drive, Sausalito, CA 94965CIRCLE 470ON READER SERVICE CARD



VIEWPOBNTS

LETTERS

Heath/Zenith Computer and Electronics

stores nationwide.

J. J. Thompson
Kenmore, New York

Speed is only one aspect that is taken into

consideration when evaluating a computer

system. Design, construction, and (of

course) price factors are also important.

In thejudgment ofPC Magazine, the supe-

riority of the Wyse in these other areas

should prove more valuable to you, the

user, than the small bit ofadditional speed

that the Zenith delivers.—Winn L. Rosch

LIVINGWITH EGA
I find it interesting that you say EGA is all

but obsolete (“Making Way for VGA,”
PC Magazine, May 31 , 1988), yet in your

review of the new 386 boards (“Three

386s: Stretching Performance at 16

MHz,” PC Magazine, May 31, 1988),

you tested all of them with EGA. Is this

consistent?

Brian Peck

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

EGA is dead asfar as a new system or dis-

play adapter is concerned. Neither IBM
twr Compaq even makes them anymore.

VGA does everything EGA can do—and
more. Of course, millions ofEGA adapt-

ers are in machines and will continue to

deliver good images for years to come.

You can still use EGA and be happy; Just

don't waste money buying a new one.

PC Labs tests with EGA for standard-

ization and to reflea its currently wider

application.—Winn L. Rosch

THE TRUE WTSNER: FILE-BY-FILE

In his sidebar “Image vs. File-by-File:

Two Paths to Tape Backup” (“Hardware

Standbys: PS/2 Tape Drives,” PC Maga-
zine, May 31, 1988), Richard Hale Shaw
states that “image backup is really useful

only when you’ve had to replace your hard

disk or when you want to replicate your en-

tire system on another hard disk.”

I disagree. When restoring an image

backup to a different hard disk, you run the

teal risk of writing data to bad tracks. An
image backup is a sector-by-sector replica-

tion of the original data. The data b^ked
up from sector xyz on the source disk will

be restored to sector xyz on the target disk.

even if it has been previously identified as

unusable.

Unless your new hard disk has no bad

tracks or, at most, a subset of your original

disk's bad tracks (what are die chances of

either?), you’re playing Russian roulette

with your data, File-by-file is the only way
to go.

Steve Offner

Carlsbad, New Mexico

THE POWEROF IBM
I definitely agree with John C. Dvorak’s

views regarding the change of the hard-

ware industry (“Repent! The End Is

Near,” PC Magazine, June 14, 1988)

from one in which prices drop to one in

which prices rise. Mr. Dvorak forgot,

however, that the inherent big winner in

this mess is known by the initials I., B.,

andM.
The reason is simple: unlike other com-

puter companies, IBM is easily capable of

producing virtually every component of a

computer system. Because of this self-suf-

ficiency, IBM is less sensitive to market

condidons for critical computer parts.

The results are obvious: while every-

body else will be forced to curtail produc-

don because of ruinous parts shortages,

IBM can build Personal System/2 comput-

ers for any level of demand. With this ad-

vantage, IBM could also sell the PS/2

computers at almost any price.

In short, the semiconductor agreement

between the United States and Japan has

played right into IBM’s hands; the big los-

er is us end users.

Raymond Chuang
Mountain View, California

CORRECnONS/AMPUFICATIONS

The phone number listed in the fact file for

lONCT Communications (“A Field Guide

to LAN Operating Systems,” PC Maga-
zine, June 14, 1988) is incorrect. The cor-

rect number is (5 1 3) 433-2238

.

HOWTOWRITE TO PC MAGAZINE
Send letters to PC Magazine, One Park

Avenue, New York, NY 10016, or

through PC MagNet (see the Productivity

section for access information).

All letters become the property of PC
Magazine and are subject to editing. GZS

PC MAGAZINE
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Wfe have one
thing to say to
the people n'ho

keep getting

personal about
PROCOMM PLUS,

"Right now. PROCOMM PLUS is

the delinitive telecom program
and the one I personally use
and recommend:'
John C. Dvorak.

columnist. PC Magazine

People who review software hove

a verylDughjob. They see hundreds

ofnew programseve^ week. But

the ones hove seen the new
PROCOMM PLUScommunications

software are doing morethan writing

rave reviews about it. They're getting

personal. They're using it otwork and

athome.

Maybe ifs because procomm
PLUS is so easyto use ifs "intuitive;'

Or perhaps ifs because procomm
PLUS hason extremely powerful script

command languoge, context sensi-

tive help, 16 terminal emulations

with keyboard re^pping, 1 2 file

transler protocols, a fully-automated

dialing directory, ond advanced host

mrxJewilh electranic mail.

But one thing istor certain. If

PROCOMM PLUS is the personal choice

ofthe peoplewho review software,

you can be sure thatPROCOMM PLUS

is right for you.

rstimeyou got personal about

PROCOMM PLUS. Ask for PROCOMM
PLUS ata dealer near you. Or, coll

314-474-8461.

Thank You.
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Guaranteed Compatibility
Shop PC Brand quality. Save time.

Save trouble. Save money.

PC BRAND 286/12 $985

12 MHz, Zero Wait State, SI 15.3

LANDMARK™ Speed 16 MHz.
5121C 1.2MB Drive w/combo Controller, 101>keyboard:

• 51 2K RAM Standard. Accommodates up to 4M6 of RAM on
Motherboard using 100NS, 1MB DRAM'S

• 1 .2 MB Roppy Drive.

• Combination Hard Drive/Roppy Controller

• 180 Watt Power Supply.

• Enhanced 101 -Key AT'*< -Style Keyboard
• OS/2* compatible today
• 100% IBM~. MS/DOS™, OS/2^, XENIX™, Novell™. 3COM~.
and PCNET LAN™ compatible

• Memory above 640K can be configured either EMS/
Expanded, or Extended, by mottierboard switch setting

• 8 Slots (six are 16 bit). Ck>cK/Caler>dar on board.

• AT™-St]^ Case with Keylock, Turbo, Power and Hard Drive

LEDs. ^^1 footprint case can accommodate up to four half-

height mass storage devices.

MONO SYSTEM...$1059 EGASYSTEM...$1384

PC BRAND 286/20 $1385

20 MHz Clock, Zero Wait State, SI 20.4*

LANDMARK™ Speed 25.9* MHz.
SllK, 1.2MB Drive w/ combo Controllei; 101-keyboard.

Your best low-cost alternative to a 386! Utilizes Chips &
Technologies' Latest "NEAT" Chipset!

• 512K RAM Standard. Expandable to SMB of

High Speed True 16 Bit Memory using 256K/1MB DRAM'S
• Full 1MB available to DOS by BIOS REMAP
• 200 Watt Power Supply
• Main board memory Ateve 640k can be either

EMS or Extended t^ Setup
• High Throughput C^bo HDC/FDC Controller

• Enhanced 101-key AT-Styfe Keyboard
• 100% OS/2™ .MS/DOS™, XENIX™& PCNET LAN™
compatible

• Hardware Fast Gate20 for Superfast OS/2 performance
• Same full feature ‘baby” AT™ case as our 286/12

model above

MONO SYSTEM...$1495 EGA SYSTEM...$1823

*PWfbnnance inibnnatkMt computed using Nwton version 4.0 with our 286/20
configured with enough RAM to pennil interleaving.

Have it your way...PC Brand delivers what you reallt/

want. Superior quality. Exceptional savings. Custom
configurations built to your exact specifications.

Responsive toll-free service and support. Free freight.

The best 5-Year Warranty in the business. And
a Money-Back Guarantee

on every system we sell.

Get more for your dollar.

Call 1-800-PC-BRAND
today. You'll even get a

FREE GIFT., .see our

Free Mouse Offer

next page.

PCV20 AD-II $650

15 MHz,Throughput in an XT. Complete
with Monographics Card & Monitor.
512K, One Drive, Mono Card & Monitor, 84 keyboard:

• 512K RAM Standard. NEC V-20 CPU
• One 360K Floppy Drive

• 84-Key AT™ -Style Keyboard
• 4-layer Motherboard expandable to 1 MB
• 8 Slots. Built-in Serial. Parallel, Game Ports. Clock
• Hercules Compatible Graphics Card
• 12" Monochrome Monitor

• Accommodates up to 4 HH Mass Storage devices

• AT™-Style Case with Keylock, Turbo, Power and Hard Drive

LEDs. Photo-illustrated Set-Up & Operating Instructions.

HARD DRIVE - Seagate ST225 20 MB Drive & Controller ....$269

HARD DRIVE - Seagate ST238 30 MB Drive & Controller 295

MS/DOS, GW Basic 55

Color and EGA Models available...please call.

BUY A HARD DRIVE!

Enhance any 286

or 386 system with

a hard drive:

20 MB 65MS Seagate ST225 HH (drive only) $225

30 MB 35MS Seagate ST138 HH (not RLL) $330

40 MB 40MS Seagate ST251 HH $375

40 MB 28MS Seagate ST251-1 HH $459

80 MB 28MS Seagate ST4096 FH $590

110 MB 28MS RLL Miniscribe 6128 $989

We offer a full line of standard drives from Maxtor, Microsdcnce,

Priam, Miniscribe, and ESDI Drives & Controllers. Please call.
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Risk-Free 5-Year Warranty

INTEL.-SBC386/16 $1749

2 MB 32 Bit Memory Card

MONO SYSTEM...$1865

$155

EGA SYSTEM...$2185

Wide Selection, Name Brands - Low Cost
We offer a wide selection of other name brand hardware and
peripherals too numerous to list here. Call for details.

YOURS FREE!
A $35 value...Free %vith any PC Brand

system order of $500 or more.

Call today! «
Take your choice. A Serial or Bus-

Mouse. Offer good until, Oct. 31sl.
^

1968. If you do not qualify for our

Free Mouse Offer, you may of course,

purchase your mouse for ^5.

Your Ideal

Alternative

to the COMPAQ®
Portable III

PORTABLE 286/12 $1720

16 MHz, genuine Intel-manufactured
system...tne max in 386 performance.
512K, 1.2MB Drive w/ combo Controller^ 101-keyboard:

• 51 2K RAM Standard. Certified 32 Bit 386 CPU.
• Expandable to 16 MB of 32 Bit Memory
• 1.2 MB Floppy Disk Drive

• Combination Hard Drive/Floppy Controller

• 220 Watt Power Supply
• Enhanced 101-Key AT~-Style Keyboard
• OS/2 * compatible today
• 100% IBM~. MS/DOS-. OS/2~. XENIX™, Novell™,

3COM™, and PCNET LAN's™ compatible

• Socketed for optional 80387 co-processor

• Serial, parallel ports, clock/calendar standard

• Two 32-Bit Slots

• AT~-Style Case with Keylock, Turbo, Power, and Hard Drive

LEDs. Full size case accomodates up to 5 HH Mass Storage

devices.

Portable 286/20...$2020 386/20...Call
512K, 1.2MB Drive, Combo Controller, Backlit Display

We package the power and features of our desktop 286 and 386

Systems in a self-contained, light (20 lbs.), high impact plastic

housing similar to the COMPAQ® Portable III. All systems feature:

• 640 X 400 Backlit Supertwist LCD Display Made by SHARP
• Monographic & C>3lor operating modes
• External Monitor Support. External Keyboard Port.

• 5 expansion slots (3 long. 2 short) ‘d^Key Keyboard
• Accomodates two 5 1/4* or 3 1/2” Floppy or Hard Disk Drive

• 200 Watt 112/220 Autoswilch Power
• Serial, Parallel, Game Port/ Clod( Calendar Standard

40MB System: add $37520 MB System: add $225

LAPTOP COMPUTERS

Toshiba 1000; 512K, 80C88 CPU . ~$769

Toshiba 1200F; 640K, 80C86 CPU, (Floppy) 1599

Toshiba 1200H; 640K, 80C86 CPU, 20MB .2349

Toshiba 3100/20; 640K, 80286 CPU, 20MB 3100
Toshiba 3200; 1MB RAM, 80286 CPU, EGA 20 MB .....call

Toshiba 5100; 2MB RAM, 80386 CPU, EGA 40 MB ....5040

NEC Multispeed EL-2 1549

NEC Multispeed HD .... .... 2360

Call 1-800-PC BRAND
(Call l-800-722-7263...In Illinois, Call 312-226-5200) FAX# 312-226-6841

PC Brand, Inc. 954 West Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois 60607 1-800-722-7263 Hours: Monday thru Friday 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Central
More Ordering Info on next page. VISA, MasteiOrd, Personal or Company Checks, and Approved P.O.S Accepted. Prices subject to change.

TM-RegislCTd trademarks of IBM, Compaq, Intel, etc. CIRCLE 311 ON READER SERVICE CARD PCtWOlCIRCLE 311 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Shop PC-Brand Today...
MONITORS

a

a

a

NEC MulHsync II

14” Enhanced Graphics

Color Monitor ......$589

NEC Multisync Plus
15“ Enhanced Graphics

960 X 720 res 897

NEC MulHsync XL
20” Enhanced Graphics

1024 X 768 res .2085

Amdek 12" 410 Series Flat Screen TTL Monochrome ...$149

Amdek 12" 600T Series Flat Screen RGB Color 350

Magnavox 12“ Amber Mono High ResoluHon ................... 79

Magnavox 14" Standard Color ............................................ 230

Magnavox 14“ Color Enhanced Graphics Display ..........339

Mitsubishi 14" Diamondscan ............................................. call

NEC MulHsync GS 14“ Monochrome "Grey Scale" ........199

Princeton Ultra-Sync 14" MulH-Mode Enhanced

Graphics Color Monitor .......................................................520

Princeton 15" LM 300/LM 301 Desktop Publishing

Display (requires special video card) ................................. 550

Zenith Rat Screen Displays..... ...... Call

Hard Drives:
20 MB 65MS Seagate ST225 HH (Drive Only) $225
20 MB 65MS Seagate 225 w/XT controller 269
30 MB 65MS Seagate 238 w/XT controller 295
30 MB 35MS Seagate ST138 HH (not RLL) 330
40 MB 40MS Seagate 251 375
40 MB 28MS Seagate 251-1 459
80 MB 28MS Seagate 4096 590
110 MB 28MS RLL Miniscribe 6128 989
230 MB 25MS RLL Priam 230R2 2200

DISK & TAPE DRIVES

Hard Drive Cards:

20 MB Seagate ST 125 High perform, w/controller .....$299

40 MB Seagate ST 138 High perform, w/controller—.380

Call for high performance Miniscribe, Microscience, Maxtor,
Priam, as well as ESDI, SCSI, WORM Drives & Controllers.

Roppy Drives:
360K51/4" $75
720K 3 1/2" w/5 1/4" mounting for XT™/AT« 80
1.2MB 5 1/4" 90
1.44MB 3 1/2" w/ 5 1/4" mounting for XT™/AT™ 100

MODEMS

All PC Brand modems are 1(X)% Hayes* and IBM compaHble.

1200 Baud Internal with Hee software ..............................$55

1200 Baud External 75

2400 Baud Internal with free software ..............................135

2400 Baud External — 150

Hayes 1200 External 279

Hayes 2400 External 420

Migent 1200 Pocket Modem with cables & software ....... 60

U.S. RoboHcs 9600 HST 660

CIRCLE 308 ON READER SERVICE CARD

VIDEO CARDS
Q Monographics w/ printer Card, Hercules compaHble ..$45

Color Graphics Card w/Printer Port .................................. 45
ATI EGA Wonder 185
ATI VIP VGA Card 260
Hercules "In" Color ............................................................. 299
NEC MVA 1024 855
NEC GB-1 MulHsync Card 225
Orchid Designer VGA....... 300
Paradise Autoswitch 480 Card 160
Paradise VGA+ 259
Princeton Laserpage for LM300 505
Princeton Laserview for LM301 505
STB Autoswitch EGA ............—......................... 130
Video 7 Vega 173
Video 7 Vega VGA 268

CHIPS & CO-PROCESSORS

PS/2 Drives:
CMS 5 1/4” external drive for PS/2 $239

Tape Back-up Subsystems:
20MB DC 2000 Series with cartridge included ^..........$245

40MB DC 2000 Series with cartridge included ..............340

60MB Maynard Maynstream port^Ie tape backup ......935

60MB Maynard Maynstream tor PS/2 989
60MB Arcmive Interna) or External ......................m.~......~.675

Iomega Bemoullis:
AI20H Dual 20MB External $1630
A120H Single 20MB External ..........................................1195

A210H Dual 10MB External 1394

B20M Single 20MB Internal 1195

INPUT/OUTPUT & LAN CARDS

PC BRAND I/O +II Card for XT™ Systems $45

Parallel Port, 2 Serial Ports (One Stnd., One OpHonal),

(^me, & Clock for XT™ Systems.

PC BRAND I/O +II Card for AT™ Systems 45

For 286 & 386. Same as XT™ but without clock.

PC BRAND 2MB EEMS Card for XT™ Systems w/OK .95

PC BRAND 2MB EEMS Card for AT™ systems w/OK
12MHz, 0 wait compaHble.— 100

1.5MB MultifuncHon Memory Card for AT™ Systems 115

Serial Port, Parallel Port, Game, up to 1.5 MB RAM.

Western Digital Ethernet Starter Kit -.-..900

Includes 3 cards, cables & Novell Drivers

Due to curroit market volatility in RAM chips, we are unable to list ^ Western Digital Ethcrcard+ Novell Compatible! ..—....233

our selecHon and prices in this ad. Call for price and availability. ^ Standard Micro PCllO Arcnet Board 150
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Save Time. Save Money.
CAD & DESKTOP PUBLISHING PRINTERS
Plotters:

Calcomp 1023 A-D Size 8 Pen Plotter $3800

Houston Instruments DMP61 A-D Size 1 Pen 24ips 3640

Other Houston, Calcomp and HP Models Available.. ...Call!

Digitizers / Scanners:

DATA COPY 730 1269

DEST 1020 / 2020 Scanner call

Diamond Flower Hand Scanner 6 Grey Levels 210

Includes HALO Desk Top Publisher and GEM/
HALO/PC PAINTBRUSH/GEM/WINDOWS
File Format support utility, OCR option available

Hewlett Packard Scanjet Scanner — Call

MICROTEK MSF-300C / 300G / 400G Call

Princeton LS- 300 Scanner w/adapter card 760

Summasketch 12x12 .............................................................378

Summasketch 12x18 .......................635

Mice:

PC BRAND Super Mouse 200DPI Serial/ Bus 35

PC BRAND High-Res Super Mouse 250DP1 55

LOGITECH Call

Custom Designs to Your Specifications!

Volume Discounts Available!

Wide Selection, Name Brands - Low Cost
Call and ask your PC Brand Consultant for details.

NEC P2200 The most
popular 24-pin pnnter.$340

NEC P5200/P5300

256/17 CPS 24 Pin....530/call

NEC P9XL Top of the

line matrix 1030

NECLC890 Postscript

Page Printers call

Citizen 120D 120 CPS 80 COL Entry Level $149

Citizen MSP40 200 CPS Narrow 320
Citizen MSP50 800 CPS Narrow High Performance 385
Citizen Tribute-224 200 CPS 24Pin Wide Carriage 629

Diconix 150P Ideal for Laptops! 309

Diconix 300P 15” wide version of above call

Hewlett Packard Laserjet Series 2 call

Panansonic 10801 Ideal entry level printer 170

Panansonic 1091IM2 Best selling nine pin! 199

Panansonic 1592 High performance, wide carTiage........415

Panasonic 1595 240/ 51 CPS Wide Carriage 490

Panasonic P4433 11PPM Fully HP CompatibleLaser call!

Toshiba 321SL 216/72CPS 24 Pin 480

Toshiba 341SL 216/72CPS Wide Carriage 615

Toshiba 351SX 350/100CPS 975

DON’T FORGET TO ASK ABOUT OUR FREE
MOUSE OFFER!

n

1

m .t-^rwTm mT ^

YOUR PC BRAND GUARANTEES

Free UPS Ground Shipping

All prices include UPS Ground Shipping or equivalent.

Or, we'll ship by the method of your choice. Federal

Express, UPS Blue, UPS Red, at an additional charge.

Easy Payment Options

No Credit-Card Surcharges
Charge your purchase to your VISA or MasterCard.

There's no surcharge for using your card. Or pay by check

or COD. Please allow one week for personal or company
checks to clear. Purchase Orders accepted from major

corporations with prior credit approval.

30-Day Money-Back Guarantee

We atm to please. If, for any reason, you are dissatisfied

with your purchase, simply return it within 30-days (in

original packaging and as good as new) for a full refund.

\

5-Year Limited Warranty Protection

The best coverage in the industry...yours automatically.

Warranty covers all PC Brand system motherboards,

power supplies, RAM, keyboards and all expansion cards.

100% parts & labor are covered your first year. 80% parts

year-2. 60% parts year-3. 40% parts year-4. 20% parts

year-5. Additional extended-coverage contracts available

for a fee. Roppy, hard disks and tape drives are covered

for one year only. Complete warranty information available

upon request. Manufacturer’s warranty applies to all non-

PC Brand products.

Toll-Free Customer Service and Support

As a PC Brand customer, you'll be assigned your own per-

sonal PC Brand Consuitant...a highly-skilled, technical expert

who can help you solve a problem. Or prevent one from

happening. Hours: Monday thru Friday, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m..

Central Time.

CIRCLE 309 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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PC EXPRESS ' 1-800-DfAL-PCX
OVERNIGHT

SOFTWARE DELIVERY tM
(Thai s t-800-34Z-5729) 25 SOUTH MAIN ST. PHONE; (914) 426-2400

A/I prices 5u6)ecl to cdanje, SPRING VALLEY, NY PAX; (914) 426-2600
Dtlmrysubieclloivailibillly. joSTT TELEX; 667962 (SOfT COMM NTK)

READY TO RUN ACCOUNTINGTC^.^’

LOTUS I

compatible'

'The Pull-Peatured Accounting System that Runs Under 1-2-3

A completely integrated, full-featured, easy-to-run accounting system

that works under l^ull control of Lotus 1-2-3. Purchase individual modules

or the complete system.

Genera! Ledger $69.95 Payroll $69.95
Accounts Receivable $49.95 Accounts Payable $49.95

Inventory Control/Order Entry $69.95
Complete System (all 5 modules) $199.95

UNDLORD/LANDMASTER
(Systems Plus)

TIMESLIPS III

(North Edge Software)
“The Professional Time and

Billing System for Anyone Who
Must Bill for Time and Service...

used by more accountants, lawyers,

doctors, consultants and other profes-

sionals than any other billing system.”

It's unanimous. All the reviewers agree

that TIMESLIPS III is the best time and

billing system on the market. ..and certainly

equal to or better than packages selling for $2000
and up. TIMESLIPS received one (A INFOWORLD’S best ratings ever (9.3).

TIMESLIPS is memory resident, offers a pop-up “stopwatch" to time phone
calls and activities, generates transaction reports, client history, aged receiv-

ables and many valuable management reports. It interfaces with many software

programs such as Bedford, Peachtree and DAC. You nray even export data to

Lotus 1-2-3 and dBASE. CREATE THE PERFECT BILL with TIMESLIPS III.

TIMESLIPS III (for hard disk drive systems)

TIMESLIPS (for floppy systems)

TAL (link TIMESLIPS 111 to other accounting programs) ..

.. $114.00
. $ 97.00

. $ 79.95

Wt art the experts in accounting software. Choose from over 100 accounting
packages, and vertical market packages. Call for great values on DAC EASY,
PEACHTREE and more than 100 other business, accounting and vertical market
packages.

Please call or write for our FREE 48 page full color catalog containing more
than 100, 000 hardware and software items ready to be shipped. AH prices and
specifications are subject to chang^. Delivery subject to availability.

Add $6 for shipping of the first item ($3 for each additional item).

FORMWORX (Fbrmworx)
“Create Any Business Form Instantly”

“The best package we’ve seen for generating

forms*... Compaq Magazine. ..“faster, easier

to learn, and more versatile than the

competition."

FORMWORX lets you create any form in-

stantly. Using FORMWORX'S advanced drawing

tools, you can draw vertical and horizontal

tines, iMxes with dots, dashes or solid lines of

various widths . . . add heading and text using a

variety of type sizes and styles., .and complete

your form by adding any of 95 graphics All patterns

including shading and borders. FORMWORX outper-

forms all of the competition.

FORMWORX WITH FILL AND FILE makes FORM-
WORX into the most advanced productivity tool on the

market. Now. you can actually make form overlays and
All in all the blanks on your form. Save it, recall it, per-

form automatic mathematics and recalculations on your

form... and, if you use dBASE. itY totally compatible.

FORMWORX $99.95 FORMWORX WITH FILL & FILE $149.95

FORMKITS (70 or more professionally designed templates/package)

Business Forms $39.95 Personnel Forms $39.95
Time Management Forms $39.95 Project Management Forms $39.95
Sales & Marketing Foriirs. $39.95 Graphics & Charts $39.95

CIRCLE 301 ON READER SERVICE CARD

REGISTER CONTROL (Microbiz Corporation)
The MICROBIZ RETAIL STORE SYSTEM is an extraordinary system for

managing all retail store sales, customers and inventory. Quickly bill your cus-

tomers. keep track of your inventory, commissions, look up prices, print cash

register receipts (or complete invoices) and perform all the day-to-day func-

tions required to keep you on top of your business and its cash flow. It's time to

computerize all for $395.
Optional add-ons to your Retail Store Software System... a complete cash

drawer that plugs into your IBM PC or compatible, a receipt printer and bar

code reader.

Systems are also available for Video Stores, Beauty Salons, Liquor Stores.

Auto Repair Shops and other vertical markets.

Retail Store/Computer Cash Video/Liquor Store Management.. $795
Register Software $399 Beauty Salon Accounting $795

Bar Code Reader for Above $595 The Auto Repair Shop
Cash Drawer for Above $495 Controller $795

“A Complete Property Management System—
Easy to Use with Outstanding Flexibility."

ITie LANDLORD is a complete property man-
agement system that prints tenant statements,

generates lease expiration lists, identiAes late

payers, produces vacancy reports, prints checks and

performs all functions required by landlords and

anyone who manages apartments, condominiums,

shopping centers or any commercial properties...

$595
The LANDMASTER contains all the features of

the LANDLORD plus adds a complete double entry

accounting system to the package for general

ledger, accounts receivable and accounts payable. ..$1250.

BEDFORD ACCOUNTING
(Bedford Software)

2 j ^ "The Perfect System for your

^ M Crowing Business."M > J BEDFORD ACCOUNTING is a com-
pletely integrated accounting system

If IXTOKNl
includes General Ledger, Payroll.

1 1 I R)K. 1 I

Accounts Receivable. Accounts Payable,

Inventory arrd Job Cost. Use each module
as an independent software package... or

combine modules to form your completely

coordinated accounting package.

BEDFORD allows for greater flexibility in your reports, supports a com-

pletely user deAned chart of accounts, manual or computer produced checks

(even for payroll), keeps track of full or partial payments by customers, allows

you to make full or partial payments to vendors, and offers quick pop-up

capability to let you look up accounts and inventory information.

The BEDFORD ACCOUNTING SYSTEM was judged to be PC Magazine's

Editork Choice in a review of 59 accounting packages conducted by Price

Wbterhouse. “This is truly a (complete accounting) system. Bedford's six mod-
ules. ..are easy to install, easy to use. and so well integrated with one another

that it makes accounting a snap— even for non-accountants.”

BEDFORD ACCOUNTING ... IBM VERSION $249
BEDFORD ACCOUNTING . . . MACINTOSH VERSION $249
Also available:

Peachtree Complete Accounting $159 Dac Easy Accounting $ 79
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Topping offRAM on a 512KAT, converting CPIMfiles to MS-DOS, andprograms that use

extended memoryforprint spooling and disk caching.

MEMORY TOPOFF
I have one of the firs! ATs—512K—and

need to up my memory by 128K to 640K
to get better use of software. I don’t fore-

see any need for expanded memory. What

would be your suggestion for the cheapest

way? Also, could a novice perfonn the up-

grade?

Betty H. Scott

Jackson, Mississippi

You’ve picked a bad time to think about

upgrading the memory in your AT. Prices

of memory chips have soared in the past

year. For instance, in the October 13,

1987, issue of PC Magazine, Arlington

Computer Products (3025-E S. Malmo,

Arlington Heights, IL &XX)5: (800) 548-

5105} was selling 128K ofRAM (18 64K
chips)for $22. In the June 28. 1988. issue

of PC Magazine, the same company has

listed those memory chips for $50 (more

than a 100 percent increase). So for the

time being, cheap and memory are not

compatible terms.

There is a product available that will let

you expand your AT' s memory to just

640K—Top Hat (Boca Research, 6401

Congress Ave., Boca Raton. FL 33487;

(305) 997-6227). Although it has a sug-

gested retail price of$165. you can buy it

through mail orderfor considerably less.

For example. Computer Mail Order (101

Reighard Ave., Williamsport, PA 17701;

(800) 233-8950) lists Top Hatfor $99.
The Top Hat board isforAT computers

with speeds up to 8 MHz, which is perfect

for you since you have one of the older

ATs. For those who own a faster AT-type

computer and also need this upgrade,

Boca sells a 12-MHz version of the board

for$l75.

Even novices shouldn’t have any trou-

ble installing either of these boards. You

simply remove the cover of your system

and insert the expansion card into any

available 16-bit slot (the longer connec-

tors) at the rear ofthe system board. Then

use the setup disk that came with yourAT
to tell your computer that you’ve added

more memory. (This operation has to be

performed only once; the information is

stored in the computer's battery-backed

CMOS RAM.)

Ifyou change your mind about limiting

your ATs memory to 640K, Boca and
many other vendors sell expansion boards

for ATs that will let you expand your sys-

tem memory to several megabytes. These

types ofboards (UM 4.0 memory boards)

are scheduled for review in the October

11, 1988, issue ofPC Magazine.

You’ve picked a bad

time to upgrade the

memory in your AT.

Prices ofmemory chips

have soared more than

100 percent.

CP/Mlo MS-DOS
How can I convert CP/M-based informa-

tion to the MS-DOS format (3.jc)? Two
hospital departments have some historical

data on an Osborne and a NorthStar (great

boat anchors).

Kent E. Lederman

Atlanta, Georgia

Blue Heron (II08S. Second Si. , DeKalb.

IL 60115; (815) 758-2355) markets two

products that may help you solve your

problem. Ifthe Osborne data is in double-

density format, you can use a software

product called Uniform, which sells for

$62.95, to tranter files to MS-DOS for-

mat. If the NorthStar data is on hard-

sectored disks (disks with more than one

small hole punched in the media), you can

use a hardware product called Match-

Point, which sellsfor $185. MalchPoint is

a half-size card thatfils into an expansion

slot ofa PC, XT, orAT.

Ifthe transferyou need to make is a one-

shot deal, you might consider connecting

the serial port ofyour Osborne or North-

Star to the serial port ofyour PC. You can

then transfer thefilesfrom one computer to

the other. Although simple in theory, this

is sometimes difficult in practice. You will

need two things; communications software

on both computers that will let you do a di-

rect tranterfrom computer to computer,

and an appropriate (null modem) cable to

connect the two serial ports together.

Alternatively, you can use a modem to

send the CPIMfiles over thephone lines to

your PC. Files can be sent directly to your

PC or through an information or e-mail

PC MAGAZINE SEPTEMBER 13, 19)
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service such as CompuServe, MCI Mail,

or even a local bulletin board.

CACHING DMEXTENDEDMEMORY
I have an AT with 386K extended memo-
ry. I would like to use it for something oth-

er than a RAMdisk. Print spooling and

disk cache would seem to be ideal applica-

tions, but I’ve not seen either of these utili-

ties available in a version that supports ex-

tended memory. Can you offer any
guidance?

Steven Garbarino

Ann Arbor, Michigan

A program that will let you use extended

memory for print spooling is Printer Ge-

nius,^om NOR Software (527 Third Ave.

#150, New York. NY 10016; (212) 213-

9118). The programfirst redirects printer

output to a diskfile (in this case, to afile on

an extended-memory RAMdisk). Then the

program will let you invoke a background

prim option to print the disk file anytime

you like.

Printer Genius is a memory-resident

program that Worksfrom within your ap-

plication program. Besides print spooling,

it allowsyou to takefull comrol ofthe vari-

ous features of both dot matrix and laser

primers. The program’s suggested retail

price is $89.

There are otherprograms on the market

that will do the same thing. For example,

both Print Q and Duet willprim to a RAM-
disk, and both offer a host of other fea-

tures, too. Print Q sellsfor $89 (Software

Directions Inc., 1572 Sussex Tpke., Ran-

dolph. NJ 07869; (201) 584-8466) and
Duet sellsfor $89.95 (Consumer Software

Inc., 736 Chestnut St., Soma Cruz, CA
95060; (408)426-7311).

For disk caching, afavorite in the Labs

is Super PC-Kwik Disk Acceleratorfrom
Multisoft (15100 SW Roll Pkwy., Suite L.

Beaverton, OR 97006; (503) 644-5644),

which sellsfor $79.95. Multisoft also sells

PC-Kwik Print Spoolerfor a suggested re-

tail price of $44.99. The two programs

share extended, expanded, or convemion-

al memory. Memory is automatically allo-

catedfor priming, and it is returned to the

disk cache program when your priming is

done.

Another caching option is Vcache, a

$59.95 program from Golden Bow Sys-

tems (2870 Fifth Ave., #201, San Diego,

CA 92103; (800) 284-3269). Vcache lets

you allocate up to 15MB of extended (or

expanded) memory to speed up disk opera-

tions.

Joe Desposito is the senior project leader

ofPC Labs.

ASKTHEADVISOR
Send your questions to PC Advisor, PC
Magazine, One Park Avenue, New York,

NY 10016. as

BECOME A DYNA COMPUTER CUSTOMER

OUR SYSTEMS

To eneigire out custotneis DYNA COMPUTERS oilers InOusiry standard

technology wild Its lull line ol 386 and 286 systems, hacked hy hundreds ol readily

available peiloherals.

OUR SERVICES

Customers ol DYNA COMPUTER are plugged into our circuit and are switched on

to products and services, which have the advantage ot:

- Products backed by a computer manulacluret with live years experience in system

board design and supplying these boards to OEM distributors

• Products that pertorm at or above industry standards.

• A lull line ot MFM. SCSI and ESDI drives and controllers available.

Highly gualllled dealer support network to meet your service requirements

• People who undeistand their products and are easy to reach when you need them.

• Altordable and competitive pricing.

DYNA 386 PRODUCT FEATURES

> Intel* 60836 running at 16 MHr

• 1 Mb ol system memory

(640K base 384K shadow system ram)

• Memory expandable to 8 Mb on main board.

• t.2 Mb lloppy drive.

• Dual diskette and hard disk drive controller

• Enhanced tOt-key keyboard.

• 1 parallel and 2 seiial ports

• 5 bay chassis and power supply.

Real-time clock.

• 8 expansion slots.

• Programable Bus Speed

• Support lor 80287 and 80387.

• Optional 20 and 24 MHz clock speeds.

Conduct a call now for

your local dealer & pricing

information and wire into

our amply powerful systems.

LET THE POWER FLOW.

DYNA COMPUTERS
3081 N. First Street

San Jose, California 95134

(408) 943-0100
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AMMOUMCIMG THE "MO SWEAT"APPROACH
TO PROJECTHIAHACEHIEHT.

Running aprojectcan be like running a marathon.
Unless you run it with Time Line 3.0. Bemuse with

Time Line 3.0, youll win even the biggest, longest,

most grueling project management races. Without
breaking a sweat.

Imagine. Gather your list oftasks and
type each ofthem into an easy-to-use Time
Line task form. Voila. Time Line 3.0’s power-
ful project outline* organizes your Gantt for

you, listing major project areas as headings

and detailed tasks underneath. Now, hita
couple ofkeys and “collapse” the entire outline

so only your major headings show. That’s the

big picture. Hit the key and bingo. The
outline expands to show you every little detail.

Zoom in, out, around, and through even massive
projects at the touch ofa key. Never before have
project managers had somuch control, so fast.

And so easy.

But how about power? Can Time Line handle huge,
multiple projects? No sweat. Interactive, editable on-

EASY, FLEXIBLE, POWERFUL PERFORMANCE

screen PERT charts give you eithera summaiy view of

all task relationships, or (with a single keystroke) a

detailed view of individual tasks. Resource leveling

across projects insures that scheduling “job-shop” envi-

ronments never turns into “sweat-shop’’^projectman-
agement. And,
completely cus-

tomizable output
means you can
easily design

and print sjDecial-

edriized rejxirts.

Editors Choice
’86and '87

For your boss, your crew, and for

yourself. Time Line works hard. Works fast.

And makes your work lookgreat For only $595.

480FTHEF0inUME50.
Nothing sweats the details like Time Line 3.0.

Maybe that’s why it’s the choice of 48 of the Fortune

Unlimited level Outline Structure
integrated throughout; open or close
at any level.

Interactive PERT shows hierarchy
(outline! as nested boxes; open only
what need to see. Toggle between
two Pert layouts to seethe overall

project or zoom in cm specihcs.

Customizable Gantt with user-

definable screen layouts. Add
columns to show dates, resources,
durations, costs, etc. Overlay Gantt
with histograms for up to 5 resources.

Undo or Redo up to 999 steps for

“what-if” scenario analysis.

Multi-Project Management with no
linking required. Outline organizes
multiple projects in a single schedule.

• Project Journal acts as ouUine-
bas^ scratch pad and Notes attaches
reminders directly to tasks or

resources.

• Baseline tracking produces Actual vs.

Plan Gantt. Cost tracking records
“actuals" and percent complete.

Supports government r^>rting
requirements (C/SSR). Calculates
earned value and supports WBS and
OBS numbers.
Virtual Memory supports 1000 tasks
with 640K RAM (1600 tasks with

EMS expanded memory).
Customizable reFnrt generator is form
driven to make it even easier.

Built-in links to Artemis
and Tellaplan.

sy I

3.0 technology is so advanced,
there are patents pending. Call

(800) 888-0886 Ext. 420P for a
FREE demo disk (a $9.95 value)

or FREE corporate evaluation.

Time Line 3.0: the most
powerful anti-perspiiant

for project managers.

TTie #f Pro/ed Manager

SYMANTEC. tM THiand "HV. mied PI
irl.irmg Vtdrolnl Ihivum. set the standard in tmllwing Ifclutolan iTtmr LineZO. rated PC.' Magatime EdttarsCkMcr

hV?. And inaHrskamlufmmtiaraliir m tewittr chart abmtK Time Lute 3.0 rrtriird In/oWarUi kighnl IfPtHralint'

- . ... - r/or laptops oel'Cs uilkimt hard disks or nilh less than t>40K of memory. Training and cimsulling sensres aiatlabie, cau
(415) 898-1919. 0 1988 Symantec. I020I Torrr Ait . Cnpertino. CA. i408i 2539600
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PCEXPRESS’ PROGRAMMERS WORKBENCH
dBASE AT THE SPEED OF C
dlbc ‘Ranslates dBASEApplications to C
You dBASEH^ programmers know what
an expresBT/e and readctble language
dBA^ S- It's a very comfortable devel-

opm^it envmxun^l. But the F>noe is de-
based performance. Evai compiled
dBA^ doesn't offer the speed that some
users reguue these days. Ibe kind of

speed diered by software wr<ten n the

C language. ITie answer is dfix'IM

dBx dances dBASE to C. It c^ers you
a m^r competitive advantage over the

next dBASE programmer : Keep wrding
in dBASI. l^e every application all the

way to conpletion. Then use dBx to

translate Ih^ top to boftcm to Cl

Other advantages: C b portable, even
to other operating systans like UNIX/
Xenix'TM 'lb the Maontosh or Amiga.
dBx gives your applications a passport to

places dBASE cannot go.

Has its own file manager for sngle
user, but links tomajorC filemanagers -

c-tree and dBC—for compatibility w«h
dBASE flies or multi-user support. We
have everything youH need, induding
goodadvKie.

list: Ours:

dBx SSSO S419
with library Source $990 $125
Call for Full Souroe Pricing

BRIEF/dBRIEF
TTie Power Otriranment lor dBASEProgramming
Many worthy utilitY products supply
needs that dBASET 's programming lan-

guage doeail—dUTILTM. dFLOWT^^
and a host of others. Trouble b. you have
to use th^ separately, then cocaine
their output mto your dBASE program
files.

No longer. dfiRIETTM, written m
BRIEF'S maao language, grabs hdd of

BRIET and turns mto a complete dBASE
III and in Plus programming domam.
Uang BRIEF's underlying didl capabili-

ties and Its own interfaces. dBRIEF can
run external utilxy libraries, plus dBASE
ds^. and Ink to the ClipperTM,

Foxbase and Quickalver considers,

all with dBRIEF shil loaded and running

the^iow. It can do what BRIEF already
does plus:

• Ccmvert a saeen layout into dBASE
code for interactive data entry.

• Disf^y dBASE file structures m
wmdows. a great convenience alongside

your program files.

• Expand key^okes mto full dBASE
statements.

• Indent automatxally for degx:
di^)Iay.

• Create databases, index files; mvoke
Asditon-'Ihie'sdFORMATl^d and
dCONVERTTM; draw lines and boxes.

"Simply marvelous programming en-

vironment for wrting and edting dBASE
programs ", PC Afogaane. 7/86 Source
code mduded!
Requues BRIEF 1.32 or later and 384k;

512k to run dBASE wXhm dBRIEF. 64(^
and harddisk recommaided
BRIEF/ dBRIEF. . list $275. Ours: rail

APPUCATIONS PLUS Fox dBASE
TJie Cdmplete dBASE Companion
Who says you cani have O all?

APPUCATIONS PLAJS has everything
you need to get the most oix of dBASE.
An applxi^KX) generator (QUICKCODE
PLUS), relational report writer (QUICK-
REPORT). and gra^ducs syst^
(dCRAPH)
QUICKCODE PUIS offers dasns of

features you've never seen before m a
dBASE code generator. Relational appti-

c^Kxis that read, display, and i^xlate a

dceen or more datat»ses ssnultaneously

"Real-tone" calculabons. performed on
screen as the user enters eadi field

.

Forms up to 1 1 screens long, vnth the

ability to pas data between screens.

Computational formulas that automati-

cally combine data fnxn different data-

bases. 9 Data types. 16 field types.

QUICKREPORT s a fuU-feaiured rda-
tnr^ r^»rt writer, v^iich combines up to

6 databases m one report
.
handles many

-

to-one reiahons. fancy pnnter features

(like bold and itahcsX computed fields,

andupio ISfevelsoftatallingand sorting.

dGRAPH IS a graphics sydem that pro-

duces bar. rxe, Ime. and piebar charts

directly dBA^ data. Dozens of op-
tions let you tailor gr^Ais to your needs.

APPLICATIONS PLUS is 100% compa-
wxh Clipper and FoxBASE-*^.

Ifl: Ours:

APPUCATIONS
PLUS $299 Can
QUICKCODE PLUS $296 $170
QUICKREPORT $299 $170
QUICKENTRY CaD Ctf

MICROSOFT LANGUAGES
Powerfiil Lnpiementations OfThe Atost Popular
PtVjfttUnminff tionciry concept mBA9C programming.

Microsofl C S.O: The flagsh^} of the

Microsoft Ime runs up toX percent faster

than its predecessor. Its new optunization

features deliver untouchable ei^cuhon
^:>eeds. 100 new additional library

routines..

Microsdl MacroASSEMBi£R 5.0: If

you ever wanted to lake on the challenge

of assembly, here's your opportunty.

"MASM" 5.0 IS a lot eager to use. h^
comptetely revsed documentation, and a
new "Mixed Language" programming
guxie that gives you step by step instruc-

tions for Imlong your assembly code wMh
other Microson languages.

Microsoft QuickBASC 4.0: B a revdu-

It allows you to run. edit, debug, and run

agam. Our friends at Mxmssdt have dim-
mated the dreaded compile step When-
ever you edi your code QB4 automa-
tically incorporates your dianges, so that

It can nm a program of 150.(XX) lines m
less than a minute.

Each member of this language fdnily

includes the renowned debugger
CODEVIEW

Ud: Ours:
Microsoft C $«0 $295
MxTosofl Macro-
ASSEMBLER $190 $109

Microsdl QuickBASIC $ 90 $ 06
Miaoeon FORTRAN $460 $296

NOVELL: BTRIEVE, XQL, XTRIEVE
Sop/usdeated Toob Essential
Far Fast Datofease Handlinff
Btrieve s a library of subroutines that

allows the programmer to build a data-

base apphcatxMi usmg any language. It

takes complete charge of all fife creation,

indexing, reading, writing, inserhon,

defetxxi. forward and backwrard search-

ing Its balanced tree indexing scheme
finds any key m a miUicxi in less than 4

accesses. .That's fast!

Btrieve is multi4ingual also. It includes

more than 20 language mterfeces (includ-

ing C. BASIC. PASCAL. FORTRAN).
However if it turns out that you are usng
something a little unusual, worry not. The
manual includes a chapter on how to

write a language interface to Btrieve.

Btrieve's vital statistics are equally im-

pressive niesmay have up to 24 indexes;

fixed record fengfri to 4090 characters,

variable laigth to 64K; indexes to 2^
characters: fifes of 4 bdlion bytes. Net-

work support mdudes Novell. 3-COM.
IBM PC NET, Software Link's Mulhlink

and many otheis.

XQL IS a relational database manage-
ment system deagned eqsecially for pro-

grammers. Imagine being able to access
your database the ease of SQL
(Structured Query language) statements

and^ having the power to process that

data right down to the byte level.

Thmk about your applications. A large

part of your software dev^opmoit efibri

IS probably devoted to managing data

stored in files on disk. Hours ^lent wrX-

mg lines of code to search and store data

records could have been used to pro-

gram mtxe anportant parts of your apf^-
cation. Why not let XQL do a for you.

XQL will increase your programming
productivity and let you focus on building

b^ter apr^katxxis.

The XQL system works m tandem with

BtnEr^ and has an equaUy powerful

chas8B. ..No limit on the nurnber of

records per file. Max. file size is 4 giga-

bytes. record size equ^ 4K,

indexes per file is 24. The one version

wt»ks for single or multhiser syst^ns,

DOS Ver 3.0 or greater. All languages
are supported.

Xtneve s the final ingredient m the

Novell programming recipe. It is a menu
dnv^, data retrieval system, that allows

you to qiuckly fmd information and dis-

play repxirts. System devek^iers can
ea^y customize Xtneve to diq^lay com-
mand menus, help files, and enor mes-
sages in the Englidi ^ken by the cus-

tomer Xtneve screens then gives menu
choices that users can qux:kly recognize,

making Xtneve an easy product to use

and understand.

R^xirt Option for printing customized

repc^. form letters, mailing labels &
statements.

Btrieve

1^:
$245

Ours:
SITS

Btneve/N $596 $445
XQL $796 $596
Xtneve $245 $229
Xtneve/N $995 $499
Repcvt Opdon $146 $128
R^»n Ojxion/N $345 $m

GSS GRAPHICS SYSTEM
Leave the Device Driving t

For serious applications stick to the toi^
that stick to the standards. Not the feast of

reasons why GiSsiM has emerged as the

pre-«nin^t graphics toolmaker is that it

has alwaysconformed to ANSI standards.

At the heart of the system is the CGI
standard Devek^xnent TbolkX. It has all

language interfaces and device drivers

for keyboards, nuoe, joysticks, tablets,

printers, pkxters, cameras. The drivers

completely insulate your appbcatnn
from concern for device Kbosyncracy.

OSS KemelTM conforms to ANSI 'sGKS

GSS
2b and has all its drivers and language
bindings. Macro level tools to draw, color,

segment, transform, store and recreate
an object. The Metafile Interpreter rea^
ANSI CGM files with full CGI capability

for recreatnn (xi various devxss.
Quality software? IBM thinks so. They

sell GSS under thea own label. Roy^ties
Needs 2S6k. List. Ours:
CGI Dvlpmenl Tbc^ $495 $375
Kernel System $496 $375
Kernel for IBM RT $796 $645
Metafile Interpreter $296 $235

CLIPPER $399
OP-D relationjilXKQCmK REPORT writer

MORE PROGRAMMING
TOOLS FOR...
dBASE, C, FORTRAN, BASIC,
COBOL, PASCAL
dbc ISAM, FoxBASE, Greenleaf, Halo '88,

Logitech MODULA, MicroFocus COBOL,
Norton Utilities, Panel Plus, Periscope, Phoenix,

Polytron, RM/COBOL, Sprindrift, Tom Rettig's

Library, Windows for Data.. .and many more.

Call or write for prices and
information, orcle 303on reader service card

PC EXPRESS I 1-800-DIAL-PCX
OVERNIGHT,

SOFTWARE DELIVERYi*

(That's t S00-342-S729) 25 SOUTH MAIN ST. PHONE. (SM) 426-2<00

AllDricmuiiKlIoclitttgt. SPRING YALUY. NY EM: (914) 426.2600
OtIinrftuPiKtIoitsilimir 10977 TELEit. 667962 (SOfT COMM NYtt)



UNBEUEVABLE HARDWARE

PC EXPRESS SOFTWARE SPECIALS-WE BEAT THE COMPETITION!

PC TURBO EXPRESS XT Fully loaded! Fully IBM Com-
patible. Fast NEC V20 CPU (more than twice the processing power
of a standard 8088), 512K (expandable to 1024 RAM), 4.77/8 MHz
speed, FCC Approved, Clock/Calendar, 2 Parallel Printer Ports, 1

Serial Port, Game Port, AT-Style Keyboard, 8 expansion slots, 1

floppy disk drive, 1 20 Megabyte Seagate Disk Drive with control-

ler, Hercules compatible graphics card, Samsung or Magnavox
monitor included... $995 or $99.97/Month (1 Year).

PC TURBO EXPRESS AT Fully loaded 80286-10 AT
Compatible with 12 MHz Speed and 16 MHz throughput, FCC Ap-
proved, 512K RAM (expandable to 1024K), Clock/Calendar, Parallel

Printer Port, 101 key AT-style keyboard, 8 expansion slots, fast 40
Megabyte Seagate hard disk drive with controller, Samsung or
Magnavox monitor included... $1799 or $79.97/month (3 Years).

386 SUPER TURBO EXPRESS Fully loaded 386, 100% IBM
Compatible, 80386-16, 1024K RAM on board, fast 80 ms Seagate hard
disk drive with controller, FCC Approved, Clock/Calendar, Parallel

Printer Port, Serial Port, 8 expansion slots, 16 MHz speed and
throughput, Hercules compatible graphics card, Samsung or

Magnavox monitor included... $3495 or $129/month (3 years).

Call for prices for other configurations and other hardware products. EPSON and
Okidata printers, Toshiba Laptops, Novell, 3COM and other networks are available for

purchase or lease.

iccwHiTiK/irsiim

D<k E4syAccountin|t2.U S 59
PeacRtrer Complete Accounlintt (149
In-House Accountant S 59
Manaftinn Your Money SI 17
LandUrrd (Property Manajiement
System! S595

Tinscslips III (Time and BiltinfE) St 14

Retail Store/Computer
Cash Redtsler Software S39S

Bar Code Reader for above S595
Cash Drawer for Above S495
Video/Li<iuor Store Maruftement S79S
Beauty Salon Accounting S795
The Auto Repair Shop Controller S79S

Mil MtlCCSStKTHSniP PIILISIIN

NEW WordPerfect 5.0 $249

Publisher's PicturePak for

WordPerfect (3Paksaval>abte) S 99
Publisher's PkturePak Collection for

WordPerfect (all 3 Paks) SI99
Microsoft \Mrd 4.0 S199
Multimate Advantage II S249
WbrdSlar 2000 Plus S195
RighlWriterlCrammarChcckerl S 89
Crammatikll S 89
Byline $169
Pagemaker_ $442
Ventura $469
PFS: First Publisher $ 58

SflEAlSIlHT

Utusl-2-3 $299
Lotus Ready to Run Accounting

(C/L.A/R.A/P.Payroll. Inventory! $199

Individual Lotus Accounting
Modules as above-A/R.A/P $ 49
Ceneral Ledger. Payroll. Inventory $ 69

Quatlro.. $128

ptoifcnmr iiois

Harvard Tola! GraphKS $297

Microsoft Mouse with Paintbrush
Easy Mouse las above, iwn braiMtedl

PFS: First Choice

$109
$ 79
$ 89

PMGIIMMK IMIS

dBASE-lllPlus $375

PCTbols Deluxe „$ 59

Norton Advanced Utilities.

dBx Translator (trandates dBASE
code into C)

Brief/dBrief (the perfect program
editor for real dBase programmers)..

.-$79

$419

... $219
$175

XOL ... $595

Applications Plus (Fbx £ Gcller)

MkroooflCS.l.
... $229
... $295

Microsoft Bask Compiler 6.0

CSS Gruhks Systems-CGI
$249
$375

Phoenix Plink86-f
CreenicafComm for Mkrosoft

$269
... $139

PC EXPRESS EXCLUSIVE HOT LINE

ItABT TBm KCOlWTWG Wmi UHIS 1-2-3 (aoisift)

A completely integrated, full-featured, easy-to-run accounting system that works under full

control of Lotus 1-2-3. Ihirchase individual modules or the complete system.
General Ledger $69.95 Payroll $69.95
Accounts Receiv^lc $49.95 Accounts Payable $49.95
Inventory Controt/Order Entry $69.95 Complete System fall live modules).... $199.95

UUHHJIM/UNimSTH (Sptel Pin)

The LANDLORD is a complete property management system that prints tenant statements,
generates lease expiration lists, identifies late payers, produces vacancy reports, prints

checks and performs all functions required for landlords and anyone who manages apart-

ments, condominiums, shopping centers or any commercial properties... $595

The LANDMASTER contains all the features of the LANDLORD plus adds a complete double
entry accounting system to the package for general ledger, accounts payable and accounts
receivable . . . $1250.

IWtOM/TUlM WlttflM (TBE lCCWHmK6 $PtCULI$T$)

You've tried Peachtree, Bedford or DAC accounting systems and have found that you need
more! PC EXPRESS is an official dealer for the highly rated PARAGON ACCOUNTING SYS-
TEM. PARAGON was designed with the business owner and manager in mind. Because of its

intuitive design, you can operate PARAGON using your own business knowledge. ..not ac-

counting expertise. Pop-up your customers, inventory items, an employee... all instantly.

PARAGON delivers unparalleled flexibility and performance. PARAGON is a completely in-

tegrated accounting system that includes General Ledger, Accounts Receivable. Accounts
Payable. Payroll, Inventory. Invoicing and Sales Analysis ...all for $695.

TURBO PARAGON conUins all the features found in PARAGON plus JOB COSTING. ESTI-
MATING and a complete REPORT WRITER ..... .... $995
Networking Versiotu of PARAGON are available.

Iran CASI Komt CTWTWL (iicfita CwMWtiM)

The MICROBIZ RETAIL STORE SYSTEM is an extraordinary system for managing all retail

store sales, customers and inventory. Quickly bill your customers, keep track of ^ur inven-
tory, commissions, look up prices, print cash register receipts (or complete invoices) and
perform all the day-to-day functions required to keep you on top of your business and its

cash flow. ICk time to computerize. ..all for $395.

Optional add-oru to your Retail Store Software System...! complete cash drawer that plugs
into your IBM PC or compatible, a receipt printer and bar code reader.

Systems are also available for Video Stores. Beauty Salons, Liquor Stores. Auto Repair
Shops and other vertical markets.

Ill MACROS FW lints 1-2-3 (WcfMiU

At $69.95 it's a bargain. If you use Lotus 1-2-3, you can add word processing, a pop-up cal-

culator. passwords, custom menus... plus automate your spreadsheets, spe^ data entry,

shorten calculation time, eliminate repetitive operatioru. fancy borders and presentatioru...

Save Keystrokes, Time and Mor>ey...an with:

101 MACROS FOR SYMPHONY $69.95 101 MACROS FOR LOTUS 1-2-3 $69.95
101 MACROS FOR SUPERCALC $69.95 101 MACROS FOR EXCEL $69.95

101 irnuTies por dbase hi plus $69.9S

Please call or write for our FREE 46 page full color catalog containing more than
100,000 hardware and software items ready to be shipped. All prices ar^ specifications

arc subject to change. Delivery subject to availability.

Add $6 for shipping of the first item ($3 for each additional item).

CIRCLE 304 ON READER SERVICECARD

PC EXPRESS " 1-800-DIAL-PCX
OVERNIGHT r-^

SOFTWARE DELIVERY ^3
(That's 1B00-342-5729) 25 SOUTH MAIN ST. PHONE; (9M) 426-2400

Pllp/icessuP/ectloctiange. SPRING VALLEY, NY MX: (9)4) 426-2600
De/ifef)isu6/ecll0 8vai/aWlily. (0977 rELEX; 662962 (SOFT COMM N«)



ANOTHERCAREEROPPORTUNITY FOR PCs
WITHOUTOUR 386 MOTHERBOARD:

Our MotherBoard, Your PC, XT orAT Can Run New
OS/2 Releases! If you’d rather keep your computer on your desk

than under foot, get our 386 MotherBoard. Our Board will give your

spreadsheet, complex CAD and graphics,and multitasking applications

a boost to boast about In fad, our line of MotherBoards accelerate

your PC, PC/lOr or PC/AT to speeds equal to the IBM PS2 Model 80.

And faster Because we've built in 1 M^ribyte of high speed RAM and

a 387 math coprocessor socket

Accelerator Cards Have No Future. An accelerator card

can only turn an obsolete computer into a faster obsolete computer.

Our MotherBoards advance your computer into a new 386 system!

They run OS/2,Windows/386, UNIXV and PC-MOS/386 For more

power; you’ll find 16-bit expansion slots that accommodate the latest

I/O expansion cards. Onlyour 386 MotherBoards give your

PCs an unlimited future!

The Critics Applaud! PCMagazine awarded our Board ‘The

Editor’s Choice" for 386 Replacement Boards. PC IForWcalled it “the

Upgrade Produd of theYear”

Technical Features 16 MHz 80386 1 Megabyte of 100 nsec

4-way interleaved RAM PC/AT compatible I/O and BIOS for support

of OS/2 Six 8-bit expansion slots two l6-bit expansion slots;

fixir on 386 MotherBoard/AT One 32 -bit expansion slot for up to 12

Megabytes of high speed memory • Battery-poswed clock calendar

386 MotherBoard for the PC or PC/XT $1695

386 MotherBoard for the PC/AT $1795

386 MotherBoard/20 MHz for PC/AT $2195

32 -bit RAM Board (1 Mbyte installed; up to 4 Mbytes) .... $695

16 MHz 80387 math coprocessor $695

l6-bit combination hard disk/floppy disk controller $245

Step up your PCs with our easy-to-install 386 MotherBoards. For more

infomiation, call: 1 (800) 443-6284 In NewYork: (516) 434-1600

All our products are available at your local computer dealer!

Hauppauge ComputerWorks,

175 Commerce Drive,

Hauppauge, NewYork 11788

Ttademub: IBM PC, XT, XT, PS2 and OS/2: IBM.

[ntd 386: Intd Cmp.;WiDdows/386: Mkrosoft Cofp.
aRCLE 276 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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First Looks
Four25-MHz Trailblazers: Dazzling

Speed, Plenty ofStorage fora Price

BY JOHN DICKINSON

The latest 386 PC performance

standard requires a 25-MHz
clock speed and, make no mis-

take about it, power users will

flock to these speed kings like

lemmings to water. So will MIS
managers and PC coordinators

looking for the best LAN file

server, as will VARs and con-

sultants cooking up Unix con-

figurations for vertical markets.

In the following pages, we

review the first

four 25-MHz ma-

chines to make it

to PC Labs—Ad-
vanced Logic Re-

search’s Flex-

Cache 25386,
Compaq's Desk-

pro 386/25, the

Hertz 386/25, and

IBM’s PS/2 Model 70-A2I.
Only the Model 70 was not yet

shipping as we closed the issue;

it should be shipping by the end

of August.

How fast are

these machines?

Fast enough that

timing the four

new 386s became

an exercise in

splitting hairs and

counting angels.

The numbers are

small, and the performance dif-

ferences among the machines

are small as well, thanks in part

to the static RAM cache and

ESDI disk subsystems that each

system sports.

But even in a tight race,

somebody crosses the finish line

first, and the ALR FlexCache

25386 takes top processor per-

formance honors. IBM's Model
70-A2I places a close second.

Disk performance is a bit more

mixed. Your choice there will

probably depend on the type of

application you're running; da-

tabase users will like the Hertz

(coiUmues on page 34)

SluMII/tnics WordProcessors,
Piu^ Host ofPowerfulFeahires

ikn HANDS ON

BY CRAIG STINSON

Borland International's Sprint

might well be called the word

processor of a thousand faces,

except that
*

'a thousand” is a bit

of an exaggeration, and "word

processor” is something of an

understatement.

The product’s most effective

selling point is its soft user inter-

face. In addition to its own pull-

down menu trees. Sprint offers

emulation trees forEMACS, Fi-

nal Word il, Microsoft Word,

SideKick, WordPerfect, and

WordStar. The emulations
don't make Sprint look like each

different word processor, since

the screen design and the posi-

tion and style of the menus re-

main Sprint's. But the emula-

tions do provide familiar

commands for word processor

users making the switch to

Sprint.

You can even tailor your

own interface by writing your

own menu tree or by assigning

function keys, Ctrl keys, and

Alt keys as shortcuts for menu
command sequences.

Users thinking of switching

to Sprint will also applaud its

file conversion features. Sprint

(continues on page 34}

INI9UNC IlCTIUaiQKS

^ «ll r«ce frMes yitJi 180 unJ^rer.

«II exterior seKwes witli ISB MnJpaper.

'-'lU kotli ttC9 tttmn tmS exterior arfMes wltS 220

otti a clotli, t mpen all exterior serfacex.

U^it eetit tl« eerfaees ka«e irirl. a*4

n • .

lie
'

Alt-F
dit Alt-E

nsert Alt-1

Vpestyle Alt-T
tyle Alt-S
A<^t Alt-l

pint Alt-P
indoM Alt-V

tillties Alt-U

Sprinl commands appear on putl-don-n menus. The menu shown here lets you select a

menu treefor Micmsofl Word. WordPcrfccl. or another supportedpackage.

HANDS-ON INDEX

2S-MHZ 386 FACE-OFF
IBM PS/2 Model 70-A2 1 .36
ALR FlexCache 2S386.... 35
Compaq Deskpro 386/25.. 36
Henz 386/25 38

PARADOX OS/2
Powerful protected-mode

database for OS/2 43

HANDYSCJUmBRHS-2000
$299 hand scanner for line art.

continuous images

IBM3363 OPTICAL DISH
DBIYE
2(X)MB write-once drive ..46

SEIKO CM 1430 CIHOB
MOHITOB
Sharper, less expensive than

lBM's8514 48

CBYS7ALPBIHTWF
Low-cost alternative to laser

printers ....... 54

W0BLOP0BT2400
Shirt-pocket modem....... 54

PA6EPEHFECr
Integrates word processing,

desktop publishing ........56
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Sprint
(continuedfrompage 33)

boasts bidirectional file conver-

sion with DisplayWrite 4 (DCA
RFT), Microsoft Word, Multi-

Mate, MultiMate Advantage,

Wang (IWP), WordPerfect 4.2,

WordStar, and Wordstar 2000.

In another key selling point.

Sprint sports an (^ion^ auto-

save feature that writes every-

thing in memory to disk as you

work—without detracting sig-

nificantly from system perfor-

mance. If your system loses

power for any reason. Sprint

will automatically rebuild every

file you had open when you lost

power. Whether you trip over

your power cord or turn off your

machine by mistake, you
shouldn’t lose much data as

long as you’re running with the

autosave feature invoked.

In addition, even if you exit

Sprint properly, you need not

close flies. Sprint automatically

saves each file and returns you

to the same set of open files and

editing state when you restart

the program.

While the flexible front end is

Sprint's most marketable attri-

bute, its most important one—for

a certain class of user, at least—is

its power at the back end. Those

who prepare technical manuals

and other con^lex multifile doc-

uments will appreciate such ca-

pabilities as automatic indexing,

table generation (contents and

figures), nestable list generation

(numbered, unnumbered, and

bulleted), cross-referencing,

and, of course, footnotes and

endnotes.

The cross-referencing fea-

ture is particularly valuable and

unusual: you can reference ta-

bles, figures, and text by assign-

ing variable names; Sprint will

resolve those names into the ap-

propriate table, figure, or page

numbers at print time.

The program sports other

features that are more character-

istic of a page composition sys-

tem than a word processor. You
can reserve space (in inches,

centimeters, picas, or lines) for

art to be dropped in after print-

ing, and you can specify hori-

zontal skips in ems and ens, as

well as inches, centimeters, pi-

cas, and characters. You can

also build in a character-transla-

tion table so that quotes . dashes

,

bullets, and the like are auto-

matically converted to the ap-

propriate values for, say, a Post-

Script typesetting device.

The ^itor has some attrac-

tive conveniences, too. You can

search and replace virtually

anything and lake advantage of

a full complement of wildcard

options. You can define glossa-

ry items and macros . For ease of

navigation, you can set up to

nine place markers in a file.

Mouse support and a thesaurus

are there as well, and the spell-

ing checker has a real-time op-

tion that works unobtrusively on

fast hardware.

When it comes to speed.

Sprint shines in some areas and

delivers respectable perfor-

mance in others. Our global

search-and-replace perfor-

mance tests showed Sprint to be

a midrange performer in that

area, but scrolling from the top

to the bottom of a large file in

Sprint is nearly instantaneous.

Paging through a file is also

very fast. If you hold the mouse
at the top of the screen, for ex-

ample, the file zips by almost

too quickly to be useful

.

So much for good news. The
down side of Sprint is that it’s

not very WYSIWYG. Justified

lext is actually justified on-

screen , and type styles and sizes

are shown using various colors.

But centered and flush-right

paragraphs are displayed ragged

right, just the way you type

them.

Fortunately, there’s a print

preview option, so you can get a

formatted view of your file

without resorting to hard copy.

Borland says the non-
WYSIWYG style of Sprint is an

acceptable trade-off for faster

screen performance. Those who
take advantage of Sprint's

more-powerful formatting fea-

tures may buy that argument,

but for more-conventional word

processing, the lack of interacti-

vity seems primitive. It’s too

easy to wipe out a formatting

code accidentally or to enter one

incorrectly in the first place.

Moreover, while Sprint of-

fers a form of style-shMt capa-

bility, it’s much less easy to use

than one might wish. The vari-

ous formatting codes you can

use in a Sprint file are linked to a

default style-sheet file. To
change the way a code behaves,

or to define a new code
,
you can

modify the style-sheet file (or

create a new one and invoke it

with a Style command at the top

of your document). This ap-

proach to style-sheet generation

Borland International Inc.

IKOOGrecnhills Dr.

Scotts Valley. CA 95066

(408)439-1060

List Price: $199.95

Requires: 384K RAM. two

disk drives. DOS 2.0 or later.

Hard disk recommended

.

In Short: A powerful word

SS-MHzPCs
(coHtifuudfrompage33)

386/25’s performance, while

graphics-intensive users will

probably head for the Compaq
Deskpro 386/25.

With performance differ-

ences as small as these, howev-

er, your choice should depend

as much on cost, disk capacity,

and other particular features that

are important to you. And don’t

forget the bus standard. IBM’s

25-MHz Model 70 can hold its

own performancewise against

any of the competition, so it

may be time to begin consider-

ing whether MCA is the right

path to take with your next pur-

chase.

Whichever 25-MHz 80386
winds up as your choice, make
sure your wallet is well stocked

before you head out to buy.

These machines sell for about

the price of a new sedan; buying

two of them is the equivalent of

a down payment on your next

house.

But if it’s speed you’re af-

ter ... . [IQ

requires the user to learn what

amounts to a document-tniented

programming language; it’s

likely to be well beyond the

reach of nontechnical office

workers.

Sprint offers a lot for its

price tag. It should appeal par-

ticularly to those who ne^ a

flexible interface and to ad-

vanced users who want to pro-

gram their own document com-

position systems. But those

who’ve grown accustomed to a

more WYSIWYG screen mw
want to think twice.

processor that features

emulation interfaces and

bidirectional file conversion for

a handful of popular word

processors. Lack of

WYSIWYG display is its only

serious flaw. Not copy

pn>iected.

CIRCLE Ml ON READER SERVICE CARD

iH FACT FILE
Sprint
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IBM’S25-MHzModel 70 Tops

Ikmipaq via StaticRAMCadm
BY JOHN DICKINSON

— Corp.’s

Am previous 386-

based PS/2 mod-
^ els have lagged

\ behind the speed

\ leaders, primari-

ly because of Big Blue’s failure

to adopt a static RAM memory
cache. Not only does the 25-

MHz IBM PS/2 Model 70-A2I

move near the front of the pack

by curing that shortcoming, but

it does so in a remarkably small

chassis.

Sporting a footprint of

only 23S square inches,

the Model 70-A21
builds on the two-

decked interior design of the

original Model 50. The tiny,

multilayer system board con-

tains the A2rs MCA (Micro

Channel architecture) control

circuitry, three MCA expansion

slots, a VGA display adapter, as

well as serial, parallel, and

mouse ports. A daughterboard

holds the A2rs 25-MHz 80386

microprocessor, 64K static

RAM cache, 82385 cache con-

troller. and optional 80387 nu-

meric coprocessor.

Like the Model 50, the Mod-
el 70 mounts a plastic I/O

“deck” above the system
board. The A2rs deck accom-

modates up to two 3 ‘/2-inch

1.44MB microfloppy drives

and one 120MB, 25-milIisec-

ond hard disk. The hard disk’s

ESDI controller is built in, and

all disks tap into the system

board through a T-shaped cir-

cuit card.

Up to SMB of 80-nanosec-

ond system memory, mounted

in 2MB SIMMs, can be at-

tached to the system board. You
can also add up to SMB of addi-

tional RAM on a single MCA
expansion card that IBM an-

nounced when the Model 70

was introduced.

System performance is far

from a problem with the A21.

The only machine that beats its

2.25-second performance on

the PC Labs 80386 Instruction

Mix benchmark test is ALR’s
FlexCache 25386, and the dif-

ference is slight. The same goes

for the memory tests.

The A2 1 ’s disk drive perfor-

ThelBMPSIl

Mode! 70'A2 1 sports merely three expan

sion slots, sacrificing expandabilityfor a

smallModel 50-likefootprint.

mance, on the other hand, could

stand improvement. Out of the

four systems we review here,

the A2 1 's disk clocked the

slowest performance on the

small-record test and the second

slowest on the large-record test.

You’d expect more from a ma-

chine so f^ast in other respects,

and so costly, but the disk sub-

system is still fast compared
with non-ESDI alternatives.

The only serious deficien-

cies of this new PS/2 machine

are its lack of a large hard disk

option and its paltry supply of

expansion slots. The maximum
disk size of 120MB may be a

problem for storage-intensive

applications. And three expan-

sion slots just won’t cut it for

power users who want to hook

their 25-MHz 386-powered
graphics woikstations up to a

LAN. a CD-ROM, and a main-

'iH F A C T
FILE

IBM PS/2 Model 70-A21

IBM Coip

Contact your local authorized

IBM dealer.

Li.sl Price: SI 1,295. with 25-

MHz processor. 2MB RAM,
I20MBESDI harddisk.

In Short: With only three slots,

the unit may pose an expandabi-

lity problem for some users.

Overall, this PS/2 offers tre-

mendous performance in an in-

genious. compact design.

CIRCLE 439 ON READER SERVICE CARO

frame—and then add an 8514

display adapter to the mix.

But a limitation for one buy-

er is an advantage for another. If

you want big processing power

but not big size, the IBM PS/2

Model 70-A21 is just what
you're looking for. You just

can’t get more computer in less

space. OS

Pn^Hietary Cmdiii^, FastRAM
PutALR FlexCaclK 25386 on Top

BY MITTJONES

Brace yourself:

the sun still rises

in the east. Re-

publicans still

scorn welfare

programs, and
Billy Martin still has trouble

holding a job—but Compaq no

longer makes the fastest PC
around. Advanced Logic Re-

search now earns top honors

with its ALR FlexCache 25386.

The secret behind the Flex-

Cache’s speed is enhanced
memory performance via a 64K
25-nanosecond static RAM
cache, a proprietary cache con-

troller, and system memory
composed entirely of 32-bit ,

60-

ns. dynamic RAM. The Com-
paq Deskpro 386/25 and the

IBM Model 70-A21 use 100-ns.

and 80-ns. dynamic RAM, re-

spectively. ALR claims its pro-

prietary cache control-

ler-coupled with the faster

DRAM—eliminates the one-

wait-state penalty normally suf-

fered as the result of a cache

miss.

Whatever the reason, the re-

sults are impressive. Our evalu-

ation unit consistently took top

honors in the PC Labs 80386 In-

struction Mix and Conventional

Memory benchmark tests. De-

spite its respectable but not

field-leading hard disk perfor-

mance and slow

video perfor-

mance, the ALR
FlexCache
25386 led the

Now thefastest

PC on the mar^

ket. the ALR

FlexCache

25386 holds two

fuU-height and

three half-height

internal drives in

its large chassis.

pack on the PC Labs 1-2-3 per-

formance tests, even without its

video BIOS shadowed in RAM

.

What does the fastest ma-

chine money can buy have to of-

(amtinius on page 36)
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CompaqDeskpm 386/25AtMs
Up to 1,50WIBDisk Capacity

BY MITT JONES

If you liked the

Compaq Desk-

pro 386/20,

you'll like the

Deskpro 386/25

about 5 MHz
more. Aside from the new 25-

MHz processor, the 386/25

changes little of the Deskpro

386/20 design.

The 386/25 is based on the

same Flex Architecture, which

keeps the peripherals bus at a

safe 8 MHz but provides a 32-

bit memory bus running at full

clock speed. All system memo-
ry—up to 16MB of 100-nano-

second DRAM—resides on one

proprietary memory expansion

board, along with a 32K, 25-ns.

static RAM cache and Intel

82385 cache controller.

While this design gave the

Deskpro 386/20 a performance

edge over the IBM Model 80

and other competitors, the ag-

gressive 25-MHz entries from

IBM and Advanced Logic Re-

search leave the Deskpro
386/25 behind, if only slightly.

The PC Labs benchmark
tests place the 386/25 behind

both the IBM Model 70-A21
and the ALR RexCache 25386

on processor- and memory-in-

tensive tasks. The Deskpro par-

tially makes up for its somewhat

lackluster

able to maintain a slight speed

advantage overall.

Yes, it's true—Compaq is

no longer the Speed King. With

that said, the Deskpro 386/25

should remain a top choice

among users who need power to

spare. The speed differences

among the machines we tested

are small, and the Deskpro's

rugged design, generous op-

tions, and proven compatibility

remain strong selling points.

Compaq offers a wider vari-

ety of I/O options than you’ll

find from most manufacturers, a

blessing if you're determined

not to spoil the continuity of the

textured black system

front panel. A stan-

dard 5'/4-inch high-

density floppy disk

External expansion units

permit the Compaq Desk-

pro 386125 to be outfitted

0 with up to i .500MB ofhard

disk capacity. In ad-

dition, the newest

Deskpro sports a new

keyboard with a

clickierfeel than

previous

keyboards.

drive occupies one of the four

front-accessible drive bays; a

1 1 0MB, 25-millisecond or

300MB, 20-ms. ESDI drive oc-

cupies the other, depending on

the configuration you choose.

The other two bays make room

for the optional Irwin-made tape

drive and 1.44MB 3 ‘/2 -inch

floppy disk drive.

In a move that's sure to make
the 386/25 a favorite for the net-

work server position, Compaq
is offering 1,200MB of addi-

tional disk capacity via external

expansion units, ^ch unit will

H F A C T
FILE

Compaq Deskpro 386/25

Compaq Computer Corp.

20555 FM 149

Houston, TX 77070

(713)370-0670

List Price: Model 1 10, with

110MB hard disk, $10,299;

Model 300, with 300MB hard

disk, $13,299: bxpansion Box.

with 300MB hard disk. $6,999;

additional 3(K)MB hard disk.

$6,499.

In Short: 25-MHz performance

in a well-built box that leaves

plenty of room for growth.
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hold two 300MB drives. Two
units can be attached to one sys-

tem, allowing as much as

1 ,500MB hard disk capacity.

The 386/25’s ‘'industry

standard” peripherals bus (as

Compaq terms it) accommo-
dates XT- and AT-compatible

expansion boards via six 16-bit

slots. Standard equipment in-

cludes one parallel port, one se-

rial port, a clock/calendar, and a

220-watt power supply.

Compaq no longer has the

fastest PC money can buy. But

the Deskpro 38^25 is a near-

irresistible choice when expan-

dability, compatibility, and de-

pendability matter. OS

ALRFlexCache
(continuedfrom page 35)

fer besides speed? Just about

anything you want—except, of

course. Micro Channel archi-

tecture.

The ALR RexCache’s tower

chassis holds two full-height

and three half-height internal

drives. The base configuration

loads one full-height bay with a

150MB ESDI drive; a 300MB
model is also available. A
1.2MB floppy disk drive occu-

pies one of the half-height bays.

ALR also offers optional

1.44MB microfloppy disk

drives and 150MB backup tape

drives.

The system board includes

2MB of DRAM, expandable to

14MB with an optional propri-

etary memory expansion board.

Like the Compaq, the ALR
FlexCache plugs the memory
board into a proprietary 32-bit

slot. The standard peripherals

bus includes two 8-bit slots,

four 16-bit slots, and two 32-bit

slots.

The ALR FlexCache uses

the Phoenix BIOS and ships

with a copy of Phoenix Tech-

nology’s Control 386. Control

386 allows menu access to sev-

eral system parameters and pro-

vides enhancements such as a

disk cache that can be set up in

RAM. You can also shadow the

video and system BIOS into fast

RAM, an option you'll definite-

ly want to take advantage of in

order to tweak the most perfor-

mance out of the system.

The steel chassis itself is

large and heavy, an advantage if

you appreciate solid design but

a disadvantage if you’re in the

habit of toting your computer

across the office. The unit’s

technical specifications set its

weight at ”100 pounds maxi-

mum”; our evaluation unit

weighed closer to 75 pounds.

The best news about the

ALR FlexCache is its price. At

$9,499 with a 1 50MB hard disk

and VGA adapter, the ALR
RexCache is not only the fastest

of the four machines reviewed

here, it’s also the least expen-

sive. Assuming money, perfor-

mance, and quality count, the

ALR FlexCache deserves a seri-

ous look. [Hi

'iHF ACT
I L E

Al.R MexCache 25386

Advanced Logic Research Inc.

9401 Jemimo

Irsine.CA 92718

(714)581-6770

List Price: Model 150 (with

2MB RAM, 16-bit VGA card,

I50MB harddisk). $9,499;

Model 300 (with 2MB RAM.
16-bit VGA card. 300MB hard

disk). $12,499.

In Short: Both the fastest and

the least-expensive 25-MHz

machine reviewed here.
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Hertz 386/25: Intel’s Top Box
BY JOHN DICKINSON

If you’re expecl-

ing a joke about
'

rent-a-car com-

! puters, forget

V it—this Hertz
\ isn't a car. and,

like all 25-MHz 80386-based

PCs, its performance is noJoke.

Hertz's newest PC is based

on Intel’s 25-MHz 386 system

board and cabinet. You’ll prob-

ably get very familiar with the

look of this cabinet, because

that's the only way Intel is pro-

viding 25-MHz 386 systems to

its OEM customers.

OEMs can equip the system

unit with whatever peripherals

they want. The chassis has one

full-height and three half-height

tape or disk drive bays, and the

system board has one S-bit, five

16-bit. and two 32-bit expan-

sion slots. The 32-bit slots run at

CPU speed for memory, but any

other AT-compatible card will

run in the other 8-MHz slots.

The memory configuration

can also var>' in both design and

quantity. Intel configured the

system to work with static-col-

umn, interleaved page mode or

with cached direct random ac-

cess memory designs. The static

RAM cache is configured with

64K of 30-nanosecond static

RAM fed by a custom-built con-

troller that was developed be-

fore the 25-MHz version of the

82385 was available.

Up to SMB of RAM can be

installed on the system board in

the fomi of IMB SIMMs. And.

unlike most 386s. this system

board can support up to

24MB of RAM by add-

ing cards in its special

32-bit memory slots.

The Hertz 386/25

configuration comes
standard with 2MB of

cached RAM;
our evaluation

unit had 4MB.
It also had a

320MB. 16-mil-

lisecond, ESDI-

controlled hard

disk made by
Maxstor. The standard

disk offering is a 72MB
model, and a I50MB

model is also available. One
parallel and two serial ports are

standard, as is one 1 .2MB flop-

py disk and an 8-bit Paradise

VGA display adapter and a

monitor to go with it. Hertz is

one of the few PC vendors that

give you a choice of the new
101 -key or the older configura-

tion 83-key keyboard on a 386

computer.

llie Hertz/Intel is definitely

not the leader of the 25-MH/.

pack. But peri'ormance isn't as

H F A C T
FILE

Hem 386/25

Hertz Computer Corp.

325 Fifth Avc.

New York, NY 10016

(212)684<4141

List Price: 511,995 with 72MB
hard disk; $ 1 3 .995 with 150MB
hard disk; 515.995 with 320MB
harddisk.

In Short: Hertz's 25-MHz en-

try is built solidly, performs

well . and can be configured

with up to 24MB ftv Unix us-

ers.
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much of a problem as price—at

$1 1 ,995 for the base model, it’s

not exactly a steal, although

substantial discounts are avail-

able to customers buying in

quantity. Perhaps more impor-

tant than either issue, the Hertz

386/25 is a rock-steady ma-

chine. Don’t pass it over when

you shop for your next power

PC. especially if

you’re going to be

running Unix. jt>;

Benchmark Tests:

25-MHz 386-based PCs

Relative Times
(Compaq Deskpro 38&'20 • 100)

E ach of the machines boasted its own static-RAM memory cache,

but the ALR FlexCache earned a slight edge in memory speed,

thanks largely to its proprietary caching algorithm. Overall, PC Labs tests

showed surprisingly little performance difference among the machines.

Performance Times
(Times given in seconds) DOS File

Access

B0386 Conven- (small

Instnjction tional record)

MemoryMix

DOS File

Access

(large

record)

cache with cache

I Compaq Oeskpro 386'20 2.91 0.41 34.22 9.64

Hertz 38625 2.43 0.33 22.32 12.50

Compaq Oeskpro 386 25 2.36 0.39 30.70 4.98

1
I8MPS'2MO<I«I70.A21 2.25 0.30 38.91 6.49

ALR FlexCache 25386 2.20 0.27 32.14 5.48

The 60386 Instruction Mix benchmark test measures the

time It takes to execute a selected senes of processor-

intensive tasks The lest program uses 60366 instruction

code These instructions are a subset of the total

processor instruction set The 60386 Instruction Mix

implements a number of 32-bit operations In the 60366
processor these become single instructions, whereas m
the 6066 and 80286 versions of the benchmark test they

remain multiple mstnictions

The Conventionel Memory berxhmark rest allocates

2S6K of conventional memory and treats it as a senes of

64-byte records Then. 16,364 random records are read

into 8r>d wntten Prom this memory The result shown is the

average of the read and write times

The DOS File Access benchmark lest measures the

throughput rate ol the disk being tested. In this case,

throughput times are measured m terms o( how long the

disk takes to perform common DOS file-management

functions Fn.e tasks— file creation, sequential tile write,

sequential file read, random file write, and random file

read are timed arxl the results summed
The lest IS carried out tor two different types ol

files—small-record files and large-record files—that are

used by common PC appkcalions Files created using

small records are typrcidly used by database management
programs, and large records are typicaity used for word
processing and spreadsheet files. Loading a DOS
program is also simulated by the large-record test

If no disk caching software is supplied by the computer
or disk drive manulacturer. each test is run once
Othenmse. the test for each record size is run twice: once
with the caching software installed and once without it
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OERASE
Are you sure (Y/N)?.

HHB&aHaHHBHaaHaUBBM

•• Data Guardiaa » I

NewDiskOptimizer givesyou
thecouleeto sayyes!

Introducing Disk Optimizer 4.0.

Now with DataGuardian” and

Undelete.

It’s the moment oftruth.

You’ve decided to erase an entire

directory, and yourcomputer asks,

“Are you sure?"

Well? Are you? Is it the right direc-

tory? Will you ever want these files

again?

Enter new Disk Optimizer 4.0 with

Data Guardian. The only disk utility

software that lets you blithely say “yes”

now, and ifyou want, change your mind

later. Because only Data Guardian

ensures that anyone can Undelete files,

directories, even entire disks. And do it

hours, days, up toweeb later, no matter

what else you’ve written toyour disk in

the meantime.

Best of all. Data Guardian makes file

recovery quick, easy and totally fool-

proof. Without the complexityofother

data recovery software. And without the

uncertainty. Thanb to Data Guardian,

Disk Optimizercomes through for you

every time.

You formatted what drive?

That’s fine for erased files, you say.

But what happens ifyou accidentally

format yourh^ disk? No problem.

Disk Optimizer comes through again

with UnFormat that can instantly

restore all the dataon your disk to

exactly where it was brfore that little

slip ofthe fingeron the keyboard.

And to make sure yourdata is really

safe, the TrackSaver feature protects die

surface ofyour disk from excessive wear

by preventing the head on your drive

from spinning over the same track for

too long. And the Refresh program pre-

vents the bad spots that develop on disb

due to fading magnetic charges.

Still the safestbuy in

performance

optimizers.

As always.

Disk Optimi-

zer also gives

you the safest,

most advanced

performance opti-

mization available-

proven by over a

quarter ofa million

users.

The Optimize program

speeds up disk reading and

writing times by up to 300

percent by un-doing the file

fragmentation that takes place

naturallyover time. The DOConfig pro-

gram lets you arrange the layout ofyour

disk for best overall performance. And
the Analyze program gives you a graphi-

cal look at the condition ofyour disk, so

you’ll always know when it’s time to

optimize again.

Atotalof 17 different programs.

DiskOptimizer inclixles Findfile

for locating files by name or wildcard

anywhereon your disk. Sons for re-

ananging files and directories in the

way that makes sense to you. Lock and

Unlock forpassword-protected file

security. Killfile for erasing sensitive

data permanently. And lots more.

In all, there are 17 different

programs in the new Disk

Optimizer. Each one designed

to improve petfotmance,

guard your data, and make

disk management easier

and simpler for

everyone.

So get new Disk

Optimizer 4.0, and

get more than the

courage to say yes. Get

the peace ofmind and total

confidence that your disk is running

better and safer all the time.

^Optimizer*69’’

SoftLogic Solutions, Inc.

One Perimeter Road, Manchester, NH 03103.

Available at software dealers ever>TV'here.

Or, order direct by calling toll-free.

CaU 800-272-9900
(603-627-9900 in NH)

SoftLogic
SOLUTIONS #6
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TOP TEN SELLERS

(A 5-week history)
ust as the gas shortage of

the mid-’70s alerted

Americans to their dependence

on foreign oil, the current scar-

city of DRAM chips has awak-

ened the domestic PC commu-
nity to its dependence on an im-

ported resource: Japanese-

made DRAM chips.

Within the past half

PC Tools Deluxe
Central Point Software

DRAM chips

The Norton Utilities Advanced Edition

Peter Norton Computing

Value Pack
Lotus Development Corp.

Sideways 3.2

Funk Software tnc.

IN PERSPECTIVE

TheTop Ten Sellers list ranks PC
business programs according to their

sales performance in the last week of a S-

week period. It also tracks programs' rank-

ings (reading left to right) from May 1 6 through

June 18. A S-week history is charted to give a sense

of a program's sales strength over time. [>ramatic shifts

in a particular program's ranking may be the result of sales

promotions conducted by individual retailers. Seasonal factors,

such as end-of-year-budget purchase decisions, can also play a

large role in the performance of a particular program in any period.

More than 12,000 individual locations contribute to the list.

Sales information compiled by Ingram Software Inc. and PC Connection Inc.

has fallen far short of U.S. de-

mand. and DRAM prices have

risen to damagingly high levels.

"If we could get our hands

on more DRAM, we would be a

much larger company in terms

of revenue," says a Sun Mi-

crosystems spokesman. "The
principal constraint we are un-

der is a shortage ofDRAM, not

a shortage of business."

The exorbitant prices sys-

tems manufacturers must pay

for the DRAM they manage to

obtain hurts manufacturers and

buyers alike. While a number of

systems manufacturers have

passed the higher DRAM
costs along to the end

user for both config-

ured systems and

expansion

Fastback Plus

Fifth Generation Systems Inc.

Carbon Copy Plus
Meridian Technology Inc.

I

Turbo Pascal 4.0

I
Borland International Inc.

c

1 ' "1 '

1 •

Rankings are based

on net sales by unit;

returns are sub-

tracted from gross

sales.

H The DRAM Shortage: A Chronology

1983

Explositxi in PC sales

outstrips DRAM
supply, contributing to

rise in DRAM prices.

1984

PC rate of growth sof-

tens, and new DRAM
production capacity be-

gins to come on-line.

Result: overcapacity,

lower prices.

MlfT

m

rnTrn

1985

DRAM prices tumble

amid massive oversup-

ply and Japanese

dumping in U.S.

nuirket. American

DRAM manufacturers

fold or suffer major

losses.

(iiimiiiiiiii -
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1986

U.S. and Japan ^ree
on FMV arrangement

for DRAMs, but

Japanese parts remain

available at below

FMV on gray mailceL

American manufactur-

ers continue to suffer
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RAM, many would-be buyers

are delaying their purchases

until prices fall. Fifteen percent

ofthe respondents to arecentPC
MagNet survey reported plans

to put off purchases until

DRAM prices fall to acceptable

levels.

These developments could

hardly have been more poorly

timed, since the continued de-

velopment of the PC seems de-

pendent on a ready supply of

reasonably priced RAM. OS/2
with the ^esentation Manager
requires a minimum of 5MB
RAM. and this requirement

shows no signs of getting any

smaller.

The Crisis: Blow by Blow
The large, unexpected de-

mand for PCs in 1983 is where

the story begins, according to

Andrew Kessler, a Paine

Webber securities analyst who
tracks semiconductor trends.

The memory chip industry was

unable to supply the burgeoning

PC market, and memory prices

rose. This prompted plans for

considerable new-chip capacity

both in the United States and

PC demand softened around

the end of 1984, just as massive

new memory-chip capacity was

coming on-line, and an overca-

pacity condition soon devel-

oped. Oversupply put pressure

on memory prices, which
tumbled in 1985. Prices for64K

parts plummeted from roughly

S3 toa low of30cents, and256K
prices fell just as drastically.

their way into the United States

on the gray market, according to

Mr. Kessler, and Japanese chips

remained available at well be-

low FMV levels.

Further U.S. pressure

prompted Japanesegovernment

Within the past half year, the supply of

DRAM chips has fallen far short of

U.S. demand, and DRAM prices have

risen to damagingly high levels.

Japanese firms, burdenedby

massive overcapacity, were

cited for dumping in the U.S.

market by the Commerce De-

partment in 1 986. That dump-
ing generally is blamed for the

collapse of the U.S. DRAM in-

dustry; only Micron Industries

and TI remain as major players

in the memory chip business.

IBM is widely acknowledged to

be the world’s largest DRAM
producer, but its entire output is

dedicated to internal uses.

In July of 1986, an agree-

ment was reached between the

United States and Japan's semi-

conductor industries to main-

tain chip prices at a fair market

value in the United States. But

Japanese parts continued to find

intervention to physically cut

production in order to ward off

retaliatory action. As fabrication

lines were taken off-line, prices

rose and the shortfalls began to

develop.

A Semiconductor Producer/

User Group, chaired by 3Com
CEO William Kraus, has fo-

cused on the FMVs as a major

causative factor in the RAM
shortage. The complex pricing

arrangements impose different

FMV levels on each Japanese

producer, creating a tangle of

unforeseen effects. The semi-

conductor group has recently

prepared and submitted a report

to Commerce Secretary Verity,

suggesting changes that will

stimulate a rise in chip availabil-

ity. Those proposals are not yet

public.

Technology also plays a

role. The industry migration

from production of 256K parts

to production of 1 -megabit parts

has alsoconstrained supply .The

shift to the higher-density parts

means a shift away from 256K
RAMs, which further limits

supply of the still widely used

memory.
Therein lies some hope,

however. One-megabit yields

are already rising, and analysts

say that this can only help the

supply situation. Mr. Kessler

cites a prediction that 1 -megabit

output will double between the

second and fourth quarter of

1988. "Hiat will satisfy a lot of

demand,” he points out.

Mending the Market
When will DRAM prices re-

turn to tolerable levels? The
solution to the problem won't be

a magic bullet that suddenly

restores balaiKe and reasonable

pricing. But rising availability

of 1 -megabit chips will help, as

will the imposition of a more
conducive FMV agreement

with Japanese producers. A
"lowDRAM price” item on your

Christmas wish list shouldn't be

far off the mark.

—^Jonathan Matzkin

1987

As DRAM demand reaches

new heights, Japanese decree

production cuts to ward off

U.S. retaliation, and manufac-

turers begin tooling for 1-

megabit chip production.

American manufacturers

unable to fill the void.

Combination results in drastic

undersupply of 256K chips at

elevated prices.

1988

DRAM prices continue to rise

amid growing demand and

inadequate supply. Manufac-

turers begin ramping iq) pro-

duction of 1 -megabit diips.
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INTRODUCINGTHE ?499MX
THAT’S POWERED BYYOURPC

Imagine sending and receiving your faxes

on-line, rather than standing in line.

You can.With The Complete FAX.

The powerful add-in boards that turn your

MS-DOS PC into a Group ID fex machine. Start-

ing at $499. With a two-year warranty. At a
fraction of the cost of regular fax madiines.

Now you can send messages from your

desktop to your destination in complete privacy.

Schedule transmissions to take advantage of

the lowest phone rates. Broadcast faxes to

multiple recipients. Automatically dial up the

receiving fax and keep on
dialing if it’s busy.

And because it’s all done in

the background, you have all the

power of your PC to boot.

All you need is an IBM PC or

compatible with a hard disk and
graphics board. And a willing-

ness to face the fax. For more
information and the dealer

nearest you, call

(800)634-5558.

TI-IIECOMPLETEPC
521 Cottonwood Drive. MU(iiUt,CA 9S035 (408)434-0145 FAX: (408) 4341048

xomPiMn
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l^radox OS/2; A GoodIteason to Buy OS/2
m HANDS ON

BY RICHARD HALE SHAW

Borland International has come
up with the first good reason to

stray from DOS

—

Paradox
OS/2. The latest incarnation of

Paradox is more than an OS/2

version of the powerful relation-

al DBMS that received PC
Magazine's Editor’s Choice

(''Programmable Databases:

dBASE and Its Challengers,”

PC Magazine, May 17, 1988).

It’s a multitasking database

management system that takes

complete advantage of OS/2*s

protected mode and returns

more performance, power, and

flexibility than any of its DOS-
based predecessors or rivals.

With Paradox OS/2, you can

perform all of the mundane as-

pects of database management

(sorting, querying, indexing,

adding, changing, and deleting

records) on the same data at the

same time, via multiple OS/2

sessions or as part of a multi-

threaded Paradox application.

You can even write your own
distributed applications in

which different Paradox ses-

sions communicate and pass

data to each other and to other

PCs running Paradox on a net-

work.

Running Paradox OS/2 is a

cinch. The package retains the

personality of its DOS prede-

cessors. with point-and-shoot

menus, the PAL applications

development language, and the

Personal Programmer applica-

tions generator.

PAL applications can use the

new Session command to

"spawn” additional Paradox
sessions and perform other jobs

(such as sorting a table or print-

ing a report) as background
tasks, while continuing to use

the full facilities of Paradox in

the foreground. Since Paradox

OS/2's code is completely reen-

trant, only the first session actu-

ally loads the program into

memory; subsequent sessions

share the same program code.

And a command-line parameter

can control the amount of the

memory used by each session

for managing files and tables.

Paradox's built-in file- and

record-locking facilities and

data concurrency mechanisms

originated in the DOS version of

the product. While these are in-

voked transparently, commands
are available to access them di-

rectly. And if another Paradox

OS/2 session or another Para-

dox user on a network changes a

record or row that you are view-

ing. your screen will be updated

to reflect the differences auto-

matically. All of this ensures

that you can sort and modify ta-

bles, debug and run PAL
scripts, print reports, and run

whole applications in different

sessions on the same set of data

tables simultaneously.

As Charles Petzold has

warned in his PC Magazine
Environments column, an ap-

plication that abuses OS/2’s re-

sources will slow down a fore-

ground process as additional

instances of the application are

added in the background. In an

effort to study this, I ran nearly a

dozen different Paradox ses-

sions. 1 was not able to perceive

any difference in the perfor-

mance of any of the foreground

applications, regardless of the

number of Paradox sessions

that were running in the back-

ground.

Borland promises that Para-

dox OS/2 will not be lacking in

future enhancements. The Bor-

land Turbo languages will be

able to access the Paradox En-

gine, allowing users of Turbo C
and Turbo Pascal to write appli-

cations that can read/modify

Paradox tables. In addition, in-

terfaces to the various OS/2
SQL (Structured Query Lan-

guage) servers will be made
available as the.se appear in the

mailcetplace.

.After using Paradox OS'l. I

can truly say that it’s been worth

Paradox OS/2

Borland International

4585 Scotts Valley Dr.

P.O. Box 66001

Scons Valley, CA 95066-001

(408)438-8400

Ust Price: S725

Requires: OS/2 Standard or

Extended Edition 1 jc. a 286- or

386<<ompatible PC. 3MB
RAM, one hard disk and one

high-density 514- or 3t4-inch

floppy disk drive.

In Short: A relational DBMS
that takes full advantage of

OS/2’s multitasking capabili-

ties. Includes an easy-to-use in-

terface, a powerful program-

ming language, automatic flle-

and record-locking, and fully

reentrant code.
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the wait. If you’re looking for a

multitasking relational database

environment that takes advan-

tage of OS/2’s vastly superior

facilities now. you can’t lose

with Paradox OS/2

.

(ifi

rjP
Benchmark Tests:

Paradox 08/2 vs. Paradox 2.0

P aradox OS'2 turned in a mixed performance compared with its DOS
counterpart. However, the tests were designed for the DOS environment

and show Paradox OS'-? at its worst. Running multiple threads of execution

and in multiple OS/2 sessions. Paradox OS '2 could perform all the tests

simultaneously with little or no performance degradation. All tests were
performed on a 50.000-record file.

Performance Times
(Times given m seconds*

Import Search Index

Paradox OS 2 2.659.25 258.29 3.939.90

Paradox 2.0 2.831,10 376-40 3.346.60

The Import lest measures how quickly the database

can mpo'l an ASCII file (of either tixed-fieid length or

comma-delimited format) with an index on the first

field We include the indexing portion of the test to

avoid penalizing programs that automatically index the

first field dunng the data conversion. Some programs.

require a two-step process for this test an import followed

by mdeung

The Search test measures the time it takes to locate the

first record that satisfies two cnteria (make > Pendhi and

model « coupe).

Relative Times
(Paradox 2.0 > 100)

The Delete and Index (four-column verson) test

measures the time required to remove four columns

(Uruis. SeilPnce, BuyPnee and TranOate) from a

product table created for this task and then to remdex

the file it necessary

PC MAGAZINE SEPTEMBER 13. 1988
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Others offer the Ordinary in

Northgate speaks auietlu and Delivers
Screaming Performance!
What good is splashy color advertising
wiien the systems others sell dorit come near
matching die performance or price of

NorthgJrt^ blazingty fast Tlirbo Throughput
™

famUy of Con^xiters?

Dorit let color ads color your perspective

Northgate advertises its systems in

monochrome We give you facts, everything

you need to make a meaningful conqiarisoa

And what we save in mono ads is arvother

way we help keep your cost at rock bottom.

(You'd be amazed at what color ads cost).

Hollow claims? TVoical Computer Industry

Puff? Well take a look for yourself and see

wiiat the Experts sav

FIRST LOOKS

MartAgatePower^6: Preimim
Performmice ata BargainPme
EH II \M)S ON

11

BY BILL O'BRIEN

Field-leading 386 performance

just got cheaper. Northgate

Computer Systems* Power 386

rivals the power of the Compaq
Deskpro 386/20 at a fraction of

the cost.

The Power 386 is an upright,

20-MHz floor model with a base

price of $4,295—including a

high-performance 6SMB hard

disk.

A 64K static RAM memory
cache deserves much of the

credit for the Power 386’s per-

formance. Like the Deskpro
386/20, the Power 386 main-

tains a high-speed, 32-bit path

to memory, separate from the

I/O bus.

Whereas the 386/20 makes

use of Intel’s sophisticated

cache controller chip, however,

the Power 386 falls back on a di-

rect-map static RAM system

composed of discrete logic

components. Compaq’s solu-

tion no doubt earns it memory

Norihgate's Power .186 sports power and reset switches at

the lop. along wiihadiskaciivitylight. Inside are eight slots.

access performance gains in

some cases, but the Power 386
won’t be far behind.

The hard disk drive does not

have an overly spectacular

track-to-track access time—28

milliseconds—but that is a me-
chanical measurement of disk

capability. Data throughput, the

speed at which the information

is actually passed across the bus

and the more important measure

of perfor-

mance, rates as

spectacular

when hard disk

caching is en-

abled. But
even without

caching, the

large- and
small-record

times for the

PC Labs
benchmark
tests rank the

Power 386 ma-

chine right up there with the

Compaq Deskpro 386/20.

The standard configuration

includes a 14-inch monochrome
monitor, one 5'/4-inch 1.2MB
floppy disk drive, and one Vh-
inch 1 .44MB floppy drive. That

leaves you with one empty half-

height bay.

Whether you purchase

IjJH F A C T
BD FILE
Northgate Power 386

Northgate Computer Systems

13895 industrial Park Bivd.,

#110

Plymouth. MN 55441

List Price; With 1MB DRAM.
64K SRAM cache, one S'/i-inch

1 .2MB floppy diskdrive, one

3'/2-inch 1 .44MB floppy disk

drive. 65MB hard disk, mono-

chrome monitor. $4,295.

In Short: The Power 386 deliv-

ers top performance and intelli-

gent design at an excellent

price.

this 386-based machine for its

price tag or for its performance,

the chances are that you won’t

be disappointed. Watch Micro-

soft Windows load quickly for a

change, or observe a pull-down

menu snap up like a runaway

window shade, and you will fi-

nally get an honest feel of what

spe^ is all about. [IS

'NOTE: ReprtiUed injUU
wUhtmt editing, togive
you the completepteture.

CPC Mag., JuiylPaS, ZUf-Daots CommunkaXkms Co.

OTHEREXPERTSAGREE...
Steve Gibson, InfoWorld, 3/21/88

"It's no coincidence that (the) 386 Northgate Tower is Steve's

Dream Machine. ..(it is) the best possible personal machine
for the least possible money."

Computer Shopper, 6/88

"The Northgate 386 Tower is an impressive system. Operating
approximately eighteen times faster than the original PC..."



S-C-R-E-A-M-I-N-G Color Ads

BOTH SYSTEMS INCLUDEALL THESE FEATURES:
• 65MB Hard Drive/16 Bit Controiier for Turbo Throughput Performance
• Both 1.2 andAM Roppy Drives (read and write ail formats) • 1MB RAM
• 14" Paper White Flat Screen Monitor • DOS 3.3 • Vopt * Disk Catching!

Plus...The Spectacular OmniKey/102 Keyboard at no extra cost (SeeAd on Page 325).

Ckimpare Anywhere!

FEATURE-
FOR-FEATURE
Your Computer Dollars

Simply Buy More

When You Buy NORTHGATE

SIMCARO on both 286 ft 386 STANDARD in 386 OPTK)NSfor286ft386

a 20MHz (for 366)

RAMuoQmde8tol6MeaaBvte call

e EGA *48S*

e EQA^ •79S"

Laroet Faster RLL drives call

a Monster ESDI drives CMI
e Internal Ihoe Backuo •688*

a Exlsmal laoe Backuo •888**

a Co-orocesaors cMi

a Gameports W
a Secorvl Serial Dort •as*

a Extended Vtorrantv eaU

» Qn.at»Maiolw«nM

1 megabyte RAM
8siott-6l6-Brrand28^
80287 socket

I RLL TUbo Throughpuf
6S Megabyte FfaedOtsk

1.2m 525* DUAL DENSITY
Roppy

I 144m 35* DUAL OENSTTY
Roppy

1
14* flat screen monitor
(choice of «Mle or amber)

card with parailei port

I t^cardw/l paraifei.1 serial

1 16 bit memory axpanaton
tots mag

I UPRK3HTCASE
(OesMop optional)

B MS-DOS 33 &QW<fiASIC
a Hard Drive caching

> Golden Bow VOPT dW(
opllmiier

I TRUE32bitOoublS
Sigma processor

a Dallas Real time dock

I Northgate OMNI KEY/102
keyboard

I One year limited warranty

Coiintless Fortune 500 Companies (List on request),
Colleges, Universities and Government Agencies
regulily buy Northgate Systems. TheyVe discovered

Northgate delivers more bang for the bnck!

Industry-leading performance (ux can prove it) at

unbeatable prices make Northgate the new leader in

state-of-the art computer performance technology. If

you’re spending your money, dorft you owe it to yourself

to make us prove our claims?

All Northgate Systems are backed by our unique
“OVERNIGHT BV AIR AT OUR COST” poUcy on any
failed components; One-year Limited iWts AND LABOR
warranty, "^h Service on systems is free and unlimited.

Once you discoverfor yourseffthat Northgate
means what it says in our ads, you too will

choose Northgate.

PBirhaee ocden oa epprcwed credit,
pre-pey end coeapeny or pcreoae) checks
(bUot 18 day* tor deereneeX

1S885 ledostrUl Perk Blvd., Suite 110 •

Plymoath,lfN 65441

Tbll-Free OrderNumber Fax No. (612) 553-1695

CALL 800-548-1993
Hours: M-F 8 ajn.-7 pjn. CST, Sat. 9 a.m.-2 p.m. CST

JB:XJ:PSl2andlB4tmngiMtemitmiemartaoyhderytatumtU Business Uaehin*9 htc. NurihgaieisnotfsspimsiblefiirtTTtirs
orumissitms in this advertisement Prices are to dumge wiUuntl notice.
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$299HamlyScanPmkbsUneArtaiMl

Contmmus-Tmwknages for the Masses

iliH HANDS ON

BY TOM STANTON
Who needs a $299 hand-held

graphics scanner, with 200-dot-

per-inch resolution? The answer

may be quite a few of us. Desk-

top units offer better resolution

and a larger scanning area, but

even with prices starting at

$900, they remain out of reach

for more-casual users.

The Handy Scanner HS-
2000, from DPI. answers the

needs of amateur publishers,

designers, artists, and graphics

enthusiasts. The HS-2000 of-

fers a midtech solution that in-

cludes line art and continuous-

tone images. The hand-held

scanner is well constructed,

simple to install, and easy to

use.

The package 1 tested includ-

ed a copy ofHalo DPE, a popu-

lar graphics/paint program from

Media Cybernetics, but the HS-

2000 also comes with a scan-

ning interface from DPI.

The HS-2000 has a 4-inch

scanning array activated by a

roller that controls the scanning

speed and minimizes lateral mo-
tion. A window over the roller

helps you position the scanner

to fit the image within the array.

The handle contains a switch to

select image type (halftone or

line) and a contrast dial.

Scanning with Halo DPE
software is simple: you high-

light the scanning icon and hold

The Handy Scanner HS-2000 covers a 4-

inch scanning area. A window lets you

view ihe paper image as you scan il

.

down the button to scan the im-

age. The HS-2000 scans a fairly

large area this way, but 1 found

it difficult to control scanning

speeds on longer stretches.

DPI offers more-modest
scanning software that allows

bit editing and image cropping.

Best of all, DPI software sup-

ports several graphics file for-

mats. including Z-Sofl’s PC
Paintbrush Plus (.PCX), Mi-

crosoft Windows Paint (.MSP),

GEM Draw (.IMG), and Dr.

Halo {.cm).
The HS-2000 does an ac-

ceptable job scanning continu-

ous-tone images like photo-

graphs. Line-art scanning was

generally quite good.

The .PCX format proved

troublesome when I used PC
Paintbrush Plus. On a CGA
monochrome system the DPI
file blanked the screen; on an

EGA color system the .PCX file

loaded correctly but turned the

screen a deep blue. By adjusting

the palette on the EGA I could

F A C T
FILE

Handy .Scanner HS-2(MM)

DPI

II Harts Ln . Suite P

East Brunswick. NJ 0S816

(20U.W28I5
List Price: S299 ( includes Holo

DPE).

Requires: One half-curd slot.

Harddisk recommended.

In Short: An inexpensive, fca-

turc-ladcn hand-held scanner.
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eliminate the blueing, but the

image converted to yellow in-

stead of black. DPI never fully

explained why this problem oc-

curred. except for some vague

reference to incompatibility

with earlier versions of PC
Paintbrush.

Overall, the DPI HS-2(X)0 is

a good value for the right appli-

cation. Professional publishers

will probably demand better

than a 2()0-dpi scanner, but for

others, the $299 price repre-

sents a bargain. CS

wn’s200MB Write-thme OpticalIMve
H ANDS ON

BY CRAIG L. STARK

The IBM 3363 Optical Disk
Drive is Big Blue's attempt to

popularize the write-once, read-

mostly (WORM) technology, a

technology that everyone seems

to admire but few seem to buy.

Early WORM drives came
with software that only a hacker

could love. IBM's first smart

design move with the 3363 was

to make the WORM drive seem

like just another hard disk. You
address the 3363 as you would

any other disk drive; you can

use DIR, COPY, DEL.
MKDIR. and other DOS file-

handling commands. Indeed,

you can even run most execut-

able programs from the 3363,

though its obvious use is to store

data files. Despite its 200MB
capacity, the 3363 needs no in-

ternal partitions and has no

32MB-file-size limitation.

A few new commands are

needed to maximize the advan-

tages of a WORM device, and

IBM’s second smart move was

to put these in two menu-driven

utility programs that require lit-

tle user learning. You can also

enter the commands from the

DOS command line.

Since WORMs are particu-

larly suitable for maintaining an

unalterable "audit trail" of

successive revisions of a single

file, the 3363 lets you store mul-

tiple versions of the same file-

name in the same directory.

Older, inactive versions are not

overwritten unless you issue the

new ERADICATE command.
The 3363’s second set of

utility programs lets you back

up and restore multidirectory

disks, changed files only (with

optional date criterion), or files

from an easily generated list

(with or without file compres-

sion). Specific inactive versions

can be accessed, and no DOS
RESTORE pass is required.

The 3363 reads sequential

records only about a quarter as

fast as my 8S*ms. hard disk

drive. Writing was even slower:

I backed up 29MB (1,613 files

in 55 directories) onto an Irwin

745 tape in one-seventh the time

it took the 3363. However, be-

cause of the unit's linked-file

storage format (which also

saves disk storage space), sub-

sequent incremental back-
ups—backups of only data that

has changed—onto the 3363
would be much less time-con-

suming.

Moreover, you don’t buy a

WORM for speed, but for the

reassuring impermeability of its

laser-written records.

The 3363 itself is a model of

solid construction and shield-

ing—which is reflected in its

$2,950 price. Conventional

FACT
FILE

IBM 3363 Optical Disk Drive

IBM Corp-

Contaci your hK'al authori/.ed

IBM dealer

List Price: Opiieal Disk Drive:

exicmal. $2,950; internal,

$2,700; 200MB cartridge. $65.

Requires: IBM I*CAT. XT.

PS/2, or compatible; 1X)S 3.2

or later.

In Short: A top-quality

WORM optical drive that pro-

vides 2(X)MB of storage per re-

movable cartridge

-
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hard drives are a less expensive

way to store the first 200MB.
But with additional 200MB re-

movable cartridges at $65 each,

even the cost per megabyte for

secure, head-crash-immune
storage quickly tilts in favor of

the optical media. liQ
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U’aii for Ashton-

Tate to get their

SQL act together

In the meantime, just sit here

and watch the ORACLE players

pass you by. Or order Professional

ORACLE i^y. The $199 price

expires on September 50th

ORACLE
Gives Your PC
a Monopoly

§6 oracle's top guns makedBASE
too* like a peashooter

"

Data Baseo Achnsof. June 1966

^Ifit isn't in ORACLE, it probably

isn ’/ in anything else. eith^. . For

readers who uant it all. this is the

product to buy
"

Software 0<oesl SeptemDer 1987

ii.-l robust, full-blouv mainframe database that wiU run on a micro

ORACLE uill crunch data until your eyes r(M back in your bead
"

Ir^oworlp. AprJ 1986

€$ Professional ORACLE is the

program of choicefor those who

want sophisticatedforms, reports,

and SQL capabilities without

bating to program extensively
"

Software Di^i Ratings Repon.
Advanced Reiaiionai DaiaDase
Programs, Septemtjer 1987

M Tell constructed and

pouerful. Professional

ORA(^ is an excellent

choicefor . application

detelopers

"

Winner. Editor's Choce.
PC Magazine May 1986

66 . .providefs) applications

deielopers uith unlimitedpouvr

.

Security’proiided by(ORACLE}on

the singl^user Kisas extensile as

it is on the largest mainframe
PC Tech Journal,

Decemoer 1987

T he expert - -r ’K'hen tou buy the ORACLE database for your

PC. you acquire seseral important ORACLE monopolies

COMPATIBILITY: ORACLE is SQL. compatible with IBMs DB2 and SQL/DS.

PORTABILITY It’s the onlv RDBMS that runs on mainframes, minis and PCs,

coNNEcn'ABiLiTY: It s neHA-ork ready with the unris-allcd ability to make

different databases on different machines — mainframes, minis and micros—
appear to be one database on one machine. Finally, price: Tens of thou-

sands of copies ofORACLE for the PC have sold for S1295. But until

September 30th. 1988 you can see vsliat made Oracle Corporation the wrld's

largest database company and what has the experts so excited.

Pass GO and coUea Professional ORACLE for only $199.* Or go to jAlL

with some reallv old technology.

ORACLG'
COMPATIBILITY • PORTABILITY • CONNECTABIUTY

Cali I-800-ORACLE1, ext. 144 or an ORACLE MastcfVAR today.

GOTO
psu CO nl coScct aynn of Ptofmamal

OUCl£ kerned lor deveiopm. for only 1199* each

: for PnlnMml ORACH

Rate add yyaoproK ulet oi

TOIU endoMd or aidunxd

HkCf» M iH( uMno ONLT wouMS AH Boa&TBuaek witH woks mam memohv iu9{xTtN06D MCMOftr AHO 006 ]!>• c ’tee Bv oaacle ccworatok oaacce is a ncoirencD mAooAAMi or orucii combotutioh uohobocv « a
PEG<STeR(0’AAOEMAaK(y PAAKC A enOTHEfti <96*66 IS A (KO^TIWOmAOEMAnK OF ASHTONTATE corens or THE MAOAZMCS SHOW*> ARC CDPVMOHtf0 av them nCSPCCTlVf KMliCATiONS '6A
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Seiko CM‘1430n^tw: A Sharper, Less-

Expensive Aiteimitive toIBM8514Disf^y
HANDS ON

BY CHARLES PETZOLD

There's no question about it: the

PS/2 color monitors are disap-

pointing, with washed-out col-

ors and a background that looks

gray in comparison with the

deep black I had come to expect

from IBM displays. The best of

IBM's PS/2 monitors is the

8514 (designed to support the

1 ,024 by 768 resolution of the

8514/A video adapter), but it

costs $1,550 and still doesn't

deliver a first-rate picture.

Seiko Instruments USA's
CM- 1430 is the first monitor

from a manufacturer other than

IBM that is designed for com-

patibility with both the VGA
and 8514/A adapters. Very sim-

ply, it's a better monitor than

any of IBM's PS/2 color dis-

plays. The two VGA-only color

monitors from IBM (the grainy

14-inch 8512 at $250 and the

tiny 12-inch 85 1 3 at $595) don’t

even come close.

The CM-I430 is built

around a Sony Trinitron CRT
with a .26mm dot pitch. The

case is roughly the same size as

IBM's 85 1 4 display. The on/off

switch is at the back, and the

brightness control is at the low-

er-right comer in front. There is

no contrast control. At 14 inch-

es diagonally, the CM-1430 has

a smaller tube than IBM's 15-

inch 8514 monitor. The visible

area of the CM-1430 lube is

closer to 13 inches (14 inches

for the 85 1 4), and the video im-

age is about 1 2 inches diagonal-

ly ( 1 3‘/2 inches for the 85 1 4).

You may prefer the IBM
PS/2 monitors for plain old

white-on-black text modes. The

CM-1430 image is so sharp that

you can see the scan lines, and

the characters seem a little light.

The IBM monitors display fuzz-

ier characters that stand out a lit-

tle more.

But switch to a VGA graph-

ics environment, and the CM-
1430 really shows its stuff. The

black-on-white text contrast is

superb. The colors are sharp,

crisp, and rich with high con-

trast and definition. The IBM
PS/2 monitors (even the 8514)

always look a little out of focus.

The Seiko does not. The deep

black background that’s charac-

teristic of IBM’s earlier CGA
and EGA color monitors is ab-

sent on its PS/2 monitors. The

CM- 1 430 brings it back

.

For 8514/A graphics, the ad-

vantages of the Seiko CM-1430
over IBM's 85 14 display are not

quite as obvious. When colors

of nearly the same hue are dis-

played, they are slightly more

differentiated on the 8514 dis-

play than on the CM-1430.
However, the Seiko monitor

still delivers the sharper image.

Personally. I’d prefer a larg-

er monitor for the 8514/A in or-

der to get more text on the

screen while keeping the text

characters a readable size.

IBM's 8514 monitor displays

1 .024 by 768 graphics at about

100 dots per inch; the Seiko’s

smaller screen increases that to

about 110 dpi. I'd rather see

85)4/A graphics displayed with

72 dpi on a 1 7-inch monitor.

F A C T
file

Seiko CM- 1430

Color Monitor

.Seiko Instruments USA
Graphic Devices and Systems

Division

! 130 Ringwixxl Cl.

SanJose.CA9.M31

(408)943-9100

List Price: $995

Require.s: VGA or 8514/A vid-

eo adapter.

In Short: The 14-inch Seiko

CM- 14.30 is compatible with the

IBM 8514 monitor at two-thirds

the price and with a superior pic-

ture for color graphics. While

more expensive than IBM's two

VGA-only color displays (the

85 ! 2 and 85 1 3). it's well worth

the extra cost.
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For anyone contemplating

the move up to the 8514, the

CM-1430 can help. It reduces

the total cost of 8514 graphics

from $3,1 10 to $2.555—defin-

itely a step in the right direction.

Even if you intend to run only

VGA graphics, the extra cost

above the IBM 8512 or 8513

monitor is well worth it. [HE

In a VGA graphics environment, the

CM-1430 really shows its stuff. The

black-on-white text contrast is superb.

The colors are sharp and rich with

high contrast and definition.
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SOFTWARE

BEDFORD INTEGRATED
ACCOUNTING

"If

we had to

pick just one

accounting system

for a company getting its first

computer, we would choose Bedford Integrated Accounting. Bedford is quick and

easy to use, with a small number of options that limits confusion for neophytes."

InfoWorld, Dec. 16, 1987 $249 Suggested List

INFOWORLD THE
PC
NEWS
WEEKLY

Performance [B^D

Documentation IB^

Ease of Learning

Ease of Use IB**

Error Handling (B^D

Best

in our

class

bedford
making software comfortable'" MAGAZINE

EDITOR’S
CHOICE
SEPT. 1986

Bedford Software Corporation

15311 N.E. 90th Street

Redmond, WA 98052

(206) 883-0074

Bedford IS a registered trademark dBedlordSolNiareCcKp • Mabngsofhiaie corntortaMts a tradernarkol Bedford SoOwve Corp
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\ 60^' Ask about our corporate overnight replacement policy^

?'H/e

-ami S’m;

If we don’t have a Computer to suit your needs, you probably won’t find it

anywhere.

Model

386-2 16MHz

$1,795
True 32 bit Memory and Intel

32 bit tested 80386. Compare
this with the competition.

Model

386-4 16MHz

$2,195
Compaq compatible,

accepts Compaq 32 Bit

Cards.

• 80386 Running at l6MHz and
0 Wait State

• Speed Selectable tor

4 77/6r8/16MHz
• 1MB Static Column Ram
• 101 Enhanced Keyboard
• Western Digital 2P-2H Controller
• 1 2MB Floppy Disk Drive
• AT and OS/2 Compatibility
• 200 Watt Power Supply.
• 80267 or 80387 Coprocessor
• t - 32 Bit Slot

20MHz Model 386-5
with Intel 20MHz 80386

$2,795

• 80386 Running at 16MHz and I

0 Wait State.
• 1MB of 32 Bit Ram.
• 101 Enhanced Keyboard.
• Western Digital 2F-2H
Controller.

• 1.2MB Floppy Disk Drive.
• AT and OS/2 Compatibility.
• 200 Watt Power Supply,
• Socket for 80387
Coprocessor.

•1-32 Bit Slot.

Model

386-8 20MHz

Model

386-6 20MHz

$2,195
One of the lowest priced

20MHz modeis avaiiable.

• 80386 Running at 20MHz and
0 Wait State

• Speed Selectable for 8/i6/20MHz
• 1MB of 0 Wait Slate Ram
• 101 Enhanced Keyboard.
• Western Digital 2F-2H Controller
• 1.2MB Floppy Disk Drive.

• AT and OS/2 Compatibility
• 200 Watt Power Supply.
• 80287 or 60387 Coprocessor
• 1 • 32 Bit Slot.

Truly one of the fastest 386
computers on the market. Even
faster than the Compaq 386/20.

Includes high speed SCSI
interface on the motherboard.

• 80386 Running at 20MHz and 0 Wait State.
» 1MB of 32 Bit Ram.
• Up to 16MB of Memory on the Motherboard without

|
using a single Slot.

• Accepts 80387 Running at 2OMH2 .

» Accepts Wytek 20MHz Chip set.

• 101 Enhanced Keyboard.
• Western Digital Dual Floppy and Dual Hard Disk
Controller.

» 1.2MB Floppy Disk Drive.
• AT and 0^2 Compatibility.
• 200 Watt Power Supply.
• Tower Cases Available.

Model

286-1 12MHz

I

$1,095
Nearly as fast as many

386 computers.

• 80286 Running at 12MHz and
0 Wait Stale.

• speed Selectable for 6/l2MHz
•512K of SONS Ram
• Up to 1MB on the Motherboard
• 101 Enhanced Keyboard.
• Western Digital 2F-2H Controller
• 1 2MB Fkupy Disk Drive
• AT and OS/2 Compatibility.
• 200 Watt Power Supply
• Socket for 80287 Coprocessor

Model

386-7 24MHz

$2,795

• 80366 Running at 20/24MHz
and 0 Wail State

• 1MB of 0 Wait State Ram.
• Up to 16MB available.
• 101 Enhanced K^board
• Western Digital 2F-2H
Controller

1 Floppy D
• AT and OS/2 Cc
• 200 Watt Power Supply.
•2-32 Bit Slots
• 1 Parallel and 2 Serial ports.

i^pield

lomputer
"Systems

• 1 2MB Floppy Disk Drive.

2 Compatibility

386 and 286 Portables

with Gas Plasma screen
in 640 by 400 resolution.

Call for pricing on both
386 and 286 models.

•‘ifirl

DEALERS
I

Competitive Motherboard Pricing

24MHZ-386 20MHZ-386 16MHZ-386
S1.69S $1,395 $1,125

I All prices for quantity 10 and include 1MB of RAM

Hauppauge
replacement

boards for AT’s,

XT’s, and PC’s.

Always in stock.

Call for pricing.

in N J Cat!
(201}-e9l-3002800-338-2446

Custom designs to meet vour specific
requirements.

Ail hardware has a 30 day money back guarantee and a t year warranty on
parts and labor All computer systems are assembled in the USA. burned m,

and fully tested before being shipped

Master Card, Visa. American Express, and COO's accepted Leasing available
with one dollar or 10% buy out at the customer's option

All prices subiect to change without notice AT. XT. PS/2, end Micro Channel
are trademarks of international Business Machines Corp OS/2 is a trademark

of Microsoft Corp. Compaq is a trademark of Compaq Corp.
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by Michael W. MuchmoreNEW ON THE MARKET

Mapinfo Integrates

Maps with Databases

Mapinfo Corp. is selling a

$750 software package of the

same name that displays and an-

alyzes maps linked to its own
database data, or to that of exist-

ing dRASE or other third-pany

databases. Mapinfo sells 300

MclroMaps (of metropolitan re-

gions). RuralMaps (of rural re-

gions). and state and national

maps to use with Mapinfo. Area

map prices vary from $95 to

$2 ,000 .

The program uses database

information to create “pin
maps” and “thematic maps.”

The former feature lets you put

points on a map at designated

addresses and store accessible

data records for each address

point. The latter enables you to

shade defined regions, label

them, and .store records pertain-

ing to them.

You can UKUte a data point

at any street address, search the

database for points within speci-

fied boundaries, call up a win-

dow that displays the data rec-

ord attached to a point or region,

or find the latitude and longi-

tude of any point on the map.

Maphtfo can accept Auto-

CAD metafiles for embedding

architectural detail into maps,

and the program outputs desk-

top publishing for page work re-

quiring map illustrations.

I.isl l*rice: Mapinfo. $750.

Requires: MOK RAM . hard disk

drive. IX)S 2,0or laler, dBASEHl
or similar recommended . Not copy

protected. Mapinfo Corp.. 200

Broadway. Troy. NY I2I80;(800)

.127-8627.
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Mapinfo ($750) i rfates
'

'thematic' ‘ and
'

'pin maps' ' that link hKalions in the pro-

gram' s database information or to ihird-parry databases

.

Sycero db: Database
Application Generator

Uses Clipper, FoxBASE
PC Publishing has announced

Sycero dh. a dRASE program

generator that works in tandem

with Clipper or EoxRASE.
The $495 program generator

transparently generates code for

.screen prtKcssing. reports, and

overlays. With it you can link an

unlimited number of databases

in systems composed of pro-

grams containing up to 30 data-

bases each.

In addition . Sycero dh offers

166 commands not found in

dRASE. It also automatically

calls Clipper and produces doc-

umentation for the DBMS. A
screen painter offers color pop-

up menus, screen overlays, and

manual or automatic field se-

quencing.

Up to .300 lines of dRASE.
Clipper, or Sycero ctkIc can be

added to each field. No retro-

fitting is required when using

independently written dRASE or

C routines. And Svem^ main-

tains added code even if you

generate a program more than

once to change it.

List Price: Sycero db. $495;

network version. $695 Requires:

512K RAM. hard disk drive. DOS
3. 1 - Not copy protected. PC

Publishing Inc.. 1801 Avenue of

the Stars, Los Angeles. CA 9(K)67;

(213)556-.36.1().
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Expansion Boards Add
Ports to YourPS/2s
STB Systems and Boca Re-
search have augmented their

product lines with new btiards

that give Micro Channel PS/2s

extra serial and parallel ports.

Bwa ’
s $2 10 Boca.MCA Sc-

rial/Parallel furnishes two serial

ptirts and one parallel p^m.

STB Is offering two boards:

the $239 Serial 2 with two serial

ports, and the $259 Scrial/Paral-

iel 2 with both a serial and a par-

(continued on page 52)

Wells American CompuStar System Solves

The Micro Channel vs. AT Bus Dilemma

If you’re in a quandary over

whether to switch to a Micro

Channel system or stick with

your known-quantity AT bus.

Wells .American Corp. may
have the solution. Its new Com-
puStar system can be config-

ured with 13 AT slots, 10 PS/2

slots, or dual buses that offer 7

AT slots and 5 PS/2 slots.

The chameleonlike system

also lets you choose one of four

microprocessors {8086, 80286.

80386SX, or 80386). Wells

American says it will offer fu-

ture processors when the de-

mand for them arises, but the

higher-end processors in the

current offerings already run at

Industry-high speeds of 20 and

25 MHz. and they can access

16MB of RAM.
The machines have rix)m for

six front-mounted disk or tape

drives and one full-height inter-

nal drive.

All permutations of the

CompuStar system will be

equipped with one parallel port,

two serial ports, a numse port, a

keyboard, EGA and VGA
ports, a disk controller, and a

220-watt ptiwer supply.

List Price: Wells American

CompuStar (base system: 10-MHz

8086. 5I2K RAM). $995- Wells

American Corp. . 3243 Sunset

Blvd.. W. Columbia. SC 29169;

(803) 796-7800.
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The CompuStarfrom Wells American

offers three different combinations of

Micro Chtinnel andATbus slots. You can

also change microprocessors

.
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NEW ON THE MARKET

First Erasable Optical Mass-
Storage System Arrives from AGA

Graphic Appli-

cations promises a November
shipment dale for its Discus Re-

writable—an erasable optical

mass-storage system.

Tandy has announced an

erasable CD-ROM disk, but a

system based on that prtxluct is

not expected for at least a year.

The Discus Rewritable plug-

and-play optical disk drive,

which is not CD-ROM compati-

ble. uses AGA's device drivers

and SCSI adapter. SlA-inch op-

tical disks from 3M. and a disk

drive from Olympus.

The included device drivers

make DOS treat the system like

a magnetic disk drive. AGA

will offer an OS/2 version of the I

device drivers as well. The i

company is offering the drivers

for licensing to other erasable
,

optical drive makers, hoping to ‘

establish a standard interface.

The AGADrive SCSI Host

Adapter used with the system

takes up one PC expansion slot.

An included disk can hold

650MB of data. Additional

disks cost $250 each.

List Price: Discus Rewritable.

Sa.WS. Advanced Graphic

Applications, 90 Filth Avc.. New
York. NY 1 00 1 1 -76%; (212) .1.^7-

4200.
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PSI2 Boards
(continuedfrom page 51

1

allel port. The STB boards are

compatible with IBM’s Dual

Async Adaptcr/A. arc program-

mable. and support assignable

reserved interrupts.

List Price: Boca.MCA Serial/Pa-

rallei. S2I0. Requires: IB.M PS/2

or compatible. Boca Research.

6401 Congress Avc.. Btxa Raton.

FL .'^3487-2841; (407)997-6227.
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AGA' 5 $4,995 Discus Rrssriuihle

sysiem usesm Olym-

pus optical disk

drive and5M
disks, giving the

nos environ-

ment 650Mli of

storage per disk.

List Price: STB Serial 2. S239; Se-

rial/Parallcl 2. S259, Requires:

IBM PS/2 or compatible. STB
Systems Inc.. 1651 N.GIenville.

#210. Richardson. TX 75085;

(214)234-8750.
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Hummingbird Browser
Sends dBASE Data to

other Applications
Berkeley-based software house

Cauldron has released Hum-
mingbird Browser. a $99 RAM-
resident program for use with

dBASE. Cauldron was founded

by Charles Chou, creator of the

first dBASE compiler.

HB*Browser's main func-

tions are to transfer data

to spreadsheets and word pro-

cessors and to give TSR access

to data files. It is 1(X) percent

compatible with dBASE data

and index files and uses pull-

down menus and pop-up win-

dows.

HB*Browser saves users

from having to quit the applica-

tion in use, cull up dBASE. and

save data to a new file that

would then be imported to the

application in question after that

has been called up again. Caul-

dron says this will make users

less hesitant to keep databa.ses

up to dale.

HB*Browser lets you open

up to ten files at a time, each

with multiple indexes, in resiza-

ble windows.

List Price: Hummingbird (HH*)

Browser. $99. Requires: 256K

RAM. one disk drive. dBASE. IX).S

2.0 or later. Not copy protected.

Cauldron. 3204 Adeline St..

Berkeley. CA 94703; (415) 654-

.3.361

.
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R:base Compiler and
Debugger Completes
Microrim’s DBMS
Microrim has staked its place as

the first database management
system supplier to offer its own
compiler and symbolic debug-

ger. R:baseCompiler.

Slated for release this fall,

the compiler/debugger will

work in DOS. OS/2, and R.base

System V versions, and with ap-

plications created in Applica-

tion Express. R.base's program

generator. The compiler sup-

ports applications that use the

80287 coprocessor and LIM
EMS. It outputs nonoverlay

code by default or overlay code

if your memory requirements

demand it.

Statements in compiled
R:base programs run 10 to 15

times as fast as in interpreted

mode.

The compiler supplies ex-

tensions to ihc R.hiise language.

For example, limits on WHILE
statements arc removed, and

user-defined functions written

in R.base, C. or MASM arc

usable.

The symbolic debugger in-

cluded with R:basc Compiler is

menu driven, with source ccxle

in one window and debug in an-

other. It runs in continuous

mode or single-step mode, or

with changeable break points.

You can access both DGS and

databa.se while debugging.

List Price; R:h<t.srCompiler. call

company. Requires: 512K RAM:
hard disk drive; DOS 2. 1 or later

(single-user version). IX)S 3. 1 or

later (multiuser). Not copy

protected. Microrim Inc.. 3925

l.$9th Ave. NE. Redmond. WA
98052; (206) 885-2(X)0.
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ORDER LINE:

1 -800-441 -E4ST
Amdek 310A SPECIALS NEC P2200

This amber TTL high resolution monochrome
monitor has been a top seller ever since it was
introduced. It has an anti-glare screen across its

12'* display. Its fully compatible with standard

Hercules type monochrome graphic cards and is

at a special fASTMICRO price.

boundaries of low-cost dot matrix printing with

24-pin print quality, multiple paper handling
features, and six standard type-style families ca-

pable of up to 128 font vanations. ft operates at

170 CDS draft and at 55 cps letter quality and has
360x360 dots per inch character resolution,

sharp enough for even those important reports.

Take the best ofX-TREE, Norton and Sidekick
and put them into an optionally resident pro-

gram and you have PC Tools. Includes file

undelete, accidental format protection, disk

optimization, disk cache, and a text editor.

Named two time PC Magazine Editor’s choice.

PRINTERS
UST FAST HARDWARE 1

MONITORS
Amdek LIST FAST

120D 229 145 1280 999 669
180D 259 165 BOARDS Prometheus LIST FAST 210A 129 89
MSP40-55 Call AST LIST FAST Promodem 1200B 119 75 310A Limited Offer! 230 69
Tribute 124 699 449 Hot Shot 286 645 339 Promodem 2400B 199 119 722 EGA 799 439
Tribute 224 949 599 Six Pak Plus 210 119 Promodem 2400G 249 159 Magnavox Call

Diconix Others Call Std. Microsystems MIstubishI
150P 499 299 ATI PC110 295 149 1409 RGB 399 259

Epson Call VIP VGA 449 259 The Complete PC 1410 EGA 599 399
Fujitsu Evsrsx Answering Machine 349 219 Diamond Scan 1381 799 489
DL3400 995 549 1200B Int Modem 149 73 Complete FAX 499 319 NEC
NEC 2400B Int Modem 249 149 Video? Multisync II 899 575
P2200 569 349 (^noa Fast Write VGA 549 329 Multisync GS 279 189
P5200 799 509 Super EGA Hi-Res^^ 399 175 Vega Deluxe 379 179 Princeton
P5300 1049 669 Super VGA #5100 445 269 Vega VGA 499 259 Maxis 389 189
P5XL 1295 Call VGA Hi-Res #5200 645 389 V-RAM VGA 799 469 Utitrasync 849 479
LC690 4799 Call Hercules Sony

Okidsts Graphic Card + 299 173 LAPTOPS 1 302 Muitiscan 995 659
162 Plus 319 229 Intel Mitsubishi 1303 Multiscan 825 499
292 539 359 8087-2 250 149 MP-286L 20mb 3995 2495 Thomson Call

320 499 339 60287-8 410 249 NEC Zenith 1490 999 599
390 699 469 80287-10 480 287 Multispeed 1995 1099
393 1399 939 Above Board 266 645 359 Muttispeed EL II 2295 1449

1

DISK DRIVES
Psnasonic Orchid Muttispeed HD 3695 2249 Fujitsu

KXPl080i-2 299 169 VGA 399 229 Sharp Cali 3k)K Floppy
720K 3.5’^Floppy
1.2MB 5.25* Floppy

119 77
KXP1091i-2 329 195 Designer VGA

Tiny Turbo 286
545 309 Samsung Call 149 87

KXP1592 699 389 445 269 Toshiba 149 87
KXP1595 749 419 Twin Turbo 12mhz 645 379 T1000 1249 769 Miniscribe
KXP1524 949 519 Paradise T1200F 2399 1599 40MB AT #3650 499 319

Star Basic EGA 199 119 T1200H 3499 2299 Seagate
NX1000 289 179 Autoswitch 480 349 149 T3100/20 4699 2995 20MB XT Kit #225 599 267
NX2400 499 339 VGA Plus 399 259 T3200 5799 3695 30MB XT Kit #238 699 287
NB2410 699 449 VGA Professional 599 369 T5100 7499 Call 30MB AT #138 599 339

Toshiba 5 Pack OK 129 59 Zenith 40MB AT #251 899 349
P321SL 749 467 Practical Peripherals SuperSporl Dual 2399 1599 80MB AT #4096 1199 599
P341SL 999 655 1200B Int Modem 99 65 SuperSport 20mb 3599 2399 HaII Hn Nnn.l lAtAd ItAmft 1
P351SX 1499 929 2400B Int Modem 199 149 SuperSporl 286 4999 Call

1
DataOasr*

1 LIST FAST SOFTWARE 1Clipper

DataBase
dBase lll-t-

699
600
699

359
359
359

Graphics
LIST FAST

1

Programming
1

LIST FAST
dBXL Diamond 199 105 Boeing Graph 395 199 Macro Assembler 150 89
Foxbase Plus 395 185 Deluxe Paint II 105 67 Norton Guides 100 58
Paradox 725 399 Draw Applause 495 269 Turbo Basic 99 56
Quartz 795 449 Freelance Plus 495 299 Turbo C 99 56
RapidFile 295 179 GEM Draw Plus 299 165 Turbo Pascal 99 58
Rbase for DOS 700 419 Generic CADD 99 50 Quick Basic 99 59
Reflex 150 64 Harvard Graphics 495 Call Quidi C 99 59
Q&

A

349 179 PrintMaster Plus 60 27 Spreadsheets
1 Desktop Publishing Integrated Excel 495 Call

1 Byline 295 175 First Choice 149 77 Lotus 495 Cal)

1
GbM Desktop Pub. 299 169 Smart System 695 427 PFS: Pro Plan 99 51

1 Pagemaker3 0 795 Call Works 149 69 Plan Perfect 395 189
1 PFS:First Publisher 99 55 Windows 99 59 Ouattro 248 119

1 Publisher's Paintbrush 285 149 Windows 366 195 117 Worksheet Utilties 100 55
1 Ventura 895 479 WordPerfect Exec. 249 117 Utilities

1 Financial Mice CoreFast 149 87
Bedford Integr. Acct. 249 149 Logitech C7 Serial/Busi 19 67 Desklink 170 95
BPI Call Logitech HiRes 150 87 Desqview 130 73
Computer Associates Call Microsoft Serial/Bus 150 95 Fastback Plus 189 87
OAC 3.0 99 59

1

Microsoft W/ Windows 200 129 Formiool 95 54
DAC Payroll 3.0
Dollars & Sense

99 59
1
PC Mouse 149 89 Laplink Plus 140 77

179 99 1

Power Protection Norton Advanced 149 74

In-House Accountant 199 109 Curtis Ruby Plus 115 59 PC Tools Deluxe 80 36
1 Manaair>a Your Monev 199 117 Datasheild 85 90 50 Sidekick Plus 195 119

1
Peachtree Complete 199 149 1 Datasheild 100 99 57 XTree 70 34

Word ProcMtor*
LIST FAST

4Word 100 55
Easy Extra 99 55
GEM First Word Plus 199 117
Manuscript 495 Call

Multimate Adv. II 565 247
Professional Write 199 105
Rightwriter 95 49
Sprint 195 119
Q & A Write 199 119
Webster's Writer 100 59
Word 450 Call

Word Perfect 495 Call

Word Perfect Library 129 59
WordStar 350 Call

Call On Non-Llsted Items
TICRM.S: No Charge for Visa or MastcfCvd. Ship-

ping Charger (Min. S4i. Product warranties ft

claiim arc handled by ntanufaciurer. All returns are

subject to IS^ restocking fee. call for RA number.
COD‘sadd5'f .restrklionsapply. Persoital/con^>anv

checksdclayshipping. CompMiNlity not guaranteed.

Pnccs/availablity subject to change. AZ orders add
6.39 tax FAw^lCRO is a sersice of Computer
Systems Center. Inc

h'lir ><Mir protection, we check for stolen cicdil cards.

MaUIng Addrcu:
34 1 S S. McC'lintoik Dr.. Tempc. Kl K52K2
To Chech on an order call: 602-4.37.KV7.3
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CiystalPrint WP: TheAdmitages
Ofa LaserPrinter Without tin Ct^
[VUl

HANDS ON

BY JONATHAN MATZKIN

Question: What do you get

when you cross the sou) of a dai-

sy wheel with the latest in page-

printer technology? Answer: A
personal text-only printer of

outstanding value. The $1,399

CrystalPrint WP. from Qume
Corp. , could put the final nail in

the daisy wheel's well-sealed

coffin, it's fast, it's quiet, and it

produces gorgeous letter-quali-

ty output.

Like the daisy wheel before

it. the CrystalPrint is a tool for

people who place a premium on

high-quality text and whose
printing needs don't include

graphics. The daisy wheel's

legacy is further evident in the

Diablo emulation that comes
standard on the CrystalPrint.

The similarities end there.

The CrystalPrint is a page print-

er like the laser printers that

have hogged the spotlight re-

cently. A photosensitive drum,

with a rated life of 10,000 pages

Ai 9.lbyiS.4by

l5.7mches(HWDi.

theCrysialPrmi WP
will take up even less

ofyour desk space

than the compactHP
LaserJet SeriesH
printer, which mea-

sures in at S by 17.5

by 18.2 inches.

and a $129 replacement cost,

applies the image to the paper

using toner dispensed from a

separate toner unit. The $99

toner unit carries a lifetime rat-

ing of 6.000 pages. Instead of a

laser, though, the CrystalPrint

uses liquid crystal technology to

generate the page image.

The CryslalPrint’s output is

very close to the excellent print

that you expect from a laser.

Close scrutiny of text printed on

duplicator paper reveals some
minor feathering, but the print

quality is easily good enough

for even the most important re-

ports and corre.spondence.

Speed is another virtue that

you expect from a page printer.

The CrystalPrint, while not as

fast as Hewlett-Packard's La-

serJet, skims along at a respect-

able 5.8 pages per minute.

A number of options allow

you to upgrade the CrystalPrint

if your printing needs grow be-

yond the capacity of the bare-

bones system. Emulations of

the IBM Proprinter and the Ep-

son FX series come in plug-in

cartridges, and HP LaserJet em-
ulation can be obtained with an

upgrade of the CrystalPrint's

ROM (not user-installable).

The emulations cost $79 each

FACT
FILE

CrysUIPrint WP
Qume Corp.

S(X) Yosemite Dr.

Milpitas, CA 95035

(408)942-4000

List Price; $1,399

In Short: An inexpensive alter-

native to conventional laser

IMinters for personal letter-

quality ouqwt.
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and require an additional I28K

RAM board that costs $ 1 69.

All three emulations include

graphics, but the HP emulation

is limited to '/4-page graphics.

This is quite su^icient for the

needs of most users, provided

no major desktop publishing

ventures are contemplated.

Not least among the Crystal-

Print's virtues are its compact

dimensions: 9. 1 by 13.4 by 15.7

inches (HWD).
If what you need is fast,

sharp, quiet text output, you
will have a hard time finding a

better answer than the Crystal-

Print WP. Se

WbrUpal2400: SpeakerandhuScatai
L^hts ina Shirt-PocketSaeilMedan

HANDS ON

BY HOWARD MARKS

The biggest problem with shirt-

pocket-sized modems has been

their lack of a speaker for moni-

toring calls. Touchbase Sys-

tems has managed to shoehorn a

speaker into its latest laptop-

minded modem—the World-

port 2400. Like its highly ac-

claimed. 1 .200-bit-per-second

sibling, the Worldporl 2400
also boasts LEDs for Call Prog-

ress, Carrier Detect. High
Speed, and Low Battery.

Shirt-pocket modems have

several advantages over the

more conventional internal mo-
dem. They can move with you

as you upgrade to the latest ma-

chines or fill in as a backup for

your home modem. They also

leave your expansion slots free,

and since they sport their own
batteries, they won't drain your

laptop's.

The Worldporl normally
turns itselfon when your PC ini-

tializes the serial port during

boot-up. To prolong battery

life, a switch allows you to set

the modem to turn on only when
your PC a.sserts DTR (data ter-

minal ready)—usually just be-

fore your communications pro-

gram dials.

You also get an adapter for

Radio Shack's acoustic cups,

for those times when a phone

jack just isn't available. World

travelers will appreciate support

of the CCITT V.22 1. 200-bps

modulation scheme that's used

in many European countries.

To top it all off, Touchbase

throws in a copy of Meridian

Technology's Carbon Copy
Plus communications and re-

mote-console software. Besides

its well-known remote-control

features, the program's general

communications functions are a

The Worldport 2400 packs thefeatures

ofafull-size modem into a i- by 2*A- by

4-inch IHWD) ca.se.

FACT
FILE

Woridport2400

Touchbase Systems Inc.

160 Laurel Ave.

Northport.NY II768

(516)261-0423

List Price: $359; upgrade from

Worldporl 1200, $199.

In Short: Touchbase tops its

Worldport 1200 pocket-sized

modem with a 2,400-bit-per-

second model that even includes

a speaker.
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Step up from the software that

many modem makers supply.

The Worldporl 2400 has

earned its permanent place in

my travel bag. Its small size,

speed. Hayes compatibility,

and. of course, speaker have

made it indispensable. (HE
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Why Paradox 2.0 makes your

network run like clockwork

u When I saw the record-locking and

aulorefresh in action. I couldn't

believe it. Here was a true network

application, a program that can actu-

ally take advantage of a network to

provide more features and funaions.

things that can't be done with a stand-

alone PC.

Aaron Brenner. LAN Ma^zine

With Version 2.0, Paradox becomes a

sophisticated multiuser product that

boasts an impressive selection of data-

production features and password-

security levels.

Rusel DeMarla. PC Week

Paradox responds instantly to

“Quety-by-Example”

The method you use to ask questions

is called Query-by-Example. Instead of

spending time Tiguring out how to do

the query, you simply give Paradox an

example of the results you're looking

for. Paradox picks up the example and

automatically seeks the fastest way of

getting the answer.

Queries are flexible and interactive.

And in Paradox, unlike in other data-

bases. it's just as simple to query more

than one table as it is to query one.

Paradox ... has quickly become

the state-of-the-art product among

PC database managers . . . Paradox

still reigns supreme as the thinking

user's DBMS.

Jim Seymour, PC Magazine 5)

You don’t have to be a genius

to use Paradox

Even if you're a beginner. Paradox

is the only relational database manager

that you can take out of the box and

begin using right away.

Because Paradox is driven by the

very latest in artificial intelligence

technology, it does almost everything

for you—except take itself out of the

box. (If you've ever used 1-2-3* or

dBASE.* you already know how to

use Paradox. It has Lotus-like menus,

and Paradox documentation includes

"A Quick Guide to Paradox for Lotus

Users" and “A Quick Guide to Paradox

for dBASE users.") Paradox, it makes

your network work.

60-Day Money-back Guarantee*

For a brochure or the dealer nearest you

Call (800) 543-7543
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Paradox* runs smoothly, intelligently

and so transparently that multiple

users can access the same data at

the same time—without being aware

of each other or getting in each

other's way.

With Paradox news travels fast

and it's always accurate

Paradox automatically updates itself

with a screen-refresh that ensures that

all the data is up to date and accurate

all the time. Record-locking. Paradox-

style. safeguards data integrity by

preventing for example, two different

users from making changes to the same

record at the same time.

Nmt M Mto |wr (BiMMtr MfMr* Mr*
1o run Parattoi 20 or *« Pvadox Network Pack on a nekwork, you need

Novel with NotM Advanced Nerwve version 2 OA or higher

3Coffl 3Pks wOh 3Com 3+ operaing system version 1 0. 1.1

or higher

IBM %ken Rng or PC Network wth IBM PC Local Area Network

Program versnn 1.12 or higher

lotus lapesiry version 1.45 or hrghar

AT&T Sarlan vorsNm 1.1 or higher

Banyan VI1CS version 2.10

Other network conllginlions that are 100% compalMe widi DOS

3.1 and one o< the lisM networks

fyire* NifeMmeele fm MePMr* HMiraflee

0OS31 ortigher

B40KRAM
Any contmaeon of hard, loppy, or no (fesk dmes

ConstaMile monochrome, coior, or EGA moniior with adapter

XtMn sMWaon • aw mn cenewn. I «ewi 60 dwe gi pwdwH eis praWKi

eois «ai partem « ictarmmM aw cMww. CM ow Claim swMt ewannw*.

M « aw «i«oi a iikM

ParwkB W I rapoigrad trttWMrit ol km Solhwa Ana s i eoHM iMirahorw

Cenoan Otw bmd wW pndud nww aia miwia ndwiwts ai pHwwkt at

The program elegantly handles

all the chores of a multiuser database

system with little or no effort by

network users.

Mark Cook and Steve King.

Data Based Advlaor 5) BORLAND
IMttKNATIONAt611243
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PluperfectDesktop Pul^sherBoasts
CaiwleteDMProcessor, Style SImts

OS HAND.S ON

BY JONATHAN MATZKIN
AND LAURIE WANCE

PagePerfect, from IMSl, inte-

grates full-featured word pro-

cessing and document manage-

ment with traditional desktop

publishing features. The result

is a well-rounded $495 publish-

ing system aimed at users who
need more power than low-end

DTP packages can muster but

who can’t invest the time and ef-

fort required to learn the high-

end alternatives.

PagePerfect is primarily

keyboard driven. There is

mouse support, but mostly for

minor functions like scrolling

through menu choices and posi-

tioning a document on-screen.

One of PagePerfect's main

selling points is its full word-

processing capability. In word

processing mode, it does indeed

offer all of the usual character-

attribute and formatting capa-

bilities. That's a welcome relief

to anyone who has ever tried to

key text into several of the bet-

ter-krK)wn DTP packages.

However, the look of the

text is not easy on the eyes. On-

screen characters appear rough

and fragmented. This word pro-

cessor wouldn’t win any races,

either. Our test system, a 20-

MHz 386 machine, has power

to spare, but I was easily able to

type ahead of PagePerfect
while entering text.

Both of these shortcomings

are due to PagePerfect's run-

ning entirely in graphics mode,

with the attendant penalties in

speed and text resolution. To
IMSI’s credit, the company

specifies a 286 PC as the mini-

mum configuration that will

properly run the software.

PagePerfect supports the so-

phisticated page-layout tech-

niques that separate true desk-

top publishers from glorified

word processors. You can spec-

ify the number and size of col-

umns on a page, and you can

also place and size gutters.

liie program also has style-

sheet capabilities, which set it

well apart from low-end pack-

ages. You can specify para-

graph and page styles for all the

pages of a document before you

begin to flow text into it.

Placing and sizing images is

a relatively straightforward op-

eration, but PagePerfect is lim-

ited in its graphics support. The

program includes Halo DPE
and supports graphics only in

the file format generated by

Halo. However, a standalone

utility

—

Reflections ($89)—is

available for conversion of most

PagePerfect*j opening screen displays a iree-direciory diagram ofyour hard disk; the

files contained in the highlighted directory are listed in the loner right section. An on-

screen template shows the PagePerfect commands and the keys they are mapped to.

F A C T
crais FILE
PagePerfect

IMSl

1299 Fourth Si.

San Rafael. CA 94901

(415)454-7101

List Price: $495

Requires: 640K RAM. 80286-

or80386-ba.sedPC.BGA or

VGA graphics, one high-densi-

ty floppy disk drive and a hard

disk. DOS 2.0 or laicr.

In Short: A total DTP solution,

complete with integrated word

processing and style sheets. Nor

copy protected.
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graphics formats into a form
that PagePerfect can use.

There is currently no support

for encapsulated PostScript

files. IMSl says that PostScript

support will be included in sub-

sequent releases of the package.

PagePerfect is a go^ choice

for those who want a complete

environment in which they can

create attractive memos, news-

letters. reports, and other DTP
projects of intermediate com-
plexity. The included word pro-

cessor probably wouldn't cut it

as a standalone tool , but it’s fine

for its intended use. If your
needs exceed the simplest pack-

ages and you tremble at the

thought of the more powerful

stuff, PagePerfect may be just

what you want.

Lotus IhdueP^Iaps
1-2-3 CopyProteetkm
r-TTt

HANDS ON

BY DONALD B. TRIVETTE

My mother always told me I

couldn’t get something for noth-

ing, but she was wrong. Value

Pack, from Lotus Development

Corp. , has seven
‘

‘somethings’
’

and costs nothing. Lotus is giv-

ing Value Pack to dealers and

encouraging them to pass it

along free to you, though there

are reports of some dealers sell-

ing it. If your favorite dealer

doesn't have Value Pack, you

can order it directly from Lotus

for $15, to cover handling and

postage.

Value Pack has seven fea-

tures. the most important of

which may be Lotus's official

mechanism to remove copy pro-

tection from Lotus 1-2-3. After

you run this program, you’ll

never again have to fool with a

keydisk.

You also get 6 months of

premium, toll-free telephone

support from Lotus technicians.

Sounds too good to be true, but

it woiics. An ID number includ-

ed with Value Pack and a spe-

cial toll-free telephone number
get you to a customer-support

person fast. In less than 2 min-

utes I had my questions an-

swered.

The other values in Value

Pack are new drivers to support

VGA, 43-line EGA, and Post-

Script printers; a speedup fea-

ture that allows you to recalcu-

late only the cells you’ve
changed; and a keystroke re-

corder that makes writing 1-2-3

macros easier.

Despite the wail for 1-2-3,

Release 3.0, it looks as if Lotus

really wants to remain your
spreadsheet company.

List Price; Value Pack, free from

dealers: SIS postage and handling

from Lotus. Requires: Lotus 1-2-3,

Release 2.0 or 2. 1 . Lotus

Development Corp. , 55 Cambridge

Mtwy.. Cambridge. MA 02142;

(617) 577-8500.
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SideKick Plus Gives Your PC
the Power of Communication!

Get full communi-
cations capabilities

without leaving

Quattro—or any

other application

you’re using

Online Help is -

always available

Scriri for HCICETA

irite 0ncijwne,cr

wtch "oor<t; ",20

irite 0ncipsu,cr

|
jselect(&0)

lease "Your INBOX has'

D:NSKPLUSS«C1.A0II 1 natch "connaivl"

I. it. .
.
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F2 Print
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F6 Switch
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PliODebook Script Esc-Sy.itax Clieck a\\A Exit

Ready-to-use scripts

make it easy to log

onto MCI, Compu-
Serve, or BIX

Define your pass-

word and encrypt it

for security

Add in your local

access number with

a simple entry

It’s a full-fledged communi-

cations program for data and

voice... plus a lot more!

Communication is power. And with

SideKick* Plus, it's at your fingertips.

Because SideKick Plus is the only com-

munication software you need. To send

your message around the world. Or to

pick up messages from MCI or Dow
Jones or any other electronic service.

Automatically—even if you're down

the hail in a meeting. Or doing some-

Uiing else you do on your PC. (Try

asking CrossTalk* software to do that!)

SideKick Plus saves you time and

keystrokes with sample scripts for pop-

ular programs like MCI* Mail. Compu-
Serve.* and BIX.* You can create

scripts by simply recording your key-

strokes. or edit scripts to access the

full power of the script language.

Turbo charge your Phonebook

SideKick Plus lets you create the

most high tech address books you've

ever seen—entering names and

addresses in the form you choose.

Searching electronically for the infor-

mation you need. And attaching notes

and comments about each person

listed.

SideKick Plus is communications

and more: seven powerful

software packages in one!

A complete outliner that lets you

open nine files at once

A sophisticated DOS hie manager

A calendar you can use as a common

scheduler if you're on a locai area

network

Muitipie notepads

A Phonebook with full communications

Your choice of four different calculators

An ASCII table

Plus:

Support for both expanded and extended

memory. If you have an Intel Above*

Board, you can take full advantage of

your 640K of RAM and yet use all

your SideKick Plus desk accessories

at any time.

Ail completely Integrated and Instantly

accessible over any other application

you're working in

All taking up as little as 72K of your

computer's RAM

Mlninum Syiim BequimwnU; For IBM PS/3. IBM (tally of penonti ooa-

(NMert. ind III IOO^coohmUMc* OpertUngiyaea: PC •OOS|MSOOS)2.0

or iMCf MlnImuB tyam aeitoty: 384K bytes Mlniffitm reMnt aeaary

Me T3IC Hard duk required Supfiottt both CMS and extended meaory

*Cusiaaef a oar Nin oottoerb; If wWiln 60 days at pwrdiase Itia

prodita does mx perfora In accordinoe wim our ctalas. call oar cuaoaer

aervtor departmenL tni «e will arrinie a refund

M«d MS prrtat loae* n« nBMrti anr ruBBiM UMn
Caern#u*>M>nw'MSi«*MM>a Me a itsu

ii The built-in communications

program is very impressive . .

.

Uniike most communications pro-

grams (inciuding some that cost

twice as much as SideKick), the

new SideKick lets your computer

communicate with another machine

while you are running another

program.

^Lawrence Magld, Washlngum Post 99

Get the power!

To buy this kind of communication

power and all the other SideKick Plus

futures separately, you'd spend

hundreds of dollars and drain your

computer's memory dry. Instead, lust

see your Borland dealer and get the

power of SideKick Plus!

Hard disk required.

60-Day Money-back Guarantee*

For the dealer nearest you

Call (800) 543-7543
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EmulateTheBest
WidiTheBri^test
There’s no denying the availability of some outstanding dedicated terminals to

access Digitalf Hewlett-Ihckard, and Data General* host systems.Which makes the

task of precisely emulating the performance of those dedicated terminals on an
IBM* PC or compatible a rather significant challenge.

Based on the feedback we’ve received from Smaflerm* users, our family of

terminal emulation software has met the challenge, passed every test, and surpassed,

in the opinion of a host of enthusiastic users, the performance of the host system

terminals being emulated.

The reasons why we shine are fundamental.

Every Smaflerm emulation is precise. So precise, in fact, that a dedicated

terminal’s Smaflerm counterpart fully emulates not only advanced performance
features but also unique terminal quirks and bugs.

Every Smaflerm emulation is easy to use. It’s one thing to make software do
what hardware does. It’s another challenge to minimize software’s human wear. The
people designing our products understand the nature of the people using them.

Every Smarlerm emulation is easy to learn. These days, training costs are a hot

tcroic. Software intended to boost overall system efficiency must recognize the value

of learning speed.We have.

It’s afc easy to learn more about how Smaflerm emulations can help you
shine, fbur softw^e dealer can supply all the details. Or you can contact us at

(608) 273-6000 to request complete specifications and a demonstration disk of the

Smaflerm emulation that precisely matches your requirements.

01988 Pmofi.liK..46S Science Drive, Mednon. Woconsm 5}71I USA IVnofi and Stnaf{»mare refuimd tnietnarks of IVnofr. Inc AB R^ha Rnerved IBM b a regotered trademark of
Imemananal Biameu Machowa Corporation Digiial m a tegietercd trademark of Digital EquipmeM Corporaoon Dan General it a regwered rrademark of Data General Corporation
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PC UPDATE by Paula Seefeldt

Ca/5essiott

Addt Voice

DesHfn

Triton Technologies has incorporated Voice

Design into its remote-access package. Co/Ses-

sion. Voice Design allows users to begin a re-

mote-support session with a phone call, elimi-

nating the need for a separate data line. A two-

user Co/5e55/on license is $249, which includes

one support and one application license. Addi-

tional application and support licenses are S 1 25

and $175, respectively. Triton Technologies

Inc., Red Bank, N.J.; (201) 741-3232.

Registered users of Ventura Publisher, Ver-

sion 1 . ! . will receive a free upgrade from Xe-

rox. This enhancement is designed to allow

Ventura to run under Microsoft Windows and to

import files from other Windows applications.

The update also includes revised Hewlett-Pack-

ard LaserJet printer drivers and the ability to

store HP LaserJet fonts in a Ventura subdirec-

tory. Xerox Corp., Rochester, N.Y.; (800)

822-8221.

Ventura Offers

Free Upgrade

Signal

Expands

Information

Senrices

Signal, the financial information service from

Lotus, now Includes Mutual Fund and Money
Market data. Version 2.0 also offers the Mid-

America exchange and the Chicago Board of

Trade Market Profile service. To further in-

Signatmnvin- crease coverage. Signal has added 60 new in-

ctudesmutuai dexes, including AMEX and NASDAQ, with

fund and mofi- support for 1 ,250 stock symbols. Signal users
fy market may Upgrade for $55. New packages retail for

$595. Lotus Development Corp., Cambridge.

Mass.; (617) 577-8500.

Quadram
Faxes with

FS/2

Quadram's facsimile board is now compatible

with the IBM PS/2 MicroChannel. The JT Fax

PS/Q allows the Micro Channel-compatible

computer to act as a Group Ill-compatible fax

machine. No ASCII conversion is required.

Files are changed directly into fax format and

then sent. The JT Fax PS/Q will ship in the

fourth quarter of the year and will retail for

$595
.
Quadram Corp. , Norcross, Ga. ; (404)

923-6666.

The Horton

Commander
Prtmdes 1-2^

AnddBASE
File Viewers

The Norton Commander, the IBM DOS en-

hancement shell and file manager, now allows

browsing of Lotus 1-2-3 and dBASE files with-

out leaving The Commander. Version 2.0 also

adds an asynchronous File Find and a pull-

down menu interface. The Norton Command-
er, Version 2.0, retails for $89. Peter Norton

Computing, Santa Monica, Calif.; (213)453-

2361.

WordStar MicroPro International has added LAN com-

MOOAddsLAM patibility to its WordStar 2000, Version 3.

Capabilities Network support uses file locking to enable

multiple users to access and edit files in the

same directory. Upgrades from Release 2 LAN
are $149 with new packages retailing for $695.

MicroPro International Corp. , San Rafael

.

Calif.;(415)499-1200.

Spark Adds Datavue Corp. has redesigned its Spark laptop

HardDisk computer to include a 40MB hard disk drive.

Weighing in at less than 10 pounds, the new
Spark retails for $2,499. Current users of the

Spark floppy-disk-drive-based laptop can pur-

cha.se a factory upgrade to the hard disk for

$I .249. Datavue Corp., Norcross, Ga.; (404)

564-5668.

Dec Software

Revises

Accounting

Series

Dac Software’s Accounting Series offers sev-

eral new features, including pull-down menu
interfaces and a RAM-resident utility with file

viewing. Series 3.0 includes Dac Elasy Ac-

counting 3.0, Dac Easy Payroll 3.0, Dac
Easy Graph-f Mate, Dac Elasy Accounting

Video Tutor, and Dac Easy Accounting and

All transaction

entry screens

canbe reached

through pull’

down menus.

Payroll Tutors. Accounting retails for $99.95

.

Payroll and GraphsMate are each $99.95,

and the Video Tutor is $49.95. The Accounting

and Payroll Tutors are each $29.95. Upgrades

for current users are $35 , except for the Ac-

counting and Payroll Tutors, which are $15.

Dac Software, Dallas. Tex.; (214) 248-0305.
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Bulldog’sComputers
are on theBest
Seller’s

List!

— IBM COMPATIBLE

PERSON/\L SYSTEM/2

Model 30 w/2 floppy ...$1250

Model 30 w/1 floppy

& 20 mg 1795
Model 50-20/30 2695/

2795
Model 60-40/70 3425/

3650
MnHot 70 . ftO 4d25

8 MHZ TURBO
1 floppy, 640K, AT style keyboard,

game port, clock calendar, monograph-

ics card, mono monitor $750
Color System add $150 w/20mb
add $279. w/30 mb add $299
90 day warranty through Bulldog

286 EVEREX 10 MHZ
1 mb Ram, 1.2 floppy $1095
Everex 386 16 mhz, 1 mb Ram,

Model 80 - 40 4375
Model 80 - 70 4875
Model 80 - 115 7195

90 day warranty through Bulldog

Wyse Systems
8 mhz, 1.2 floppy. 1 m.b. Ram, serial/

parallel port, clock calendar,

m<; 51235

12 mhz - 0 wait state. 1.2 floppy, m.b.

Ram, serial/parallel port, clock

calendar. DOS $2135COMPAQ
386 Desk Pro 40/60/130

$4495/5450/6950
286 Desk Pro 12 mhz 1695
Compaq II Model IV 2879
Compaq Port. 386
Model 40/100 5699/7199

Compaq HI

20mb/40mb 3595/4195
VGA Monitor 549
VGA Card 469

Wyse 386 system, 1.2 floppy, 1 m.b.

Ram, serial/parallel piort, clock

calendar. DOS $2765

All Wyse Systems carry a 1 year man-
ufacturers warranty — parts and labor.

LAPTOPS
NEC Multispeed EL 1549
NEC Multispeed HD ...2299

Toshiba 1000 750

NATH COPROCESSOR^ Toshiba 1200 2349
Toshiba 1200F 1595

803-87-20 $750 Toshiba 3100 3095
T3200 3795d7S

802-87-8 249 T5100 4895
80287-10 299
8087-3 119
8087-2 149
256K Chips Call

Zenith Super Sport

20 mb 2449
Zenith Super Sport

286 20 mb 34491 rhipq Call

GRAPHICS CARDS
ATI VGA $269
EVEREX MICRO ENHANCER 135
GENOA SUPER HI RES 199
GENOA VGA 5100/5200 309/429
HERCULES GRAPHICS 181
HERCULES IN COLOR 289
ORCHID DESIGNER VGA 329
PARADISE Auto Switch 480 159
PARADISE VGA Plus 245
QUADRAM EGA PLUS 169
QUAD PRO SYNC 209
NEC GB-1 209
NECMVA 795
STB CHAUFFEUR HT 135
STB Multi Res. II 169
VEGA DELUXE 189
VEGA VGA 265

MULTI FUNCTION BOARDS
AST Advantage w/128K
AST Advantage Premium w/512K.
AST 6 PACK PLUS w/384K
AST 6 PACK PREMIUM w/256K ...

AST 5251-11 PLUS Enhanced
AST RAMPAGE 286
AST RAMPAGE 286-2

for MODEL 50/60
AST RAMPAGE 286-2

for model 50/60
AST HOTSHOT
EVEREX MINI MAGIC w/o K
FAST 88/V20 w/Switch
INTEL Above 286w/512K

$229
319
235
199
589
375

.459

.459

.355
59
89

369

INTEL Inboard 386 w/Adapter
INTEL Inboard 386 for PC w/l mb..
INTEL Above Board II

for PS/2 w/o K
IRMA BOARD 11

.1040

...925

259
...699

ORCHID JET 386 w/adapter ...975
ORCHID PC Net Starter Kit 735
ORCHID Tiny Turbo 286 ...269
ORCHID Ramquest 50/60 w/l mb..
ORCHID Twin Turbo

.525

...389

MICE &MISC
GENIUS MOUSE GM6-^ $59
MICROSOFT MOUSE w/windows 135
MICROSOFT MOUSE

w/PC paint brush 119
MOUSESYSTEMS MOUSE 89
LOGITECH MOUSE C7 Plus 74
LOGITECH HI RES 99
KODAK DATA SHOW w/CooIing Fan. ...750
MICROFAZER II w/64K 229

Sales Hot Line 1 -800-438-6039 nSIOliT

ULLDOe
COMPUTER PRODUCTS

lWe~accept VISA. 3241-E Washington Road • Martinez, Georgia 30907
MasierOrd, [-gturns call: (404) 860-6899 In Georgia call: (404) 860-7364
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turn aurhoojaw Cal (404) 860-6^



PRINTERS
EPSON

LX 800 180 CPS, 30 NLQ ..$189

FX 86E 240 CPS, 40 NLQ 339
FX 286E 240 CPS, 40 nlq .... 419
FX 850 New! 339
FX 1050 New/ 479
LQ 500 180 CPS, 60 NLQ 339
LQ 850 330 CPS, 88 NLQ 519
LQ 1050 330 CPS. 88 NLQ.... 739
LQ 2500 324 CPS. 108 NLQ.. 849
EX 800 300 CPS, 60 NLQ 439
Special Tractor for LQ1000....20

OKIDATA
320 300CPS,62NLQ 339
321 300 CPS, 62 NLQ 465
390 24 pin 270 cps, 90 lq... 465
391 24 pin 270 cps, 90 lq... 639
182 Plus 180 CPS, 30 NLQ 229
192 Plus 200 CPS 339
193 Plus 200 CPS 439
292 Plus 240 CPS, 100 NLQ 439
293 Plus 240 CPS, 100 NLQ... 575
294 Plus 400 CPS, 100 NLQ... 809
393 450 CPS, 120 LQ 925

TOSHIBA
321 SL 216 CPS, 72 NLQ 469
35 1 SX 350 CPS, 1 00 NLQ 950
341SL215CPS,72NLQ 599

NEC
2200 339
5200 New! 519
5300 New! 729
P6/P7 465/619
P5XUP9XL 850/1030
3550/8850 775/1020

PANASONIC
10801 Model II 199
1091 Model II 209
1092 339
1524 565
1592 415
1595 479
3131/3151 285/439
1524 $565

HEWLETT-PACK/VRD

Laser Series II ...1695

DICONIX 150 325

OTC 850 CPS ...1725

DRIVES

Seagate 20mb w/contr. ST225.... ....$269

289
Seagate 30 mb for AT ST4038 ...

Seagate 40 mb for AT ST251
465
369
625

CMS 514” ext. 360K for PS/2 225
CMS 5^4” ext. 1.2 mb for PS/2 .... 259

105
125
99

110
695

BERNOULU PLUS 3450
BERNOULI BOX II

955
1195

dual 20 mb external w/card 1795
SYSGEN Durapack single 925

dual extemal/intemar. 1695/1395
Plus Hard Card 40 669

525
Priam 60 mb AT
Priam 43 mb AT

769
649

MODEMS
Everex 1200 Int/ext 79/115
Everex 2400 int./ext 139/249
Hayes 1200/2400 279/419
Mlgent Pocket Modem 125
Practical Peripherals half card

2400 w/Procomm 159
US Robotics 2400 direct internal 169
Supra Modem 2400 ext 169
Vental Half Card 2400 w/Crosstalk ....359

Ventel 1200/2400 Plus 239/359

MONITORS
AMDEK

410 $145
Color 722 435

PRINCETON
MAX12 149
HX12 419
HX12E 449
Ultrasync 529

IBM
Mono 8503 $199
Color Display 8512 449
Color Display 8513 515
Color 8514 1150
Magnavox RGB80 259

NEC
NEC Multisync II 589
NEC Multisync Plus 889
NEC Multisync GS 199
NEC Multisync XL 1 9” 2075

SOFTWARE
Aldus F^gemaker 3.0 $529
Chartmaster 205
Clipper . 379
Corefast ...99

Crosstalk XVI . ...99

DBase III 379
DBXL 125
Enable 2.0 w/Perspecti\ e 379
Fastback Plus 105
Foxbase + 199
Freelance Plus 329
Framework II 379
Harvard Graphics 279
IBM Display Write IV 289
Lotus 299
Lotus Hal 49
Managing Your Money 4.0 125
Microsoft Word 4.0 209
Microsoft Excel 329
Microsoft Windows 386 135
Microsoft Works 129
Multimate Advantage II 269
Multiplan 135
Office Writer 6.0 239
Peachtree II Complete 149
PFSProf Write 119
PFS Prof Flic 145
Paradox 399
Quantro 149
R Base for DOS 439
Revelation 469
Super Calc IV 1.0 285
Symphony 1.2 439
Ventura Desktop Fhiblishing 499
Word Perfect 5.6 229
Wordstar 2000 + 3.0 239
Wordstar Pro 4.0 239

TAPE DRIVES
Everex 60 m b. intteac $550

external tcac 645
Genoa Galaxy 60 mb internal 725

external 799
Achives 40 mb internal 299
Sysgen Quic 60 internal 705

external 755
Maynstream 60 PS/2 w/card

for model 50 60 & 80 869
Everex 60 mb Wangtec int 699
Everex 60 mg Wangtec ext 799

Prices Siikteet£> Cfaaag* FOT OrclCFS Ocllll 1 -800-438-6039

#BULI.PO
COMPUTER PRODUCTS

For shipping & technical call; (404) 860-6905 or (404) 860-7364

CIRCLE 481 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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COMMUNIQUES edited by Bill Howard

Small Parish

"Right, once we introduce that

patch it ought not to be hard to

make it expandable. Especially

on the 80386 generation. They

are fabulous, four times as fast

and twice as much ROM and

RAM. With a coprocessor and a

50k hard disk, of course. State

of the art.”

—From God’s Game, by

Andrew M. Greeley (Warner

Books, 1986).

Graphics tip: printyour release right

side up. (National Computer Graphics

Association press release.!

COMPAQ
DESKPRO

386 ®

ALSOMMU^U I8M PC XT. AT. PS/2. MODELS Sa
i 6a aa COMPAQ PORIABLES. MAC SE. LASER JETS

,

A MANY OTHER PERIPHERALS

Or the Hew 68088?
Like the ad says, the Deskpro 386 is available now (subject only to awilabiliry). (PC

Computer Rental. New YorkCity.l

0SI2:

Just SayHo

"Nearly everyone agrees that

DOS lacks many standard oper-

ating-system features—multi-

tasking. large uddres.s space,

multiuser support, realtime ca-

pacity. increased memory,
graphics and communications

support, and applications avail-

ability. But then, neither does

OS/2."

—Table of contents, PC
Tech Journal. January 1988

Does It Cost
Another$3,000 if

There’s a Shutout?

According to The Boston
Globe, the National Hockey
League computer system balked

when Neil Sheehy was traded to

the Hartford Whalers and
switched from jersey number 5

to number 0. Reprogramming to

accept a zero set the NHL back

$3,000.

"Takashima. director of sys-

tems product marketing, claims

that Televideo can come up with

new products faster and fill gaps

in the major companies' product

lines. 'If they offer a machine

based on (Intel ’s] 80286 proces-

sor, we’d come out with one

based on (Motorola's) 8088
chip,’ he says.”

—High Technology Busi-

ness. July 1988 (brackets are

the magazine's)

One Group
Showers More

"Basic Base has the speed and

power of4GL in the BASIC you

know and love. Basic Base is

used by both people and pro-

grammers in database applica-

tions.”

—Application Micro Com-
puters lnc. ad

I

HowDo
TheyDo It?

"PC Direct offers the fastest

386 in it's (sic| class—a 16

MHz 286 that runs 24 MHz on

Landmark Speed-test. How do
we do it?”

—PC Direct (San Francis-

co) ad

So That’s

How TheyDo It

A newspaper ad for Scot Busi-

ness Systems of Cincinnati of-

fers a two-floppy-disk-drive

Leading Edge Model D for

$1,095 with “free DS Tutor

(leam computers & software).

Leading Edge Word Processor

[and] choice of 1200B modem,
Microsoft Mouse or Master-

piece power director.” Or you

can buy the "2 floppy system

minus freebies—$995.”

Cabling anyone could understand: complete setup instructionsfor this Black Box

peripheral reads.
'

'Conneci the Data Contester 1CHO to the printer as shown
. '

'

Haveyou seen anything unusual orjust plain dumb about the computer industry? Send

your offerings toCommunitiues. PC Magazine. One Park Avenue. New York. NY
I(X)I6, orMCI Mail 157-9301. Pleaseprintyour name legibly and includeyour T-shirt

size. Also include the name. city, and publication dale ofany newspaper or magazine

clipping you submit. Contributors receive $50 anda PC Magazine T-shirt. Sorry, but

entries cannot be acknowledged.

Winners this issue: Steve Gordon (cabling simplified), Tom Comerford (NCGA
press release). David Ottenstein (subject to availability). Jody Weixelbaum (neither

does OS/2), LorenzoSimaika (God's Game). Ethan Winer (people andprogrammers).

David Rosen (Motorola chip). Thomas O’Hara Jr. (PC Direct). William Connolly

(SlOOfreebies), Peter Dussik (NHL).
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Software Developers

Natural selection provides unique

passive protectionfor the porcupine.

The Block -- Natural Selection
For Software Protection

Inventor and entrepreneur

Dick Erett explains how

'The Activator" provides

sane protectionfor your in-

tellectual property.

n any industry, just as in nature, the

X process of natural selection raises one

solution above another. Natural selection is

the most elegant of engineers.

In the area of software protection The

Block has been selected by the market-

place as the solution that works. Over

500.000 packages are protected by our

device.

By removing protection from the

magnetic media we remove the consuaints

that have plagued legitimate users.

They simply attach our key to the

parallel port and forget it. It is totally

transparent, but the software will not run

without it.

A New Technology For

Software Protection

Our newest model. The Activator, builds

on our current patented design, and

establishes an unprecedented class of

software protection.

For the past 4 years our philosophy has

been; 'You have the right and obligation to

protect your intellectual property.’

A New Ethic For Software

Protection

In allowing end-users unlimited copies

of a software package and uninhibited hard

disk and LAN operation. The Block has

created a new ethic for software protec-

tion.

We have migrated and enhanced the

circuitry of The Block to an ASIC (Appli-

cation-Specific Integrated Circuit)

imbedded in The Activator.

This greatly improves speed and

performance, while reducing overall size.

Data protection can also be provided.

Programmable Option

The Activator allows the software

developer the option to program serial

numbers, versions, or other pertinent data

known only to the developer, into the

circuit, and access it from the program.

Once you program your part of the

chip, even we have no way to access

your information.

The ASIC makes emulation of the device

CIRCLE 307ON READER SERVICECARD

virtually impossible. It also presents

an astronomical number of access

combinations.

Full 100% Disclosure

Since The Activator is protected by our

patent we fully disclose how it works.

Once you understand it, endless methods

of protection become evident.

Just as no two

snowflakes are the

same, no two im-

plementations of

The Activator are

identical. And like

the snowflake the

simplicity of The

Activator is its

greatest beauty.

We never cramp your programming style

or ingenuity. Make it as simple or compli-

cated as you desire.

Let us help safeguard what's rightfully

yours. Please call today for additional

information or a demo unit. It's only

natural to protect your sofOA'are.*'

1 -800-333-0407
In Connecticut 203-329-8870

Fax 203-329-7428

^Software
^secunttfinc.

870 High Ridge Road

Stamford. CT 06905

Unlimited Copies • Programmable • Small Size • Fast • Patented • Data Protection

The Block and The Activator are trademarks of Software Security



SPEND200SECONDS
WITHAN IZrUSER.
When a new kind of software is released, some explaining needs to be done.

In the case of IZE, a quick demonstration is the best explanation.

Picture an executive opening her IZE and requesting an outline of letters re-

sponding to inquiries for

information written to

contacts in California.

Based on the request, her

complete collection of

letters is searched. IZE finds

190 information response

letters to addressees in

California.

From the IZE oudine,

our executive can quickly

find what she needs. An
in-depth outline guides her

to precisely what she is

looking for. One keystroke

presents the letter she was
seeking. It’s now simple, us-

ing IZE word processing

features, to customize the

letter she found for the

current task.

A call brings a request

for some sales projections.

IZE will find them fast even
in other applications.

The executive simply

hot links direcdy from IZE
to a spreadsheet document.

0,03,20Ar^.cu«om,edUunismdyu,print.

the question answered. Returning to the customized letter, the executive gives it a final

look, prints it, and moves on.

If these 3 minutes and 20 seconds of productivity

are something you’d like to see more of, don’t waste

time before taking the next step.

Visit a dealer for a longer demonstration or phone
us at 608-273-6000 and realize the power of IZE.

IZE MAKES INFORMATION MANAGEABLE.

0 1966 Pmoti. bK All Rigim Reserved <ZE arsd 6>no(l are registered trodemofts of Rersoft. tnc 465 SoerKe Dnv*.
Modeon.WI 53711 USA Speobcoliem tubfeci to change withovi itohee Ratents Rending
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VIEWPOINTS

BILLMACHRONE

Getting ceosto
USE PCs
Executives are a smallpercentage ofthepeople using computers. Why, then, are wefocusing
so much attention on their informational needs?

E
xecutives, by and large, don’t use

computers. The few who do are

sought out, hounded, and extolled

by computer journalists, and held in fear

and suspicion by their peers. Their use of

computers is a testament to their tenacity

and courage. Given the state of the art, it's

a wonder that they get anything useful out

of them. New hardware and software

products, however, could finally put the

personal computer into the executive suite

in a big way.

Personal Information Managers are still

too new for people to be entirely comfort-

able referring to them as PIMs. Yet their

emergence, coupled with the rising popu-

larity of decision support systems, creates

a new class of software: the Executive In-

formation System. EISs can’t be defined

neatly or classified by what they do. If they

are to be at all successful, they must be

highly adaptable to the preferences and

styles of the executives they serve.

Executives in financial service compa-

nies need systems that put them in touch

with volatile worldwide currency, stock,

and commodities markets. Manufacturing

executives need a window into the perfor-

mance of various manufacturing lines, in-

ventory levels, orders, and shipments.

Even the mundane balance sheet is ripe for

exploitation. Every number is backed up

by hundreds, perhaps thousands, of other

numbers. The executive should have ac-

cess to alt of them. Through a technique

known as drill-down, every number on a

spreadsheet can be the access path to the

spreadsheet, account, or group totals that it

comprises. Each of these numbers, in turn.

can be drilled down to show the underlying

figures that created them.

PROBLEMS APLENTY Let’s take a

closer look at the executive’s information

needs. We’ve seen three disparate exam-

ples, but they all have something in com-

mon: a need for ease of use. We’ve all

heard about keyboard-phobic executives;

they’ve certainly been at the receiving end

of criticism from us keyboard-literate

types. Our desire for them to become key-

txiard literate is well-intentioned, but the

pressure has only served to widen the gap

between users and nonusers. Most applica-

tions have gotten more feature-rich and

complex. Very few programs have gotten

easier to use. Also, computers give deci-

sion makers entirely too much informa-

tion. You know people whom you hesitate

to ask “How are you?” for fear that they

might tell you. Computers are like that.

Ralph Larsen is vice chairman of John-

son and Johnson, the international phar-

maceutical giant. Larsen makes J&J a

challenging place to work for infocenter

people, because he’s highly aware of what

the computer can and should do. Larsen’s

goal is to reduce paperwork by 30 to 40

percent. He charges the information sys-

tems staff with taking the lead in telling ex-

ecutives what they have to know to get at

the information they need.

“I want to spend my time building the

business,” says Larsen, “nOt hunting for

information. "Today’s systems sap our cre-

ativity and energy.”

Larsen elaborates on his ideal system:

“I want something that works like the

dashboard ofmy car. When things are nor-

mal, it’s not telling me much. When things

start to go wrong, I want to know about

them. I need to know what the problem is

so I can take corrective action.”

Larsen’s dream system sounds doable,

even straightforward. In the real world, it’s

actually quite difficult to achieve.

Let’s assume that your financial and

manufacturing systems are already com-

puterized. Fine. Now all you have to do is

get the systems to talk to one another. Your
accounting system is batch and closes

monthly. Your manufacturing system has

a bunch of RS-232 bar code readers, time

clocks, and terminals feeding some vener-

able minicomputer. Inventory is mnning

on a spiffy new LAN, and your financial

planners are massaging their spreadsheets

on individual PCs. Worse, there are no

real-world interfaces to tell you when or

why a critical machine or process stops.

Every gizmo stamped out by your ptrxiuc-
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COIVIRUTER DIRECT
ISOLDS

AND WE IVIEAN ITI^ Prices Expire 9*30-88

Froe Catalog * Over 1.000 Software & Accessory Items In Stock

Genuine IBM® Printer

I'/i" Letter Size * 80 Column
Limited Quantities

* Upper & lower Case
(with trite lower descenders)

* Advonced Dot Motrix • Heat Tronsfer

* Graphics With Commodore, & Apple Interfoces

* Reody to Hook Up To Serial Port CM IBM® PCjr.

* Low CocT Adopters For IBM®, Apple,

Commodore, & Loser Computers
* Underline & Enlorged

Our Low Sale Price

$4^95
List $199

PC, XT A AT Compatible
Infenral Disk Drives

TIAC 360K - 5W Drive

95* Double Sided/Double Density

* Fits IBM PC, XT B Compotibles

* Holf Height

•List Price $199

^79

TlAC 1.2M - 5%" Drive
• 1 .2 AAego Byte AAemory

• Fits IBM AT & Compatibles

• Double Sided/Double Density

•List Price $199

$9995

TlAC raOK - 31^" Drive
' Double Sided/Double Density

' Fits IBM PC, XT & Compatibles

' Half Height

List Price $199

$9995

TlAC 1.44M-31^
• 1.44 Mega Byte Memory ^
• Fits IBM AT & Compotibles

*

• Double Sided/Double Density

• List Price $299

Drive

139”

Hi-Speed NLQ Printer

Lowest Price of ISO CPS Printer

Available Anywhere

• High Speed Dot Matrix

• Neor Letter CXnility Selectoble From Front Ponel

• Italics • Elite • Con^sed • Pico

• Troctor/Friction Feed

• Centronics Parallel Pori

• • Lifetime Worronty On Print Heod
• 6 AAonth Replocement Policy For Printer

• Dot Addressable Graphics
• 8K Print Buffer

• low Cost Adopters Avoiloble

Our Low Sale Price

14995
List $499

S^Seagate
20 MEG Harddrive

• Supports AAS DOS
• 20 Mego Byte Storoge

• Auto Boots When Powered Up
• Floppy Disk Controller included

• Fits IBM PC. XT B Compatibles
• 'h Height • Takes % the Room of Full Size Drives

95

5 V4” Floppy DMu

1 9^7*acli

Sale Price

List $499
$249

^Seagate
Super Fast ST 25

1

40 MEG Harddrive
• 38 ms Access
• Supports MS DOS
• 40 AAego Byte Storoge

• Auto Boots When Powered Up
• % Height • Takes 'A the Room of Full Size Drives

Double Sided
Double Density
Minimum Quantity SO

Moximum Quontity 250

100% Certified • Liftetime Guarontee

Box of SO $9.50 (19* ooch)
(without sleeves)

Box of 50 $10.50 (21* ooch)
(with sleeves)

Box of 100 (no limit) . . . $24.00 (24* ooch)
(with sleeves A labels)

720 CPS IS" Prfarter

Multi-Head Wide Carriage Printer

With High Dot Resoiution

Economy Sleeves .... $1 .00 per quontity of SO

Disk LoImIs $3.95 per quontity of 100

Disk Notchers $3.95 each

lnclude$ Dl$k$.

Sleeves, LobeU &
Write Protecto

no limit

5 Vs” DS-DD

24tach

Sale Price $38995
Ll«$69«

100% Csrllfisd * LIfetIma Cuarantaa

Immediate Replacement
if the disk ever fails!

Sold in lots of 100.. $24.00

•720 CPS. 150 CPS NLQ
• 8K Print Buffer

• Print Speed of 214 LPM In Draft

• 6 Print Heods Achieve High Dot

Resolution In Higher Spe^
• NLQ Speed Of 47.4 LPM
• 1 36 Column Wide Corrioge

• IBM and Epson Atode

• Porollel Cmtronics Port

Our Low Sale Price

$79995
List $1995

COMPUTER DIRECT

R.ll leiei eae rdteA Mcnporabk paymcm method (eacludingutyapplicabkMkiUMi). a phyucai copy order or the
Mill lOMraeri curTcnivmlidlower|iricedw>mu»ibe»uppUadwiihtheorder.orwi(hint$d.y*ordMcorpurchue.

lUinoto residcnis Mtd Mka ux. All order* tnuM be in U.S. Dollart. We ship lo oU point* in the U.S., CANADA, PUERTO RICO, 4
APO-FPO. Plenae all for charges outside continental U.S. or C.O.D. MAIL CNtOCXS endoee enshkr check, money order, or perKNioi check.
Allow 14 day* delivery, 2 to 7 day* for phone order* and I day expreu moll. Prices, spedneatioru * avoUahiliiy subject to change without

Vt$A — MUISTVDCAM) C.O.D.



COISAPUTER DIRECT
Is 1st In PRICE, SUPPORT, & GUARANTEE!

WE LOVE OUR CUSTOiVIERSi [
Prices Expire 9 30-68

~|

15 Day Home Trial * 90 Day Immediate Replacement Policy

* IS Turbo

XT CempoliUe Systc*

* 512K Professional Turbo XT Computer
* 360K Floppy Drive and Controller

* *15 MHz (Morton C( Rating)

* MS DOS 3.2 & GW Basic

* 17' Hi'Res 35 MHz AAorrochrome Monitor

* Genuine IBM® Printer With Interfoce

* One Roll Of Poper

* Word Processor, Spreodsheet & Data Base
* Complete DOS & System Tutor Included FREE

!

Our Low Sale Price

$699’^
List $1995

MSMHxIBM^XT
Conpolible Coapvler

* 512K Professional XT Turbo Computer
• 360K Floppy Drive and Controller
* * 1 5 MHz (Norton Cl Roting)

• MS DOS 3.2 & GW Basic

* Parallel, Serial S Gome Ports

• TTL Monochrome Monitor Cord
• Super Fast V20 CPU • "AT Style" Keyboard
* Security Keylock & Clock/Calendor

Our Low Sale Price

$eo995
List $1195

M 6 MlliU6 IBM®AT
gnniii|i|i|ii gooMiMtai

'80286 16 Bit AAicroprocessor

•1.2 MEG Floppy Disk Drive
• *

1 6 MHz (Landmark CPU Roting)

• 101 Key "AT Style" Keyboord • 0 Wolt Stote

• BIOS w/Built-ln Support for 3v6" Drives

• Ctock/Calendor & SMurity Keylock

<899
With Floppy/Hord Driv* Controlier

Cord, 512K RAM M^nory IrntolM
And Pofollel A S«rtol Printer Ports

Our Low Sale Price

$59995
List $2295

l2"TnMoM(hrome
Monitor

For IBM&
Compatibly

IBM 300/1200 BPS
CordModea

• 1200 Baud Bell 2I2A/I03ot 1200/300 BPS
• 100% Hoyes Compatible
• Automatic Dialing A Answering
• Built'ln Speaker With Volume Control

• Separote Voice and Doto Jocks

• Both Touch Tone and Pulse Dioling

• Extensive Diognostics

• Software Included

Our Low $
Sale Price

13"RGB/Cofflposite

Color Monitor

List $149

• High Resolution

• 80 Column
• Non-glore Screen

• 100 Lines At Center

• Super low Sole Prke

Our Low Sale Price

$5995
List 1199

- Kiss Heo* —
IBM 300/1200/2400
BPS Cord Model

• Full or Holf-Duplex Operotions
• Hoyes Compatible
• Auto Dial in Pulse, Tone A ToT)dem
• FCC Certified ond Registered

• Includes Software

• Auto Originate and Answer Modes
• Reverse Mode Oiol

Our Low $ M 995
Sale Price I ^^Urt$349

THOMSON 0
The Vision of Personal ('nmputers.

• Block Dot Screen

• 3 Monitors In One •

Composlte/RG6/60 Column
• Green Screen Only Switch

• Cables Included (p^eose specify computer)

Our Low Sale Price

*19995
List $499

-

Call
(3121 382-50S0 ^

'We Love Our Customers!
ORCLE 246 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Mall

COMPUTER DIRECT
22292 N. Pepper Rood
Barrington, IL. 60010



VIEWPOINTS

GenTech

AST RESEARCH
Premutn Model 80/90 $1669/2043
Premium 366 Model 340 S4I59

COMPAQ COMPUTER
COMPAQ 286/12 Model 40. $2929

COMPAQ 366/20 Model 60. $6499

COMPAQ Portable Ill/Mod 20. $3599

SHARP COMPUTER
PC 4501/4502/4520 . . $CALL
TOSHIRA PORTABLE

T1000 Portable $796
Ti200T5100Ponatiif $2350 4999

WYSE Computer All Models 8CALL

ZENITH
ZF-181-93 2DR20MBU|>flride . . SCALL

2VK-183-91 10MB Portable SCAU
IM0020 $2379

1286 MOD 20 $3299

IMPACT PRINTERS
BROTHER M1709/M1509 .

HR-40/ HR -60

EfSON
LX-800 $199 FX-86E .

FX-1C60 SCALL LQ-500

LQ-650 $539 LO-1050

EX-800 $420 IQ-2S00

.

FlUITSU
DX-2300 $449 DX-2400

0L-26(X)C SCALL Dl-3400

HEWLETT PACKARO
OESKJET (Butfoit leser printer)

.

Rugged Writer

PimiJet
OKIIATA
ML-321 $355 ML-390
PANASONIC
KXP-10601 $165 KXP 10911 .

LASER PRINHRS
HP LASERJET II

1 MB/2 MS MEM BD
OKI Liserline 6 .

ICCLC690 Silent Wriiet

QMS PS -600/810/600 II.

TOBHilA Page liter 12

$339

$715

$495

$545

$729
$1249
$1049

$469

. $209

. $1799

$389^599

. $1429

$3399

. SCALL
SCALL

BATACOPY 730/830

BEST 1020/2020 Scanner

HP Scanwi w/Intetfece

MICROTEK MSF-300C
MSF-300G/400G . .

OUAORAM ''AXBOtorlAPTOP

$I26B/CALL

SCALL
$1438

. $1599

. $2679/3149
$289

MONITORS A TIRHINALS

AMBEK 310/410 $139/149

BENIUS 402(1 pg) $995
QUARE (2 pg) SCAU

MAGNOVCBtCQA/ffiA $265,375

OlAMOND SCAN . $539

NEC MULTISYNC 6S. $195
MULTISYNC M $619
MULTISYNC PtUS/XL $929/2229

SAMSUM SM200 SEMI-FLAT $99

CGAEGAMONITOR $249/339

SONY MUITISCAN 1303 $599
VniCOMH-16 with CD-3. . . SCALL

WYSE 700 Monitor with video ctr. $749

WYSE 30/WYSE 60 TERMINAL $309/439

PRWCETON ULTRA-SYNC SCALL

33S
THESYS MULTIFUNCTION CARD

FOR PC/XT LIM MEMORY BOARD

EXPANDABLE UPTO 1MB INCLUDES

CLK/SER/WR PORTS $39

. $259

$259

$419
$285

SCALL
SCALL
SCALL
SCAU

ATI VIP VBA GRAPHICS
PARABISE

VBA PLUS . .

VBA PROFESSIONAL
VIDEO 7 VEGA VGA
INTEL ABOVEBOARD 288

INBOARD 386 AT/PC

BCA IRMA 2/MCA ....
HATES V SERIES MODEM
BATASMCLB S-BS/S-IOO SURGE

SUPPRESSORS
SUPERIOR ELECTRIC TRUE

UPS Backup Sytlemt

859/69

3COMETI€RLINKCARO
N0VBiELS4USER NETWARE
NOVELL V 2.1 WSn. LEVEL

ARCNET CARD .

PASSIVE HUB.
ACTIVE HUB
ETHERNET CARO . . .

TOPS SOFTWARE FOR MAC
FLASH CARD FOR IBM

$379

$399

SCAU
$149

S 39
$349

. $229

SCALL
. $CAU

ASK FOR ALL NETWORKING ACCESSORIES

CAICOMP
1023 ARTISAN PLOTTER . .

1043QT PLOHER
HEWLETT PACKARD

7570AORAnPROPLOnEfl
7475A6PEN PLOTTER

7550A 8 PEN PLOTTER

HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS
OMP-41/DMP-52
DMP-56A-56MP
OMP-61-62

lOllNE

LP3700 PLOTTER
ROIANB PLOTTERS

DXY-885.'0XY-995

CALCOMP
23120 (SMusS 4 Butt. 12x12)

C23240 12X24 *

C251B0 12X18

8TC0 DIGITIZERS

DP8-2438L

DP5-3848L
HP SKETCH PRO
KURUIS/ONE 12X12 W/Curtor. .

IS/ONE 12X17 W/Curtor . . .

KURTATOR MACINTOSH

.

aineuaBwb^i^
SUMMASXETCH PIUS 12X12.

MM1Bt2 12X16

SCALL
SCALL

$2699

$1399

$2999

$2199/2699

$3999/5249

$3399'4699

HARD DISKS & TAPES

SEAGATE SPECIAL

4038 $339 (up to 45MB)

6126 (110MB)

MCRaP0U81339(7BMB)

S.IS'' HARO DISK
ST22S(20MB)W/CTR
ST-238(30MB)W'CTR
ST4096 (BOMB) W/0 CTR . .

ST4144 (120MB) W/0 CTR

HEW 3.5" HARD DISK DRIVE
ST125(2C1M81W/0CTR
ST136 30MB) Wrt) CTR
ST157 (40MB) W/t) CTR

:6085(72MB)/

$679^99
..ilrtMB) . S599

1355 (140MB) W ESDI CTR $1579

CORE SIOMB W/ESOI CTR SCALL

STORAGE DIM 310MB SCSI DRIVE SCALL

PLUS 20/40M6HAR0CARD. . . SCAU
KENNEDY BOMB TAPE SPECIAL . . $409

MAINSTREAM 60M6 TAPE

ARCHIVE BOMB INT/EXT

IRWIN TAPE BACKUP
IRWIN 120/420 20M8

145/445 40MB
*ForPS/2; 165/265 BOMB
CPHERINT/EXT60M6TAPE
CPHERmn 25MB TAPE

FOR MACINTOSH

$279
$309

$279

$449

$559

SCALL
$599

$349/399
$499/649

$629

$935

HARD DISK FOR MAC
EXT 45MB FOR MAC -SE 11 $659

EXT70MBF0RMAG'S£1I $699

BOMB INT HARO $729
BOMB INT HARD $1199

RASTB10PS VIDEO CARD FOR MAC II

106 Multires. Card . . $1229

104 Card With 256 Color . $2669

CO PROCESSOR & MEMORY

INTEL
8087-2 ...
8087-1 . .

80287-8/10

60387-16 . .

80387-20

256K/IMBHAM

. . $149

$219
$249/289

. $479
$709

SCAU

6ENTECH STANDARDS

GENTECH 386 COMPUTERS
386/20 TOWER S2495
80386/20 CPU. 1MB RAM. 1.2MB

Dr, Tower Style cese, 6 half

height Bays, 1 Par/Ser ports, 101

Keyboard

GENTECH 386-16 $2050

80386/16 cpu, IMB RAM. 1.2M8

Dr, 3 bays award bids, one

32-bit, five 16-bit, two 8-bit

slots, 1 Par/Ser port. CMOS
Tecbnology. 1MB static column

RAM. tuns Novell, CAD/CAM.

Xenix/Unix. 1 year warranty

GENTECH 366-20 $2295
80386/20 cpu. otherwise same

as above

TURBO-XT

tOMHZ S569

8MHZ S549

8088. 512K RAM. 360KB dr. four

bay case. I Ser/Par/Clk/Game.

Keyboard

GENTECH 286/10

6/lOMHZ S875

6/12MHZ S925

80286. 512K RAM. t.2MB dr. 101

Keybd 1 Ser/Clk/Parallel port.

2 bays

ADD
For Monochrome System $139

For Color EGA System $449

For Color VGA System. . . $669

GENTECH LCD -286 $1599
supertwist LCD Screen, 5t2K

RAM. 6 slots. 80287 slot. 1.2MB

dr. 2 bays

GENTECH PORTABLE 286 $1229
9" Amber screen, Hercules

graphics. 7 slots. 5t2K RAM.

1.2MB dr, 3 bays

CUSTOMER SERVICE

401 -732-5556

800 -843-4302

FAX-100 .

401-732-5518
International Inquiries Welcome
217 Broadwiy. Sulla 615. NY. NY 10007

VISA. MC, COO. CORPORATE PO Accepted

Add 2H lor COD Minimum PO $500. Puces

subiect to change Return authoTuation

required for detective merchandise Al
returned non-defective merchandise subject

to 204k restocking charge
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BILLMACHRONE

tion line passes the scrutiny of a photocell,

but all it does is prevent the catch bin at the

end of the line from overflowing. You’d
be lucky if it tells you how many items

you're making per hour. And none ofthese

systems interconnects.

Reference points such as timebases and

dates are missing from many of these sys-

tems, so even if you could fmd out what

happened, you might not be able to tell

when. Add the complexity of remote man-
ufacturing and distribution sites, and a far-

flung sales force, and you’ve got a world-

class data collection job.

Connectivity products can overcome

the problem of disparate machines and

software, but it takes some serious inter-

face programming to make it work. To-

day’s top-of-the-line PCs are the ideal plat-

form for an EIS. You need the power and

flexibility ofa multitasking environment to

manage all the tasks that an executive re-

quires. No one, however, is doing the

work to make the executive workstation a

reality in the next 12 months.

NECESSARY EFFORT It’s absolutely

critical that we do these Executive Infor-

mation Systems. Right now, white-collar

America is about 20 percent computer-

ized. That satisfies the 80-to-20 rule and

takes care of the early adopters. The next

20 percent won’t be all that tough if sales

forecasts Just stay the same. But getting

over 50 percent will take some doing.

In the last 4 years, software has gotten

more powerful, but no easier to use. Exec-

utives won’t put up with that, and neither

will lots of other users who don’t perceive

the need or are unwilling to go through the

learning curve. Graphical user interfaces

are supposed to make it all better, and they

certainly help. Features like consistent

corrunand structures and point-and-ciick

operations are essential to reach a whole

class of potential users, but we need much
more. Hewlett-Packard’s New Wave holds

real promise, because as an object-orient-

ed superset of Windows, it allows you to

hook programs together and perform com-

putations and analysis based on the values

and nature of the data it encounters.

The promise of such systems is one

thing, putting them to work another. If

you're not platming the solution today,

you’ll be part of the problem tomorrow. ilS
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CaU 1-800-992-7779 Dac Software
(In Canada. Call 5I9-747-9653) 17950 Prc»(on Road • Suite HOO • Dalla-v TX 75252
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DacEasy^*^ Accounting.
More Than 400,000 Growing

Bu-kincisst s Worldwide. DacEasy
Accounting leads the industry as the

number one selling, award-winning

program Two-time winner of PC Worid's

World Class Award and PC Magazine 's

Editor's Choice. DacEasy Accounting

recently was named In/oWorld's Pr^uct
of the Year. Again and again, DacEasy
proves that it makes a difference.

In fact, it provides you with more than

700 reports and “what if forecasting

scenarios based on three-year historical

information — great for projecting

expenditures and revenue. And, in

addition to the program, you’ll find the

460-page dcxrumentation is written for

ease of understanding with helpful hints,

screens and examples.

vm
nil

1965

.PRODIXT
OFTHE r^EDIKHTS

I YEAR ^1SCHOICE

Since its intrcxluction in 1985, DacEasy

Accounting, feature for feature, has won
acclaim as the leader in accounting

software. Now Version 3 0 features a

new interface with transaction-oriented

pull-down menus that makes it think like

you think as a business person rather

than an accountant. Readily installed

with five quick questions, your business

accounting is operating within 10

minute.s! Choose the predefined Chart of

Accounts that are tailored for service or

inventory-based businesses, or modify.

All seven modules (General Ledger,

Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable.

Inventory, Billing, Purchase Order and

Forecasting) are fully integrated. Data

posted once is automatically posted to all

other related modules saving you lime

and ensuring accuracy as well.

The DacEasy^^ 3*0 Scries. A World of

Difference Ln Business Software.

Naturally, out of the best-selling account-

ing program grew the need for related

business programs such as DacEasy
Payroll. The 3.0 version also features a

new intuitive design, pull-down menus,

flexible pay periods, current federal and
state tax tables, automatic withholdings,

printing of checks. W-2’s and 1099 forms,

and much more. It’s no wonder DacEasy

is the world's best-selling payroll and
personnel management program!

Also new for 1988 is DacEasy

Graph+Mate, a RAM-resident program

that interfaces with DacEasy Accounting

or Payroll. Its easy graphic reporting

features pie charts, line charts, bar charts,

stacked-bar charts and perspective bar

charts. Plus custom file viewing, macros,

pop-up calculator and notepad, and
more make it the ideal companion.
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DacEasy^^. The World's Best Ongoing
Customer Support and Trainlngl

Disk-based tutorials, FREE Getting Started

Support, and a brand new video tutor

are just a few of the many products and
services Dac offers. Accounting and
Payroll Tutors serve as on-screen supple-

ments guiding you through installation to

complete set-up with colorful graphics,

sounds, primers and examples. And
now, you can enjoy at your convenience,

DacEasy Accounting Video Tutor, a two-

hour VHS tape for a fun way to learn

Accounting 3 0- Toll-free Extended

Support plans and nationwide DacEasy

seminars are also available.

A World of Difference In Price!

DacEasy offers the growing business a

world of products excelling in perform-

ance and price! Priced at $99.^ each

are DacEasy Accounting (all seven

modules), DacEasy Payroll and DacEasy
Graph+Mate. And for a significant

savings is the DacEasy BonusPack which
includes DacEasy Accounting, Account-

ing Tutor. DacEasy Payroll and Payroll

Tutor, for only S199.95. A great start to

computerizing your
growing business the

DacEasy way.

To order DacEwy'^
Accounting, Payroll and

Graph+Mate by mall tend

$99.99 (each). BonuaPack

$199.99 to Dac Software

(address below). (Pkw

97.50 SMpplBa'Tx rcsldcnia

add Mks (ax/917.50

»li<m>lna<wide U3.)

DacEasy Accounting's strength is its

capability for generating reports

that provide you with fast

information and ultimately

better management decisions. DacEasv
drbre*. R IKK 9.0 nr tslrr. HO tohiinn pHnief aMc l(> pHnI l.tlitihimn in ttunprewd midc. cnliir or nxxMirhnMnc mnailor. i56k mcmi>o ( WUtl (•r (.raph'MMcl. Tradrnurka: IBM. R -IKK. Ineilnn
MS IKK. IKaUik) Ka(n<lrm»rk<rft>K S<>h»arr. Ini.. 1-050 PrrMim K<>ad. Huiir Hoa IMIm. TX '*5252-5''40. 5.iV a M' aiailablr. (<ip>rlxlK lOHH. l>ac Vtftmaw. Inc. AU rtaNi wwKtd. ((MK- a|»4
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WllGiveY)u
SixSoKdReasons
WhyY)uSiould
BeDeveloping
¥)ur^p]ications
InClanon.

I
Sbsfa Your Ibtal Devdopment Effort...

From ProtoCypli^ 1b Compfedoa

Ybu’U get live results £ast—even before you write the

first line of code Ideas become running applications in a

few hours.

Designer, the fiont-end application generator, allows

you to produce major programs with no coding. It

eliminates prototyping as a preliminary step because design

and source code generation are done concurrently. \bu can

implement a dazzling color screen or a report in minutes.

Vbu’ll probaMy never code a screen again!

2 Automstficalty Generate Commented
Source Code Fbr Your Entire Application

The Professionai Developer's Ocsigner is the most

powerful application generator in the industry. It creates

structured source code that is fiiliy comment^. \bu can

easily add to it, modify it, or just admire it.

And The Prdes^oruJ Developer is a complete develop-

ment environment with all the tools that you need.

3 Create H^Speed, Bullet-Proof Data

Management With Buih-ln LAN Support

Advanced techniques allow you to tune your data

management to fit each application. Use related files, data

encryption, memo fields, automatic recovery, and commit

and rollback—all without compromising Gain’s high

level of performance And complete LAN features are

included so the applications you develop will run on your

network without^ additional run-time or LAN PACK cost.

AIlNew\fersion2.0
Tbe Clarion Professional Developer Is A Ibtal Programming Environment That
Runs On Any IBM PC. PS/2, Or TYue Compatible With 384K OfMemoryAndA
Hard Disk. Tbe Retail Price IsJust S695. NOTCopy Protected.

CLARION
PROFESSIONAL OEVELOPER”
Otfion Pnifeaiionl Dcvdoper md Qwion Softwirr are tiadmulu of Clirton SoAwire. 1988 Onion Softmee
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4 lnter£>ce 1b Your Own C or Assembler

Routines For Special Requirements

The Professional Developer will support special (tevice

routines and complex l(^c written in C and Assembler,

fou won’t have to completely re-write all those existing

procedures. \bu can produce completely open-ended

solutions that can grow with your needs or requirements.

5
Produce Executable Programs That Don’t

Need Run-Time Systems

Compile your sq>pUcation into an .EXE program that will

run on a stand-alone computer or worksmthm so you can

distribute your programs without costly run-time systems.

6 Get Started Immediately. You’ll Be
Productive Tbe First Uxf.

Although there’s a lot of horsepower “under the hood,’’

you’ll be producing programs soon after you open the

package. You’ll find the whole environment friendly and

comfortable PC Veek says: “Clarion is easy to learn and

easy to use”

AndOne More.
We’ll Give You A Free Preview!

See Your Dealer Or Call Tbll Free

(800) 354-5444
ForA Free Copy OfOur Tutorial

DisketteAnd Introductory Material
(Or. sim|riy return this coupon).

Mall This Gwpoo lb:

Oarkm Software

150 East Sample Road, Pompano Beach, FL 33064
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WITHTHE STEAK
Why are state-of-the-art, higher-performance computers stuck with unexciting names and

bland color schemes? When will the manifacturers stop casting them in theIBM mold?

L
ess than a decade ago, it was un-

thinkable among floppy disk mak-

ers that a diskette be any color be-

sides black. If you showed them the

oddball blue diskette from Nashua and

suggested colored diskettes, they’d always

say, “Yeah, I guess we could make them

in color, but why bother?” Then you’d

suggest that the potential income from

premium-priced colorful disks is reason

enough—but even if extra profits weren’t

realized, at least it would make the busi-

ness mote lively. At that point they’d roll

their eyes and moan. Finally, Centech

showed up with an array of colored disks,

which were quickly copied by others. Now
I can tell my color-coded archival disks

from my color-coded data disks. After

years of lazy rruuketing, someone finally

did it. Why did this take so long?

Poor merchandising. It’s worse with the

manufacturers of the machines them-

selves. Their marketeers have to be the la-

ziest and most conservative sheep in the

marketing world. It’s only been over the

past year or so that clone makers have had

the guts to design an exterior box that isn’t

a copy of the IBM design. This despite the

success of the old Leading Edge Model D
made in Korea by Daewoo and designed to

look different. We haven’t even seen color

options for the boxes, despite the fact that a

d^igner in California is making a fortune

custom-painting machines. Do the market-

ing types ever read books on merchandis-

ing? Do they realize that offices are color-

coordinated nowadays? Obviously not. So
we see beige, beige, and more beige in the

same old clone box.

And what about the psychology of these

computers? Few makers ever consider the

names of their machines. Someone needs

to learn a lesson from the automakers and

liven things up a bit. I mean, we have the

386 this and die 286 that, and that’s it.

NO JOY IN DULLSVILLE What a dull

world it would be if cars were named with

the same conventions! We’d have a Ford

Six, a Chevy Four, a Buick Six, an Olds-

mobile Six. While the German and Japa-

nese use of numbers for cars isn’t much
better (with 3(X)ZX, 450SL, 750il, and

other meaningless appellations), don’t you

think Mustangs and Corvette Stingrays

and Ferrari Testarossas and Oldsmobile

Rocket 88s sound a little more inspired?

It’s no coincidence that today’s boring

marketing man drives aBMW 325 and not

a vintage hetni-head Plymouth Fury. With

this Germanic nonexistent-merchandising

theory in mind, it’s no coincidence that the

new Sun Workstation is dubbed the 386i.

Give me a break! Maybe they should give

away apairof Reebok tennis shoes, Vuar-

net sunglasses, a case of Corona beer, and

aHow to Be a Yuppie book with the thing.

I’m reminded of Bill Machrone’s initial

impression of the first Compaq 386 re-

leased to a world unfamiliar with the new
chip. “It’s a rocket ship,” he said. Now
that’s a name. The Compaq Rocket 386.

When asked what computer you own, you

could say, “I own a Rocket 386!” People

like to own a Wildcat or a Bronco or a Me-
teor—why not a Rocket? Instead we get a

Deskpro. Ugh! A name for wimps. Only a

guy named Percy would brag about own-

ing a Deskpro.

Today’s high-performance machines

need names that reflect the power. Everex

is off-base with its “Step-386.” Step? It

means nothing. But at least they named it

something other than “386.” Vendex, a

hot newcomer, has the right idea with the

Vendex Headstart, and Zenith is getting

close with its SupersPort portables. Better

examples are the Core ATomizer, the HP
Vectra, and the VIPC Colossus.

What about the rest of the gang? How
about an Acer Pacer, a Dell Demon 386-

25, a PC Designs Bun-Kicker, an SIA Jet-

stream, a Zenith Starfue, a Bentley Conti-

nental, a Televideo Tornado, a Fivestar

286 Falcon, a Whole Earth Momma, an

AST Superbee, a SUN Stunner? This is

easy to do, folks.

Add colors and new box designs to these

machines and you’ll be looking at the fu-

ture of personal computing. I’d advise the

manufacturers to take heed and get with it. I
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HIMilTK^AN
UNDMTERRUmBLEjpWER SUPPUES

TOTAL POWER PROTECTION
• BUckouts •» Enables user to operate during complete loss of

power,

• Brownouts — User is protected from low AC voltage below 1 02

volts.

• Overload Protection — Automatic shutdown in overload situation

to protect UPS from inverter burnout.

• Overvoltage Protection — UPS runs on Inverter (117 volts)

when AC voltage exceeds I 32 volts.

• Surges/Spikes — Clamps transients above 200 volts with an

energy rating of 100 joules or less.

• EMI/RFI — Three stage filtering for clean AC power.

• Synchronized SInewave*— Eliminates voltage reversal to input of

your equipment.

• I Millisecond Transfer Time* — This includes detection and

transfer so your machine never notices loss of electrical power.

• Two Audible Alarm Levels — Notifies user of battery usage and

two (2) minute warning.

• LED Display — Informs user of operation mode, power utilized

on AC. plus "On Battery ' and battery power status.

• Alarm Silencer — Enables user to silence alarm for quiet con-

tinued operation during battery operation.

• Optional Signal Port — Enables UPS to notify computer of loss

of AC power to allow computer to backup or shut down.

•250 watt and 500 watt units offer 4 msec transfer time. PWM wave form

• Fully Automatic Operation

• Order — Ship Same Day

• Full One Year Warranty

• 2 50 Watt to 1600 Watt Models

NOVILt LABS

TESTEDAND
APPROVED
NetWare Compatible

Suggested Retail

250 WATT 120 Volt $ 359.00

300 WATT 1 20 Volt $ 549.00

500 WATT 120 Volt $ 699.00

600 WATT 120 Volt $ 899.00

1200 WATT 120 Volt $1499.00

1 600 WATT 1 20 Volt $1999.00

230 Volt Units Also Available

PARA SYSTEMS, INC

1455 LeMay Drive

Carrollton. Texas 75007
Telephone:

(214) 446-7363

1 -800-238-7272
FAX: (214) 446-901 I TELEX: 140275 OMEGA
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JOHN C. DVORAK

Insidetrack
Memory prices and good ideas allfly high.

We know that the rising popularity

of the 32-bit computers as well as

memory-hogging operating systems and

bloated word processors that all require

more and more RAM is exacerbating the

worsening memory shortage. One can

now expect to pay $400 or mote per

megabyte. While this is cheap compared

with 1%7 memory prices, we should be

paying $40 per megabyte now—and

someday pay only a dollar or two. More

than a few old-timers have pointed out

that our current dilemma is not dissimilar

to the one experienced by the main-

fiamers back when MVS was introduced

as a memory-hogging operating system.

One cynic on the PC Magazine st^f says

that everything in today's micro market

is based on the old IBM ploy to sell mote

hardware by luring people into newer,

fancier, and mote inefftcient software

systems.

Whatever the case, most savvy ob-

servers say we should begin to think of

16 megabytes as a basic system re-

quirement. You heard me right— 16

megabytes. You don't hear this said

much, because it currently costs over

$6,000 to buy that much memory and

who wants to recommend that! When
memory prices collapse, as they will

(hopefully by year's end), that amount of

memory should be less than $ 1 ,000.

While a few will shake their heads at

the notion of 16-megabyte minimum-
memory requirements, we have to look

back only a decade to the days when any-

one with a micro was considered a show-

off if the machine had anything over

32K. Times change.

The Ultimate Portable Dept.: 1 ftg-

uted that Michael Dell would be the frrst

to produce a “perfect” portable. At last

year's PC Expo he indicated that Dell

Computer felt it could beat Zenith at its

own game. That was almost a year ago.

So far, zip. C'mon, I'm waiting.

This brings me to the latest new lap-

tops, the ones from Mitsubishi. They're

beautiful clones of the Toshiba
3100/5100 machines. Unlike the Toshi-

bas, they use a black-and-whiteLCD dis-

play instead of plasma. When I first saw

theK machines I figured that LCDs were

used so the machines could be powered

with batteries. I was impressed. Each is

just about the same size and weight as the

Zenith, and the battery pack even sticks

out of the back the way it does on the

newest 2!enith, making the machines

slightly back-heavy. Then I looked

again. Whoops. That wasn't a battery. It

didn't come off, either. The machine

needs AC power. Are these guys kid-

ding? Bring out the hook.

Some Good Ideas Dept.: When you

go to consumer or trade shows, you find

that one of the most popular giveaways is

the sack with the name of some company

emblazoned on the side. I was impressed

by a bag from Mitac that includ^ com-

pany information, and 1 realized that

most bags contain nothing m(»e than a

brand name. While this may be a fine

idea for Marlboro, it's just plain dumb
for today's personal computer industry.

This is an industry in which people can't

get enough information. So why not put

some real information on these sacks?

For example, the magazines could put an

article or two on their bags—that would

give you something to read when you’re

stuck on a plane or a bus.

Tirade Number 538. This brings me
to another suggestion. Let’s put the docu-

mentation where it belongs: on the prod-

uct. Have you ever put a video card or

modem or some other peripheral aside

and later decided to use it, only to find

that you've lost the documentation? Usu-

ally the information you need is the

switch settings or some other basics.

Compaq has the right idea with a switch-

setting cheat sheet glued to the power

supply of its 386-20. Why can't other

companies follow its lead and print such

information on the back of a circuit card

or on the bottom of a modem? The time

companies lose answering calls about

switch settings would more than pay for

the minimal expense of putting some in-

formation on the printed circuit boards.

EndofUradeSSS.
Genuinely Interesting Software

Dept.: If you like simulations, then

you’ll love the Nimbus collection ofgen-

uine video slot machine and video pok-

er machine games. They only require a

CGA—and they make the most of it.

There are six disks, which sell for $ 19.95

each (plus $2 shipping per order). If you

want to sample these programs, try the

Aisle #3 disk, which has my favorite slot

machines. If you want a f^lous video

poker game, then try the Aisle #6 disk.

These are the woik of young program-

mers, and you have to write them for the

stuff at Nimbus Enterprises, 415
Ciestway Rd., Henderson, NV 89015.

This is superb software because they

worked with a slot-machine mechanic to

get the “feel” of the video slots (and the

odds) absolutely perfect. So perfect that

it seems as though this stuff could easily

be thrown on a cheap clone in the back

room of a sleazy St. Louis bar and actu-

ally used for illegal gambling. Because

there are 30 complete and different kinds

of machines represented on the disks,

you quickly see that the investment need-

ed to establish a ixxim full of gaming ma-

chines on, say, a boat off the coast of

Baja is next to nothing. I sure don't want

to get these kids busted for doing a good

job, but the first thing I thought of when I

played the Aisle #3 disk was how easy it

would be to mn these games in one of

those bars in rural Missouri. When the

cappers show up, you swap diskettes

and it's Flight Simulator! 1 expect this to

be an interesfing trend . (]&
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NoMatoHow Ife Ftotected,

^ Surei)uCk Bade It
Several products can back up protected

software. But only two are tough enough to

handle even the trickiest protection schemes.

Copy II PC® for just $39.95, backs up
more protected software than any other program.

What’s more, it can remove copy protection

already on your hard disk. PC Magazine calls it

the “easiest of such programs to use’.’ And now,

with our menu'driven Noguard, it’s a snap.

Copy n PC easily handles Lotus 1'2'3 and over

100 other top-selling programs.

For the ultimate solution, try the Copy II PC
Deluxe Option Board. For just $159, it gives you the same advanced

technology used by commercial disk duplication firms.

PC Magazine reported it “could not find a

^ program this board couldn’t handle’.’ It’s so

powerful, in fact, it even lets you read and
write Mac data files in a IBM PS/2 Model 25

or 30, or a PC or AT with a 3.5" internal drive.

No matter how it’s protected, be sure you can

back It up. For the dealer Pomt
nearest you, or to order

direct, call (503) 690-8090, MtWCm
M-r, o a.m, to 5 p.m,

(West Coast time).

Now removes

Superio/c, Everlok and

Prolofc copy protections.

/I^ORPORATW
15220 N.W. Greenbrier Pkwy. /200

Beaverton, Oregon 97006

(503) 690-8090 Sales/Info

(503) 690-8080 Tech SupportCopynPC
,

Cqy nPC DekcE Option Boaid
Copy U PC* and Copy II PC Deluxe Option Board are trademarks ofCentral Bsint Software. All ocher company and product names are trademarks ofthe company or manufacturer respectively.
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“There’s No Reason To Look Beyond

PC TOOLS
-PC M^iga^ine, Editor’s Choice Award, Two-Time Winner

Data Recovery * Fast Hard Disk Backup • Disk Management

ORCLE 120ON READER SERVICE CARD

CentrdRmt
Software

^ INCORPORATED

15220 N.W. Greenbrier Pkwy. #200

Beaverton, Oregon 97006

(503) 690-8090 Sales/Info

(503) 6^-8080 Tech Support

Now we’ve given you even more

reason-PC ’Tools"' Deluxe.

PC Ibols Deluxe gives

you all the best features

of Fastback'," Norton^

XTREE:Mace7Side.
kickf Lightning™ and

Disk Optimizer-a $700

value-for just $79.

Other utilities may claim

they “do it all’,’ but only

PC Tools Deluxe delivers:

A DOS shell so complete

80 Micro called it their “over-

whelming choice based on
versatility, ease of use, and
cost!’ * The bestUNDELETE
available-instead of merely

“guessing’,’ it recovers all data

even on fragmented files.

HARD DISK BACKUP
as fast and every bit as reliable

as Fastback. The leading

UNFORMAT for hard disks

and floppy disks, enabling you to

recover from many disk disasters.

PCFORMAT for safe for-

matting offloppy and hard disks.

A quick, reliableDISKCACHING
utility for speeding up disk access.

A fast COMPRESS feature that like Disk Optimizer

dramatically improves hard disk performance. And a better

resident miniWORD PROCESSOR than Sidekick, including

word wrap, search/replace, formatted page printing and more.

Before you buy any ofthese other utilities, take a look at PC Tools

Deluxe. Like PC Magazine, you’ll find there’s no reason to look

any further. For the dealer nearest you, or to order direct, call

(503) 690-8090, M-F, 8 a.m.-5 p.m. (West Coast time).

PC Tools is a trademark (rf Central Ebint Sofitwre. All other product names are trademarks oftheir manufacturers.



Howwemadethemost
pcweiMiiit^ra^sdiware

awiide lot easiertouse.
Yes. There are ways to tate something that’s very

powerful and make it easier to use.

Actually, with Symphony* 2.0, not only is this latest

version of the world’s most popular integrated program

easier to use, but it’s also more powerful than ever. So it

can keep up with you as your capabilities grow.

Fbr starters, since there’s no copy protection, you

can get Symphony up and running with much quicker

and easier installation.

Once up and running, bingo, you have instant access

to five key business functions: spreadsheet, word proces-

sing, dat^ase, graphics and communications. Soyou can

prepare budgets, write memos, create inventory lists with-

out having to go through the hassle ofchanging programs.

But ^mphony is really more than five separate

programs. Beirause, unlike other integrated packages.

Symphony lets you dynamically integrate functions. Fbr

example, when you change spreadsheet data, your

graph of that data and your memo containing ^e same

numbers automatically reflect the changes. So you get

greater efficiency, and you’re able to work fester too.

Plus, the Symphony spreadsheet is the festest and

most powerful spreadsheet available in integrated soft-

ware, based on Lotus* 1-2-3* the industry-standard

spreadsheet technology.

'fk couldgo on about themany features ofSymphony
2.0—how its macros let you automate complex or repeti-

tive tasks and create customized applications. How the

word processor now has a spelling

checker and text oudiner. And how
database and communications have

been improved.

The bottom line is thatSymphony
is one high performance package

that’s m^e to be opened up.

Lotus Symphony2.0

l*
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VIEWPOINTS

JIM SEYMOUR

TheMCA bus has taken its share ofribbing sinceIBM introduced the PSI2 line lastApril, but

its design has helpedmake these machines the most reliable in the business.

When IBM introduced its new
PS/2s almost a year and a half

ago, it made some technical

claims that, at first blush, seemed pretty

grand.

The biggest, of course, was for the mag-

ic of the Micro Channel architecture

(MCA) bus. Its arbitrated, multimaster de-

sign would make possible some amazing

things, we were told, with several micro-

processors chugging away out there on that

bus at the same time. No longer would

your PC’s—oops, better make that your

PS/2’s—single Intel 80286/80386 have to

time-slice its way through tough jobs. In-

stead, cards with other, additional micro-

processors would be plugged into the

MCA bus to handle video processing,

background communications, and other

jobs.

The MCA bus has taken a lot of kidding

over the past 16 months. I've had my share

of sport with it, calling it “voodoo technol-

ogy” and “Mystery Channel architec-

ture.” Others have been much tougher still

on the new design.

Chief among the other IBM promises

for the PS/2s was that these were more reli-

able machines, built better thanks to a

more buildable design. And that buiidable

design, IBM said, made them three or four

times more reliable than IBM’s first PCs,

according to IBM’s own testing.

HEATH'S VIEWS Chet Heath was the

principal designer of the MCA bus and has

been centrally involved with the PS/2s

since long before they were called PS/2s.

A senior engineer at IBM’s Entry Systems

p c

Division in Boca Raton, Chet is a typical

IBMer in his competence and self-assur-

ance but a most untypical IBMer in his

candor and openness.

He’s intensely proud of what he

wrought in the Micro Channel architec-

ture—and not a little wounded by the

slings and barbs of a skeptical press and

wary customers. Chet’s pride in his design

work, and in his colleagues’ other achieve-

ments in the PS/2s, shines through when
he talks about the PS/2s as business ma-

chines built to solve business needs. If that

doesn’t sound much like an engineer talk-

ing . . .well, Chet often doesn’t sound

much like your typical computer designer.

And that’s a high compliment.

I recently spent a long time talking with

Chet about the PS/2s, the MCA bus, and

how they’ve fared in the real world. Not

about the number shipped and which dis-

tribution channels IBM thinks appropriate

for the machines—that’s not his ball-
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park—but about how closely the

PS/2/MCA has matched the design spec of

a more useful, more reliable PC.

Chet has some very interesting views on

PC-level systems reliability and, in turn,

on how we evaluate PCs in the eighties and

beyond. I’ll be writing here occasionally

about those views and how they fit with

my own (and, I suspect, with many of

youis) as we see competitive MCA-bus
machines from Tandy, Dell, Kaypro, and

others come to market.

One of Chet’s most interesting points

—

and one I knew immediately to be true,

from my own experience and that of my
corporate clients—is that the PS/2s have

indeed proved to be much more reliable on

the job than their PC, PC-XT, and PC AT
predecessors.

Though I’ve seen a surprisingly large

number of new PS/2s come through with

right-out-of-the-box problems, indieating

poor final testing or, likelier, shipping

problems and poor checkout by d^ers,
once a PS/2 is up and running, it’s likely to

stay that way for a looong time.

Chet points out that this positive field

experience has been reflectod in a recent

rejiggering of IBM’s on-site service agree-

ment prices. Not only does the PS/2 Model

50 come with a 1-year warranty, but IBM
has priced the service agreement at $180 a

year, as opposed to $546 per year for the

most popular PC AT configuration in busi-

ness use, the famed Model 339.

PS/2 PAYS Chet goes on to calculate the

savings in buying a PS/2 Model 50 rather

than a Model 339 PC AT. The first year’s

9 8 8

I

y.

Roger

Roth
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warranty is free, either way. But during the

second, third, and fourth years of owner-

,ship. PS/2 buyers will effectively pocket

$366 a year, the difference between a

Model 50 service agreement and one for a

Model 339. In addition, of course, you get

what amounts to a Video Graphics Array

(VGA) adapter built into the motherboard

of the PS/2s (excepting the Model 25 and

the Modd 30), so you save another $400

Didn’tIfouReadThis
Beforel^Sent ItToMe?

Who*s Watching The Grammar,

Style, Usage And Punctuation In

Your Business Writing?

You know how ft is. You’re working hard.

You’re under pressure. You have to get a special

report or inen>o to the boss. Or a proposal to a

client. You work furiously to meet the deadline.

Now aU they remember are the errors.

Helps You Improve Your Writing.

Now RightWrittr, the expert grammar and

style checker, helps improve your wriring...nght

away. RightWriter is an expen system. It ap^es

over 3,000 grammar and style rules m your writing

to make it stronger, clearer and nibre powerful.

Excellent Learning Tool.

RightWriter is also a superb learning tool because

it encourages you to think about your writing.

Ri^tWriter Hags errors in grammar, style, usage

and punctuation right in the document. Then it

suggests practical ways to improve what you’ve

written. But it always lets you decide whether to

use the si^gesdon.

Tracks How Your Writing Improves.

RightWriter does more than just correct gram-

mar. It gives you specific scores on readability,

strength, descripdveness and use of jargon in your

writing. It even lists uncommon or problem words.

Comniht RifhiSoIt. he
H I rc^Mmd tradenurk Ri^tSoA, he.

Supports Leading Word Processors.

Ri^tWriter is die perfect aaessory to your IBM

or compatible PC or PS2’$ word processor. It sup'

ports aO the popular word processors such as

VlferdStar,® Microsoft W^rd,® WardPerfect,®

PFS: Write,® MukiMatt® and many others.

Ri^tWriter b Easy To Use.

^e it has (xily one command, Rij^tWriter

becomes an automatic part of your business

writing.

See Your Dealer, Or Call

RightSoft at (800) 992-0244
(813) ')2W2)J In Florida

It’s Only $95

30.DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
RightSoft, Inc.

4545 Samuel Street, Sarasota. Rorida 14233

Visa, MasterCard and AMEX accepted. Add $4.00 for shipping

and haitdling. In Fkxida, add applicable sales tax.

Overseas price (US) $130 plus (US) $15 shipping.

or so on the cost of a video board.

Add that up and you’ve “saved”
$ 1 ,500 over the probable useful life of the

computer by buying a PS/2 over even

IBM’s own True Blue AT. And Chet finds

this a persuasive argument for why PS/2

clones—and soon, he thinks, AT clones

from other vendors—will find tough sled-

ding in the marketplace: their real cost is

too close to the real thing.

This argument makes some substantial

a.ssumptions, of course. First, that you’re

going to buy a service agreement for either

machine. Second, that you consider the

PS/2 the functional equivalent of a PC AT.

And third, that you buy the idea that the

machine really has proven that much more

reliable in service.

As 1 mentioned, in my experience,

without exception, the latter case hasprov-

The PS/2s have indeed

proved to be much more

reliable on the job than

their PC, PC-XT, and

PC AT predecessors.

en true: clients with collectively tens of

thousands of PS/2s, many now in use for a

year or more, have found Model 50s, 60s,

and 80s substantially more reliable than

the other PCs they’ve put in over the years,

from IBM and other vendors.

And you should remember that even if

you consider service agreements lousy

ideas, not buying one is in effect self-insur-

ing: if something goes bump in the night,

fixing it comes out ofyour pocket.

The PS/2s’ low-cost service agree-

ments, which reflect IBM’s confidence in

their reliability, should make you feel a lit-

tle better about their record . . . even if

you’re as frustrated as I am that the MCA
bus, as full of promise as it may be, still

hasn't been used to any meaningful extent

by commercially available hardware or

software products. And thus hardly consti-

tutes a rea.son to buy one of these newfan-

gled machines. (!4
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Desk-Link 2joMakes
Diskand Printer Sharing

DESpiK a Snap.
Now there’s one easy solution that lets your two desktop comput-

ers share files, a printer, even a single hard disk, all with just a snap.

It works just like a mini-network.

DESK-LINK* from Traveling Software, the makers of the award
winning LAP-LINKf
DESK-LINK* allows you to connect two IBM or compatible comput-

ers, including the new PS/2 and laptops, with just phone wire and
DESK-LINK ' software. Once connected, disk-, printer-, and file-sharing

works completely in the background. And with dual print spooling, you can use printers on either computer at

the same time— without interrupting either machine. DESK-LINK* also comes with a pop-up “Talk Box” func-

tion for sending messages back and forth between computers, even while using your favorite applications.

DESK-LINK* comes complete with everything you need. It includes both 5'^ and 3^ inch diskettes, universal

connectors, and 25 feet of RJll standard telephone cabling (which can be extended to 100 feet). The documenta-
tion is straightforward and easy to understand.

Best of all, DESK-LINK* installs painlessly in minutes using your computer’s serial port. No add-in board is

required. It has incredible communication speeds of 115,000 baud and supports EMS memory. Plus,

DESK-LINK* is compatible with Novell, 3Com, and Token Ring networks.

So if you’re looking for a fast, inexpensive way for your two computers to share files, printers, or hard disks
— all completely in the background— snap up DESK-LINK*
today. You’ll find it at your local computer store for T'T'axrcl in i-ci
$169.95 -that’s less than $85.00 per computer! ^ 1 dVCllI IWdlC
For more information call: 1-800-343-8080,

or 1-206-483-8088.

CIRCLE 223 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Traveling Software, Inc. • 18702 North Creek Parkway • Bothell, WA 98011

Token Ring and IBM are trademarks of intematiunal Business Machines Corp.. 3Com is a trademark of 3Com Curp., Novell is a trademark of
Novell, Inc., Traveling Software. LAP-LINK and DESK-LINK 2.0 are registered trademarks of Traveling Software, Inc.



SCSystems 1-800-669-9933
Serving Computer Buyers For

Eight Years

Para Asistirle En Espanol
Llame Al Tel 1-800-8^2-1777

STAR
NXIOOO
Printer

$174

SAMSUNG
12" Flat Amber

Monitor

$82

HARDWARE

LOGITECH
C7 Mouse

W/Plus Software

$68

SOFTWARE
ACCESSORIES MICE

CopyllPC Brd Deluxe $ 99
Masterpiece + 95

Logitech

MS Bus Mouse .

6K
99

COMPUTERS

SCSystems
Series 88

XT Computer
Slide Case Top w/upfronl key-

lock. turbo bulton'led, reset

button. 150 watt power sup-

ply. 360K drive. 477-lOMHz,
640K. Phoenix Bios. AT style

keyboard. Limited one year

warranty.

AST Premium/286
Model 120 $2279
Model 80 1B29
Model 140X 2479

1
BOARDS

1

AST Adv Prem Imb $ Call

AST 6Pac Prem Imb , 525
ASTSixpac 115
Hercules Grph 182
Intel Above 286 Call

1
EGA BOARDS

|

ATI EGAWonder $ 175
(ienoa SuperHiRe.s+ 195

Orchid D^igner Call

Paradise 480 155

Paradise VGA +XT 259
Paradise VGA Prof 385
Vega VGA 269

1
EGA MONITORS

|

Princ'eton U/Sync $ 529
NEC Multisync 2 579
Samsung 359

1

HARO DRIVES
|

Seagate 125 w/cont $ 321
Seagate l-'W w/cont 411

Seagate 30MB w/coni 294

Seagate 20MH w/cont . . 209

1
MODEMS

1

Hayes 1200 $ Call

Haves 12(KiB . Call

Incomm KPC1200 62
Incomm RPC24t)ti 147
Incomm T1200 76
Incomm T24<M) 167
Incomm T240UEC 224

1
MONITORS

1

Amdek 410 145

Princeton MAX15 . Call

Sanuiung RGB 215
Samsung Amber 82

1

3COM
1

3C503 ELink 11 $345
3C523 ELink/MC 432

1

PRINTERS
1

Citizen

I20D $(all
180D 199

MSP-15E 319
MSP-40 . 285

C.ltoh

ProWriler C715 925
ProWriter Jr.+ 255

NEC
P»00 Call

Okidata
Cull on all models.

Panasonic
1080I/M2 164

10911, M2 199

10921 1 all

Star
NX-lfHMI 174

NX-KMH) Color Call

NX-15 (all

Toshiba
321SL .5(H)

:{41SL 674
:151SX 1005

ACCOUNTING INTEGRATED

DacEasy
Dollars & Sense

Managing Your $

$ 54
95
119

1
COMMUNICATION

|

Carbon ('opy Plus $ 106
CrossTalk XVI 89
CrtxtsTalk 4 115
PC' Anywhere 57
SmanCom 11 ... 82

1
DATABASE

|

Clipper $ 370
Data Perfect . . 284
DBase 111 379
DBXL Diamond 109

Fox Base + 190
Paradox 2.U Call

Q and A 188

Relate & Report KM)

1
DESKTOP PUBLISHERS

|

Pagemaker 3.0 . SCall
PFS First Pub oo
Ventiira 495

Ability Plus.

.

First Choice .

LANGUAGES

GRAPHICS

Charlmaster $ 199

Cleneric Cad 3.0 51

Print-shop 33
Signma-ster Call

1
SPREADSHEETS

|

Ix)lu.s 12^1 $ Call

i’lan Perfect 192

Quatlro 150

Surpass

1
UTILITIES

1

CopvIiPC $ 18

Desqview 71

48
Fastback Plus 88

52
48

Norton Advanced 72
PC Tools Deluxe 36
Sidekick Plus 119
Sideways I’rinl 39

1

WORD PROCESSING
|

Word Perfect 5.0 $ 219
Wordstar ProPack . Call

Wordstar 20fH) Call

rqe for

d or Visa 1

Call For Items Not Listed

SCSystems

$ 139

.. 89

MS QuiekBa-sic $ 00
MS Quick C BO
Turbo Ba-sic 59
Turin) C 59
Turbo Prolog 59

205 S. 29th St., Phoenix, AZ 85034

Order Line 800-669-9933 Espanol 800-842-1777

Status Line 602-275-1395 FAX No. 602-273-0043

Order Line for Europe & Mexico 602-275-1395

TERMS: No charge for Visa or Mastercard We do not charge your card UNTIL WE SHIP your order Manufacturers warranty applies in all cases, all warranties are

handled by the manufacturers We accept Purchase Orders from authorized companies only, for 3 5% above cash price No COD orders No refund on opened software

All prices are subject to change Allow 14 days for personal/company checks Arizona orders add 6 7% tax Add 2% for shipping plus $2 00 for handling We do not
guarantee compatibility
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Die Canon Express Desktop Publisher is a totally integrated

system. So when you turn it on, it won't turn on you.

With most desktop publishing systems you pick a PC from one company,

a printer from another an image scanner from a third, and then pray for

compatible software. Now Canon puts it all together for you, with a tum-key

system that anyone can master

Just turn on the Canon Express Desktop Publisher and there's your color-

coded menu. Beautiful. With the touch of a function key you ~
begin giving commands. In English. In no time at all you're

selecting style sheets, placing images in a layout and build-

ing a document. Right on the screen. No need to go to hard

copy to look at your work

We give you a troe WYSIWTC environment from start to finish. You have

nine zoom levels, with editing in each. Plus a built-in, full-function word

processor which means pi don't have to exit one software program to enter

another and make revisions. Complete integration. Andp can do it all

incredibly fast, thanks to our new 80386-based PC.

Best of all, the whole system is designed by Canon, which means it

comes with Canonb warranty and service support. So don't experiment with

piecemeal desktop publishing. Go with the Canon Express Desktop

Publisher. And express prself For more ^
information, call 1-800-441-2626. 1 1W 1

1

In Utah, 1-800-922-3131. Canon Express Desktop F^lblisher
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FAX#; (602) 246-7805

Order Une-1-800-421-3135 (Ext 100)

Order Status and

Technical Support

602-246-2222

Servicing our PC buyers with

low pricing and technical

experience since 1979.

- HARDWARE

-

NOW AVAILABLE
MICROSOFT MACH 20 $267
MICROSOFTWINDOWS 386 $110

FREE SOFTWARE!
Purchase over $100 and receive one of these disks absolutely FREE! Purchases

over $250 get two free disks, over $400 get three, or get all four disks when your

purchase is over $500!

1) MIXED BAG. 2) PC-WRITE. 3) FONT-SET. 4) ABC-LIST.

Hard Cards
Plus Hardcard 20 MB $529
PlusHardcard40MB 659

Accessories
Brooklyn Bridge Universal $75

Copy II PC Deluxe Bd 101

CurtieRuby .89

Masterpiece Plus .95

Stedi-Watt 65
150 WWt Power Supply .89

Logical Connection -Call

Boards
AST Advantage Premium $319
AST R8mpaoe/2 249
AST Rampage 286 Call

AST Sixpac Plus W/64K 129
ASTXtormer Call

Everex> 2MB Above PC 79
Everex -SMB Above AT 89
Generic 10 XT 59
Hercules Graphics Plus 179

Inboard 386 PC Call

Intel Above 266 Call

Microsoft Mach 20 287
Orchid Tiny Turbo 289

COMPUTERS

Laptop Portable

Computers
NEC Multispeed EL-2 Call

Toshiba T-1000 $829
Zenith Z183, 20 MB 2499

AST 286 Premium or

386 Premium
Computers

RT enhanced style keyboard, paraiel.

serial and ctock. 1.2 MB floppy disk

drive. 7 expansion slots. DOS 3.3 &
Basic

Available Now Call

Hard Drives
Miniscribe 20 MB $299
Seagate 20 MB w/Cont 265
Seagate 30 MB w/Cont 295
Seagate ST 125 w/Cont 329
Seagate ST 138 w/Cont 399
Seagate ST 251-2 399

Keyboards
Keytronics KBlOI-1 $99
Ke^ronics 5151 119
Keytronics 5153 245
NTC Enhanced 101 89

-SPECIAL-
AST-EPSON SYSTEM

Call

EGA Boards
ASTVGA $269
ATI VIP 254
ATI EGA Wonder 175

NEC 1024 Call

Orchid Designer VGA 259
Paradise Auto 480 148
Paradise VGA Plus 269
Paradise VGA ProfI 399
Zenith VGA 259

Incredible Values
Genius Mouse $49
Monochrome Board w/printer port

(Similar to Hercules Graphics) 59
Data Copy Microfax Board Call

Amdek CD Laser Drive Call

1
NEC Products Call 1
Wyse386 2900

1

EGA Monitors
AMDEK 722 $455
Casper 410
Mitsubishi Diamond Scan Call

NEC- Multisync <1 Call

Samsung 369
Sony Multiscan Call

Floppy Drives
Teac5V4*360K $99
Toshiba 3W* 1.44 MB .149
Toshiba 3'.6’720K 129
Other Famous Brands . . Low Price

Mice
Logitech $88
Microsoft Bus w/Palntbrush . ... 92
Microsoft Serial 92
Optimousew/Dr Halo ill 89
Optimouse w/DPG . . . 155

Modems
AZ 300/1200 $89

Everex 2400 Int .199
Everex 2400 Ext 250
Hayes 1200 299
Hayes 2400 435
Novation Parrot 1200 99
U.S. Robotics 2400 Call

U.S. Robotics 1200 Pass .... 180

—
Monitors

AMDEK 410 $145
Samsung Flat 82
Sigma Lazerview Call

Magnavox RGB 255
NEC OS Amber 190
Princeton HX 12E 460
Princeton Max 12 138
Samsung TTL Amber w/liH 78
Samsung Color w/tllt 249

Printers
CITIZEN
MSP15E $318
MSP 40 285
MSP 45 Call

120 D 148
1800 165
MSP 50 385
EPSON - Call on all models
LQ500 349
LQ850 Call

NEC
P5XLP Call

P5200/6300 Call

P2200 339
Pe-P7 Color Kits 125
OKIDATA - Call on all models
OKI320/321 Call

OKI390 499
OK 1391 Call

PANASONIC
10e0-l/M2 169

1091-

I/M2 Call

1092-

I 329
1524 Call

1592 419
3131 Call

3151 497
STAR MICnONICS
NX1000 180

NXIOOOColor 238
NX15 308
NX 2400 Call

TOSHIBA
321 SL 499
341 SL 699
351 SX Call

Laser Printers
Toshiba Page Laser Call

NEC 890 $3300
OkkJata Laser 6 1299
AST Turbo PS Call

Panasonic Call

Co-Processor
80287 (Intel) Call

80287-8 (Intel) Call

80287-10 Call

803872,0 Call

8087-2 (Intel) Call

8087 (Intel) Call

Shipping on most software is $5.00
AZ orders add 6.7% sales tax

.

Personal/company check allow 14 days to dear.

We accept Purchase Orders from authorized institutions

for 3.5% more than cash price. (Please call first.)

All returns are subject to our approval.

There will be a 20% restock fee on all returns.

Sorry, no refunds on open software, due to copyright laws.



1-800-421-3135
We Stock SAVE 60%

All Available On Our Everyday
Products Prices

We Cater to the First Time Buyer
Call our friendly technical service

(602) 246-2222
- SOFTWARE

-

THIS MONTH’S SPECIAL

MICROSOFT PC Excel

SPECIAL $272.50

Accounting
Dac Easy Acct $54
Dac Easy Light .39

Dac Easy Payroll 39
Dollars & $ense 94
In House Accountant 112
Managing Your Money 4.0 117
Peachtree Business Accounting 149

Communication
Programs

Brooklyn Bridge Universal $75
Carbon Copy Plus 106
Crosstalk XVI 89
Crosstalk MK4 110

PC Anywhere III 96
Flying Dutchman 54
Transporter 140

Smartcom III Call

Data Base
Managers

Clipper $370
Condors 325
DataPerfect Cali

DBase III Plus 375
08*XLOiamond 115

Fox Base Plus Call

Gender 159

Knowledgeman 2 285
Paradox 2.0 Premium 435
PFS: Professional File 139
Powerbase 169
Q4A3.0 188
Quicksilver Diamond 329
Revelation Advanced 485
RBaseForDOS 425
Reflex 90
RelateAReport 112
VP Info 83

DOS
IBM 3.3 $102
MS-DOS Call

Educational
Microsoft Learning DOS $28
Turbo Tutor IV 64

lypirtg Tutor IV 30

Entertainment
Chuck Yeager Flight Simitr. $35
FlS-Stfike Eagle 24
Hacker II 30
Kings Quest 32
Jet 39
Microsoft Flight SimulatorS.O 33
Scenery Disk 1-7 17

Silent Service 30
Star Flight 40
Sub Battle 30

Graphics
Boeing Graphics $200
Chartmasler 199
Design Cad 2 148
Diagram Master 199

Easy Cad 109
Energraphics 2.2 294
Generic Cad 49
In-A-Vtsion 278
Microsoft Chart 3.0 230
Newsroom 31

Newsroom Pn^ssional 65

Printmaster 29
Prinlshop 33

Printshop Companion 29
Desktop Publisher Graphics 99
Signmaster 132

Desktop Publishing
Pagemaker Ver. 3.0 $549
PagePerlect 279
PFS: First Publisher 2.0 75
Ventura Publisher 493—

Diskettes
Berrtoulli cart. 10 MB $69
Bernoulli cart. 20 MB 79
Maxell 5V«'OS/HD 24
Maxell SW* DS/DD 20
3M5V.'DS/HD 20
3M5y.' DS/DD 15

3M 600A Data Tapes 28

Integrated
Ability $56
Ability Plus .145
Enable 352
Framework 11 370
Microsoft Wbrks 116
Smart Software 429
Symphony 465

Languages
1Lattice C Compiler $220

Microsoft C Compiler Ver. 5.1 .

.

Call

Microsoft Fortran Ver. 4.1 Call

Microsoft Macro Assembler 5.1 Call

Languages
Microsoft Pascal Call

Microsoft Quick Basic Call

Microsoft QuickC Call

Ryan McFsrIan Fortran $390
Ryan McFarlan Cobol 61

2

Turbo Basic 59
Turbo C 59
Turbo Pascal 59
Turbo Prolog 59
Turbo Prolog Toolbox 59

Multi-User Software
Microsoft Word Call

Fox Base $299
WordPerfect 310
Word Perfect Modules ea 75

Project Manager
Microsoft Project $305
Super Project Plus 255
Timeline Pro Ver 3.0 323
Total Havard Manager 2 355

Spreadsheets
Hal $104
Lotus 1-2-3 295
Microsoft PC Excel Call

Plan Perfect 158
Quattro 143

Spreadsheet Auditor 82
Surpass 329
VP Planner Plus 88
Twin 35

Utilities
CopyllPC $19
Copywrite 39
Cubit 39
DA-VE 55

Deskview2.0 72
Direct Access 49
Duet 48
Eureka 99
Fastback Plus 89
FormloolS 58
Gopher 33
Graph In the Box Release 2 65
Hot 89
HTEST 89
Lotus Metro 69
Mace 55

Microsoft Windows 2.03 Call

Microsoft Windows 366 Call

Norton Advanced 75
Core Fast Call

utilities
Norton Commander $37
Norton Utilities 48
Numerical Methods 59
PC Toots Deluxe 37
Prokey 4.0 70
QDQSII 49
Rightwriter 75
Sidekick Plus 115
Sideways 39
S.O.S 44
SQ2 55
Super Key 59
Turbo Lighting 55
XTree 35

Word Processing
Easy Extra $54
Choice Word 63
Microsoft Wbrd 4.0 185
Multimate Advantage 11 26$
Wirsity 49
MblkswriterO 139
Webster Spellcheck 33
Webster Thesaurus 39
Will Maker 29
Word Perfect 5.0 Call

Wbrd Perfect Executive 103
Word Perfect Library 2.0 65
Wordstar ProRack 233
Word8lar2000+ 229
Wordstar 2000 4- Legal 299

We Also Feature

Microsoft

Software for the
Macintosh

Cali For
Items Not
Listed.

2727 W. Glendale Ave.

Phoenix, AZ 85051

1-800-421-3135

• All Prices are subject to change

• Sorry, no COD orders.

• Minimum phone order $50.00

• We do not guarantee compatibility.

Phone Hours : Monday thru Friday 6:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m. MST
Saturday 9am-5pm MST.

No Charge for MaatarCard or Vlaa

CIRCLE 171 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Software

Word Processing/

Desktop Publishing

Byline $199
Microsoft Word $229
Multimate Advantage-ll $279
Lotus Manuscript $339
Office Writer/Speller $249
Pagemaker 3.0 $569
PFS: Prof Write $ 119
Publisher’sTypeFoundry$ 259

Ventura Publisher $519
Word Perfect 5.0 $195
Wordstar Pro 5.0 $199
Wordstar 2000 + 3.0 $229
Xywrite III $229
Database Systems
Clipper $389
DBase III Plus $389
Data Perfect $269
DBase IV $Call

Foxbase + $ 199

Paradox 2 $429
PFS: Prof File $ 149
Q&A $209
R Base for DOS $479
RapidFile $ 199
Reflex $ 99
Omnis Quartz $469
Spreadsheets/
Integrated Packages
Javelin + $ 169
Lotus 1-2-3 $309
Lotus Mal $ 49
Microsoft Excell $319
Microsoft Works $ 139
Plan Perfect $ 179
Ouattro $129
Smart System $449
SuperCalc 4 $289
Symphony $495
Communications
Carbon Copy + $ 119
Crosstalk XVI $ 99
Crosstalk MK 4 $ 125

Relay Gold $ 149
Smarterm (Persoft) $CaM
Smartcom III $ 149

Statistics

SPSS/PC + $699
Statgraphics 2.6 $479
Systat 4.0/ $499
W/Graphics $649

Desktop Environments
MS Windows $ 69
Sidekick Plus $129

Above&beyMid
the call.

Graphics

Boeing Graph
Chartmaster

Design CAD
Diagraph
Diagram Master

Freelance Plus

Harvard Graphics
MS Chart
PC Paintbrush Plus

Picture Perfect

Presentation Pak
Publishers Paintbrush

Signmaster

Project Management
Harvard Total

Project Manager II

Microsoft Project 4.0

Superproject Plus

Timeline 3.0

Languages/Utilities

Fastback +

Lattice C
Norton Advanced
Microsoft C
Mace Utilities

MS Fortran 4.0

Quick Basic/Quick C
Turbo Basic/Turbo C
Turbo Pascal

Accounting
AccPac BPI
Great Plains

Peachtree Comp II

$219
$219
$ 159

$259
$ 199

$329
$279
$269
$ 89
$199
$349
$ 159

$ 139

$369
$329
$289
$349

$ 99
$229
$ 79

$299
$ 65
$299
$ 69

$ 65

$ 65

$279
$499
$ 159

Hardware* Emulation Boards
AST 5251-11 + $629

Computers lrma/2 PCA/MCA $725
AST Premium 286 $Call Quadram Mainlink IV W/
Samsung $Call Software $399
Sharp PC4502-A $1175
Toshiba 3100/20 + $Call Amdek 210A $ 99

Multifunction Boards NEC Multisync II $649
AST Advantage Princeton HX-12 + $439

Premium (51 2K) $ 309 Princeton MAX-1 2E $ 149

AST 6 Pak Plus (64K) $ 129 Samsung Color $229
AST Premium (256K) $ 219 Printers/Plotters

AST Rampage 286 $ 419 Epson FX-286E $ 499

Everex RAM 4000 $ 299 Epson LO1050 $ 779

Inboard 386AT $1050 HP7475A $1499

Inboard 386 PC $ 750 HP Laserjet II $1750

Intel AboveBoard $Call LQ-500 $Call

NEC 3550 $ 789
Display Boards NEC P2200 $ 369
ATI EGA Wonder + $199

$ 375
Hercules Network

$ 519
Card Plus W/Tops $349 $1050

Paradise VGA Plus $259 Okidata 293E $ 675

Modems Panasonic $Call

Hayes 1 200/1 200B $299 The Complete Hand
Hayes 2400/2400B $449 Scanner $ 169

US Robotics 1200B $109 Toshiba P321SL $ 549

US Robotics 2400B $189 Toshiba P341SL $ 749

Ventel 2400/2400B $389 Toshiba P351M2 $ 999

Ventel 2400/2-PS2 $299 Mass Storage/Backup

Networking
Arcnet Board $149
Novell Adv.Netware286 $1499
Novell ELS $ 399

ATTENTION
CORPORATE BUYERS!!

Join over 1000 major corporations and institutions who have
selected SOFTLINE as their primary vendor Here's why

• Wide Selection—We carry over 1000 "corporate” titles. We
will assist you to source those difficult requests.

• Low Price Our motto has always been "Sample our Service.

Price shall never be an issue."

e Fast Delivery For those last minute rush orders, we offer

convenient overnight delivery

• P.O.'s, of Coursell We accept purchase orders from
qualified organizations. Ask about our customized
purchasing programs for volume buyers

ATTENTION
INTERNATIONAL BUYERS!!

We process export orders to thousands of companies
worldwide. Convenient TELEX and FAX facilities available

Contact: Fay Chayne, Inti. Sales Manager.

Bernoulli II Dual $1799
Irwin Tape Drives $Call
Mountain40MBIntTape$ 389
Plus HardCard 20MB $ 519
Plus HardCard 40MB $ 719
Seagate ST2S1-1 $ 529
Seagate ST 225 W/int $ 289
Seagate ST238 W/int $ 319
Sysgen Bridge $ 299

Input Devices
Keytronics KB 101

Logitech Hi-res Mouse
Logitech M8 Mouse W/

Paintshow
Microsoft Mouse
PC Mouse w/Paint

Accessories

Curtis Ruby
DataShield S-100
Logical Connection
Masterpiece Plus

256K Ram Set

8087 Math Chip
80287-8/80287-10

$ 109

$ 99

$ 69
$109
$ 99

$ 59

$ 69

$329
$125
$Call

$ 119
$289/$339

80387-16/80387-20 $529/$775

‘CALL FOR SHIPPING COST

Celebrating 5 Years of Excellence

1
Customer Service Hours: 9 AM— 5 PM. Mon.— Fri.

In New York State call (718)438-6057
FREE SHIPPING
on all ordart ovar S1A00JX), eradit card ordara and praptid ordara.

1333 60th Street

Brooklyn. NY 11219

TELEX 627*30170 or 910-240-3918

FAX (718)438-2315

Qw Mr: • Al raiums require prior authorize • 2
• Prepao personal or conpvy dieck—allow iwo weel

n tee on returns • POs accepted tram quaMked ormnuatnns • Visa or Masteratiarye—add 3H « COO. Casti M.O. v Ciank ctieck only-add SS 00 per a
#iippng va UPS surtaca-add S5 00 per «em. UTC Bkie-add S10 00 pv sem • Prices subiBCt to dianpe. caS tor latest prices.



VIEWPOINTS

STEPHEN MANES

Computer ub:
BLASTFROM
THE PAST
Ted Nelson’s iconoclastic bookprovides a welcome antidote to eighties complacency—
perhaps because it was written nearly 15 years ago.

A s more and more ties appear

around formerly T-shirted necks

in a society in which business and

financial success have become the only

goals worth mentioning, it's probably to

be expected that the most interesting com-

puter software to have crossed my desk in

the last 6 months is, in fact, a book—much
of which was originally published in 1974.

Ted Nelson’s Computer Lib/Dream Ma-
chines (Tempos Books/Microsoft Press,

$ 1 8.9S) is the kind of book that grabs you

by the neck and shakes you awake.

Nelson is the man who invented and

promoted hypertext (in part via this tome)

and has recently been, as he charmingly

admits, “promoted from Lunatic to Vi-

sionary." His cranky, funny, snide, pas-

sionate blast from the past (with copious

doses of the present and future) makes ev-

erything else you read about computers

seem utterly flaccid. While denizens of

Planet Reagan complacently mutter plati-

tudes about multitasking and connectivity,

this recycled flower-powerist bursts into

the room hollering in capital letters that

“COMPUTERS ARE JUST AS OP-
PRESSIVE AS BEFORE, BUT SMALL-
ER AND CHEAPER AND MORE
WIDESPREAD. ’

’ The effect is bracing.

As you might expect from the father of

hypertext, this book is not meant to be read

straight through. It’s a direct countercul-

tural descendant of the Whole Earth Cata-

log. complete with ugly format, digres-

sions, sidebars on every page, and internal

cross-references at every turn. It also uses

a hoary science fiction and pom format

known as the two-in-one: when you get to

the end of Computer Lib in the middle of

the book, you flip it over and read Dream
Machines.

To further complicate matters, material

from the original edition appears in normal

type, and newly added stuff in italics, cre-

ating a weird but highly edifying back-to-

the-future effect. One instant you’re look-

ing at computers from the perspective of

nearly 15 years ago; the next you’re read-

ing Nelson’s current comments and opin-

ions. This collision of the quaint with the

new produces unexpected enlightenment.

As Nelson points out, much of his original

text is outdated only in the specifics; we’re

still stuck with many lame traditions and

conventions from computing’s Dark
Ages.

LINEAR? NO WAY! Linear organiza-

tion? Hypertext won’t have it, and neither

will Nelson. The book’s setup is about as

logical as a shopping mall. There are a

couple of anchors at both ends—a screed

about how lousy computers are and a

dream of how much better they could

be—but as you wander down the corri-

dors, you can browse through an almost

infinite range of items relating to comput-

ers and their history.

On one page Nelson will rave about

some wacky summer-of-love electronic

orgasmotron that later proved to be a pure

phony; a couple ofpages later he’ll be deep

into the history of commercial robots, in-

cluding the ones that used to provide enter-

tainment at Qiuck E. Cheese’s pizza es-

tablishments. One minute you’ll be

reading about computer mischief; the next,

you’ll be perusing pithy remarks about the

fictitious nature of business plans.

Nelson’s long rumination on the history

and motives ofIBM (whose “fall" he con-

tinues to predict, with considerable persua-

siveness) is one of those models of histori-

eal clearheadedness that so rarely find their

way into print. It’s like sitting down at a

bar with somebody who says, “Forget all

the mealymouthed garbage you’ve heard:

I’ll tell you what’s really going on!” and

then goes off on a well-documented rant

for the next hour. It may not all be exactly

as told, but as an antidote to the official

gloss it certainly is refreshing. Nelson also

includes capsule histories of most of the

computer companies and languages
you’ve heard of—and many that have

gone the way of ALCJOL.

FORCE AND RANGE Most lemarkable

about this book is the sheer force and range

of Nelson’s interests. He cares deeply I
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about people who use computers and sim-

ply refttses to abandon them to the whims

of computer makers.

With the paranoia of a true child of the

sixties, Nelson basically distrusts organi-

zations, be they governmental or corpo-

rate. His noble concern for textual integri-

ty—making sure that what you write isn’t

later emended in your name by some face-

less government or corporate bureau-

introductory Price

$99.95
Sint For All

Popular Models
Patent

Pending

The Computer Case That Carries
More, and More, and More!

More Inside: Keep all your business essentials in one case. Pockets for

disks, calendars, pens, business cards, documents. A velcro adjusted
partition makes room for cables, battery packs, even small printers.

More Outside: Zippered Hidden Pocket doubles room and usefulness.
Carry extra hardware (IT'S PADDED) or even overnight essentials. When
you don’t need it, zip It away. Also has two exterior pockets, one with

velcro flap closure.

More Protection Too: Cordura exterior, Silver or Black. •Shock Absorb-
Ing Paddlng-Vi* •Leather handle grip •Brushed Nylon Lining
•Shoulder Strap and Pad •Dual Zipper Slides can be locked for secu-
rity •Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Also available without hidden
pocket, velcro flap pocket, shoul-

der strap. In Silver Only>$79.95.

At Computer Retailers and Office
Products Dealers or call (800) 547-5600

f2Field-Pro
AMHERST INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
S40No Comnwcial StrMf
Mancnesier.NH 03101

(603) 6M-3SSS

ORCLE 262ON READER SERVICECARD

crat—brings up a nasty issue rarely men-

tioned elsewhere. His long discussion of

the nature of electronic encryption and the

repression of public discussion about

it—including speculation about the possi-

bility that the much-touted DES encryp-

tion method may not be truly secure ftom

snoops—introduces another topic that

simply doesn’t get aired in today’s any-

thing-for-a-buck atmosphere.

HEALTHY SKEPTICISM Unfortu-

nately, the healthy skepticism Nelson

brings to most shibboleths does not extend

to his own. Every time Nelson refers to

one of his own personal inventions, pride,

egotism, and arrogance end up utterly dis-

abling his otherwise well-tuned manure

detector.

When it comes to hypertext, his person-

al religion. Nelson’s otherwise highly

charged prose turns to sludge. As he tries

to explain his Xanadu project—the Grand

Unified Theory of Hypertext, 27 years in

the making, replete with “xanalogical

storage” and “links” and the “parallel

textface”—your eyes begin to fog. Or
maybe I’ve got glaucoma: savvy Autodesk

just poured a pile of its cash into Nelson’s

Xanadu scheme.

As with many visionaries. Nelson is

better at principles and proposals than at

implementations. The book’s “user inter-

face” is Exhibit A. Since each half begins

with page I and is numbered consecutively

there^er. Nelson came up with a specif

cross-referencing scheme, preceding'all

page references to the Dream Machine’s

side with the letters DM and all references

to the Computer Lib side with nothing at

all. Since the book virtually demands
browsing rather than straight-through

reading, this is precisely the kind of coun-

terintuitive “you-have-to-think-twice’

'

solution Nelson inveighs against so often

throughout the book. With unerring regu-

larity, you end up in the wrong place, utter

a volley of oaths, and have to flip the book

over to try again.

But the book’s worst flaw is its lack of

both an index and a table ofcontents. From
a fellow who touts his Xanadu system as a

“data management system for handling

extremely complex data in huge files,”

these omissions poke a big hole in what’s

otherwise a veritable Pleasure Dome . SB
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»jVSave aBundle
'^OnOurNewBundle.
A lot of accounting software

companies will try to tell you

their produa does more than just

accounting. So even though you can

get Peachtree Complete™ U— the

most complete accounting software

—

for a lightweight 1199, we won’t tell

you that it’s more than an accounting

package Just that it’s the most

accounting power you can get for

your software dollar.

Now we’ve bundled Peachtree

Complete 11 and Peachtree Data

Query™ II together, and cut the price

SIOO. So you’re not only getting full-

featured accounting, you're also get-

ting custom reporting and analysis.

Peachtree's ‘‘Double Bonus Bundle”

gives you two first-rate software

packages for one low price— Peachtree

Complete II, The Business Accounting

System and Peachtree Data Query 0,

the Custom Reporting Ibol for P^h-
tree Complete 11, both for only S298.

And that’s the best deal around.

Still Just $199 Complete. We will continue to teU you that Peachtree

Complete 11 offers the most powerful accounting softwiu^ you can buy at

virtually any price Designed and sold as a $5,000 accounting system, the

latest version of Complete U represents a vastly expanded and improved

product, yet sells for an incredibly reduced price of just $199- With that kind

of value, and more than 250,000 satisfied users, our record speaks for itself.

Peachtree Complete H is a comprehensive acrounting system developed

to meet the needs ofsmall- to medium-

size businesses. It comes with eight

high-power modules that may be used

individually, or fully integrated for

absolute maximum accounting efficiencv'.

• General Ledger • Inventory

• Accounts Receivable • Payroll

• Accounts Payable • Fixed Assets

• Invoicing • Job Cost

And Peachtree Complete 11 is

designed using the latest software

innovations, like full-color scrolling

reference tables, pop-up windows.

and short-cut ke>^ menus. We’ve

increased numeric capacities as high as $999,999,999-99 in key areas,

added Service Invoicing, included Range Printing, and expanded to allow

an unlimited number of companies.

Error handling is quick and easy, with plain English messages and sug-

gestions. Context-sensitive Smart HELP is on-line, all the time And as

always, Peachtree Complete II comes with the most thorough documentation

— a separate quick-start Installation Guide, Accounting Primer, s^en-

volume Rrference library , and extensive on-line tutoriab on each module

—

all at no extra charge

Save Even .More on Peachtree Data Query II. So while you're getting

Ask for Peachtree’s
Double Bonus Bundle

And Save $100.

Compare feature for Feature

• Oun ofAccoubu inctada 76nnmed 26,000

cimif pBto< jnr-io-Otft iMOia aiO/or

filofpnM owpittna

cowii iKilfiMt/tavvktaf
lUMtaf 0^ lu orMam bnwd auwanv

• Sopporti wfipr, IH poidUMd atd

OM^arcbott
• UplDr9.500la««iHary HaM(Snii)

the best deal on the best accounting

software, why not get an even better

bargain? Extend the power of your

Peachtreej^unting to include the

most advanced custom reporting and

analysis with PDQ H, and when you

buy toth, s^e $1M]

PDQ n lets you turn raw figures

into highly sophisticated reports,

allowing you full access to the impor-

tant accounting data in your Peachtree

Complete D files. From the simplest

mailing labels to the most detailed

budg^anal^es, Peachtree Data Query

il opens up the potential of your

computerized accounting, with no risk

to your files, and no re-keying

accounting data.

And now, PDQ is easier than ever

to use, with all new user instructions

and on-line practice sessions that lead

you through the system and build

confidence as you go.

Choose from PDQ’s own
defined repom, d^^^ur own (and

store the formats for future use), even export data to popular appUcadons

like dBASE Ilf* and Lotus 1-2-3* PDQ’s simple, dear approach to report

writing allows maximum control and Qexibility. You can begin creating

reports with PDQ in just minutes. And as you continue using it, PDQ can

perform highly complex, intricate analyses.

-Save ;i Ktindli* When You Buy Roth. We think using PDQ to make

Peachtree Complete n more than an accounting system makes good busi-

ness sense So we bundled them

together and made it well worth your

while For a limited time, Peachtree’s

“Double Bonus Bundle” is available

for just 1298. That’s two r^larly-

priced $199 packages for one low
price

,
and that’s a savings of $100.

The ‘‘Double Bonus Bundle” is a

limited-time offer, so call today!

And of course, if all you ne^ is

the best accounting paclu^e your

money can buy, Pea^tree Complete n

by itself is still only $199.

.Money Rack Guarantee. As with

all our products, we stand behind Peachtree Complete 11 and PDQ II with a

toll-free hotline for technical support ($1 per minute, $20 minimum on

your credit card). And both are covered with a 30‘day money-back

guarantee when you buy directly from Peachtree If for any reason you’re

not satisfied, you can return the product within 30 days for a prompt

refund. That's the Peachtree Software promise (A $25 restocking fee applies

to all returns.)

Hardwur ^eciflcaliOfU: Requires K/MS-DO$ version 2.0 or hi^er with 584K of usable

meinor>’ (Si2K required with DOS 3-3)aiula lainimum 10 MB harddisk. For use with the

IBM* PC. PC XT. PC AT, Personal Systein/2"' and compatibles. 3 media optionaUy available.

Not copy protected.

tt Mtf IS MChodi of

u and pcofioMItirM < ‘ Ms.

• Piocwses ip w 3.900 aiylBmi.

AM NMy Hofcl

Call Now to Order

1-800-247-3224
(or caU 1-404-564-5800)

lb Order by Mail Add S12.50 Shipping and Handling*
(In Georgia add applicable sales tax.)

‘Call for international rates.

Peachtree Software
A Member (tflbelfiMtgeat Systems Rtmify

4355 Shackleford Road, Dept. PCM, Norcross, Georgia 30093
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Give Yourself More Potential. Tojiether. K2('.‘\LI. and

R2I1()ST itiovide exact inapping of tlie liost keylioaitl. fast

"anytime’' tile transfers, lemote printer rediivction, ('(i.\

color graphics, and an error-cliecked, data-compressed

IntroducingREMOTE^
It’s never been so easy to do so
much in distant PC operation.

Until now, to have this kind of flexibility and control

over a host PC, you’d have to be in the same room.

Now you can do the job you need to do from

thousands of miles away. Use the distant PC's applications

and data. TVansfer files. Print out the results wherever you

want them.

REMOTE? the new remote control program from the

makers of CROSSTALK, brings you flexibility that begins

the moment you see it on the shelf. It comes in two parts-

R2H0ST and R2CALL-available together or separately. You

can create any combination by purchasing exactly what

you need. For systems support or training, you might want

a single call program and multiple hosts. A sales organiza-

tion might want a single host and multiple call units.

link even with conventional modems.

But you aren’t limited to calling the host with R2CALL.
You can call in using any PC and CROSSTALK Mk. 4 and

epjoy most of the .same benefits. You can even call R2H0ST
with other communications packages, or any terminal

with a modem.

You’ve Got All The Answers. REMOTE^ offers a selec-

tion of answering modes for about any need you can think

of. In “Restart” mode, the R2HOST will take a call and

respond to it automatically, then re-boot and wait for the

next call. In “Manual” mode, R2HOST accepts a call at

the host operator’s request, then keeps both host and call

keyboards live, for co-computing, training, or trouble-

shooting. In “Always Ready” mode, REMOTE^ allows you

to call in and monitor the progress of an ongoing program,

make changes in it, then continue it after you hang up.

Past “Anytime” FileTYansfers. You can transfer files at

any time, even while an application program is running on



the host PC. Using both R2CALL and R2Ilf)ST. you can take

advantage of the speed and jtower of our I).\RT pi-oprietary

protoeol-iedundant file skipping, partial file ivcovery, atid

full "direetory-to-directxjry” transiei’s. Choose the fil(»s

you wish to download from a half-sereen directory of the

host files. (REM( )TE' also supports CROSSTALK, XMODE.M

,

and YMODEM protocols.)

Automate Repetitive Tasks. Many tasks can be repeated

without user intervention-placing the call, logging in, traas-

feri ing files, initiating an application, and disconnecting.

Call-Back Convenience. The host PC can call the off-site

user back at a pivdeteiniined number, for seeurity or bill-

ing of long-distance calls to the host.

Password Security. Each user has a unique name and

passwonl assigned by the system manager and stored in

an encrypted file.

Help System. Both R2H()ST and R2C.\LL contain an

integrated, context-sensitive help system.

And More . . . REMOTE" also gives you LAN access, and

mainframe acce.ss through a host PC with IRMA installed.

It has a “chat w indow” for conversation between host and

caller. It supports most common tenninals and virtually

all auto-dial intelligent modems. It requires host memory
of only 36K monochrome, 48K color.

lit short, REMOTE" gives you a lot more to work with

and a lot less to worry about.

Anytime you need to do ajob from a distance, discover

the closest thing to the perfect program. Ask your dealer

about REMOTE: Or write for details.

REMGE^
Phone Book. R2CALIi uses a “phone book” of names,

numbers, and passwords for up to 2,000 host systems.

Calls can be made simply by metut selection or specifying

the host name when .starting R2CALL.

CIRCLE 326ON READER SERVICE CARD

CROSSTALK COMMl'NICATIONS/lOOn Holcomb W(kxI.s Parkwav,

Roswell, Ceoigia :i007fi/(800) 241-639:)

A t)ivision of DiKiUil Communications Associates. Inc.

REMtfTE. R2IIOST. R2C\LL and IRMA are iraih-marks of Digital Communieulions.VvNciciates, Iw. CROSSTALK

i'sn’gisipredinidetnarkof Higiial Communtc iUions AvMriales. Iik



The foUduing arc registered and unregistered trademarks of the companies bsted: FastWrite VGA. V-RAM VGA. Video Seven Inc. : PS/2.

If you’ve been waiting around for a top performance,

virtually zero wait state graphics card, here’s some news you

can’t afford to take lightly.

Our new display adapters, FastWrite VGA andV-RAM VGA,

are simply the fastest VGA cards available, on earth or off. They elimi-

nate the usual graphics card “bottleneck,’ ’and that means increased speed

and performance from a standard PC that’s

even better than a brand-new PS/2. Not to men-

tion resolution above and beyond standard

VGA-all the way up to 1024x768. v-ramvcasw



less

nical support, guaranteed VGA compatibility and a full

five year warranty. All for a very down-to-earth price.

So don’t wait another nanosecond.Visit your favorite

dealer and find out more about FastWriteVGA and

VGA 100% register level compatible but they’re the only V-RAM VGA.Then get a grip. Because once you see

VGA cards that are form-factor compatible.They have the what they can do, you’re going to be walking on air.

same daughter card connectors as the IBM PS/2 Display

Adapter to accommodate hardware add-ons in the future.

There’s more. Once you buy a Video Seven Display

Adapter, we won’t leave you hanging.You get free tech- Video Seven Inc.. 46335 Landing Parkway. Fremont, CA 94538. (415) 656-7800
CIRCLE 127 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Display' Adapter, Intemaikma] Business Machines Ciirpuratiun; Nfariable frequency iiMirutce required fur greater than 640 x liSO tesulutiun. Video Seven reserves the n}{ht tu change specificatHins without notice.

VIDEOWSEVEN

You don’t have to wait

for complete compatibility,

either. Not only are both

FastWrite VGA and V-RAM FaslWrileVGA$599





More and more

programmers are
i

championing this well-

designed-languagefor its

efficiency hndflexibility—
only 10years after its

debut as a high-level
>

substitutefor

assembly language.

C IS HOT THESE DAYS. ASK PRO-
fessional software developers which lan-

guage they use for PC applications and

the answer will almo^ invariably be: “C
with some assembly language subrou-

tines.” Ask PC Magazine’s program-
ming readers which language they are

most interested in, and C leads by
far—though it is not yet the language

that most are using. And whenPCMag-
azine began the research for our survey

of C compilers and interpreters, an as-

tonishing 17 packages turned up, many
more than are available for Pascal, BA-
SIC, COBOL, or FORTRAN.

That’s an impressive achievement for

a language that made its way out of Bell

Labs a mere 10 years ago.

C’s popularity has not yet peaked; as

we move into the 1990s, it’s likely to be-

come even more pervasive. Since C is

suited for writing applications that run

under the OS/2 Presentation Manager, it

appears that C will be, at least initially,

the most common language used for the

next generation ofPC software.

BEGINNINGS C was invented by
Dennis Ritchie at AT&T Bell Laborato-

ries in the early 197ps. Why is it called

C? The answer is simple: it was derived

from an earUer language called B.

PC MACAZINK SEPTEMBER 13.
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C LANGUAGE

C was used internally at Bell Labs at

first and only gradually made its way into

the rest of the world. One important step

was the publication, in 1978, of The C
Programming Language, a 228-page tuto-

rial, language description, and reference

manual coauthored by Brian W. Ker-

nighan and Dennis M. Ritchie. Fondly

known among C programmers as K&R,
this book was the authority on C for many

years, even as the language evolved and

changed. K&R has only recently been re-

vised to reflect these changes (see the side-

bar “The Classic C Tutor, Revised”).

Some programming languages—most

notably Pascal and APL—were not de-

signed specifically for programming,

strange as that may seem. Niklaus Wirth,

for example, developed Pascal in 1968 for

teaching his students about proper pro-

gram structure. The first Pascal compiler

was written a couple of years later.

C, on the other hand, was created for

real-life programming. The language has a

block structure much like that of earlier

languages such as Algol, Pascal, and

PL/1 . Yet programs written in C are often

more concise and mote efficient than those

in other languages. C was designed to be

efficiently compiled by relatively simple

compilers. This fact, along with C’s flexi-

bility, allows C to be an adequate substi-

tute for assembly language.

One of C’s first big jobs was the Unix

operating system. Most operating systems

(DOS for example) are written in assembly

language and are therefore closely tied to

the machine for which the operating sys-

tem was designed. About 95 percent of

Unix is written in C, as are most Unix utili-

ties and applications. This has allowed

versions ofUnix to be adapted to many dif-

ferent computers.

LOW LEVEL, HIGH LEVEL Pro-

gramming languages are often categorized

as “low level” or “high level.” Assembly

language, for instance, is considered low

level because it translates directly into the

machine code that the computer’s proces-

sor reads and interprets.

All other languages are high-level lan-

guages; a compiler (or interpreter) must

read the program and translate it into ma-

chine code. One statement in a high-level

language often translates into several as-

sembly language statements.

But some high-level languages are

higher than others—it depends on the ex-

tent to which the programmer is insulated

from the workings of the computer. C is

often categorized as one of the lowest of

the high-level languages; some program-

mers have even termed it a high-level as-

sembly language. C seems to straddle the

low-level/high-level dichotomy and bold-

ly proclaim: “lam both.”

Programming languages must achieve

increasingly higher levels to serve as the

basis for increasingly sophisticated appli-

cations. Five or 10 years ago, virtually all

applications for small computers were

Createdfor real-life

programming, C was

designed to be

efficiently compiled

by relatively simple

compilers.

written in assembly language, so the move
to a high-level language like C is a natural

one. But why the lowest of the high-level

languages? I think, partly, it’s because

programmets with a background in assem-

bly language are very demanding of high-

level languages. Most high-level lan-

guages have inherent restrictions that

constrain the programmer, and the pro-

grammer ends up spending an inordinate

amount of time searching for ways around

the language’s limitations.

In contrast, C is liberating. The flexibil-

ity of the language makes it easy to dupli-

cate many assembly language functions,

while programs can be written in less time

in more understandable and maintainable

code. And C translates into assembly lan-

guage in a relatively straightforward man-

ner without too many surprises. BecauseC

is capable of relatively low-level opera-

tions, C programs can achieve levels of

speed and efficiency comparable to assem-

bly language programs.

THE FUNDAMENTALS In under-

standing C, it’s helpful to know what Den-

nis Ritchie had in mind when he designed

the language. In the preface to the first edi-

tion of The C Programming Language,

Kemighan and Ritchie wrote:

C is a general-purpose programming

language which features economy

of expression, modem control flow

and data structures, and a rich set of

operators. C is not a “very high-lev-

el” language, nor a “big” one, and

is not specialized to any particular

area of application. But its absence

of restrictions and its generality

make it more convenient and effec-

tive for many tasks than supposedly

more powerful languages.

This doesn’t quite sound like the won-

derful language that C pttrgtammers rave

about, but let’s examine some of the lan-

guage’s characteristics.

At first encounter, C seems like a rather

conventional block-structured language. It

has a collection ofcontrol flow statements,

for instance , that ate similar to those in oth-

er languages, such as Pascal: The if and

else statements test a condition to deter-

mine whether a statement or a group of

statements should be executed. The
switch and case statements ate a fancier

version of the i f statement, where the de-

cision making is based on the comparison

of an expression with a collection of con-

stants. The for, while, and do state-

ments ate all forms of loops. They execute

a statement or block of statements repeat-

edly until a condition is met. C also has a

goto statement, but it’s not needed for

most purposes.

A C program is built out of functions,

with one function (always called main ) as

the enny point to the program. Functions

can call other functions (or themselves),

passing arguments to the functions and

getting values back.

Most of C’s data types are also fairly

standard. These data types include char

(characters and character strings) , i n t (in-

tegers), short (short integers), long
(long integers), float (single-precision

floating point), and double (double-pre-

cision floating point). C supports arrays (a

collection of data of the same type) and

structures (a collection of data of different

types).
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A GUIDETO C PROGRAMMING RESOURCES
So you’ve decided to take up Cprogramming? You may

find that choosing a C compiler is a lot easier than starting yourC library.

Responding to the increasing popu-

larity of C, publishers engaged in

cutthroat competition for shelf space

have released a veritable tidal wave of

books. Using the time-honored (and

paraphra.sed) rule of thumb that 90 per-

cent of everything is dreck, you might

guess that most of these books have no

obvious rea-son to exist other than market

positioning. You’d be right. But here are

some books in that other 10 percent that

won’t let you down.

In the area of tutorials for C newcom-

ers, the book of choice is Turbo C Pro-

grammingfor the IBM ($22.95; ISBN 0-

672-2261-6) or its clone, Microsoft C
Programming for the IBM, by Robert

Lafore ($24.95; Howard K. Sams &
Co., Indianapolis, Ind., © 1987; ISBN
0-672-22614-6). I admire this book for

its clear writing, practical approach, and

well-designed example programs.

If you prefer an interactive introduc-

tion to C, check out The C Workshop, by

Charles Pine (available for $69.95 plus

shipping from Wordcraft, 3827 Penni-

man Ave., Oakland, CA 94619, © 1987;

ISBN 0-917419-12-X). This combina-

tion book and software package includes

an integrated editor/compiler for small C
programs with on-line help.

Once you’ve worked through one of

these tutorials, you’ll want to explore

some more-advanced C programming

techniques:

Proficient C, by Augie Hansen
($22.95; Microsoft Press, Redmond,
Wash., © 1987; ISBN 1-55615-007-5),

teaches good C programming practices

with particular emphasis on the design of

user interfaces. It includes source code

for many useful utility programs.

Turbo C Memory-Resident Utilities,

Screen I/O, and Programming Tech-

niques, by Al Stevens ($24.95; Manage-

ment Info Source Press, Portland, Oreg.

,

© 1987; ISBN 0-943518-35-0) stresses

management of the display, data entry

screens, and TSR (terminate-and-stay-

resident) program tricks of the trade.

System Software Tools, by Ted Big-

gerstaff ($31 (hardcover), $19.95 (pa-

perback); Prentice-Hall, Englewood

Cliffs, N.J., © 1986, ISBN 0-13-

881764-2), is an advanced, wide-ranging

book that deals with such topics as pro-

cess management, multitasking, and se-

rial communications.

Two other books that definitely be-

long on your C shelf are:

Debugging C, by Robert Ward
($19.95; Que Corp., Indianapolis, Ind.,

© 1986; ISBN 0-88022-261-1), is a

unique and valuable book on a sadly ne-

glected subject. It explains how to find,

fix, and prevent the most common C pro-

gramming bugs, and al the same time

teaches how C programs and their mn-

time libraries really work.

Programming Windows, by PC Mag-
azine columnist Charles Petzold ($34.95

(hardcover), $24.95 (paperback); Micro-

soft Press, Redmond, Wash., © 1988;

ISBN 0-914845-91-8), is one of the most

elegant programming books in print.

Whether you are specifically interested

in Wirulows or not, you can learn a lot

from this book about writing maintain-

able, well-documented C programs that

do exactly what they are supposed to

do—no more, no less. Along the way,

you’ll pick up a lot of interesting new
concepts that apply to any multitasking,

message-driven environment with point-

ing devices and a graphics interface.

And our list of C resources wouldn’t

be complete without the following holy

books:

The C Programming Language, sec-

ond edition, by Brian W. Kemighan and

Dennis M. Ritchie (Prentice-Hall, En-

glewood Cliffs, N.J., © 1988; $40
(cloth), ISBN 0-13-110370-9; $28 (pa-

perback), ISBN 0-13-110362-8), is the

definitive book on C programming. It’s

dense with meaning; not too useful if

you’re just learning C, but a great settler

of arguments because Dennis Ritchie de-

signed the C language. Affectionately

known as K&R to Unix/C hacker types.

Bell System Technical Journal pub-

lished two special issues (Vol. 57, No. 6,

Part 2, July-August 1978, and Vol. 63,

No. 8, Part 2, October 1984) that were

devoted to articles by C and Unix
founders, gurus, and mystics. Many in-

teresting tidbits of history can be found

here! Owing to popular demand, these

two back issues have remained in print

and are readily available at any good

technical bookstore.

C compiler vendors have rallied to

“ANSI C Compatibility” as a new mar-

keting weapon—remarkable since the

ANSI C standard has not yet been ap-

proved (as of this writing). But you can

get the Draft Proposed American Na-

tional Standard for Programming Lan-

guageC to decide for yourself It is avail-

able for $65 from Global Engineering

Documents, P. O. Box 19539, Irvine,

CA92714;(714)261-1455,

—Ray Duncan

Ray Duncan is a contributing editor of

PC Magazine.

Kemighan and Ritchie assert that C is

not a big language. C has only 32 reserved

keywords, and I’ve already mentioned al-

most half of them. In comparison, the lat-

est version of Microsoft QuickBASIC has

over 200 reserved keywords.

Although C is small, it has, as Ker-

nighan and Ritchie describe it, a “rich set

of operators”—some 45 of them. These

include the more-normal operators for

arithmetic calculations (-H , and /) and

comparisons (< and >), and also a collec-
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Current Major

t r Programming Languages
T his overview identifies some of the major programming languages

by primary application and publication date. Not every language is

represented here, but those that are have either historical significance

or an important application in the PC environment. For example. FOR-
TRAN is a high-level language used to create many scientific and

engineering applications on PCs. FORTH has many dedicated

common Busmess-Onented
Language. Developed by the

Department of Defense. COBOL
was fine-tuned by Capt. Grace

Hopper of the U.S. Navy COBOL
IS one of the most widely

implemented computer languages;

It IS primarily known for business

applications. Highly structured but

wordy, COBOL's syntax ts

English-like and intrinsically self-

documenting

Report Program Generator.

Created by IBM. RPG ts generally

classified as a nonprocedural

language lor producing business

reports

FORmula TRANslator. Developed

by an IBM team headed by John
Backus. FORTRAN was the first

high-level language. Known as a

scientific language because of its

facility for number crunching.

FORTRAN also has good array-

handling features.

ALGOrithmic Language. ALGOL
58 was designed by a committee

of members of the Association for

Computing Machinery and
European computer industry repre-

sentatives ALGOL 60 and ALGOL
68 were later versions. Useful for

mathematical problem-solving.

ALGOL was the first block-oriented

language.

APL (1962)

A Programming Language.

Developed by Kenneth Iverson

and used mainly in scientific

applications. APL is known tor its

scope, compactness, arxf facility

with arrays. APL has a highly

specialized character set. which

may be mapped to the keyboard.

Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic

Instruction Code. Developed at

Dartmouth College by T.E. Kurtz

and J.G. Kemeny, BASIC was
created to teach students

programming. Features of BASIC
include array and string

manipulation. It is widely used on

microcomputers and minicomput-

ers for educational and business

applications. BASIC is easy to

understand and learn and is

appropriate for solving small

problems.

LISP (I960)

List Processing. Created by John

McCarthy. LISP uses the data type

list as its basic element. Many
artificial-intelligence applications

arewntten in LISP.

SNOBOL 4 (1963)

StrlNg-Orienied symBOiic

Language. Developed by David

Farber. Ralph Griswold, and Ivan

Polonsky of Bell Labs, the current

version of SNOBOL is still in use
for text applications, including

databases and editors.

C.-;; mr
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The name is not an acronym,

atthough many think of it as Pro-

gramming Lar)guage 1 . IBM
created PU1 to replace COBOL
and FORTRAN, but this

expectation has not been (ulfilled.

followers who enjoy its extensibility, which allows a programmer to add
data elements to its "dictionary." SNOBOL's string-handling ability has

made it the language of choice for creating certain types of databases

and compilers. No one can get a degree In computer science without

exposure to COBOL and its wordy but efficient structures. And

MODULA-2 was brought to you by Niklaus Wirth, the creator of Pascal.

Classifying a language according to its generally accepted purpose

does not preclude other applications. For example, there are

databases written in FORTRAN, business applications in C, and many
IBM System 34 and 36 applications in RPG.—Pamela J. Mllland

Pascal (1971) Ada (1979 MODULA-2 (1979)

Named after the 1 “th-century

mathematician Blaise Pascal.

Niklaus Wirth invented Pascal to

teach his students the art of

programming. Pascal produces

structured programs, simple to

follow and maintain, and is

extensively used on microcompu
ters.

Named after Ada Augusta, the

Countess of Lovelace, assistant to

Charles Babbage. Ada. based on

Pascal, was created by a group of

programmers headed by Jean

Ichbiah under contract for the U.S.

Department of Defense. It is used

throughout the federal government

for applications beyond its original

purpose—weapons system

tracking.

MOOUIar LAnguage 2. MOOULA-
2 was written by Pascal designer

Niklaus Wirth in response to the

need for an enhanced Pascal, ft is

a multiprocessing language with

coroutines that may be executed

simultaneously.

C 1975 C++ (1983)

The successor of a language

named 6. Dennis Ritchie created

C for the Unix operating system. C
is used for systems and general

applications and is known for

rampactness. memory conserva-

tion. and power.

Designed and implemented by
Bjarn Stroustrup at Bell Labs, this

is an object-oriented superset and
extension of C. Rumor has it that

Bell Labs calls C** “C” and C
•Old C."

FORTH (1974)

Should have been called "Fourth

(as in fourth generation), but the

computer used by its developer,

astronomer Charles Moore,

accepted only five-character

names. An object-oriented

language originally created to

control telescopes. FORTH’s key
ingredient is the word. Words (like

atoms) may be strung together

and may have pointers to the

locations of other words. The
extensibility of FORTH is a key to

its ever-growing popularity.

Smalltalk 80 1980PROLOG (1970)

PROgramming LOGic. Wntten by

Alain Coimerauer at the University

of Marseilles. France. PROLOG is

used largely for artificial-

intelligence applications. It is a

logic-oriented language, arriving at

a problem's solution by "reason-

ing" its way to the answer. It is

declarative rather than procedural,

solving problems based on rules

that the programmer has input.

Developed at Xerox's Palo Alto

Research Center and implemented

with the help of Alan Kay.

Smalltalk is an object-oriented

language used tor Xerox's original

graphical wirtdows system. Actor,

the language for Microsoft

Windows, is derived from

Smalltalk.
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C LANGUAGE

tion of operators that can test or manipulate

individual bits of numbers. It’s only when

you encounter operators such as & (called

address of) and * {pointer indirection) that

C does not appear normal. More on these

shortly.

CONCISE SOUKCE CODE Kemighan

and Ritchie make note also ofC’s "econo-

my of expression.” In other words, C pro-

grammers can spend less time at their key-

boards.

In some cases, C’s brevity involves us-

ing symbols where other languages use

words. In Pascal, a programmer defines

the beginning and end of a block of state-

ments using the words BEGIN and END.
The C progtatruner uses { and }. In other

cases, the conciseness has deeper implica-

tions. Let’s look at an example.

Like those of most ptogtanuning lan-

guages, C arithmetical operations are

based on an algebraic model. Tbe follow-

ing C statements, for example, ate easily

comprehensible to nonprogrammers as

well as programmers:

X = 2;

Y = 3,•

Z = X + Y;

X, Y, and Z ate variables. The first two

statements set X equal to 2 and Y equal to

3. The third statement sets the variable Z
equal to the sum ofX and T, or 5.

Suppose you want to increment the

variable X by 1 . In C, as in most other pro-

gramming languages, you can do it with a

statement like this:

X = X + 1;

But why must the variable X appear twice

in this statement? All you want to do is add

1 to X. If the variable name were not sim-

ply X but a long word, this statement

would involve a lot of unnecessary typing.

C has an alternative notation for opera-

tions of this sort:

X -!•= 1;

The above statement adds 1 to the variable

X. All ten ofC’s arithmetic and bitwise op-

erators can be combined with an equal sign

in this way.

Programmers know that the job of in-

crementing or decrementing a variable by

1 is very common in programs. Most lan-

guages, however, do not have special op-

erators for this job, C does. You can also

add I toX with the statement:

X+-H;

The -t- -I- is the C increment operator. Sim-

ilarly,— is a decrement operator.

This increment operator fits easily into

a more complex statement:

Z = 2 * ( Y - X++)

;

This statement subtracts X from Y, multi-

plies the result by 2, and stores it in Z. X is

then incremented by I . If you want X in-

cremented by 1 before it is used in the cal-

culation, you can put the -I- -I- in front of

the variable:

Z = 2 * (Y - ++X)

;

This use of the -t- = and -I- + operators is

not just a form of shorthand for the pro-

grammer. It also helps the C compiler be-

cause the simplified statements suggest a

greater number of optimal assembly lan-

guage instmctions that the compiler could

use to increment the variable X. For exam-

ple, a not-very-intelligent compiler would

translate the first version

X = X -H 1;

into three 8086 assembly language state-

ments:

MOV AX, [X]

Add AX, 1

MOV (X], AX

(AX is a register in the microprocessor.

These three statements cause the contents

of X to be loaded from memory into the

AX register, 1 to be added to the contents

of the AX register, and then the result

stored back into memory.)

The second version

X += 1;

looks much better in assembly language:

Add [ X ]

,

1

But the third version

X++;

is most efficient of all:

Inc [X]

Most modem C compilers for the PC im-

plement some degree of code optimiza-

tion. They’ll usually generate the same

machine code (the Inc instruction) for all

three versions of the C code shown above.

Although it’s probably no longer neces-

sary to use the -(- + operator to get the most

efficient code from aC compiler, there are

other cases in which the proper use of C
operators results in more-efficient pro-

grams.

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROPERTIES
In designing C, Dennis Ritchie was well

aware that most computer processors have

machine-language instmctions that incre-

ment or decrement a variable by I and that

these instmctions are more efficient than

instmctions that add or subtract 1 . Yet, C
is one of the few high-level languages that

have increment and decrement operators.

This is whyC is sometimes called a “high-

level assembly language”—it generalizes

cettain properties found in all assembly

languages.

Another example: Most computer pro-

cessors have internal registers, such as the

AX register discussed earlier. Manipula-

tion of numbers stored in these internal

registers is often much faster than manipu-

lation of numbers stored in memory.

C allows the programmer to specify

which variables should be stored in the

processor’s internal registers. These are

often variables that are used a lot in a par-

ticular section of a program, and the pro-

grammer can assist the compiler by identi-

fying them.

Many assembly languages have lots of

instmctions to test, set, and shift the indi-

vidual bits of variables. In contrast, many
high-level languages do not have bit opera-

tors. C does. But the concept that most

clearly reveals C to be a language for real

computers with real hardware is the C
“pointer.”
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Now that the best name in
CAD is this affordable,why
settle for a generic brand?

What’s in a name? When it comes to the

Autodesk name, a lot. In fact, it’s the best-

selling, most well-respected name in the CAD
business. There simply is not another company

with the credentials to make that claim.

That’s why you shouldn’t settle for any-

thing less than AutoSketch,® the best way to

get started in CAD. AutoSketch is the precision

drawing tool from the Autodesk family of prod-

ucts. Not only is AutoSketch priced at just

$79.95,* but unlike some entry-level CAD prod-

ucts, you don’ t have to keep sp)ending more to

add the features AutoSketch already has. Stan-

dard features like boxes, circles, stretching, mir-

roring and rotating—to mathematical precision.

And advanced CAD capabilities like dynamic

PAN and ZCX3M and automatic dimensioning

and scaling, in up to 10 working layers.

CIRCLE 165 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Ofcourse, ifyou do want to move up from

AutoSketch at some point, your files can easily

be uploaded into AutoCAD.®

AutoSketch mns on IBM®PC/XT’"/AT®and 100%

compatible computers, and supports IBM’s PS/2.'“

So ifyou’ re ready forCAD, why not go with the

name that rates highest among both critics and

users? Anything else is, well, second-rate.

To order AutoSketch call 1-800-223-2521.

For the name of your nearest AutoSketch

Dealer or for more in-

formation, call 1-800-

454-54L5 Ext. 1 or

write to AutoSketch,

2320 Marinship Way,

Sausalito, CA 94%5.

AUTODESK, INC.

*A speed-^nhaoced version (9 times faster), requiring a math coprocessor, is available for $99.95

AutoSketch and AutoCAD are registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office by Autodesk. Inc. IBM and Personal Computer AT are registered trademarks of

International Business Machines Corporation. Personal Computer XT and PS/2 are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.



C LANGUAGE

C AND POINTERS In the C examples

shown above, I used variable names ofX,

y, and Z. In most high-level languages,

variables are rather abstract entities. They

are sometimes portrayed in programming

instruction books as little boxes or cups

that hold the current value of the variable.

C, however, tells you a little more
about what variables actually are. The con-

tents of a variable such as X, Y, and Z are

stored in memory. Each variable is associ-

ated with a particular memory location,

which has a numeric address. Although

the actual numeric value ofan address may
be meaningless to a program, a C program

can access a variable by referring to the ad-

dress itself. The address is called a “point-

er” to the variable.

In one sense, this is not a profound or

revolutionary concept. Ofcourse variables

ate stored in memory. Of course the con-

tents ofa variable can be accessed using an

address. That’s how a computer works!

But this concept—^if it appears at all in oth-

er high-level languages—is hardly essen-

tial. In C, however, pointers are funda-

mental to the language.

Along with data types that mark a vari-

able as a character, an integer, or a float-

ing-point number, C also supports a point-

er data type. That is, you can have a

variable that is a pointer to a variable of a

particular data type. You can perform

arithmetic on these pointers, and this arith-

metic takes into account the type of vari-

able to which the pointer is pointing.

C has two basic operators for working

with pointers. The first is the ampersand

(&), which obtains the address of a vari-

able. In this example, the variable named

Ptr is a pointer

Ptr = &X;

The asterisk () is called the “indirec-

tion” operator. This is used to access the

contents of the memory location to which

the pointer points:

*ptr = 2;

These two statements, taken together,

are equivalent to

X = 2;

THE CLASSIC C TUTOR, REVISED

I
n 1978, the first edition of Brian W.
Kentighan and Dermis M. Ritchie’s

book. The C Programming Language,

was published and quickly became a

classic. Known among its admirers sim-

ply as K&R, this is the book that taught

early C programmers and settled all argu-

ments about the language; Ritchie, after

all, was C’s inventor. And many C com-

pilers, until recently, were advertised as

supporting “full K&R C.”
The first edition of The C Program-

ming Language contained a brief tutori-

al, a detailed description of the language,

a discussion of the standard library func-

tions, and a reference manual that for-

mally described C syntax. It was written

in a relaxed, laid-back style with plenty

ofreal programming examples that clear-

ly displayed the elegant power ofC. Like

C itself, K&R was concise and economi-

cal, packing a lot of information into 228

pages.

K&R, however, has slowly aged

since its publication. In particular, the

book describes only the most basic li-

brary functions. The standard library has

grown over the years, and most modem
C implementations support many more

functions than Kernighan and Ritchie

covered.

Ten years have now elapsed since its

first publication, and the classic has re-

cently been revised. The second edition

of The C Programming Language now
includes the changes made to the C lan-

guage as a result of the ANSI standard-

ization effort. Still brief and concise

(only 44 more pages longer than the first

edition), K&R 2 is must reading for ev-

ery C programmer.

Much of K&R 2 is the same as the

first edition; aside from its expanded li-

brary functions, C has changed little over

the past decade. The only substantial dif-

ference in the programming examples is

the use of the new ANSI function defini-

tions. (Using the new function defini-

tions involves defining parameter names

as well as data types in the parameter dec-

laration portion of the function.) Ker-

nighan and Ritchie’s endorsement of the

new style function definition (they call it

“a very useful addition to the language’ ’)

is likely to influence many C program-

mers to adopt it themselves.

K&R 1 contained only one appendix:

theC Reference Manual. K&R 2 updates

this appendix to include the new ANSI
changes, with brief notes pointing out the

differences. A second appendix in K&R
2 now describes the ANSI standard li-

brary.

If you buy only one C programming

book, it should be K&R 2. Prentice-Hall

promises to keep K&R 1 in print until

compilers supporting the new ANSI C
standard become widely available.

—Charles Petzold

List Price: The C Programming Lan-

guage, second edition, by Brian W. Ker-

nighan and Dennis M. Ritchie, $40
(cloth), $28 (paperback). ISBN 0-13-

1 10370-9 (cloth), 0-13-1 10362-8 (paper-

back). Prentice-Hall Inc., Englewood

Cliffs, New Jersey.

•ON READER SERVICE CARD

because in either case the value of 2 is

stored in a memory location pointed to by

the address ofX.

Along with the “address of’ and “in-

direction” operators, C has other essential

support of pointers. For instance, the C
language guarantees that certain collec-

tions of data are organized in a predictable

manner. In particular, the elements of an

array ate stored sequentially in memory,

thus allowing a program to access these el-

ements efficiently using a pointer.

Let’s look at an example that shows

how pointers can improve the efficiency of

certain common taslu. In the examples fol-

lowing, the variable Array is a two-di-

mensional array of 10,000 integers (100

rows by 100 colutruis). You want to set

each element of this array to a value equal

to the sum of the row and column index.

In C, you might initialize the array us-

ing the following code, similar (except for
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the new high performance screen management system designed to support your own creative

programming efforts.

POWER SCREEN provides reliable, lightning fast data entry screens and
menus to create your own sophisticated window oriented applications.

It allows you to design screens exactly as you want them to appear in your
final application. Screens are efficiently stored in a file so they can be
used by your application or later modified without program code changes.

PAINT, the screen painter included with POWER SCREEN, has the

appearance and performance of the popular integrated programming
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language environments. It lets you design and modify screens, and
'"tA.EGA and monochrome text modes.define and format fields. All VGA

attributes and colors are supported.

The POWER SCREEN Runtime Library allows you to construct
screens in memory, display screens in windows and read and write

data to fields within the screen. All screens and menus are window-
oriented, so they can be stacked, removed or moved on the physical

screen. You can access screens field-by-field or a whole screen at a
time. POWER SCREEN takes care oi field input editing, data and
range checking, and data formatting.

POWER SCREEN out-performs the runners-up with a dazzling

display of capabilities FEATURING:
^Virtual screens. Screens that can he larger than the physical

screen, with just a portion of the screen displayed within a window.
Write to any screen any time, even if it is not visible. Automatic
physical screen update.

^Context seasitivc help. Create help text on a field-by-field basis

or for the entire screen with a window-oriented help facility.

^Intervention routines. Install them so your application gains

control when a field is entered, exited and between keystrokes.

4Range checking. Supported for all standard data types.

^Unlimited screens. Subject only to the amount of available

memory.

^Definable keys. Fully configurable field editing keys.
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Dump any
random,

unrelated

thoughts or ideas

into Agenda, and
it’ll help you turn

that informatian into

a stream qfstructured,

actionable knowledge.

projects, and

irdormation

with incredible

efficiency. A tool

that will help you

avoid slumping into

your chair, shaking

your head, and asking,

“How on earth will I ever

get this done?”

We call it Lotus* Agenda",

the personal information

manager.

Agenda allows you to

dump random facts, thoughts,

and ideas into your PC without having to

structure the information in advance.
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uct Line. Or the thousands of factors you

need to put together a new bottom line.

Agenda will not only file these random
items of information for you, it’ll help you
arrange them any way you want.

So you can understand them better,

formifiate new ideas better and extract all

the answers you need better.

Which means, now you can concentrate
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more on using and acting on your infor-

mation. And less on processing it.

How does Agenda work?

First, enter your items of information

Views, Looking at the same information through

different xriews gives you a more informed perspective.

XL.
The whole idea behind Agenda is to get them all in a row.

into your PC and assign them to catego-

ries that you create.

Then Agenda will do all ofyour filing

automatically.And thanks to Agenda’s

multiplefiling capabilities, if the infor-

mation is relevant in more than one

place, Agenda will take it and put it in

several categories at once.

Tlus makes it easy to view yourdata in

different ways so you

can pinpoint informa-

tion that’s important

to you. Ordisrover

new relationships you

hadn’t consider^

before. And anytime

you change an item in

a view. Agenda will

automatically update all other categories

where the item has been assigned.

In fact, you could say that Agenda recal-

culates your text the way a spreadsheet

program recalculates numbers.

All of which means, from now on you’ll

be able to come in every morning, check

yourAgenda, and get right to work.

Because you’ll immediately know what

work needs getting to.

For $15, we’ll send you an Agenda demo
kit or videotape. Call 1-800-345-1043 and

ask for demo kit

AGH-3058for

the 3.5" version

orAGH-3053

for the 5.25"

version. Or ask

for videotape

AGH-3063.
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C LANGUAGE

C Elegance, C Power

C is well known for its ability to do tasks that are difficult or awkward In other

programming languages. To illustrate this, here are three programs, one for

either DOS or OS/2, one for DOS, and a third for OS/2.

These three programs can be compiled using Microsoft C, Version 5.1. Depending

on library support and OS/2 support, they may be used as is or adapted for use with

another compiler.

STRIPEND

The STRIPEND program removes blanks or tab characters from

the ends of lines in an ASCII text file. The program uses

redirection of standard input and output:

STRIPEND <infile >outfile

Don’t use the same filename for both! C is very well suited for

jobs involving redirection of standard input and output because

redirection originated in Unix, for which C was designed.

The gets function reads one line from standard input and

stores it in the array called line. (The program assumes that no

line in the input file is longer than 1,(XX) characters.) The

St rrev function reverses the characters ofthe string in memory
and returns a pointer to the beginning of the string. Because the

string has been reversed, the pointer actually points to the last

character from the original string.

The strspn function finds the first character in the string

that is neither a space nor a tab (indicated by the Strspn
parameter \t )

,

and returns an offset from the loginning of the

string. That value is added to line, which is a pointer to the

beginning of the string. The result is a pointer that points to the

first character in the siring that is not a space or tab. Finally.

Strrev reverses this string, and puts writes it to standard

output.

STRIPEND. C — Strips trailing blanks and tabs frost

ASCII t«xt fil«8.

syntax: STRIPEND <infile >outfile

(include <Btdio.h>
(include <string.h>

int main (void)

<

static char line|100il| ;

while (NULL ) gets (line))
puts (Strrev (line * strspn (strrev (line). * \t‘*)|) ;

return 0 ;

1

COMPILING THE PROGRAMS

You can compile these programs if you have

Microsoft C, Version 5.1. installed.

(Compiling these programs using other C
compilers may require changes in the

programs and in the way they are compiled.)

If you’re a DOS u.ser. you have probably

installed C 5. 1 fw DOS only. You can compile

NUMLOCK or STRIPEND for DOS by the

command

CL progncune.C

where “progname” is either NUMLOCK or

STRIPEND.

If you installed C 5. 1 for OS/2 only, you

can compile CDIR and STRIPEND forOS/2

using the same command:

CL progname.c

Ifyou in.siallcdCS. I for both OS/2 and DOS.

use the command

CL -Lr progname.c

to create DOS versions of NUMLOCK or

STRIPEND. and the command

CL -Lp progname.c

to create OS/2 versions of CDIR or

STRIPEND.
When you compile cither CDIR or

STRIPEND for OS/2, you can optionally

create a “dual-mode” executable program

that runs under either OS/2 or DOS. Use

CL -Fb progncune.C

if C 5. 1 was installed for OS/2 only, or

CL -Lp -Fb progname.c

if C 5.1 was installed for both OS/2 and

DOS.—Charles Pel/uld
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The DOS program, NUMLOCK, toggles the state of the NumLock
key. NUMLOCK illustrates how C can convert a number to a pointer

and then use the pointer to manipulate items in memory.

Under IX)S. the current states of the shift keys are stored in the

BIOS data area at hexadecimal address 40:00 1 7.NUMLOCK uses this

address (in the numeric form 0x4(X)0l7) and "‘casts" it into a pointer;

the asterisk references the byte at that memory location. The
operator performs an exclusive OR of the byte with 0x20 (32 in

d^imal) to toggle the NumLock bit.

NUMLOCK then compares the shift key byte with 0x20. The
program returns a 1 if NumLock is on and a 0 if NumLock is off. This

value can be tested using the ERRORLEVEL statement in a batch rile.

For example, ifyou wanted to turn offthe NumLock key in a batch rile,

you could use die batch rile statements

: TURNOFF
NUMLOCK
IF ERRORLEVEL 1 GOTO TURNOFF

The OS/2 program, CDIR, mimics the normal DIR command. The
formatting ofthe output isdoneby the powerfulC print f function.

CDIR has some limitatitms. If you supply a rile specification

parameter, such as

CDIR C:\tEXT\*.DOC

it must be a full rile specification. You cannot simply specify the

directory, like this:

CDIR C:\TEXT

If you supply no parameter, CDIR lists riles in the current directory.

CDIR does not list subdirectories. The rile times and dates are hard-

coded to a U.S. format.

As a bmus, however, CDIR lists system riles and hidden riles and

indicates rile attributes using the letters A (archive), S (system), H
(hidden), and R (read-only). The DosFindFirst and DmFindNext
functions are part of OS/2—they retrieve infcnmaticm <mi riles that

match a given rile specification. OS/2 stores this information in a

structure oftype FILEFINDBUF, which is defined in an OS/2 header

rile.

The first parameter to printf is a formaning string. For example,

the characters %'8s specify that a left-justified string is to be printed

in a field width ofeight characters; the characters % 02d specify a field

two characters wide to display a decimal number. Ifthe number is less

than ten, it is padded with a leading zero. (This is useful for displaying

the file date, for example.)

Most of the structure fields are passed to printf directly. The
most difficultjobfwCDIR is separating the base name and extension
of the filename. This job makes use of the C strtok function,

which breaks a string into "tokens" .separated by delimiters. In the

case of a filename, the delimiter is the period between the base name
and extension.—Charles Petzold

Syntax I MUKLOCK

int main (void)
{

raturn (• (char far •) 9x4fa*17 '\x2*') a CxS* 7 1

CDIR.C — Diractory fila liat (with attributaa) for OS/2.

Syntax! CDIR [filaepac]

lincluda <OB2.h>
lincluda <Btdio.h>
lincluda <atdlib.h>
lincluda <strin9 .h>

int main (int argc, char •argv())
{

CHAR •apac ;

FILEFINDBUF ffb }

RDIR bandla « 1 ;

USHORT aaarch • 1 ;

if(argc > 1)
spec - argv[lj i

if ( tDoBFindrirat (apac, thandla, 7, (ffb, sizaof ffb,
Caearch, BL))

{

do

printf (*%-ea %-3a%91u %2d-t02d-%ff2d %2ditl2dtc tc%ctctc\n'
ffb.achName,
ffb.achHama * min (atrlan

(Strtok (ffb.achNana, *.'*)) * 1, ffb.cchNama)

,

ffb.cbrila,
f f b. fdataLaatwrita .ntonth,
ffb.fdataLastwrita .day,
ffb.fdataLaatwrita.yaar * SB,
(ffb. ftimaLaatwrita. hours * 11} t 12 « i,

f fb. ftixMLastwrite .mlnutas

,

ffb. ftimoLastHrita. hours > 12 7 *p' t 'a',
ffb.attrfila S Bx2B 7 'A' :

*

ffb.attrrila a Bx04 ? 'S' i
*

ffb.attrrila 4 0x02 7 'H’ i
'

ffb.attrrila 4 BxBl 7 'R' : '
:

) whila ( IDosFindMaxt (handle, 4ffb, sizaof ffb, 4search)) ;

return B t

)
return 1 ;
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C LANGUAGE

obvious syntactical differences) to Pascal

or BASIC code:

for (i = 0; i < 100; i++)

for (j = 0; j < 100; j++)

Array(i][j] = i + j;

The two for statements are loops. The

first for statement initializes the variable i

to 0, executes the statement that follows

(the next for statement), increments i (us-

ing i+ + ), and continues if i is still less

than 100. The second for loop does the

same forj. The third statement uses i and j
to index the array and store in that element

the sum of i and j.

For the beginner, C '

can be treacherous

territory. Part ofCs

efficiency stemsfrom

the assumption that the

programmer knows

what he or she is doing.

The I and j indexes to the array desig-

nate a particular element of the array and

hence a particular memory location rela-

tive to die beginning of the array. The C
compiler must generate machine code to

calculate that address from i and j. This

calculation requires a multiplication,

which (in comparison with most other ma-

chine-code instructions) takes a long time

to execute. So this littlejob—innocent as it

may appear—requires 10,0(X) multiplica-

tions.

But there’s a better way. C guarantees

that the elements of this array are stored se-

quentially in memory beginning with Ar-
ray[0][0], Array[0][l], Ar-
ray[0] [2], and so forth. The variable

name Array used by itself in a C program

is the address of the fust element of the ar-

ray. If you fill up the array in the order in

which the elements are stored , it is not nec-

essary to calculate the address of each ar-

ray element. The address of the element

n^ simply be incremented:

Ptr = Array;
for (i = 0; i < 100; i++)

for (j = 0; j < 100; j++)

*Ptr++ = i + j;

The last line stores the sum of i and j in

the memory location, or address, pointed

to by Ptr (which starts out as the address

of ArrayjO] [0]

)

and then increments

P t r to the next element . There is no longer

a need to calculate the address of each ele-

ment. The multiplications are gone! This

version will require less code and will run

faster.

Can a smart optimizing compiler gener-

ate efficient code when a programmer uses

normal array indexing rather than point-

ers? In some cases, yes. A smart compiler

can determine that it need not perform a

new address calculation 10,000 times, that

it can do something a little better. But until

compilers become smarter than program-

mers, the programmer can always help the

compiler by steeling it in the right direc-

tion.

LIKE PUZZLE PIECES The more ex-

perience a programmer has with C, the

more C reveals itself to be a very well de-

signed language. Everything fits together

nicely: basic elements of the language can

be pieced together into very compact and

elegant code.

A string is an array of characters that is

terminated by a zero character, \0. This

zero, or null, character can also serve as a

test in the middle of a for statement to de-

termine whether the loop should continue.

For example, if the variable CharStr is a

character string, you can find the length of

the string with this code:

for (i = 0; CharStr[i]; i++);

After this statement executes, the vari-

able i is the length of the string.

Another example: If the pointer Ptrl
points to one zero-terminated character

string and you wish to copy the string to

another location pointed to by Ptr2, you

can do so with a while statement:

vrhlle {*Ptr2-i-+ = *Ptrl++);

PORTABaiTV AND LIBRARIES Of
course, you don’t have to write your own
code to find the length ofa string or to copy

a string from one place to another: a couple

of library functions will do that for you.

Functions like these are available from

manufacturers of C compilers in libraries

you can link to your C program.

The relationship between the C lan-

guage and C library functions is strange.

You may have heard or read that C is re-

nowned for its high degree of "portabil-

ity.” In other words, a C program written

for one system can often be recompiled

and run on another system without any

changes to the source code.

But there’s a catch to this portability.

Strictly speaking, the library functions ate

not part of the C language. While the lan-

guage itself may have a high degree of

standardization among systems and com-

pilers, the library functions ate far less

standardized. Yet without these functions,

you don’t even have any means of input or

output!

C also achieves portability by deliber-

ately leaving some aspects of the language

undefined, or implemenlalion dependent.

For example, how many bits are in a C in-

teger? It depends on the machine and the

compiler. A program can be portable only

if it makes no real assumption about the

size of an integer.

LIVING DANGEROUSLY For the be-

ginning C programmer, C can be treacher-

ous territory. Part of C’s efficiency stems

from the assumption that the programmer

knows what he or she is doing. For exam-

ple, C does no runtime checking of array

indexes. If you define an array of 10 inte-

gers, C will let you index that array far be-

yond 10. What will you be accessing be-

yond the end of the array? It could be

anything.

Even if a “safe” C compiler were to

implement runtime array bounds check-

ing, it could not check pointers. By their

very nature, pointers can point to nearly

anything—and often do. The wild point-

er—a pointer that is not set with a valid ad-

dress—is a common C bug.

C is not a strongly typed language like

Pascal. A variable of any data type can be

translated into a variable of another data

type. Although this contributes to C’s fiex-
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THE LIGHTNING WAY TO "C

PRO-C. The first complete ‘C’ application tool that

produces ‘C code. Programming can now be easier

and routine coding problems are now eliminated. The

only source code generator that runs on MSDOS,

QNX, XENIX and UNIX. PRO-C has the ability to

reproduce the normal functions of complex application

software.

• DATA DEFINITION

Utilizing the integratedPRO-Cgenerators to create menu,

screen and reportprograms or batch processes.

• INTEGRATED GENERATORS
Screens Menus Reports Batch processes.

Combined they can generate any business or datai

application.

• CONTEXT - SENSITIVE HELP

Complete context sensitive help is available pt'the

touch of the help key.

• UTILITIES

Professional utilities allow the selection ofyour

development environment, on line help for generated

programs and full program documentation.

Call today for more information. Toll free ,

1 -800-265-8887 North America Only.

Chancelogic Ina

Allen Square, 180 King St. South, Waterloo, Onk

Canada N2J 1P8.

Tel: 519-745-2700.

Fax:519-746-1613.

PRO-C -CHANCELOGICme XENIX and MSDOS -Mictosoh Coro QNX - Quantwv Software

Systems Lid UNIX— AJSfT Bell Laboratories

CIRCLE 530 ON READER SERVICE CARD



C LANGUAGE

Popular Programs and Their Languages

E ver wonder wtiat language your favorite program is written in? Here's a sampling of

some of the more popuiar TO programs. If you foliow many of these packages

through revisions, you'ii see an increase in the preference for C.

Program Manufacturer Language

Crosstalk XVI Digital Communications

Associates Inc.

Assembler

dSASE II Ashton-Tate Corp. Assembler

dBASE III Plus Ashton-Tate Corp. C

dBASE IV Ashton-Tate Corp. c

Microsoft Excel Microsoft Corp. c

Microsoft Vlford (all versions) Microsoft Corp. C. Assembler

1-2-3, Release 2.01 Lotus Development Corp. Assembler

PageMaker Aldus Corp. c

Paradox (all versions) Borland International Inc. c

PC DOS IBM Corp. C. Assembler

PC-Talk (all versions) Headlands

Communications Corp.

BASIC

Ribase Series 5000 Micronm FORTRAN

Ribase System V Micronm C, FORTRAN. Assembler

R:base for DOS Microhm C

SideKick Borland International Inc. C, Assembler. Pascal

SideKick Plus Borland International Inc. C. Assembler. Pascal

Surpass SurpassSoftware

Systems Inc.

MODULA-2

WordPeiiecI (all versions) WordPerfect Corp. Assembler

WordStar, Version 4.0 MicroPro International Corp. Assembler

WordStar Professional, Version 5.0 MicroPro International Coip. Assembler

WordStar 2000 Plus, Version 3.0 MicroPro International (^rp. C. Assembler

XyWrite XyQuest Inc. Assembler

ibility, it often causes very subtle bugs

when signed and unsigned data types are

mixed in the same expression.

A C compiler won’t stop a program

from calling a function—even one of the

standard library functions—that has an in-

correct number of parameters. Again, the

assumption is that you're doing it for a pur-

pose. (Most C compilers will, of course,

warn you about such behavior.)

In short, programming in C is program-

ming without a safety net. It’s a thrilling

experience until you fall on your face.

C INTO THE FUTURE The original

definition of C as described in Kemighan

and Ritchie’s book formed the basis of all

implementations of C. Over the years,

however, enhancements to the language

were gradually added, mostly in the form

of additional library functions. C was in

danger of becoming less portable as time

went on; already people were speaking of

different “dialects” of C.

In 1983 ANSI, the American National

Standards Institute, began the process of

establishing a standard for C. Five years

later, the process is almost complete, and

the final ANSI C standard will soon be do-

cumented (see the sidebar “Standard C:

The ANSI Draft Grows Up” in the article

“Compiling the Facts on Ci”).

In most cases, ANSI C simply formal-

izes the many changes to the language that

have evolved over the years. It consists of

a more precise definition of the language

(geared toward programmers ofC compil-

ers rather than programmers of C applica-

tions) than the one offered in Kemighan

and Ritchie’s book. ANSI C also sets

minimum values for certain implementa-

tion-dependent values. (An integer, forex-

ample, must be at least 16 bits long.) Many
C library functions have also been stan-

dardized.

In 1983 the Americah

National Standards

Institute began to

establish a standard

for C. Five years

later, the process is

almost complete.

To an extent, the danger of standardiz-

ing a language is that the language will no

longer continue to grow. Even now, as C
stabilizes, a successor to C called C-l- +
(pronounced “C plus plus”—and yes, that

is the C increment operator) is making

headway. Developed by Bjame Stroustmp

of Bell Labs, C-H- is basically a superset

ofC. Its main advantage overC is a facility

to define new data types for use in object-

oriented programming. And because the

C-f -I- language is a superset of C, it is al-

most trivial to port existing C code to the

new language; enhancements to take ad-

vantage ofC-k -I- features can then be add-

ed incrementally.

Although C-f+ as a successor to C
may be more appropriate for some pro-

granuning tasks, it certainly is not to be

considered a replacement for C. Once
strengthened and enhanced by ANSI stan-

dardization, the original C language is

likely to remain a powerful force in per-

sonal computer programming. [16

Charles Petzold is a contributing editor of

PC Magazine.
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GERENTS
BKBLUEFORA

APPLE MACIN10SH AN^COMW,m
^ Call l-SOaCE-RENTS, Dept. L.

Or Mail This Coupon.
D Yes! I'm interested in learning more about your offer of 15% offmy
first PC or peripheral rental. I understand I am not obligated in any way.

Please send your FREE catalog ofCE Rental Lease products and

Short-term projects can be long on problems if

wu don't have the computer equipment you need,

^at's why renting F*C s and peripherals from GE for

presentations, trade shows, trainii^ sessions or seasonal

expansion makes so much sense. Our vast inventory

of IBM, Compaq, Apple, quality compatibles and
related equipment is ready for overnight shipment. So,

anything you need can be there fast. From a sea ofBlue

to a buaiel ofApples, one phone call is all it takes.

CaO 1-800-GE-RENTS.

ORDER NOW AND SAVE 15%!

Rent a PC or peripheral from GE RentaF Lease
before October 31, 1988, and we 'll take 15% offyour first

rental order. So, renting from GE becomes more than
just a great decision. It's a great bai^n, too. Call today—
1-800-GE-RENTS, Dept. L.

liLM nfl c'frlv /nlrriMiioiMf /fuMHO' Mdci'tim CorActdlwi AlasiitWt/* axJ Apptr a

Name

Title

Company _

Address

City

Phone

_ State

. Ext. or Dept. -

-Zip- GERentat/Lease

Sfwd to GH Rfntol/Ewsf , PO Box (05e25 ,
AfloMto, CA ions

tofnlrmi Iradmarh ol Appit Comfmler Iik ConAAf N a nfnknd froJeMUflc ef LomfHKi CempuUr Corp

CIRCLE 740 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TheDdl S^^tem
Once againthe aides
stdethewwdsri^
outerfourmourn.

''TheDellSystem 220runsmostPCLabs system
benchmark tests atspeeds thatwouldmakeyou think

you're runninga386?
-PC MAGAZINE

",.,theDellmachine is renewedevidence thatthe
price of286L>aseddesktop equipmentcontinues to

drop rapidly, makingsuch machines very attractivefor
daily work underMSDOSeven as they holdoutthe

promise ofrunning OS/2in thefuture!'
-WILL FASTIE, PC WEEK

,includesayear's omsite support...in theprice ofthe
computer. This is thesweetestsupportdealofferedby any

computervendor in the industry'.'
-ERIC KNORR, PC WORLD

"The hotitemfrom a technicalpointofview is the

System 220. This rriachine runsa286processorat20MHz,
which is its mogorclaim tofame!'

-WILL FASTIE, PC WEEK

"...the System 220hasmoregoirgfor itthanpstspeed!'
-PCWORLD



The reviews are beginning to pour in.

And they read like a wish list for

every power user looking to exceed the

ordinary limitations ofa 286 computer.

The computer everyone is praising in

such glowing terms is the Dell System 220.

The first 286 computer wi^ a clock

speed of20 MHz.
It’s totally MS-DOS® and MS®OS/2

compatible. Yet it sells for much less than

you may pay for a 386t computer.

Because you buy it direct from us.

Eliminating the mark-ups and mar-

gins ofcomputer stores.

We design and build every Dell

computer right here in Austin, Tbcas.

We put each and every one through

a comprehensive bum-in and a battery of

diagnostic tests before we ship it

And after we ship,we give you the

best technical support you’ll find any-

where in the computer industry.

Our technicians are on the phone
from TAM to TPM every business day.

CIRCLE 533 ON READER

Almost any question you may have

about a Dell system can be answered over

the phone.

And, in the rare case, that your ques-

tion can’t be answered by an on-line tech-

nician, we’ll send a Honeywell Bull tech-

nician by the next business day.

A ^11 year of on-site Honeywell Bull

service is included within the purchase

price ofyour Dell system

Your Dell computer also comes with

a thirty-day money back guarantee.

And we back every one ofour com-
puters with a one year limited warranty

on materials or workmanship.

For more information aibout Dell

computers, read the reviews in the trade

press, turn the page, review our product

offerings, and call us at (800) 426-5150.

You’ll like what we have to say

DELL
COMPUTER
CORPORATION

TO ORDER,CALL
800426*5150
IN THE US. AND CANADA

SERVICE CARD



TheDell
Computer

Store.
Welcome to our store.

We believe you’ll find this an extremely

pleasant shopping experience.

Our sales staJF is on hand to serve you
from TAM to TPM (CST) from Monday
thru Friday.

Just (800)426-5150 and we’ll give

you the technical assistance and informa-

tion you need to make sure youVe buying

the system that’s right for your needs.

Then you have the option of either

a direct purchase or your company can take

advantage ofour Leasing Plaa

Once you’ve made your choice, our

Total Satisfaction Guarantee gives you
thirty days from the day you receive your

system, to decide ifyou are absolutely,

totally satisfied with the product.

Ifyou’re not, simply return the system

and you’ll receive a full refund. No ques-

tions asked.

Your Dell computer is supported by a

team oftechnical es^rts thatcanbe reached

every business day, from TAM toTPM (CST),

simply by calling (800) 624-9896

In most cases, any question you may
have about your Dell system can be
answered by one ofour technicians on
the telephone.

Our technicians are also supported by
Honeywell Bull service engineers who can

be sent to your office by the next business

day, should on-site service be required.

This optional service contract is avail-

able in over 95% of theUnited States, with

over IfXX) engineers in 198 service locations.^ also offer a OneYear Limited
WanantjT which warrants each system we
manufacture to be free of defects in mater-

ials and workmanship for one full year.

Feel free to call or write for the com-
plete terms ofour Honeywell Bull Service

Contract, Guarantee and Warranty. Dell

Computer Corporation, 9505 Arboretum
Blvd, Austin, Texas T8T59-T299

THENEW
20MHz386t
SYSTEM

310.

The top ofthe line It’s our highest

performance computer available,

faster than die IBMt PS/2t Model

80 and the Compaqt 386/20. It

runs at 20 MHz with the latest 32-

bit architecture. Since it also has

Intel’s Advanced 82385 Cache

Memory Controller, and high per

formance disk drives, the System

3I0 is ideal for intensive database

management, complex spread-

sheet development, CAD/CAM,
desktop publishing or perfor-

mance as a network file server.

Standard Features:

Intel! 80386 microprocessor

running at 20 MHz.

1 MB of RAM expandable

to 16 MB without using

an expansion slot.

Advanced Intel 82385 Memory
Controller with 32 KB ofhigh

speed static RAM.
Socket for 20 MHz 80387

coprocessor.

5.25" L2 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB
diskette drive.

Dual diskette and hard disk

drive controller.

Enhanced 101-key keyboard.

1 parallel and 2 serial ports.

20Owatt power supply

8 expansion slots (6 available).

Options:
1 MB RAM upgrade kit.

20 MHz Intel 80387 and

^itekt math coprocessor.

2 MB or 8 MB memory expan-

sion boards.

*Leasefi)ras low as $I48/Month.

THENEW
20 MHz 286
SYSTEM

220.

As fest as most 386 computers,

at less than half the price—more

power for the money than any

other system. An 80286 system

that runs at 20 MHz, with less

dian one wait state. Completely

compatible for both MS-DOS®
and MS* OS/2 applications (it

runs faster tiian IBM PS/2 Model

80), and with a remarkably small

footprint, the System 220 is the

ideal executive workstation

Standard Features:

80286 microprocessor running

at 20 MHz.
1 MB ofRAM expandable to

16 MB (8 MB on system board).

Page mode interleaved memory.

Integrated diskette and VGA
video controller on system

board.

One 3.5" 1.44 MB diskette drive.

Integrated high performance

hard disk interface on system

board
Enhanced 101-key keyboard

• 1 parallel and 2 serial ports.

LIM 4.0 support for memory
over 1 MB.

Real-time clock.

Three full-sized ATt compatible

expansion slots.

Socket for 80287 coprocessor.

Options:
External 5.25" 1.2 MB diskette

drive.

3.5" 1.44 MB diskette drive.

Intel 80287 coprocessor.

I MB RAM upgrade kit

*Leaseforas lowas$85/Month.

System 310 With Monitor& Adapter

Hard Disk

Drives

VGA
Mono

VGA
Color

Plus

40 MB-
28 ms

$4,099 $4399

90 MB-
18 ms
ESDI

$4399 $5,199

150 MB-
18 ms
ESDI

$5399 $5,699

322 MB-
18 ms
ESDI

$7399 $7,699

System

220

With Monitor

VGA
Mono

VGA
Color

VGA
Color

Plus

One
Diskette

Drive

$2299 $2,499 $2,599

40 MB-
29 ms

Hard Disk

$2,999 $3,199 $3299

100 MB-
29 ms

Hard Disk

$3,799 $3,999 $4,099



THE
125 MHz
SYSTEM

200.

A great value in a full-featured AT
compatible. An 80286 computer
running at 12.5 MHz, this compu-
ter is completely MS-DOS and

MS OS/2 compatible. The ^stem
200 offers high speed drive options,

industry standard compatible BIOS
and on-site service. As Executive

Computing said of this computer's

predec essor, “If faster processing

speed and low cost are two key issues

affecting your purchase decision,

this machine might be the ideal

choice for your office"

Standard Features:

Intel 80286 microprocessor run-

ning at 12.5 MHz.
640 KB ofRAM expandable to

16 MB (4.6 MB on system board).

525" 1.2 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB
diskette drive.

Dual diskette and hard disk

drive controller.

Enhanced lOl-key keyboard.

I parallel and 2 serial ports.

200 watt power supply.

Real-time clock.

6 expansion slots. (4 available

with hard disk drive controller

and video adaptor installed).

Socket for 8 MHz 80287

coprocessor.

Options:
512 KB RAM upgrade kit.

8 MHz Intel 80287 coprocessor.

*Leaseforas low as $99/Month.

System
200

With Monitor 6* Adapter

Hard
Disk

Drivx-

VGA
Mono

VGA
Color

Plus

40 MB-
28 ms

$2,699 $2,999

9UMB-
16 ms
ESDI

$3,499 $3,799

150 MB-
16 ms
ESDI

$3,999 $4299

322 MB-
18 nu
ESDI

$5,999 $6,299

A Full Line OfComputersWith
A Full Line OfConfigurations.

At Dell, we understand that

different users have different needs.

So we tailor each system to the

user’s individual requirements.

We offer monitors, graphics

boards, tape backups, dot matrix

and laser printers, hard disk and
diskette drives, expanded memory
boards, serial mice and more.

We also offer third party soft-

ware applications for virtually

every business application includ-

ing: accounting, communications,

desktop publishing, graphics, word
processing, integrated applications

and user training.

So when your Dell System

arrives, you can do productive

work the minute you unpack

the box.

We can build you the system

you’ve been looking for.

COMMON TOTHE SYSTEM 310, SYSTEM 220AND SYSTEM 200:

The Dell System Analyzer, MS-DOS and OS/2 compatible. Security lock with locking chassis.

12 month on-site service contract (Available on complete systems).

PRINTERS/SOFTWARE. We offer aJiill line ofprinters andpopular software.
Allprinters come with our30-clay money-back guarantee.

LASER PRINTERS.
LASER SYSTEM 150; $5,995. LASER SYSTEM 80; $3,295. LASER SYSTEM 60; $2,195.

15 pages per minute, text 8 pages per minute, text 6 pages per minute, text

and full-page graphics. and full-page graphics. and full-page graphics.

Dual 250 sheet-input trays.

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS.
PRINTER SYSTEM 800;

$699.95.

Highest resolution text and

graphics from a 24'wire dot

matrix printer.

Draft quality at 200 cps.

Correspondence quality

at 132 cps.

Letter quality at 66 cps.

Standard parallel and serial

interfaces.

Wide carriage.

SOFTWARE. Operating System Software.

Dell Enhanced MS-DOS 3.3 with disk cache and other utilities; $119.95.

Dell Enhanced MS OS/2 Standard Edition 1.0 $324.95.

PRINTER SYSTEM 600;

$499.95.

9'wire dot matrbe.

Draft quality at 240 cps.

Near-letter quality at 60 cps.

Standard parallel interface.

Wide carriage.

PRINTER SYSTEM 300;

$199.95.

9'wire dot matrbe.

Draft quality at 144 cps.

Nearletter quality at 36 cps.

Four standard fonts,

feper parking.

Standard parallel interface.

DELL
COM PU T E R

CORPORATION

TO ORDER,CALL
800 -426-5150
IN THE US. AND CANADA

All prices arid specifications are subject to change without notice. Please inquire for current details. Dell cannot be responsible for er-

rors in typography or photography. In Canada, leasing is not currently available and configurations and prices may vary Micro-

soft? and MSDOS* are owned by Microsoft Corp. tSignifies registered or unregistered trademarks owned by entities other

than Dell Computer Corporation. *l^yments based on a 36'month open-end lease. Please inquire for furdier details. **During die

one year warranty period we will repair or replace any defective products properly returned to our factory G 1986 DELL
COMPLTTER CORPORATION.
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WATCOM announces a new team of high-

performance C language devefopment sys-

tems that deliver proven superior results. Both

are available now. at low Introductory prices,

for IBM PCs. PStis, and compatibles.

Best of Both Worlds.
Both systems are optimizers. Express C

optimizes your time. WATCOM C6.5 optimizes

your code. \bu win both waysl

WATCOM C6.5
Optimizing Compiler
and Tools For the

Fastest Tightest Code.
This unique development system produces

the fastest execution speeds and smallest

code available, as shown in benchmark tests

against Microsoft C5.0 and Tuibo C. It

includes the new WATCOM VIDEO Debugger
which quickly diagnoses elusive bugs without

the need for extended memory even in very

large programs. WATCOM C6.5 comes with

a copy of Express C and offers a broad

spectrum of advantages including: Extensive

fine-tuning capabilities. A sophisticated

register allocation scheme that eliminates

many costly memory references. True

register variables. Flow analysis. Altogether

it allows your code to run its quickest.

Without a doubt. WATCOM C6.5 is the

ideal choice for all memory models, tiny to

huge, and on systems with or without

60 X 67. Its flexible run-tirrte conventions also

allow efficient interfacing with a wide range of

libraries and language processors.

Superlative Performance
B On-lln* Help Text

B Disassembler

B Overlay Linker

B Object Librarian

B MAKE
B ExpraasC

LiM Price; 5495

Introductory
Price:

^295*

Full ANSI C Opiimizirtg

Compiler

B Visual interactive Debugger

B Full ANSI C Run-lime

Library

B Source Editor

B WATCOM C and Express

CUser^ Guides

B WATCOM C Lar>guage and

Library References

B WATCOM C GrapbiCS

Library Reference

B WATCOM Editor User's

Guide

Discover a new world
of C performance.
At a special low
introauctory price! asm

l-•ZtS:ll:lMI:l BMJt fSrOt OAA I

UUm -iCPl.r

All *9

j^
5wT»- ul f

X Ciieite< tvv-itn.'W, tl, ft, liiS, Ui*titi« ),

toecrvv tna peiftt Hin.UilStl
(tiLtKiS, bUSKi. V.MIS, titj/arS,

hStib rn Sit

With the WATCOM VIDEO debugger you can debug large appllcalions without

extended memory. Now with mouse support.

System Requirements

I

•System: IBM PC. PC XT
PC AT. PS/2, or true compatible

• Recommended memory: S12K

I

• operating system PC-OOS or

MSDOS. version 2.0 or liter

Software Credentials.
WATCOM C6.5 is the product of 20 years

of computer language experience dating back

to the creation ofWATFOR in 1 965. More than

400,000 software products in worldwide use.

The fssteet, tightest cods
(small memory model*)

131

11.4

182

Vi.O

929
85.0

1246
Ohryslone

tllWrCOMC6.S WcroMnCS.D TUieoCl.S

The fastest, tightest code
(msdium memory model*)

M2
2.7

184

3.0

943

16.0

1232

WHTCOMCe.S MIcfOMNCS.O TUttoCI.8

1 3]0 0 H-L

WATCOM ExpressC WATCOM Cd.5

Microsoft Quicli C Microsoft C5.0
Turbo C 1 .S Turbo C 1.5

Experts agree:

“.
. . WATCOM C6.0 has taken over the

coveted position of best optimizing

compiier.”

Julie Andgrstyt, Editor

PC Tech Journal, June 1988

"... even in the crowded and competitive

C market, there is room lor a product that

can stand on its own merit and technical

prowess.”

Philip N. Hisley, Technical Editor

PC Tech Journal, June 1988

“The code generation is exceptional and

the package is extensive.'’

Richard Relph

Dr. Dobb^ Journal, August 1988

"WATCOM has developed a quality

product . . . The performance of

WATCOMts floating point emulation is

truly amazing . . . WATCOM C excels."

Scott Robert Ladd
Computer Language, June 1988

“I switched to WATCOM C and reduced

the size of my 8086 application by 20%
allowing me to write more code in C
instead of assembly language.”

Michael Quinn

Apple Computer, Inc.

rSPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
! OisketlB size: 3Vk' SVk*

I Ce.5 at Introductory price $295*

I Express C, at introductory price $75*

I
Please sand product information.

! Please contact re: sHe licensing and
I corporate price quotas.

I *UmMdtln1«M.wJucM.yprlow apply only to pnpaid
|^ord*rt. (VISA/MwMfCa/^ Sh^iping and handling axtra.

Suite 306-21 , Dept. PM-913

1430 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge. MA 02138

/WaHabia now. For Immadiala deiivwy in tha USA and Canada eaN:

1-800-265-4555

Name —
Tiile Tel. #

Company

Straei

City State Zip—_____
VISA— MaslerCard—Card •

Exp. Date Signature

WATCOM ind ExprcM C are (radamarhs ot WATCOM Syttams inc

C Copyngm 1W« WATCOM Producta inc

1
I

I

I

I

I

I
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LANGUAGES RICHARD HALE SHAW

COMPILING
THE FACTS ON.

Evcduatinglhe

trxutsofthe

new generation

ofC.con^)Uers.

PC PROGRAMMERS ARE DEVEL-
oping a crush on C. As Dermis Ritchie,

author of C, recently observed, Cf has

rocketed from being a tool for Unix sys-

tems programmers to occupjdng a pre-

ferred position in PC software houses.

Thr^years ago every machine caine

with a free BASIC interpreter (in ROM
or on-disk) and an assembler(DEBUG),
while C compilers were costly and com-

plicated. Today, with ftiU-fledged pro-

fessional C .compilers available for less

than $10D, the power ofC is available to

every professioiial and casual program-

mer. With so many feature-laden C
compilers at such attractive prices, how
do you choose one? Part ofthe answer is

to have an understanding ofiiow far C
compilers have traveled since the PC’s

first appearance in 1981.

THE C CHRONICLES When the IBM
PC first appeared, the undisputed lead-

er in the C compiler market was a
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C COMPILERS

STANDARD C:

THE ANSI DRAFT GROWS UP

CP/M-based compiler known as BDS-C.

Created by Leor Zolman, BDS (which

stood for “Brain-Damaged Software”)

featured a number of utilities, clean docu-

mentation, and a modest runtime library

with full source code. But most of all, it

featured speed. It was the fastest CP/M C
eompiler, bar none, and speed was what

we all sought in those days.

As C eompilers began to appear for

MS-DOS, many of them used BDS as a

rtrodel, including DeSmet DC88. which,

as our benchmark test results show, is still

the fastest to compile among the disk-

based compilers reviewed here. Other sur-

vivors from those early days include

C86Plus. Aztec C, and Lattice C, the virtu-

al “king of the hill” among DOS C com-

pilers for several years.

However, two events stand out as wa-

tersheds in the DOS-based C compiler

marketplace. The first was the emergence

ofMicrosoftC, Version 3.0, in 1985. In its

subsequent incarnations, the Microsoft C
compiler redefined the substance of the

professional C development system and

optimizing eode generation. TTie second

event was the appearance of Borland's

TurboC, Version 1.0, in 1987. With its in-

tegrated environment. Turbo C picked up

where BDS left off—combining speed

with an interface that allowed the user to

move through each part of the edit-com-

pile-mn cycle effortlessly. Today the de-

mand for compilation speed has been ex-

tended to include professional tools,

optimized code, and an integrated environ-

ment.

A MODEL COMPILER What consti-

tutes a high-quality C compiler? Evaluat-

ing theC compilers revolved around sever-

al key areas. Although the ANSI C
standard is not yet official, adherence to

the Standard Draft is important (see the si-

debar “Standard C: 'The ANSI Draft

Grows Up”). We were particularly con-

cerned with those aspects of the Standard

Draft that imparted immediate benefits to

programmer productivity and source-code

portability, such as function prototypes,

the new preprocessor directives, and
keywords. We also looked at how effec-

tively each compiler has implemented the

ANSI library (see the table “How ANSI
Compatible's YourC Compiler?”).

W ith the exception of the publication

of Kemighan and Ritchie's The C
Programming Language, the effort to

standardize C is the most important event

in the history of the C language. Over-

seen by the American National Standards

Institute (ANSI), the standardization pro-

cess has achieved a multitude of goals.

The language definition has been tight-

ened, eliminating the “gray areas” left

over from K&R, and room has been left

for future growth. Most important, the

ANSI effort has clung fiercely to the

“spirit of C,” the ideal of C as a pro-

gramming language that is small, porta-

ble, efficient, and elegant.

HISTORY OF ANSI C ANSI is re-

sponsible for establishing and defining

technical, industrial, and commercial

standards, and it delegates that responsi-

bility to a group of committees and sub-

committees in each field. Its X3 commit-

tee is concerned with Information
Systems standards, and the X3Jt I sub-

committee is responsible specifically for

the C language standard.

X3J 1 1 has met quarterly since its for-

mation in 1983. It has more than 130

eommittee members and nearly as many
observers, composed of representatives

from every major compiler vendor,

along with software and even hardware

developers. The list of the officers and

committee members reads like an indus-

try honor roll, including figures like P. J.

Plaugher, Thomas Plum, Lawrence
Rosier, and Jim Brodie.

When an informal public review of

the Standard Draft was held in Mareh

1985, it resulted in the incorporation of

over 800 suggestions into the draft. A
formal public review period was held for

4 months beginning in November 1986,

with another one taking place early this

year.

At the close of the December 1987

meeting, the X3J1 1 committee had
hopes to finalize the standard at the fol-

lowing meeting, in April of this year.

This was not to be.

The slowdown was partly due to the

addition of a new keyword at the Decem-

ber meeting. Since compilers have a dif-

ficult time making optimization assump-

tions about a data object, steps had
already been taken to allow the program-

mer to control the optimization of specif-

ic data objects. Thus, the volatile
keyword had previously been added to

the draft, which indicated data that

should not be optimized. Now, the com-

mittee members wanted a keyword that

would indicate just the opposite: a means

by which a programmer could say to the

compiler, “Make all the assumptions

you want about this variable, and opti-

mize it completely.” Thus, the no-
alias keyword was introduced in No-
vember.

Enter Dr. Dennis Ritchie, the author

of the C language. After 5 years of stay-

ing in the background, having always

worked through the committee's AT&T
representatives and never having attend-

ed a meeting. Dr. Ritchie objected to the

way noalias had been formulated and

the implications of its use in the library

interface. He showed up at the April

meeting, in fact, to have it killed. It was.

And while some committee members felt

that the concept of noalias might be

rescuable and that a replacement might

be devised, this could not be done before

the following review period. Since ANSI
rules stipulate that another public review

must take place after changes like this

have been made, finalization of the stan-

dard was postponed until the September

meeting at the earliest.

Only about 20 changes (including the

dropping of noalias) were made at the

April meeting, unlike the average 100-

plus changes per meeting in the past.

Since another ANSI mie allows the com-
mittee to limit the solicitation of public

comment to a consideration of changes

that are made, the only parts of the stan-
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dard still open to public review are the

changes made at the last meeting. So the

body of the standard will, in all likeli-

hood, now remain unchanged. And as

Tom Plum noted, the changes made
since last fall are innocuous enough that a

C compiler written then would remain

relatively unchanged in conforming to

today’s draft.

The kind of detail the committee has

had to cope with is almost unbelievable,

especially when you consider the nature

of the few changes made to the draft at

the April meeting. For instance, the in-

ternal construction of functions such as

strcmpi), strncmpi), and
memcmpl ) must now use unsigned inte-

ger logic to ensure portability. One
change concerned the deflnition of the

time structure in TIME.H, which was

modified to allow up to 61 seconds per

minute, thus allowing for “leap min-

utes.’’ Another specified that the

f flush! ) function will now take a

NULL pointer argument to indicate that

all output buffers should be flushed. Re-

member, these are from a meeting where

relatively few changes were made.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES Personally,

I was skeptical about the standardization

effort until I heard P. J. Plaugher recite

the guiding principles behind the stan-

dard at a seminar in I98S. Serving as the

backbone of the Standard Draft, these

principles have had a great deal to do

with the committee’s ability to solve dif-

ferences creatively, rather than political-

ly, and have prevented the formation of

factions among committee members.
The principles include these mies:

“Existing code is important; existing

implementations are not.” That is, don’t

break working code. If a program con-

formed toK&R but did not exploit the ar-

eas of the language where K&R was

vague, it should still work under Stan-

dard C.

“C eode can be portable” or “pro-

vide a fighting chance for portability,”

meaning that a well-written program
could avoid implementation-dependent

(and potentially nonportable) aspects of

the standard; it would thus be portable to

any environment that supports ANSI
Standard C.

“C code can be nonportable.” Porta-

bility is available, but it will not cripple

your ability to write efficient code and

stay “close to the machine.”

“Preserve the Spirit of C.” C does

not need to be fixed—it was never bro-

ken! But since K&R left some gray areas

in C, a number of implementations had

extended the language or taken liberties

of their own. This occurrence inspired a

set of additional guidelines:

Tmst the programmer.

Don’t prevent the programmer from

doing what needs to be done.

Keep the language small and simple.

Provide only one way to do an opera-

tion.

Make it fast, even if it is not guaran-

teed to be portable: many operations are

defined in terms of how the target ma-

chine’s hardware does it, rather than by a

general abstract rule.

Further guidelines recognized that alt

compilers would be forced to make some

changes, warned against making utmec-

essaiy changes, and allowed the develop-

ment of system-dependent code. There is

one more crucial guidelirte: “A standard

is a treaty between implementor and pro-

grammer.”

The implementor has greater opportu-

nities to optimize generated code bKause
the programmer can specifically identify

what he is trying to accomplish in his

code. In addition, the portability of the

source code is ensured for the program-

mer, assuming he adheres to those por-

tions of the standard that are not imple-

mentation-dependent. Finally, programs

will become more reliable b^use of the

greater type<hecking provided by the

standard.

While it would be impossible to dis-

cuss the contents of the entire Standard

Draft here, a few of the more obvious fa-

cilities and features are certainly worth

noting. A few archaic keywords were

dropped and a number of new ones add-

ed, mostly for specifying function and

data types and for clarifying optimization

intentions (as in the volatile keyword

mentioned previously).

Function prototyping was added, first

to help enforce type checking on both the

types of the arguments passed to a func-

tion, and also to check the assignment

compatibility of the function return type.

A standard function library has been de-

fmed as well; it includes the appropriate

function prototypes and header ^es, and

facilities have bran added to allow for the

internationalization of C—its use by de-

velopers whose native language is not

English (see the table “How ANSI Com-
patible Is YourCompiler?”).

For further information on the current

status of the ANSI C Standard Draft,

contact

X3 Secretariat/CBEMA

311 First St. NW, #500
Washington, DC 2(X)01

(202)737-8888

The draft document is long. Instead, you

might order a copy of Thomas Plum’s

book Notes on the Draft C Standard

(Plum Hall Inc., 1987). I’m indebted to

Tom for simplifying*and clarifying many
of the details and concepts that occur in

the draft document itself.

Writing and developing an ANSI
standard for C has bran a gargantuan

task, and the committee should be ap-

plauded for its efforts. With a little luck,

by the time you read this the armounce-

ment of a standard will be close at hand.

While C has evolved considerably in the

10 years since K&R, Standard C will en-

sure that C remains “powerful, simple,

and elegant.”— Richard Hale Shaw
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How ANSI Compatible
Is Your C Compiler?

XMhWe the ANSI standard is not yet
* • official {see the sidebar "Standard

C: The ANSI Draft Grows Up"), it is

nearly complete and in its final form. The
accompanying table evaluates the ANSI
compatibility of the C compilers reviewed

in this issue. While it would be impossible

to evaluate each compiler against the

entire standard, the more-obvious

facilities and devices have been isolated.

These should be supported by most im-

plementations that claim ANSI compati-

bility.

How to Use the Table

Contained in the table are some of the

new ANSI keywords, aspects of function

prototyping, and preprocessor and
pointer syntax changes. (ANSI features

that were common to all C compilers are

noted in the text rather than in the table.)

Fifteen ANSI-required header files are

listed, including the extent to which the

appropriate function prototypes and
macros contained in them were found.

Finally, a number of miscellaneous items

have been included that would force

changes in some compilers, particularly

those that claim compatibility with

Kernighan and Ritchie. Use this table to

judge for yourself the extent to which

your compiler is compatible with the

(nearly complete) ANSI C draft standard.

New Keywords
The keywords const, enum, signed,
unsigned, void, and volatile are

an essential part of the standard. All the

compilers have implemented enum and
unsigned. Note that void can apply to

nonexistent function arguments, func-

tions that don't return a value, and
generic pointers (that Is, pointers that

don't point to any particular type of

object). Some compilers may have

reserved a keyword without actually

implementing it—a common practice with

volatile.

ANSI C Compatibility: Summary of Feature.s
(Products listed in ascending price order)

Power C Let's C DeSmelDCSS
1 NEW KEYWORDS

1 $19.95 $75.00 $99.00

const Reser^ by Not available Reserved by
compiler compiler

signed implemented Implemented Reserved by

compiler

void Implemented Not available implemented

volatile Reserved by Not available Reserved by
^

compiler compiler ,

Syntactical changes

tfeccor o 0 •
i» o o •
« o o •
ipragma • o •

New escape sequences

\a • o •
\v • • •

Predefined macro names

_DATE_ • o •
_STI>C_ • o •
_TIME_ • o •
_FILE_ • 0 •
_L1NE_ • o •

Adjacent string llterais concatenated • • •
include flies

•include "header 1" • • •
•include <header2> • • •

1

•include MACRONAME o o •

—Indicates Editor's Choice •—Yes ( >—No

Preprocessor Changes There are five new predefined macros:

ANSI compatibility requires changes to the DATE
,
,

TIME
.

FILE .

preprocessor of most C compilers. Full

compatibility requires support for the terror
and Upragma directives, the "stringizing"

directive «. and the concatenation directive

«#. Besides the original K&R escape se-

quences (such as \n). two new ones have
been added; \a to ring the system bell, and
\v to generate vertical tabs.

LINE . and STDC (used to

indicate that an implementation conforms to

STandarD C). Finally, a C compiler's pre-

processor must support the concatenation of

adjacent string literals and the new syntax for

the finclude directive, where the name of

the file to be included may be a macro.
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QuickC

$99 00
EC0-CS8

$99 95

Turbo C
$99 95

Watcom C

$295.00

1^.

Microsoft C

$450X
C86PIUS

$497X
Aztec C86
$499X

Lattice C

$5XX
HIghC
$S95X

Imptemenied No! available Implemenied Implemented Implemented Implemented Reserved by

compiler

Impiemenied implemented

Implernenled Implernenled Impiemenied Implemented Impiemenied Implemented implemented Implemented Implemented

Ifnptemented Implemented Implemented Implemented Implernenled Implemented Impiemenied Impiemenied Implemented

Implemented Not available Implemented Implemented Implemented Implemented Impiemenied Not available Implemented

O O • • • • • O o
• o o • • • • o o
• o • • • • • o o
• • • • • • o o •

• o • • • • o o •

• o • • • • o • •

• o o • • • • o o
• o • • • • • o o
• o o • • • • o o
• o o • • • • • •

• o o • • • • • •
• o • • • • • o •

• o • • • • • • •

• o • • • • • • •

o • o • • o o o o

Pointers int X (

)

/• X Note that when used the notation for

ANSI-compatible compilers must support

generic pointers (designated by void *}. the

ability to assign a pointer to integer 0 (all

compilers reviewed here do), and the new
notation for pointers to functions. For

example.

is a function returning

int */

int {*y) 0

;

/* y
is a pointer to such a function
* /

y » 4x; /* y
now points to

X V
Cy) 0 ;

/*

K&R allowed this

•/

y{); /•

standard C also allows this

calling either x or y is indistinguishable:

you cannot tell whether y is a pointer to a

function or a function itself.

(continues)
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How ANSI Compatible

Is Your C Compiler?
(continued)

Header Files with Macros
and Library Functions
The ANSI draft defines a standard

function library. Each function in the

library has a prototype that should be
found in a specific header (.H) file. In

addition, these header files should

include macros, objects, and type

definitions that ensure source-<^e
port^lity for programs written to conform

to the standard.

While the headers and objects are not

required to be supported until the

standard is final, many have been in the

draft for some time and are no longer

subject to change. The compilers were
checked to see if they provide each of the

15 required header files. Then each

header file was checked to find out what

percentage of the more than 200
prototypes and declarations could be
found in the correct header tile. (In the

table, a yes answer indicates nearly 100
percent.)

Miscellaneous

One of the most valuable tools provided

by standard C, function prototyping

must be supported by an implementa-

tion that claims compatibility. It should

include the ability to define functions

that accept a variable number of

arguments, as well as functions that

specifically have ru) return value (for

example, void, which is supported by
all compilers reviewed here).

Rnally, a number of miscellaneous

items required by the standard illustrate

a vendor's sensitivity toward the C
compiler user: you. These are features

that a vendor can fudge, since they're

not very obvious and can be subtly

overlooked. All the C compilers we've

Included here let you use the same
name for two members of different

structures (that is, distinct structure/

union members) and allow you to use

structure assignment as a means of

initializing a structure.

—Richard Hale Shaw

ANSI C Compatibility: Summary of Features
(Products listed in ascending price order)

-indicates Editor^ Choice -'fes o—No

Power C Let's C DeSmet DCB8 '

POINTERS $19,95 $75.00 $99.00

Generic pointers

void * is valid representation • O •
Pointers to functions

func ( ) available (new syntax) • O •

HEADER FILES AND
LIBRARY FUNCTIONS
ASSERTH • • •
CTYPE.H • >50% •
ERNO.H • O 0
FLOATH • 0 •
UMITS.H • o •
LOCALE.H <50% o o
MATH.H • • >50%

SETJMP.H • <50% •
SIGNAL.H • 0 o
STDARG.H • 0 •
STDDEF.H • o o
STDIO.H • <50% >50%

STDLIB.H >50% o <50%

STRING.H • o >50%

T1ME.H • >50% O

MISCELLANEOUS
1

Function prototyping • O •
.

.' supported for variable argument
functions

• o •

Identifiers significant to 31 characters

Integer type modifiers, signed/unsigned

• 0 •

eh«r • • • • om
short • • • • oo
Int • • • • om
long • • • • oo

long double allowed • • m
long double larger than double O o o
long float la no longer allowed o o o
Long constants require L/l o o m
Flosting-point constants require r/f o o m
switch can use any integer type o o o
Returned expression must be assignment
compatible with dedered return type

o o •

Compiler generates error message or
warning for assignment incompatibility

o • •
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C COMPILERS

While many of the compilers reviewed

here have already implemented a large

portion of the Draft, others. Let's C for in-

stance. make no pretensions about being

ANSI compatible.

A compiler’s ability to produce effi-

cient. optimal code is of prime impor-

tance. We chose not to use benchmark

tests (such as the Sieve of Erastothanes)

commonly used by other publications. In-

stead. PC Labs created four benchmark

programs that exercise C compilers in the

same fashion as you yourself might: com-

piling and running programs that take ad-

vantage of file I/O, .suing operations, and

integer and floating-point math. The
benchmark tests assume that most compil-

Most compilers that

generate efficient

code also offer a

high degree ofANSI

compatibility.

ers can optimize well-written code; they

imiuite the coding habits of a less experi-

enced programmer and test a compiler’s

ability to effectively optimize code that

wasn’t well written from the start.

DeSmet DC88. as mentioned previous-

ly. was the fastest to compile the source

code of the benchmark tests. However, it

was not measured against the in-RAM
compilations of Turbo C, Quick C, and

Watcom Express C. Manx Software’s Az-

tec C86 produced the smallest executable

code across the board. As for the execution

times of the resulting code, the most nota-

ble were those of Watcom C 6.5, which

consistently scored in the top three, and

Microsoft C 5. 1, which always scored in

the top four.

Interestingly, most compilers that gen-

erate relatively efficient code also offer a

high degree of compatibility with the

ANSI Standard Draft. And these compil-

ers were often the slowest to compile the

benchmark test source code—not at all

surprising, considering the number of

ANSI type-checking and code optimiza-

tions that have to be performed.

Next, we evaluated each compiler’s

user interface. The introduction of Turbo

C a year ago forced compiler vendors to re-

evaluate this a.spect of their pixxiuct. Mi-

crosoft and Watcom offer companion
products {QuickC and Watcom Express C)

that produce an integrated environment

similar to Turbo C’s. Other programs,

ECO-C88 for example, mimic Turbo C’s

integrated environment. Other companies

have yet to respond.

We also considered whether a source-

level debugger (or any debugger) came
with the program. There’s no reason for a

programmer to use SYMDEB or DEBUG
when a CodeView-Wke source-code de-

bugger is included. Again, Watcom C 6.5

and Microsoft C 5.1 led the way, with

Quick C, Watcom Express C. DeSmet
DC88. Aztec C86, Let's C, Power C, and

ECO-C88 not far behind.

It should be noted that one of the com-

pilers reviewed is a special case. NDP C-

386, from MicroWay, produces code for

the 80386 protected mode; it requires the

Phar Lap 386IDOS-Extender and 2MB of

memory. As such, it differed so much that

we felt it could not be compared with the

other compilers in the features table or in

the benchmark tests.

A LOOK TO THE FUTURE 1 recently

asked Dennis Ritchie how he felt about the

ANSI standardization effort. He admitted

that though he had been initially apprehen-

sive, he thought the Committee ought to be

commended for a job well done. He did

say that he still had some reservations

about the const keyword, since it had

originally been meant to designate data

stored in ROM but has since come to rep-

resent any data that cannot be written

upon—a related but dual meaning.

Ritchie indicated that a certain stasis

may come to C, since “the implementa-

tion of function prototypes has actually

created, in essence, two languages." New
code won’t compile under old compilers,

he said, and, in some cases, old code

won’t compile under the new. In “The C
Mystique,” elsewhere in this issue,

Charles Petzold also hints that C may be-

come static; “a standardized language is a

language that will no longer grow .

’ ’

Indeed, Ritchie admitted that he would

like to have seen the FORTRAN facility of

dynamic arrays added to C, but warned

that the design ofC wouldn’t conveniently

allow it.

Perhaps the next trend in the evolution

of this wonderful programming language

will be for someone to rethink the assump-

tions upon which C is based. That just

might be one of the design goals for the au-

thor of “D."—Richard Hale Shaw

Aztec C86
One of the older C compilers for the PC,

Manx Software Systems’ Aztec C86, Ver-

sion 4. lOc, is still competing with the new
kids on the block. Although this old com-

petitor lacks pull-down menus and an inte-

grated editor/compiler, it still has some-

thing to offer.

The $499 commercial edition fits easily

onto five disks that are stuffed into one

IBM-style three-ring binder. Included

with the compiler is an extensive MAKE
utility, an assembler, a library utility, the

linker, an execution profiler, and two de-

buggers. A lot of utilities are included as

well, the most interesting of which is a “C
Prototype to English" and “English to C
Prototype" translation program. Also

thrown in are libraries to allow the creation

of executable files for DOS LI, CP/M-86,

and Unix. Aztec C86 also includes C
source code for the libraries.

Although strictly command-line-ori-

ented, the compiler itself is surprisingly

good. Compilation is swift, generating

small, reasonably fast executable files. A
few of the common enhancements such as

interrupt functions and register pseudovar-

iables are missing, but most of the ANSI
draft standard is present. For example, Az-

tec C86 is one of the few compilers to

properly handle the # and ## preproces-

sor tokens.

Aztec C86 is very good about interpret-

ing prototypes and detecting type changes,

but, surprisingly, it does not understand

prototype ellipses. It accepts both the

const and volatile storage classes, al-

though const seems to have no effect.

Aztec C86 accepts in-line assembly lan-

guage without special provisions. Manx is

working to make the libraries match the

competition’s, but several functions are

still missing, most notably those dealing
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Case History #60102
“With the addition of PC EXPO in

Chicago, NETWORLD, MMA Meet-
ing & Show, National FinCom and
National CASEcon, our data proces-

sing needs simply outgrew our existing

system,” said Steve lanuzzi. Con-
troller for H.A. Bruno Inc., the trade
exposition management company.
“We decided to look right in our own
own backyard at last year's PC EXPO
in New York, and we found that

DataFlex provided everything we
needed to turn our multi-user system
into a powerful database machine.”

DataFlex lets us control the
data instead of it controlling us.

“When we were producing only one
show, our database needs were sim-
ple: a list of prospect names which
could be flagged for invoicing as
they registered,” explained lanuzzi.

“but with several big shows a year,

that system quickly became over-

whelmed. We needed software that

would let us control the data instead

of it controlling us. One company
might be exhibiting in all our shows
...another in just two. Our account-
ing system had to be much more
sophisticated than simply a list of

prospects. Company profiles, list-

ings for multiple shows and all sorts

of details were needed in a form that

could interface with our accounting
system. We found that DataFlex
would answer all of our database
management needs."

A highly automated office
thanks to DataFlex.
“Starting in 1988, all of our shows
will be run completely by DataFlex.
From tracking exhibitors, invoicing

exhibit space and registrations

to meeting room sales, accounts
payable and accounts receivable.

DataFlex will be handling every
aspect of our operation. We’re even
moving our payroll work from an

outside firm to inhouse,” said

lanuzzi. “Now, what’s behind the
scenes at our high tech trade shows
will be as sophisticated at what's
in the booths!”

Take the first step to more efficient

program development today. Return
the coupon below for your free

DataFlex Demonstration Diskette.

Toll Free Sales Lines:
Nationwide 1-800-451-FLEX
In Florida 1-800-331-3960

“Starting this year,

all ofour trade shows
wUl be run completely
by DataFlex.”

Stephen J. lanuzzi, H.A. Bruno. Inc., Controller

Phone

(

Data Access Corporation
14000 S.W. 119th Avenue
Miami, Florida 33186
(305)238-0012
TELEX: 469021 Data Access Cl
FAX: (305) 238-0017

For more information, call from your modem 1-800-444-8080
(300-1200 baud, 8 bit. no paritv 1 stop bit) and enter the access
code FLEX 16 when prompted.

FREE SELF-RUNNING DATAFLEX DEMO
(PC-DOS/MS-DOS ONLY) PCM9 13/88

Find out mure about DataFlexs ease of use and pro^amming power.

Mail this coupon todav for vour free self-running demonstration diskette.

Company
Address_

How many computer systems are in use at your company?
Do you use a Local Area Network or Multi-User computer?

Data Access Corporation. 14000 S.W. 119 Avenue. Miami. Florida 33186
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OurconnectionswithIB

1
.,

As the saying goes, the more well-connected

you are, the more powerful you are. One example

of this is what we’ve done with IBM’s personal

computers and the System 3X minicomputers.

At IDEA, we’ve developed a greater number

ofways to connect IBM’s full line ofPCs and the

PS/2 to the System 3X than anyone else. And in

the process, we’ve truly pushed the capabilities of

these machines to new limits.

Our position as the leader in PC-to-3X

communications has been attained by following

a simple belief-one which proposes that merely

making the connection is not enough.

FROMTHE PC TOTHE PS/2.

Not long after IBM introduced the PC, we
introduced the first fully functional link between it

and the System 3X . And we did the same thing

when the PS/2 came out.

Now what all this means is that no matter

which IBM personal computer you have, or even if

you have a variety ofthem, we hwe a variety ofways

to connect them to your 3X. Plus we’ll be able to

connect whatever comes along in the future.

THE GATEWAYTO COMMUNICATIONS.
Ifyou want to be well-connected, you’ve got

to expand your network. The best way to do ttat is

with idea’s local and remote gateway products.

With the IDEAcomm 5251/Gateway, for

example, you can distribute host sessions to any

combination ofPCs and PS/2s on yourIBMToken
Ring, or NetBIOS-compatible network, and give

them access to your 3X.



M have everyraie talking

it:

On a smaller scale, IDEAcomm 5251/Share

lets four microcomputers access the System3X
throughjust one emulation board. And a user can

even^1 in from the field with a laptop computer

to get current information from the 3X through

an asynchronous modem.

LOCALORREMOTE CONTROL.
Further evidence ofour commitment to

advancing PC-to-3X communications is seen in

Our local and remote capabilities.

IDEAcomm 5251, which is the standard

in twinaxial communications, allows single-

keystroke access to the System 3X. Yet it’s one

ofthe most powerful products available today. It’s

the onlyone to support full 132 column 3180 emu-

lation, while providing graphics output and a

windowing feature that lets you view multiple

concurrent host sessions. For your branch ofiBces,

the IDEAcomm 5250/Remote offers the most

cost-effective means ofaccess toyour 3X.

Ifyou want to get the most fi'om your System

3X, call us at 1-800-257-5027. Becausewhen it

comes to3X communications, it’s true what they

say- it isn’t what you know, it’s who you know.

IDEAssociates
The Leader in PC Ikhnciigy

IDEAssucaln. Inc. , 29 Durian Read. Bdlerica.MA01821, (617) 663-6878, Telex 4979780; iiwce. Koflfi Koor, Omiaiy, United Kmgdnm. The IDEA. IDEAssocuies»d IDLAconm trademarts are registered in the U.S. hleri and Trademark

()ffke by IDEAssociatei Inc. IBMand TokenRngarelegutefed tradenoiluri IriernatioiBl Bu^aess Mach^ CotporatioiL PSClB a trademark ri IricnsHioid BusnessMadwsCoq^
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C COMPILERS

FACT FILE
AzIeeCge,

Vcnioll 4.10c

Manx Software Systems

P.O.Box 55

Shrewsbufy, NJ 07701

(800)2214)440

list Price: $499

Requires: 256K RAM.
DOS 2.0 or later.

In Short: Aziec C86 is the chameleon of the

group, suppa ingin its various forms envi-

ronments ftoiii the Macintosh to Unix. It fea-

tures good petformance and professional sup-

port. including ROM. in-line assembly, and

library sounx code. However, the manual is

diffkuh to use. Not copy protected.

CtfCLEti20NnEAD€nSEHVlCgCAnO

with DOS directories and files.

Included on the distribution disk is a

READ.ME file with last-minute changes

and updates to the manual. Manx is to be

commended, however, for including a list

of known bugs. All compilers have bugs,

and knowing what they are in advance can

save you hours of confusion.

UNIX EDITOR The Azfec C86 editor is

straight Unix vi, except that you can use

the function keys and the arrow keys in

place of vi's inane commands, if desired.

Manx has integrated the compiler, the as-

sembler, and the linker. One simple com-

mand takes the source C program all the

way to an executable .EXE file. The object

file format is proprietary; however, a sepa-

rate utility is supplied to convert Azlec

C8(J-format object files into Microsoft for-

mat for linking via the DOS linker with the

output of other compilers.

The debugger is of the source code vari-

ety, but it's not window oriented. The
source code listing scrolls off the screen;

you must periodically restore it by using a

list command. The debugger supports all

the expected features, such as permanent

and temporary breakpoints, watchpoints,

and assembly language or source-level de-

bugging.

FRACTUREDMANUAL Partly because

of age and partly because Manx apparently

shares parts of the manual with compilers

for other environments, the Azlec C86
manual is fractured and difficult to use.

The first section includes several layers of

updates in reverse chronological order,

like fossil layers. Overviews of the com-

piler, assembler, linker, and so forth fol-

low, divided from each other so that they

can be combined in different ways for dif-

ferent packages. This arrangement makes

for some confusion—for example, no

mention is made in the discussion of the

debugger as to what compiler or linker

switches must be engaged for it to work;

these switches are described with the com-

piler and the linker, respectively.

The documentation on the library is

evenly divided into System Dependent and

System Independent sections, but when

you want to look up a function, you often

don’t know to which category it belongs.

Since page numbers start over with each

section, finding items is difficult even

when the index does list them. Dividers

would help, but a better solution would be

to integrate the manual's parts into a uni-

fied whole.

Aztec C86 also comes in two less-ex-

pensive versions: The Developer system

does not include library source, libraries

for other operating systems, or ROM sup-

port; the Professional system removes the

profiler and the Compact and Medium
model libraries as well. Despite its age,

with the help of a new manu^ and an ex-

panded software library, Aztec C86 could

still compete.—Stephen Randy Davis

C86PIIIS
“The king is dead! Long live the king!”

can also be said about C86Plus. Version

1 .
1—Computer Innovations’ $497 C com-

piler.

Computer Innovations (Cl) was one of

the major players back when the game of

hostingC on the PC was still young. Then,

C compilers were invariably crude and un-

reliable; most didn’t even implement the

full language. By comparison. Cl’s C86
compiler was stable and polished. Sure, it

was more expensive, but if you intended to

do serious development work, you paid

the extra cost.

Times have changed, and so have us-

ers’ expectations. Old-time compilers are

finding it difficult to keep pace. The ANSI

FILE
C86Ptits, Venioa 1.1

Omputer InDovatKMu

980 Stwewsbiuy Ave.

Tinum Falls, NJ 07724

(800)922-0169

(201)542-5920

LM Price: $497

Requires: 512K RAM.
hard disk. DOS 2. 1 or haer.

In Sbort: Althou^ it’s trying hard to keq)

up with an evolving ANSIC standard,

C86Plus still has its rough spots: slow compi-

lation with mediocre code generation, for ex-

ample. However, C86Plus is bi^dy compat-

ible widi earlier versions o(C86. Not copy

protected.

OnCLEMl ON READER SERVICE CARO

C-standard C86Plus resembles the be-

loved K&R C86 ofold, but new pretenders

have come to claim the throne.

C86Plus arrives on seven floppy disks,

tucked away into two smallish IBM-style

three-ring binders. One of these binders

contains a description of the library, the

other an overview of the compiler itself.

Although the documenuttion is well writ-

ten and the description of the library is ade-

quate, the compiler manual is extremely

terse. In keeping with its original image as

a “professional" compiler, C86Plus has

no manual tutorial, nor any but the most

compact descriptions ofC or C86Plus. An
extensive on-line help program is avail-

able, though, as well as a help switch on

the compiler itself, for a brief review of the

legal switches.

Installing the compiler onto a hard disk

(you must have a hard disk, with a mini-

mum of 512K) is a breeze. You select the

destination directory name and the memo-
ry models to install; the installation pro-

gram takes it from there. You can also in-

stall the source code to the libraries.

C86PIUS is executed strictly from the

command line. Operation is much like that

of Unix’s CC compiler. Enter “CC” fol-

lowed by the name of the C source pro-

grams, and C86Plus automatically per-

forms compilations and linking. Switches

control C86Plus'% operation, allowing, for

instance, the generation of real-mode 286

or 386 instructions. You can store these
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Business Forms That
Mean Business

I’t it frustrating? You need all kinds of

forms to run your business. With a PC

on your desk, why are you still doing

fotios by hand?iWw^FormWMTri*

FbnnWorx with Rii & FiieT'

have two ways to streamline your

forms processing. Save time Save

money. Get down to business.

FormWorxf* Get the forms

you want
Invoices, expense reports, Packing

sheets, records, logs, and schedules.

:
Whelherit'salbnnyouuseathousand

limes or a oneoWdnd, you can

make it withFormWon. Start from

scratch or modify one of the many

forms we've already created for you.

Business forms that took business-tike. Draw verti-

cal and horizontal lines -single, double, and thick-with just

a single keystroke Lines print perfectly straight and solid on

dot matrix and laser printers, type and edit text. Large wide

and condensed type sizes UndWiine boldface center, justify,

reformat, alter case and mote

It's easy to change your mind. Stretch

or shrink a form. Erase copy, and move things

around until every detail Is just right. Sort and resort

a list, search for a word, etc. There's even an “Undo"

command for those times when the computer does

what you say instead of what you mean.

The fastest and easiest forms generator

on the market Period. Intuitive pull-down

menus and clear commands allow you to create your

Erst form soon after opening the package It's that

simple.

The critics are mtartitDous;

“ftrmltbrx makes ileasylo creole forms. lnexpemiix...easylo irse."The Wall

Street Jonmal.

‘The user interface is fast rate Editing is especially easy. The documentation is uxll

written, comprehensive, and easy to understand."PC Magazine

And users agree;

"A greatproduct is only half the slory. Ibu folks alFormVAtrx also have that ingredient which is missing with so manyproducts

on the market today-cuMtomer sendee. Idni take care ofyour customers like few in the industry do loday-and the customers

keep coming back with their friends!" ltD.W., Lexington, S.C.

NEW! FormWora with Fill& FUer*

Fill out forms perfectly.

AE the features of FbnnWorx pfos powerful FID

& FUe software that lets you easily fill out the

same form again and again. Perfe^. Standard

government and industry forms. Armed forces,

real estate, insurance, health care, law, education,...

Form template sImiwson screen foreasy lilMn.

Simply tab from one blank to another and just type. Your

typing stays in the blanks and the form is protected

against accidental overwrites Easily edit your entries

and get letter-perfect printouts every time

Lets you print only the data onto preprinted

forms Perfkt alignment every time Or if you prefer,

print the form and the data onto blank paper. Either

w^, you can use search conditions to batch print only

those forms you need.

Minimizes retyping. “Lookup" lists help you type

frequent entries automatically. “Ditto" repeats what you

typed before Date time and serial nunto “stamps"

will save you precious time And fixed data can be

preserved in “Read-only" fields

Stores data in a database file for

later use. Just retrieve the information

whenever you need it for that form...or any

other form. Store up to 32,000 records in a single

file Easily locate and update specific records

Reads and writes dBASE ill Pin/*

(JWF) fDes directly so the data on your forms

can be used to generate reports summaries

mailing labels form letters etc. Easily create a

form for loading information into your dBASE

files Or quickly make a form lor viewing selected

information in those files ASCII and other file

formats are also supported.

FlU& File even does the math!

Included free: FormWorx
Programming Language.

Automates forms processing

in your office

1-800-992-0085
In Mass. 617-890-4499

I
Spedal Offer! FormWorxisjust $95.* F(»inWorxwlthFUl&Fileisjust$149.* Eachpackage

I
indudes dozens of ready"t&print forms, an easy-tenead manual with tutorials, and FREE telephone

I
support.

I Yes! Send me FormWorx FormWorx with Fill & File

ForiiiWbix
C Please charge lo my VISA MC [

Card na Expires

•AMEX

CORPORATION
Reserve Place, 1601 Trapelo Road. Waltham. MA 02154

I Signature.

C Enclosed is my check or money order.

Make checks payable to FonnWorx Corp.

Shipping and Handling in US/Canada:

FomWorx—$4.75, FormWon whh FUl &
File—$6.75. Air mail overseas; FonnWoa-
$10. FormWorx with FUl& FUe-$lg. In MA
add 5% sales tax.

Hardware requirementi- Over I2S printen nipported. Requires IBM PC PS/2, or ownpatUe with

DOS2.0 ffhi^. H)nnW9a-320KB R)rTnWoa with FIDa Fie—512 KB \Mirks wRhor without a

graphics board Color is displayed on color systems. Available on 3.7 tislu when specified Not

copyprotected.

I
Company

Prices and terms subject to change without noli<». TVaderiip lebate offer expires June 30. 1986.

FormWvx tod FBI & FBe are iradenarkt of FOrmWorx Coi^mtion. dBase III Plus is a trademark

of Asiaoo^hte.

I City. -Zip-
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I Telephonef

lpCM9/13/88

45-Day Money Back Guarantee!

If k)r any reason you are not satisfied.

call our customer service department

to arrange for a prompt refund. Direct

purchase only.



C COMPILERS

OUR CONTRIBUTORS

Stephen Randy Davis has been a micro-

computer programmer for 10 years. He is

the author of Turbo C: The An of Ad-

vanced Program Design, Optimization

andDebugging (tA&T Books, 1988) and

is a frequent contributor toPC Magazine.

Ray Duncan, a contributing editor ofPC
Magazine, writes the Power Program-

ming coluitu. He is the author of Ad-

vancedMS-DOS (MictosofiPtess, 1986)

and Advanced OS/2 (Microsoft Press,

scheduled for publication in fall 1988).

Ross M. Greenberg is the owner of a

New York City consulting fum that spe-

cializes in MS-DOS and Unix program-

ming in the C language. He has written

communications programs in C for the

past 5 years.

Patitela J. Milland is a project leader in

PC Labs.

switches into environment variables along

with the include file and library paths for

automatic recall.

A limited MAKE capability keeps

C86PIUS from compiling source files that

have not changed. A separate MAKE utili-

ty allows you to spell out detailed depen-

dency relations in a project file for serious

development. A library utility also comes

with it, but there’s no debugger or editor.

SLUGGISH EXECUTION C86Plus’s

execution is sluggish; the compiler rou-

tinely performs near the bottom of the list

of compilers tested. The resulting pro-

grams were never the worst performers

tested, but they were always behind the

pack. And while C86Plus implements the

vast majority of the ANSI draft standard, it

is not without flaws. Version 1 . 1 had sev-

eral bugs—for example, accepting a long

argument to a switch statement, but then

generating code that caused a crash. Even

Cl’s standard stdlo.h include file rou-

tinely generated a spurious warning mes-

sage during compilation.

C86Plus supports the ANSI C draft

standard. It also supports common exten-

sions such as the near and far pointers,

but not HUGE. Features missing include

Charles Petzold, a contributing editor of

PC Magazine, writes the Environments

column. He has been a professional pro-

grammer since 1971 and is the author of

Programming Windows (Microsoft

Press, 1988) and Programming the OS/2

Presentation Manager (Microsoft Press,

scheduled for publication in fall 1988).

Vincent Puglia, president of PLS Con-

sulting Services in Lindenhurst, New
York, has written programs for both

mainframes and PCs. He is familiar with

many third-generation languages, in-

cluding C, PL/1, COBOL, Pascal, and

BASIC.

Richard Hale Shaw, a contributing edi-

tor of PC Magazine, edits the C submis-

sions to the Languages column, and has

been programming in C for4 years. He is

also a software engineer at Hilgraeve Inc

.

interrupt procedure types, in-line as-

sembly language, and direct access to the

registers. While retaining as much com-

patibility as possible with C86, the

C86Plus library has adapted quite well to

the ANSI standard. Missing, however, are

support for windowing or graphics or for

devices such as a mouse.

You can work around most of

C86Plus's problems. The bugs we en-

countered were not serious, and you could

add the missing features in the library . And
C86Plus will work with other vendors'

editors and debuggers.

—Stephen Randy Davis

DeSmet DC88
DeSmet DC88, Version 3.1, from C
Ware, is a lean, mean, high-quality C de-

velopment package that puts compilation

speed ahead of nearly every other feature.

Offering a program editor, assembler,

compiler, linker, and source-code debug-

ger, DeSmet DC88 also sports a package

of excellent programmer’s utilities. The

$99 program is designed for the C pro-

grammer who prefers writing small appli-

cations, utilities, and software tools.

Originally written and developed by

Mark DeSmet, a consultant to Intel, De-

SmetDC88 produces code for what is pop-

ularly known as the small model; that is,

no more than 128K of memory—64K for

code and 64K for combined data, heap,

and stack space—can ever be used. While

the package offers stopgap measures for

allowing greater code space (overlays) and

has a large-case option for producing large

model code, its greatest strength is also its

greatest weakness: the compiler primarily

produces small-model code for small and

medium-size applications, including soft-

ware tools.

This simplifies everything about the

compiler. Since only one model is support-

ed, you won’t have to worry about which

one to choose. This has also allowed C
Ware to optimize the compiler and simpli-

fy the assumptions that the compiler must

make about the code it generates. So it

should come as no surprise that DeSmet
DC88 compiled the PC Labs benchmark

tests faster than any other disk-based com-

piler tested.

DEMANDING INSTALLATION While

DeSmetDC88 is relatively easy to install , I

found that the process demands more than

you might expect; it certainly can be time-

consuming. The software arrives archived

on three disks, and you must manually

copy it from the disks and unarchive it. If

you have the disk space, it’s simpler to un-

archive the whole thing and delete what

you’re not going to use. Also, you must
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bw there's room
for everyone

on the fast track.
Compaq introduces the best

of 80386 technology

for every computer user.

HI.-
The 16-MHz

COMPAQ
DESKPR0386

The new 16-MHz

COMPAQ -

DESKPR0386S =
TET

When Compaq
pioneered high-

performance personal comput-

ing and introduced the industry's

first 32-bit PC's based on the Intel* 386* chip,

we gave performance-hungry business users,

engineers, analysts and software developers

the tools they needed to run complex applica-

tions faster and better.



The new 25-MH2
COMPAQ

RO 386125

Now, we're

introducing the new
COMPAQ DESKPRO 386S and

COMPAQDESKPRO 386/25. And extend-

ing our high-performance 80386 line in both

directions. To meet the increasing demands of

today's general business users and to provide our

power users with more power than ever. So

everyone can enjoy the speed and future capabili-

ties of 80386 computing.

In each COMPAQ 80386 PC, our exclusive

design lets every component operate at opti-

mum speed. GivingCOMPAQ personal comput-

ers a considerable edge in system performance,

ensuring compatibility with industry-standard

software and hardware, and providing what
may well be the ultimate in connectivity for

high-performance,
network environments.

The newCOMPAQDESKPRO 386S

is the first personal computer designed spe-

cifically to let general business PC users head

straight for the performance and potential of

80386 personal computing.

For more advanced applications, the origi-

nal COMPAQ DESKPRO 386 and the COMPAQ
DESKPRO 386/20 deliver even higher levels of

performance.

And now at the top of our line is the

COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/25. The most power-

ful personal computer available.

With our two newest machines, we're not

just pushing 80386 technology forward; we're

widening it. To let every personal computer user

take advantage of everything COMPAQ 80386

power has to offer.

camma
It simply works better.



Now, breakthrough technol-

ogy from Compaq brings the

power and potential of 80386-

based personal computing to

millions of business PC
users. The first personal

computer powered by the

new Intel 386SX* micropro-

cessor, the new COMPAQ
DESKPRO 386 s is designed

specifically as an affordable,

high-performance alterna-

tive to 80286-based PC's.

Surrounding its revo-

lutionary microprocessor

are high-performance
components and a 32-bit

architecture that run your

current software up to

60% faster than most
10-MHz 80286 PC's. Plus

give you the power to run

32-bit software that

80286 PC's won't run at all.

And exciting new multi-

tasking software such as

Microsoft" Operating
System/2 from Compaq and

Microsoft Windows/386.

With its sleek, "small

footprint" design, the

COMPAQ DESKPRO 386 S

takes up far less room
than its competition.

But it gives you

room for four

internal
storage

devices.

=F»=



So you can easily tailor it to

your exact needs. Choose
from fast 20-, 40-, and 110-

Megabyte Fixed Disk Drive

options; 5V4-inch and 3 V2-

inch diskette drives; even

tape backup options.

We give you one full

megabyte of high-speed

memory standard. And
you can expand to 13 mega-

bytes without using an ex-

pansion slot. This will

come in handy when
you're ready to thoroughly

exploit the MS* OS/2 oper-

ating system and advanced

80386 business software.

We even built features

like advanced VGA graph-

ics and standard interfaces

for a mouse, printers and
other peripherals into the

system. This saves your

slots for modems, network
boards and much more.

You'll also find two
more standard features:

the same sophisticated

engineering and uncom-
promising quality that set

all COMPAQ 80386 com-
puters apart. So head for

the performance you really

need for today's applica-

tions. And the 80386 po-

tential you'll need for

tomorrow's. With the new
COMPAQDESKPRO 386S.

tormance

It simply works better.



Once again, Compaq introduces a

personal computer that leaves every

other PC in the dust. With its unsur-

passed Intel 25-MHz 386* microprocessor,

exclusive COMPAQ Flexible Advanced Sys-

tems Architecture, and up to 1.2 gigabytes of

storage, the new COMPAQDESKPRO 386/25 is

the ultimate expression of 80386 technology.

Its FLEX /urchitecture uses separate mem-
ory and peripheral buses operating in concert to

reach maximum system performance, while

maintaining compatibility with industry-

standard hardware and software. By splitting

the work, they also prevent infor-

mation bottlenecks in the system.

The 25-MHz cache memory control-

ler keeps data instantly accessible, and
that lets the processor tear through appli-

cations with 0 wait states 95% of the time.

All this translates into performance

that's up to 60% faster than most 20-MHz
80386-based PC's.

And, with the optional Intel 387* orWeitek™
coprocessor, you'll even be able to match the

numeric processing power of a dedicated engi-

neering workstation at a fraction of the cost.



Introducing the 25-MHz COMPAQ DESKPRO ^/25.

The most powerful personal canputer avaiffle.
,

For sophisticated PC users

ultimate ia p^dti
You can go from one megabyte of standard,

high-speed memory all the way to 16 megabytes.

And for storage-hungry applications, such as

networks using disk fault tolerance and multi-

user systems, the COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/25,

with two optionalCOMPAQ300-/6()0-M^abyte

Fixed Disk Drive Expansbn Units, is able to

provide up to a massive 1.2 gigabytes of,high-

performance storage. VYith an average access

time as low as 20 milliseconds.
, :!

•. .

Of course, we give you a choice of 5V*' or

3V2 " diskette drives and high-capaCity tape

backup options.
'i I'

-



Next to high perform-

ance, the advantage of

COMPAQ 80386 comput-

ing is compatibility with

both today's and tomor-

row's software. From MS-
DOS' to the exciting new MS
OS/2 operating system. And
beyond.

Thanks to a close and
longstanding working relation-

ship between Compaq and

the industry's independent

software developers, the

COMPAQ line of 80386 per-

sonal computers is especially

capable of letting you tap the

full potential of all the new
multitasking software.

You'll run MS-DOS 3.3,

plus MS OS/2, Microsoft

Windows/386, XENIX:
UNIX* and the thousands of

applications written for them.

And with any computer from

the COMPAQ 80386 line,

you'll run them all faster.

"Ikke one for a :

quick spin and

whyCOMPAGcompf^
unsurpassed satisfeic

ings from users and
experts. For the location of the

nearest Authorized COMPAQ
Computer Dealer or for more
details, call 1-800-231-0900. Ask
for Operator 63. In Canada, call

1-800-263-5868, Operator 63.

)MPAQ* «Dd COMPAQ'^SKPRO 386* are trade- -

:ks of Compaq CoafiiUr Corporatioo. Microioft*

XENIX* aod MS* ate irademarks of Microsoft

iratkia. MS*OS/2 and MS*Vni)dows/386 are products

>fi Coiporalion. Productwses meotioa^ ker^n

trademarks and/or rcgiatered trademarks of (heir

e companies. *Rc:giiiered US. Patent and ^ade-

COMPAQ DESKPRO 38605 graphics ^1988

Software, Inc. 01988 Compaq Computer Corpora-

itM. All rights reserved.

*tlereafter referred to as 80386$X, 80386 sad >8387

reapectheir-

commtt
It simply works better.
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A GLOSSARY OF C]

Array A collection of data items of the

same type. An anay may be accessed by

an index. Arrays may have one or more

dimensions, and multidimensional ar-

rays usually represent tables. A simple

array might contain values for the days of

the week.

C data types C allows five basic data

types:

1 . char (character): ASCII characters

2. int (integer); integer numbers

3. float: floating-point, or real num-

bers

4. double: large floating-point numbers

5. void: recently added by ANSI as part

of the proposed C standard, void may
either declare a function as returning no

value or may be used to create generic

pointers.

C operators An operator tells a com-

puter to perform a specific operation,

such as multiplication, division, or deter-

mining a statement as true or false. Be-

sides the usual mathematical functions,

C uses increment (+ + , which adds 1 to a

number’s operand), decrement (—

,

subtracts 1 ), and a number of logical and

relational operators. C is known for the

versatility of its operators.

Code block A series of statements, en-

LANGUAGE TERMS

closed within braces, or { }, that execute

together as a unit.

Compiler Translates program source

code into object code. Since a computer

can execute object code directly, com-

piled programs mn more quickly than in-

terpreted programs.

Functions As independent subrou-

tines, functions allow modular program

creation. The main program will contain

calls to functions, which then perform

operations, return values, call otter func-

tions, and generally act as very simple

standalone programs. Extensive use of

functions increases portability.

Interpreter Reads and executes pro-

gram source code line by line, without

generating intermediate object code.

Many C programmers use an interpreter

as an interactive debugging tool, which

enables them to view a program while it

is executing.

Library C compilers have standard li-

braries consisting of functions used to

perform commonly required tasks and

I/O operations. A hallmark of a good

compiler is the richness of its libraries.

Linker Combines program code with

functions found in the C compiler’s li-

braries. Some C vendors supply linkers;

otters use operating system linkers, such

asDOSLINK.EXE.
Pointer A variable that contains a

memory address. A key element in the

efficiency of C, pointers allow a pro-

grammer to indirectly access the contents

of a variable at a memory address.

Program control statements C con-

tains a variety of statements that regulate

the flow of a program. The WHILE,
FOR, and DOWHILE statements control

program loops; IF and SWITCH are used

for conditional decisions; and GOTO,
CONTINUE, and BREAK affect where,

how, and whether a loop or statement

will continue. The library function,

exlt( )

,

terminates the program and re-

turns control to the operating system.

Register In C, variables may be de-

clared as register, instmcting the compil-

er to keep the value of these variables in

the register of the CPU rather than in

memory, where variables are conven-

tionally stored. Operations performed on

register variables are therefore very fast.

Variables C declares variables within

functions (local variables), in function

parameters (formal parameters), and

throughout the program (global vari-

ables).—^Pamela J. Milland

make your own decisions as to what kind

of directory structure you’ll use and which

files go in which directory. There’s no in-

stallation program included that would

automate this work for you.

C Ware does provide a fine full-screen

program editor, SEE, that can run the

compiler and linker without your having to

exit to DOS. Also available is the ASM88
as.sembler, which uses a subset ofMASM
instructions. Again, it’s very fast since all

data and code references can be assumed

to be 2 bytes long (for the small model).

Among DeSmel DC88’s features, a fa-

vorite of mine is its ability to handle in-line

assembler, embedded in the source code.

This is accomplished by using some addi-

tional preprocessor directives, #asm and

#, respectively. The compiler assumes

that any lines falling between these two

directives is assembly language. In addi-

tion, the compiler has a convenient way of

accessing the registers of the 8088—by us-

ing pseudoregisters. While not as versatile

as the pseudoregisters found in Turbo C,

they’re easy louse.

NO COMPILE-LINK DRIVER One
problem I found with DeSmet DC8S is its

lack of a driver program for executing the

compile-link process. While the program

contains instructions for creating a batch

file that executes separate compile and link

commands, a smart program would be

more appropriate.

Included with the DeSmet DC88 pack-

age is a source-level debugger, D88. With

a simple but powerful interface, D88 dis-

plays the source code of the function being

executed, lets you set breakpoints by ad-

dress or line number, and allows you to

watch the contents of local and global vari-

ables as the program executes. In addition,

D88 evaluates the result of C expressions

and displays the elements of an array or

structure.

Like some of the otter compilers re-

viewed in this issue, DeSmet DC88 in-

cludes a numberofsoftware tools and utili-

ties. It is virtually the only compiler

reviewed, however, that includes a pro-

gram execution profiler as part of the stan-

dard package. Profilers measure how
much program execution time is spent in

running an entire program or on a single

function or procedure. Based on the opti-

mization axiom that 90 percent of all pnt-

gram time is spent executing 10 percent of

the code, profilers aid in narrowing down

which part of the code is being used the
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WhylbuShouldPhtSaimm
InChai^eOfW)rd IVocessing.
r 5 Forms Processing makes it a breeze

• to fill out and print any preprinted

form.
Groping

• for a bet-

ter word? The

Thesaurus

feature shows

you synonyms,

antonyms and

definitions.

2 Samna Word IV has what it takes

• to satisfy the captains ofgovern-

ment and industry.

7
^ Samna appeals to all

• groups in a corpora-

tion. Including office

workers, technical writers,

executives and the legal

department.

8 “Samna has one of the easiest

• command structures we have

ever seen . .
.” said Datapro’s re-

viewer. That means new users are

productive sooner.

9 ^^7F For an additional

• i tJ* 67 reasons, call

for our free brochure,“75

Reasons to Use Samna.”

Phone (800)831-9679

or (404) 851-0007.

Ask for Extension 15

.

3 The Fold feature lets you view

• widely separated columns side

by side. Great for statistical docu-

ments and spreadsheets.

4 Context-sensitive help screens,

intuitive commands and com-

puter-based training make Samna
Word IV a piece ofcake to learn —
and use.

All in all, there’s one big reason why many of the best

known organizations choose Samna. Quite simply, its

combination of power, ease of use and productivity is

unrivaled. Samna W)rd IV. Available in both DOS and c ^ ci j n . j a.i . cabamna Corp., Ulenndge Centre, 5o(K) Clenndge L)r., Atlanta, GA 3034Z
SCO l» a trademark ofThe Santa Cruz Operation, (nc./XENIX is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation' UNIX ia a registered trademark ofAT&T in the US and in other countries

SCO" XENIXVUNIX* system V versions. All the

word processing power your company will ever need.

I
The Preview feature gives you

• an on-screen display ofhow
each page will actually look— includ-

ing fonts, point sizes and graphics.

CIRCLE 214 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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most, allowing you to concentrate your op-

timization efforts

.

Generally . DeSmetDC88 is a fine com-

piler with a few minor deficiencies. First is

its lack of a compilation-link driver. Sec-

ond, it uses a proprietary linker and object-

file format, although a DOS-Link option is

available to produce standard .OBJ files.

Third, the documentation has no index.

And, finally, the executable code is not

particularly fast. This is partly due to the

lack of optimization performed by the

compiler: you trade code optimization for

fast compilation. But if you’re looking for

a fast compiler with an in-line assembler

and a nice ^bugger, this is it.

—Richard Hale Shaw

ECO-C88
ECO-CS8, Version 4.0 ($99.95 from Eco-

soft) , is aC compiler for the C novice. Fea-

turing a six-pass compiler, editor, source-

code debugger, and many tools and
features that professional programmers

look for in a C compiler, ECO-C88 fur-

nishes an environment where a novice can

leam and grow.

Jack Purdum, the president of Ecosoft,

is the author of theC Programming Guide,

probably the first book other than the origi-

nal K&R to plumb the depths of the C lan-

guage (K&R seemed quite incomprehensi-

ble to many in those days). For those of us

to whom learning C was a long, difficult

struggle, Purdum’s books were a beacon

of light in the darkness. ECO-CS8 fits into

the same niche.

Installing ECO-C88 is easy. An instal-

lation program prompts you for the appro-

priate disks, makes directories, and installs

the compiler without modifying either

AUTOEXEC.BAT or CONHG.SYS. In

addition, a README.DOC file contain-

ing undocumented changes is displayed at

the end.

One of the first things I noticed when
using ECO-C8S is what's known as the

“picky” flag. This compiler command-
line flag lets you control compilation with

up to ten levels of wamings/error-check-

ing. While Purdum agreed that level 2 was

good for everyday work, he warned,

“we’ve yet to see any published code get

past level 9” on the first try. Frankly, 1 be-

lieve him.

FILE
fc'CO-CS8, Version 4.0

Ecosoft Inc.

6413 N. College Avc.

Indianapolis, IN 46220

(317)255-M76

List Price: $99.95

Requires: 5 12K RAM

,

DOS 2.1 or later.

In Short: An excellent compiler for the C
novice or programming novice. It also in-

cludes an editor and debugger. While not

really a pn)fcssional'.s compiler and needing

some impnnemenLs in documentation.

tCO-C88 is certainly a choice for the pcrstin

newtoC. Not copy pn>tected.

CWCIE 679 ON READER SERVICE CARO

An interesting aspect of ECO-C88 is

that CC.EXE, the driver program for the

compiler, comes with complete source

code, allowing you to modify it or even

create your own interface to the compiler.

Although the compiler doesn’t include a

separate MAKE program, a CC-com-
mand-line flag will impart MAKE-like ca-

pabilities to the compilation process.

Source code to the runtime library is avail-

able for a small additional fee. Moreover,

Ecosoft will supply a free copy of the com-

piler to the first person to report a previous-

ly unreported bug.

While the standard CC-command-line

interface is available, ECO-C88 comes
with an editor, CED, that lets you run the

compiler without exiting to DOS. CED in-

cludes keyboard macros, on-line help with

function prototypes, and a brief descrip-

tion of each library function.

While CED comes set up to work like

WordStar, its keyboard, tabs, colors, and

indentation are completely configurable. It

also allows you to save and restore the en-

tire work environment, including the file

you’re working on, your cursor location in

the file, and parameters you want passed to

the compiler.

ECO-C88 also comes with a source-

level debugger, CMORE, which allows

you to set tracepoints and multiple break-

points on function calls, addresses, and

loop iterations. In addition, you can format

output to the Trace window as if you were

usingprintf ( )

.

LIBRARY The ECO-C88 runtime li-

brary includes most of the expected C li-

brary functions, with a few additions.

While the library doesn’t have graphics

functions (graphics and windows packages

are available for about $40 each), it does

have character-mode screen I/O functions.

In addition, the library includes routines

for reading directories as if they were files,

which relieves the programmer of having

to set the DTA and generate DOS inter-

rupts to find a file. Functions are also in-

cluded for lOCTL calls, an extra rarely

seen elsewhere.

While ECO-C88 seems to be directed

to the C novice, it’s also suitable for the

novice programmer; the compiler error

messages look as if a human being, not a

computer, were writing them to you. Oth-

er aspects of ECO-C88 seem to indicate

this, too. Forexample, the mallocf ) and

free ( ) library functions automatically

switch to allocating memory from DOS if

there is no local heap space available.

WHATS MISSING Unfortunately, in

Ecosoft’s zeal to make ECO-C88 easy to

use, the company seems to have over-

looked a few things. For instance, I could

not find any mention in the manual of what

the compiler’s setup requirements were:

the minimum RAM. how many drives are

required, and so forth. I found numerous

typos and mistakes in the manual, and 1

didn’t care for the way the library descrip-

tions were handled (I prefer the standard

“one function per page, function name at

the top of the page’ ’ descriptions in the tra-

ditional Unix style). Nor did the library de-

scriptions include prototypes or return

types for each function.

While I found CED easy to install, use,

and configure, the lack of integration be-

tween it and the compiler can be annoying.

Since the editor and the compiler are truly

separate programs, you must save your file

before compiling it: the compiler reads the

source code from the disk and not from

CED’s buffer.

ECO-C88 is largely ANSI C compati-

ble. Function prototypes are supported,

and so is structure assignment. Long iden-

tifiers are supported (up to 30 characters),

as is variable argument processing (in

varargs.h). Unfortunately, there

doesn’t seem to be any support for the
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ANSI predefined macro names
( FILE for example), nor for most

of the other new preprocessor additions.

ECO-C88 goes nicely with Dr. Pur-

dum’s books, and I would not hesitate to

recommend it to a person new to C or to

programming. Indeed. Heath-Zenith is us-

ing it as the basis for a training package on

C. Already an excellent value, ECO-C88
could pack even more bang for the begin-

ner’s buck with some minor improve-

ments.—Richard Hale Shaw

HighC
High C/386
High C and High C/386, from MetaWare

($595 and $895, respectively), are full-

fledged professional C compilers designed

for the serious program developer. While

they don’t sport the extra frills of an editor

and debugger, they do offer a variety of

code-generation options, near-ANSI-stan-

dard compatibility, and a variety of unusu-

al, albeit nonportable, extensions to the C
language.

While these two compilers have identi-

cal u.ser interfaces, function libraries, and

extensions, the code they generate differs.

Unlike High C, which can generate 16-bit

code for the Intel 8086, 80186, 80286, and

NEC V-20/V-30 processors. High C/386

generates only 32-bit protected-mode code

for the 80386. Running programs generat-

ed by High C/386 requites a 32-bit protect-

mode environment, such as Phar Lap’s

386/DOS-Extender. Since this is the only

difference between the two compilers, the

discussion that follows applies to both.

High C installs with ease. All the pro-

grams are stored in a packed archive file on

several disks. The installation program al-

ters neither your AUTOEXEC.BAT nor

your CONFIG.SYS, since environmental

variables are not necessary for the compil-

er to tun. Instead, the installation program

sets up a complex subdirectory structure

under the directory you specify foxHigh C,

and all the support files and programs are

placed in the appropriate subdirectory

automatically. 3^ile this makes installa-

tion simple, each of the compiler compo-

nents, header files, and so forth must re-

main in the appropriate directory for the

compiler to run.

The documentation that comes with

High C is clean, well laid out, and well or-

ganized. The indexes are extensive, and

it’s easy to find almost anything. Howev-

er, I did notice that some of the indexes

need updating; references are sometimes

one or two pages off.

EXTENSIONS Some of High C’s
more-interesting aspects are its extensions

to the C language, most of them Pascal-

like (not surprising, since MetaWare also

produces a Idll-featured Pascal compiler).

Among them are nested functions and the

ability to introduce ranges in the case of a

switch statement.

Other extensions include the ability to

use an underscore in place of commas in

constants (for readability), intermixed dec-

larations and statements within a function

(standard C allows declarations only at the

beginning of a function or a block), and de-

rivatives of C compilation directives. An
example of the latter, #c_include ,

works just like #include except that it

excludes a previously included file.

While constructs such as these are not

portable and certainly do not conform to

the emerging standard, you can enforce

ANSI compatibility by using a compiler

switch. Furthermore, MetaWare’s exten-

sive Language Reference Guide shows ex-

plicitly what part of the emerging standard

it does or does not support, and which of

the extensions ate not portable.

IN CONTROL In addition, a number of

pragmas are available for controlling com-

pilation and code generation. They allow

you to specify function-calling conven-

tions, control function parameter passing,

determine whether the caller or the call re-

cipient performs stack cleanup after a

function call , and specify functions such as

FAR or NEAR routines. There are prag-

mas for designating interrupt handlers,

saving registers on entry to a function,

specifying routines that return 32-bit val-

ues, and generally configuring the compil-

er. While some of them ate equivalent to

mechanisms used by other compilers, such

as the pascal keyword in Microsoft C,

they are infinitely more flexible.

And, while other compilers may claim

that they produce code for the NEC V-20

and V-30 processors (used in the NEC

i^FACT FILE
MetaWare Inc.

903 Pacific Ave.,#20l

Santa Cruz. CA 95060*

4429

(4()8)429-MHTA

High C, Ventkm 1.4

List Price; $595

Requires: 240K RAM . DOS 2 .0 or later.

CinCLE 639 OIREADCR SERVICE CARO

High CUM
list Price: $895

Requires; 240K RAM. hard disk. DOS 2.0

or later. Phar Lap 386/DOS-fcxterHler.

In Short: A powerful pn^fcssional’s compil-

er implenK'nied for 286 and .386 machines,

with nearly complete ANSI C compatibility,

numenius language extensions, and cixle-

generation options. While not the fastest

compiler available, it's still a stn>ng choice.

Not copy fmrtccted.

ClHCl £ 67eON RCADLR SERVICE CARD

MultiSpeed), this is the only compiler I’m

aware of that generates code that can take

advantage of the additional registers avail-

able on those processors.

High C (incidentally, the compiler used

to produce dBASE III Plus) performs most

of the optimizations specified in our C
compiler features table, but I had hoped it

would produce smaller, faster code than it

did in the PC Labs benchmark tests.

The High C runtime library is close to

ANSI C standard, but not particularly ro-

bust. Many of the extra and unusual func-

tions found in other compilers’ libraries

were missing.

New ANSI C keywords const and

volatile are supported but do not yet

appear in the documentation. Surprising-

ly, the entry keyword, dropped by the

ANSI C Standard Committee, is still men-

tioned in the documentation. High C sup-

ports function prototyping and some of the

new preprocessor macros ( FILE and

LINE ), but not some others

( DATE , for example). It supports

many of the new header files, but not all of

the objects and functions that should be de-

clared in them. Not only can you use the

ANSI C standard’s 3 1 -character identifi-

ers, but you even have the option of mak-
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Price is one reason
to buy PrintMaster II

forprintersharing.

Performance and support
are two others.

• 6 serial and 2 parallel ports

eAny port can be a computer or
printer port

eAll ports can send and receive data
simultaneously

eComputer to computer data transfer
e Printer selection via resident pop-up
menu

e 256 KB buffer saves computer time
e Buffer may be field expanded to
1.25 MB

e Easily connects to computers,
printers, plotters, and modems

• Competitive price

• Unlimited toll-free telephone
support

• 30 Day money back guarantee

Bf^ech
Bay Technical Associates, Inc., Data Communications Products Division

200 N. Second St, Bay Sa/nf Louis, Mississippi 39520 USA
Telex: 010-332-1018 BAYTECH, Telephone 601-407-8231 or toll-free

800-523-2702
CIRCLE 172ON READER SERVICE CARD



4.77/10 MHz
8088 BASED SYSTEM

12 MHz WITH ZERO WAIT STATE.
286 BASED SYSTEM

STANDARD FEATURES:

Intel 8088 Processor

256K Dram (120 NS) Standard

4.77/lOMHz Motherboard

Enamel beige case

150 watt power supply

One 360K 5.25 floppy drive

Mono graphics adapter

CGA adapter

1 floppy controller for two drives

1 game port

1 serial port

1 parallel port

Switchable AT/XT keyboard

Samsung amber monochrome

monitor

Hardware reset switch

8087 co-processor ready

Hardware turbo switch

Audio speaker8 expansion slots

48 hour hardware burn-in and

diagnostic testing period

Comprehensive 1 year parts and

labor warranty

STANDARD FEATURES:
Intel 80286 Processor

512K RAM
12 MHz with zero/one wait state

motherboard. Motherboard ac-

commodates up to 4MB onboard

RAM using 80NS 1 MB dram’s

Hard drive and floppy drive

controller

Samsung amber monochrome

monitor

200 watt power supply

1.2MB high density floppy drive

Hercules compatible monochrome

adapter card

1 parallel port

1 serial port

Clock c^endar with battery

back-up

Enhanced 101 key keyboard

Full size or desk-saver case

80287 co-processor ready

48 hour bum-in and diagnostic

testing period

Comprehensive 1 year parts and

labor warranty

OPTIONS TOTAL
30 MB Hard Drive Kit Add: $298 $921

40 MB Hard Drive Kit Add: $373 $996

DISCOUNT MICRO
BASE fiCAS
SYSTEM 0^3

Discount Micro Products also carries a

complete line of name brand com-

ponents and peripherals such as disk

EGA SYSTEMS:
NEC Multisync II monitor & Paradise EGA Card Add: $684

Basic EGA System including Monitor and Card Add: $399

HARD DRIVE OPTIONS TOTAL
40 MB, 65 MS Hard Drive Kit Add: $325 $1,496

60 MB RLL, 65 MS Hard Drive Kit Add: $383 $1,553

40 MB, 40 MS Hard Drive Kit Add: $373 $1,544

70 MB, 29 MS Hard Drive Kit Add: $612 $1,783

DISCOUNT MICRO
BASE
SYSTEM I I # I

drives, tape back-up units, monitors,

and modems to customize your system.

Call us for product information on

components and peripherals. 1-800-727-8646



is not enough. .

.
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20 MHz WITH ZERO WAIT STATE.
386/20 SYSTEM

STANDARD FEATURES: f~Ramsiing amber monochrome
1 MB RAM monitor

16/20 MHz W/ zero wail state. Gl Par^lel port

Motherboard accommodates up to Gl Serial port

4MB onboard RAM Gl Game port

0200 watt power supply GHercules compatible monochrome
Enhanced 101 key keyboard adapter card

AT style case with LED’s for GHD/FD controller

hard ^ve, power, and turbo OS/2 compatible

setting Comprchcmivc 1 year parts and
1.2MB high density floppy drive labor warranty

EGA SYSTEMS:
NEC Multisync II Monitor and Paradise EGA card Add: S684

Basic EGA System including Monitor and EGA card Add:S399

HARD DRIVE OPTIONS TOTAL
40 MB, 25 MS Hard Drive Kit Add: $515 $3,135

80 MB, 28 MS Hard Drive Kit Add: $740 $3,360

150 MB SCSI Drive Kit Add: $1,671 $4,291

Discount Micro Products, Inc. knows whether you’re

purchasing your first system or buying a hundred

systems for a departmental upgrade, your purchase

decision rests on more than price. Every detail and

every question you have must be fully answered. And
we intend to do just that. Ask us about. . .

COMPATIBILITY:
Every Discount Micro 8088, 80286, and 80386 based

system is fully IBM compatible. You can purchase

your system with either industry standard Phoenix or

Award BIOS.

COMPONENTS:
Every Discount Micro 8088, 80286, and 80386 based

system is packed with the name brand components

you expect—Fujitsu, Magnavox, Micropolis,

Miniscribe, Mitsumi, NEC, Samsung, Seagate, and

Western Digital to name a few.

SERVICE, WARRANTY & SUPPORT:
Every system or component, including all hard disk

drives, floppy drives, monitors, and motherboards,

comes with a Limited One Full Year Warranty. You

can upgrade the warranty on your hardware invest-

ment to a Two Full Year Warranty package at

marginal cost; there is no sliding scale or declining

component coverage for this extra year either. Our

technical support professionals have years of ex-

perience de^ng with microcomputers. Call them at

313-422-1286 between 9:00 am to 12:00 noon, 1 pm
to 5:00 pm E.S.T., Monday - Friday.

Our satisfied customers include. . .

•Black & Decker •Merrill Lynch

•Chevron Oil •NCR
•Coca Cola •Parke-Davis

•General Foods •Proctor & Gamble

•Honeywell •3M Corporation

•ITT •TRW
•Maybelline •US Government

All in stock orders shipped same day

via UPS Ground Service.

DISCOUNT MICRO
BASE $9fS9nSYSTEM AOmW

CIRCLE 229 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Other inquiries 313-422-1200. For returns please call

313-422-1286. Hours: Mon. - Fri. 9:00 am to 7:00 pm
& Sat. 10:00 am to 3:00 pm E.S.T. VISA, Mastercard,

Approved Company Cheques and P.O.s accepted. 34360 GLENDALE AVE., LIVONIA, MI 48150



C COMPILERS

:

|T^ C ijoinpilers: summary ot features
jjJlN (Products listed in ascending price order)

DeSmet
DC88
$99.00

Watcom C

$295.00

Microsoft C

$450.00
Let's C
$75.00

Quick C

$99.00

ECOC88
$99.95

Turbo C

$99.951 GENERAL FEATURES
Power C

$19.95

Operating environment DOS DOS DOS DOS DOS. OS/2 DOS DOS DOS, OS/2

No. of diskettee 2 5 6 6 7 5 8 14

Storage required on hard disk 747K 1.2MB 250K 1MB 700K 200K 2.8M6 5.3MB

Minimum RAM required 320K 320K 256K 448K 512K 384K 512K 400K

Runs on dual-floppy computer without O O • • O • O O
disk exchange

1 INSTALLATION

Automatic Install program • • O • • • o •
Automatically sets up directories • • o • o • • •
Seta path to libraries arKl linker • • 0 0 o 0 • •

1 COMPILER

Error handling

Checks for multiple errors • • • • • • • •
Provides muttifrie wamir)g levels • 0 o • • • • •
Checks for ANSI C compatibility • o o • • • o •

In-line features

6087/80287/80387 support o o o • o • • •
80188/80166«0286 support o • o • o • • •
User functions o o o • • • • •

Memory models supported

Small (64K code, 64K data) o • • • • • • •
Medium (unlimited code, 64K data) • o o • • • • •
Compact (64K code, unlimited data) o o o • • • • •
Large (unlimited code, data) o • • • • • • •
Huge (with arrays larger than 64K) o 0 0 0 o • • •

Optimizations

For speed • 0 0 • o • • •
For size o 0 0 • • • • •
Selective disabling o • 0 • o • • •
Cor>stant foktirtg • • 0 • • • • •
Extra jump elimirtafion • • 0 • • • • •
ktvariartt code reduction o • o • o o 0 •
Empty loop elimination o • o • o o o •
Register varii^le allocation • • o • o • • •
Register van^>le reallocation o o o • o • • •
Common submpression eiimlrtation o • o • o o • •
ktiomatic code replaced with special o o o o o o • •

instructions

Other peephole optimizations • o o • o • • •
Disable stack-checking • o o • o • • •
Disable rxill poigter checks o o o • o • • •

1

—Indicates EdHorls Choice •— O—No N/A— Not applicable: program does not have this feature.

1
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C66PIUS Aztec CB6 Lattice C High C

$497.00 $499.00 $500.00 $595.00

DOS DOS DOS DOS.OS.2.
Microsoft

O O O O

(continuee)

ing all the characters in an identifier signif-

icant (as in Berkeley Unix).

High C is a professional’s C compiler,

although I would prefer some improve-

ment in the compile and run times. If you

like flexibility, need to generate code for

specific Intel processors, or would like to

see some Pascal-like extensions available

in C, High C might be the compiler for

you.—Richard Hale Shaw

Lattice C
Only a few years ago, there were two prin-

cip^ players in the C compiler market-

place: Lattice C—and everyone else.

Since then, Microsoft, Borland, and others

have carved out their own market niches,

encroaching on the turf that was once con-

sitfered Lattice’s exclusive domain.

Today, Lattice C is a product in a state

of transition. While Version 3.21 was

available when 1 wrote this review, 3.3 is

scheduled for release before you read this,

and Version 4.0 should follow a few

months later. Why the “versionitis”? The

answer should be apparent after reading

this review: the LatticeC compiler, though

solid and reliable, is overpriced and under-

featured compared with its competition.

Installation of Lattice C is easy; there’s

almost nothing to it. The installation pro-

gram (not a .BAT file) will prompt you for

a target directory to install the compiler,

build the required subdirectories, and copy

the appropriate files to your disk. Both

S'4- and 3'/2-inch disks are contained in

the package.

The Lattice C documentation comes in

two cleanly typeset, spiral-bound vol-

umes, encased in hard covers to make

them durable and easy to use. The fust vol-

ume includes a language referenee guide,

discussions of the supported memory
models, and instructions for using the

compiler itself. The second contains de-

scriptions of the mntime library functions

and listings of all of the header fdes. The

function descriptions are particularly well

done; each function begins on its own
page, complete with name, synopsis,

header file, function description, return

value, references, and examples. In addi-

tion, a label identifies a function as origi-

nating in the ANSI standard or in the Lat-

tice C library—in all, some of the best

library documentation I’ve seen.

Unfortunately, while each section of

the manuals has its own table of contents,

the only index 1 could find was for func-

tions in the mntime library. There is sim-

ply no comprehensive index, which makes

it difficult to find particular subjects. In ad-

dition, there’s no list of library functions

by classification (for example, a list con-

taining all the string-handling functions in

one group, the file-handling functions in

another group, and so on).

ANSICCmiPATIBILnY? Uttice was

originally known for its various cross-

compiler implementations. The company

produced compilers for many of the major

mainframe and miniffame processors, not

to mention micros; it was the first to offer a

C compiler on the Amiga. In the spring of

1987, Lattice was purchased by SAS Insti-

tute, which saw it as an opportunity to ac-

quire and market compiler technology un-

der its own aegis. SAS even replaced

Lattice’s representative on the ANSI com-

mittee with one of its own people, al-

though this may have had the unfortunate

effect of placing Lattice further behind in

the effort to maintain ANSI compatibility.

This becomes more obvious when you

consider the scarce references to the

emerging ANSI standard in the documen-

tation. making it difficult to determine the

ANSI compatibility of the compiler.

While function prototypes and other, bet-

ter-known ANSI devices are supported.

iiSFACT FILE
l^attice C, Version 3.21

Lattice Inc.

25(K)S. Highland Avc.

Lomhunl. IL 60148

(8(X» 533-3577

(312)916-16(K)

List Pnce: $500

Requires: 384K RAM.
DOS 2. 1 or later.

In Short: A quality compiler, but (he current

version doesn't have the tcatures and capabil-

ities that a professional would expect for the

price tag. While upcoming versiims may
remedy this. kx>k elsewhere if you need a

powerful compiler now. Not copy pnxected.

Ctf^LE<nONftEAOEHS£RV<:£CAW
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C COMPILERS

rTTT] C Compilers: Summary <

i ^ N (Products listed in ascending price order)

>f Features

Power C Lot’s C

DeSmel
DCB8 QuickC ECO C88 Turbo C

k:
Walcom C Microsoft C

1 MAINTENANCE FEATURES $19.95 $75.00 $99.00 $99.00 $99.95 $99.95 $295.00 $450.00

MAKE (source-code meintenence) o • O • O' • • •
Applicable to other languages N/A O N/A o N/A O • •
Maintains system based on date N/A • N/A • N/A • • •
Orgaruzed by project N/A • N/A o N/A • • O

1 DEBUGGER (SOURCE-LEVEL)

Itadng • • • • • o • •
Start/stop after specified occurrences • • • o • N/A • o
Slart/stop based on a oortdition • • o • • N/A • •
Lists line numbers 0 0 • • 0 N/A O •

Breekpcrints

Enable/disable after specified occurrer>ces O o • • • N/A • •
Enable/disable based on a condition o o • • • N/A • •

1
LINKER, LIBRARIAN, OBJECT FILE

1 SUPPORT111 • o • • o • • •
Uses DOS's LINK.EXE o • • • • • o •

Standalone librarian Included o • o o o O • o
Uses Microsoft LIB utility o • o • • O o •

Proprietary object file format • o • o o o o o

1 EDITING FEATURES

Edttor None Standalone Standalone Integrated Standalone' Integrated Standalone Standalone

Mouse support N/A O O • O O • O
Supports 43*lirw EGA N/A o 0 • O • • •
Maximum number of files N/A 11 2 Unlimited 2 UnNmited 64K Unlimited

Search artd replace N/A • • • • • • •
Cut ar>d paste N/A • • • • • • •
Formatting N/A o • O O 0 O •
Parenthesis matching N/A o O • O • O O
Keyboard macros N/A • • o o 0 • •
Macro language N/A o o o o 0 o •
Modifiable by user N/A o • • • • o •

1 MODULE INTERACTION

Integrated editor/compller 0 • o • Optional • o o
Integrated compiler/Iinker O • o • O • Optiortal •

1
IMPLEMENTATION-SPECIFIC

1 FEATURES

Near/far functtorw • 0 o • O • • •
Pascal calling convantlons • 0 o • O • • •
Interrupt hMdIngt • o 0 • o • • •
In-Mne eaeembler o o • o o • O o
Direct eccese to registers o o • o o • o o
Naar/far pointar typas • o o • o • • •
Hugapointar 0 0 o • o • • •
a0S7/80x87 emulation • • o • • • • •
Packad atructuree o o • • • • • •
^•^Indicaies Editor's Choice •— 0—No N/A—iNot applicable: program does not he^ this feature.

1

* MAKE teetures are built into the compiler, t Can be used as a standalone editor or integrated with the compiler.
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C86PIUS

$49700
Aztec C86
$499.00

Lattice C

$500.00

HighC
$595.00

• • o O
• • N A N'A

• • N'A N^A

• • NA N A

o • o O
N A o N'A N'A

N A o N A NA
N A • N'A NA

N'A o N A N'A

N A o N A N'A

• • • O
o o • •
• • O o
o o • •
o • o o

None Standalone None None

NA O NA N'A

NA • N A N'A

NA 1 NA N'A

NA • N'A N'A

N A • NA NA
NA o N A N A

N A • N'A N'A

N A • N A N'A

N A o NA N/A

N A o N'A NA

O O o o
• o o o

• • • •
.
• 0 • •
o o o •
o • o o
o o o o
• • • •
o • o 0
• • • •
• o • •

(continues)

one cannot help but come to the conclusion

that this implementation has paid little

more than lip service to the emerging stan-

dard.

The PC Labs benchmark tests show that

Version 3.21 of Lattice C is no speed de-

mon; it falls squarely in the center of the

pack on all compile times. The size of the

code generated by the compiler was aver-

age, except for the relatively small float-

ing-point benchmark code size. Finally,

the executable code scored consistently in

the slower half of the compilers tested,

with the exception of the strings bench-

mark test, where it was the slowest.

As for other features. Lattice does sup-

ply a fme mntime library and was one of

the few compilers reviewed that included

NetBIOS support functions. All of the ma-

jor memory models are supported, and

Lattice has added a few twists of its own to

them. And Lattice’s Technical Support

Group has earned a superb reputation over

the years.

UTTLE BANG FOR THE BUCK Noti-

ceably lacking from this compiler is a

source-code debugger, an editor, and sup-

port for 80286 protected mode. For a com-

pany that has been in the game as long as

Lattice has, with a product as widely

known as Lattice C, this compiler simply

does not pack the features and options that

are so readily available from the competi-

tion. The asking price of$S00 cannot stand

up to compilers that offer as much or mote

for one-fi^ the price

.

Whither the future for Lattice C? As
mentioned. Version 3.3 should be avail-

able by the time you read this review, and

all indications ate that it will be a step in the

right direction. It should include the ability

to tun under and generate code for both

MS-DOS and OS/2’s 80286 protected

mode; it also should feature an editor and a

debugger for both real and protected

mode. ANSI compatibility should be mote

aggressively addressed and the library ex-

panded. On top of that, the price is being

lowered to $4M. This is OK for a protect-

ed-mode compiler, but it isn’t a major con-

cession: there are feature-packed $100
compilers reviewed in this issue if you are

concerned about price.

In an effort to be even more aggressive.

Lattice has announced that Version 4.0,

which will follow 3.3 by a few months,

should include an integrated environment,

a source-level debugger that will imitate

and attempt to surpass Microsoft’s Code-

View, an overlay linker that will optionally

overlay data, further compliance with

ANSI, and (at last!) considerable optimi-

zations for improving code size and speed.

Additionally, Lattice will be throwing in a

number of improved utilities and software

tools that currently must be purchased sep-

arately.

Lattice’s promises do raise ques-

tions—one of them the possibility that the

versions tocome are doomed to remain va-

porware. Keep in mind, however, that

Lattice does have a solid, if staid, reputa-

tion. While we all know how unstable re-

lease dates can be, these products should

be released with the features discussed and

close to schedule. If you’re shopping for a

compiler now and are convinced the Lat-

tice is for you, you can buy Version 3.21

and then upgrade later, or you can wait.

The time it takes Lattice to prxxluce its

new versions will be more than enough

time for other vendors, whose compilers

already surpass Lattice C, to enhance their

products even further. But if Lattice’s up-

coming versions really outclass the com-

petition, it will be worth the wait.

—^Richard Hale Shaw

Let’s C
Nonconformity might be a desirable trait

in a person, but not in a compiler. Let's C,

Version 4.0. 12, $75 from Mark Williams

Co., is the only compiler we tested that

made no attempt at being ANSI compati-

ble. (Mark Williams insists, with some va-

lidity, that since ANSI C is only a draft

standard, there is currently no standard to

support.)

Let's C’s nonconformity extends to its

SOO-page, softbound manual, which con-

tains the five disks. After an initial installa-

tion and tutorial section, the manual begins

an alphabetically ordered lexicon—every-

thing is thrown together strictly on the ba-

sis of spelling. Explanations of “switch”

(the C primitive), "string compare” (the

library function), “stream” (a file con-

cept), and “strip” (a utility supplied by

Mark Williams) are contained on consecu-

tive pages because they all begin with the
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C COMPILERS

Power C Let's C

OeSmet
DC88 QaickC ECO-CM TerboC

kb
WatcomC MierossftC

RUNTIME LIBRARIES $19.95 $75.00 $99.00 $99.00 $99.95 $99.95 $295.00 $450.00

String functkww

Substring • • • • • • O •
Search string • • • • O • • •
Parsing into tokens • O • • • • • •

Graphic functions I

Lines • O • • o • • •
Circles • O • • 0 • • •
Pies • O O • o • • •
Curves • O • • o O • •
Eilipses • O o • o • • •
RectarYgies • o • • o • • •
Get/set display mode • o • • o • •
FiHed objects • o • O o • • O
Qet/set palette atxl attributes • o • • o • • •
Get/set coordinates O o • • o o •
Save/restore images to/lrom memory 0 o • • o o •

Flle/dlrectory support 1

StA)directory functior>8 • o • • • • •
DOS find first/next functions • o o • • • •
Access to file time/date stamp • • o • 0 • • •
Disk space functions • o • o • 0 • o •
Devices as logical files • • • • o • •
Get name of current directory • o • • • • • •
Change attributes and permission settings • o • • • • • •
RIe locking • o • • o • •

BIOS functions directly available • o • • • • o •
Irigonometry routines • • • • • • •
Memory allocation I

Near heap allocation • • • • • • • •
Far heap allocation • o • • o • • •
Allocation directty from DOS • o o • o • • •

Binary search feature • o • • • • • •

DOCUMENTATION

Contalna Index • • o • • • • •
Contalrw glossary • • 0 • o o • •
Command'orlentad section • o • • • • o •
lUtorial section • • 0 • o • o •
Error message section • • • • • • • •
ANSI C comparative Information o o • • • o o •
Online help o • 0 • o • • •
^•—Indicates Editor^ Choice •—Mm O—No N/A—Not applicable: program does not have this feature.
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C86PIUS

$497.00

Aztec C86

$499.00

Lattice C

$500.00

HighC
$595.00

• • o •
• • • •
• o • •

O • o O
o • o o
o o o o
o o o o
o o o o
o o o o
o • o o
o o o o
o • o o
o • o o
0 o o o

• • • o
0 o • •
• o • •
o o • o
• • • •
• • • o
• o • •
o o • o
o o • •
• • o •

• • o •
• • o •
o o • •
• o o •

• • o •
• • o o
o o • •
o • o •
o • • •
o o o •
• o • o

PC

letter s. This format is great when you

know what you’re looking for and you

want further explanation. It’s not so good

when you’re searching for a library routine

or a command to perform a certain func-

tion.

The hitorial section of the manual plus

an automatic install program make instal-

lation easy. You can install Lei's C into

any directory with the executable, include,

and library files in separate or common di-

rectories. The user sets up environment

variables to direct Lei's C.

The editor is micro-EMACS and is not

configurable (source code is included,

however)—great if you know EMACS,
but otherwise you have a new editor to

learn, and this one is even, worse than

WordSlar's. Although they’re separate

programs, the compiler and the editor are

sufficiently tied together so that when the

compiler detects an error, it can place the

user into the editor with the cursor at the

point of the infraction. A special key se-

quence allows movement forward and

backward between errors. When finished,

the user types a simple Ctrl-Z key com-

mand to exit the editor and start compila-

tion over again from the beginning. Once
compilation is successful, the compiler

automatically executes the link step to gen-

erate a standalone .EXE file.

SHEU, Mark Williams supplies an “af-

terthought” shell program, called MWS.
MWS allows items to be selected from

menus, including filenames, in typical

point-and-shoot fashion. The user watches

the commands being built in a window as

each option or file is selected. When the

user finally selects the Execute option,

MWS simply executes the command.
Even though context-sensitive help is

available from the environment (no help is

available from the compiler or the editor),

I quickly tired of the shell and began build-

ing commands directly. Fortunately, you

can store the compiler switches into the en-

vironment for automatic execution at com-

pile time.

FEW EXTENSIONS Te/’sC imple-

ments few of the ANSI or the Microsoft

extensions to C. Better forget about using

near, far, huge, or void pointers, in-
terrupt and pascal function types.

FACT FILE
Let'sC, Version4.0.12

Mark Williams Co.

1430 W, Wrightwtxxl

AVC.

Chicago. IL 60614

(312)472-6659

List Price: $75

Requires: 320K RAM.

in Short: ldii>syncratic in a lime ofANSI C
standardization, Let’sC is a compiler that

needs to be bnHight into the current age ofC.

Not coi^ protected.

CinCLE 676 ON READER SERVICE CABO

DOS 2.0 or later.

function prototypes, or variable argu-

ments. And Lei's C supports only the

small and large memory models. No form

of in-line assembly language is supported.

However, Lei's C includes 8087 support

libraries, as well as 80186 instructions.

Lei's C does support ROMable code

and can be linked with PL/M and compati-

ble languages via an “alien” function

type. Non-K&R constructs can optionally

be flagged with a warning, but turning this

option on generates warnings in the Mark
Williams include files and therefore makes

finding real errors in the editor more diffi-

cult.

The custom debugger is of the win-

dowed, cursor, and ftinction-key variety.

It offers context-sensitive help , as well as a

template that fits neatly over the function

keys (provided that your function keys are

on the left side of the keyboard). The basic

debug features are available.

Let's C is a strange beast in a world of

largely ANSI-standard compileis. If you

anticipate never changing C compileis nor

exchanging programs with anyone else,

you might want to consider using Let's C,

but I’ll stick with the pack.

—Stephen Randy Davis

Microsoft C
Microsoft C, Version 5.1, Optimizing

Compiler, is the quintessential C program-

ming environment. Replete with source-

code debugger, editor, enhanced linker,

object-file library, and source-code main-

tenance utilities, this compiler offers a
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MZniNGPERFOmUNCL
12MHz. 16MHz and 20MHz
'286 hAto drive systems

As hi^ as 20MHz! Dazzling performance is yours with

one ofthese high performance full size ZEOS '286 Systems.

Each comes complete with our standard features includ-

ing drives, monitor, high speed controller, etc. Our full

size case features room for up to 5 half-hi^ drives, two of

which are internal. Incredible values.

286/U —Complete 12.5MHz %stem with 512K of

Zero-Wait RAM, High Speed 32MB, 33ms Hard Drive and

all the standard ZEOS goodies. OMY $1395.00

286/16—Complete 16MHz system with 1MB RAM on

board and High Speed 32MB Hard Drive. Faster than a
'386 16MHz when rutming 16-bit software!

0M.Y $1895.00

286/20—At 20MHz, it’s the fastest. Complete with our

32 MB, 33ms Hard Drive and IMB RAM. This is what

Dazzlii^ Speed is all about. OMY $2095.00
'306/55

COMPLETE 12MHz '286
WITH 32MB HARD DRIVE

ONLY $1295.00
80286 CPU, 8/12.5 MHz Dual Speed, Keyboard Selectable.

ZeroAVait State RAM, 512K expandable to 4MB on the

motherboard (16MB %'stem Total).

32MB Hard Drive, 1.2MB Floppy Drive.

Ultra hi^ speed Hard/Floppy controller. 1:1 interleave,

800 KB/sec transfer rate.

High Res 12" Amber Display with Tilt and Swivel Base.

Compatible graphics controller.

ZEOS Enhanced Keyboard, Pleasant Tactile/Click Feel.

Serial and Parallel Printer Ports.

Clock/Calendar with Battery Backup.

6-16 and 2-8 bit expansion slots.

80287 support, up to 12 MHz.

Space Saver Case with Security Lock, LED indicators.

DAZZLING PERFORMANCE.
INCREDIBLE PRICES.

Can you believe it? Ife,

you can!

We’ve proven it to thou-

sands and we would like to

prove it to you. ZEOS® sys-

tems are sold complete, ready

to plug in and fly right out

of the box. And the quality

and prices are incredible.

How is it possible?

Because your ZEOS com-
puter comes to you factory

direct, hilly assembled,

burned-in and tested in our

own laboratories. Every

system is built to order.

Custom built actually, ^ht
to your own specifications.

And our quality and per-

formance are second to none.

We don’t just say it. We
guarantee it. That’s why
your new ZEOS system

comes with a Full One "fear

Limited Warranty and our

30 day Full Refund Satis-

faction Guarantee.

So pick out your dream

All iwH'fsaiMhprcifH'ailonsvcvulU'H lorhangi' wIUkiui tiiriiM* furrum-iil d<-iaiK ( sJI wiimnly lirlulK



ma^mjEPmas.

COMPLETE I6JMH1 '386 DESKTOP
WITH 32MB HARD DRIVE.

ONLY $2495XK>
(20MHz add $500)
Genuine 32-bit Intel 80386, 16 or 20MHz parts.

1MB ofRAM Expandable to 16MR
32MB, 33nis Hard Drive, 1.2MB floppy drive.

Ultra high speed Hard/Floppy controller. 1:1 interleave,

800 KB/sec transfer rate!

High Res 12" Amber Display with Tilt and Swivel Base.

Compatible graphics controller.

101 Key ZEOS Tactile Click keyboard.

Serial and Parallel/Printer Ports.

Clock/Calendar with Battery Backup.

2-32, 4-16 and 2-8 bit slots.

80287 and 80387 support.

COMPLETO '386 VERTICAL SYSTOM.
64MB DRIVE!

ONLY $2995.00
(20MNZ add $500)
Acknowledged worldwide as the highest performance

value anywhere. Samegreat standaid ZEOS features found

on our other complete systems phis:

64KB Zero-Wait CACHE using 64K ofSRAM.
1MB of 32-bit RAM ^tem expandable up to 16MB
64MB Seagate Hard Drive.

80287 and 80387 optional.

Heavy Duty Vertical Case.

Ask about our 2SMHx systems too!

-Mt/V

machine and order it now
with confidence. Dazzling

performance and incredible

prices await you. Guaran-
teed. Order now by calling

800-423-5891.

Other ZEOS Options

Include:

Basic Configurations:

Call for prices on systems

without drives, etc.

EGAA^GA Upgrades.
14" EGA color monitor

with EGA card, add $495.
14" VGA system, add
only $695

High Capacity Drives.

Many other drives and op-

tions are available. Call 'Rll

Free for details, 800-423-5891

ORDER NOW TOLL FREE
800-423-5891
fAX Onkrs Diat 6I2S332310
In M'mnesota Calk 612S33-4591
53050! Ave. NWSL PtmL MN55112
Ofwi eiienings and ived^nds.

MasterCard VZS4 and COlIX

S' habUi FstKahiL

ZE(INItili'nHlHiniil.Lld.,.Vill.*>lhAmiii<‘. NW.Sl. IW. MW>1I2 /,KtiSi<ia|mMH'KtrHil<ni<iim|uMi>.MPLs sT I'M I. litMwItrn CIRCLE 721 ON READER



C COMPILERS

Microsoft Ct

Version 5.1

Microsoft Coqi.

l60ilN.E.3«lhWay

Box 97017

Redmond, WA 98073-

97i7

(206)882-8080

List Price: S4S0

Requires: 448K RAM (S 12K recommend-

ed), DOS 2.1 or laler.

In Short: A professional progiammer's de-

velopment tool, including compiler, linker,

source-code maintenance, editor, source

code debugger. QuickC programming envi-

ronment, and massive runtime library. Can

tun under and produce programs for either the

DOS real-mo* or the OS/2 protected-mode

environment. Not copy protected.

CWClfSTSONnEADeRSErtWCECAHD

panoply of features that meet the needs of

the most demanding software engineer.

Since its arrival in the C compiler mar-

ketplace, each release of Microsoft C has

hicluded new utilities and capabilities.

Version 3,0 sported enhanced third-party

library support, a comprehensive runtime

library, and multiple memory models.

With Version 4.0 came compatibility with

the emerging ANSI-standard, reliable

code optimization, and the CodeView de-

bugger. Version 5.0 .saw the inclusion of

the Quick C compiler and programming

environment (reviewed here) and further

extensions to the runtime library. In all,

Microsoft Corp. has made its C compiler

the standard by which all others are com-

pared—and next to which they often pale.

Microsoft C 5. 1 offers yet another se-

ries of enhancements, including an im-

proved CodeView debugger, a source-

code editor, and the ability to generate

code for both the OS/2 and MS-DOS oper-

ating environments.

Setting up installation is relatively

easy. There are 14 disks in all, and the Set-

up program asks a number of questions

about the directory strucnire you’re going

to use, as well as whether you’ll be produc-

ing code for real mode, protected mode, or

both. You’re also prompted for your

choice of editor configuration and the

mode in which the compiler itself is to ran.

Setup doesn’t alter CONRG.SYS or AU-
TOEXEC.BAT; instead, it creates mock-

ups whose contents you can optionally

place in those files.

Microsoft C 5. 1 ’s documentation is de-

tailed, comprehensively indexed and well

organized. It consists of three manuals: a

user guide, a utilities manual, and a refer-

ence guide to the runtime library. Included

are sections on the use of the compiler and

command-line switches, the various mem-
ory models, code optimization, ensuring

portability, and generating ROMable
code. In addition, there are guides to com-

piling programs for real or protected

mode, a complete C Language Reference

Guide, and a section for calling and com-

bining code generated by other Microsoft

language compilers.

Surprisingly enough—considering the

completeness of the documenta-
tion-^ere is no list of the minimiibi hard-

ware requirements needed to ran the com-

piler, except on the outer packaging.

While this is true of other C compilers re-

viewed here, and while every serious C
programmer should have a minimum
640K RAM, every vendor should none-

theless include this information.

The Run-Time Library Reference man-

ual may be the best I’ve ever seen. Each

function description includes the standard

summary (function prototype and appro-

priate header files), description, and return

values. Most of these contain references to

related functions and source-code exam-

ples. And every function’s entry begins at

the top ofa fresh page, so it’s easy to find.

FLEXIBLE ENVIRONMENT Micro-

soft C 5. 1 supports five memory models in

all: small, medium, compact, large, and

huge. It will perform a number of optimi-

zations on your code, including effective

u.se of the machine registers. In addition,

the compiler can ran under and generate

code for both the 8088 real-mode family

and the 80286 protected-mode environ-

ments.

In other words, you can ran the compil-

er under MS-DOS, the OS/2 compatibility

box, or an OS/2 protected-mode screen

group. If you’re running OS/2, it’s easier

to ran the compiler from a screen group

rather than in the box: as a protected-mode

application, it can be left compiling in the

background while you work on something

else. Because the compiler can generate

code for either environment, real-mode

programs can be ran in the box or under

MS-DOS.
Included with the compiler is Code-

View, a source-code debugger that you can

use to diagnose and track program errors.

CodeView is a very complete but surpris-

ingly easy-to-use debugger, offering win-

dows that simultaneously display program

source code, machine registers, and pro-

gram variables. A Watch window is avail-

able for continuous viewing of the contents

of variables as you step through a program,

and you can set conditional breakpoints, or

watchpoints, to make the program pause

when the breakpoint condition is true. And

Microsoft C 5.7

willperform a number

ofoptimizations on

your code, including

effective use ofthe

machine registers.

CodeView’

s

mouse support is what makes

the debugger truly shine—its point-and-

shoot approach makes it a snap to nail

down program bugs.

Previous versions of CodeView have

included the ability to format the output of

watchpoints as C data types, but this ver-

sion also lets you view C structures and

linked lists. You can "walk" through a

linked list via the Watch window, viewing

the contents of each structure member. In

addition, this version of CodeView allows

the debugging of multithreaded processes

and dynamic-link libraries under OS/2. So

if you are writing an application that uses

more than one task, you can trace through

each thread as it is created.

While CodeView’ can display the output

of complex source-code expressions in C,

it's capable of handling expressions in BA-
SIC and FORTRAN, too. And a number
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THE MOST PORTABLE
IBM TXr-COMPAriBLE
CCMPUTERrVE
EVERUSED.
The TKXX) (see photo A) is a full IBM PC-

compatible computer in a compact 6V5-pouixJ
padtapt. In its standatd confieuration, the
TKXX) ctmes with an 80C88 ninnine at 4~
MHz, 512K bytes of 100-ns RAM. J
wfsion 111 in ROM, a single 72
inch floppy disItj

T-1000 Lap-Top: Light, but No
Featherweight in Performance

By SttpheR Smcmm
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BefoteYiu ChooseARrtablePC,
Mate Su]:e¥)uReadThe FinePrint
When the experts reviewed our lightweight TIOOO,

they did anything but take it lightly.

Because even though it weighs just 6.4 pounds
and takes up less than a square foot of desk space,

they fciund ithas thepowerofa desktopPC
So it’s little wonder they were so im-

pressed with everything we managed
to fit inside. Like 512KB of RAM. A
720KB 3%" floppy drive. MS-DOS*
2.11 in ROM. And a full array of built-

in interface ports.

Equally impressive is our optional

768Card, which can be configured

as EMS memory or as a battery-

backed RAM disk. With it, you can

load your software onto the 768Card—which then

acts like an invisible second drive—and get even

faster access to all your programs.

All of which helps explain why the experts’ re-

actions were so flattering.

But since your opinion is the onlyone
that really counts, we encourage you
to call 1-800-457-7777 to learn more

Toshiba computers and printers,

way you may very well come

p with a few positive quotes

of your own.

The 64 pound TIOOO

TheTIOOO is backed by the Exceptional

Care No-cost enrollment required

Sec your local dealer for details. MS-DOS*
isa trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

In Touch tvith Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
Ihshtba Amenca Inc . Irrfnnretxm Syserns Dtvann



Wflne\«havetoWEBtfa
amainframea^.

Microsoft justdiniinatedaSOOO-poundheadacheSjrmain-

frameprogrammeis. WithMicrosoft’COBOLOptimiziiig

CompilerS.O.

Now instead ofendlesslywaitingformainfiame time, youcan

bringyDur(X)BOLprogr^ii^tdown tothePCmyour
desk. SuddenlyyouVe got controlunknown in otherpiatforais,

aswell asseriousspeedandpower.

You'vegotfullMS*OS/2si5)port to letyoubieakthe640K
memorybmrier.

You've gotfestexecutionbecauseMicrosoftCOBOL isnowa
native code oonipiler.

You'vegota richdevetopmentenviiarinentthanks to the

MicrosoftCOBOLAnimatorsource leveldebugger, Microsoft

Editorandotherpowerful utilities.

One final assurance. BecauseMiciDsoftCOBOL3.0isnow

mainframeCOBOL compatible, you’ll enjoy aseamless flowof

sourcecodebetween rriainfrarrie aridPC environrrients.

Fed free to also enjoythe

highly technical inftamaticxi in

theadjacentcolumn. Then call

us at800-541-1261 formore

informaticmandthe dealer

nearestyou.

Themainfinmewaitisover

withMicrosoftCOBOL 3.0. Ap- ^
pearingsoon rar aPCnearyoa

MScfosolt*
C1988MiaoscfiCorf<mj6oH Micnsofi,t}uMietosefibp,MSandMSDOSanrt^stendtndmarksofMicm)ftCorpo^^



Microsoft COBOL
Optimizing Compiler

Version 3.0 for

MS OS/2 andMS-DOS*

Complete COBOL Solution

forApplication Maintenance

and Development onthePC.
• Develop and port lai^e mainframe
applications on theK

• Break the 640K barrier with OS/2
support including djnamic link librar-

ies and multi-thread support. NEW!
• Develop programs that run in both
MS-DOS and OS/2. NEW!

• Compatible with several different

COBOL dialects. (IBM* VS
COBOL n~ IBM OS/VS-COBOL,
IBM SAA, Data General, and others.)

• Call Microsoft C and Macro Assembler
routines. NEW!

•HUGE memors' raodel allows data

items tobe greater than 64K. NEW!
• Full network support with recordand
file locking including Novell. NEW!

Powerful

COBOL Devdopment
Environment

• Animator source level debugger.

NEW!
Ibace executicm, backtracking,

breakpoint DO statements, and
periodic brealqroinK

• Microsoft Editor, the programmer's

editor for both MS OS/2 and
MS-DOS. NEW!
Reconfigurable and extendable

editor that even lets jou run your
programs fiom within it

• Incremental linker for MS OS/2
performs partial links up to 20 times

fasterthan a full link- 01^changed
modules are relinked. NEW!

ANSI 85 COBOL
support. NEW!

• Certified HIGH by National

Bureau of Standards.

• Structured language enhancements:

Scope delimiters

In-line PERFORM statement

CALL BY CONTENT statement

EVALUATE statement

Negated conditicms

Gtebal variables

Reference modificatitms

Nested programs

Native Code compiler

with fest execuhoa
NEW!

• lOx faster computations than
MS COBOL 2.2.

• 30% faster I/O than MS COBOL 2.2

C COMPILERS

ofcommand-line options improve its flexi- pilers, though here they are completely

bihty. For instance, while CodeView itself compatible with Microsoft’s Xenix ver-

takes up a lot of memory, you can debug sion of the compiler as well. A wonderful

larger programs by using a command-line set of graphics routines is included, as are a

switch that relocates the program symbol number of application-level functions for

table to expanded memory, freeing con- calling DOS services without having to

ventional memory. Another switch runs messaround with interrupt 21h. The string

the debugger in 43-line EGA ttrade, and functions are probably the most complete

yet another lets you use two rrunitors: one and most imitated in the C compiler mar-

for program output, and one for the Code- ketplace.

View screen.

COMPATIBILITY AND SPEED Re-

POWERFllL YET QUIRKY Another garding ANSI compatibility, there are

addition in the Microsoft C 5.
1
package is very few areas in which Microsoft C 5.

1

the Microsoft Editor (ME). Originally de- doesn’t conform to the emerging staixlard.

veloped for internal use at Microsoft, ME When incompatibilities exist, most pertain

is a complete, full-featured programmer’s to internationalization. Only a few macros

editor with versions for both real- and pro- and functions of the propo^ standard U-

tected-mode operation. Capable of per- brary are not present in Microsoft C’s run-

forming all of the operations found in pop- time library, and a few current differences

ular program editors, this editor offers (such as a switch! ) accepting a long)

multifile editing, windowing, and regular will still compile with a warning,

expression search. As for performance, Microsoft C 5.1

ME is extendable in C and uses an ini- falls strongly in the top five (twice first or

tializadon file to configure the keyboard second) in execution time among the com-

and functional setup. Sample initialization pilers benchmark tested. Like other corn-

files are iiroluded to permit an easier transi- pilers that produce considerable optimiza-

tion to ME from popular programmer’s tions, compile times tend to be slow or

editors like Brief and Epsilon. Several average: you save execution time by
commonly used regular expressions are spending more time optimizing the output

predefined in the editor to simplify the use code. Similarly, Microsoft C produced

of regular expression search. better execution times on benchmark tests

I found the editor powerful but often in which the output-code size was smaller,

quirky. By default the Tab key acts as a While features like in-line assembler,

navigatioiial key (not unlike its use in Mi- found in other compilers, ate nice, one fea-

crosoft Windows). It doesn’t insert a Tab hire Microsoft C could use is a means of

character—instead, itjumps to the next tab getting directly to the machine registers

position. Fortunately, any default or fea- from the source code. The old MicrosoftC
hire you don’t like can be overridden with intdos ( ) approach is awkward and ar-

a macro or aC extension. Although it isn’t chaic, even though it’s imitated by other

always consistent with conventional PC compilers to the point of becoming a stan-

editOTS, ME fills the void caused by the daid. It would be much more convenient to

dearth of protected-mode editors available use pseudoregisters (called pseudovaria-

at the time this review was written. Thus, bles by Borland) like those found in Turbo

with Microsoft C 5.1, Microsoft has sup- C; this approach would be worthwhile

plied the tools necessary tomake OS/2 into even if its use were restricted, say, to com-

a highly productive development environ- piling real-nxxle applications,

ment: you can runME in one screen group, Microsoft C 5.7 is the ultimate piofes-

the compiler in another, and debug a pro- sional compiler. It may be overwhelming

gram with protected-mode CodeView in to novice programmers and newcomers to

yet another screen group. C. Packed with capabilities and options, it

The Microsoft C 5.1 runtime library has more features than we could possibly

(source code is available as an addition^ list. Its few minor shrrrtcomings are out-

purchase) contains over 350 functions, weighed by its being a consistent and com-

Atixmg them are the usual Unix/Xenix piehensive product,

functions supported by a number of com- —^Richard Hale Shaw
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PROGRAMMING TOOLS;
EXPANDING THE STANDARD C LIBRARY

I
f you’ve ever used C to develop real-

world applications, you quickly real-

ized that the standard libraries included

with C compilers arc very limited in their

scope. While they include standard file

and screen input/output routines as well

as routines of gener^ interest, they stop

far short of what many programmers

would like. Commercially available C li-

braries, however, go a long way beyond

these meager offerings. They allow pro-

grammers to add new functions to those

already found in the standard C library.

As a developer, you may won-
der—why not simply write these routines

yourself? Of course you understand your

application better than some other pro-

grammer, who must write general-pur-

pose routines suitable for different types

of applications.

For one thing, you may not be versed

in every aspect of programming on the

PC. If you’re trying to write the next

breakthrough in banking software, for in-

stance, you may not know or care about

software windowing techniques or the in-

tricacies of video graphics. Forget about

these procedures in today’s pull-down

menu world and your product might not

sell, no matter how cleverly it balances

the bottom line.

If you purchase an off-the-shelf win-

dowing package, however, you can reap

the benefits of others’ programming
knowledge without being distracted from

your purpose.

This advantage leads to the second

reason for the popularity of ready-made

C libraries: it is generally much cheaper

to purchase a C library than to develop

the code yourself. One should never un-

derestimate the cost of developing work-

ing, fully debugged code.

Then there’s the question of titning.

No matter how good your product, it

won’t be successful if you can’t get it out

on time. Library developeis often spend

many months getting all the features of

their packages to work in harmony. Us-

ing r^y-made library packages relieves

you from spending time to write the

code.

The fmal advantage cotiunercial li-

braries offer is hardware independence,

particularly in the area of video displays.

There’s no doubt that the hardware on

which your application can run will con-

tinue to evolve. Applications designed to

tun on the CGA workhorses of yester-

year are being pressed into service on the

VGA-equipped peacocks of today. Rep-

utable library developers have a vested

interest in keeping their packages up to

date with current hardware, and when the

next video standard arises, these devel-

opers will quickly adapt their video li-

braries to support it. Ifyour application is

based on one of these libraries, generally

all you have to do to bring it up to the new
standard is to purchase the upgrade,

make a few additions to the function

calls, and recompile.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR Once you’ve

decided to go with an off-the-shelf li-

brary, keep a few considerations in mind.

Most packages come with source code

includ^, which is more of a security

blanket than anything else. With luck

you’ll never ne«l to modify the source

code yourself, but it’s comforting to

know that the source code is there. Virtu-

ally all library packages give the devel-

oper complete freedom to distribute ap-

plications generated with their assistance

without paying royalties, but this is a

consideration worth checking.

In comparing advertising claims, you

should not select a library solely on the

FACT FILE
C-Sa^)e

Oakland Group Inc.

675 Massacfattsetts Ave.

Ciaibridge,MA 02139

(800)235-3733

db^Vissa

RaimaCoip.

3055 112th Ave.. NE
Bellevue.WA 98004

(800)327-2462

ORClfa«ON READERaERVICeCMD CaCtE aatONREADER SERVICE CARO

c-tree

FaiiCom

4006W. BnNMlway

Cohimbia. MO 65203

(314)445-6833

PowerSa^n ^

Blaise Clonvuting Inc.

2560 NimhSt.. #316
Berkeley. CA 947 10

(415)540-5441

CfCLE ON REAO0)SBMCECARO ciRCU aarON REAoet sswtcECMO

C Windows Toolkit VitaminC
Magna Caita Software Qeative ftogranuning

P.O.Box 475594 P.O.Box 112097

Oart«iid,TX 75047 081101)100,1X75011

(214)226^909 (214)416^7
CaCL£ aaaON READBIaBMCECARD anofaaaON READERaSMCECARD

C-Won^Intaface Library

S<4utk)ii System
541 Main St.. #410
South Weymouth.MA 02190

(800)821-2492

OnCLEMON READBt S0WICECARD
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number of functions it offers. Some
packages include a large number of small

routines, while others achieve the same

results with a smaller number of general-

purpose routines. Several paclu^es are

written to support multiple operating sys-

tems, like DOS and Unix, or even differ-

ent machines. This is an important con-

sideration if you anticipate making
several versions of your application

available.

SOME FAVORITES Graphics and
windowing packages are the most com-

mon of all commercial libraries because

of their general appeal (DOS provides

none of the video support that tiKXlem us-

ers demand). Longtime favorites are

Power Screen ftom Blaise Computing

and Vitamin C from Creative Program-

ming. C-Scape from Oakland Group is

laudable in its object-oriented approach

to window management. The C-Worthy

Interface Library from Solution Sys-

tems—ofBriefeditor fame—also claims

to provide a ready-made user interface in

its library, but the bargain offerings of

smaller, newer companies like Magna
Carta Software, with its C Windows
Toolkit, should not be overlooked.

Databases ate particularly difficult to

write properly; their development should

not be undertaken lightly. Forany but the

most trivial applications, a good database

library can save the developer much frus-

tration. Popular database libraries ate c-

tree from Faircom and db-Vista from

Raima. The latter even offers a separate

SQL query support library.

Communications is another area often

addressed by commercial libraries. Sev-

eral companies offer popular communi-

cations libraries in the form of either sim-

ple serial routines (designed to replace

the ineffective BIOS functions) or com-

plex LAN protocol support.

Not every application lends itself to

the use of off-the-shelfC function librar-

ies. But when appropriate, their use can

save the software developer precious

chunks of the schedule and development

budget.

—

Stephen Randy Davis

NDPC-386
MicroWay’s $595 NDP C-386 is not a

compiler for the casual programmer. For

one, it generates 386 protected-mode code

with support for any of three math co-

processors (80287, 80387, and Weitek

1 167). For another, its Unix 5.3 compati-

bility makes it more attractive as a system

for porting code to and from VAX ma-

chines, or for generating intensive num-

ber-crunching code, than as a tool kit for

simple PC utilities. Addihonally, its soft-

ware and hardware requirements place it

beyond the financial grasp of the typical

QuickC or Turbo C user.

To ran NDP C-386, you need 2MB of

extended RAM, most of which is used for

storing symbol table information and tra-

versing the global parse tree. To execute

the programs you compile, you’ll need a

math coprocessor on a 386 computer.

Besides the compiler, libraries, and

header files, MicroWay supplies mini-

make and minidebug utilities. There is nei-

ther an editor nor a linker. For the former,

you are left to your own devices; for the

latter, you must use Phar Lap Software’s

386IASMLink 80386 Software Develop-

ment Series package.

SIMlLARrnES DECEIVE On the sur-

face, the NDP C-386 package looks like

any other C compiler. There are the usual

FACT FILE
NDP €-386,

Version 1.4

MicroWay Inc.

P.O. Box 79

Kingst(Mi. MA 02364

(617)746-7341

List Price: S59S

Requires: 2MB RAM.
hanl disk. DOS 3. 1 . Phar Lap's386/DOS-

Extender, niath coprocessor.

In Short; Although NDP C-i86's software

and hardware requirements may be beyond

the reach of the casual programmer, it is

compatible with PCC. a mini-based C com-

piler, and creates globally optimized 32'bit

code. NDP C-386 comes with an excellent

manual but lacks ANSI C compatibility . Not

copy protected.
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support libraries, a graphics library, and

three specialized math libraries. Upon
closer inspection, however, there are dif-

ferences. Some, like the lack of memory
modules, are moot for 32-bit compilers.

Others, like the availability and location of

now-common C functions, are annoying at

most.

Where other packages have functions

galore, NDP C-386 offers only the basics

specified by K&R. This ensures compati-

bility with Unix-based systems, but it also

means that PC-oriented programmers
must write many of theirown functions. In

addition, many of the functions normally

found in header files, such as malloc (

)

and calloc ( ), are currently located in

the libraries.

The minimake utility, MMC, though

limited in scope, allows you to set environ-

ment parameters and what would other-

wise be command-line arguments. When
executed, MMC retrieves the necessary

data from a database file and defaults to the

last program compiled. The minidebug

program is little more than a trace pro-

gram, and MicroWay highly recommends

purchasing Phar Lap’s symbolic debug-

ger, 386IDebug.

NDP C-386 has the ability to execute

real-mode programs from protected mode
(in effect enabling you to use features from

other C compilers), both active and pas-

sive exception handling, and global opti-

mization. Two of the user-controlled opti-

mization techniques remove code from

loops and weed out dead code. MicroWay

suggests limiting the former optimization

to key procedures and the latter to code that

does not address registers (especially

memory-mapped peripherals).

AVOID IN-LINE ASSEMBLY Al-

though NDP C-386 supports in-line as-

sembly, MicroWay discourages its use be-

cause of the effect on global optimization.

Since the compiler rearranges storage and

variable usage, in-line code (which is de-

pendent upon its storage location) may not

be able to find its variable references. Even

if you take the trouble to change the loca-

tion manually after the ftrst compilation,

the next optimization will change it again,

thus negating your efforts.

Although NDP C-386 was primarily

developed for nontraditional PC applica-
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tions, MicroWay is in the process of bring-

ing it into the mainstream. In addition to

the ANSI changes, MicroWay is develop-

ing a package for designing and maintain-

ing windows in protected mode. Besides

pop-up and tiled window support, the

package allows font generation and access

to CXjA and EGA atnibutes and colors.

Is NDP C-386—with all its require-

ments—worth the expense? If you have an

application for 386 protected mode, are

not afraid of writing the occasionally miss-

ing function, and you can calculate the

savings from non-VAX use, the answer is

a resounding yes.—Vincent Puglia

Power C
When Mix Software announced Power C
at the same ridiculously low price

—

$19.95—as its Mix C, I admit that I had

my reservations. I was wrong.

The inexpensive C compiler known as

Mix C had several problems, nctf the least

of which was performance far beyond the

ability of the word “slow” to describe. It

was directed primarily at the educational

market, where speed was ofsecondary im-

portance and price was primary. But the

manual in which Mix C came packaged

had such a well-written overview of the C
language that I bought Mix C, kept the

manual, threw away the compiler, and still

considered it a bargain.

Power C, Version 1 . 1 , its successor, is

remarkable but not perfect. The compiler’s

most glaring deficiency is its environment,

or, more precisely, its lack thereof. In to-

day’s world of integrated editor-compiler-

debuggers replete with windows and

mouse-driven pull-down menus. Power
C’s simple prompt looks a little pale. And
there’s no on-line help. Fortunately, the

/? switch prompts Power C to list all the

switches to the screen. If the switches

don’t change, you can also save them into

FACT FILE
PowrrCt Vcrskm 1,1

Mix Software Inc.

1 132 Commerce Dr.

Richardson, TX 73081

(214)783-6001

List Price: $19.93

Requires: 320K RAM,
DOS 2.0 or later.

In Short PowerC » an amazingly inexfien-

sive compiler that implements the full ANSI
C standard. It features a superior manual and

consistenOy good performance. PowerC is

great for educational institutions and hobby-

ists. The optional debugger is a must. Not

copyproterned.
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the environment and forget them.

The first pass of PowerC has a few ex-

tras. There is a limited MAKE capability,

and you can specify a project file as well.

STOP READING?WhyCompare C compilerswhen
you produce 4 times more code using C++ ?!!

— (The Wall Street Journal - May 3, 1988)

* C'H'ISCl The advancement is

that ft incorporates Object

Oriented Programmirig (OOP),

enabling more code In less time.

• Microsoft Compatibility - Our

C+ -f compiler Is Microsoft C and

CodeView compatible.

e C Compiler Imbedded - Start

using the extensions as you learn

them.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER $99.95
Performance benehmarfcs

Benchmark Zortech C Zortech lUrboC 1.5 QuickC 1.0

Sieve 20.49 20.54 23.62 22.72
Rsieve 20.49 20.54 23.62 22.03
Integer 1.32 1.38 6.31 6.49
Float 0.17 0.22 52.29 51.03
•Float 32 .73 37.74 52.39 51.63
Pointer 17.91 17.96 17.13 16.87
Rpointer 17.79 17.91 17.14 16.64
Loop 3.90 3.90 3.90 3.90

Optimize 0.49 060 6.46 8.79

Benchmarks were run on an 80286 based IBM compatible at 6Mhz.
*The float benchmark was re-run without optimization, due to the Zortech optimizer determining that tha code was
unused and removing it.

NOTE; Zortech C is included in the Zortech C-H- package.

Write Code FASTER

-

The World’s only true CALL TODAY!

C++ compiler for MSDOS 1 -800-848-8408
Mastercard*. VISA*. CXX), or aerid check

ZORTECH 366 MassachusettsAvenue, Boston MA 02174 • FAX (617) 643-7969
•Copyhgm 1986 ZORTECH, INC. Zortech C 6 Zortech C-*-f we oopywrttten 1988 by Zortech. Inc. Other brtnd

or product names aie trademerkt or regietered trademarks of their re^»ecttve holders.
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ZORTECH
BOSIOH • LONDON
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“The Dataworld 286 [12MHz] AT compatible... [is]...

the fastest machine of the nine tested in that review
[July 1988].’ (September 1 988 edition).

and

... speed and excellent compatibility ... hundreds
of dollars less expensive than other AT compatible.

Poitacomp I

Vertical Data-
{

DATA-286 20MHz
B0266 runntng at 20/IOMHz Phoenix or Award BIOS
1 MB of BAM expandable to 1 6 MB (2 MB on board)

WO. 11 interleave dual hard disk controller

101 -key Keyboard with "chcK”. Socket for 80287
EMS 4.0 support for memory over 1 MB Real time clock
Monographics card w/parallel port TTL Monitor included

$1555.00
DATA-286 10 MHz

AVAILABLE

DATA-286 12MHz
80286 running at 12/8MHZ. Phoenix BIOS
512 KB of RAM expandable to 16 MB (1 MB on board)

One 1 .2 floppy drive Floppy/Hard disk controller

lOl -key keyboard with “click”. Socket for 80287
Real time clock with battery back-up. 200W power supply

Monographics card w/paraltel port. TTL Monitor included.

$1195

il On/OH Switch • 220 Watt
I • Sii Hair Height Drive Bays
a 16V(D) « 7»S“{W) * 25%-(HI
on 286/386 MoOelS •

0 watt Stale • l6MHz (20MHz opt)

e 1MB RAM (2MB Opt) • t 2MB FDD
• 101 Key'clicK” touch K/B a Reset push
button a 7 EXp slots a Mono cards 8

monitor $2175

80286CPU 12/8MHZ a 0/1 Wait a S12 K
RAM lEsp to 1024 K) a 5 Exp slots

a Phoenix BIOS a 1.2 MBFtoppydrIvaa 20
MB Hard Disk Drive a 200W P/S a Super-
twist backlit LCD 640 x 200 25 tba
a Par, Ser. Game Ports a ROe
Output $1875

Portacomp II I

8028eCPU12/8MHza0/1WaltaCtiekK/B ^

a 51 2 K RAM (Exp to 1024K) a 4 Exp slots
a Phoenix BIOS a 720 KB Floppy drive a 20
MB. 39ma Hard Disk Drive a Supertwist
backlit LCD 640 X 400 a 20 lbs a RGB
Output a Opt Ext SV Drive $1 975

EAttEO COMPUTER SYSTEMPrices !‘jbte<jt to change No charge tor credit card check. COD 30 day moneyback guarantee (Shipping charges non retundabie) >| Pff^^^RRED COMPUTER SYSTEM
Oealer/overseas inquiries welcome i--^

In-Calif. 1-800-722-7734 INFO: (213) 695-3777

Out-Calif. 1 -800-722-7702 TECH: (21 3) 699-8250
Monday through Friday,

Gabriel River Parkway. Pico Rivera. CA 90660-1495

7 AM. to 6 P.M.

Saturday 9 AM. to 3 P.M. PST.



IBM PCi^ (Compatibles; Tandy 1()00& ,S000 Computer I sers:

Puhlish*Itr%
in less than an hour.

'*

PUBLISH IT!—

A

full-featured, fully integrated

desktop publishing powerhouse with word processing,

page layout, typesetting and graphics.

Even ifyou have no design skills or publishing experience,

you can get results in less than an hour with PUBLISH IT!

For all its state-of-the-art ability, PUBLISH IT!

is incredibly easy to learn—refreshingly so.

PUBLISHmcombines the familiarGEM User Inter-

face, our Quick-Start Mini-Manual, a full complement
of Help Screens, and the practical WKSOWG (Wkat-

MM-SM-ft-tMat-Mw-GeQ display—all designed

to get you up and mnnlng in less than one hour!

SPECIAL FEATURES:

• GEM User Interlace; It'sfast and easy.

Pull-down menus, icons, scroll bars and

dialogue boxes help you learn and use

the program quickly. Your display screen

shows you exactly what your final product

will look like when you print

—

Wbat-HHi-

See-ls-What-Mw-Get.

• Flexible Page Layout: With yourmouse
orjoystick, and keyboard, you can over-

lap, reposition, resize, & reshape the

text, columns, graphics. Change your

layout orexperiment almost effortlessly!

• Built-In Fonts: Choose from over 12(X)

possible type-style combinations! Opt

for bold, italic, underlined, white, light,

& superscript or subscript characters.

Type sizes range from 7 to 72 point.

• Premium Quality Printouts:

PUBLISH IT! uses a special high density

printoutformat that gives you superior

quality printouts on yourdot matrix printer

• Built-in Word Processor All the features

necessary fOr everyday word processing,

plus most of the sophisticated ones

found only in more expensive programs.

• text Importing: Load documentsfrom

WORD PERFECT, MICRO-SOFT WORD,
WORDSTAR. WORD WRITER PC, orfrom

any other program with an ASCII text

format directly into PUBLISH IT! •

• Built-in Graphic Tooibox: Draw lines,

boxes, circles, curved comers, and “free-

hand' graphics. Plus, choose from a wide

variety of built-in line and fill patterns.

• Kerningand Loading

• Graphics importing: Directly import

graphicsfrom LOTUS 1 -2-3, GEM DRAW,
GEM GRAPH, GEM SCAN, PC PAINT-

BRUSH, and PUBUSHERS PAINTBRUSH.*
Then crop and size them to fit.

• Automatic Text Flow and Word Wrap:

Flows textfrom around graphics: and from

column to column on the same page, or

carries it over to subsequent pages.

• Multiple Size Page Views: View, edit and
layout pages at actual, double or half-size.

• Over 150 Professionally Drawn Graphics

A Illustrations.

• Plus, you get worksheets, time-saving

features, sample documentsA more!

Includes 5V4*& 3V^' disks; supports

hard drive.

Suggested Retail Price $199.95

(Also available for

Apple lie, lie, ll(^ Computers . . $99.95)

At your local dealer or order direct from

Timeworks:

1-312-948-9202.

Timeiuo^

rLATINUM
444 Lake Cook Rd., Deerfield, IL60015

312-948-9200

DOCUMENTS DO NOT PRINT OUT IN COLOR
* Registered trademarks oftheir respective corrtpanies.

®1987 Timewoiks. IrK. AM Rights Reserved.

TIMEWORKS ACCESSORY PACKS
give you hundreds ofnew ways to add
impact to yourPUBLISH IT/documents.

• People, PlacesA Things: Over240
ready-to-use graphics & illustrations.

• SymbolsA Slogans; Over400
graphics, borders, logos, & more.

• Education Graphics: Over 250
camera-ready school graphics.

• Design Ideas: Over85 layout Ideas fOr

ads, newsletters, brochures & more.

• Font Pack 1: Includes 8 unique type-
faces, 7 special effects, in sizes 9 to

72 point.

• Font Pack 2: 8 more typefaces, with 7

special effects, in sizes 9 to 72 point.

$39.95 each
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Once Power C finishes executing the first

pass, it automatically executes the second

pass, the so-called optimizer, PCO. You
can also entice Power C to execute the

PCL link step. The combined effect is to

make Power C seem to be a “one com-

Microsoft C 4.0 and the Turbo C 1 .0 li- switches within the C program itself,

braries. In addition. Power C containing Performance with Power C is good,

the most complete set of # pragmas that I Compilation speed is reasonable, with the

have ever seen in a compiler, thereby al- resulting executables turning in better-

lowing the programmer to specify most than-average times. While not large by to-

mand does it all" compiler-linker.

Power C does not use the DOS linker,

since Mix Software uses a proprietary ob-

ject format. Unlike its predecessor. Power

C does not requite a runtime environment

to execute, generating instead a complete,

self-contained .EXE file. The compiler in-

cludes a utility for converting .OBJ files

generated by MASM into MIX format to

allow assembly language programs to be

combined with PowerC programs.

Mix Software’s strong point (its man-

ual) is still as good as ever. A short installa-

tion guide leads into a C tutorial, followed

by a C language reference good enough to

keep K&R permanently on the bookshelf.

The final major section is a function-by-

fimction description of the library. All this

fits into one softbound volume, putting to

rest the notion that a compiler has to come
with a set of encyclopedias to be well do-

cumented.

The one problem 1 have with the man-

ual is that it attributes features to Power C
that the program doesn't have yet. The

manual describes switches for controlling

the memory model, but the compiler gen-

erates medium-model output irrespective

of how these switches are set. The /Q
switch is said to induce Power C to gener-

ate .OBJ file output: in fact, it does noth-

ing. While Power C documents and ac-

cepts the volatile, const, pascal,

and cdecl keywords, in use they have no

effect. These limitations deserve mention

in the READ.ME file that accompanies the

compiler.

liiis is not to say that PowerC does not

have a reasonable claim on being 1(X) per-

cent ANSI compatible. Enumerated data

types, strueture assigrunents, function pro-

totyping, interrupt procedure types, regis-

ter variables, VOID pointers—the vast ma-

jority of the draft standard is there. The

only ANSI features clearly missing are the

# and ## preprocessor tokens.

Power C implements featirres beyond

the draft standard, including the Microsoft

extensions. Mix Software claims that the

Power C library is a superset of both the

Five to
boost 3^uir BASIC

Rio0ik9ABtu
Prafessloaal Basic

Library

PaoBM I* • library of 232 rou*
'

tinos that kicks BASCOM
and QuickBASIC into Sth gear
artd gives you powers arKi abil-

ities far beyond those of
mortal men. So much for the
hype, now down to brass
tacks:

• 600 pec* b-pert bmbwsI

Plus over 200 essential services
from directory and equipment
routlr>es to handy string, date,
time, and Input routines. For all

versions of QuickBASIC and
BASCOM including BASCOM 6.0

for 08/2. iiiot IliMi

FVoRep™
On-Lina Help
For RwBm

RioBaS.m

TxjlKit
The ToosKit Is a collection of

assembly and BASIC modulas that

use the PaoBss library to save
you even more hours of grunt
work. Wiy spend hundreds of
hours reinventing the wheel when
you can lust t^ug In TeetJCiT
modules like:

RioBaSt.
TBLBComfTooLKrr

The PaoBss TmJiCoiof TootJCir Is

a collection of high-levei com-
municMIons modules that you
plug into your code to provide
popular file transfer protOMts, ten
minal emulations, login scripts
and baud rates up to 57.600 bps.
You get:

staron are
• rmiflnse• JuUaii date

Rus clock, caiandar. BCD math
routines, and much more. Com-
plete with BASIC source code and
comprehensive manual. The Pao-

Bas adds capabilities artd helps
conserve your moet vafuabie asset
of all, timel Requires PboBas.
Just SBOJXII

PboSc

r Is a pop^jp help system
for the 232 routines In PaoBsa,
pop-up help for your routlrtea, artd

Ml ex^on of the QuickBASIC
programming environment. See
the calling syntax and help forany
PboBas rautine, or any of your
routlrtea, with }ust a few key-
strokes or mouse clicks. Pop-up
and ASCII chart, calculator,
keyboard scan code module or
airTtost any DOS program via hot-

key. Just iSOJMI

pC^^EENtm

ProfeMionAl 8ar«en
BAanagemant Syatam

is a fuHsaurad screen
gananloeWlar nt wB tmm you
more dsaigt and ceding tima than

you evar thought ponible. Pao
Wamm '

- ^

Why use clumsy SHELLS to com-
plex terminal programs when you
can plug lust the communications
routines you need Into your code?
Implentertt just the fealuree, artd

commar^s you want. Raquires
PsoBas. Just tnJOQl

Our thirty day. money-back
guarantee assurea you the higheet
quality and our technical suRtort
staff is always ready to help. Try
our BBS at (SOI) 06S-77S0 or give
us a call at:

HflMMERLY
COMPUTBt SERVICES. INC

souree, axlart^ orHkts help and a
2K page manud with tutorial artd

(301) 953-2191
AM lUO pm Ma (PAO CwW (ar WVpWwa.

Hanmatt, OampuM' liwloaa. tac. OuiLaSAOlC.
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I Benchmark Tests: C Compilers

day’s standards. Power C cannot be ac-

commodated on 360K floppy disks

without disk swapping. The optional win-

dowed source code debugger is custom

matched to Power C. Although I found the

commands hard to remember, program-

mers who use Power C daily inform me
that, once mastered, the debugger is a joy.

It’s certainly powerful enough, offering

every feature I could desire, and it should

be considered mandatory equipment.

Overall, Power C’s performance is re-

markable for the price. Quite compatible

with the Microsoft C and Turbo C “stan-

dards,” Power C is a heavyweight con-

tender in the educational, hobbyist, and

perhaps even the professional market—at

a bantamweight price.

—Stephen Randy Davis

Quick C
Microsoft Corp’s Quick C, Version 1.01,

is many things: an elegant, state-of-the-art

program development environment, a furi-

ously fast professional prototyping sys-

tem, and a novice’s dream compiler with

integrated editor/compiler/debugger.

Sporting true “in-RAM” compilation and

linkage, and featuring complete compati-

bility with Microsoft C 5.1 Optimizing

Compiler, Quick C is designed for a wide

variety of users.

Although Quick C is included with Mi-

crosoft C 5.1. it can be purchased as a

standalone product for $99 and used inde-

pendently. If you purcha.se Microsoft C
5. 1 ,

you’ll get all of the benefits of Quick

C and Microsoft C combined {Microsoft C
5. 1 is also reviewed here). As such, much

of this review pertains to the standalone

version ofQuick C and will refer to Micro-

soft C 5. 1 materials only when necessary.

Fortunately, programs developed under

Quick C can be immediately recompiled

underMicrosoft C 5. 1 to take advantage of

its extensive code optimizations and 80286

protected-mode code generation.

The heart of Quick C is an integrated

programming system, known as the Quick

C ^vironment, that incorporates a built-

in editor, compiler, and source-code de-

bugger. It boasts true “in-RAM” compi-

lation with options for compiling and

linking to memory (unlike Borland Inter-

national’s Turbo C), creating an object file

W hen the benchmark test results for

12 C compilers were normalized

against those for Microsoft C. it was clear

there is no one overall leader; different

compilers shine in different tests.

Compilers that perform well have effective

operations to handle files, strings, integer

math, and floating-point emulation: those

that don't perform equally well have less-

efficient functions in these areas.

The most important test, execution time,

produces several winners. Turbo Cs effi-

cient file I/O operations lead to first place

in the Files test, while Power C achieves

second place by performing I/O buffering.

Watcom C. Version 6.5. takes third place

by minimizing calls to DOS, and by

buffering I/O and read/write operations.

Also note the amazing across-the-board

improvement of this version -released

while we were testing thecompilers-over

the earlier Version 6.0.

As for the execution time of string-

handling operations (the String test), it's

Watcom C, Version 6.5. Microsoft C, and
Let's C in first, second, and third place,

respectively. Fast, efficient functions

called in to handle strings cause good
showings on this test: Let’s C. for

example, has hand-coded assembler to

perform string operations.

Executing the IMath test fastest are

Microsoft C. Watcom C, Version 6.5, and
Watcom C. Version 6.0. Successful

integer math handling can depend on
several optimizations. Microsoft C. for

example, uses register allocation of

variables, incrementing rather than

multiplying where possible, calculating

subexpressions and assigning them to

registers, and inserting functions right into

the code rather than relying on slower

function calls.

Fmath execution times are fastest for

Watcom C, Version 6.5, Turbo C. and
Watcom C, Version 6.0. These results

reflect fast and efficient floating-point

emulation code. Note that C86Plus is

particularly slow on Fmath; our program

does not use a math coprocessor and
CBSPfus does not have a floating-point

emulation module, although it once did.

C86PIUS will take advantage of a math
coprocessor, however, if one is installed.

Turning to compile times, the best showing
for each of the tests comes from DeSmet
DC88. beating every other contender.

DeSmet accomplishes this by handling files

only once, using global variables extensively,

breaking lines into tokens and then building

symbol tables, and programming for speed.

DeSmet is only average to low-end.

however, in execution time for the four

programs.

Second place was garnered by Turbo C, a

one-pass compiler. It compiles fast and
executes two of our tests among the fastest

two programs, although it fares no better

than average on two others.

In third place for Fifes and Fmath tests is

Quick C. a result of its one-pass compiler,

with a second pass performed for

optimizations. Aztec C86 places third in the

Imath test and Let's C takes third in

compiling the String test.

Aztec C86 justifies its reputation for small

code size, producing the most compact
executable code for each of the four tests.

PC Labs compared 13 C compilers using four benctwnarK

tests All tests used a standard 6-MHz IBM PC AT equipped

with 30MB of hard disk storage and 640K of RAM, with MK
in a VOISK RAM drive

Execution lime was determined by a timir^g program,

coordinated with the operation of the programs Por the

compile timings, a 3MB RAM dnve was set up using an Intel

Above Board Compile time was docked with a stopwatch,

beginning with the Return after the command-lme
parameters were typed in, arxf slopping when the program

prompt appeared on the screen Alt compilers were tested

from the command kne. If compiler manufacturers d>d not

provide a linker. OOS'LINK.EXE was used
The si2e. in bytes, of the source code for the benchmark

tests is as follows. Files. 9.703: String. 8,759: IMath. 6.502:

and FMath. 9,703. Most packages required minor syntactical

changes to our source code, resulting in small increases or

decreases m its size
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Files
Relative Performance
fMicrosofiC* 100)

Performance
(Times given in seconds)

C program

execution

time

C compile

time

Executable

code size

(bytnl

Watcom C, Version 6.0 293.3 133.8 22.080

C86PIUS 213.7 195.3 53.360

HighC 177.6 37.0 40.480

ECO-C88 152.9 32.2 25,032

DeSmetOC88 143.4 6.6 25,352

LattlceC 138.1 41.2 27.952

Aztec C86 119.5 31.1 19.932

QuickC 114.1 22.2 41.990

Microsoft C 112.2 56,6 40,742

Let's C 111.8 82.3 24.816

Watcom C, Version 6.5 106.9 106.1 27.416

Power C 105.9 43.7 35.808

Turbo C 96.4 12.6 33,872

The Piles benchmark program tests a C compiler's file-handling abilities.

A compiler's level of performance on this test results both from its ability

to optimize nie-handling code and from the file-handling efflciency of its

runtime library.

The benchmark test works by rapidly opervng. dosir^g. and reopwoing

a series of disk files. Between the close and the next open operation,

functions are called to test for the existence of the files, and the tiles are

renamed. The files are then reopened and a variety of data objects are

written to and read from each. Random seeks are performed between
the reads and vrrites. Uttimatety. the files are dosed arxf deleted.

In aH. this test ger>erates disk file activity not unlike that created by a
highly interactive end-user program, such as a word processor or a

database manager.

String

Performance
(Times given in seconds)

Cprogram

execution

time

C compile

time

Executable

code size

(bytes)

Watcom C, Version 6.0 119-6 29.0 12.648

CeePlus 136.8 50.0 10.674

HighC 99.5 21.9 12.992

ECO-C86 87.6 12.0 6.476

otsiiwtocsa 104.6 4.4 7.408

Lattice C 217.9 13.7 9,104

Aztec C86 98.5 9.5 4,252

QuickC 64.0 10.0 5.333

Microsoft C 53.2 15.0 5,245

Let's C 57.0 7.1 11,616

Watcom C, Version 6.5 44.3 30.6 11.963

PevwrC 64.1 16.0 4,384

“rSTBlfC* 113.4 5.8 4.938

The String benchmark program tests a C compiler's ability to optimize

string operatiorts ar>d the 8trir>g-har>dlir)g performartce of the routines in

Its runtime library, tt attempts to use most of the string operations found

in a typical C program.

The test works by inilializirtg three character arrays and performing the

operations on them. The operations performed indude string

concatenation, string comparison, strirtg translormatior. string searches,

and string lertgth calculations.
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1
IMath 1

Performance
(Times given in secorKts)

C program

execution

time

C compile

time

Executable

code size

(bytes)

Watcom C. Version 6.0 102.4 13.4 11.296

C86PIUS 130,8 32.6 6.404

High C 121.4 14.5 10.544

Eco-cse 160.4 8.8 4.890

DeSmetOCSS 167.2 3.9 4.972

LettIceC ... .s
"

132.4 10.1 6,272

Aztec C86 158.5 5.8 2.664

Quick C 120.5 7.8 3.625

Microsoft C 82.0 13.1 3.545

Let’s C 394.4 6.8 11.296

Watcom C, Version 6.5 88.4 12.1 10.255

PowerC 128.8 11.9 3,024

Toss

The IMath benchmark program tests a C compiler's ability to optimize

standard integer math operations. It operates on the contents ol an

integer array, pertorming addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and

assignment. Addrtionallv, the contents ot the array are occasionally

sorted The test attempts to simulate the integer math operations

pertormed in a variety of C program contexts.

1 FMath
1

Performance
(Times given in seconds)

C program

execution

time

C compile

time

Executable

code size

(bytn)

Watcom C, Version 6.0 221.9 132.9 20.992

CBGPius 961.7 65.8 28.766

HIghC 463.4 21.0 27.472

Eco-ces 410.0 15,9 18.366

DeSmet DC88 375.8 5.2 12.606

Lattice C 405.4 18.7 13,886

Aztec C66 410.3 13.6 10,010

Quick C 344.2 12.4 22.660

Microsoft C 301.5 22.1 • 21.788

Let's C 483.8 15.3 18.544

Watcom C, Vereion 6.5 183.1 61.1 20.296

PotwerC 242.1 25.9 19,168

' Turbo C
' “

The FMath benchmark program tests a C compiler's ability to gerwrate

optimal floating-point math code, based on the compiler's ability to

optimize floating-point operations and the efficiency of its floating-point

library routines.

The test works by modifying, sorting, and performing floating-point

operations on the members of a series of arrays of floats. Standard

arithmetical operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and

assignment are performed along with floating-point operations, including

the calculation of smes. cosines, square roots, and absolute values. The
test attempts to exploit the kinds of floatir>g-potnt operations that might be
found in a spreadsheet, graphics, or accounting application.
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or an executable program.

Because approximately ISO of the nin-

time library routines are built into Quick C,

the compiler often doesn’t have to search a

library to link a program compiled to

memory, making in-RAM compilations

very fast. And while the remaining ftmc-

tions are included in a disk library, it's the

same rich function library that accompa-

nies MicrosoftC 5 . 1

.

A command-line version of Quick C
(QCL.EXE), also available, uses a subset

of the Micros!^ C 5. 1 options and switch-

es. This version of QuickC performs near-

ly identically to A/i'crort^C 5. 1—with the

exception that the former will generally

compile much faster than latter. You can’t

realize the full benefit of using Quick C,

however, without using the integrated en-

vironment.

INSTALLS LIKE MICROSOFT C
QuickC uses an installation program that’s

almost identical to that oiMicrosoft C5. 1.

The program will create the necessary di-

rectories for you (although you can supply

your own overrides to the defaults), and it

will not touch your AUTOEXEC.BAT or

CONFIG.SYS—instead it will create

mock-ups with reconrunended entries for

those fries. The installation program will

also combine the runtime libraries for you

if you choose, which will improve the

sp^ of linkage.

Although the command-line version of

Quick C supports the same five memory
models fourid in Aficrojo^C 5. 1 , the envi-

ronment supports the compilation of medi-

um-model programs only. Thus it has to

keep only one subset ofthe library in mem-
ory (instead of one for each memory mod-
el) and relieves you of the need to store li-

braries for all the different models on your

disk.

At first this library arrangement seemed

an irttposition; personally, I (mfer to write

small utilities in the small model. Howev-
er, I fourtd that when using the environ-

ment you really do need only one library,

artd switching between memory models is

simply a waste ofboth time and space, not

to mention being a hassle. Supp^ of in-

RAM compilation requires only one mem-
ory model. When Microsoft polled its us-

ers, it found that the medium-memory
model is used most often; so this is the

QuickCs Version t.Ot

Microsoft Coip.

1601 1 N.E. 36th Way
Box 97017

Redmond, WA 98073-

9717

(206)882-8080

Ust Price. S99

Requires: 448K RAM, DOS 2.0orlater.

In Short: A powerful development environ-

ment for both the professional and novice

alike . Wonderful either coopted with Micro-

softC S . I or used as a standalone tool . Not

copyprotected.

circle era ON RaApen senvice card

model that they chose to support.

Keep in mind that QuickC does not run

under OS/2 protected mode, nor does it

create protected-mode applications: it’s

designed for real-mode applications only.

Firrthermore, Quick C’s use is limited to

true IBM PC compatibles to support its fast

screen I/O.

The Quick C documentation includes a

Programmer’s Guide, C Language Refer-

ence Guide, and Run-Time Reference

Manual. The contents of the latter two are

identical to the manuals thatcome with Mi-

crosoft C 5.1 (purchasers of Microsoft C
5.1 receive the Quick C Programmer’s

Guide in addition to the standardAficrosq^

C 5. 1 documentation).

When you buy Quick C by itself, its

manuals come in softcover bindings.

While they’re less durable than the Micro-

soft C 5. 1 binders, they ate much easier to

use and contain numerous examples and

figures. Coupled with the Quick C envi-

ronment, they impart a relaxed, breezy

feeling to the entire product—^you quickly

become confident that you’re working

with competently designed programming

tools that leave you fiee to concentrate

your creative energies.

Of the three manuals, the Program-

mer’s Guide is ftrndamental to learning

and using Quick C. It contains instructions

on using the Quick C environment itself:

the windows, menus, keyboard conven-

tions, and dialog boxes, l^ete are discus-

sions on the editor and compiler, and a sec-

tion on how to use the debugger. The

etror-message reference is printed on gray

paper, so it’s easy to find and use. An in-

trciduction to C is also included, and, while

it was written for those already familiar

with a programming language, it can be

used by novices as well.

FORFROSASWELLASNOVICXS As
mentioned earlier, the Quick C environ-

ment consists of an integrated system of

pull-down menus for selecting, manipulat-

ing, viewing, and editing source-code

files; and for compiling, rurming, and de-

bugging programs. With a keystroke, you

can move from the editor to the debugger

to running a program, and back. You
could easily assume that Quick C is target-

ed only at the novice user, mature pro-

grammers, however, will find the environ-

ment fast, easy to use, and more flexible

than the command-line interface.

While the keyboard logic (Alt- and

function-key combinations) is straightfor-

ward, Quick C is even easier to use with a

mouse. There are options available for

configuring the colcffs, scroll bars, and edi-

tor tab sizing. Also supported is the 43-line

EGA mode. Surprisingly, there does not

seem to be any way to change the editing

keys, which are a combination of standard

DOS editing conventions and WordStar

control keys . If you’re married to your pro-

gram editor, you may want to stick with

the command-line version, although you

won’t be able to take advantage of in-

RAM compilations or the debugger. But

before deciding anything. I’d encourage

anyone to test drive the environment.

If you do use the environment and

change any of the colors or options. Quick

C will automatically create an initialization

file (QC.INI) to record your changes.

QuickC automatically Itxila for(^.INI in

your current directory and in the PATH, in

that order. Since you can keep multiple

copies of QC.INI in separate directories,

you can literally configure Quick C differ-

ently for each work area.

Besides the standard libraries. Quick C
contains a fine library of graphics routines.

While these same routines are available in

the Microsoft C 5.1 library, tire Qmck C
Programmer’s Guide contains an excellent

introduction to graphics in general , and the

QuickC graphics routines in particular. In-

cluded are discussions of the various video
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INTERPRETERS:
CONFRONTING THE TURBO CHALLENGE
Farfrom being left behind by speed-demon compilers, interpreters have

kept a grip on the market by offeringfeatures notfound elsewhere.

An interpreter is a first cousin to a

compiler. While a compiler con-

verts an entire file of source code into ob-

ject code, an interpreter deals with source

code differently. Interpreters generally

“tokenize” the source code; in other

words, an interpreter looks at chunks of

the source code while processing it and

creates an internal representation of these

chunks—one for each command. It then

executes these tokens under the control

of the interpreter’s environment, which

includes debugging capabilities, an edi-

tor, and a command language to control

the environment's parameters.

Until recently compilers were pretty

slow behemoths, taking 5 minutes to

compile, link, and test a medium-size

piece of code. Therefore, using an inter-

preter to change the source code and then

running it inunediately proved a distinct

advantage: change one line of code, type

“ran”, and your code is processed al-

most instantly, with no compile or link

step. Furthermore, since interpreters in-

cluded debugging capabilities, finding

those all-too-common careless mistakes

took far less time.

But there were also disadvantages to

using an interpreter. Code produced by

some interpreters would execute as much
as 1,000 times slower than would the

same compiled code. And you could for-

get about doing real-time processing: the

overhead of the interpreter’s controlled

environment precluded that. Yet the ad-

vantages of using an interpreter allowed

code development at a price a lot of pro-

grammers were willing to pay.

THE TURBO CHALLENGE Then
Borland’s Turbo C compiler hit the

street, wreaking havoc for interpreter

manufacturers. Other inexpensive and

fast compilers followed. Who would

want to use an interpreter to try out code

when compiles took only seconds?

While interpreter manufacturers ini-

tially were hurt by the introduction of

these fast compilers, each spotted miss-

ing features it could include, found a

unique niche to occupy, and generally

targeted its products more specifically.

Today, interpreters have a niche in

three distinct markets. First is the educa-

tional market. The concept of compiling,

linking, and executing a piece of code

can get in the way of learning to program

in C . Interpreters give the newcomer to C
a single environment in which to learn a

new and sometimes confusing language.

Second, there are the people who
have recently learned enough C to get

themselves into trouble. They need an

environment in which a debugger that

follows a user interface similar to that of

the programming environment is instant-

ly available. Such people also need an

environment that allows instantaneous

switching back and forth with full vari-

able and symbol name support. Not hav-

ing to wait for the compile-link step

means that the bug fix can be instantly

examined and changed easily as often as

required.

Finally, the professional develop-

er—the experienced pro—could do well

to take a look at what some of these inter-

preters have become. When you’re de-

veloping code, you need a high-speed

compiler only if you’re compiling fre-

quently. With these interpreters, you
don’t have to compile: you can test out

your code ideas instantly, debug them

just as quickly, and then take the de-

bugged code over to the compiler envi-

ronment and optimize the heck out of it.

The three interpreters discussed here

can help both the quick hack and the full-

fledged project.

RUN/C Professional
The documentation for Age of Reason’s

RUNIC Professional is a masterpiece.

The newcomer to C can take a course at

the best college around, and chances are

good that his textbook won’t be half as

good a learning tool as the RUNIC Pro-

fessional manual. Each function in the

manual is clearly labeled and has at least

one example of usage. Often, for the

more complex functions, a “back-
grounder” is given, with usage notes, al-

ternate reference material, and a fnendly

approach to difTicuIt subject matter.

The $149 package itself is interesting

for both experienced and inexperienced

users alike. Thoughtful new routines

make the progratruner’s life a lot easier.

The PREC command, for example, will

display the precedence table of C opera-

tors, allowing you to circumvent the pe-

rennial memory problem of remember-

ing the precedence of« and &&.

Typically, a developer will concen-

trate on a small area of code, debugging

and perfecting that area before moving

on to the next. RUNIC Professional gives

you the capability of loading your al-

ready perfected code into a library and

then using that library—at full speed! In

practice, the performance penalty of run-

ning the entire program under the inter-

preter forces you to adopt good program-

ming structure.

FLAWS AND FEATS The program is

not without its disappointments. First,

RUNIC Professional is slow: a typical

program runs about 1 ,000 times slower

than under rurboC. Youdon’tbuyanin-

terpreter for its dazzling speed, but

RUNIC Professional was much slower

than the other two interpreters reviewed.

RUNIC Professional also has the most

severe code-size limitation.
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The mysterious preprocessor is fully

exploited in RUNIC Prcfessional: you’ll

be able to watch it process your source

file and get a firm understanding of what

actually takes place.

TOOL FOR THE DEVELOPER But

RUNIC Professional is also a good tool

for the professional developer. Using the

full Lattice C library as its starting point,

RUNIC has 93 built-in functions to make
a programmer’s life easier. Each of these

functions can be linked to the fmal fin-

ished product.

The ability to use certain screen func-

tions, communications, and printer-port

I/O functions, easy access to DOS’s date

and time functions, and a host of new
preprocessor keywords make the newest

release ofRUNIC Professional competi-

tive with other interpreters. It stacks up
pretty well against the better compilers.

C-Terp
One of the drawbacks of using an inter-

preter is the interpreter’s own overhead.

That’s where the $298 C-Terp'

s

ability to

use virtual memory (both expanded and

extended) comes to the rescue. And
when you run out of this memory combi-

nation, you can use a file on-disk as real

virtual memory.
Obviously, the larger the program,

the more need there will be for debug-

ging. I found the C-Terp debugger to be

the easiest to use and die most powerful

of the three reviewed. Apart from having

the ability to use dual displays, C-Terp

debug commands are more transparent

and fit better into the overall environ-

ment. And C-Terp comes in a variety of

"flavors,” too—one for each of the

more popular compiler packages

.

Since C-Terp is directed toward a

more sophisticated audience, it has plen-

ty of command-line options that ^low
you to specify an environment more to

your liking: byte alignment and nested

comments, for instance. You also can

choose whether to share commonly used

(but explicidy named) stmctures and ex-

ternal namespace. Batch-mode opera-

don, a configurable editor, and the ability

to confrgure the interpreter round out the

user interface.

The speed issue isn’t as serious as

with RUNIC Professional, so C-Terp is

more than usable, even for larger pro-

grams. And various in-line debugging

commands, easily thrown into the source

code, replace the ubiquitous prlntf (

)

clutter found in most development code.

Instant-C
Of the three interpreters reviewed here.

Rational Systems’ Instant-C is the odd-

ball of the lot, since it’s an incremental

compiler instead ofa true interpreter.

Being the fastest interpreter reviewed

isn’t so bad, though. As an incremental

compiler, it gives you thefull speed of a

real compiler, plus the added advantages

of having the interpreter environment

and debugger to work within. It’sthebest

of both worlds for the experienced C pro-

grammer.

STEP-BY-STEP COMPUING In-

stant-C's development cycle is unique:

as you “save” each function (when you

exit from the configurable editor), it is

compiled automatically. If a syntax error

or other compile-time error is found,

you’ll be thrown back into the editor as

close to the error as possible.

Although Instant-C can handle up to

1MB ofcode, it does so on a segment-by-

segment basis, with each segment limit-

ed to 64K. (The library code you use is

not considered part ofthe 64K.) The only

real limit is that a single function may not

occupy more than 64K, and you can have

many 64K chunks “active” atatime. So
this limitation simply forces you to fol-

low good, modularized programming
practice.

Instara-C’s manual is complete and

easy to read, but not intended for the nov-

ice—the product is so comprehensive

that a newcomer to C may get thoroughly

confused trying to determine what he

needs to know and what he doesn’t.

The function library is also complete

and includes some of the lesser-used

functions, such as tanh( ) and some
useful “homegrown” functions. SiiKe a

standalone .EXE file is easy to create,

Instant-C can suffice as the only compil-

er you’ll need. Aral you can use Micro-

soft’s or Lattice’s medium- or large-

model libraries.

The Instant-C interpreter is the best of

the lot for the systems programmer. And
Instant-C's compilation speed is only a

little slower than that of Turbo-C. In

practice, however, not having to link or

recompile the entire code causes Instant-

C to come out a little faster. Experienced

C programmers would do well to consid-

er Instant-C if they need a complete de-

velopment environment with few disad-

vantages.—^Ross M. Greenberg

iH FACT FILE

B
CTffp, Version 3.0

Gimpcl Software

3207 HoganhU.
ColIegeviUe. PA
19426

(215)584^261

List Prke $298

Requires; 384K
RAM. DOS 2. lor later.

Not protected.

CIRCLE <64ON READER SERVICE CARD

Insttuu-C,

Version 3.0

Rational Systems

P.O. Box 480

220 N. Main St.

Natick, MA 01760

(617)653-6006

List Price; $495

Requires: 512KRAM. DOS 2.0or later.

Not copy protected.

CinCLEanONfCAOER SERVICE CARD

instant-C

RAM. DOS 2. lor later.

Not copy protected.

RVNIC Professional,

Verskm 2.03

AgeofReaiion

I5I First Avc.,# 123

NewYofk, NY 10003

(212)334-1234

List Prke; $149

Requires: 512K

aRCLE«6ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Lhmr. Kao's non-woven
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’ Ing micreseopic debris

and dispersion o! error-

causing staHe electricitf.

Metal Hub. KaoS specif!-

cation for center hub

wobble Is less than hall

that allowed by others

(20um vs. SOum}. This

stabilizes the disk under

the disk drive heads,

critical in 2MB and
greater densities.

Litter. H
(under liner). Heavy

|
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\
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vormed mylar litter sus-
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even under extreme
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Shuttv. Door slamming

testolSOO.OOO opens

and closes typifies the

extent to which Kao goes

to test every component. \

The diskette. The whole diskette. And

nothing hut the diskette. That’s what we
make at Kao Corporation’s Infospstems

Division.

Kao is committed to total vertical

manufacturing integration because a single

flaw at any step In the diskette manufac-

turing process can result in data loss.

From raw materials to final packaging,

100 years of Kae leadership in surface

science technology goes Into every Kao

diskette.

So whatever size, density, or color Kao

diskettes you purchase, you’re assured that

they will exceed every industry standard

worldwide.

Ask your office products or computer

specialty dealer tor Kao brand professional

diskettes. Or call Kao at 1-800-443-0100

Ext. 947 for the name of your nearest

dealer.

And make sure every diskette you

buy Is wholly Kao.
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modes supported (Text, CGA, EGA, and

VGA), and how to spice up applications

via graphics routines. There are sections

on line drawing, coordinates, plotting, as-

pect ratios, how to work with various

shapes and objects, and even animation.

The source code for a number of graphics

demonstration programs is included on-

disk, as are all the examples fiom the

Quick C Programmer’s Guide.

QUICK UBRARIES Quick C includes

“Quick Libraries”—that is, libraries of

functions that can be loaded when the envi-

ronment is brought up and then used to

supplement the built-in routines. Since

you can create and customize Quick Li-

Because Quick C

canproduce an

executable image

in RAM, its speed

is blindinglyfast.

braries, you can take advantage of the fast-

er compilation and linkage with your own
routines.

The debugger is a standard component

of the Quick C environment. While it’s

primitive compared with CodeView, it is

nevertheless more useful and can outper-

form the old and archaic technique of em-

bedding printf ( ) instructions in a pro-

gram. The debugger includes a Watch
window for viewing the contents of select-

ed program variables as the program runs,

and you can set multiple breakpoints to

halt program execution on any line of the

program. Once these have bren set, the

standard CodeView keys are available to

step over or through each line of the pro-

gram, observing the flow of the logic, the

execution of each source line, and the

changes made to variables selected in the

Watch window.

Other notable features include a pragma

to control pointer checking and the ability

to create a Program List (a list of source

files used to build a program). From this.

Quick C will automatically generate a

MAKE file for building the program.

As for speed. Quick C’s environment

compiles and links to memory in one-half

to nearly one-third of the time required by

its command-line version. Because it can

produce an executable image in RAM
without having to read a library, its speed

is blindingly fast. In addition, the PC Labs

benchmark tests found that in both speed

and size, code produced by Quick C scored

right behind its optimizing brother. Micro-

softCS.l.

Overall, Quick C is a delight to use.

Considering all of the features packed into

the environment, it’s a tool that profession-

als and novices alike will find fast, power-

ful, and productive.

—Rich^ Hale Shaw

FACT FILE
TurboC, Version 1.5

Borland

Iniemational Inc.

4585 ScolLs Valley Dr.

Scotts Valley. CA 95066

(408)438-8400

List Price: $99.95

Requires: 384K RAM.
DOS 2.0 or later.

In Short: A configurable, integrated devel-

opment enviriMiment. including compiler,

editor, and fa.st compilation, ^^^ilc it sorely

needs a debugger and improved documenta-

tion. Turbo C's graphics library is startlingly

impressive. Not copy {xotected.

CWCLE 6T1 ON SEAPeR SERVICC CARD

TurboC
In April 1987, Borland International’s

TurboC was heralded as the “next genera-

tion” of C compilers. Boasting an inte-

grated development environment with a

built-in editor and compiler, it offered con-

venience and wildly fast compilation

times.

A year and a half later. Version 1 .5 of

Turbo C additionally features an expanded

set of functions including a superb graph-

ics library, EGA support for the environ-

ment, and general improvements to the en-

tire $99.95 package. While the lack of a

debugger and inadequate documentation

rank it behind what would be considered

the state of the art in today’s C compilers.

Turbo C is still a powerfol package with

some impressive capabilities.

INSTALLANDCUSTOMIZE Installing

Turbo C is simple—a batch file creates the

correct directories and copies the files to

your disk. It won’t change AUTOEXEC
•BAT or CONFIG.SYS because it doesn’t

need to: Turbo C uses a configuration file

to describe where the various libraries and

header files are. You can change this file

either on the fly (from inside Turbo C’s in-

tegrated environment) or with a text editor

for the command-line version. This is the

kind of help QuickC could use.

A configuration program lets you cus-

tomize and modify Turbo C’s editing

keys, as well as your video display mode

and colors. Since all the configuration op-

tions are in one place, it’s very easy to set

up Turbo C in any fashion. Why pay ex-

traordinary amounts of money for a great

monitor without having the ability to ex-

ploit its capabilities with a program devel-

opment tool as fundamental as a compiler?

If you’re going to develop great programs,

why not have a great environment to de-

velop them in? If you have an EGA moni-

tor, you’ve got to try TurboC in the 50-line

mode—it’s fantastic.

INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENT
While Turbo C includes a standard com-

mand-line version of the compiler, its real

power is in its integrated environment. The
environment features pull-down menus
(first popularized by its cousin. Turbo Pas-

cal), that let you manipulate and edit

source-code files, as well as compile, link,

and rtm programs. In addition, you can

specify a Project—that is, a file that con-

tains the names of source files and libraries

used to generate a program. While this is

useful, I would have preferred seeing the

more traditional MAKE-file approach,

like the one used in Quick C.

A series of compiler, linker, and envi-

ronment controls are available under the

Options menu item. While some of these

coincide with the options modified by the

configuration program , others offer a great

deal of flexibility at compile time. You can

have the compiler warn you, for instance,

about unused or unreached code, ANSI vi-
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LOGITECH MICE
LogiMouse CALL
Logimouse W/Paint Show $ 87

Logi Buss Mouse W/Paint Show $ 87

Logi Buss W/Publisher $110

LogiMouse W/Logi Cadd $101

Logi Buss Mouse W/Logi Cadd $101

LogiMouse W/Publisher $110

LogiTech Hi-Res Mouse $ 85

SOFTWARE
DATA BASE

MANAGEMENT
Clipper .. $368

dBase III Plus . . . Call

dBase III LAN .. 599

DB-XL Diamond .. 105

Eureka 88

Geniler .. 1S6

Nutshell .. 72

Nutshell Rus .. 139

Paradox 2.0 .. 415

PFS: Professional File . .

.

.. 119

Q&A .. 185

Revelation Bump Disk . .

.

.. 239

Revelation Run Time .. 109

R:BaseForDOS .. 425

Reflex 88

VP Expert . . . Call

VP Info .. 56

1 DIR Plus

Brooklyn Bridge

Carousel 2.0

Copy II PC

Copywrite

CorelasI

Cruise Control

Cubit

Disk Optimizer 2.0 . . .

.

Disk Technician

Disk Technician Plus .

.

Double DOS 4.0

DS Back-Up Plus

Fastback

Fastback Plus

Keyworks

Mace Utilities

Microsoft Windows 2.0

.

-UTILITIES

* “ Microsolt Windows 386 ...

.

109

Norton Commander 35

Norton Utilities 4.0 46

PC Tools Deluxe 36

^ Printworks lor Dot Matrix ... 39

Printworks lor Lasers 67

Referee 38

Sidekick Plus Call

Sideways 37

5® Smart Notes . 43

SQZPIus 53

56

66

Superkey

Take Two MGR
Turbo Editor Tool Box

87

WORD PROCESSORS
Easy Extra $ 52

Grandview 159

Multimate Advantage II ...

.

249

PFS: Professional Write .... 102

VolkswTiter 3 132

Volkswriter Deluxe Plus .... 57

Webster

New World Writer 53

Prof. Spell Checker 32

New World Thesaurus ... 37

Word (Microsoft) 185

Word Perfect 4.2 Call

Word Perfect 5.0 Call

58 Word Perfect Executive Call

Unlock D Plus 49 Word Perfect Library Call

XTree 35 Wordstar Pro Pack 4.0 Call

MONEY MANAGEMENT
Dollars & Sense w/Forcast . 5 92

Tobias

Managing Your Money 4.0. 114

DISKETTES
Maxell MD-2 Qty. too $ 75

Maxell MD-2HD Qty. 100 . . . 149

ACCESSORIES
Copy II

Option Board Deluxe . .

.

MS Mach 20 Memory Plus

MS Mach 20 Baseboard .

.

Masterpiece

Masterpiece Plus

$ 99

239

299

79

92

XTree Professional 61 Wordstar 2000 Plus 3.0 Call

Chuck Yeager

Adv. Flight Simulator .... $ 25

Lets C 38

Mavis Beacon

Teaches Typing 29

- TRAINING -

MS Learning DOS 29

MS Flight Simulator 29

PC Logo 79

Turbo Tutor 42

Typing Instructor II 27

Typing Tutor IV 27

MMC
MICROCOMPUTER
MMKETim COUNCIL

No Chargt tor VISA and Mastercard

Wa Do Not Char9a Your Card UntS Your Ordar is SNppad

You Pay the GrouTKl Shipping $6.00 (except Ateska and Hawaii) *

We Pay the Air Diflerence
*

Free Air apples ONLY to orders up to 10 bs. & $50.

AH products carry only manufacturer's warranties. We do not honor

guarantees, rebates, trial period prtviledges or promotional programs

offered by manuaiactures.

No APO, FPO. or international orders, please.

Call before aubmitting P.O.'a Aak for Nrtonal Accounts

Personal and Company Checks WiH Delay Shipping 3 weeks

Prices, Terms & Availability Subject to Ctunge Without Notice

Add 5% for C.0.0. Orders

• Wa Do Not Guarantee Machine Compattollfty

mm



SOFTWARE
CompuServe

Mirror II

MICE
PC Mouse w/paint

PC Mouse

w/AulosIretch

(Buss or Serial)

.

Microsoft

Buss Mouse 1.0

Serial Mouse 1.0

Buss Mouse w/CADD . .

.

Serial Mouse w/CADD .

.

Buss Mouse w/Windows

.

Serial Mouse w/Wirrdows

Optinrouse (PC Mouse)

w/Dr. Halo III

$105 Ability Plus . $137 Newsmaslerll $ 39

19

EnaWe2.0

Framework III

MS Works

. 352

. Call

. 109

Pagemaker 3.0

PFS: First Publisher

. Call

65

87
PFS: 1st Choice . 76 Ventura Publishing 475

109 Smart Software System . 379 PROJECT MANAGEMENT
33 Symphony . 435 Harvard

Call

79 UNGUAGES Total Project Manager II

.

Microsoft Project 4.0

. $309

287
136

MS Basic Compiler $175 Timeline 2.0 259

C Compiler (Microsoft) 259 GRAPHICS

$85
Cobol Compiler (Microsoft) . 415 Designer $399

MS Fortran Compiler 4.0 ..

.

259 Energraphics 188

Lattice C Compiler 209 Freelance Plus 309

Macro Generic CAD w/Dot Plot 3.0

.

72

49
Assembler (MiCTOsoft) 86 Harvard Graphics 2.1 239

Pascal Compiler (Microsoft)

.

175 In-A-Vision 259

Quick Basic 4.0 57 Microsoft Chart 3.0 229

92 QuickC 57 News Room 30

92 Ryan McFarlan Fortran . . .

.

379 News Room Prolessional . .

.

42

107 Ryan McFarlan Cobol 509 Printmaster Plus 29

107 Turbo Basic 58 PrintShop 32
122 Turbo C 58 Turbo Graphix Tool Box ...

.

58

122 Turbo Pascal 4.0 58 VP Graphix 56

Turbo Pascal Dev. Library .

.

225 Windows Drawl!

78 Turbo Prolog 58 w/ClipArt 159

SPREADSHEET
Cambridge Analyst 79

HAL 89

Lotus 1-2-3 Ver. 2.01 295

Lotus Manuscript 309

Lotus Report Writer 67

MS Excel 285

MS Excel/Mach 20 Bundle . . 599

MS Multiplan 3.0 109

PFS Prolesskrnal Plan
,

52

Quatiro 138

Supercalc 4 274

Twin Classic 32

VP Planner Call

VP Planner Plus 82

ACCOUNTING
ACCPAC Easy 49

ACCPAC BPI Call

DAC Easy Accounting 52

DAC Easy Payroll 38

In-House Accountant 105

One Write Plus 2.0 117

One Write

A/R, A/P, Payroll 117

Time Slips 69

Time Slips III 109

To Pace an Order; ie00-426S6S9 - Order Processing (602) 944.1037

To Follo» Up on an Order. (602) 944-2552 10:00 a.nF300 p.m. Mon.^n

Order Line Hours: Monday-Friday 7.1X) a.m.-6:00 p.m.

Saturday 9:00 a.m.-1:00p.m

Mailing Address:

8804 N. 23rd Avenue / Phoenix. Arizona 85021

i^i^S Si^fs ORDER LINE

1 -800-426-6659



W W WwW§V9TttiM

386
16 MHz. 1024K Memory.

200 Watt Power Supply,

Enhanced Keyboard.

liMEG Floppy Drives

System W 1.2 Floppy & 40 Meg Drive
. S2449

Pictured Below PC 368
PicturedAbovePC 286 Turbo

W w wwWn'trgm

PC/XT TURBO
10 MHl 640K Memory. 150 Watt PWR Supply.

AT Style Keyboard, 1-640K Drive, AT Style Case.

Monographics Card w Parallel Printer Port.

Clock Card w Serial Port

Mono Monitor with Swivel Tilt Base

w w WwWgvtTtm

PC/286 TURBO
12 MHz. 1024K Memory,

200 Watt PWR Supply,

1.2 MG Floppy Drive,

Enhanced AT-Style Keyboard

EGA MonHor, AT Multi l;0 Card. EGA Card

System W 1.2 Floppy & 40 Meg Drive S2070

MIT MONITORS, CARDS, MODEMS & KEYBOARDS
< 1 Drive S 575 MIT Color Card

w 640K & 2 Drives S 649 MIT 1 0 Serial Cloclr

w 640K S 1 Drive S 20 MG S 659 MITI 0 Serial-Parallel

w 640K 6 1 Drive 6 30 MG $ 685 MIT Monograptiics Card

Hz Zero Wait Stale W1024K. 1.2 Floppy Dnve 6 975 MITATMultiTO

Hz Zero Wait Stale w t024K, 1.2 Ftoppy Drive 40 MG . $1623 MIT XT Multi 10

lonilor W SW Till 6 95 MIT 12008 Modem (INT) with Sollware

flitor 6 255 MIT 12006 Modem (EXT) with Software

nitor $ 359 MIT 2400B Modem (INT) with Sollware

(nitor with Swivel Till Base 6 95 MIT 2400B Modem (EXT| with Software

tch EGA Card $ 129 MIT Enhanced Keytioard



AIR EXPRESS SHIPPING
You Pjy Thf Ground Shippirtg

We Pay The Air Difference

BOARDS
AST

HolShot

SaPackPlus

Xformer

3G+
Other Modeis

ATI

EGA Wonder

VIP Plus

HerculM

ColorCard

Graphics Card Plus .

.

Incolor

Alpi Ail modeis . .

.

Allegfo

ALQ218

ALQ224

ALQ318

ALQ324

2418

2424

P2000

2100

Other Models . .

.

AST Turtx) Laser .

.

Citizen Printers

1200

1800

MSP 40

MSP 45

MSP 50

MSP 55

Premier35 . . . .

Tribute 124 ...

.

DiconixISO

300

Epson Printers . .

.

Hewiett-Psckard

DeskJet

Laser Jet Series II

PaintJet

NEC
P2200

650 Silent Writer .

P5200

P5300

Other Modeis . .

.

OkkIata

182+

192+

1060 1 M2

1091 1 M2

10921. .

.

1524 . . ,

1592 ..

.

1595 ...

3131 ...

3151 ...

Laser 4450

V210A

NEC
Multisync II

Multisync Plus ...

Multisync XL . . . .

.

Monographic System

.

Other Models . . . .

.

Prirtcelon Ultresync .

.

Samsung

Sony MuKscan (1303)

Mitsubishi

Diamond Scan . . .

.

Zenith

Inboard 386 PC .

.

Inboard 386 w/cable

4020

80287-6
Keytronics

KB5151

.

KB5153

KB101 .

OrcMd

Designer EGA .

Tmy Turbo . . .

Twin Tufbo . .

.

VGA
Paradise

Autoswitch 350

.

VGA +

VGA Professional

Video-7

VGA
Vega Deluxe .

.

V-RAM

AST

Model 80 . .

.

Model 140 .

.

Model340 .

.

Model390 .

.

Other Models

.

NEC

Multispeed EL II

Powermate . .

.

Toehiba

T-1000

T-1200F . .

.

T-1200H . .

.

1200FB

T-3120

T-3200

T-5100

Seagate

20 MG wAVD Controller

25M
AT 40 MEG Full Height

Other Models

Taac

1.2 MEG AT

Floppy F55 BR

Toshiba

3.5Dr720K

3.5 Dr 1.4MB

12006 w/Software

2400B w/Software

Other Models . .

.

US Robotics

Password 1200 .

.

Courier 2400 ..

.

Courier 2400E .

.

HST9600

DISKETTES

Maxell MD-2Qty. 100 . .

.

Maxell MD-2HD Qty. 100 .

.

Sony 5V4 0ty 100

Sony 3\4 Qty. 100

Keytronics

KB5151

.

KB5153

KB101 .

ORDER LINE
CIRCLE 123 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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C COMPILERS

A PREVIEW OF TUI

"t’s after midnight, a few hours fiom

,l.deadline. and I've just had a chance to

play with a beta copy of Borland’s Turbo

C, Version 2.0, the latest version of the

compiler that redefmed C programming.

Of course, since Version 2.0 was not in

production at review deadline, PC Mag-

azine couldn’t do a full-fledged review in

its usual manner. So while you can ex-

pect to see fuller coverage in “First

Looks” in an upcoming issue, here’s one

C enthusiast’s look at an unreleased

product.

While the look of Turbo C 2.0 has not

changed much from that of its predeces-

sor, you’ll immediately notice a new
Breal^atch menu entry, plus expanded

Debug and Run menus. Suddenly you re-

alize: At last! Integrated debugging has

come to Turbo C.

Turbo C’s Debugger makes it easy to

step or trace through a program. Its fimc-

tion keys imitate Microsoft’s CodeView

debugger, and you can set a breakpoint

on any line or a watchpoint on any vari-

able or expression. You can step into or

over each function call, executing the

function and optionally tracing through

its contents. An evaluation window lets

you not only examine the contents of a

variable or the result of an expression but

also modify the value of simple data

items. You can stop a program from exe-

cuting in the debugger with Ctrl-Break.

A number of facilities found in Code-

View are available in the TurboC Debug-

IBOC 2.0 BETA

ger, including the ability to find a func-

tion’s definition in the source code. A
Call Stack lets you select and jump to a

particular procedure call. And there are

three screen-swapping options while de-

bugging: always swap, never swap, or

only swap when Turbo C has sensed that

the screen is being written to. The Turbo

C Debugger is available as a part of the

integrated environment and as a stand-

alone, command-line program.

Another big surprise is TASM, the

Turbo Assembler. You won’t need

MASM to write in-line assembler mod-

ules in TurboC anymore; Borland claims

that TASM is faster than MASM and

fully compatible with it, too.

As for the Turbo C 2.0 linker, it can

generate .COM files for tiny model pro-

grams without the intermediate EXE-
2BIN step. This is particularly nice,

since IBM now distributes EXE2BIN,
the .EXE-to-.COM file utility, with the

DOS Technical Reference rather than

with DOS.
Borland claims that the compiler and

linker are now faster than before. These

claims won’t be confirmed by PC Labs,

however, until the production copy is

available.

Improvements to Turbo C’s Editor in-

clude the ability to store the edit buffer in

EMS memory if it’s available, saving up
to 64K of main memory. In addition,

some of the long-standing gripes about

the Editor have been answered, introduc-

ing some features that are standard in

standalone programmers’ editors.

Among them are optimal filling when in

TAB mode, unindent to the previous in-

dent level when backspacing at the be-

ginning of text, and block indent/unin-

dent.

Other improvements include an en-

hanced function library, command-line

wildcard expansion support, improved

floating-point emulation, and an .OBJ

file cross-reference utility. New func-

tions added to the graphics package in-

clude installable device drivers and char-

acter fonts as well as functions for

generating up to 256 colors on the VGA.
Finally, dual monitor support can send

the output of your program to one moni-

tor while the Turbo C environment ap-

pears on the other.

Last but not least, the documentation

has been improved (see the review of

Turbo C, Version 1.5, in this issue).

While the ftmcfions listed in the refer-

ence manual don’t begin at the top of a

page, the multiple references have been

reduced. A highlighted title appears in an

upper comer of each page with the name
of the currently referenced ftuiction.

In all. Turbo C 2.0 will be an impres-

sive product. Although there will be oth-

er features that cannot be discussed here,

Borland is already demonstrating that it

intends to continue blazing new trails for

C programmer productivity.

—^Rkhard Hale Shaw

olations, and nonportable expressions.

You can also force all chars to be un-

signed or set the number of errors that can

occur before compilation terminates.

Turbo C’s graphics capabilities are

nothing short of superb. It comes with

graphics drivers for virtually all of the pop-

ular monitors and adapters, including Her-

cules, EGA, VGA, and IBM 8514. You
can customize your graphics programs for

a particular display adapter or design it to

automatically detect the adapter at run-

time.

The graphics library itself includes rou-

tines for drawing arcs, circles, polygons,

ellipses, lines, bars (even 3-D bars!), and

pie slices. There is a clear and logical hier-

archy to these routines: you can manipu-

late the entire screen, a portion of it (such

as a window), a specific image, or even a

single pixel.

Turbo C’s considerable support for

screen output lets you set the size and fonts

used for text and control color at the pixel

and pallette levels. In addition, you can

query the state of the video graphics sys-

tem by using a whole series of routines,

and they return such information as aspect

ratios, fill patterns, and colors. These rou-

tines are all accompanied by a detailed dis-

cussion ofeach section of the graphics sys-

tem.

While there is no graphics tutorial as

such, 1 suspect that only the newcomer to

C will have a problem getting rapid results

from the graphics library, since a complete

graphics demonstration program comes
with the source code. The demo program

itself is difficult to describe: “outrageous”

or “radical” come to mind. Want to have

a good time? Just install Turbo C, compile

the graphics demo, and mn it. It is outra-
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How to look good from start. .

.

to finish.

TheHP LaserJet
Series II Printer.

Nothing brings your
ideas to life like the HP
LaserJet Series II Printer—

from office memos to forms

to newsletters. As the leading laser

printer, it works with all popular PCs
and PC software packages.And, with
a wide range of fonts, you get more
options to CTeate superior looking

documents.

With additional

memory you can even
print sophisticated 300
DPI full-page graphics.

And with HP's ScanJet
scanner, you can also

easily add photographs,

illustrations and text.

No wonder more people choose
the original over all other laser printers

combined.

So call 1 800 752-0900, Ext. 900D
for your nearest HP dealer.

HEWLETT
PACKARD

© Hewleti-Packaid 1988 Prmt samples were created using Miaoscrft Word. Mictoscft Excel, and Aldus PageMaker
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Nobody ever thinks

of PC AT batteries

until it’s too late.

Without a functioning battery,

your computer is as good as dead.

The battery in your PC AT or com-

patible controls your computer’s

configuration files, real time clock,

and calendar. When the clock

and calendar begin to fail,

your battery’s hours are

numbered.

So be prepared. Get the

best replacement battery you

can buy. Get a TADIRAN
battery from IBC— the high

quality, high energy lithium bat-

tery that is already found in 80%

of all PC AT's and compatibles as

original equipment.

A unique 3 year warranty, 10

year shelf life, and UL approval

make a TADIRAN replacement bat-

tery the best insurance there is. So

don’t wait until your computer

battery dies. Get a TADIRAN re-

placement battery from IBC today.

ORDER NOW!
800/654-3790 (US)

800/225-9359 (CA)

Price only $27.50
• Dealer inquiries welcome.

Corporate discounts

available.

For IBM PC AT, Compaq

286, and all other AT

compatibles and clones.

Checks, money orders,

and credit cards welcome.

Add $.T00 for shipping and

handling.

IBC
International Battery Corporation

16735 Saticoy Street, 111

Van Nuys, CA 91406

(818) 781-7515, FAX (818) 781-7804

IB.M AT. and Compaq are respective trademarks of

IBM Corp and Compaq Corp

Call for all Six-Pack replacement batteries.
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C COMPILERS

geous. And since you can lift source-code

examples directly from the demo program

and place them in a C application, you

won’t need a tutorial.

EMBEDDING ASSEMBLER CODE
Another nice feature ofTurboC is its abili-

ty to embed assembler code in C pro-

grams, although doing so makes the code

less portable. If you're writing a function

or module that requires speed or must have

direct access to the underlying hardware,

you can place assembler almost anywhere

in your program by preceding it with asm

,

as if it were a C-Ianguage type modifier (as

for an unsigned type , for example)

.

In addition. Turbo C lets you access the

J
^

Turbo C is not without

its shortcomings.

One is that the

program sorely

lacks a debugger.

8088 machine registers directly through

the use of ‘‘pseudovariables”—prede-

fined variables that represent the registers

themselves. For instance, you can produce

the equivalent of the assembler operation

mov ah . 1 with _AH = 1 ; in your C
source. This is a powerful tool for mixing

C and assembler without the hassle of writ-

ing functions or modules in assembler and

linking them into your C program.

Turbo C supports all of the standard

memory models (small, medium, and
large) and also supports the compact and

huge models. Furthermore, Borland has

introduced the tiny model, which limits the

entire program (code, data, stack, and
heap) to a maximum of 64K. This model
can be used to produce programs in .COM
format that are smaller and faster to ran

and use.

GRimSWITHIlYmS TnrioC, how-
ever, is not without its shortcomings. One
is that the program sorely lacks a debug-

ger. While there is a Debug option on the

PC MAGAZINE
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ivc mvcr stop

tjskhi^ ^
Small cash input

for laser-quality output.

DMT BMKiari

Ibis l«tt«r 1

today.
I prlntod on om of tha finoat prlntars avallabla

\

7bm HP oookJot Prlatar. i

It prints taxt and graphics aors crisp and olsar than a4-pin
printara. And as yoa can saa froa tha obart, it'a a lot guiatar
than aa-pin printara, too. ^

PftMTEn NOISE IHVELa

It's also assy to usa. It doss your Isportsnt offioa tasks, but
it's saall enough to fit on your desk. Bvarythlng oonsidarad,
it's tha parfaet personal prlntar.

And ona of tha soot asasing faaturaa of all is its price, it's
under $1 ,000 .

Call us for tha nasa of your local HP Dealer at 1 800 7S2-0900
Bxt. 90BB. Iban go saa for yourself why wa call it lasar~quallty
printing.

Richard Snyder

The HP DeskJet Printer.

Laser-Quahty Output for Under $1000.
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C. ITOH.

Year after year, C.ltoh Electronics has made
quality and reliability an inherent trait. Names like

ProWriter, UPS, Jet-Setter, StarWriter, and MegaPro

represent only a part of our family of quality peri-

pherals for the computer hardware marketplace.

Because we provide a wide range of printers,

terminals and other peripheral products, C. Itoh is

known as "a solutions company", meeting the

needs of millions of business users worldwide.

For more information on our family of high

quality printers, terminals and peripherals, call

(714) 660-I42I.

An Established

Line of Printers

and Terminais—
Founded on Quality

and Reiiabiiity

CJTCPH
C. Itoh Electronics, Inc.

2505 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 92174

We build more in so you get more out.

CIRCLE 349 ON READER SERVICE CARD



C COMPILERS

CTOGOrPROGRAI
^^here was a time when being a C pro-

JL grammer was like being a musician:

you always had to have lots of equip-

ment. In my bass-playing days, my gear

was my livelihood and 1 thought nothing

of having to haul a bass and a 75-pound

ampliHer all over Atlanta. Without that

massive hardware, I couldn’t perform.

Until recently, C programmers had

the same problem. Running aC compiler

on the IBM PC was akin to riding a pony

in the Kentucky Derby—it’d get you
some laughs, but it wasn’t very produc-

tive. C compilers by their nature are big,

bulky, and slow in order to optimize a

small, fast C program. And as new hard-

ware became available, a dedicated C
programmer went into debt or moon-
lighted or both to gain back some of the

time lost to optimizing code generators.

But that’s all changing. The latest in C
compiler technology is not some new
kind of optimizer. It’s the Integrated De-

velopment Environment, a combined
editor/compiler/debugger, which pre-

miered with Turbo C over a year ago and

can now be found in Quick C and War-

corn Express C. With this tool, combined

with additional hardware advances, C

VIMINGWITHALAF
programmers can now give serious

thought to programming on the smallest

(but not the least powerful) machine in

the marketplace: the laptop.

There are some limitations. It’s still

not practical to use a large compiler, and

the 720K floppy disk drives in most lap-

tops are too slow for anything but in-

RAM compiles. Even then they can be

impractical if the source file is too big.

But you can develop small programs and

applications, frlters, utilities, prototypes,

and other software tools on a laptop

—

when and where it suits you.

Integrated environments are well suit-

ed to a laptop for two reasons. First, they

require a minimum amount of disk

space, since only header files, libraries,

and the compiler are needed (the latter is

usually smaller than a disk-based compil-

er, linker, and editor combined).

ond, the editor, compiler, and source

code are already loaded when you com-

pile in-RAM, so the disk is accessed only

to read the header files and libraries and

to write out the executable program.

Thus, slow 720K disks are not a prob-

lem. Further, QuickC and TurboC com-

bine the compiler and linker in one pro-

rop

gram, so the linker doesn’t have to be

loaded. And Quick C can actually create

the executable program in memory,
eliminating any disk accesses to link or

tun the program.

I ran the PC Labs C benchmark tests

against the integrated-environment ver-

sions of Turbo C and Quick C, using a

NEC MultiSpeed. Both Quick C and

Turbo C integrated-environment ver-

sions turned in better performances than

the conunand-line versions, with gains

from 10 percent to 50 percent. And the

compile times for the integrated environ-

ments were nearly as fast on the laptop as

those recorded by PC Labs on an AT! In

fact. Quick C was able to turn in record

compile-link times on the MultiSpeed

with its ability to compile and lirik to

memory.

The combination of a laptop and a C
compiler with an integrated development

environment is one that simply can’t be

beat. No longer chained to their desks,

creative C programmers can now seek

out more-creative work environments.

The laptop has given a whole new mean-

ing to the concept of portable code.

—^Richard Hale Shaw

main environment menu, this selection is

used for tracking and controlling compila-

tion error messages.

Another gripe concerns Turbo C’s doc-

umentation. A minor flaw is its use of type

styles; more major is the way some of the

information seems scattered between the

User’s Guide and the Reference Guide. A
supplementary manual, added with the re-

lease of Version 1 .5, includes additions to

the Run-Time Library, a discussion of the

new graphics routines, and enhancements

to the compiler. So now you have to look

in all three manuals to ttiake sure you’ve

found everything on a subject. While this

would have been fine as an update supple-

ment for owners of Version 1 .0, paclrag-

ing these three manuals together for new
users is ridiculous.

And the function library portion of the

Reference Guide is not particularly easy to

use. Function descriptions are scattered

throughout—with some functions having

prototypes in one location, while their de-

scriptions are placed with a related func-

tion elsewhere.

The content of the documentation, at

least, is good. It includes a tutorial on C
with discussions ofC’s elements and oper-

ators, a section designed to help Turbo

Pascal programmers make the transition to

C, and another for interfacing and integrat-

ing code written in Turbo C with Turbo

Prolog.

Where the program does not fall short is

in speed: the PC Labs benchmark tests

show that programs compiled by Turbo C
are among the fastest to execute. In addi-

tion, the command-line version was the

second-fastest to compile across the board,

and its code size tended to be smaller on

two tests (strings and integer math) and

larger on two others (files and floating-

point math).

I found, however, little difference in

the compilation speeds of Turbo C’s envi-

ronment versus that of the command-line

version. And since the program always

writes the executable file out to a disk, its

in-RAM compilations from the environ-

ment are only slightly faster than those run

from the command line.

All things considered. Turbo C is a

great environment for C program develop-

ment—I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend

it to the professional and novice alike. And
while the improved documentation and the

addition of a debugger would make it a su-

perb compiler, its ease of use and speed,

coupled with a wonderhil graphics library,

make Turbo C a powerful software devel-

opment tool indeed.

—Richard Hale Shaw
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C COMPILERS

Watcom C
Back in the sixties, FORTRAN was the

language ofchoice among engineering stu-

dents. Mastering the multiple compilation,

linking, and loading steps required by the

IBM mainframes ofthe day, however, was

not easy. So when Watcom Group began

marketing a one-step load-and-go FOR-
TRAN compiler named Watfor, it was a

big success.

But when double-page ads for Wat-

com’s Watcom C appeared from nowhere

last year, I was amazed. Where did these

guys come from? Long forgotten by most

of us who had graduated from punch cards

to PCs, Watcom apparently h^ remained

active all those years in the mainframe

world. Only recently have its interests

turned toward the PC wyihWatcom C.

Now in Version 6.5 and selling for

$295 , WatcomC belies its mainframe heri-

tage in many ways, starting with the docu-

mentation. Enclosed in a convenient book-

shelf box along with eight floppy disks

come five separate manuals with four

quick-reference cards. (The manuals are

separate, so you can mix and match them

with other Watcom packages.) Unlike

many such multivolume manuals, Wat-

com’s are well written and easy to use. Al-

though the installed software package gob-

bles up 2.8MB on your hard disk, Watcom

Watcom C, Version 6.5

Watcom Group

415 Phillip St,

Waterloo. Ontario

Canada N2L 3X2
(800)2654555

(519) 886-3700

List Price: $295 (in-

cludes Wmcom Exprew C, Version 1.0).

Requires; 512K RAM. DOS 2.0wlater.

In Short: A hard-charging newcomer in the

heavyweight compiler class, WatcomC6.5
offers excellent c(^ optimization and pro-

grammer control facilities. The product is

marred only by a clumsy editor. The package

includes Watcom Express C. an easy-to-use

integrated-environment version of Watcom

C. Not cx^y protected.

CinCLEWOONREADERSeRVlCECARO

claims that operation from floppy disks is

possible.

WATCOM EDITOR The Watcom C
editor is a C version of Watcom’s general-

purpose PC and mainhame editor. While

the manual doesn’t entirely correspond

with the editor, the differences are minor.

Coming from mainframe stock, the editor

fits oddly into the PC environment. For ex-

ample, it can edit multiple files—as long

as they all fit within 64K. The quick-refer-

ence card provides lists of bizarre Ctrl-key

sequences that can be used to trurve the

cursor, offering interesting notes like

“Control-! is ignored.” What about all the

other Ctrl-key combinations that are also

ignored? The cursor keys, fortunately, can

be used instead. And the editor is screen-

oriented, with important function-key def-

initions outlined ^ong the bottom.

Watcom C’s on-lirre help, which in-

cludes help for the C compiler and library,

is accessible only from within the editor.

In use, this is very convenient. Forget

print f’s options in the middle ofan edit?

Just enter
‘

‘help printf ’ to receive pages of

information. Help with the editor com-

mands is also furnished.

The full-screen, source-level debugger

has a few rough spots as well. While cer-

tainly powerful enough, complete with

pull-down windows, multiple conditional

breakpoints, and watchpoints, it's the little

things that trip it up. Resizing a window on

the screen, for example, does not automat-

ically resize its neighbors; instead, the ac-

tion leaves an empty band between the two

windows. To its credit, the debugger

comes equipped with a powerful macro

language for complete custonuzation both

at the initialization stage and later via the

function keys. This is fortunate, since the

default commands can be clumsy to use.

COMPOERWITH POWER The Wat-

com C compiler itself is almost beyond re-

proach. It is powerful and implements the

entire ANSI C draft standard, including

such oddities as the # and ## tokens. The
manual even goes so far as to note that

Watcom Group has yet to implement
NOALIAS (a keyword that the ANSI com-

mittee has since dropped).

Being new in the PC market, the Wat-

com C library does not slavishly attempt to

mimic the PC standard Microsoft C li-

brary—it uses, for example, the Unix
opendir/readdir instead of Microsoft's

fradfirst/findnext convention. The com-
mon extensions far, near, huge,
odeol

,
pascal , and fortran are sup-

ported.

Watcom C breaks new ground of its

own: it uses the #pragma preprocessor di-

To its credit,

Watcom C’s debugger

comes equipped with

a powerful macro

languagefor complete

customization.

rective to control every aspect of how ar-

guments are passed. You can specify, for

instance, that a particular function take its

first argument in register AX, the second

in CX;DX, the third on the stack, and the

fourth in the 8087’s push-down stack. This

very powerful option allows for great con-

trol in interfacing with other languages, in-

cluding assembly. It also lets you create

fast functions by replacing relatively slow

PUSH and POP instructions with faster

register loads. In fact, the default for Wat-

com C procedures is to pass as many argu-

ments as possible in the registers.

With this power, however, comes re-

sponsibility. The programmer is obliged to

include prototypes for every function, and

they must be accurate, detailed, and in the

new ANSI format. Declaring a simple

pointer to a function will no longer do: it

must be a pointer to a function accepting

this and returning that. K&R format d^la-

rations do not always woik either, as the

manual explains. Fail to follow this, and

your program simply will not work.

When porting applications to Watcom
C, you can use the cdecl keyword to

force all arguments to be pushed as with

other compilers; here, Watcom C is no

more sensitive about prototypes than they

are. The #pragina directive can also de-
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ThehigideabehindthePC systan
you cani:outgrow

We call it Modular Systems Architecture™: a

building block approadi that protects your PC
investment against obsolescence. It makes up-

grading \Wse PCs a snap— literally. Because
we’ve put il computing functions, even theCPU
and its miaoprocessor, on plug-in boards. So as

your needs grow, you can easily upgrade our 8
MHzAT compatible to a 12.5MHzWgh perform-

ance 286, or even a 16

MHz 386. When more
powerful miooprocessors

are available, you’ll even
be able to upgrade our

top-of-the-line 16MHz
WYSEpc386.

The WYSEpcSae.
exceptional nu mory
speed plus prrxxssing

speed make it ime ofthe
m/>st powerful

l*Cs made.

WYSE* is a registered trademark of V/vm Technology. S^emW^se. WYSEpc 386, and
Modular Systems An:hitectuie are traoemaiits of V\^e l^nolo^. IBM is a trademark of

International Business Machines. Screen: Boeing Graph.

CIRCLE 734 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Introducing SysteinWyser \Wse PCs are

themselves building blocks in a comprehensive

system for creating solu-

tions. They link effortlessly

with our terminals, moni-

tors, and expansion boards
in integrated solutions of

exceptional quality and
value, using industry

standard software. And
SystemWy^ is backed by
the company that sells

more terminals than anyone but IBM.
The big idea, above all, is to adapt more

readily to dia^e than any other PC system.

Because survival belongs not merely to the

fittest, but to those who remain fittest, longest.

information. 1-800-GETWYSE

WYSE
We make it better, or we just don't make it.

It's this easy to upgrade the

CPU and boost the power of
a System V^e PC.



The bad news Is, this Is a quiz.

The good news Is, weTe going to

make it easy.

All three of these 24-pin dot

matrix printers are versatile, rug-

ged office-quality printers. They all

provide a variety of type styles and
compatibility with most popular

software. But there's only one Top

Dot. And all the clues you need

to find it are right here in this ad.

Top Dot’s high performance

features include combined letter-

quality text and graphics, color

printing, and a sizzling 480 cps

draft speed.

SeleaDlalputs totat printercontrol at your

nngertlps.

A unique Select-Dial™ feature

gives Top Dot effortless, fingertip

control. And plug-in Intelli-Cards™

provide instant software upgrades.

Top Dot’s $985 price is a
remarkable $500 below compara-
ble printers. Even more remarkably,

it includes toll-free hotline support,

a 2-year warranty, an unheard-of

full year of on-site service, and a

Quick-Start kit packed with $150
worth of supplies, software, docu-

mentation and more.

Epson is a registered trademark of Seiko Epson Corporation. Accel-SOa Select-Dial and Intelli-Card are trademarks of Advanced Matrix Technology. Inc CI988 Advanced Matrix Ibchnology, Inc.



And only Top Dot is available in

your choice of finish: Executive

Black or traditional Ivory.

You have to visit a dealer to buy

two of the printers on this page.

But you can get Top Dot delivered

to your door by UPS,*

Just call 1-800-637-7878, cor-

rectly identify the Top Dot. and

Print speed

(12cpi|

(:o\u*\Ris()\ (:H\Rr

\MT Kpson Toshlbn

\(Tcl-r>(K) l<U-2r)0« 1*351 s\

Draft Mode 480 cps 324 cps 300 Cps

Memo Mode 200 cps N/A N/A

LOMode 80 cps 90 cps too cps

Plug-in fonts card card cartridge

Color printing standard m optionalt

Warranty 24 mo 18 mo 18 mo

On-site service lyr N/A N/A

Priw S985 $1449* $1499-

Starter Kit Standard N/A N/A

**miinufMlunr'ssuatt'sl(‘(il(sl prkv

we ll ship it to you. EREE.* If after

30 days, the Top Dol hasn't become
indispensable to your office, lusl

send it back. Otherwise, do nothing.

We'll charge $985 to your credit

card or bill you against your pur-

chase order. Thai's all there is to it.

And if you're still not sure of the

answer, don't worry. Our operators

will give you three chances to get

It right.

OulckStan Kit contains supplies, cable, sun-

ware. documentation—even transparpnc!i

materials .J $150 value FKKE with Ibp IXH.

ACCEL'500
1-800-637-7878

m m
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VenUira Peripherals. 100 Rancho Road. Suite 27
Thousand Oaks. Calirornla 91362

*()fkr sobfrt't to in aHiMllly and civdH apftnnaL

C COMPILERS

EDITOR’SMC H O 1 C E

• MicrosoftC

• QuickC
• WatcomC

Ifyou're lookingfor an everything-

includedpower-packedprofession-

alC compiler, you'll have a hard
lime choosing between Microsoft C,

Versions. !, andWatcomC, Ver-

sion 6.5. Both cfthese optimizing

compilers generate consistentlyfast

executable code, andeachpackages
an integrated-environment version

ofthe compilerforprototyping and
testing. You'll alsofindfullANSIC
draft compatibility, a source-level

debugger, an editor, robust librar-

ies, and extensionsfor thePC envi-

ronment.

Watcom C’spowerful code cus-

tomizations will be attractive to you

ifflexibility in managing generated

machine code is importaiU. Micro-

softC 5.7 runs under andproduces

codefor both theMS-DOS andOSI2
802^protected-mode operating

environment. Both represent the ul-

timate development toolsfor the

prt^essionalCprogrammer.

Among the C compilersfor new-

comers to C, Quick C, Version

I.OIC, leads thepack with a low-

cost, easy-to-use integrated devel-

opment environment that includes a

compiler, editor, and debugger. It

offers true in-RAM compilation and
linkage, and its Quick Libraries ex-

tend the development environment.

Designedforcomplete upwardcom-
patibility with its big brother,

Microsoft C5.I, Quick C's docu-

mentation anddesign give youpow-

erful tools to grow on . A graphics li-

brary rounds it out as a complete

packagefor theC novice.

Turbo C, Version2.0, which

was still in beta testing at the time of
this review, illustrates Borland's

commitment to leadership in theC
conquer marketplace. We expea

Turto C2.0, now outfitted with a
debugger, afast assembler, ami an
extensive graphics library, to be a
strong corueruler in the imegrated

compiler marketplace that itsprede-

cessor created.

fine hex-style assembly-language macros,

which are expanded in place.

Watcom has not completely forgotten

the beginner. Included with the package is

Watcom Express C—a combined editor,

compiler, and debugger. (Watcom Ex-

press C is available separately at $75.) In

the bundled version, both programs are

very similar to their standalone counter-

parts, but some of the advanced features,

such as optimization and #pragma con-

trol, are missing. In its simplicity, the Wat-

com Express C debugger is actually easier

to use than its more powerful brother.

What it lacks in power, Express C
makes up in ease of use. You can invoke

the editor and debugger separately or from

within the ExpressC compiler. In the latter

mode, you can edit, compile, and debug

without leaving the Express C environ-

ment. The effect is similar to but not as

polished as that of Microsoft’s Quick C or

Borland’s Turbo C.

Although Watcom C turned in some of

the longest compilation times in the PC
Labs benchmark tests, it also produced

some of the best program execution times.

Its full ANSI implementation, #pragiiia

directive control and excellent execution

times make the limitations of the editor and

debugger easier to accept. At the same
time. Express C is there for those who re-

gard ease of use as mote important than

power features. Watcom C is the compiler

of choice for the professional and power
user. And ExpressC makes a good starting

point for the beginner.

—Stephen Randy Davis liS
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USER-FRIENDLY/ *>\

J>\//CompuAdd Computers for Compatibility, Reliability, and Easy Setup!

Standard-386/16
• 4.77, 6. 8. 16MHz Software-

Selectable Speed
• 80386 Processor

• Landmark Speed Rating

of 20MHz
• Rates 17.6 on Norton’s SI

Benchmark Test 4.0

• 1MB RAM (expandable

to 4MB)
• 5060, 5151, or 101-Key

Enhanced Keyboard

(Your Choice)

• 1.2MB Floppy Drive

• Real-Time

Ciock/Calendar

» One-Year Limited

Warranty

> Seven Expansion

Slots: Five 16-Bit &

Two 8-Bit

\

Standard-286/10

m
“Overall, the Standard-286/10 appears to

Editor's tDe one of the most attractive values....

Choice It comes with a good complement of

Fib 16, 1968 manuals and software and performs

precisely as you would expect. You
should be happy with this one."

— Alfred Poor
PC Magazine, Feb. 16. 1966

• 6MHZ-10MHZ
Switch Selectable

Speed
• 80286 Processor

• Rates 9.4 on Norton’s SI

Benchmark Test 4.0

• 512KB RAM
• 5060, 5151, or 101-Key

Enhanced Keyboard

(Your Choice)

• Clock/Calendar

w/Battery Backup
• One-Year Limited Warranty

• 200-Watt Power Supply

• 1.2MB Floppy Drive

$2095 $1045
B

Standard-286/12
• 6MHZ-12MHZ Switch- '

Selectable Speed «

• 1MB RAM
• 1.2MB Floppy Drive *

• One-Year Limited Warranty

» 0 Wait State Processing

• 5060, 5151, or 101-Key

Enhanced Keyboard
* Clock/Calendar

w/Battery Backup

• 80286 Processor

• 200-Watt Power Supply

$1245

/////
'V /V ,/

Keyboards
5151
Includes separate

numeric and
cursor pads

5060
* Enlarged Enter

and Shift keys

for easy $CQ
operation

101-Key
101-key enhanced
keyboard with

twelve function

keys ;>Oy

Standard Turbo/10
• 4.77MHz-10MHz
Processing Speed

• 640KB RAM
• Eight Expansion Slots

• 8088 Processor
• 360KB Diskette

Drive With

Controller

• 5060, 5151, or

101'Key Enhanced
Keyboard

(your choice)

• One-Year Limited

Warranty

$595
CompuAdd,

a standard for mail-order

excellence since 1982.

Call for a free catalog:

1-800-666-1872 12303-G Technology Blvd. Austin, Tx. 78727

ABC Switch Box

Connect three computers to one printer.

Great for sharing a laser!

Serial or parallei $30



STARTER KITS. .

.

For Everything You Need To Begin Serious Computing Immediateiy!

PC FullBak

Professional Starter Kit $1515 Career Starter Kit $895
COfnputer-28^0 system with 80286 processor (switch-selectable

6MHz/10MHz processing speed). 512KB RAM (expandable to 1MB on
motherboard), 8 expansion slots, 200-watt power supply, 1.2MB floppy

drive, enhanced 101-key keyboard, dual floppy/hard drive controller,

clock/calendar with battery backup.

Monitor*High-resolutk>n (750 x 350) amber morK)chiome monitor

with 12" display screen, monochrome graphics card with parallel port.

20MB Hard Drive-20MB hard drive, fully installed.

Hard Drive Options-Upgrade your 20M6 drive to 40MB or

60MB See chart below.

Printer-Epson*^ LX-800 with draft (ISO-IBOcps) or near letter quality

printing, multiple typestyles, Ep»xi character graphics set. dot

graphics cap^lity.

Software*Pfofessk>nal len Software, a b3talty integrated software

package: ZeriWord'^, ZenCalc"' and ZertUnk'^. MS-DOS'* operating

system, GW BASIC* programming language, and PC FullBak

b^kup utilities also are included.

AccessorieS'200 sheets continuous form paper, printer cable, and
10 blank diskettes.

Coinputer*IBM*-compatible Standard TurbcVIO computer with

8088 processor, keyboard-selectable 4.77MHz or 10MHz. 640KB
RAM. half-height 3^KB floppy drive, floppy drive controller, 150-watt

power supply, 5060-style keyboard, arxj system reset button.

Monitor-High-resolution (750 x 350) amber mor>ochrome monitor

with 12" display screen, monochrome graphics card with parallel port.

20MB Hard Drive Option-Add the storage power of a 20MB
or 40MB hard drive to your Career Starter Kit. Option Includes

PC FullBak disk backup software; see chart bel^.

Printer-Star Micronics NX-IOOO"* provides software compatibility,

plus 120cps draft and 30cps near tetter quality printing, multiple type

styles, nine-pin print head. Epson LX-800 and IBM Proprinter If*

emulation, dot graphics cap^lity, arid tractor/friction paper feed.

Software-Professional Zen Software, a totally integrated software

package: ZeriWord, ZenCalc, and ZenUnk. MS-OOS operating

system andGW BASIC programming language also are included.

Acce8SOries-200 sheets continuous form paper, printer cable, and
10 blank diskettes.

Professional Starter Kit EGA
Industry-standard 14" tube size EGA monitor (13" diagonal),

EGAc^, and I/O card with serial and parallel ports.

Only $1915

Career Starter Kit EGA
Industry-standard 14" tube size EGA monitor (13" diagonal),

EGAc^, and I/O card with serial arid parallel ports.

Only $1295

Professional Starter Kit Options

Monographics EGA VGA

20MB $1515 $1915 $2065

40MB $1640 $2040 $2190

60MB $1700 $2100 $2250

Video Options

EGA option mdudes industrystandard 14” tube size EGA
monitor (13” diagonal). EGA card, and I/O card with serial

andpat^ ports.

VGA option includes analog VGA monitor with 14” screen,

28nvn dot pilch and 315KHZ horizontal scan fiequen^.

The VGA card sioports high resolution (800x600) graphics

and can display 16 of 2S6 colois at a tima

Career Starter Kit Options

Monogiaphics EGA VGA

NoHaidDrive $895 $1295 $1445

20MB $1165 $1565 $1715

40MB $1300 $1690 $1840

Floppy Drives

360KB for PCs/XTs (black)

360KB for ATs (gray)

$99
$109

CompuFIdd
"Personal Computer Products"

12303<3 Technology Blvd. Austin, Tx. 78727

ORDER TOLL FREE;

800 -666-1872
Inside USA

Customer Service:
800-999-9901

Telex: 763543
COMPUADO AUS

FAX:
512-250-5760

Outside USA:
512-2S8-5S7S



GREAT BUYS...
On Brand Names Including MiniScribe, Seagate, AST, Panasonic, and More!

Mass Storage
Hard Disk Drives

For ATs® and Compatibles

CDC Hard Disk Drive
• 18ms Access Time ESDt>Cerdfied Hard Drive

• 10Mbit Per/Sec ESDI Dual Hard Drive/Floppy

Controller

• 1:1 Interleave Controller

150MB $1599

Maxtor Hard Disk Drive
• 16ms Access Time ESDI-Certified Hard Drive

• 10Mbit Per/Sec ESDI Dual Hard Drive/Floppy

Controller

• 1:1 Interleave Controller

338MB $2575

• Quality Assured
• One-Year Limited Warranty

43MB MiniScribe (25ms) . . . $459
71MB MiniScribe (28ms) . . .$649
80MB Seagate (28ms) $695
110MB Price Reduced!
(MiniScribe 28ms,
hLL Controller) $895

• Cables
• Mounting Hardware
• Western Digital^ Controller

• Complete. Illustrated Installation Manual

20MB MiniScribe (65ms) . .
.
$279

30MB Seagate (65ms) $310
40MB MiniScribe (61ms) . .

.
$379

20MB MiniScribe (65ms)

for Compaq Portable . $299

For PC/XTs®,
Compatibles,
and Compaq®

Monographics Video

Monographics Card:
Text, 80 col. X 25 Lines; Graphics.

720 X 348; Parallel Port $53
Monochrome Monitor:
Samsung 12" Flat Screen With
Titt/Svrivel Base $95
Mono Combo
Monographics Card and Monitor

.

$139

CGA Video

Cotor Card:

Text. 80 col. X 25 Lines; Graphics,
640 X 200; Parallel Port $53
Color Monitor:
With 12" Amber Screen

CGA Combo
Color Card and Monitor

$289

$289

EGA Video

EGA Card:
640 X 350 Graphics,
256K8 Display RAM
EGA Monitor:
14" Tube Size (13" Diagonal).

31mm Dot Pitch

EGA Combo
EGA Card arid Monitor

$159

$349

$489

FREE
PC-FULL8P,I^
With Every Hard Drive

or RashCard Purchased!

• Easy to Use • Menu-Driven or Use
• Backs Up and From DOS
Restores Files

$59.95
\Mlue!

MAGAZINEMAGAZINE* • wesrem • 3’/^" Hard Disk

Editor's ChoiCS Controller ^ • Can Boot From
PC rtiQiTtni vw S3 * One->%ar Limited FlashCard

Warranty • Shock Mounted
• Installs in Minutes

FlashCard-20™ (MiniScribe, 65ms) $319
FlashCard-30"' (MiniScribe, 65ms) $339
FiashCard-49™ (Seagate, 28ms) Price Reduced! $539

VGA Video
VGA Card:
High-resolution 800 x 600
Graphics, Displays 16 of

256 Colors $220
VGA MonHor: Analog, 14" Screen.
.28mm Dot Pitch. 3151^
Horizontal Scan Frequency

.

$515

VGA Combo
VGA Card and Monitor $689

CompuFIdd
I
"Personal Computer Products"

12303-G Technology Blvd. Austin. Tx. 78727

40MB Tape Backup

For AT artd Compatibles.

Includes Software $389



SKILL AND RELIABILITY
That’s Made Seagate the World’s Leading Supplier of 5V4" Hard Disk Drives!

40MB 80MB
The Seagate ST251-1 hard

disk drive combines AT-class

performance with state-of-the-

art technology for proven reliability in a cost-

effective hard disk drive.

• 28ms Average Access Time
• 12 Watt Power Consumption
• Free Disk Partitioning ^ftware Included for

Easy Integration

• 52,224 Bytes per Cylinder

• Standard 57412 Interface

• Auto-Park With a Balanced Positioner, Eliminating

the Need for a Locking Mechanism
• Sputtered Thin-Film Media Technology
• Custom-Designed, Illustrated Documentation
• For Your AT® or Compatible
. Fleliability Assured

Q^/y $439
CIRCLE 320 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Plus. . .your bonus from CompuMd when you buy any hard drive: PC FullBak backup software,

selected PC Magazine Editor’s Choice among backup software May 31, 1988. "Its ease of use and
low price make it an specially good value." — David DeJean, PC Magazine

If you want Seagate quality in a high-capacity drive, call CompuAdd toll-free at 1-800-666-1872.

For data-intensive applica-

tions, Seagate’s 80MB
(formatted) ST4096 hard

drive delivers the reliability, dependability,

and cost-effectiveness that you expect.

• 28ms Average Access Time
• 78,336 Bytes per Cylinder

• Standard ST412 Interface

• Free Disk Partitioning Software

Included for Ecisy Integration

• Linear Vbice Coil Actuator Ensures
Precise Performance

• Custom-Designed, Illustrated Documentation
• For Your AT® or Compatible
• Precision Produced

Price Reduced! Only. $695

ComfMiAdd
Wb oflw lha bMl 3«rvica and supped available in the mail order induetry. so you can purchase with confidence:

• FREE one-year limiled warranty • FREE SDday, money-back guarantee
• FREE one )«ar o( technical phone support • FREE crsdii card ordering — rw surcharge

Please add 2% to all purchase lor shipping and haridNng (mnimum $2. slapping outside the cortinenlai U.S- Mi ewreaao coal).

Md 54S tor shippingAiandSng to APOff^ addreeaee AN return items must be accompanied by a Return Authorization number
caH our technicai supporUcuSomer service departmenl Pnees are sub^ to chan^ without notica Iras resident, please add
e% salee tax Thirty^dey money back guarantee does not include return freight, or shipping handfing. Software 'm norvrefundabla

Coiponite and Institutional Accounts
Ms are deOciasd to prmidsig the prcteseKinal service you requre to Keep you businoae runrwig smoctNy. We accept putchaae
ordats on a Net terms basis <Mdi appreued credN and a minimum inittal purchase of S600i Ws provide a MMkne tachnicaf^ to
an8M«r )nur questions and male last repan. N needed. Cal ue today; Ws Maha Vbur Job Easiet

We accept MasterCard, VISA, money orders, certiHed cheds, personal chede (ptoaee afiaw 10 days for proceeamg). COOe ($60
minimum order), company and institutional purchase orders, and wire tranefers.

CompuAdd is an aetablished leader in the computer industry. We oiler superior prices, products, customer support, and aarvicel

Customer Service:
800-999-9901

Telex: 763543
COMPUADD AUS

FAX:
512-250-5760

Outside USA:
512-256-5575



INTRODUCING THE G/ETHERNET LAN

VERY STANDftRD
Plug-compatible with other Ethernet® LANs.

VERY MSI
And outperforms the competition every time.

*

Gateway G/Ethemet

3Com EtherLink™

3Com EtheiUnk w/EtherLink Plus™

Novell NE-1000

Novell NE-1000 w/NPOOO

Western Digital EtherCard PLUS™

367KBPS

You want standards. Now the developer of

G/Nct,™ one of the most popular PC LANs in the

industry, has introduced G/Ethernet. It meets all

the specifications of the IEEE 802.3 networking

standard. And because it follows the stand

ard, G/Ethernet is plug-comphtible with

most Ethernet cards.

You want speed. With Gateway’s

G/Ethernet, you get the fastest Ethernet

on the market today. As much as 339%

faster, and that's without the added cost and
complexity of special file server cards. Wc en-

gineered G/Ethcrnct to its maximum capacity

so that it’s capable of handling heavier network

loads than most other Ethernets.

You also want expansion capabilities. So G/Ethernet is

fully compatible with Gateway’s complete line of wide area

communications products. Using our multi-user gateways,

you can connect G/Ethernet users to a variety of micro,

mini, and mainframe resources virtually anywhere in the

world. And you can easily bridge G/Ethernet to any num
ber of Advanced NetWare-*based LANs using G/Remote
Bridge.™

And you've always wanted support With G/Ethcrnct,

you get more than Just a great LAN. You also get the best

support service in the business from a total communica-

*n!Konunre kor* btae^M •Mode LAN mu «miw Novell reRPDIttl2 benduurk prawwi- Voer
artnl perforwuce will my wilfe toe of IAN. rmTiginlNM. and applirslMMU. G/NeL G/EUieniet, and
G/kmle Bndpe ir tndeaarks of Gateway ('MwairwliiMU, Inr EUwrwel is a lenwlmd Uadnnart
«f Xem Ceip. NetWare is a registered tiadnaark of Novell, Inr EUwrLnk and EtherLink niis are

mdeaarfcs of SCoa Corp. BtheiCaid PUIS ii a Uadenmti of Western Digital Corp. PS/2 is a indeiaark
of IBM ('orpoiation. Cofiynghl * 1988 Gateway (Vanaaniralinns, Inr All rights reserved

ORCLE 146ON READER SERVICECARD

tions solutions company — support enjoyed by

over 100,000 satisfied G/Net users.

G/Ethernet is available from your local

Gateway reseller right now, with virtually

all versions of Novell Advanced NetWare.

And because we were the first LAN
vendor ever to run NetWare, nobody

supports NetWare better than we do.

We’ve got what you want. And weVe got

proof. Call today for Our FREE G/Ethemet

Petformance Comparison Testing Report. See

for yourself how G/Ethernet outperforms the

competition.

1-800-367-6555

(714) 553-1556 in California

QateuicM
communications, inc.

2941 Alton Ave • Irvine, CA 92714

1
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CONNECTIVITY

better!" That motto seems to

be burned into the organic

ROM of everyone in the

Western Hemisphere. People

buying cars and computer net-

works, in particular, ask,

“How fast does it go?”

The answer to the question

of speed is important when

people are buyers. But it's

trivial when they’re users. Al-

most no one drives at 1 10

mph, and even fewer people

pass data over a network with

a throughput of 10 megabits

per second. In fact, 35 mph
and 0.6 Mbps are moie-typi-

cal average rates.

But the interest in speed

continues. IBM effectively

staked out a market segment

for its as-yet-undelivered

products by spreading the

word that the sp^ of a future

version of its Token-Ring

Network will jump from 4

Mbps to 1 6 Mbps. And devel-

MAKING
OONNKITO

Fast

Performance
Over

Telepiione

Wire
•

A close look at the three products

reixesenting the two reigning technical

standards of lO-megahit-per-second data

transmission over twisted-pair wire

reveals interesting differences in cost and

flexibility—and little difference in

performance.

FRANKJ.DERFLER, JR.

opment of a standard for 100-

Mbps fiber-optic links contin-

ues. People never accepted

the 1-Mbps StailAN as suffi-

cient for their data needs, de-

spite its advantages in cost

and convenience and the fact

that it can quite easily cany

the data loads of dozens of

PCsinaLAN.
Between September 1987

and March 1988, a study

group of the Institute of Elec-

tronic and Electrical Engi-

neeis (IEEE) discussed what

standards to adopt for equip-

ment designed to pass data at

10 Mbps over unshielded

twisted-pair “telephone”
wire. These proceedings saw

formidable alliances of com-
panies like AT&T, Hewlett-

Packard, MICOM/InterLan,
Wang, Western Digital, Un-
germann-Bass, DEC, and
3Com making proposals fa-

voring their technical solu-

tions.
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TWISTED-PAIR LANS

The group, officially called the

lOBaseT Study Group of the IEEE 802.3

Standards Conunittee, eventually came to

an interesting compromise, which accom-

modated two competing techniques. The
group endorsed the approach championed

by SynOptics and Hewlett-Packard as the

basis for a new standard. It then decided

that the approach backed by 3Com and

DEC already meets existing standards and

does not ne^ a standard of its own.

By setting up the hardware these com-

panies supply to make their technical ap-

proaches work, we at the Workgroup Sys-

tems Labs were able to examine their

competing techniques in a way that high-

lights the practical differences for network

buyers and users.

We found interesting differences in cost

and flexibility—and little difference in

performance. The 3Com, HP, and SynOp-

tics systems each have specific connection

alternatives and strengths. When we com-

pared these twisted-pair systems with one

another and with 10-Mbps coaxial cable

Ethernet, we found no statistically mean-

ingful differences.

OF TWISTED PAIR There are three

types of wiring used to connect computers

together in a network: coaxial cable, twist-

ed-pair wiring, and fiber-optic cable.

Typically, the unshielded twisted-pair wir-

ing installed for commercial telephone

systems is the most inexpensive and most

widely available option.

There are many good networks de-

signed to use unshielded twisted-pair tele-

phone wiring. Interesting alternatives in-

clude Northern Telecom’s Meridian

LANStar PC (see “Making Connections:

Northern Telecom’s Meridian LANStar
PC,” PC Magazine, March 29, 1988),

lONET (see “A Field Guide to LAN Op-

erating Systems,” PC Magazine, June 14,

1988), and AT&T’s StarLAN (see “Mak-
ing Connections: LANs Under NetWare,”

PC Magazine, December 9, 1986). Stan-

dard Microsystems also has a version of

the popular ARCnet networking system

that runs on twisted-pair wiring (see side-

bar “ARCnet’s Twisted-Pair Alterna-

tive”).

Of the group, StarLAN has met with

the best commercial success, albeit limit-

ed. AT&T, and later Western Digital and

othercompanies, put a lot of resources into

marketing StarLAN, with disappointing

results. StarLAN is flexible, inexpensive,

and easy to install. Our benchm^ tests

show that StarLAN delivers all the

throughput that PC-based networks are

likely to need. And the IEEE adopted the

original StarLAN specification as a

1-Mbps subset of the W2.3 network stan-

dard. Regardless, the expensive and cum-
bersome alternatives like IBM's Token-

Ring increase in popularity while StarLAN
stagnates.

The only logical answer to this market-

ing puzzle is that buyers want to see higher

top-end numbers on the speedometer,

even if they never leave 35-mph speed

zones. Buyers perceive that a low-cost

1-Mbps network system is not as desirable

as a higher-cost system with higher data

transmission ratings.

3Com, SynOptics, and Hewlett-Pack-

ard all market 10-Mbps-over-twisted-pair

products that appeal to this apparent need

for speed. AT&T armounced a whole new

family of products, from faster network

operating system software to its own
10-Mbps StarLAN products, which will

be ready for delivery in September/Octo-

ber 1988. The AT&T solution will use

10-Mbps network interface cards that plug

into PC- and PS/2-style computers; they

will require two pairs of wire.

If moving the bits faster over twisted-

pair wire is the simple solution, why
haven’t companies done it sooner? Be-

cause the simple thing is often the most dif-

ficult to do.

HARMONICS AND WIRE RUNS
Every engineer is taught that the harmon-

ics of square waves are infinite. The faster

the square waves representing data move
across the wire, the greater the amount of

harmonic radiation they generate. Since

radiated harmonics interfere with all kinds

of radio systems, the FCC strictly limits

their levels.

Whereas coaxial cables are able to keep

radiation contained inside an outer shield

and fiber-optic systems use only light, the

movement of data through twisted-pair

wires generates a significant amount of

harmonic radiation. For this reason, the

flow of data through twisted-pair wires is

limited by the need to keep radiated har-

j )

T n The Connectivity

i ^ n Decision Guide

T his chart is designed to help you select

from among the many information-

transfer and resource-sharing alternatives. As
you can see on the chart, if all you really

need to do is exchange files or share printers,

then you should consider devices such as

PBXs and patch boxes. If your organization

has not already invested heavily in PCs or

DOS programs, then a minicomputer might

meet your needs more economically. But if

you want many users to share data files si-

multaneously under DOS, a LAN may be the

best alternative. Once you've decided on a

LAN. the need for station-to-station resource

sharing and other factors will influence your

network purchasing decision.

Because manufacturers include many
different features in their networks, some
products will not fit neatly into one decision

box in this guide. You'll also find that the lack

of differentiation between LANs is becoming

as large a problem in the LAN industry as the

lack of standards was 2 years ago. But

overlapping features and technical similarity

between networks are good news for

potential buyers. They will let you concentrate

on more-traditional factors such as dealer

support and price instead of on more-

technical considerations.

Reviews originally appeared in

PC Magazine:

• December 9, 1986
December 23, 1986

* January 13, 1987
• January 27, 1987
• February 1 0, 1 987
» February 24, 1987

March 31,1987
April 14, 1987
May 26, 1987

It June 9, 1987
June 23, 1987

. July 1987

August 1987
a September 29, 1987

October 27, 1 987

I January 12, 1988

8 January 26, 1988

I February 16, 1988

8 March 29, 1988

8 April 26, 1988

i May 31, 1988
August 1988

I September 13, 1988

Black marker indicates current issue.
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merethafl ^
til* eichang*
and peripheral

^^aharing?

File eichartge

only?

/ Ua* X
volce-and-<iata

PBX or Centrei

X aervlcea? ^

a Avatar Tachnologia*' AINanc* ZSL Syatem
a Digitai Product** NetCommander

a Newbridge Network*’ lOOeUainStroel Data Controller

Heavy data

load?

Disk/cartridge

exchange

Large N.

/ InveatmenlN
In DOS-baaed

peraonal

V computers?^

Investigate

using

minicomputers

/ Workstation \
size and security

V important? ^

iApplled KtKTwIedge Groups' The Knowledge N<
a iDEAssociatea’ IDEAshar*

a Server Teehrtology** EaayLAN
a The Software Unk*s LANUnk

aa Invisible Software's Invtalbl* Network

a Gateway Communicatlotts' Q/NET
* NoveTs NetWare/S-Net
* Proteon's ProFET-10

a Standard hScrosystema Corp.'s ARCnet
a Texas Instnimenta’ Businesa-f^ LAN Server

a Tsilgrass Technologies Corp.'s LanCourier
aa Orchid Techrtology's PCnet

3Cofn Corp.'s Token4)lng
SB 3Com Corp.'s Ethernet

I UnivsUon's UteNet operatirtg system phis LAN hardware

/ Peer-to-peer \
resource sharir>g

V Important? ^

Uacintosh
Integration

Important?

/ Need high \
rellablUty ar>d/or

long^tistance

S^paWllty? V

Use installed

telephorte

^ wirirrg? >

a Mimrs SX-200 Digital

a Shared Resource Exchange's System One
a Northern Telecom's Meridian SL-IS

a Siemens Information System's Saturn ME

aa Corvus Diskless PC Workstation

I ^ aa Khntron Sateilite Diskless PC/Intelllgent Workstation

*yes NCR 3390 Workstation

Pure Data LANmark Network Workstation
Racore PC AT • Compatible Diskless Workstation

3Com3Station

SB Alloy PkisS
BB NorthStar DImertslon 300

aa Our Busitwss Machines' OA-LInk

4 Advartced Digital Corp.'s PCX Personal Network Station

^ Alloy Computer Products' PC-Slsve/286

i CuMxCorp.'sQuickLinkandOuickUnkrV

a Digital Eguipment Corp.'s DECnet with

VAX/VMS ter MS-DOS
e IBM Corp.'s Token-RIrrg Network

S Waterloo Microsystems' Waterloo Port

g Proteon's ProNET-4
Racore Con^ter Products' LANpac 802.5 System

g Codenoli Technology's Codenet

g Fox Research's 10-NET (nbsr werelen)

g Proteon's ProNET-10 p320x

I Pure Data's ARCnet (fiber version)

ee ATAT Information Systems' 3B2/600 and StartAN
*Fox Reaeerch’s lIMfE

g Northern Telecom’s Meridian LANStar PC
I HPStarLANIO

A SynOptics' LattlsNet

I 3Com 10 Mbps system
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TWISTED-PAIR LANS

ARCNET’STWISTE
An oldfavorite among local

presents another alternative

the best ofthem under heavy

A RCnet, a LAN media-sharing
/m. scheme, was one of the flrst com-

mercially available local area networks.

Enjoying a large base of installed ARC-
net nodes, it also became our Editor’s

Choice (see “Making Connections:

LANs Under NetWare,” PC Magazine,

December 9, 1986). ARCnet uses a to-

ken-passing protocol that performs well

under heavy data loads.

ARCnet is rated at a transmission

speed of 2 megabits per second, but its

efficient media-sharing protocol guaran-

tees that every station gets an equal op-

portunity to transmit, even on a busy net-

work. LANs using the listen-before-talk

CSMA media-sharing scheme can have

significantly slower throughput under a

hravy load, even though their rated trans-

mission speed is higher than ARCnet’s.

Typic^ly, ARCnet uses coaxial cable

(RG-62, the same used by IBM for 3270

D-PAIR ALTERNATT
area networks, whenfittedfor

to the systems reviewed here—

data loads.

terminal systems). But Standard Micro-

systems in Hauppauge, New York, the

largest supplier of ARCnet hardware

components, has released ARCnet cards

that connect over twisted-pair telephone

wire. Its ARCnet Network Controller

Board retails for $295.

Using a daisy-chain wiring topology,

you can connect together small networks

of up to ten stations; the wire can extend

as much as 400 feet from the first station

to the last. You can join two 400-foot

wire segments through a $375 two-port

Twisted Pair Repeater, and you join

twisted-pair segments to a traditional co-

axial network using a $375 device called

a Twisted Pair Link.

The wiring alternatives for ARCnet
on twisted-pair wiring lend themselves to

either connecting stations economically

with wire run along the baseboard or us-

ing the installed telephone wiring system

/E

twisted-pair wiring,

-and keeps up with

and wire closets. This implementation

requires only one unused pair of wires

from the telephone bundle.

ON-PAR PERFORMANCE In our

benchmark tests, twisted-pair ARCnet
demonstrated performance under light

load conditions about equal to that of

standard 1 -megabit-per-second Star-

LAN. When the network was loaded

with busy stations, however, ARCnet’s

orderly access scheme kept the through-

put from slowing down like Star-

LAN’s—under load, twisted-pair ARC-
net performed on a par with the lO-Mbps

twisted-pair systems.

Because of various marketing and

business considerations, ARCnet does

not conform to any IEEE standard. But it

is a widely used networking scheme with

good performance and a twisted-pair wir-

ing option.—Frank J. Derfler, Jr.

monies at or below acceptable levels.

Engineers use several approaches to gel

acceptable lO-Mbps transmission over

twisty-pair wires. The most complex so-

lution, from Hewlett-Packard, involves a

modification of the square wave form to

reduce harmonics. 3Com uses a technical-

ly simpler scheme that accepts shorter

transmission distances.

While the IEEE discusses standards for

signaling over twisted-pair wiring, the

Electronic Industries Association (ElA) is

working on standards to describe how the

wire should be run. After the breakup of

the Bell Telephone System by a U.S. fed-

eral court, companies like AT&T and

Northern Telecom developed their own
practices for installing telephone wiring.

And each company published its own de-

scriptions for the maximum length of wire

runs, the types of connectors, and other

wiring practices. Naturally, this led to con-

fusion and incompatibilities that the EIA is

trying to correct by establishing a new
standard.

Although the committee’s proposals

haven’t been published, it’s likely it will

recommend a maximum length of 100 me-

ters for any single wire mn. While 100 me-
ters (328 feet) doesn’t seem to be a very

long distance, the companies involved in

this process, particularly AT&T, have ex-

perience and studies showing that nearly

all types of workgroup systems do indeed

fit into this wiring plan

.

The HP twisted-pair network scheme

can easily exceed the l(X)-meter distance;

the maximum run for the HP StarLAN 10

is 250 meters, the equivalent of 820 feet.

In an ideal wiring installation, the 3Com
system should easily reach 1 00 meters, but

in buildings with less than ideal wiring

plans, the operational distance drops

quickly. The SynOptics system is rated for

wire mns ofjust over 1(X) meters in typical

installations.

MIXTPMATCH MEDIA Twisted-pair-

wiring systems typically use a physical

hub topology, with all wires running to a

hub in a central wiring closet. The wiring

closet usually houses voice telephone

equipment and is also where the wire pairs

carrying voice and data in the same cable

split apart.

The hub topology takes mote wire than

a station-to-station wiring scheme, but

each node has its own dedicated cable mn
to the hub. The result: if one cable mn is

broken or shorted, the failure doesn’t bring

down the whole network as it does in a sta-

tion-to-station system.

This hub also serves as a point for

bridging together different types of wiring.

Joining several types of physical links lets

you use the best wiring alternative to teach

each network node; you can mix and
match media within a network to meet the

needs of each link.

The high-speed connection schemes
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ZENITH UNVEILS THE AT-COMPATIBLE COLLECTION.
ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN -Zenith's collection of AT com-

patibles began with the Z-SSB:” An introductian that ushered

in such industry firsts as zero wait states, cache memory and
siushware-for greater speed and faster memory access. Once

again. Zenith's constant pursuit of innovative, user-relevant

technology has created faster, better computers.

The newZ-ZAS/lZ” and Z-286 LP'" desktop PCs. Two

new masterstrokes that respand to today's need for smaller

size and maximum expansion. Two more reasons why Zenith

is the lending supplier at AT-compatible systems.

The compact Z-286 LP combines a tour-inch low profile

and space saving small footprint with performance you'd

expect from a unit three times its size.

The Z-286 LP comes standard with 1 MB RAM-
expandable to 6MB without using an expansion slot. Generous

memory capacity to run new MS OS/2” applications. And
with a single 3.5" floppy and fast 40MB hard disk you have

truly impressive storage capacity.

The Z-248/1 2 is among the fastest 286 systems available.

Its zero wait state design magnifies its 12MHz to speed past

16MHz systems with wait states.

The Z-248 is also standard with 1MB RAM and is

expandable up to 6MB without using an expansion slot.

However, four open expansion slots con artfully handle fufure

growth. Configurations of 5.25," 3.5" floppy or 40, 80 and

160MB hard disks fruly expand all your opfions.

With breakthrough otter breakthrough, these new
computers are yet further proof that Zenith's AT-compatibles

define the State of the Art. See the "AT Collection" now showing

at your Zenith Data Systems authorized dealer. For your nearest

location call: 1-800-553-0350.

data
systems

THE QUAUTY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON*

' AT n a fogfstered trodemork of IBM Corp.

MS OS/2 fs 0 Irodomork of Mictosoff Corp CIRCLE 337 ON READER SERVICE CARD c )96a Zenith Doto Systems



One ofNovell’s most
doesn’tcome

Every time you invest in one Novell net-

work, you’re really getting two. The first is your

network operating system, the one that comes

in a box. The second is the Novell Services

support network, the one that helps you get the

most out of the one that comes in a Iwx.

The people network. Novell Services is

the vast networic of people, services and

products supporting Novell systems worldwide.

With service centers in major cities throughout

the world, and trained Novell authorized

resellers providing service in scores of other

markets, the Novell Services network of

professionals reaches practically anywhere.

Total systems support Perhaps Novell’s

best-known service is the HOT-LINE telephone

support program. Ifyou need more in-depth

service, Novell also offers a wide range of

on-site maintenance agreements.

But trouble-shooting is only the beginning.

Consulting services are also available for users

with systems integration needs. And expert

Novell technicians can even perform remote

diagnostics on your network system.

Network management help. For better

network management Novell Services offers

NetWare Care'” for gathering vital data about

system performance and configuration. And

01988 Novell btc., World Heodquorters, 122 East 1700 South, Provo, Uloh 84601



inqx)rtantnetwoite

inaredbox.
Novell’s Service Response System ” lets you

provide your own departmental or customer

service using the Novell Technical Information

Database.”

Networir education services. Novell

offers over a dozen education courses through

Education Centers worldwide. Courses are even

available on disk through Novell’s computer-

based training programs. And the NetWire""

electronic bulletin board keeps you updated on

new products and technical developments.

For total systems support, plug into the

one Novell networic thafs far too big in size and

scope to fit in a box. See your Gold Novell

Authorized Reseller, or call 1-800-LANKIND.

For more information, callfrom your modem
1-800^4444472 (8 bit, no parity, 1 stop bit) and
enter access code NVNSD6.

N N O V E L L

For network solutions,

you should be seeing red.
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Benchmark Tests:

Twisted-Pair LANs

CXir benchmark tests on twisted-pair-wiring LAN systems clearly

show three things. First, the statistically insignificant differences

between the 10*Mbps twisted-pair and the coaxial systems prove

that they all operate well in the ideal conditions of our lab environ-

ment. Second, the small increases in times as stations are added
to the 10-Mbps systems show that the systems are not even close

to being fully utilized. And finally, the differences in performance

between the 10-Mbps system arid a standard 1-Mbps HP StarLAN

demonstrate that you do get something for your money when you
pay the price for faster senrice.

All of these benchmark tests were run under Novell’s Advanced
NetWare, Version 2.0a, with 8-MHz IBM PC ATs as workstations

and the server. The tests of the 3Com and SynOptics systems
were run using 3Com network interface cards in all workstations.

The test of the Hewlett-Packard StarLAN 10 was run using HP
network interface cards in the client stations and a 3Com 3C505
card in the AT server connected through an HP MAU In the server.

Of the two systems shown for comparison purposes, the

EtherUnk connection uses 3Com EtherLink cards and a coaxial

connection in an EtherLink daisy-chain topology. The StarLAN 1

connection uses Western Digital StarLAN cards operating in a hub
configuration that resembles the 10-Mbps twisted-pair systems.

The Network Speed Under Lead and the Herd Disk

Acceee Load berKhmark tests measure the lime needed
to perform a standardUed task on the network. While the

actual work toads used for these two tests (described

below) are different, we used the same procedure tor both.

To obtain the elapsed times shown here, we ran a

benchmark program performing a sequential aeale, a

sequential read, a sequential write, a rarxlom read, and a

random write of a large Me. The record sizes used in these

activities systematically rotate between 16K. 4K. and 512
bytes The numbers shown are the total litrte necessary for

al of these operations. We ran the test on all our ATs to

toad the network while timing )u8t one of them. We then

reduced the number of workstations one at a time to show
the effect of toadtog on the rtetwork.

This Network Speed Under Load test puts a heavy load

on the rwtwork interface (cards, media, and so forth) while

placirtg a minimal toad on the hard dtok by having each
station contirHJOusty read and write its own 1 -byte data Me,

changmg the data each time. For systems with disk

caching, the load on the hard disk to even smaller, since

cached systems typically perform a (tsk write but do not

require a physical disk read.

The Hard Disfc Aeceae Load lest heavily toads Bte hard

disk and disk-caching system. To do this, each station

randomly accesses its own tOOK data file using IK
records . Data written to the Me to chartged each time. The
random reads typically access data outside the cache,

which forces a disk read, as does any write.

The Databese Load test exercises the system's record-

locking support and the way it handtos a number of

rartdom simultaneous accesses to a common Me. This lest

times how fast each loading stabon accesses a common
database consisbng of an index and a data Me. Half the

accesses are simple searches of the index file and an

accompanying access to a record in the data file. Orte

quarter of the accesses perform the same operation but

also lock the data record and update its contents. The
remairwtg accesses update the index file and a data

record. The irxtex Me is locked during every update, and

die DOS 3.1 BLOCK statement prevents simultaneous

index file updates.

NETWORK SPEED UNDER LOAD

Performance Times
(Times given in seconds)

System
Zero

stations

One
station

Two
stations

Three
stations

Four
stations

HP StarLAN 1 439 468 498 551 579

EtherLink 264 280 301 310 322

LattisNet 266 278 301 356 353

HP StarLAN 10 269 280 296 327 329

3Com 10 Mbps system* 270 283 296 329 327

'LanScamer. MuftiCorwiect Repeater, and PairTamer

HARD DISK ACCESS LOAD

Performance Times

System
Zero
stations

One
station

Two
stations

Three
stations

Four
stations

HP StarLAN 1 209 257 307 406 566

EtherLink 136 150 162 174 182

LattisNet 130 142 154 168 181

HP StarLAN 10 132 143 158 175 180

3Com 10 Mbps system* 131 142 149 171 179

’LanScanrter. MuftiConnect Repeater, and PairTamer

DATABASE LOAD

Performance Times
(Times given in seconds)

Systam
Zero

stations

One
station

Two
stations

Three
stations

Four
stations

HP StarLAN 1 209 272 322 426 576

EtherLink 136 169 212 280 305

LattisNet 130 170 212 284 297

HP StarLAN 10 132 172 211 282 305

3Com 10-Mbps system* 131 170 208 275 302

’LanScarmer. MuttiConnect Repeater, and PairTamer

PC MAGAZINE SEPTEMBER 13, I9H8
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TWISTED-PAIR LANS

HP's SlarlAH 10 system includes the StarLAN 10 huh (left, rear view), the LAN interface card

(LANIC), and the Media Attachment Unit (MAU). The LANIC can attach directly to the hub or to

anMAU over two twisted-pair wires. TheMAU attaches to a standard network interface card, or

other device, through a 15-pin AUIport. A 50-pin connector on the back ofthe hub mounts either

the 12-port twisted-pair cormector, as shown here, ora cable used to make connections to a

telephone-wiring block.

'

Hewlett-Packard StarLAN 10 Topology
(Media: Twisted-pair cable)

presented to the IEEE all envision mixing

twisted-pair, coaxial cable, and Hber-optic

cable in the same wiring hub. In most

cases, if a ran of twisted-pair wire of the

right length and gauge is available at a

node, you’ll use it. But if the node is in a

noisy RF area, you might choose to use ei-

ther coaxial or fiber-optic cable. If the

node is a long distance away or in another

building, fiber-optic cable is the best

choice because light waves travel farther in

glass without repeateis than electrons do in

copper, and they pick up less noise along

the way.

In the 3Com and SynOptics systems,

the connections to the different media are

made by insetting hardware modules con-

taining the appropriate electronics and

connectors into the hub. The HP system

uses a simpler connector setup with only a

little less flexibility.

Separate connection modules let you

incrementally expand and modify the net-

work wiring plan. You can mix fiber, co-

axial, and twisted-pair modules in the

same hub for the best performance. The
sole drawback is that the hub and modules,

containing power supplies and other elec-

tronic components, are expensive. Thus
far the network market has shown a re-

markable insensitivity to prices—with

flexibility likely to be valued more than

economy in the long ran.

HEWLETT-PACKARD CO.

HP StarLAN 10
The acronym MAU has two definitions in

the taxonomy of networks. IBM defines an

MAU in its Token-Ring system as a Mul-

tLstation Access Unit, a central hub that has

a cable running to each network node or to

other MAUs. However, the more common
definition ofan MAU, as used by Hewlett-

Packard in its StarLAN 10 system, is a

Medium Attachment Unit. The HP MAU
is a very different product from IBM’s

hub.

The HP MAU has a pigtail connector

for an Ethernet transceiver cable on one

end and a modular jack for twisted-pair

wiring on the other. This box converts be-

tween the standard Ethernet link and a ran

of two twisted-pair wires. While a single

MAU sells for $295, in some installations

you need two MAUs per link. In other

types of installations, the device at the oth-

er end of the link has its own twisted-pair

connections.

The twisted-pair MAU takes power
from its attached node and actually repeats

and regenerates the signals. The HP sys-

tem doesn’t allow a string of nodes to t^e

advantage of the services of a single pair of

MAUs, as does the 3Com 10-Mbps sys-

tem. But you don’t have to use a twisted-

pair MAU to connect a PC to the network

over 10-Mbps twisted-pair wire, as you do

with the 3Com system. HP markets net-

work interface cards to do the job, as well

.
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Switch on aserious
surgesuppressor.

With test after test proving that 70-90% of all PC malfunctions
can be traced to power problems, a surge suppressor is the first

accessory you should buy foryour PC. But don’t put your trust in just

any surge suppressor. Get one that gives your whole ^stem
superior protection. One
that’s engineered to the

highest specifications.

Get a Kensington Master
Piece* or Master Piece Plus.

They’re the most popular
PC surge suppressors. And the most serious. Because at Kensington,
we’re dedicated to giving your PC the best possible protection.

That’s why Master Piece and Master Piece Plus are equipped
with our unique two-stage surge suppression circuit, containing a
high-spieed silicon semiconductor for the quick reaction necessary
and heavy-duty metal oxide varistors for the brute force required to

keep even the largest surges from penetrating intoyour system.

That’s why the plus in Master Piece Plus is additional modem
surge suppression circuitry to protect your modem from surges,

spikes and noise on the telephone line.

And that’s why the circuitry in both models can handle anything

an electrical storm or your local piower company can offer— up to

6,000 volts with a 3,000 amp follow-on current. (That’s the kind of
superior performance that passes not only UL* testing, but Cate-

gories A and B of the strict IEEE’ specification 587-1980 as well.)

Now, this may look to you like we’re taking more than the

necessary precautions. And actually, we are. But after all, isn’t that

what you expect from a serious surge suppressor?
Master Piece ($149.95)

and Master Piece Plus

($159.95). For more info,

or a dealer near you,
call (800) 535-4242.

In NY (212) 475-5200.

The right surgesuppressorpasses all the tests.

.^5
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Inter 80286 Based Computer
Dual Speed 6.25-1 2.5 MHz. 0/

1 Wait State. Uses latest

surface mount technology by
Western Digital.

Using 256K or 1 MB x 9 SIMM
RAM. Expandable to 4 MB.

Buin-in Paradise EGA 640 x
480

1

2

3

4 Built-in floppy Drive Control-

ler. Supports 3.5 or 5.25 inch
or drives.

Built-in hard disk controller.

MFM type, allow 1:1 inter-

leave with a 32K cache of

sUtic RAM.

6
BuilMn 2 serial, 1 parallel 81
P/S 2* compatible mouse
ports.

BuiR-in CMOS calendar/
clock 8 system configuration.

Introducing the fastest,

smallest, "all in one"12.5 MHZ
286 Computer.

Their “options” are our 7

built-in “standards”. - 286
* WO 286 Main Board
* 12.5 MHz
* 640K RAM
* Hard Disk/Fioppy Controller
* One t.2 MB Ftowy Disk
* Phoenix or WD SOS

* Mouse Port
* Paradise EGA
* 2 Serial ft 1 ParaNel Pori

* Enhanced 101 Keyboard
* Mini Case
* Power Supply

BASIC SYSTEM $1 275
IF BUNDLED WITH PAGE
PERFECT AND DR. DOS ADD $120

Supports Q/s 2* « Noveir . FCC ' B’ Approvcii

Music Loop 1 1

1

Introducing New Music System

Loop Music Synthesizer Card
*** The Hardware

Loop Music Synthesizer Card consists of 12 channels (voices)

stereo music output with 32 preset instruments. It has a built-in

stereo amplifier to drive speakers, headphones or home stereo

directly.

*** The Software
* Background Music * Animated Play
* Album Playing * User's Software Interface

* Composer * Define Instrument
* Auto Bass Chord Rhythm Compiler * Intelligent Organ
* Sing-Along * Music Teacher

$299 value

$1 69 with the purchase of any Loop Computer System.

(^nfiguration Options.

Options Available— call for price.

Tower or Full Size Case Monitors

3.5 Floppy Keytward

Hard Disks Co-Processor

Tape Back Up '

lAvrvT.x

Advanced Research, Inc.

800 -521.4892
InCA(7l4) 835-1919

Fax: (714) 835-3238

1111 Town & Country Road, Unit 50
Orange, CA 92668

We are committed to offering you the highest quality

products you can count oa the type of service you
deserve and the pricing you need:

• Free One Year Warranty * Free Credit Card Usage
* Free 30 Day. money back guarantees * Free shipping

with Prepaid Order Add 2% per order lor shipping and
handling All prices are subject to change without

notice Como to see us at Comdex.
Booth #R20A (Main Hall)
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THE LAMC ALTERNATIVE Digital

Equipment Corp. leads the worid in the

use of acronyms (all beginning with D),

but Hewlett-Packard docs pretty well in

the acronym game, too. It took me S min-

utes to translate the acronym LANIC used

in the HP manual into LAN interface card.

The HP LANIC for StarLAN 10 lets

you connect 10-Mbps services to twisted-

pair wiring, so you don’t have to use a sep-

arate MAU. HP bundles a LANIC with its

OfficeShare software and sells the package

(called PC Link) for $695.

The HP LANIC is a circuit board with

an RJ-45 connection for the twisted-pair

cable and an RJ-1 1 connection for a tele-

phone. The separate telephone connection

is common in StarLAN cards; it lets you

conveniently integrate telephone and data

wire pairs in the same cable. Data and

voice signals can ride over different wires

in the same cable to the wiring closet,

where they then go their separate ways.

You can set DIP switches on the

LANIC for I/O ba.se address, DMA (direct

memory access) channel, interrupt chan-

nel, and loopback test mode. Tlx; loop-

back test is useful for testing the card with-

out disturbing or relying on the network.

Interestingly, to networking software

the HP LANIC looks like a 3Com 3C50I

network interface card. This is useful be-

cause the 3C501 is well supported by vari-

ous network operating system vendors.

FACT FILE
HP StarLAN 10

HewIeil'Packarii Co.

19490 Homeslead Rd.

Cupertino. CA95014
Contact UK’a] HcwIctl-PackunJ sates office.

List Price; PC' Link, includes twie l-ANK’
and HP OJpveShttre Miftwarc. $695; Star-

LAN 10 hub. $2995; HP MAU. $295.

In Short; HP's StarLAN 10 is a 10-megabit-

per-second iwisicd-pair-wire system that

keeps the convenience ofa 1 -Mbps StarLAN

network while giving increased speed. You
can design a system using only StarLAN 10

network interface cards in the PCs or com-

bine existing Lthcmci interface cards arnl de-

vices through the MAU and AUl ctKincc-

tions.

CIRCLEeWON flfcAtXR SEHVICE CAPO

While Hewlett-

Packard’s StarLAN 10

hub lacks some of the

slide-in electronic

elegance of the 3Com and

SynOptics systems, it’s

simple to connect and use.

You can generate a standard 3Com work-

station shell using Novell’s NetWare, or

arxxher LAN operating system, arxl plug

in the HP card. Overall, the HP LANIC
makes the 1 0-Mbps StarLAN as easy to in-

stall as the I -Mbps version.

STARIAN 10 HUB HP’s $2,995 Star-

LAN 10 hub, which can service up to 12

network nodes plus a link to another hub,

is configured very differently from the

3Com and the SynOptics devices. Instead

of using electronic modules, the HP hub

has two versatile connectors that you can

use for a variety of purposes.

A 15-pin connector on the hub, called

the Attachment Unit Interface, or AUI,

connecLs either to the HPMAU for a twist-

ed-pair link or to an appropriate transceiver

for thick Ethernet, thin Ethernet, or fiber-

optic cable.

A separate 50-pin connector attaches to

a 12-poit iiKxlular adapter for coiuiection

to 12 HP LANICs or MAUs. Optionally,

you can design a different arrangement for

the 50-pin connection using a 50-wire ca-

ble fanned out to a telephone cross-connect

block. These blocks (also called “punch-

down blocks”) provide a haixty way of in-

tercoruiecting multiple wire runs canying

voice or data from several locations.

While HP’s StarLAN 10 hub lacks

some of the technical elegaix* of the slide-

in electronic nxxlules used in the 3Com
arxl SynOptics systems, it’s simple to con-

nect arxl use. The only drawback to its de-

sign is that it can’t interconnect twisted-

pair wiring with more than one other type

of cabling: you can have twisted-pair plus

thin coaxial, thick coaxial, or fiber-optic

cable—but not all three together. The de-

signs of the 3Com arxl SynOptics units let

you nrux all the media. Frankly, though,

this isn’t a serious limitation since there

aren’t many installations that mix more

than two types of media.

The HP StarLAN lOsystemisnotinex-

pensive (at a minimum, the cost ofthis sys-

tem is over $900 per port), but it should be

a winner. It has the speed that buyeis seem

to want without losing the simplicity ofthe

original StarLAN design. The StarLAN 10

hub doesn’t offer you as wide a choice of

media as the 3Com or SynOptics imple-

mentations, but it offers enough alterna-

tives for alnxrst all installations.

SYNOPTICS

LattisNet
Because SynOptics’ LattisNet has been

shipping longer than the other two prod-

ucts reviewed here, it has the largest in-

stalled base arxl has gained irxHe third-par-

ty support.

SynOptics calls the system LattisNet,

but not :dl LattisNet products come from

SynOptics. Two other netwoik products

FACT FILE
I^ttisNet

SynOptics

329 N. Bcmank) Avc.

Mountain View,CA 94043-5223

(4l5)96tkil()0

list Price: Mixlel lOIOOcparlmcniConcen-

tralor, $2, 1 00; Mixluk 405 connection mod-

ule (up to three in each 1010). $1 .900; M<idcl

1201D Diagnostic MlkIuIc (one per 1010).

$125: MlkIcI 2S00 Work Gntup Concentra-

tor. $2.K00; M«k)cI 2510 Kciiming Concen-

trator. $3,000; Model 505 unshielded twist-

ed-pair transceiver. $ ISS; MICX)M/lntcr'

LAN NI52I0 latlisNct interface card. $495.

In Short; The SynOptics LattLsNct system

provides good ncxibilHy in a lO-mcgabit-per-

second lwi.stcd-pair system. Yixi can conPig-

urc the varioas mixtcls of l.altlsNct Concen-

trators to match your network architecture.

Third-party vendexs such as MICOM/
InlerLAN supply prixlucts supporting the

LattisNet architecture.

Ctfk^qeoNRtADiHaRvicroHO
• ^
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The pieces c^the UatisNei system shown here are the Model 2510 Retiming Concentrator

(SynOptics’ newest concentrator), the SynOptics Model505 Transceiver, and the M/COM/Inter-

LANModel NI52IO network interface card. The transceiver is used with existing EthemetHEEE

8023 network interface cards and other devices with 15-pin AUI ports. The MlCOMIImerLAN
cardfor LattisNet contains its own twisted-pair interface.

companies, MICOM/lnterLAN and Ki-

netics, market network interface carxls for

LattisNet that allow computers to connect

directly to the lO-Mbps twisted-pair wir-

ing without going through a transceiver.

The MICXTM/lnterLAN card is for the PC,

and the Kinetics card fits into the Macin-

tosh SE and Macintosh II computers. Of

the three systems under review, only Lat-

tisNet provides direct connections to Ap-

ple Macintosh products.

PUTTING THE PIECES TOGETHER
The SynOptics Model 505 Twisted-Pair

Transceiver is a thin metal box about the

size of a paperback book. The $ 1 55 Model

505 transceiver has a 15-pin AUI plug to

connect with a standard Ethernet, or IEEE
802.3, network interface card or other de-

vices on one end and a modular connector

for two twisted-pair wires on the other. It

takes its power from the AUI connection

with the network interface card and regen-

erates the signals passing to and from the

dual twi.sted-pairs. A green status LED on

the transceiver shows that the link between

The LattisNet system

offers a proven

technology with growing

third-party support. It has

the greatest choice of

architectures of the

products reviewed,

the network interface card and the trans-

ceiver is good.

The only tricky part about installing the

Model 505 transceiver is ensuring that you

have a cable with 15-pin connectors on

both ends to go between the interface card

and the transceiver. The similar HP device

has an attached pigtail cable; the 3Com
PairTamer uses thin coaxial cable. The ca-

ble between the Transceiver and the inter-

face card can be up to 50 feet long.

The other end of the dual twisted-pair

wiring links to the hub in the wiring closet.

SynOptics calls its wiring hubs concentra-

tors, and it markets several kinds for differ-

ent network sizes. At $2,800, the Model

2500 Work Group Concentrator is the

least-expensive unit. It provides up to eight

unshielded twisted-pair connections and

one twisted-pair uplink for connection to

other concentrators. It functions as the

only concentrator in a small network, or as

the local hub for a cluster of network sta-

tions in a larger system.

Another concentrator, the Model 1010

Department Concentrator, is a flexible de-

vice able to connect up to 27 nodes or to act

as a master concentrator for other sub-
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MAX Resolution

MAX ScanFrequency

MAX Compatibility

MAX Dependability

MAX-15
THEHIGHESTRESOLUTION,

AUTOSYNCHRONOUS
MONOCHROMEMONITOR

YOUCAN BUY.

The fact is, foroutstanding displayresolution
from an autosynchronous monochrome monitor, the

PrincetonMAX-15 isyour only choice. It’s compatible
with the IBM PC* XT* AT* PS/2, Apple Macintosh 11**,

SE* and compatible personal computers. Because it featmes the widest
horizontal(15-36KHz)and vertical(45-120 Hz) auto- scanningfrequency ranges available, allgraphic
standardsfromCGAthroughextended-VGAare supported.* High speed line drawings to 132-column
spreadsheets to multiple shades ofgrayare yourswiththe MAX-15. Everycharacterandgraphic is

sharpand crisp due to its exceptionallyhigh resolution (1024 x 768), dynamic focusing circuitry, and
auto-picture sizing features.

Feature packed, theMAX-15 has such ergonomicappointments asan etched non-glare flat screen,

removable tiltand swivelbase, an exceptionaUystreamlined cabinet, readilyaccessible controls, and
small footprint, toname a few.
TheMAX-15givesyoumaximum performance, quality, 150 K." I

value, and isbackedby Princeton’s excellent service. It’sthe | .r.
J[

Visible Edge. Formore information, contact PrincetonGraphic
Systems at 601 Ewing Street, BuildingA, Princeton,New
Jersey 08540, (609) 683-1660.

QRAPHIC SYSTEMS
AN INTKLLIOKD MS COMPANY

**lteq»ciAC-100*Artae. >ReqiMCHdvtasAMtlicltenditicDDrPAdstefaraniReMiMneeCRXtnc..
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networics. Interface modules in the con-

centrator connect directly to the twisted-

pair coming from the Model 505
transceiver. Other module types make thin

coaxial, thick coaxial, and fiber-optic ca-

ble connections.

If you want to connect the twisted-pair

wires directly to the network interface

card, MlCOM/InterLAN sells a $495 Lat-

tisNet card. MICOM/lnterLAN is a leader

in providing products using the TCP/IP

network protocols, and its network inter-

face cards have a lot of flexibility.

The LattisNet system offers a proven

technology with growing third-party sup-

port. It has the greatest choice of installa-

tion options and architectures of the prod-

ucts reviewed here. Although the

components are costly, careful design can

keep the price per node to a level compara-

ble with the HP StarLAN 10.

3COMCORP.

PairTamer
MultiConnect Repeater

LanScanner
Although 3Com's 10-Mbps twisted-pair

plan begins with the company's standard

network interface cards, its implementa-

tion is external to the interface cards. You
don’t have to use 3Com's network inter-

face cards with3Com* *s twisted-pair

equipment—the twisted-pair setup will

work with any Ethernet system using thin

coaxial cable, as well.

The coaxial connection on the interface

card (or cards in a station-to-station wiring

scheme) is attached through thin coaxial

cable to a device called a PairTamer. A
PairTamer is a small box, about the size of

a cassette tape, with a coaxial connector

for thin Ethernet coaxial cable and a modu-

lar connector fw twisted-pair wire.

PairTamers connect together over a sin-

gle twisted-pair wire instead of the two

twisted-pair wires used by the majority of

twi.sted-pair systems. Using a single twist-

ed-pair wire is an advantage when you

share cables with voice telephone PBX
(private branch exchange) systems, which

often require two or three wire pairs for

voice telephone services.

Since the PairTamer is not powered, it

doesn’trepeat or regenerate signals, it only

JCom's approach to providing lO-megabit-per-second service over twisted-pair wiring includes

three separate products: the PairTamer. the MultiConnect Repeater, and the LanScanner. Two
PairTamers (lower right) connect between thin Ethernet coaxial cable anda single twisted-pair

wire; PairTamers connect at anypoint in the Ethernet cable. The MultiConnect Repeater (top)

accepts several electronic modules equipped with interfacesfor different wiring schemes. The

LanScanner (lower Iffi) is a portable diagnostic tool that analyzes important characteristics cf

twisted-pairand thin Ethernet cabling systems.

J 3Com's 10-Mbps System Topology
(Media; Twisted-pair cable)

Single Iwisled-pair winng (approiiinately 100 meters)

PairTamer

MultiConnect

Repeater

• PC
• Up le 25 networlied

nodes per leg

• PC
• Up to 25 networked

nodes per leg
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W)rdFferfect

Practicemate
Fromagood

idea, a great product

canevdve. Butit

takes people with

visionwho can mir-

TlcoiiiKtnii^HMnrttd. tUCB aild 11^1)0 it

And it requires userswho apixeciate it. Loyal users

who call with questions and suggestions.

In the case ofWxdPerfect w(xd ixocessing,

we’re fortunate tohave both ertoqrtional product

designersand users. So fortunate, in fact that we’ve

produced the number-one sdlingwond processcx f(x

two years running.

ORCLESOeONR

m think xs becausewe hstoi toourusers,

andwe re^xxid with products thatr^ect their

needs. Andby doing trxxe rftire same—by
/vrxdictrt? vdiatwe knowbest—we’ll coiitinue to

makeWxdPofect the leaderin sales, service and

customer satisfaction.

Formore informatkxi, write toWxdPerfect

Coporation, 1555 NorthTechnologyWhy, Orem,

Utah 84057. Or caU (801) 225-5000. (h Canada,

call 1-800-267-2499.)

WbdftrfectCORPORATION

ItadwTMTk ofWbf^artMl CorpcrMtan.



YOU
That's what PC
Magazine had

HiWEA
to say about

PC-File+.

and now this

TREAT powerful

COMING’'
data-

base

program is even better: NEW!
Graphs to help you make your

point. Includes: pie. bar. line,

scatter, and smoothed average.

NEW! 8087/80287 math

coprocessor support for light-

ning fast operation. NEW!
Expanded record and field

lengths hold more data.

With PC-File+ version 2.0

you get these and 26 other

additions to the database that is

already the favorite of over

half-a-million users.

Why do people like PC-File+

so much? It's affordable (just

$69.95). Technical support is

excellent (just call). And its fea-

tures (on-line help. 10 sort lev-

els. labeling, and mail merge,

just to name a few) rival those

of products that cost 5 times

as much.

So treat yourself and give F^i-

File+ a try today. Call

I.SOO.JBUTTON for the name
of the dealer nearest you. (In

WA: 206.454.0479.)

PC-File +. Just $69.95 for a

product that should cost

hundreds.

"Affordable, high perform-

ance software is possible. AH
it takes is true commitment to

customers."—Jim Button

TWISTED-PAIR LANS

transfers them between coaxial cable and

twisted-pair wiring. Since a PairTamer is

needed at each end of the twisted-pair wire

to convert between the coaxial cable con-

nection and the twisted-pair wire, they are

sold in sets of two, at $150 per pair. This

type of device is called a balun, short for

balanced-to-unbalanced transformer. (A
different type of balun transformer is often

used to match a coaxial television cable to

The 3Com LanScanner,

a portable meEisuring

device, doesn’t take all the

work out of surveying

twisted-pair wiring, but

it does take out the

guesswork.

the twin lead connection on a television

set.)

You can use PairTamets to replace co-

axial cable with twisted-pair wire anyplace

in the network. For example, you can

string together as many as 25 network

nodes in a traditional EtherLink station-to-

station wiring scheme over coaxial cable,

with one PairTamer to extend the network

over twisted-pair wire to reach another

node or group of nodes. Although it’s pos-

sible to implement a station-to-station wir-

ing scheme using PairTamers, buildings

typically aren’t wired that way. Twisted-

pairwiring usually runs from a desktop to a

central wiring closet, not from desktop to

desktop.

IN THE CLOSET The MultiConnect

Repeater is the hub that ties everything to-

gether in the wiring closet. The basic ele-

ment of the MultiConnect Repeater is a

cabinet containing the power supply, some

electronic components, and an expansion

bus that is designed to accept transceiver

modules for several different types of ca-

bling. 'The MultiConnect Repeater carries

a retail price of $1 ,095.

You can insert transceiver modules, av-

eraging about $2(X) each, into the Multi-

Connect Repeater for thick or thin Ethernet

coaxial connections; other vendors will

soon supply modules for fiber-optic links

(see “Making Connections: The Who,
Why, and How of Fiber-optic LANs,” PC
Magazine, January 12, 1988).

Oddly enough, MultiConnect Repeater

transceiver modules are not available for

twisted-pair wire. If you want to connect to

the MultiConnect Repeater using twisted-

pair wiring, you must use an external Pair-

Tamer and a Repeater Module for thin co-

axial cable. This approach gives

flexibility, but it also forces you to buy an-

other PairTamer when a separate twisted-

pair module in the MultiConnect Repeater

would do the job with less clutter and pre-

sumably less cost.

The status and activity on each link, in-

dicated by an LED that is located on the

transceiver module, is monitored by the

MultiConnect Repeater. Links that cause

network errors are isolated by the Multi-

Connect Repeater, and you can manually

disable them with a switch on the trans-

ceiver module.

You don’t have to use a MultiConnect

Repeater with a PairTamer—they are sep-

PairT'anKT

MultK'onnect Repeater

LanScanner

3Com Corp.

3l65KiferRd.

Santa Clara. CA 95052-R 145

(408)562-f>4tK)

l^ice; MulliConnect Repeater MfKlel

3C5K8. SI .()95;ThmNcl TranNCcivcr rkkI-

ule. $230; AUI Transceiver module, $175:

PairTamer Model 3C584, $150 per pair;

LanScanner Mcxlel 3C587, $99.5.

In Short: Three pnxlucLs that wkirk together

to forma lO-megabit-per-sccond twisted-pair

network over a single twisted-pair wire. TTie

LanScanner and PairTamer are useful with

many other types of networks. The .3Com

solution is more vulnerable to limitation by

poor-quality wiring, but its capability in a

typical envinmment is good and its cost is

low. The Lan.Scanner is an especially u.setul

diagnostic device for both coaxial and twist-

ed-pair networks.

CinCLteiTONREADERSERVlCECARD
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YOU’VE GOT TO SEE IT

TO BELIEVE IT!
Don't take our word for it.

We know you've heard it all before.

Every Management /Accounting pack-

age that comes down the road is 'Fast',

'Powerful', and 'Easy to use’— until

you load it up and try to run it

ABRAXAS is a whole new world of

Business Software— a first-time mar-

riage of Management and Accounting.

You do the things you know how to do:

Write Checks, FYoposals, Saks Orders,

Invoices, Credit Memos, etc.

ABRAXAS does the accounting —
automatically and instantly. And not

just simpk accounting ABRAXAS
generates your Journals, Ledgers,

Reversing and Adjusting Transactions,

closes your periods, even tracks your

stockholders and prints your dividend

checks.

And ABRAXAS is easy to learn and

use. More than 160 Pbp-Up Windows

attd ISO Menus lead you through the

most treacherous transactions.

URCtt 1S5 0N Rl ACER SERVICE CARD

ABRAXAS includes the features that

all the others don't have — like an on-

screen checkbook. Or a pop-up word-

wrap editor that enters up to 99 lines of

description for each item on scrolling

Invoices, Credit Memos and Purchase

Orders. Or UPS shipping Zones and

manifests. Or bar-code printing...

In fact, almost 1000 unique features

designed for the sok purpose of helping

you run your business on computer

— in real-lime!

ABRAXAS needs absolutely no

accounting setup. Enter historic data at

your leisure, create your chart-of-

accounts on the fly. Enter Vendors or

Clknts wherever you need them. Pop

up the Rolodex and have it dial your

phone...

But don't take our word for it...

...call ApTECH for the full list of fea-

tures and a working demo. Judge for

yourself.

Functions: Accounts Receivabk,

Accounts Payabk. General Ledger,

Checkbook, Credit Cards, Payroll,

Pbint-of-Saks, Saks Orders, Purchas-

ing Sales-Lead Tracking Inventory,

Shipping and Receiving Property

Rental Management, Mailing List,

ToDo list. Message Center, Notes Pay-

abk Receivabk, Fixed Assets, Owners'

Equity.

Single User ABJfAX/IS S695

ffl)0-443-3732ApTECH Inc,, PO Box 2366, Bin^Bniton, N-Y 13902



TWISTED-PAIR LANS

aiate products. But the typical wiring plan

of a Ixiilding brings twisted-pair wires to-

gether in a wiring closet, and the Multi-

Connect Repeater connects the links, re-

gardless of the type of media they use.

EVALUATING THE LINKS Specific

runs oftwisted-pair wiring can vary widely

in their resistance and other electrical char-

acteristics; few buildings more than 5

years old were wired with data transmis-

sion in mind. And before you can count on

existing wiring for network connections,

you often need to have an expensive sur-

vey of the existing wiring. 3Com gives

you a way to check out coaxial and twist-

ed-pair wiring that is useful to anyone who
is planning on using twisted-pair wires,

even if you aren’t using 3Com’s network

products.

The 3Com LanScanner, a portable

hand-held device, measures the resistance,

ambient electrical noise, and other electri-

The three 3Com

twisted-pair products

provide a network

planner with a useful

mix of media.

cal characteristics on twisted-pair and

small-diameter coaxial cable. Powered by

rechargeable nickel-cadmium batteries, it

sells for $995 and for most purposes gives

results as useful as devices costing ten

times more.

The LanScanner doesn't take all of the

work out of surveying twisted-pair wiring,

but it does take out the guesswork. Its re-

sults aren't as precise as those gained from

using a $10,000 oscilloscope equipped for

time-domain reflectometry, but they are

certainly good enough for practical instal-

lations.

You can check any type of coaxial ca-

ble for opens and shorts, including the ca-

bles used for ARCnet and IBM 3270 con-

nections. The LanScanner tells you how
many feet down the cable an open connec-

tion is, making it easy to troubleshoot con-

nector problems. You can test the loop re-

sistance of the twisted-pair wire to ensure

that the signals will get to the other end.

Then you can measure the noise on the line

to see what the signals will contend with

when they get there.

All of this is done from the two-line

LCD that you can see on the top of the

LanScanner, which has the feel and heft of

a large paperback book. Four cursor keys

let you select the programmed functions

from the display.

Wherever your business takes you, take along

the WjrldPort 2400™ Portable Modem. Leaving

the office doesn't have to mean leaving behind

the world of high-speed, 2400 bps communica-

tions. Vbrldwide, in virtually every situation,

including hotel rooms and phone booths, your

ability to communicate clearly and efficiently

remains intact.

Representing the cutting edge of modem tech-

nology. the VIbrIdPort line of portable modems

combine a broad range of features that bring

you the best value in modems today. Features

that go far beyond costly internal units, such as

Bell and CCITT standards, direct connect and

acoustic interface (300 and 1200 bps), battery

power, shirt pocket size, and a tiny price.

In fact, the WorldPon modems are the ultimate

for both portable and desktop applications. And

the WorldPort 2400 comes with Carbon Copy

PldJS™ communications software, for even

greater value.

If you want a modem that works where you do.

put the WorldPort Series to work for you. In

the office. On the road. Or at home. For mote

information about our full line of WbrldPort

modems, or the name of your nearest dealer,

call us at 800-541-0345. (In New York, 5l6-

261-0423.)

CIRCLE 231 ON READER SERVICECARD

Touchbase Systems, Inc.

160 Laurel Avenue
Norttipon. NY 11768

(516)261 -0423
TELEX: 6502848020
FAX: (516) 754-3491

WortdPon 2400 is a trademark of Touchbase Systems, Inc. Cait>on Copy PLUS is a trademark ot Meridian Technology. Inc.
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Tandy Computersj

Because there is

no better value.™

Tandy Business Solutions

The New Tandy 5000 MC
Professional System

20 MHz Intel® 80386
Microprocessor

Intel 82385 Memory Cache
Controller

Built-in VGA graphics

5 IBM® Micro Channel"*

expansion slots

Tandy 4000 Tandy 3000

Design your system around

the broadest selection

of PCs in the industry.

Tandy Computers are the best-selling IBM PC
compatibles in America. From the latest 386

technology (with industry-standard AT® or new
IBM Micro Channel-style architecture) to highly

expandable 286 systems, we have it all. What’s

more, we offer the system solutions your business

can depend on for years to come.

Workgroup Solutions. Our 3Com® workgroup

lets people and PCs work together, so your entire

office can efficiently share information and route

messages—electronically. And with IRMALAN™,
up to 32 people in your workgroup can access an

IBM mainframe.

Multiuser Solutions. We’ve logged more years of

experience with XENIX® multiuser systems than

anyone. And we offer SCO" business productiv-

ity software that’s designed expressly for maxi-

mum multiuser efficiency.

Total Support. Radio Shack Computer Centers

offer the most comprehensive range of support

services in the industry. The bottom line? We
work hard for your business!

Tandy 3000 HL Tandy 1000 TX

Send me a Tandy computer catalog.

Mail id; RadM Shack, Dept. 89-A-t46

300 One Tandy Center. Foil Worth. IX 76102

Name

Company

Address.

City

ZIP

Phorae

SCom/neg. TM SCom Corp. IRMALAN/TM Oioit^ Conwnunications Assooates. Inc

IBM and AT/Reo. TM and Mcro Channei/TM IBM XENIX/Reg. TM Mtcrosofi

Corp SCO/Reg. TM The Santa Cruz Operation

Radio /haeR
COMPUTER CENTERS

A DIViSION OF TANDY CORPORATION
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You have* the best of both worlds with

SigmaVOA/n, One display adapter that

gives your PC/XT/AT the power to

display any standard software written

for the IBM PC or the P.S/2.

From the PC World -Everything the

Best EGA Board Offers, And More
Start with l(M)% hardware compatible

EGA. CGA, MDA. and Hercules.

SigmaVGA/H supports all the .standards

including digital monitors and 152-

column text mode. So you can run all

the PC software you own, incluiim^

Windows ^86.

informed customers will make the

right decision. So get the facts straight

from the people who wrote the book.

"VGA Issues and Answers." To gel your

free copy or to find out more about

SigmaVGA/li, call us at (41S) 770-0100.

S^G1VL1»^\^^\ X

m
Sigma Designs, Inc.

46S01 Landing Parkway

Fremont, (^A 9453B

From the PS/2 World-
Everything That IBM’.s

VGA Offers, And More
Continue with 100% hardware compati-

bility for VGA. Better yet. run VCiA. EGA,

CGA. MDA, and Hercules all on the new-

analog monitor. SigmaVCiA/H gives you

the power to run all the new PS/2 .soft-

ware, indudiufi OS/2.

For Your World

-

One Graphics Board Built on
the Experience of 400,000
Sigma Designs introduced the first VGA
board, and has sold over 4t)0,000 VGA
and EGA adapters to date. We know thatSIGMA DESIGNS

Tr3llr^urk^ NtftnuVGAni b a imlcnurk iil Signu tm . VGA. bGA. COA. MtM inicrruiHHul BuMitcvs Maituncs (a>rpt)mtiin. Menukrs Hmutrs Omputcr -fetfimdogy. iWi MKriMift (.orpunMion

I- r-'rS|£,ri£,CIRCLE 252 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TWISTED-PAIR LANS

EDITOR’S
fflEi CHOICE
• 3Com’s lO-Mbps system

SynOplic.s’ LuttisNet costs more hut

is elegantly designed ami Iws some
very nicefeatures. Hewlett-Pack-

ard's StarlAN 10 is sensibly engi-

neered, flexible, capable, and reli-

able. SCom's JO-megabif-per-

.second twisted-pair .system works

great anywhere, and it doesn't co.st

a lot.

These are all top-grade prmlucts

that are competingfor attention in

our nation's best engineeringfo-

rums. Butfor installations in .small

workgroups. ^Com'x JO-Mbp.s

system will prove the mo.st useful.

Over reasonable distances it gets

the .same perjornutnce through a

single twisted-pair wire that the

other systems get over two twisted-

pairs. The overall cost ofthe system

is less tlwn the other alternatives,

and the UmScanner is an extremely

valuable histallation and mainte-

nance t(H)l.

Regardless ofwhat brand or type of net-

work interface cards you use, if your net-

work runs on twisted-pair or thin coaxial

cable, you will find the LanScanner to be

an extremely useful and economical tool

for cable installation and system mainte-

nance activities.

THE SUM TOTAL The three 3Com
twisted-pair products—PairTamer, Multi-

Connect Repeater, and LanScanner—are

separate devices that work well alone or to-

gether. The PairTamer is an economical

way to attach nodes to a network over a

single twisted-pair wire. The PairTamer

and LanScanner are useful in many differ-

ent installations that don't otherwise use

3Com prxxiucts. The total package pro-

vides a network planner with a useful mix

of media. SS

Frank J. Derfler, Jr., is workgroup sys-

tems editor ofPC Magazine.

Conquer the
Connectivity Challenge

The Challenge

If you're of the opinion that

networking lots of PCs,

printers, modems and host

computers together has to be

complicated and expensive,

we'd like to change your

opinion.

Presenting SwitchLAN
SwitchLAN is a simple low-

cost network. It provides

"hot-key" File Transfer,

Terminal Emulation and

Printer Sharing at a cost of

about $150 per PC.

Easy Does It

Installing SwitchLAN is a

snap. It uses telephone type

twisted-pair wiring and the

serial COM port already in

your PCs. You don’t need to

buy expensive network

servers, install network

boards in every PC, or

struggle with coax cable.

Using SwitchLAN is as easy

as installing it. Extensive

help and pull-down menus

are provided so people don't

have to be network gurus to

use it.

Challenge Us
Don't take our word for it.

Call for more information or

a free demo disk. With

SwitchLAN you can turn a

Connectivity Challenge into

Child's Play.

CaU 1-800-328-2729

In Florida: 305-255-3500

Equinox Systems Inc.

14260 S.W. 119 Avenue

Miami, FL. 33186

EQUINOX
Simply Better Networks

PC MAGAZINE
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WE DIDN’T INVENT
remduuhemasssidiugl
WE SIMPIY PERFECTED IT.

NOT LONG AGO. removable mass storage

was nothing more than documents

and file cabinets. Businesses managed

to keep track of information, but it

wasn’t easy. Then paper and steel gave

way to computer-based systems like

tape drives and floppy disks. An im-

provement, but primitive nonetheless.

AlONG CAK IBMMMi:' offering revo-

lutionary interned and external mass

storage solutions. Unlimited storage

solutions with sturdy Bernoulli 514"

and 8" Drives, and handy 10MB and

20MB removable Disk Cartridges. Just

one 20MB Disk Cartridge has the stor-

age capracity equivalent to 5,250 pages

or 59 floppy disks.

Tode^r, the armed forces and fi-

nancial institutions use Bernoulli as a

safe way to store data and a speedy

backup system. Utilities and medical in-

stitutions take advantage of Bernoulli

when transporting large amounts of

data between locations.

Graphics, CAD/CAM and desktop-

publishing users are increasing storage

without constantly replacing or adding

expensive hardware. And PC users of

all kinds are downloading files on

Bernoulli instead of bogging down

their minis and mainframes.

WMEGA UIGNG SWGEMf as the leader

in removable mass storage.* No other

removable mass storage device offers

Bernoulli Technology”— tfre technology

that makes head crashes virtually impos-

sible. And no one can equal Bernoulli’s

long-standing reputation for customer

service and support.

Add the versatility of single or dual

drive, internal or external systems for

IBM* PCs and compatibles, PS/2” Micro

Channel,” andApple* Macintosh”— and

you have the time-tested, reliable mass

storage solution for every application.

M T1K NEW BU of removable storage,

Bernoulli is the name you should know.

Start today by calling 1-800-922-9400.**

£*]MSGA'
Ne^er ending storage.

> SUBwnovaMacKKmarMi SMait«9iM>tdnMnark.wdnr3MMe>eC>iwifM
, . !. Id MaLWlBiri rriOiv* lawd le AfsttCenpuMikic "WUMical ><01^922-3141
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MASS STORAGE

Removable

Mass

Storage:

Boasting portability, shock

resistance, high

capacity, atul speed,

the pioneers of

removable mass storage

are testing

their mettle in both

the express mail

packet and the

marketplace.

¥)U

TM:eIt

With¥)u
F

or all their speed and capacity, Tixed

disks remain stubbornly attached to

your system. Try to sere! Joe-in-the-

Dallas-office a copy of your beloved

20MB database, or try to toggle effortless-

ly from the ISMB of data you’ve amassed

for one project to the 20 you’ve amassed

for another, and suddenly you understand

just how limited hard disks can be.

Until recently, refusing to play by the

mies that fixed disks dictated probably

meant buying a Bernoulli Box II, Iome-

ga’s 20MB removable-cartridge system.

Also available under Tandy and Mountain

Computer labels, the Bernoulli Box has

gain^ a substantial and near-fanatical fol-

lowing for its dependability and crash-

proof removable cartridges.

Now, as more and more users discover

the advantages ofremovable mass storage,

an explosion of new products has emerged

to ch^lenge the traditional leader Iomega

PC MAGAZINE SEPTEMBER 13, 1988
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REMOVABLE MASS STORAGE

for control of the growing maiket.

The products are as varied as the appli-

cations and data they hold. Some chal-

lenge Iomega on its own terms, with dura-

ble but slow flexible-disk designs. Others,

from major players like Plus Development

Cotp. and Tandon, go for speed and ea-

pacity with portable, self-contained Win-

chester drives. Still others fit the plated,

rigid media of hard disks into a removable

eartridge, separate from the read/write

head.

While each of the 1 3 systems we tested

has advantages in common over conven-

tional fixed disks—namely, portability

and unlimited storage capacity—no one

product proved superior for every applica-

tion. Rather, each offers distinet advan-

tages for some applications and suffers for-

midable limitations in others.

FLEXIBLE-CARTRIDGE SYSTEMS
The slate-gray media at the heart of the all-

too-familiar floppy disk isn’t really as ca-

pacity-stingy as it may seem. The clumsy

floppy-disk-drive read/write mechanism is

more to blame for low capacities than the

storage media itself. Flexible-cartridge

systems tweak hard disk capacity—up to

20MB—from floppy disk media by add-

ing more-elegant mechanisms and incor-

porating servo-controlled head position-

ing. Simply put, they give the head-

positioning mechanism the precision it

needs to read and write data more densely

on the disk.

The disks themselves ate enclosed in

plastic cases—at least in part to keep de-

bris away from the disk surface—but the

disks remain mercifully small and light.

One advantage of a flexible-cartridge

system is its ability to take a beating. At

worst, dropping a removable flexible car-

tridge will mean cracking the cartridge

case, a mishap that would most likely

leave the disk readable.

Flexible-cartridge systems also offer

the most cost-effective temovable-mass-

storage solution if your application re-

quires more than a disk or two per drive.

Though the cost of the drives is far from

trivial—^$800 for the least expensive sys-

tem reviewed here—the cartridges them-

selves typically sell for under $100.

Unfortunately, the technology that

makes these systems durable and inexpen-

sive also makes them slow and susceptible

to media wear. Like floppy disk drives, all

but one of the systems we tested—the Ber-

noulli Box n—operate with the read/write

heads touching the media surface. The
Bernoulli Box II rides the heads about a

millionth of an inch off the disk surface,

high enough to reduce wear but not high

enough to eliminate it.

To keep the wear on the soft media to a

minimum, the systems spin the disk at a

fraction of the 3,600-revolutions-per-min-

ute rate of hard-disk platters. Eastman Ko-

dak’s Verbatim 12MB Internal Subsys-

tem, for example, spins a disk at only 600

tpm. The Bernoulli Box’s floating-head

One advantage of a

flexible-cartridge system

is that it can take a beating.

At worst, dropping it will

mean cracking the case.

design allows it a speed of about 1,800

tpm. Though necessary to combat media

wear, the slower rotation severely limits

disk performance, since the heads can read

the data only as fast as the disk can move it

past them.

REMOVABLE HARD DISKS The
newest and broadest breed of removable

mass storage—removable hard disks

—

houses Winchester drives in sealed units

designed for portability. You get the same

hard disk technology your system has

now, but in a disk drive you can remove in

seconds. The field includes products from

newcomers like Tradewinds Peripherals

and Westera-Dynex Corp. ,
as well as sea-

soned players like Plus Development
Cotp. and Tandon Cotp.

The Winchester technology makes
these products attractive in the areas where

the flexible cartridges get poor marks:

speed, media life, and capacity per unit.

But that same technology suffers serious

shortcomings under eircumstances that

show flexible cartridges at their best.

As with all Winchester systems, the

read/write heads ride on a cushion of air

above the surface of the rigid disk platters.

Since the heads don’t touch the platter sur-

faces during normal operation, and since

the platter surfaces ate tougher than those

of flexible media, the disks rotate at a vig-

orous 3,600 tpm with no signifieant wear.

The rigidity of these platters allows two or

more to be packed closely together in one

drive, yielding capacities higher than flexi-

ble cartridges can offer.

One of the problems with Winchester

drives is their fragile nature. They fare well

when sitting in a stationary machine on a

desktop, but the read/write heads, the plat-

ter bearings, and the platter surfaces them-

selves can easily be damaged if a disk is

dropped.

To combat the problem of fragility,

each of the products that we tested boasts

some level of shock protection via shock-

mounted assemblies. Plus Development’s

Passport carries a manufacturer-assigned

shock rating of 150g (acceleration of grav-

ity) and was able to withstand drops of

over a foot onto a hard surface. Tandon’s

Ad Pac boasts a rating of 300g and sur-

vived even a casual toss over the shoulder

ofone ofour reviewers

.

With each substantial drop, however, a

removable hard disk will suffer at least

some bearing damage and will move clos-

er to complete failure. No matter how
good the shock mounting, Winchester

drives are simply too fragile to take a tegu-

lar beating.

Another problem with Winchester
drives is the potential for the read/write

heads to plow into the media surface. As
long as the disks spin at their proper rate,

the motion sustains the cushion of air that

OUR REVIEWERS
Mitt Jones is a senior editor of PC
Magazine.

Stephanie K. Losee is an assistant edi-

tor ofPC Magazifie.

Bill O’Brien is a project leader for PC
Labs.

Jennifer Zaino is an assistant editor of

PC Magazine.
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holds the heads away from the platters. If

the system loses power unexpectedly, or if

you turn off your system without parking

the disk heads, the lack of cushion can

send the heads crashing onto the platter

surfaces, thereby damaging the platter sur-

faces, the read/write heads, or both.

To eliminate this problem, some manu-

facturers offer automatic head parking, or

auto-parking, in hard-disk parlaiKe. Ideal-

ly, auto-parking means that the heads auto-

matically move to a nondata area of the

platters, even in the event ofsudden power

loss. In practice, auto-parking often indi-

cates a less-than-ideal substitution.

For instance, the Plato Hardpac 20,

from Aristotle Industries, offers only a

time-activated head-parking feature. If the

disk is inactive for more than 30 seconds, a

memory-resident program moves the

heads to a predetermined “safe” area of

the disk. This approach is better than no

auto-parking at all, but you're out of luck if

you happen to lose power during a read/

write operation.

The potential for head or disk damage is

even greater with removable hard disks,

since the heads can also bounce around on

the surface of the platters when the disks

are being transport. You’ll want a sys-

tem not only with auto-parking but also

with head-locking. Plus Development’s

Passport and ProStor’s TransPac are the

only systems reviewed here that include

true automatic park and lock; TatKlon’s Ad
Pac runs a close second. It automatically

parks and locks its heads before it ejects

the hard disk liom its receptacle, but the

heads will fall to the disk surface if the disk

unit is still in its receptacle when you cut

power to the system.

The initial costof a removable hard disk

system is about the same as that of a flexi-

ble-cartridge drive. But expanding storage

with additional hard disk units drives the

cost of these systems much higher than that

of flexible-cartridge systems. For in-

stance, Tandon’s 30MB disks—among
the least expensive of the rettxtvable disks

tested—retail for $399; a 20MB Bernoulli

cartridge lists at $83.

REMOVABLE HARD CARTRIDGES
The fmal category ofremovable mass stor-

age—removable hard cartridges—also

makes use of WitKhester technology but

separates the read/write mechanism from

the disk platter. The platter rests in its own
removable cartridge.

The idea, of course, is to combine the

performance ofWinchester drives with the

convenience and low replacement cost of

removable cartridges.

For the most part, the idea works. The

SyQuest SQS5S earned impressive times

on PC Labs benchmark tests, beating out

most of its Winchester cousins hands

down. Unfortunately, the system includes

no provisions for auto-parking, and the

cartridges themselves—more fragile than

their flexible counterparts—seem incapa-

ble of sustaining severe drops.

Sysgen’s internal and external DuraPak

didn’t fare as well as the SQ555 during

speed tests, but the DuraPak does include

auto-parking. The DuraPak cartridges also

seem^ more capable of taking a drop than

did the SQ5SS cartridges, though they

can’t compete with flexible cartridges for

all-around durability.

Another problem with this design is its

vulnerability to damage from tiny particles

that can cause disaster in a Winchester en-

vironment. Most Winchester drives seal

the platters and read/write mechanism into

one chamber to keep out contaminants.

Both Sysgen and Syt^est attempt to pro-

tect the media from contamination by
equipping the cartridges with dual hinged

or sliding doors, but it is inevitable that

dust particles will find their way onto the

platter surfaces. While dust may not cause

serious data loss, or any data loss at all, it

undoubtedly shortens the media life.

ProsANDCWIS Ifyou can remove it,

soonerorlateryou’Udropit. You’ll wanta

product built for rugged duty even if the

longest trip your disk makes is into the

company safe each night.

lliough g ratings can sometimes be

misleading, our experience has shown a

fairly consistent correlation between the

manufacturer’s rating and the ability of the

product to take a fall. Where possible, we
have tested the durability of products and

have reported our findings in the separate

product reviews.

Without exception, however, flexible

cartridges take a beating better than does

the competition, making them the wisest

choice for sending disks across the country

via express mail, or even across town via

Sneaker Net.

For other applications, the choice is less

clear. Removable-cartridge systems offer

the most cost-effective means of providing

unlimited capacity or segregating projects

onto different disks, but the more-expen-

sive removable hard disk systems provide

a tempting blend of performance, per-unit

capacity, and media life.

Several of the products offer features

that may suit your specific needs. For in-

stance, both the Bernoulli Box II and Plus

Development’s Passport offer installation

kits for IBM’s MCA PS/2 models—a boon

ifyou’re struggling to port data to the PS/2

models.

Another important point to keep in

mind when pemsing the reviews is the

configuration of your system. DOS in-

cludes device drivers foronly two physical

hard disks. If your system already sports

two separate hard disks, you’ll want a disk

subsystem that includes its own device

driver. And if you plan to run OS/2 in the

near future, you’ll ^so want to ensure that

the system you choose is compatible with

OS/2.—^Mitt Jones

REXIBLE CARTRIDGE SYSTEMS

EASTMAN KODAK CO.

Verbatim 12MB
Internal Subsystem
When is a removable hard disk really a re-

movable hard disk? That seems to be a

simple question, but one for which there is

no simple answer. Should you consider a

hard disk to be removable if you can ex-

tract the entire drive from your computer

or from the external drive housing that you
may have annexed to it? Or is it enough to

say that you’re using a removable hard

disk ifyou can liberate a cartridge ftom the

drive itself? Or must the actual media he

made from the traditional hard platter coat-

ed with oxide? Eastman Kodak has gone to

great pains with the Verbatim 12MB to

make these questions moot.

Eastman Kodak has been a developerof

high-density floppy disk drives for quite

some time, having supplied units to aug-

ment the Apple Il’s I40K storage devices.
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T hree technologies currently exist for removable hard dsk and
removable media cartridges. The first is the BemouHi drive, vrhich

operates with a cushion of^ between the media and the head (see

tte diagram **The BamouM Drive**). The principle employed is

similar to aerodynamics, where the convex shape of an airplane

wing's upper surface creates lift As a flexMe media rfiskette spins

near a rigid plate or head, the motion of air causes the disicetle to fift

closer to the head, still separated by a cushion of air. Should the disk

“crash," he resulting lack of fift only causes the disketle to fal away
from the head, preventing damage. The trade-off for BemouB
techrK>logy ts in wear arxJ tear on the media due to the constant

bending of the flexible cfiskette to IM it closer to the head.

A second approach uses tracfibonal Winchester techrxAigy (see

the diagram '“The Winchester Hard Disk*’). With this drive, a read/

write head moves across platters to access sectors of the h^ (fisk

drive. The mechanism is very fast arxt virtualy indestructible;

however, a crash can occur when the reacVwrite head falls onto the

disk drive and digs into the platter. Manufacturers guard against this

by utilizing varying protective mechanisms, such as autoitarking.

Winchester technology is implemented by manufacturers with re-

movable hard (fisk cartridges (Sysgen, SyQuest TechrKfiogy),

removable flexible diskettes (Oiime Corp.). and hard drives removed
from a drive bay (Plus Development Co^.) or from a housing

(Tarxion Corp.) (see the (fiagrWn **HouMng System for the

Wir>chester Ha^ Disk”). Aristotle Irxkistries. Tradewinds Peripher-

als. ProStor, and WesterT^Dynex Corp. all market drives that detach

directly from a computer cable with or without a card.

Easttrran Kcxtak's Verbatim utilizes a (fifferent technology (see the

diagram “Flexible Media at GOO RPM”). A flexible (fiskette spins at

600 rpm (a BerrxMJlIi drive spins at 1.200 rpm arxJ a hard drive

arourid 3.500 rpm); this diskette is in constent contact with the read/

write head. This approach produces a slower drive but avoids

crashes by coupling the cfi^ with the head at al times.

Housing System for the
»

—

— « - -wmcnssnr nsra imsk

Tarxlon's approach to

renwvable mecfia

uses a housing unit



DIVERSITY
It's what mEU<es Austin, Texets a
great place to live and to work. And
the idea of diversity seems to rub off

here at CompuAdd, one of the

leading direct-response companies
in the personal computer industry.

Unlike those who offer only one
solution, CompuAdd never stops

trying to provide its customers with

as many options as possible. You
can see this in our Summer Special

Edition Catalog, with its pages upon
pages of IBM'’’-compatible computer
accessories, hard disks, and
software. You’ll find quality

manufacturers, such as Epson'”,

Okidata'®, Panasonic®, MiniScribe®,

Samsung , NEC®, Princeton®,

Seagate®, AST®, Orchid

Technology , Video Seven , and
many others, all at reasonable

prices.

Diversity does not stop with com-
puter accessories. CompuAdd’s
praised line of Standard Brand

personal computer systems also

represent an abundance of choice.

In this catalog you will find a range

of power and price from the sizzling

Standard-386^6 to the affordable

and ample Standard Turbo/a While

other companies have dictated to

their customers, CompuAdd
presents a multitude of alternatives,

so you can choose.

CompuAdd,
a Standard for

mail-order excellence

since 1982.

Call: 800-234-2537

CompuRdc!
Personal Computer Products” 1
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DIVERSITY
Diversity makes Austin, Texas a great place

to live and work. And the idea of diversity

seems to rub off here at CompuAdd.
As one of the leading direct-response

companies in the personal computer
industry, we never stop trying to provide

you with as many options as possible.

You can see this philosophy reflected in the following

pages of IBM®-compatible computer accessories, hard

drives, and software. You’ll find quality manufacturers,

such as: Epson®, Okidata®, Panasonic®, MiniScribe®,

Samsung'’’', NEC®, Princeton®, Seagate®, AST®, Orchid
Technology’’^', Video Seven’'*, and many others, all at

reasonable prices.

Standard Brand personal computers also represents

an abundance of choice. On the next few pages you
will find a range of power and price from the sizzling

Standard-386/ 16’’'’, to the affordable Standard Turbo/ 10’^

We didn’t become the third fastest growing, privately held

company in the country overnight. For six years, our

steadfast commitment to quality, service, and support

I

I



has satisfied thousands of

So, take this oppor-

tunity to browse through our collection of computer
products. Making a purchase couldn’t be easier. Use
either the order form on page 13 or call l'800'627'1967

to be connected with a sales professional.

“Our goal is to provide you u'ith the best of personal

computer products at the lowest price, backed with the sales

support and sat'ings you deserve”

Corporate Accounts:

In Dallas/Ft. Worth In Austin

10478 Brockwood
Dallas, TX 75238
214-553-8181

3010 W. Anderson Ln.

Austin, TX 78757
512-459-1609

In San Antonio Toll-Free Across the Nation

6812 Fairgrounds Pkwy.

San Antonio. TX 78238
512-684-8679

12303-E Technology Blvd.

Austin, TX 78727
800-456-3116

International Sales:

We welcome inquiries from dealers and companies
outside the United States:

Phone: 512-258-5575

FAX: 512-250-5760
Telex: 763543

COMPUADD AUS

The First and Best Computer
Mail-Order Company-
Established in 1982

Welcome to CompuAdd’s Fall Catalog.

Our commitment to our customers is common knowledge.

Whether it is finding the best deal on quality products,

increasing our informed sales and support staff, or

expanding our chain of retail stores, we work hard to

maintain the high-performance level you depend upon.

Diverse Selection. Rip through our catalog.

It offers a taste of our diverse selection of computer

equipment—from our nationally acclaimed Standard

Brand computers to low-cost peripherals. You’ll even

find tremendous savings on name-brand FAX machines,

copiers, calculators, and recorders. Don’t see what you

need in the catalog! Call and ask—we just might have it!

Affordable Quality. Looking for savings! Turn to any

page. You’ll notice that we consistently offer our products

at tower prices. These savings, combined with our quality

products and superior service, assure you of the best

value around.

Courteous Service. Our knowledgeable sales profes-

sionals can explain how the products work and help you

determine which is appropriate for your application.

And our service doesn’t end there. If you should have

any questions after the sale, just call 1-800-999-9901 for

some friendly assistance.

Convenient Ordering. It's as easy as dialing the

pho’ne. Just call 1'800'627*1967 during our hours

of 8 a.m. - 9 p.m. CST Monday through Friday and
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. CST on Saturday. Or if you prefer,

there is a mail-in order form on page 13.

No-Nonsense GUARANTEE. To ensure your satisfac-

tion, we offer a 30-day, money-back guarantee and one-

year limited warranty on all hardware products and a full

year of customer support with any purchase.

P. Watch for our fall specials scattered throughout

the catalog. They offer you substantial savings on tool

kits, cleaning kits, switch boxes, gender changers, blank

floppies, and calculators.

Retail Stores:

12304 Research Blvd. #1

Austin, TX
512-250-8594

6003 Randoiph Blvd.

San Antonio, TX
512-657-7765

3010 W. Anderson Ln.

Austin, TX
512-459-1002

6812 Fairgrounds Pkwy.

San Antonio, TX
512-684-8010

204 E. 6th Street

Austin, TX
512-476-7174

2707 Reaity Dr. Ste. 108

Carrollton, TX
214-416-1499

437-B McCarty
San Antonio, TX
512-525-1163

10478 Brockwood
Dallas, TX
214-553-8440

TO ORDER CALL;

1 -800-627-1967



STARTER KITS

Career Starter Kit«

Standard-Turbo 10™, PC/XT®-compatible

computer with:

• 4.77MHz and 10MHz switch^e speeds
• 8088 processor

• 640KB RAM
• 360KB floppy drive

• Floppy drive controller

• ISO-watt power supply

• Math coprocessor socket

• Eight expansion slots

• Choice of AT-style, 5151, or enhartced lOI-key keyboard

Monitor * A high>resolution amber monochrome monitor with

12
"
display and moix>graphics card with parallel port. For a

sharper image, try our EGA or VGA color video option. See chart.

Hsrd DriVO - optional. See chart.

Printer - star Micronics NX-1000™ provides software compati-

bility plus 12cps draft and 30cp$ near letter quality printing,

multipte type styles, nine-pin print head, Epson® LX-800 and IBM

Proprinter® emulation, dot-graphics capability, and tractor/

friction paper feed.

Softwere - You'II appreciate Professional Zen™. This totally

integrated software package includes ZenWord™, ZenCalc™,
and ZenUnk™ for all of your word processing, spreadsheet, and

communicatiorts r>eeds. MS-DOS® and GW Basic software

complete your system.

ACC6SS0rieS • 200 sheets of continuous form paper, a printer

cable, and ten blank floppies get you started.

637/7 - $895

Professional Starter Kit«

The Standard-286/10™, AT®-compatible

computer with:

• 6MHz and 10MHz switchable speeds

. 80286 processor

• 512KB RAM (expandable to 1MB on motherboard)

• I.^B floppy drive

• Dual floppy/hard drive controller

• 200-watt power supply

• Math coprocessor socket

• Eight expansion slots

• Clock/catendar with battery backup
• Choice of AT-style, 5151, or enhartced 101-key keyboard

Monitor - a high-resdution ard^er monochrome monitcM^ with

12" display arKf rTKX>ographics card with parallel port. For a

sharper image, try our EGA or VGA color video option. See chart.

Hard Drive - 20MB hard drive fully installed. Includes free PC-

FullBak backup software. For upgrade, see chart.

Printer - Epson LX-800 provides software compatbility, plus

ISOcpG draft and 30cps NLQ printing, multiple type styles, Epson

Character Gr^hics set. dot-graphics cap^lity and tractor/friction

paper feed.

Software - YouII appreciate Professional Zen. This totally

integrated software package includes ZenWord, Zer>Calc,

ZenUnk br all of your word processing, spreadsheet, and

communications needs. MS-DOS and GW Basic software

complete your system.

Accessories - 200 sheets of continuous form paper, a printer

cable, and ten blank floppies get you started.

63725 - $1515

Career Starter Kit Options
Monographics EGA VGA

No Drive 63717 63718 63706
sass $1265 $1445

20MB S3707 63708 63712

$1165 $1565 $1715
4OI1IB 83702 63703 63704

$1300 $1090 $1840

Professional Starter Kit Options
Monographics EGA VGA

20MB 63725 63726 63724
$1515 $1915 $2005

40MB 63730 63731 63732
$1640 $2040 $2190

00MB 63735 63736 63737

$1700 $2100 $2250

4 E



STARTER KITS

Video options

12MHz Advanced Starter Kit«

The Standard-286/12™, AT-compatible

computer with:

- 6MH2 and 12MHz swrtchabte

speeds
• 0 wait states

• 80286 processor

• 1MB RAM
• 1.2M6 floppy drive

• Du^ floppy/hard drive

controller

200-watt power supply

Math coprocessor socket

Eight expansion slots

Clock/calendar with

battery backup

Choice of AT-style, 5151, or

enhanced 101-key keyboard

Monitor - a high-resolution amber monochrome monitor witfi

12* display artd monographics caid with parallel port. For a

sharper image, try our EGA or VGA Color video option. See chart.

Hard Drive - 20MB hard drive, fully installed. Includes PC-
FullBak backup software. For upgrades, see chart.

Printer * Epson LX-SOO provides software compatibility, plus

180cp6 draft and 30cps near letter quality printing, multiple type

styles. Epson Character Graphics set. dot-graphics cap^ility arxl

tractor/friction paper feed.

Software * YouII appreciate Professional Zen. This totally

integrated software package includes ZenWord, ZenCalc, and

ZenLink for alt of your word processir>g, spreadsheet, and
communications n^s. MS-DOS and GVI/ Basic software

complete your system.

Accessories - 200 sheets of continuous form paper, a printer

cable, and ten blank floppies get you started.

63750 - $1715

Flatscreen

Monographics Combo
This basic, dependable video

package is standard equipment

on all our starter kits. It in-

cludes a Sansung'^ monitor

with a 12” flat screen and tilt

swivel base for easy viewing.

The 60-character amber display

offers high con^ast and high

resolution. The monochrome
graphics card provides text dis-

play of 60 columns by 25 lines

or gr^dNcs display of 720

columns by 346 addressable

dots. It includes a parallel port.

Video Graphics Adapter

(VGA) Video Option

Package
Get the most from your chosen

computer kit with the fir>6st

color graphics of eivailable

technology. The VGA of^ion

package includes a color VGA
analog monitor. The 14" screen

displays a spectrum of colors

aruj offers a .28mm dot pitch

and 31.5KHZ horizontal scan

frequency. The VGA video card

supports high resolution

(800x600) graphics and displays

16 out of a possible 256 colors

at a time.

Enhanced Graphics

Adapter (EGA) Video
Option Package
Upgrade your kit with

enhanced color graphics. The
EGA option package includes

an EGA monitor v/ith IrxJustry

standard 14” tube size (13"

diagonal) screen. The .31mm
dot pitch provides a high-

resolution display. The EGA
video card has a 256KB
display memory and a high-

resolution (640x350) graphics

mode. It displays 16 out of a

possible 64 colors at a time.

Advanced Starter KH Options
Monographics EGA VGA

20MB 63750 63751 63752
$1715 $2115 S2265

40MB 63755 63756 63757

S1S40 $2240 $2300
60MB 63760 63761 63762

sigoo $2300 $2450

Everythingyou need to begin

computing immediateiy!
For more information call CompuAdd:

1 -800-627-1967
Our convenient coast-to-coa$t hours are 8 a.m. - 9 p.m. C$T
Monday through Friday and 9 a.m. - 5p.m. CST on Saturday.
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STANDARD BRAND™

standard-386/16TM Standard-286/12TM

Featuring:
• 4.77MHz, 6MHz, 8MHz. and 16MHz software-

selectablespeeds
• 1MB RAM expandable to 4MB (supports up

to 10MB RAM on expansion boards)

• Clock/calendar with battery backup
• Five 16-bit expansion slots

. Two 8-bit expansion slots

. 200-watt power supply

• 1 .2MB floppy drive

• Dual floppy/hard drive controller

• Math coprocessor socket

for the 80287 or 80387
• Your choice of en-

hanced 101 -key,

AT-style, or 5151

keyboard

• 17.6 on Norton's SI

Benchmark 4.0test

The BIOS can be
relocated into

high speed
RAM for

increased system

throughput.

Featuring:
• 6MHz and l2MHzswitchable speeds.

• 0 wait states

• 1MB RAM
• Clock-calendar with battery backup

• Six 16-bit expansion slots

• Two 8-bit expansion slots

• 200-watt power supply

• 1.2MB floppy drive

• Dual floppy/hard drive controller

• Math coprocessor socket

• Your choice of en-

hanced 101-key,

AT-style, or 5151

keyboard

• 13.7 on Norton's SI

Benchmark 4.0test

63177 - $1245

"We foundthe

Standard Brand-

286/12 to be a fast

andversatiieAT-

compatible."
Computer Buyer’s Guide

arid Handt)Ook,

Volume V, Issue 5

63250 - $2095

Monitors option^.

6
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Standard-286/1 0™ Standard Turbo/10™
Featuring:

• 6MHzand10MHz
switchable speeds

• 512KB RAM expand-

able to 1MB
• Clock/calendar with

battery backup
• Six 16-bit expansion slots

• Two 8-bit expansion slots

• 200-watt power supply

• 1 .2MB floppy drive

• Dual floppy/hard drive

controller

• Math coprocessor socket

• Your choice of enhanced 1 01 -key,

AT-style, or5151 keyboard

« 9.4 on Norton's SI Benchmark 4.0 test

63150 - $1045

“Overall, the

Standard-286/10

appears to be one of

the most attractive val-

ues... It comes with a

good complement of

manuals and software

and performs pre-

cisely as you would

exp^. You should be
happy with this one.”

Alfred Poor-

PC Magazine

Tn

MAGAZINE

Editor's

Choice
Feb ie, 1988

PC/XT®-Compatible Computer™
Featuring:

• 4.77MHz and 10MHz switchable speeds
• 8088 processor

• 640KB RAM
• Math coprocessor socket

• Eight expansion slots

• 360KB floppy drive

. 1 50-watt power supply

• Your choice of enhanced 1 01 -key, AT-style, or

5151 keyboard

63050 - $595

7



M
ass storage with mass appeal
for AT® compatibles.

Hard drives forAT compatibles itKlude: drive, data cable,

mounting hardware, manual, and free PC-FuUBak®
disk backup software. Hard drives above 30MB
come with partitbning software.

CDC 150MB full-height

ESDI hard drive for the

286/386 with an access

time of 18ms. Uses 1:1

interleave and has a lOMBH
per secorxi data transfer rate.

Includes dual floppy/dual hard

drive controller. 47431 • $1509

MinIScribe® 110MB
full-height hard drive for

the AT with an access

time of 28ms. Uses
RLL encodir>g, 1:1

interleave, and
has a 7.5M6rt per

second data

trartsfer rate. RLL controller

card included. 47425 - $895

Maxtor 338MB full-height ESDI
hard drive for the 286/386 with

an access time of 16ms. Uses
1:1 interleave and has a lOMBH
per second data transfer rate.

Includes dual floppy/dual hard

dive controller. 47451 - $2575

Seagate 40MB haH-height

hard rdive for the AT with an

access time of 28ms.

47207 - $439

Seagate 20MB h^-height

hard drive for the AT with an

access time of 65ms.

47003 - $249

MiniScrfbe 44MB haH-height

hard drive for the AT with an

access time of 25ms.

47204 - $459

Seagate® 80MB full-height

hard drive for the AT with an

access time of 28ms.

47401 - $695

MinIScribe 71MB full-height

hard drive for the AT with an

access time of 28ms.
47400 - $649

1.2MB floppy

drive for Hie AT (grey).

45352"- $109

1.2MB Teac floppy drive for the AT
(grey). 45351 - $119

1.44MB Panasonic® haH-height floppy drive (grey).

45220 - $135

360KB haH-height floppy drive

for the PC/XT (black).

45304 • $99

360KB Teac® floppy drive for

the PC/XT (black).

45301 - $109

720KB haH-height 3.5" floppy

drive for the PC/XT (black).

45205 - $109

Floppy drives
Floppy drives allow you to store information on

removable andportable diskettes.

360KB half-height floppy drive 720KB half-height

for the AT (grey). 3.5" floppy dive (grey).

45305 - $109 45204 -$115

360KB Teac floppy dive for

the AT (grey).

45303 - $109

45351

45204

8

Personal Sy$tem/2^ • compatible external drive installs as

dive B and permits transfer horn 360KB to 720KB format. 62554 - $269



DRIVES • TOOLS

PC/XT-compatible hard drives are easy on the wallet.

Hard drive kits for PC/XT compatibies irKiude:

drive, cabies, mounting hardware, controiier card, compiete manual,

and free PC-FullBak® disk backup software.

MlniScribe 20MB haK-height

hard drive for the PC/XT with

an access time of 65ms.

47001 - $279
Seagate 20MB haK-height

heird drive for the PC/XT with

an access time of 65ms.

47002 - $289

MinIScrtbe 30MB haK-height

hard drive for the PC/XT with

an access time of 65ms.

47100 * $339

Seagate 30MB haK-height

hard drive for the PC/XT with

an access time of 65m$.

47101 • $310
MlniScribe 40MB h£^-height

hard drive for the PC/XT with

an access time of 61 ms.

47206 - $379

MlniScribe OOMB haK-height

hard drive for the PC/XT with

an access time of 61ms. Has
RLL erKoding, 4:1 interleave.

£md 7.5MBit per

second data

transfer rate.

RLL controller

card included.

47250 - S419

20MB 3.5" haK-height hard

drive kit suitable for Compaq®
portables. 47000 • $299

FreePC-FullB^ software with

every harddrivepurchase—
exclusively from Con^xiAdd.

The F1ashCard-20 and
FlashCard-30 were

PC Magazine Bdilor's

Choice. Fetxuary20,

1987.

FlashCard-49, 49MB Seagate, 26ms. 47208 - $539

FlashCard-30™, 30MB MlniScribe, 65ms. 47104 - S339
FlashCarcl-20™, 20MB MlniScribe, 65ms. 47005 - S319

STRIKE it rich

with the
FlashCard-49!™

Uncover the

FiashCard-49; you'll

discover a mother lode of

high-capacity, high-

speed mass storage

mounted on a bracket

with controller for quick,

trouble-free installation.

'iiv

Computer service kits

are handy versatile kits

that keep all the neces-

sary tools for maintaining

your computer right at

your fingertips.

Basic Tool Kit ir>cludes chip

irtserter, extractor. 3-claw hold-

er, tweezers, four screwdrivers,

four nutdrivers, and torque

screwdriver in a vinyl case.

41131 - $9.95 (Reg. $14)

Soldering Tool Kit includ^

chip inserter. extr^K:tor, anti-

static wrist strap, coiled ground

cord, soldering iron, desolder-

ing tool, solder tools, pliers,

and clippers in a vinyl case.

41132 - $35

Advanced Tool Ktt includes

chip inserter, chip and square

chip extractors, anti-static wrist

strap, multiple screwdriver with

six extensions, two nutdrivers,

£sk1 two torque screwdrivers in

a vinyl case. 41133 - $39

Troubleshooting Tool Kit

includes chip inserter, chip and

square chip extractors, anti-

static wrist strap, multiple

screwdriver with six extensions,

two nutdrivers. tvra torque

screwdrivers, a logic probe, a

logic pulser, and a 3-piece

tweezer set in a vinyl case.

41134 - $89

9



VIDEO

Video combos

Flatscreen

Monographics Combo
Includes Samsung 12" flat

screen monitor with tilt and
swivel base, and monograph*

ics video card. 51700 • $139

Color Graphics Adapter

(CGA) Combo
Includes 12" color monitor and

color card. 51701 - $269

Enhanced Graphics

Adapter (EGA) Combo
Includes a 14" irxtustry-

starKlard tube with 13"

diagonal EGA monitor and

EGA-350 card.

51702 - $489

Monochrome :

Amber and black-and-white—
perfect start-up video

for comfortable

viewing and low

price.

Samsung 12" monitor, curved

screen amber monochrome
monHor. 51000 - $69

Samsung™ 12" monitor, flat

screen amber monochrome
with high-contrast, non-glare

screen, high resolution, 80 or

40 character display, and tilt/

swivel base.

51001 - $95

Hercules™ Monochrome
Graphics Card Plus, mono-
chrome cisplay with high-

resolution graphics (up to

720x348) and text display.

Includes parallel port.

48350 - $179

S1000

Amdek® 41OW monitor, black

and white dsplay with 1^' flat

screen. 51006 - $159

Monographics card is a high-

resolution morxKhrome
graphics (up to 720x348) card.

Includes parallel port.

48301 - $53

CompuAdd - your source for

compulers, perf^r^s,
software, and office products

1 -800-627-1967

Color
IBM-compatible color monitor

with 12" screen.

51100 - $239

S1101

Princeton® HX-12f color

monitor with .28mm dot pitch,

77x200 line resolution, and
18MHz bar>dwidth.

51101 - $349

Hercules Color Graphics card

has color graphics ar>d printer

port for the AT/PC on a space-

saving half-size card.

48351 - $149

Color graphics card is a high-

resolution color graphics

ad^er that operates in both

color and composite mode.

IrKludes a parallel port.

48302 - $53

EGA
EGA... the standard

for high-resolution

color.

IBM-compatible 14' EGA
monitor offers the best value in

an enhanced color monitor. Its

industry standard 14" tube with

13" (diagonal) screen offers

.31mm dot pitch and high

resolution.

51201 - $349

NEC Multisync® II adjusts to

any horizontal syrK:hronization

frequency between 15.5KHz

and 31.7KHZ. Itsupports TTL
and andog inputs and resolu-

tions of up to 800x675. The 14"

display has a 30MHz band-

width and .31mm dot pitch.

51202 - $679

Video-7 Vega Deluxe™ EGA
card supports EGA, CGA, and

monographics displays.

Capable of high resolution up

to 640x380 (752x410 with NEC
Multisync II or other compat-

ible monitors).

48376 - $229 48376

10



VIDEO

Upgrade your system with our quality video combos in monographics,

color, or enhanced graphics.

Ultimate EGA Combo
Includes the NEC Multisync II

nxMirtor and a Video-7 Vega
Deluxe EGA card.

51703 - S669

VGA Combo
Includes 14" analog color

monitor and a Standard Brand

VGA card.

51704 - S669

Zenith VGA Combo
Irtcludes Zenith 14" analog flat-

screen color monitor with tilt

ar»d swivel base and a Paradise

VGA card.

51705 - S969

VGA -

Enhanceyour exist-

ing system with any

ofthese fine VGA
monitors and cards

for spectacular color

and clarity.

ZenKh 14’ Color VGA flat

screen monNor with tilt and
swivel base provides sharp,

ciear images and Ngh resolu-

tions of up to 720x348. Displays

all graphics modes at 31.5KHz
horizontal scan frequency, with

25MHz bandwidth and .31mm
dot pitch. Uses flat tension

mask technology for remark-

able chroma, intensity, and

hue. 51075 - S759

Paradise EGA-460 is an IBM/

EGA'Compatible card with

256KB display memory, and
16/64 color. The EGA-480
automatically configures itself

to a resolution of 640x350 or

640x480, depending on your

monitor. 48304 - $199

EGA-350 card is IBM-EGA
compatible 256KB display

memory, with high-resolution

(640x350) graphics mode.

Displays 64 colors, 16 at a

time. It supports EGA, CGA,
and monochrome displays.

48303 - SI 59

43303

Standard Brand EGA-480
card Is an IBM/EGA-compat-
ible card with 256KB display

memory, 16/64 color capatol-

Hy, arxl auto-configuration.

48306 - SI 79

CompuAdd - the third

fastest growing privately held

company in America.

Inc Magazine, Dec. 1987

1 -600-627-1967

Color VGA 14* analog monitor

displays a spectrum of colors

as infinite as your imagination.

The 1 4” display has a .28mm
dot pitch and 31.5KMz
horizontal scan frequency.

51076 - S515

Standard Brand VGA card

enhances your monitor with

high-resolution (800x600)

graphics, 16/256K color c^^a-

bility, and IBM VGA, CGA,^
Hercules Monochrome

graphics.

48331 - S220

Paradise VGA Plus™ card

provides irK:reased perform-

ar)ce for your IBM VGA and

PS/2 compatibles, attains

high-resolution (800x600)

graphics, displays 256K colors,

16 at a time, and supports IBM

VGA, CGA, and Hercules™
Monochrome Graphics.

48330 - S289

Video-7® Vega VGA card,

compatible with all existing

IBM graphic/lext standards,

has resolutions of 640x480 and

800x600 with 16/64 color

capability. Used with an analog

monitor, it has 640x480
resolution with 16/262,144

color capability or 320x200

with 256/262,144. Supports

popular software packages.

48377 - $299
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Input/output

cards
Add a serial or

parallel port to your

system with an

economical I/O

card.

I/O Card for AT compatibles with serial port and parallel port.

48000 - S5d

I/O Card for PC compatibles with serial port parallel port, game
port, arxi clock/calendar with battery backup.

48001 - S65

Math coprocessors
Math coprocessors speed up
your calculations.

6087-3 Math coprocessor

(5MHz).

50200 - $129
6067-2 Math coprocessor 60267-10 Math coprocessor

(8MHz). (10MHz).

50201 - $159 50252 - $329
80267-6 Math coprocessor 80367-16 Math coprocessor

(6MHz). (16MHz).

50250 - $199 50275 - $525
80267-6 Math coprocessor 60367-20 Math coprocessor

(8MMz). (20MHz).

50251 - $269 50277 - S77#

Options
S^ond Serial Port Option for the AT I/O, XT I/O, or AT MFC cards. 48900 • $15
AST Advantagel Game Port Option for the AST Advantage! 48951 - $55

AT-MFC Menwry Piggyback ^th 0KB is expandable to 1.5MB RAM. 48901 * $25
AST Advantagel Serial Port Option for the AST Advantage! 48950 - $35

Multifunction cards provide a variety of

options including additional random-access
memory (RAM), ports, and real-time

clock/calendars, to increase your system's

speed and flexibility.

364KB Multifunction card for your PC/XT with

384KB RAM. partial port, serial port, game port,

clock/calendar with battery backup, and utility

software. 48710 - $199

AT-MultifurKtion card with 0KB is exp^Kt'

able to 1.5MB and supports either ^KB
or 256KB chipe. Includes serial and

parallel ports. 48701 • $110

AST Advantagel™ for ATs with 128KB
RAM (ej^ndable to 1.5MB). Includes

serial and parallel ports.

48752 - $228

AST SIxPakPlus® for PCs with 3d4KB
RAM. serial port, parallel port, clock/

calerxfar with battery backup, and util-

ity software. 48760 - $259

Memory cards Accelerators

Extra memory allows you to run more power-
ful applications and may increase the

operational speed ofa program.

Mem-576 short card for the PC/XT supports either 64KB or 256KB
chips. It comes with 0KB and is exparidabie up to 192, 384, or

576KB. 48100 - $35

Increase your PC’s

processing speed to

turbo speeds (higher

than 4.77MHz) with an accelerator

Charge Card 266™ m^es your PC/XT run 6.6 times faster.

48602 - $259

Orchid TInyTurbo 286™ board gives your PC/XT the power of an

AT. 48601 - $279

Multifunction cards

XT EMS Card (Expansiort-Memory-Specification) for tiie PC/XT,

with 0KB expands to 2MB and is compatible with the Lotus/Intel/

Microsoft specification. Includes virtual RAM disk and print-

spooler software. 48101 - $99

EMS Card for the AT is compatible with the Lotus/Intel/Microsoft

specification and has 0K6 expandable to 2MB. Includes virtual

R/^ disk and print-spooler software. 48102 - $119
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ACCESSORIES

SrECl.XL!

Copyholders ^
Copy holder with starKi,

9.5xir. 41650 -SO
Copff holder with ac^ustaUe

arm, 9.5x11".

41651 - $9 (reg. $14)

Copy holder with stand,

19x12”. 41653 - $19

Copy holder with ac^ustaUe

am. 19x12". 41654 • $25
Copy holder with staixt,

9.5x11". 4/655 -$12

Blankfloppies
Packed in boxes of 10. •

Pt:CI.\L!

5.25" Floppies
SeOKB DS/DD.
57000 - $4.99 (Reg. $7)

360KB Maxell® DS/DO.
57004 - $9
360KB Verbatim® DS/DO.
57002 - $10
1.2MB DS/HD.
57200 - $10.99 (Reg. $12)

1.2MB Maxell DS/HD.

Hewlett-Packard offers a variety of soft fonts and font cartridges

that enharKO your printed documents. Call CompuAdd for more
information. 1-600-627-1967

Hewlett-Packard accessories

Floppy

storage . — .

=

Cases for 5.25" floppies.

Holds 10. 41576 - $3
Holds 6. 4/577- $2

Case for 3.5" floppies.

Holds 10. 4/575 -S3

Portable carry-case with

handle for 5.25" floppies.

Holds 120, with lock.

4/6/7- $29

Rle boxes for 5.25" floppies.

Holds 50, without lock.

4/6/6 - S8
Holds 100, with lock.

41615 - $8

Holds 120, with lock.

4/6/6- $9

Rle boxes for 3.5" floppies.

Holds 40, without lock.

41598 - $7
Holds 80, with lock.

41599 - $10

Monitor stands
12" Tilt/swivel monitor stand.

11"xl0”. 4/565- $15
14" Tilt/swivei monitor starKl.

14" X 12.75". 41566 - $19

System stands
Plastic vertical system starxi.

4/555 - $15
4etal vertical

system stand.

41556 - $19

1

1

1

57202 • $16
1.2MB Verbatim DS/HD.

57201 - $17

3.5" Floppies
720KB Sony® DS/DD.
57401 - $19
1.44MB Sony DS/HD.
57440 - $55

Plotter paper
Size A, 50 sheets. 35500 - $5
Size B, 50 sheets. 35501 - S9

PaintJet paper

35510 - $15.50

Transparency film for the

ColorPro Plotter

Size A film. 37605 - $45

Size B film. 37606 - $45
PainUet film. 37607 - $55

Transparency pens
Five colors, .3mm.

37550 - $6.50

Five colors. .6mm.

3755/ - $6.50

Transpvency Kit for HP plotter, includes

film ar^ pens. 37600 - $64

Fiber tip pens
4 colors. .3mm.

37500 - $6.50

4 colors, .7mm.

37501 - $6.50

6 colors, .3mm.
37510 - $6.50

6 colors, .7mm.
37511 - $6.50

Teak office accessories— Personalizeyour

office with these handsome
accessories.

Teak turntable monitor base
provides easy viewing. 15.75" x

13.25". 4/567- $29

Teak disk file for 50, 5.25"

diskettes. 4/6//- $25
Teak disk file for 45, 3.5"

diskettes.

4/600 - $19 41567



ELECTRONICS

Electronic

supplies

Null modems
Null modems are used for

Mine connection of like

devices.

Male to male. 40035 - S5
Male to female. 40036 - S5
Female to female. 40037 - $5

Computers

Converters

For communication

between different

interfaces, use a
converter.

DBSF to DB25M. 39402 - $S
Parallel to serial. 39401 - $45
Serial to parallel. 39400 - $45

Manual switch

boxes
Multiple users can share

peripherals or a single

user can use many peri-

pherals with the flip of a

switch. Numbers in

parentheses reflect

computers/peripherals.

25-Pln (serial or parallel):

39506 X switch box (2/2). $35
39500 AB switch box (2/1). $10 (Re^. $25)

39502 ABC switch box (3/1). $30
39504 ABCD switch box (4/1). $33

e4KB buffer (1/1). $80

64KB buffer (2/1). $09

CompuAdd, a standard for mal-order excellence since 1982.

Cali l-eOO-627-1967

Also available with

Centronics 36-pin

connectors.

Jumper boxes
Jumper boxes custom

design in-line adapters

for non-standard ports.

Male to female. 40000 - S6
Male to male. 40001 - Se
Female to fem^. 39999 - $7

Automatic switch

boxes
These devices automati-

cally queue printjobs.

A vailable withDB25F
connectors. Numbers in

parentheses reflect

computers/peripherals.

36952 Serial auto switch box (4/1). $75

36953 Serial auto switch box (8/1). $90

36950 Parallel auto switch box (4/1). $80

38951 Parallel auto switch box (8/1). $99

Buffers

Increase productiv-

ity by printing and
computing at the

same time. All

buffers connect

with Centronics

paraliel interfaces.

Numbers in paren-

theses indicate

computers/

peripherals.

Surge suppressors
Surges ofpower can cause serious damage
to your computer and
erase valuable data.

R3-232 (M-F) surge protector

for serial ports. 40005 ~ $6

6-outtet bask: surge protector

with circuit breaker.

40502 - $12
6-outlet full surge protector

with surge indicator light.

*40503 - $15

6^utlet full surge protector

with light and rx>ise fitter.

40504 - $16
4-outlet protector with light

and noise fitter and EMI-RFI fil-

tration. 40506 - $18

6-outlet full protector

with light and noise

finer and EMI-RFI filtra-

tion. 40505 - $20
Curtis Ennerald®, 6

outlets, 6* c^le, circuit

breaker, and warranty.

40529 • $37
Curtis Ruby®, 6

outlete, EMI-RFI fil-

tered, 6' cable, circuit

breaker, and warranty.

40530 - $55

Curtis Ruby Plus®,

includes modem
protection.

40531 - $65



PRINTERS

The wide-carriage MIcrollne

294 is faster and more versatile

than many other comparably

priced printers. Prints in draft

mode at 400cp6 and near letter

quality at lOOcps. Its pinless

platen and fomis tractor feed

harxJes sheets up to 16** wide.

Parallel port. (132 columns).

56058 • $849

Dot-matrix printers

Epson®
Model LX-800 provides draft

(ISOcps) or near letter quality

printing (SOcps), mutiple type

styles. Epson Character

Graphics set, and dot-graphics

cap^lity. Automatic single

sh^t load and pull tractor

feed. Parallel interface. (80

columrts). 56301 - $205
The FX series 9-pin, dot-matrix

printers. Prints 2^ps in draft

mode and 54cps in near letter

quality. Automatic sheet load

and friction/pull tractor feed.

Parallel interface.

Model FX-850 (80 columns).

56312 - $375
Model FX-1050 (136 columns).

56313 - $549
The EX-600 Prints 300cps in

draft mode ar>d 60cps in near

letter quality mode. Automatic

sheet load and bidirectional

push tractor feed. Parallel/

serial interface. (80 columns).

56320 - $476

The LQ series features a 24-

pin print head that produces

letter quality printing. The LQ-

500 printer prints 180cp6 in

draft mode arxl 60cps in letter

quality mode. The LQ-2500
printer prints 324cp6 in draft

mode and 108cps in letter

quality mode. Both include an

8KB buffer, pull tractor feed,

and a Centronics®-compat-

ible, 8-bit parallel interface. The

LQ-850 arid LQ-1050 printers

print 264cps in draft mode and

dScps in letter quality mode.

Each includes 64KB buffer,

push tractor feed, and serial

and parallel interfaces.

Model LQ-500 (80 columns).

56335 - $365
Model LQ-650 (80 columns).

56334 - $576
Model LQ-1050 (132 columns).

56333 - $699

Model LQ-2500 (132 columns).

56331 - $923

Okidata®
The MIcrollne® 190 series

uses either an adjustable pin

feed (192 Plus) or adjustalDle

tractor feed (193 Plus). Printe

up to 200cp6 in draft mode arid

40cp6 in near letter quality

mode. Parallel interface.

192 Plus (80 columns).

56350 - $329
193 Plus (132 columns).

56351 - $479
The Microlir^e 292/293 series

reproduces graphics, spread-

sheets, and text files using a

dual 9-pin print head and a

special Lotus<SK:ompatible

driver. They print 240cps in

draft mode and lOOcps in near

letter quality mode. Parallel

interface kit included.

292e MIcrollne (80 columns).

56356 - $459
293e MIcrollne (132 columns).

56357 - $599

CompuAdd - The price/

performance leader!

1-S00-627-1967

Panasonic®
Nov. 10,

Model 10601 is a 10" printer operating at 120cps in draft mode
ar>d 24cp6 in near letter quality mode. It features proportional

spacing, print mode selector, and high-resolution graphics

A^ustable rear tractor feed and friction feed. Parallel interface.

(80 columns). 56370 - $179

Model 10911 prints at 160cps in draft mode and 32cps in near

letter quality. This 10" printer, offers all the features of the 1080i

with increased speed. Adjustable rear tractor feed and friction

feed. Parallel interface. (80 columns). 56371 - $219
Model 10921 prints at 240cps in draft mode and 48cps in near

letter quality mode with proportional spacir>g, high-resolution,

dot-addressable graphics, ^>d downloadable characters.

Ac^ustable push tractor feed and friction feed. Parallel interface.

(80 columns). 56372 - $349
Model 1592 is a high performance printer that prints at 180cps in

draft mode arxl 38cps in near letter quality mode. Adjustable rear

tractor feed and friction feed. Parallel intedace. (132 columns).

56373 - $449
Model 1595 prints at 240cps in draft mode and Slops in near letter quality mode. Adjustable rear tractor feed and friction feed. Parallel

arxf serial interface. (132 columns). 56374 - $479
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PRINTER SUPPLIES • MODEMS

Printer

stands

Organize printer

paper and create

more workspace

with a durable printer

stand.

Roll 'N' FoM stand for 80-

column printer keeps paper

neat stkI out of the way. Fits

printers up to 16" x 15”.

38755- $29

Roll 'N* Fold stand for 132-

column printer. 20.875" x 15.

38756 - $35
Universal printer starxl is

made of heavy duty plastic and

holds any size printer (without

tray). (12" -> 19.75") x 12".

38760 - $8
Multifunction printer stand for

80-column printer with under-

printer drawer (plastic).

38765 - $19
No Frills plastic stand for 80-

column printer. 12.75" x 11.75"

X 5.5". 36748 - $12
No Frills metal stand for 132-

column printer 21.25" x 13" x

5.5" (drawer is 14.875" wide).

38749 • $26

Printer ribbons
For Epson models
FX-1050. 37902
FX-650/LX-e00. 37901 - $6

EX-OOO. 37930 - $12
LQ-850. 37915- $8

LQ-1050. 379/6- $10
For Okidata models
192/193. 37855 - $10
292e. 37856- $10
293e/294. 3^157 • $13

For Partasonic models
lOSOi. 1091i. 1092i. 1592, 1595.

37976- $12
For Star model
NX-1000. 36066- $6

Tractor feeds
For Okidata n>odels

192. 37650 - $49
292e. 37851 - $46

For Panasonic Model
1595. 37675 - $109

38796

Printer muffler for 60-column

printer (19“ x 16" x 6").

36795 - $46

Printer mufflers

Kensington* mufflers

control noise

making your printer

a more pleasant

co-worker.

Printer muffler for 132-column

printer (26" x 16.25" x 8.5").

36796 - $62

Modems
Hayes Smartmodem™ 1200B
1200 baud 1/2 card internal

modem with Smartcom II

software.

49526 - $299
Hayes 2400B 2400 baud

internal modem.
49552 - $449
Zenith 1200 baud internal

modem.
- $209
2400 baud internal

for Zenith 181 arid

183 models.

62806 - $472

Modems allow your

computer to communi-

cate with other

computers over

telephone lines.

The greater the baud
rate, the more quickly

your data is transmitted

External modems
Externalmodems require

a serial port and cable.

baud external modem.
- $69

2400 baud external

modem.
49557 - $159

Everex 2400 baud external

modem.
48575 - $229
Hayes Smartmodem 1200

baud external modem.
4950/ - $319
Hayes 2400 baud external

modem.

Internal niodeins
1200 baud 1/2 card internal

modem with software.

49500 - $69
2400 baud internal modem
with software. 49654

49553 - $139
Everex Evercom^ 1200 baud
1/2 card internal modem with

software.

49502 - $99
Everex Evercom 2400 baud 1/2

card internal modem with software.

49551 - $149
Everex Evercom II 2A™ 2400

baud internal modem designed for

the Micro Chanr>el^ architecture of

the Personal System/2^. Includes

communications software.

49554 - $179 48576 - $469
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KEYBOARDS • MOUSE • COVERS • CLEANERS

Keyboards — Your choice with any

Standard Brand computer purchase.

AT*Style 5080 keyboard has 84 keys and enlarged ENTER and

SHIFT keys for easy operation. 55100 > $09
Enhanced 101-key ke^oard for AT or PC/XT compatibles with

101 keys including 12 function keys. 55150 - $89

5151 keyboard for the IBM AT, PC/XT. and compatibles. Ir>cludes

separate numeric ar>d cureor key pads. 55135 - $89

Keyboard drawers

Undercarriage keyboard

drawer attaches easily under

desktop or shelf, inside

cimert8ior>8 are 22.4" x 10.1" x

3.6". 41753 - $25

Keyboard drawer for out-of-

the^ay storage under CPU or

monitor. 41750 - $35

Cleaners— Clean up your computer's act. A clean

system means betterprotection and performance.

' Head cleaning kit for 5.25"

cisk drive.

41001 - $9.39 (Reg. $12)
Head cleaning kit for 3.5" disk

drive. 41000 - $15
Compuduster, compressed

gas and valve assernbly for

cleaning. 41010 ~ $24
Mini Vacuum helps remove the

dust that accumulates on your

keyboard. 41025 -SO
Screen cleaning kit.

41020 - $18
Standard Brand cleaning kit.

IrxHudes keyboard, screen, and
525" drive cleaner.

41016 - $18

j* rr rf*T i i i
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Microcomputer cleaning kit

for complete cleaning

irKluding 525" floppy drives

and screen. 41015 - $25
Data-Vac® is a lightweight

vacuum/blower (three pounds)

equipped with a 19" flexible

hose, a shoulder strap, arxl

three attachmerrts for intricate

cleaning of your system.

Five vacuum bags

included.

41026 - $49

Data-Vac Replace-

ment Bags (5).

41035 - $4.99

Pointing devices

The Mouse ^
Essential for desktop publishing, the mouse
can also be used in manyprograms for easy
cursor movement.

Logitech® HIREZ mouse
provides 320 dots per inch. This

three4xrttoned mouse uses

62% less desk space. Bus
interface. 55048 - $109
Logitech serial mouse Is a pro-

grammable mouse with three

buttons. Includes software and
manual. PC Magazine

Editor's Choice

(Jai.27, 1987).

Serial port interface

requir^.

55050 - ST# Choice
Logitech bus mouse
is a three-button optical mouse
that offers high resolution (200

dpi) and maximum compatibil-

ity wHh most software. Includes

bus interface card.

55049 - $69

Microsoft® bus mouse is a

mechanical nxxjse with bus

interface. 55051 - $119

Standard Brand^ mouse is a

three button ^)tical/mechanl-

cal mouse that features Dr.

HALO III paint software for

presentation-quality graphics.

Supports MGA, CGA, EGA.
and VGA. 55052 - $55

Joysticks

Standard Brand joystick.

55000 - $19.95

Mach III joystick. 55001 - $35

Covers — Protectyourcomputer when it is not in

use with these attractive

and handy covers.

SPFCIM.
Dust cover for PC/XT. Clear

plastic. 37" X 18".

41775 - $3.4# (Reg. $6)

Dust cover for AT. Qear plastic.

3r X 18".

41776 - $3.49 (Reg. $8)

Keyboard cover for PC/XT or

AT. Rigid smoke-tinted plastic.

16.5" X 4.75" X .75" (insi^ di-

mensions).

41725 - $3.99 (Reg. $8)

Disk drive cover for PC/XT.

Black rigid plastic. 1225" x

3.825".

41695 - $5
Disk drive cover for AT. Tan
rigid plastic. 6" x 4.75".

41696 - $5

Keyboard cover for 5151 or

enhanced 101 -key keyboard.

Rigid smoke-tinted plastic.

18" X 5.875" x .75" (inside di-

mensions).

41726 - $3.99 (Reg. $8)

CompuAdd - your single supplier hr compufers, peripherals,

software, arid office products!

1-eOOS27-1967

Cables — CompuAdd offers a complete line ofparallel, serial, and extension cables foryour computer.

Cat! 1-800-627-1967 forone of our helpful representatives.
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SOFTWARE

A

Word processing
Gra-mat-lk 11^ by Reference

Software polishes your docu-

ments while It improves your

writing skills. (128KB RAM/MS-
DOS 2.0). 60033 - S45

PF8: Professional Write by

Software Publishing is perfect

for the professional who wants

polished reports in minutes.

(320KB RAM/MS-CX>S 2.0 or

384KB RAM/MS-DOS 3.2).

60030 - $119 10
Limited time special!

Version 6.0

WordPerfect* by WordPerfect

Corporatic.T offers ycu a power-
ful word processor. (256KB
RAM/MS-DOS 2.0).

e0C15 - $219
(3.5' 60016 $2i&)(2)

Desktop publishing

Certificate Maker^ by

Springboard lets you choose
from over 200 styles and 24
borders to create a variety of

ceftilicates. (256K6 RAM/MS-
DOS 2.1). 6W40 - $210

PFS: First Publisher by Soft-

ware Publishing makes desktop

publishing affordable. (512KB
RAM/MS-DOS 2.0).

59416 $7300
PrS; First Publisher Art

Gallery by Software Publishing

adds a collection of popular clip

art to your PFS: First Publisher.

59417 - $75

FONTASY® by Prosoft features

graphics. 28 type styles, propor-

tional spacing, and reversal

capability. (512K6 RAM for 9-pin

printers (640KB RAM for 24-pin

printers) and MS-DOS 2.0)).

50420 - $35

NewsMaster 11^“ by Unison

VVcrid ccrrtlr.as text and

j.uphics for results. (512K6
RAM/'f4S-DGS 2.1).

59427 - $50 O0

The Print Shop® by Broder-

bund effectively catches your

audience's attention with eye-

catching material. The Print Shop
helps you enliven your printed

word with riveting design and
graphics. In just minutes, you can
have professionaNooking results

— everything from banners to

bulletins. Your work will never

look boring again • not v^h 12

type fonts, 16 border designs,

20 background patterns, and 120

graphics from which to choose!

(128KB RAM/MS-DOS 2.0).

61050 - $32 (Reg. $36)

The Print Shop Compan-
ion^ by Broderbund gives your

Print Shop program a flexible clip

art collection. (126KB RAM/MS-
OOS 2.0-3.0). 59B06 - $26

The Newsroom® by Spring-

board makes you editor-in-chief.

With five type styles, automatic

text layout, graphics, clip-art. and
modem support. (256KB RAM/
MS-DOS 2.O-3.0). 59425 - $35

Graphics
AutoCMmensioning^^ by
Generic Software, the productiv-

ity module for use with Generic
CADD, helps you with dimen-

sioning. (384KB RAM/MS-DOS
2.0). 59830 - $25000
FormTool by Bloc Development

Corporation ends typesetting

costs for new and revised forms

by creating custom forms.

(256KB RAM). 59831 - $54

OB0
( ) RAM/OOS required.

I 3.5 floppio* Included.

I I 3.5 floppies •vailabtc.

Generic CAOO^^ by Generic

SCit*>are asoidts jrou Vt'.th

te6^l.'ioa! a.'.d design dralU.ig

Merges ..i;:. text files. (384K3
RAM/M0-DG3 2.0).

53SS5 S50(J[V) -ff Q)

PC Paint Pius by Mouce
Systems easily mergeo graphs

from other programs to

enhance presentations. (256KB
RAM/MS-DOS). 50300 - $53

O Supports MQA. ffl SuDCotj V3.^-

0 SuppMs OCiA. y'* rj'.' re.’ *t.

^ Slavs'*** c3A.

The Newsroom Pro^^ by

Springboard includes more
graphics, lext/graphics manipula-

tions — more everything! (512KB
RAM/MS-DOS 2.0).

59426 - $4200
PrintMaster Plus^ by Unison

World creates custom fliers,

banners, calendars, and
staticr.ory, (256KB RAM/MS-
DOS 2.0). 61015 - $30

PrintPower™ by Hi Tech
Expressions is the quick and easy
way to express yourselt. Create

customized signs or stationery

with the six type faces and 40

borders. Should words fail,

choose from 60 high-resolution

graphics to get your point across!

(256KB RAM).

59407 - $7.49 (reg. $8)0
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SOFTWARE

Database management
dBASE III PLUS'"^ by

Ashton-Tate includes tully-

relational database, built-in

networking system, and

management system. (256KB

RAM/MS-CXDS 2.0).

S0600 - $409

O&A^ by Symantec gives you

a powerful database that is easy

to set up. a report generator

that offers advanced options,

and a word processor. ffit2KB

RAM). 60615 - $199

Spreadsheets
Ouattro^ by Borland Interna-

tional provides increased speed

for spreadsheet tasks. (364KB

RAM/MS-OOS 2.0).

60122 - $159Q [3

Sideways* by Funk Software

enables you to print large files

continuously by printing side-

ways. (64K8 RAM).

58560 - $40

VP-Planner® by Paperback is a

multi-dimensional database that

creates user-defined spread-

sheets. (256KB RAM).
60130 - $49

Integrated packages
Ability^ by Migent features

word processing, spreadsheet,

database, graphics, telecommu-

nication. and audio/visual pres-

entation applications. (384KB

RAM). 60102 - $69

PFS: First Choice by

Software Publishing offers

word processing, spreadsheets,

business graphics, and
communications. (512KB RAM/
MS DOS 2.0). 60605 S89

Microsoft® Works by

Microsoft surpasses the

competition with its sophisti-

cated applications. (384KB

RAM/MS-CX)S 2.0).

60614 - $129

Finance
DAC-Easy^ Accounting by

DAC Software handles your

general ledger, receivables,

payables functions, inventory,

ordering, and forecasting tasks.

(256KB RAM/MS-DOS 2.0).

60B16 - $5700
DAC.Easy Light™ by DAC
Software installs quickly to

turnish the non-accountant with

a personal finance package.

(256KB RAM/MS-OOS 2.0).

60817 • $40OS
fi4anaging Your Money* by

Meca includes a full complement

of personal finance applications.

(256KB RAM/MS-DOS 2.0).

60800 - $125

Quicken* by Intuit makes
personal and business bookkeep-

ing a breeze. (256KB RAM/MS-
DOS 2.0). 60801 - $28

O0^

Communication
CompuServe* Subscription Kit

offers easy access to electronic

services and online databases.

59/rO- $21

Crosstalk XVI* by MicroStuf

has extensive prompts that

make it an extremely easy

communications package.

(96KB RAM). 59000 • $99

Security
Coffee Break by MPPi keeps

data secure when you are away

from your desk. (9.7KB RAM/
MS-DOS). 56595 - $21

Languages
Microsoft Macro Assembler
by Microsoft assists you in

writing subroutines with an easy-

to-use code. (320KB RAM/MS-
DOS 2.0 or OS/2 1.0).

58212 - $100

Microsoft Quick BASIC by

Microsoft speeds up the pro-

gramming process by eliminating

the lengthy compile step. The
full-screen editor aids in

debugging. (320K6 RAM/MS-
DOS 2.1). 58235 - $65

Turbo C* by Borland is optim-

ized to whizz through compila-

tion. Includes a library of excep-

tional quality graphics. (364KB

RAM/MS-DOS 2.0).

58202 • $63

Turbo Pascal* by Borland

powers up your computer with

the Pascal language. (384KB

RAM Ontegrated environment)

or 256KB RAM (command line)).

58201 - $62

Utilities

Copy II* PC by Central Point

Software lets you create backup

copies of most copy-protected

software. (256KB RAM).

58565 - $19

Nsk Optimizer™ by

SoftLogic Solutions safely

reorganizes your disk for

reduced access time. (128K6

RAM/MS-DOS 2.0).

58560 • $39

FASTBACK Plus by 5th

Generation is now even easier

and faster backing up your disk.

(448KB RAM/MS-DOS 2.1).

58556 - $95
(3.5“ 58557 - $95)

GOfer™ by Microlytics finds

where your data is hiding.

(256KB RAM/MS-OOS 2.0).

56606 - $40 D®
Norton Utilities''** Ad-
vanced Edition by Peter

Norton Computing optimizes

your disk and performs all those

practical utilities for which

Norton is famous.

56536 - $79

PC-FullBak™
by Westlake

Data quickly

backs up and

restores files

from your

hard disk to

protect your

crucial data. (128KB RAM/MS-
DOS 2.0). 58600 - $49

PC Tools* Deluxe by Central

Point Software manages direc-

tories and recovers deleted files.

(192KB RAM). 58566 $40

PathMinder™ by Westlake

Data manages your computer's

directories and files. (256KB

RAM/MS-DOS 2.0-3.2).

58598 $36

TOPS For DOS* by TOPS
links IBM<ompatible computers

with Apple Macintoshes and

UNIX computers. (512K& RAM/
MS-DOS 3.0).

58603 - $116

XTREE™ by Executive

Systems simplifies tile and

directory management. (192KB

RAM/MS-DOS 2.0).

56575 - $35®
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SOFTWARE

Math Blaster Plus!^ by

Davidson & Assoc, uses five

learning activities, color anima-

tion, and “Blasternaut" math

game to add to the fun of

learning. (256KB RAM/MS-DOS
2.0). 6W25 S25 0
Math Rabbit™ by The Learning

Co. teaches basic math and math

concepts. (128KB RAM/MS-DOS
2.0). 6^027 - S2OnO0

Games
Ancient Art of War at Sea™
by Broderbund lets you experi-

ence the adventure of the high

seas. (256KB RAM/MS-OOS
2.0). 61570 - $2500

The Bard’s Tale by Electronic

Arts offers more dungeons, more
monsters, and more logic

problems. 3-D. (MS-DOS 2.0).

6/550 - $30 0
Chuck Yeager’s Advanced
Flight Trainer™ by Electronic

Arts pushes the envelope of

flight training software. (256KB
RAM/MS-DOS 2.0).

61503 - $24 HO0
Defender of the Crown™ by
Master Designer has you restor-

ing order to medieval England.

(256KB RAM/MS-IX)S 2.0).

61552 - $23 g
Earl Weaver Baseball by
Electronic Arts give you all the

action between the foul lines.

(256KB RAM). 61526 - $24

s
Falcon by Spectrum HoloByte

captures the sensation of piloting

a F-16A Fighting Falcon. (256KB
RAM/MS-DOS 2.0 or 384KB
RAM/MS-DOS 3.0).

61554 - $25 BO0
Flight Simulator by Microsoft

has challenging realism and

graphics that make it the aerial

simulation standard! (128KB
RAM). 61500 - $34

Gunship™ by MicroProse
offers high-speed aerial action

white you control an attack

helicopter. (256KB RAM).
61574 - $28 0
3-D Helicopter Simulator™
by Sierra employs 16-color, 3-D.

and 360<> scan for incredible

flight simulation. (256KB RAM).
61502 - $28 100 'A'

Reader Rabbit™ by The
Learning Co. gives your child a

headstart. Keeps your child

captivated with graphics as it

teaches reading, spelling, and
memory skills. The lessons are

developed from current curricu-

lums and are reinforced through

four amusing animated games
Designed for 4-10 year olds.

(256KB RAM/MS-DOS).
61035 - $19 (Reg. $25) L*

Think Quick™ by The Learning

Co. sharpens your child’s

analytical and learning abilities.

61036 - $25

Scenery Disks enhance your

Jet(1.3} and Flight Simulator

^.0) programs by increasing

the variety of terrain.

Scenery Disk: LA. San Fran.

Las Vegas. 61512 - $16
Scenery Disk: DC, Charlotte,

Miami. 61513 - $16

Space Quest 11: Vohaul’s
Revenge by Sierra has Roger

Wilco trying to remove the

threat of invasion by the

dreaded insurance salesmen.
- $28

by ShareOata

tests your trivia knowledge.

There are over a 1 ,000 ques-

tions to answer as you race to

the Double Jeopardy! round.

Remember— be sure to put your

answer in the form of a question!

(266KB RAM/MS-DOS 2.11).

61542 - $6.50 (Reg. $7)

Jet by SubLOGIC puts you in

the cockpit of the technologically

advanced F-16 or F-18 fighting

jet. (128KB RAM). 61510 - $31

0
King’s Quest™ III: To Heir

is Human by Sierra is a

graphics-adventure program
with 3-D animation. (256KB
RAM/MS-DOS). 61523 - $30

Leisure Suit Larry in the

Land of the Lounge
Lizards™ by Sierra takes you
on a humourous quest for a good
time with wild and crazy Larry.

(256KB RAM). For adults.

61546 - S23 BO0 ®
Mean 18 Golf by Accolade

provides you with definitive golf

simulation. (256KB RAM).
61529 - S24 0
Mean 18 Course Disk

Volume II by Accolade puts you
on the greens of famous
courses. Requires Mean 18 Golf

to play. 61530 - $10

Sargon III® by hlayden

Software allows you to take back
moves, change sides, and study

classic chess problems. (128KB
RAM). 61528 - $12

Superbike Challenge™ by

Broderbund hurls you through

12 of the most grueling Grand
Prix courses. (MS-DOS 2.0).

61532 - $110

Test Drive by Accolade hands

you the keys to some of the

most powerful, high perform-

ance automobiles. (2^KB
RAM). 6/540 - $20

O0A-
Wheel of Fortune™ by
ShareData lets you be the

contestant. Spin the wheel,

choose your letter, and guess
the pay-off phrase on the game
board. Play by yourself or invite

friends over for hours of fun.

(256KB RAM/MS-DOS 2.11).

61544 - $6.50 (Reg. $7)0

Where In the USA Is

Carmen Sandiego? by

Broderbund has you scouring

the USA to follow the trail of

Carmen and her gang.

61521 - $30 O
Education
Alge-Blasterf™ by Davidson
& Assoc, helps develop a strong

foundation in algebra fundamen-
tals. (128KB RAM/MS-DOS
2.0). 61030 - $26 0
Learning DOS by Microsoft is

a comprehensive guide to under-

standing your operating system.

(256KB RAM/MS-OOS 2.0).

61000 - $33
(3.5" 61001 - $33)

Typing Tutor IV by Simon &
Schuster dramatically increases

your typing speed and accuracy.

This program evaluates your key-

board skills and tailors lessons

to your abilities. Includes the

Letter /nvaders™ game. (128KB
RAM/MS-DOS 2.0).

61020 - $28 (Reg. $32)
(3.5" 6/02/ - $28)

(Reg. $32)

Wizard of Words™ by
Advanced Ideas increases

children's reading, spelling, and
vocabulary skills. (128KB RAM).
61045 - $25

( } RAM/OOS required. O Supports MGA. 0 Supports VGA.

B 3.5 floppies Included. Supports CGA. RAM resident.

1 1 3.5 floppies aviilabie. Supports EGA. ^ Not copy-protected.
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CALCULATORS

Calculators — Add up your savings with Hewiett-Packard and Sharp® calculators from

HEWLETT
PACKARD

CompuAdd.

Hewlett-Packard

calculators

Hewtetl-Packard Rnanclal

Calculator (HP-12C) soKres

your everyday business cai-

culaboos. It features five

financial registers. 99 lines of

program memory, diagrx)stic

setf-checK without program

loss, RPN logic system with

automatic four memory stack,

error recovery, stack manipula-

tions, and 20 registers.

52050 -$60.95

Hewlett-Packard Business
Calculator (HP-17B) performs

business ard finance functions

such as list-based one- and
two-variable statistics and

forecasting. Features continu-

ous calculator memory and 2-

line alphanumeric dsplay.

5205/ - $05.95

Sharp calculators
Sharp Scientific Calculator

(EL-500S) is preprogrammed
with 56 scientific and statistical

functkxts. It features 15-level,

nested parentheses capability;

8-digrt LCD display; and four-

key memory. 520/0 - $13.90

520S0

Sharp Financial Calculator

(EL-731) easily handles your

business osculations. The
statistics mode has mean,
summation, and standard

deviation. Features 8-digit

display with decimal selection.

520// -$19.00

S9 63 BM

jQ Q| Q| ^3

BOO BB
BBS BB
ana
B Mb

Sharp Deluxe Desktop

Calculator (EL-216711) whizzes

through calculations. Features

12-digit, green fluorescent

display; d-position decimS
selector; 4-key memory; item

entry counter; backspace key;

and roundoff/down furxrtion.

Powered by ordinary AC
outlet. Uses staridard 2.25*

p^. 52004 • $69.09

Sharp Deluxe Desktop
Calculator (EL-2630)

expertly processes your

calculations. Prints in two

colors (red arnt black) on

standard 2.25” paper using an

ink ribbon. Features 12-digit,

green fluorescent display; 8-

position decirr^ seledor; 4-

key memory: item entry

counter; roundoff/down

furKtion; and input override

decimal. Uses an ordnary AC
outlet. 52005 -$89.09

Sharp Solar Semi-Desktop
Calculator (EL-336A) readily

tackles constant, power,

reciprocal, and chain calcula-

tions. Features 10-digit LCD
display, 5-position decimal

selector, 4-key memory,

backspace key, and fddK>ut

star>d for desktop use.

IPECHL!

Sharp Two-Memory Scientific

Calculator (EL-506A) has a 10-

digit display ard is prepro-

grammed with 93 scientific

and statistical functions. It

features hex. octal, and binary

calculabons; probability calcu-

lations with normal distribution

random variables; 15-level,

nested parentheses capability;

ard 3-key memory x 2.

52009 - $15.99 (Reg. $19.99)

S2003

Sharp Printer Calculator

(EL-1611S) is a hand-held

c^culator with printer that

performs your ^ily calcu-

lations. Features 10-digit

LCD display, decimal point

selector, 3-key memory, ard

swing-out paper holder.

52003 -$24.99

Sharp Desktop Calculator

(EL-1192D) crunches numbers
like a pro! Includes such handy
features as a 10-digrt, green

fluorescent display; S-position

decimal selector; 4-key

memory; and AC adapter. Uses
standard 2.25” paper.

52000 - $45.99

Sharp Deluxe Desktop
Calculator (EL-1107111)

speedily p^orms calculations.

Features lOdigit. green

fluorescent display; 6-positk>n

decimal selector; 4-key

memory; item entry counter;

ard backspace key. Powered
by an ordinary AC outlet. Uses
standard 2.25” paper.

5200/ -$50.90

Sharp solar calculators
Sharp Solar Calculator (EL-

243) perfornTs the basic

arithmetic functions. Features

8-digit LCD display and 3-key

memory. 52005 - $4.99

Sharp Solar Calculator (EL-

376A) handes constant, power,

reciprocal, ard chain opera-

tions. Features 8-digit LCD
display ard 3-key mem-
ory. 52005- $6.00

52007- $24.99

52008

All Sharp calculators

have a six-month limited

warranty.

sioot
FROM SHARP MINOS

COME SHARP PRODUCTS -
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OFFICE EQUIPMENT

Telephones— Open your lines ofcommunication with one ofthese

hard-working business phones.

Panasonic® EASA>Phone®
(KX-T2322) features auto/

speed dialing, tone^xjlse

selector, etectronic hold, belF

volume contol. 52650 - $49.95

Panasonic 2-llne EASA-
Phone (KX-T3122) supplies

EASA-phone features with two

separate lines and 3-way

conferencing. 52652 ~ $79.95

52652

52653

Panasonic 2-line/Speaker

EASA-Phone (KX-T3142)

integrates your EASA-phone
with two separate lir)es and

3-way conference arxl

speaker phone capability.

52653 - $89.95

Microcassette recorders— Coliectyour

thoughts with a microcassette recorder.

Panasonic microcassette recorder (RN-18S) is a voice-activated,

two-speed recorder. Features one-step recording, auto-stop,

pause control, edit furxrtion, battery/record irtdicator LED, and

built-in condenser microphone and speaker. Measures 4” x 2.375"

X 1.0625". 5250/ -$49.00

Panasonic microcassette recorder (RN-15), sleekly styled, this

voice-activated recorder measures a mere 3/4" in d^h. Features

fast play-back, or>e*step recordirtg, two tape-speed selections,

silent full auto-stop, lockable pause, edit ^ncfon, AC adapter,

and earphones. Measures 4.625" x 2.3125" x .75". 52500-$135

Answering

machines
These efficient an-

swering machines

keepyou from miss-

ing important calis.

Panasonic answering
machine (KX-T1427) is a

beeperless remote answering

machine with Auto-Logic™ for

button playback, pause,

ar)d record. Features voice-

synthesized anrKXjncements;

automatic timer; automatic

interrupt when handset is

lifted; and LCD display that

shows tiie time, numt:^ of

calls, arxl amount of tape

used. From a touch-tor>e

phone, you can initiate 12

control furxrtions.

5260/ -$119.95 52601

Panasonic answering

nnachine (KX-T1412) is a dual

cassette answerir>g machine

with Auto-Logic for or^e button

playback, pause, and record.

Features voice-activated out-

going and in-coming message
modes, quick erase, flashing

LED call counter, and ring

counter for auto answer.

52600 - $74.95

Photocopiers— A//p/7otocop/eAS include a 90-day warranty atany authorized Canon
sen/ice site and require a toner cartridge for immediate use.

Canon® PC25 personal copier

is a versatile copier with 67%
and 78% reduction and 120%
enlargement capability. Prints

19 multiple copies and includes

an automatic letter-size paper

cassette tray with a 1 00-sheet

volume. Weighs 72.43 lbs. arxl

measures 1 1.5" x 16.88" x

19.38". 55/52- $1056
Canon PCS personal desktop

copier provides multiple stack

to^ng feature for up to 50

sheets. This copier has a 9
multiple copies capability, a 1:1

reproduction ratio, and a warm-

up time of 1 8 seconds. Weighs

28 lbs. and measures 5.4" x

14.4" X 16.4". 56/5/-S679
Canon PC3 personal portable

copier with sir>gle-sheet

bypass, a 1:1 reproduction

ratio, and a warm-up time of 18

secorxjs. Weighs 26 lbs. and

measures 5.4" x 14.4" x 16.4".

55/50 -$529

Toner cartridges

PC3/PC5 black Ink toner

c^idge. 38354 - $80

PC25 black Ink toner

cwtridge. 38353 - $95
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FAX MACHINES

FAX machines Contents

Murata Ml 200 FAX, Phone & Copier outputs fine-resolution

reproductions of 203 x 196 Ipi at a rate of up to 9600 bpe. This

portable FAX offers two transmission modes, activity log, and

eidvanced polling features for remote document retrieval. Group-2

and Group-3 compatible.

56070 - $879

56071

Murata Ml 600 FAX, Phone & Copier presents you detailed

203 X 196 Ipi transmissions at a rate of up to 9600 bps. This

lightweight portable features 32-character display, monitor

speaker, auto/speed dialing, two transmission modes, activity

log, diagrK>stics. arxt passcode retrieval security. Group-2 and
Group-3 compatible.

56071 - $1099

Mitsubishi MELFAX^ FA-2100 quickly sends clear, sharp

reproductions in 18 seconds. This unique upright FAX features

32*character display, monitor speaker, mute, auto/speed dialing,

delayed transmission, activity log, and diagnostics. Automatically

performs redialing, document feeding (10 pages), reducing,

contrast adjusting, and paper cuttir>g. Group-2, Group-3. ar>d

MELFAX compatible.

56065 - $1599

Accelerators 12 Mouse devices 18

Answering machines 23 Order form 13

Buffers 15 Photocopiers 23

Cables 18 Printer mufflers 17

Calculators 22 Printer ribbons 17

C»ds (CGA, EGA. VGA) 10-11 Printer stands 17

Cards (FlashCards) 9 Printers 16

Cards (I/O) 12 PS/2 peripherals 8,14

Cards (Memory) 12 Software 19-21

Cards (Multifunction) 12 • Communication 20

Cleaning kits 18 • Database mgmt. 20

Coprocessors 12 • Desktop publishing 19

Computers 4-5,6-7 • Education 21

Copy holders 14 • Finance 20

Covers 18 • Games 21

Electronic supplies 15 • Graphics 19

FAX machir>es 24 • Integrated packages 20

FlashCards 9 • Languages 20

Floppies 14 • Security 20

Floppy drives 8 • Spreadsheets 20

Flop^ storage 14 • Utilities 20

Hard drives 8-9 • Word processing 19

Hewlett-Packard Starter kits 4-5

accessories 14 Surge suppressors 15

Joysticks 18 System stands 14

Keyboards 18 Switch boxes 15

Keyboard drawers 16 Telephones 23

Microcassette Toner cartridges 22

recorders 23 Tool kits 9

Modems 17 Tractor feeds 17

Monitor stands 14 Video combos 10-11

Monitors 10-11

CiM CawpyAdd todliy— W« Mifca Yomt Job Eoatar.

Pricoi, preduct deocriptions, and illustratlono In tNs catalog aubjoct to chango with-

out notieo. CompuAdd la not liable for damagea due to omiaalora or typographical

arrora. Producta In thia catalog are trademartca el Ihetr leapecHve companlea.

CompuPdcl™
"Personol Corr,pj?e' ProOucts

12303-0 Technology Boulevard

Austin, Texas 78727

ORCURRENTRESlDEf>/r Copyright O 19SS, CompuAdd Cerp.



“Our goal is to provide you with the

best of personai computer products

at the iowest price, backed with the

saies support and savings you

deserve."

CompuAdd is a computer company
you can trust. Established in March
1982 as a mail-order company
specializing in disk drives tor IBM-

compatibles, CompuAdd quickly has

become a major supplier of PC
products. Its sales growth has been
phenomenal, and indicates the

confidence with which more and
more customers purchase from

CompuAdd.

Take an opportunity to browse

through the collection of computer

products in CompuAdd's catalog.

You will find a detailed look at many
of the exciting products available.

To make a purchase, use either the

order form included or the toll-free

telephone number that will connect

you with CompuAdd's professional

sales staff.

CIRCLE 279 ON READER SERVICE CARD

'

'

Personal Computer Products"
Customer Service: FAX:

800-999-9901 512-250-5760

Telex: 763543 Outside USA:
COMPUADD AUS 512-258-5575



REMOVABLE MASS STORAGE

7^
Benchmark Tests: Removable Mass Storage Devices

Kodak’s PC version of their transportable-

disk subsystem stands half-height tall

among hard disks, weighs a scant 3‘/2

pounds, and tips the monetary scales at a

medium-range $800, including adapter

card. The drive mechanism and interface

card is installed in your PC just as you

would install a floppy disk drive. And
when you look for the hard disk cartridge,

you’ll certainly be disappointed. Kodak
has chosen to use modified floppy-disk

drive technology for its portable system.

The cartridge is a S'A-inch disk wrapped in

a self-lubricating jacket and encash in a

hard plastic shell—much like a 3'/2-inch

disk swollen to standard floppy-disk pro-

portions.

But that’s one of its few similarities to

standard SIA-inch disks. Kodak applies a

slightly different technology to its car-

tridge from what you’d find in a typical

floppy disk drive. To begin with, the disk

spins at 600 rpm—twice as fast as your

Vabaliui 12MB Internal Subsystem

Esstmsn Kodak Co.
Mass Memofy Division

343 State St.

Rochesur.NY I46S0

(716)724-5130

Ust Price; $800; caraidge, $23.

Rsqnlres: IBM PC, XT, AT, orcompalibie;

DOS 2. lot later.

In Short: The Vetbatim 12MB unit fiom

EasOnan Kodak gets high inaiks for using ad-

vanced floppy disk technology to produce a

leiiable mass storage device. Unfonunately,

ksdalathroughputratelessensitsefTectivc-

ness in anAT enviionoieiit, making die Ver-

batim more suitable as a daia-aichiving de-

vice.

csctusiowneAoensawcecAno

W e tested 13 removable hard disks and
removable disk cartridges. Results were

then normalized against the IBM PC AT
30MB disk’s times. Manufacturers whose
products perfonned well in these benchmark
tests have last file access, disk access, and
IBM DOS disk seek functions: products

toward the lower end of our benchmark-test

spectrum were slower in these categories.

All units were tested with DOS 3.2, with

the exception of the 40MB SyQuest SQS55.
SyQuest Technology does not supply a
device driver to access the disk beyond the

30MB limit Imposed by DOS 3.2 and
recommends that DOS 3.3 is used with the

SQS55.
Iomega's Bernoulli Box II, Tandon’s Ad

Pac, and Sysgen's Internal and External

OuraPaks could not run our BIOS Disk Seek
test since none uses standard IBM BIOS
calls. Eastman Kodak's Vetbatim t2MB
Internal Subsystem was also unable to run

the BIOS Disk Seek test because its varying

sector count scheme produces erroneous

results on our test.

The fastest results on the DOS Disk

Access test came from the SyOuest S055S,
followed by the ProStor TransPac and the

Phis Development Passport
For the DOS File Access test using large

records, the Ad Pac came out ahead. Next
was the TransPac, than the SyQuest SQ55S,
and then the Passport. The DOS RIe Access
for small records test results were fastest for

the Ad Pac, the TransPac, the Passport and
theSQSSS.

The benchmark test measuring the speed
of a BIOS Disk Seek using Disk BIOS
accessing random records produced three

familiar winners; the SOSS5, the TransPac,
and the Passport.

Why do these four products—the
Passport, the SyQuest SQ555. the Ad Pac,

'hM BIOS DM SmU bunMiuik HM iMteurai awMw t

titoe to dp > fmdom—k ugjng lh« dWfg ROM BIOS. Th*
r«tuK indudM irtnimal MfNar* ovtitiMd and may not

paraM «)• manufacturar’a cWmad avanga accaaa ttna.

Tha taat program padonnal ,000 aaaka. TTw avanga raauM

la ahearn In mNaaoonda.

Tba 009 DIak Aeeaaa banchmark taai maaauraa tha tima K
takaa to dP a random aaetor raad mlno 008. 008 buffara

ara aat at 3 and tha Martaava factor laM at Ota driva'a

dataut aaOng. TNa laat adda 008^ ovarhaad to BI08
and hardwara Hmaa. Tha taal program partorma tia aaotor

raad 1 .000 timaa wHMn iha DOS dtok paitition. Tha avaraga

raauN la tho«vn In mWaocondi.

and the TransPac—turn In faster perform-

ance Hmes on our benchmark tests? For one
thing, the first three products mentioned use
the quicker RLL (run-length-Umitad) encoding

scheme. Of the other removable mass
storage units tested, the Bernoulli Box II and
the OuraPaks also use RLL The Bernoulli

Box II, however. Is slower since it operates at

1 ,200 rpm, rather than approximately 3,500
rpm, as do the Winchester disks.

Individual vendors also have various

methods to improve disk speed. Tandon, for

example, uses a t28K hardware memory
cache through the RLL controller, greatly

speeding up Its Ad Pac's access time.

ProStor's TransPac has an extremely fast

read-wrIte mechanism. In addition, all the

winners have low Interleave factors, a known
speed enhancer.

The results for Sysgen's DuraPaks are

reported wfffioutdisk caching, although disk-

caching software is included with the product.

We also ran the benchmark tests for the

DuraPaks with caching and got appreciably

faster results lor all tests. The most over-

whetming improvement In speed with disk

caching was for the External DuraPak
running the DOS RIe Access test with small

records—128.11 seconds compared with

324.90 seconds, nearly three times faster.

The External DuraPak DOS File Access test

using disk caching with large records was
Improved from 65.76 seconds to 44.91

seconds. The Internal DuraPak with disk-

caching sped up its DOS File Access test

results for large records to 48.66 seconds
from 65.74 seconds. The same test for small

records produced an Improved 6me of 154.85

seconds, which was reduced from 283.61

seconds.

Thu DOS rite 4npi„ bunctimwK mi nuium S
throughput rtoo of too dbk boing toitod. In thii com. Jif

throughput ttrws aro mooourod In tormo of how long thedM
takM to portorm common 008 flto-manogomont functionB.

Rvo tookt -Wo croition, soquontial fit wrtto. uquontlal tlm

rood, random fito writa, and random fM rood—ora timed and
the rtauka summod. i

The toot to carried out tor hvo dMtrom typM of

fiM gmall record nee and lorga-raoord Waa that ora Mad
by common PC opplealtona. Nm created using imol
rtoorcto ora typicaly uaad by dilabaaa management
programe, and largo raeotda are typicaly uaad for teord

procaasing and apraadtoteat Mao. Loading a DOS progrMT
to olao oimulatod by the largoHacoid toot.

-^
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Performance Time*

(TimM gtv«n In seconds except where noted)

BIOS

DIakSaek

DOSOIak
AccDii

DOS File

Access

oosnie
Access

(milliseconds) (milliseconds) (large record) (small record)

Verbatim 12MB internal Subaystem N/A 124.04 71,14 405.92

Hyperflex HF24 66.56 114.14 50.32 388.72

External DuraPak * N/A 199.62 65.76 324.90

Internal DuraPak * N/A 175.30 65.74 283.61

Bernoulli Box 11 N/A 69.06 19.11 191.85

Traveldlak 22 (Model 2) 64.17 81.01 25.72 103.91

Datamodule 63.00 71.73 20.45 96.17

Traveldlak 10 (Model 1) 85.01 96.46 26.31 96.01

Plato Hardpac 20 70.08 85.74 26.64 95.77

SyOueat S0555 30.65 40.66 16.63 89.50

Passport 35.00 47.53 18.24 88.15

TranaPac 32.17 41.07 15.27 79.19

IBM PC AT. Model 339 37.42 42.77 19.31 71.89

Ad Pac N/A 100.35 13.28 64.18

.....

* Results opined without disk caching.

floppy disk drive. This decreases access
I

time. Next Kodak varies the sector count, I

putting fewer sectors per track near the hub !

ofthe disk than at the outside rings near the '

edge to improve accuracy at the faster rota- i

tional speed. All of these changes add up to

a floppy disk in a hard shell that holds

10MB of data and sells for under $50.

The installation was quite simple, al-

though if you're currently using a dual-

floppy-disk system, one of your drives

must be removed in favor of the Kodak
{

mechanism. (A drawback to all removable

media schemes is that you need access to

the drive to remove the media. You can

squeak by the problem with the two large

drive bays on an XT and still maintain a

dual-floppy system, but dual-floppy AT
owners are not that fortunate.) Using the

supplied mounting rails, the Verbatim

drive slid right into the now vacant B : drive

position in my AT.

Perhaps the most difficult part of the in-

stallation was setting the jumpers on the

host adapter card so that the Verbatim

drive would know to which type of ma-

chine it was connected. The explanations

in the manual are quite good, and, follow-
(

ing the instructions, it took about 20 min-

utes to accomplish the entire installation

procedure and transform my floppy-disk-

based machine into a 10MB hungry mon- I

ster. (Depending on which boards you ‘

have instiled, you might also need to do

some card rearrangement—the Verbatim

12MB data cable from the host adapter

board is very short.) Once the board was

connected to the drive, 1 installed the nec-

essary software from the disks that Kodak
supplies, specifying whether I wanted the

Verbatim 12MB drive to be bootable or

nonbootable. And that was it for the instal-

lation.

Of course, as reliable as standard

MFM-encoded floppy disk technology is,

there ate still some drawbacks. Even with

the increased rotational speed to expedite

its mechanical activity (the Verbatim

12MB is rated at 25 milliseconds with a

5()-ms. head latency for a total track-to-

track access speed of approximately 75

ms.), actual data throughput suffered

enough to make it the slowest drive in the

group we tested. It’s a consequence of

modified floppy-disk technology. You
gain a certain amount of indestructibility.
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Wfe’re well stocked
format available from ua. Specify

when ordering.

@ package Includes both 5V4" and 3V2"
disks.

B 3^/2" format available from manufacturer
by request. Call us for details.

CP—copy-prrtected; NCP—not copy-protected.

SOFTWARE

We only carry the latest versions of products.

Version numbers in our ads are current at press

time.

Alpha Software ... NCP
Keyworks 3.0 (macros^ $59.

Advanced Keyworks 1.0 175.

ALPHA/threel.1 (dB3 file compatible). .

.

219.

American Small Business Computers
Design CAD 3.0 fA/CP; 159.

Design CAD 3D 1 .1 (NCP) 159.

Application Techniques ... NCP
DPizazzPlus 75.

Ashton>lbte ... NCP
GdBASE III Plus 1.1 call

BMultiMate Advantage I1 1.0 299.

Master Graphics Pack 299.

Barron’s ... CP
Computer SAT 35.

Best Programs ... NCP
Label Master 3. 1 (mailing labelprogram) .

.

29.

Bloc Development ... NCP
FormTool 2.01 59,

Borland International ... NCP
Turbo BASIC 1.1 67.

Turbo C 1.5 67.

Turbo Pascal 4.0 67.

Superkey 1.1 67.

Reflex 1.1 99.

Eureka 1.0 109.

SSidekick Pius 1 .0 129.

BSprintl.0 135.

BQuattrol.Ow/SQZIPtusl.O 159.

mParadox 2.0 (easy-to-use database) call

BroderbuiKt ... CP
Print Shop 35.

Memory Mate 3.01 fWCP) 45.

Chipsoft ... NCP
ETaWy Ho ^.0^ (financial calculator) 32.

Computer Associates ... NCP
iaSuperC^c4 1.1 299.

Crosstalk Communications ... NCP
Crosstalk XVI 3.61 95.

Crosstalk MK.4 1.0 129.

Dac Software ... NCP
Dac-Easy Payroll 3.0 59,

Dac-Easy Light 1.0 45.

Dac-Easy Accounting 3.0 59.

Dac-Easy Bonus Pak 3.0 115.

Digital Research ... NCP
Gem Draw Plus 2.01 189.

Gem Desktop Publisher 1.1 259.

PC Connection
Software Special

through September 30, 1988

Kemeny/Kurtz Math Series by
Ihje BASIC. Inc.

Be prepared to go back to school with the

Kemeny/Kuriz Math Series by True BASIC.

Each package is a "stand-alone."

menu-driven application that will help you

grasp the toughest math concept with ease.

• Experiment with your own examples for

self-study

• Powerful enough for engineers and other

professionals to use for plotting &
calculations

• Not textbook specific, will fit into any
classroom curriculum

• Includes graphics to illustrate the

examples

Algebra. Precalculus (incl. Trigonometry).

Calculus or Probability each $32.

Executive Systems ... NCP
XTREEProl.O 69.

5th Generation ... NCP
SFastback Plus 1.01 99.

Funk Software ... NCP
Sideways 3.21 ('creates w/depr/nfoufsj. ... 42.

@\rword1.0(wordprocessorfor1-2-3) 59.

BWorksheet unities 1.0 ^7-2-3 uf/Wtes) 59.

Generic Software ... NCP
SGeneric CADD Level 3 109.

Dot Plot 35.

Basic Home Design 35.

Drafting Enhancements 35.

Harvard Associates ... NCP
PC LOGO 2.0 89.

Hayes ... NCP
Smartcom II 3.0. 89.

Hilgraeve Software ... NCP
HyperACCESS3.3 89.

Individual Software ... NCP
SDirectory Assistance 1.0 33.

Professor DOS fw/teSmadgu/de) 33.

Intuit ... NCP
Quicken 2.0 35.

Javelin Software ... NCP
Javelin Plus 2.01 249.

Lotus ... NCP
01-2-32.01 (now not copy-protected) call

Symphony call

MacroPac International ... NCP
101 Macros for:

1-2-3 dBASE III Plus WordPerfect

Excel each 42.

MECA ... CP
Managing Vbur Money 4.0 125.

Meridian Technology ... NCP
CarbonCopy Plus 5.0 $119.

Microlytics ... NCP
OGc^er 1.0 (text retrieval system) 45.

Wbrdfinder 4.0 (electronic thesaurus) 35.

MicroPro ... NCP
WordStar Professional Release 5 259.

WordStar 2000 Plus Rel. 3 ^Persona/Ed.) 259.

Microrim ... NCP
SR:BASEforDOS(version2.1) 449.

R:BASE for OS/2 f3V2"d«kson(y) 599.

Microsoft ... NCP
Learning DOS /for any DOS vers/on) 35.

Windows 2.1 69.

SWorksl.05 99.

0Windows386 129.

Bookshelf 1 .0 w/Amdek Laser Drive .... 799.

SWord4.0 209.

iSExc^2.0 (requires 80286/80386 CPU) .. 319.

LANGUAGES
Quick BASIC 4.0 69.

QuickC 1,01 69.

BMacro AssemWerS.O 99.

bC Compiler 5.1 299.

Migent ... NCP
® Ability Plus 1.0 149,

Monogram ... NCP
Dollars&Sense3.1 105.

Nantucket Software ... NCP
sClipper /Summer '87. dB3 Plus compiler) 399.

New England Software ... NCP
sGraph-in-the-Box Release 2 75.

Nolo Press ... NCP
WillMaker3.0 35.

North Edge Software ... NCP
Timeslipslll3.3 119.

Owl Interrtatlonal ... NCP
Guide 2.0 143.

Paperback Softvrare ... NCP
VP-lnfo1.4 65.

VP-Planner Plus 2.0 145.

VP-Expert 2.0 /expert system) 145.

Paul Mace ... NCP
H/Test-H/Format 2.0 (hard-disk tools) 49.

Mace Utilities 4.1 /DOS uWrftes) 59.

Personal Computer Support Group ... NCP
Lightning 4.80 57.

SLucid 3-D 1 .22 89.

Personics ... NCP
BSmartNotes 2.0 49.

BSeeMOREI.O 49.

BOBASEI.I 119.

Peter Norton ... NCP
SNorton Utilities 4.0 55.

®Advanced Utilities 1.0 85.

Quarterdeck ... NCP
DESOView2.01 /operaf/ng env/ronmenf) . . 79.

Expanded Memory Manager 4.1 39.

Revolution Softwrare ... NCP
SCruise Control 3.02 39.

Simon & Schuster ... NCP
Typing Tutor IV 33.

For IBM Personal Computers exclusively.
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around the clock.
HProfessional Thesaurus 1.0 $79.

BNewV^rld Writer 111.0 89.

Softlogic Solutions ... NCP
Software Carousel 2.02 49.

Disk Optimizer 4.0 fw/DataGL/ard/anJ .... 45.

Software Publishing ... NCP
sProfessior^ Plan 1.01 59.

PFS:First Publisher 2.0 79.

SPFS:Firsl Choice 2.0 89.

SProfessional Write 2.0 179.

HProfessional File 1.01 149.

SHarvard Graphics 2.1 299.

BHatvard Graphics Accessories also

available call

BHarvard Total Project Manager H 379.

Stone & Assoc. ... NCP (reqs. graph, brd.)

MyLetters.Numbers,Wordsfage5 2to6^ . 27.

Kids Stuff ^ages 2 to 6^ 27.

Symantec/IUmer Hall ... NCP
BSQZ! Plus 1.01 59.

B4Word2.0 59.

BO & A Write 1.01 119.

SGrandview 1.0 175.Q & A 3.0 (database, word processor . . . 209.

Srea/ftorough Timeline 3.0 349.

TOPS ... NCP
F/ashcard (AppleTalk network card;

1 year warranty) 169.

NetPrint 1.08(i^arepr/htersJ 119.

TOPS 2.0 119.

Traveling Softvnire ... NCP
BLAP-LINKRusl.0 85.

BDeskJinkI.O 99.

TMe BASIC, Inc. ... NCP
True BASIC 2.03 fnow includes Runtime) .

.

57.

BPrecaicu\\Js(nowincludesTrigonometry) .

.

32.

*BAlQebra(7nc/udesboto/&//^ 32.

Vsricomp ... NCP
aSoftBytes2.0 35.

BSoftByles 386 2.53 49.

WordPerfect Corp. ... NCP
BWordPerfect Library 2.0 69.

BWordPerfect Executive 1.0 129.

WordPerfect 5.0 255.

BDataPerfect 2.0 299.

WofdTech Systems ... NCP
dBXL1.2 119.

Xerox ... NCP
BVentura Publisher 1.1 549.

RECREATIONAL

PC Connection
Hardware Special

through September 1968

Intel ... 5 years

2400B Modem 2 Internal

Micro Channel modem for the PS/2

Intel is making a r^ame for itself in

communications. After being the foremost

name in microcomputing technology, Intel

PCEO has come out with an excellent,

easy-to-use modem for the PS/2 Micro

Channel environment.

• Easy, switchless installation

• Communicates at 300, 1200, or 2400
baud

• Seven (count 'em) user-configurable com
ports

• Compatible with OS/2
2400B Modem 2 (internal for IBM PS/2

Models 50/60/80) $269.

Microsoft ... CP
Flight Simulator 3.0 fregs. graphics brd.) .

.

35.

Mirtdscape ... CP
Balance of Power (regs. graph/cs brd.; ... 30.

Deja Vu (reqs. graphics brd.) 30.

Parlor ^ftware ... CP
Bridge Parlor (best Bridge s/rnu/afton) .... 49.

Sierra On-Line ... CP
BLeisure Suit Larry (requires CGA or EGA) .

.

25.

BSpace Quest II (requires CGA or EGA) .... 33.

BKing'sOuestlllCregurresCGAorEGA;. ... 33.

BPdice Quest (regu/res CGA or EGA) 33.

Sphere, Inc. ... NCP
BTetris (addicting mind teaser) 24.

BFalcon (F-IS simulation, reqs. graphics brd.;32.

Sublogic ... NCP
Jet 2. 1 (/egu/res EGA or CGA) 33.

XOR ... NCP
NFL Challenge 69.

HARDWARE

Manufacturer’s standard limited warranty

period for items shown is listed after each
company name. Some products in their line

may have different warranty periods,

Accolade ... CP (iregs. graphics brd.)

BHardbail (baseball simulation) 11.

BJeStdiriye(drrvingsimulation) 24.

Electronic Arts ... CP (regs. grap/r/cs brd.)

Chuck Yeager’s Flight Simulator 32.

Infocom ... NCP
Zork Trilogy 33.

Microprose ... CP
F-15 Strike Eagle (regu/res CGA) 22,

GunshipCregu/resCGAorEGA) 32.

AST Research ... 2 years
I/O Mini 2 C/S/P 89.

1 -800/243-8088
PC Connection

6 Mill Street

Marlow. NH 03456
603/44e<J383 FAX 603/446-7791

520M

SixPakRus 64k C/S/P
(how upgracfes to 57Bk; call

SixPal^remkim 256k C/S/P
(upgrades to 1 Meg or 2 Meg w/Piggyback)

.

call

Advantaoe Premium 512k S/P

(upgrades to 1 Meg or2 Meg w/Piggyback)

.

call

A^ntaoe 2 512k (tor PS/2) call

Advantage 2-386 /for PS/2 Mode/ 80) call

RAMDaQe/2-266 (tor PS/2 Models 50/60). .

.

call

RAMoaoet 286 512k /Upgrades to 2 Meo) call

Hot Shot 286 /'70 MHz) 399.

Amdek ... 1 year

A10A (ambermonochrome monitor) 159.

LaserDrive-1 (CD-POM Drive; 90-day wrty.) 629.

CompucaMe ... 2 years

2-

Position switch box 29.

3-

Posit)on switch box 39.

Cuesta ... 1 year

Datasaver 400 Watt ('5ter)dby power ur)//; 459.

Curtis ... lifetime

ACCESSORIES
Disk Holder DB- 1 (holds 505% " disks) 8.

Printer Starxj PS- 1 18.

Universal System Stand SS-3 25.

DS-1 Switch Box fcon/rote 2 printers) 33.

CABLES
Smartmodem-to-PC Cable (9 feet) 17.

Printer-to-IBMcable(9feef) 17.

SURGE SUPPRESSORS
SafestripSP-3C6oufteS;7>earwrty) 21.

Diamond SP-1 (6 ooffefs) 32.

Ruby (6 outlets; EMI/RFI filtered; 6 ft cord) ... 59.

Ruty-Rus fw/FAX & rnodern protecObn) . ... 69.

DCA ... 1 year
Irma 2 P270emoilaflbr? board) 729.

Epson ... 1 year
We are an autborced Epson Service Center

FX-650(d0ool..264cps.9pin) call

FX-1050('736CO/.. 264 CpS,9pfo) call

L0-500(80co/., 180cps.24pin) call

LQ-850 printer (80 od.. 264 cps. 24 pin). ... call

LQ-1050 printer (136ool..264cps. 24 pin). . call

LX-800 printer (80cc^., 7^qos, 9pin) call

Printor-to-IBM cable (6 feet) 15.

Evem ... 1 year
1200 Baud Internal Modem 79.

2400 Baud Internal Modem 149.

5th Generation ... 6rrK>nths

Logical Connection 256k 499.

Logical Connection 512k 579.

Hayes ... 2 years

Smartmodem 1200 299.

Smartmodem 1200Bj'w^Smartoom//). . . 299.

Smartmodem 1200B ('no software) 265.

Smartmodem 2400 449.

Smartmodem 2400B (wftb Smarteom //).. . 449.

Hercules ... 2 years
Graphics Card Plus 189.

Network Card Rus/wrfh TOPS DOS) 349.

Intel ... 5 years

2400B Mod^ 2 ('interna/modem for PS/2

Models 50/60/80) special

For IBM Personal Computers exclusively.
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Call 800-243-8088.
Inboard 386/F»Cw/1 Meg $969.

Inboard 386/AT (Zlk (req. installation kit). . .

.

969.

lnboardinsta)latjonKit('spea^compo/ecl. . 139.

Aboveboard 286 512k 389.

Aboveboard PS/286 512k S/P 419.

AbCN^yoatd 20k ^MicroChannel) .... 279.

8067 (torIBM-PC& XT) 109.

8087-2 (for PS;^Moctefe 25 «30; 149.

80287 (forArdXT286; 169,

80267-6 (tor 8 MHz 80286 machines) 249.

8O287^0^ PS/2 Models 50 & 60) 289.

80367 (tor16 MHz PS/2 Model 80) 479.

80367-20 (tor 20 MHz PS/2 Model 80) 699.

80367-25 (tor 25 MHz PS/2 Model 70) 899,

Kensington MHcroware ... 1 year

Masterpiece 94.

Masterpiece Plus 109.

key Ironic ... 3 years

101 Keyboard ('enhancedbyouO 99.

Kraft ... 1 year

Three-bu^ Joystick (W/$70 rebate coupon^ . 33.

KYE International ... 1 year

Genius Mouse Model GM-6 Rus 59.

IMcrosofl ... lifetime

SPEOFYBUS OR SERIAl VERSION

Mouse with Paintbrush 109.

Mouse with EasyCAD 125.

Mouse with Windwvs and Paintbrush 145.

MIgent ... 1 year

Pocket Modem (1200baud, hcL safNyare) . .

.

119.

MSC Technok^ies ... lifetime

SPEQFYBUS OR SERIAL VERSION
OmniMouse w/Designer Pop-up menus

(1 year warranty; 57.

PC Mouse w/PC Paint + 89.

PC Mouse w/Autosketch 105.

NEC ... 2 years

Multisync I! (SOOxSeOmax. resolution) .... call

NSI Logic ... 3 years

Epic 480 CexterTrted £GA; 149.

Smart EGA Plus (supports 800x600 res.; . . 179.

Orchid Technologies ... 2 years

Tiny Turbo 286 289.

Designer VGA 349.

Ramquest 2 549.

PC Cooling Systems ... 1 year

REPLACEMENTPOWER SUPPLIES

Turbo Cool 150 (run 25®- 40° coofer; 129,

Turbo Cool 200 (run 30° • 45° cooter; 169.

Silencer 200 (69% nose rectucfcn; 149.

Personal Computer Support Group.-.l year

Breakthrough 286 Aocelerkor Board (8 299.

Breakthrough 286 Accelerator Board (72 Mhtd ^9-
Practical Peripherals ... 5 years

M\crdbuner\ri\ne(p&: print buffer w/32k) 135.

P/Unk ^Darallel line extender w/32k) 99.

1200 Baud Internal Modem (w/ProComm) .

.

69.

1200 Baud External Modem 109.

2400 Baud Internal Modem 159.

2400 Baud External Modem 189.

Prirtceton Graphics ... 1year
MAX•^2£ (briber rrxy^ochrome monitor). .

.

139.

Ultrasync (supports CGA. EGA. VGA; .... $549.

Quadram ... 2 years

ProSync (wrth rTTouse; 259.

Micr^azer II Print Buffer 64k 249.

Toshiba ... 1 year

P32lSLprinter(80co/., 276<:¥te. w/tractor; 529.

P351SX printer (736 column, 216 ops) .... 999.

J^0O0lap^op(8OC88.6.4tos..5hr.battery) call

T1200 Laptop (80C86, 10 MHz. 20 Meg) ... call

T1200F Laptop (80086. 10 MHz. 2 floppies) call

T3100/20 Laptop (80286, 8 MHz. 20 Meg) .

.

call

T3200 Laptop (80286. 12 MHz. 40 Meg) ... call

T5100 (80386, 16 MHz. 40 Meg) call

768k Ram Card for T1000 299,

Video? ... 2 years

VEGA Deluxe (support 640x480; 219.

VEGA VGA (supports /uff VGA specs; 287.

DRIVES

IOMEGA ... 1 year

Berrxxilli II Single 20 Meg Internal (SV*") .

.

779.

Bernoulli II Dual 20 Meg Exterr«l (5^4").

.

1679.

20 Meg cartridge (S'/r"; 59.

Bernoulli Box 40 Meg (8"; 1679.

20 Meg cartridge (8"; 82.

PC2Card 169,

P02B Card (bootable card tor P<yXT/AT) .

.

229.

PC4 Card (for PSC? Mode/ 5a«>80; 299.

Mountain Computer ... lyear

40 Meg Internal Tape Drive (XT AT or P&2;. 379.

40 Meg External Tape Drive (XT AT or PS/2; 479.

40 Meg Exterrtai Tape Drive w/Power

Supply (XT.ATor PS/2) 569.

Plus Development ... 1 year

Hardcard 20 Meg (49 ms; 559.

Hardcard40Meg(39ms; 709.

Seagate ... 1 year

FREE PCTV* Hard Drive Installation lape with the

purchase of20 Meg Seagate drive for the IBM PC
(not tor AT). Specify Beta or VHS.

20 Meo Internal Hard Drive ST225 (w/fcontmfer

arTdcabtes, 65 ms; 299.

30 Meo Internal Hard Drive 57238 (w/bontroter

andcables, 65ms) 329.

40 Meg Internal Hard Drive for AT (40 ms)

.

439.

40 Meo Internal Hard Drive for XT
(wfoontroflerand cables, 40 ms) 499.

TEAC ... 1 year

PC.XT360kDrive(5’/*''ba/r-be/ghf; 99.

720k Drive (3W half-height, specify XT orAT) 99.

Toshiba ... 1 year

PJ360k0T\ve(5V4-half-height) 99.

1 -800/243-8088
PC Connection
6 Mill street 520M

Marlow. NH 03456
603/446-3383 FAX 603/446-7791

DISKS

All disks have a lifetime warranty.

51/4 '' DS/DD Disks for PC & XT (360k)

FujiMD2D(70d«teperbox; $12.

Sony (fOdete per box; 12.

Ma)^IMD2-D(70d6teperbox; 13.

Verbatim Datalife (70 dis/cs per box; 13.

5V4" DS/HIgh Density Disks for AT (1.2 Meg)

Tu^MD2HD (10 disks per box) 22.

Sony (10 disks per box) 23.

MaxellMD2-DD(70d«teperbox; 23.

Verbatim Datalife (70 dsks per box; 22.

3^/2 " DS/DD Diskettes (72C»(;

Sony (70 dsks per box; 18.

Fuji (70 ds/cs per box; 19.

Ma)^l(70dsteperbQx; 20.

3Va" DS/Hlgh-DensIty Diskettes (1.44 Meg)

Fu\\ (10 disks perbox) 55.

Maxell (70 disks per box; 59.

MISCELLANEOUS

CompuServe
CompuServe Information Service 24.

Grolier'sOnLine Encyclopedia 32.

Cables ... lifetime

Smartmodem-to-ATcable(9feef; 15.

Parallel Printer cable (75 feet; 19.

PC Connection Computer Toolkit 22.

OUR POLICY
e We accept V)S4 and MASTERCARD,
e No surcharge added for credit card orders.

• 'ibur card is not charged until we ship.

e If we must ship a partial order, we never charge fretghl

on tile shipment(s) that complele the order (m the US.),

e No sales tax.

• AN U.S. shipments insured: no adcttonal charge.

• APCVFPO orders shipped 1st Class Mai. charged by
weight

• ANowl week for personal and company checks to dear

a CCX^max. $1000. Cash, cashier's check, or money order

• 120 day limited warranty on al products.*

• lb order cal us anytime Morxlay through Friday9:X to

9;00. or Saturday 9:00 to 5:30. Itu can cal our business

offices at 603/446-3383 Monday through Friday9;X to

5:30.

SHIPPING

Mole: Accounts on net terms pay actual shipptog.

Continantal US:

• For monitors, printers, Bemouh Boxes, and computers,

pty actud charges. Cal tor UPS 2rx:l-0ay & Next-Oay-Air.

• For al other Hems, add S3 per order to UPS
Shipping. For such items, we automadcaly use UPS
2nd'Day-Air at no extra charge if you are more than 2

days from us by UPS ground.

Hawaii:

• For monitors, printers. Bemoui Boxes, and computers,

actual UPS Blue charge wiN be added. For al other

terns, add $3 per order.

Akntai and outsida Continantal US:
a Cal 603/446-3363 for information.



PC Pedestal.
Wanna get high?
(Or, how we dig our roots.)

E
ach year the local color gathers on the green of

memorable Marlow, NH (pop. 554) to pay their

respects to our furry founder. We wave our flags,

doff our hats, toot our own horns, and gather renewed
strength for another year of lofty service. For it was he

(or was it she?) who had the voluminous vision and
towering talent to lead Marlow onto the cutting edge of

micro mail order.

Giving us credit where credit is due.
But, if the truth be known, it is our customers whom
we put on a pedestal. From day one,

we have striven valiantly, to follow

our ideals: to sell only the latest

versions of products, not to advertise

new products until they are actually

available, not to charge your credit

card until we ship, and to provide

intelligent insights and salubrious

service before and after the sale.

So, as you review our parade of programs and other

paraphernalia, you can rest assured that when you buy
from PC Connection you are dealing with a company
that’s wily as a fox, quick as a bunny, daffy as a duck,

and, of course, righteous as a raccoon.

Statuesque savings and a free gift to boot.

Remember when computers were going to make paper
obsolete? Instead, they churn out unmanageable quan-
tities with reckless abandon. That's why you need an
official PC Connection Founder’s Statue which can also

do yeoman (or is it Yo, Woman!)
service as a paperweight. Tie me
kangaroo down, sport— it’s free

with an order of $500 or more
between now and September 30.

Just call 1-800/243-8088 or

1-603/446-3383, M-F 9:00 to 9:00;

Saturday to 5:30. If you’re planning

to visit please call ahead.

Put a Uttic muacle oo your mantle with PC Conoectloa

Founder's Statue, feattuing our redoubtable mascot.

Offer not available to net accounts. One per customer.

For IBM Personal Computers exclusively.

COevnOHT PC CONNECTION. INC 1»M PCCONNCCnONANOTHERACCOONCHAAACTEn(8>AfCAEO<STEftEOTRADEMARKSOPPCCONNECTlON.INC. MARLOW. NH



REMOVABLE MASS STORAGE

but you lose a small amount of perfor-

mance in the process. In an XT environ-

ment the data drag might very well be un-

noticeable, but in an AT world of 30-ms.

hard disks, the Verbatim 12MB is sadly

lacking as a day-to-day storage de-

vice.—^Bill O’Brien

IOMEGA CORP.

Bernoulli BoxU
Iomega Corp. has, over the years, gained a

reputation for innovation in its approach to

disk storage technology. Now the Ber-

noulli Box II packs the same technology as

did the earlier Bernoulli drive into a small-

er box that uses sleek 20MB cartridges.

These new, slimmer S'A-inch cartridges

are lighter but just as durable as the origi-

nals.

The Bernoulli principle, as applied to

Iomega's Bernoulli product line, relies on

airflow dynamics to maintain a constant

distance between the flexible-storage me-

dia and the drive’s read/write head. Hard-

Bernoulli Box 11

Iomega Corp.

1821 W, 4000 South

Roy. UT 84067

(801)778-3000

LLxt Price: Single drive. $ 1 ,440; dual drives,

$2,350; cartridge. $83.

Requires: IBM PC. XT. AT. or compatible;

PS/2 Model 50 adapter card; DOS 3.0 or lat-

er.

In Short: The new Iomega Bernoulli Box II,

a down-sized version of the original, uses

sleek new 20MB cartridges. Although Ber-

noulli technology favors large-record appli-

catioits over machine-gun-like disk-access

needs, it's the practical solution for those who
need multiple removable units.

Ciiy:. F 6520N BEADERSE^lCg CARD

ware and media never physically touch.

The immediate benefit, of course, occurs

when your system crashes (which hopeful-

ly will never happen). Because the airflow

is holding the media and head in close

proximity, crashing the system (or turning

off the power) cuts off the air supply, al-

lowing the two antagonists to separate

rather than collide.

I’m tempted to make a comparison be-

tween the “If-U-Can-Draw-This-Picture”

ads and the simplicity of installation for the

Bernoulli system. The truth of the matter is

that along with its new generation of hard-

ware, Iomega has gone a long way toward

making its installation software bullet-

proof. All you have to do is answer a few

questions in response to a series of on-

screen prompts. (Unlike some of the other

removable systems we looked at, Iomega

couches its installation routines in a visual-

ly pleasing form that beats little resem-

blance to the raw batch-file approach that

other companies use). However, the in-

stallation procedure will modify your

CONFIG.SYS file to include the device

driver that the Bernoulli Box II needs in or-

der to be accessed by DOS.
Iomega supplies its own SCSI host

adapter card, and the external unit, capable

of handling two cartridge drives, draws no

power from the computer.

The only problem with the Bernoulli

Box II rests with its device driver. Iomega

has gone to no great pains to make its box

totally hardware compatible with the

PC—hence the box does not respond to in-

termpt 2Sh calls . Since the PC Labs bench-

mark test used to determine track-to-track

access time, the BIOS Disk Seek test, re-

lies on the interrupt 25h call, we were un-

able to obtain results for the Bernoulli.

Missing this performance component

isn’t disastrxrus, but any program using

BIOS interrupts may have problems with

the Bernoulli (fortunately, few programs

do). And throughput results for the Ber-

noulli Box put it right in the midrange of

the group of cartridge systems we tested.

A quick look at the test results, howev-

er, may surprise you: the Bernoulli Box II

is much faster when reading a few large re-

cords than it is reading many small ones.

The answer lies buried in the unavailable

track-to-track access times. When reading

several small records, the speed at which

the read/write head accesses a record is af-

fected not only by the physical time it takes

to arrive at the record, but also by the

drive’s latency, or the time it takes the

head to settle down once it begins to access

the record. Latency becomes a major issue

when reading many small records, while

accessing a few large records gives the

head more contiguous access to the media.

The Bernoulli Box II is a wise choice if

your removable mass-storage require-

ments include accessing many large-re-

cord data files. As for durability and reli-

ability, Bernoulli technology has

withstood the test of time.—^Bill O’Brien

QUMECORP.

Hyperflex HF24
Often it’s the background that is the most

interesting (and sometimes most perplex-

ing) side of the computer industry—yet it’s

something end-users seldom get to see.

Years ago. Data Technology Corp. (DTC)

Hyperflex HF24
(Jume Corp.

5(X) Yosemiie Dr.

Milpilas.CA 95035

(408)727-8899

List Price: HF24; single internal. $999; sin-

gle exlemal $ 1 .099; dual exiemal, $ 1 ,899;

24MB cartridge, $59.95; HFl 2; single inter-

nal. $699; single exiemal. $849; dual exter-

nal. $1,399; 12MB caitridge, $39.95.

Requires; IBM PC. XT. AT. or compatible;

DOS 3.2 or later.

In Short: Qume's Hyperflex HF24 is a hard

disk substitute that uses enhanced floppy-disk

technology. It's not for an iastallation that

needs to use the Great American Database,

but it can be used fix PC upgrades

.

CtnCLe U* ON reader servics card
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BlackMond^
CanTeach UsALot
AboutHard Disks.
If anyone tells you your

computer’s hard disk will never

crash, just remember that, not

too long ago,Wall Street was

saying, “A stock market crash

could never happen ^ain!’

Though there may be no

way to totally protect your

financial investments, pro-

tecting data on your hard

disk can take as little as

a minute a day with

FASTBACKPLUS.
j

In fact, backing up a /

full 10 megabytes takes /

no more than about /

4 minutes* And that /
makes FASTBACK

PLUS the world’s

fastest backup

program.

Unsurpassed fea-

tures like data

compression to

cut the number

of backup disks

in half, advanced

error correc-

tion, easy to

use graphic display

and support for DOS 3^ inch and

5J4 inch floppies, have helped make FASTBACK PLUS
Macintosh Version Now Available

the overwhelming favorite

backup utility. To keep

your data from a crash

that could be almost as

costly as Black Monday,

use FASTBACK PLUS

-

it just might be one of

the best investments

you’ll ever make.

A Minute
A Day Keeps
DisasterAway

‘With PC AT or tquivalnK.

XT aadanB imv lair Icngr

Fifth Generation Systems, Inc.

11200 Industriplex Blvd, Baton Rouge, LA 70809

Sales Office: 1322 BeU Avenue, Suite lA,1bstin, CA 92680 • (800) 225-2775 • (714) 259-0541

This product is in no way associated with or has origination in Fisher Scteniiftc or Allied Corporation.

CIRCLE 286ON READER SERVICE CARD



REMOVABLE MASS STORAGE

had a TeamMate division that sold high-

density disk drives, both asOEM units and

directly, for Apple computers. It was a

joint venture of sorts with Eastman Kodak
Co. and never really amounted to much in

the Apple world. Now, DTC produces

these drives for IBM PCs and compatibles

,

while Kodak supplies the media through

its Verbatim division. Aixl to tie it all to-

gether, DTC has just purchased Qume
Cotp., a company that it owned and sold

11 years ago. Hence DTC will now be

marketing the Hyperflex drives under the

Qume label.

All of which explains why PC Maga-
zine received a Hyperflex HF24 (the mod-
el number indicating a Hyperflex drive

with a 24MB unformatted capacity) in a

box labeled TakeTen (the name of the old

line ofDTC 10MB drives) with documen-

tation labeled Corvette (the DTC in-house

code name for the new, larger<apacity

product).

An external housing made the HF24
slightly easier to set up than its less-spa-

cious sibling, Eastman Kodak’s Verbatim

12MB. Because it was an external unit, I

had no worries about short data cables or

giving up one of my floppy disk drives in

exchange for 20MB of storage. As with

the Verbatim 12MB Internal Subsystem,

the installation software for the Hyperflex

HF24 handled all of the difflcult tasks,

leaving me to decide only whether I want-

ed the cartridge to be bootable or not.

Qume’s Hyperflex HF24 is affected by

the same pluses and minuses as is Kodak’s

.Verbatim 12MB. It’s floppy disk technol-

ogy is reliable and durable, but the data

throughput rates for floppy disks (and for

any device that uses the same technology)

are just plain slow. The PC Labs tests on

the HF24 pegged it as being slightly faster

than the Verbatim 12MB, but it still ran

close to the end of the pack in most tests.

(}ume has done all that it can to offset

the negative effeas of floppy disk technol-

ogy by increasing the rotational speed of

the drive to 720 rpm, up from 600 rpm on
the Verbatim 12MB, and mote than dou-

ble the standard 300-tpm rotational rate of

a standard floppy. The drive is rated at a

2S-tnillisecond head access time with a 42-

ms. latency for a total track-to-track access

speed of67 ms. That’s certainly faster than

a PC-XT drive would operate, but also

slightly slower than a standard AT-type

hard disk. Unfortunately, it’s throughput

that describes a drive’s actual performance

in the real world—not mechanical speed.

On the txighter side, carrying around

one of the lightweight HF24 20MB car-

tridges is much simpler than toting a 2-

pound removable disk. Also, at 20MB, the

HF24 becomes eligible for some enhance-

ments that might help its sluggish through-

put. Practically any caching system
couldn’t help but be a boon to its opera-

tion. By using caching to anticipate data

requests, the information will be available

atRAM speed rather than access speed.

An important point is that the HF24
passed the PC Labs DOS Disk Access and

BIOS Disk Seek tests, (as did the Verba-

tim 12MB). Normally, a storage device

using a device driver has difficulty with

these two tests because they use the stan-

dard IBM BIOS disk interrupts 13h and

25h, respectively. The HF24 does a fine

job of intercepting these calls and passing

them along to its device appropriately.

I can’t wholeheartedly recommend the

HF24 for a daily disk-intensive AT envi-

ronment as is. But if you’re running one of

the older 6-MHz machines, or an XT, or

are willing to invest in competent caching

software for an AT that’s not heavily used,

it might be a unit you should seriously con-

sider.—BUI O’Brien

REMOVABLE HARD DISKS

ARISTOTLE INDUSTRIES INC.

Plato Hardpac 20
As Aristotle once said, “Plato is dear to

me, but dearer still is data.’’ WeU, maybe
he didn’t say it quite that way. But whether

you need to lock away your data or lug it

around with you, Plato—the Plato Hard-

pac 20, that is—could become just as dear

to you as the data it contains.

The Hardpac 20, which hails from Can-

ada’s Aristotle Industries, is one of the few

tmly external portable hard disks on the

market today. It supplies 21.4MB of for-

matted storage capacity at a list price of

$785. (It should be noted that at the time of

this writing, FCC approval was still pend-

ing on both versions.)

Like Tradewinds Peripherals’ Travel-

disk (another portable, external hard disk

reviewed in this issue), the Hardpac’s

lightweight (2.2 pounds ), compact (2 by
4.65 by 7.25 inches, HWD) design makes

it an ideal instrument to use for packing up

data and taking it on the toad, or for mov-
ing data between systems. And if you’re

leaving town but your data isn’t, it’s a sitit-

ple matter to store the diminutive Hardpac

20 in a safe place until you return. The
drive’s 20MB capacity also makes this a

worthy product to use for backing up your

data.

Unlike most hard disks, the unit does

not interface to a separate proprietary or

standard IBM controller card. Instead, an

Adaptec chip, fitted on the same hoard as

the electronics of the unit’s half-height

Miniscribe drive, acts as the controller.

The Hardpac 20 gets its power (12

watts peak, 7 watts average) and talks to

the system processor via a host adapter

card that can be installed in a half-length

PC, XT, AT, or PS/2 (Model 25 or 30) ex-

Plato Hardpac 20

Aristotle Industries Inc.

200-6975 18th Ave.

Burnaby, British Columbia

Canada V3N 4LI

(604)522-9880

List Price; $785; host adapter kit (includes

adapter card and cable), $95

.

Requires; IBM PC, XT, AT. or compatible;

DOS 2.0 or later.

In Short; Its small size and medium-range

access times make the Hardpac 20 a worthy

enough performer for most users' transporta-

ticm, backup, and protection needs. It can

also withstand everyday bumps and bruises,

but beware of dreeing it.
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Select the points you want to rentove from your . . . Then press FS to refH the model and
regression model . . . recalculate the statistics.

Because "Statistical Graphics”
Is Better Than Just Statistics and Graphics

Most of today’s PC statistical

packages give you all the

statistics you’ll ever need. Some
even give you a few graphics. But

only STATGRAPHICS from STSC
gives you Integrated statistical

graphics in an environment you
control.

Urtlgue "What If" MsfaetMly

STATGRAPHICS lets you explore

data relationships fully,

producing higher qualify, more
timely solutions. Define your data

and assumptions, run the

procedure and review the results,

modify data and assumptions
repeatedly and take another

look—and another. All without

leaving the procedure or making
permanent changes to your data.

Integrated Statistical OrapMcm

Coupled with STATGRAPHICS’
Interactive environment are over

50 types of graphs—traditional

pie and barcharts, histograms,

3-D line and surface plots, qualify

control charts, and more. All are

integrated with the procedures

so that they can be displayed

Instantly and modified

repeatedly.

Query data points, do on-screen

forecasting and model fitting,

overlay graphs, or zoom-in on any
area for a closer look. With
flexibility like that, you can spot

and investigate visual trends in

your data—trends you may have

missed if you looked only at the

numbers.

Over 2B0 StallatlealPneaduraa
• Direct Lotud*and dBASE*
interfaces

• ANOVA and regression analysis

• Experimental design

• Qualify control procedures

• Multivariate techniques

• Nonparametric methods
• Exploratory data analysis

• Forecasting, time series

analysis, and more.

STATQRAPHICS—
ThaBaatm^ytoDottatlaUcal

Put the power of STATGRAPHICS
to work for you today—all for only

$895*. For our free convincer kit or

the name of a dealer near you, call

(800) 592-0050 0xL 200

iisiN xr?( • Mcos Ti'ai b» counrnT
SUteiCC PLOT

A wide variety of graphs supported on over 100 displays, printers and
plotters, Including the new IBM 98/2^" Series.

In Maryland, (301) 984-5123;

Internationally, (301) 984-5412.

Telex 898085 STSC RQVE

STSC STSC Inc.

2115 dust Jofferaon Street

Rockville, Mtryland 20652

'Suggested retail price In U.S. and Canada.
International prices vary. Available through
dealers and distributors worldwide.

STATQRAPHICS, Lotus, and dBASE are

registered trademarks of Statistical Graphics
Corporation, Lotus Development Corporation,
and AshtonTate, respectively.
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REMOVABLE MASS STORAGE

H
'~' Removable Mass Storage Devices: Summary of Features

(Products listed in ascending price or(&)

OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Drive type

Number of useMe cylinders

Number of usable heads

Formatted drive capacity

TtaveldliklO

(MsM 1) Dtlsmodult

Tradewinds Western-Oynex

Peripherals Inc. Corp.

$505* $695*

Tf8veMitk22

(Model 2) Plato Herdpec 21
Tradewinds Aristotle

Peripherals Inc. Industries Inc.

$730* msf

Vsrbatim 12MI
letsmsl

Eastman Kodak Co.

AdPsc
Tandon Corp.

Removable
hard disk

304

4

10.2MB

Removable
hard disk

613

4

32.5MB

Removable
hard disk

614

4

21.8MB

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF REMOVABLE MEDIA

DImertsiorts (HWD In inches)

3 lbs. 2 oz. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 4 lbs. 2 oz.

26x4.2x5.9 17x4.6x79 3.5x5x7

Removable
hard disk

615

4

21.4MB

2lbS.20Z.

2x4.7x73

Removable
flexible cartridge

301

2

10MB

2oz.

0.2 X 5.3 X 5.5

Removable
hard disk

611

4

30.08MB

2 lbs. 10 oz.

2.5 X 4.7x7

Power eortsumption

;

Average requirement

Pe^ requirement

Aettvlty Indicator

12 watts

20 watts

O

11 watts

20 watts

12 watts

20 watts

O

7 watts

12 watts

9 watts

20 watts

12 watts

18 watts

ENVIRONMENTAL RATINGS^

’ Maximum tsmpsfatursIdagraeaF) 131 100 131 122 140 122

Minimum temperature (degress F) 41 50 41 40 14 34

Maximum humidity 96% 80% 96% 80% 60% 80%

1 PROTECTIVE FEATURES

AutO'perldng avattsbie • o o • o •
Shock reeietance (nonoperating)* info, not available 60g Info, not available lOOg 30g 300g

FORMATTING AND OPERATION

fj

IBM IBM IBM Proprietary Proprietary Propaw^

IBM IBM IBM IBM PioptMaiy PrapriiMry

Proprietary IBM Proprietary Proprietary Proprietary ProfMMii^
.

Syeism BIOS ROM IBM IBM IBM IBM Proprietary PraprWihf

CauSiif V 'V
--

ST506 ST506 ST506 ModtfiedSTSOe SCSI BIS*

7^-pUketM9' ..

•
o O

•
O
•

o
o

o
o hWr...l

- ' 4BU»eXTtaMMUclDr
,

3:1 2:1 2:1 3:1 1:1 •W. ^
.r

;

3:1 2:1 2:1 3:1 1:1

.nem^^eeRsno '
;

"t MFM RLL MFM RU MFM

^vl-C -OMieidrtMMr h

o o o o •
HdqubidterOSa N/A • N/A o H/A

UH —indtoateiEdtofXChoios •— O—No NrA—TMappHcabto; product doesril operate under OS/2. *lrKtuclee complete sMup.

^During operatton;lritorrnaSon supplied by marHrtacturar. ^IntormaBonauppItodbyrnanulacturef- *Conbt)Bed by OpUmtzer program.
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19 watts

29 watts

•

S watts

6.5 watts

•

13 watts

17 watts

•

8.0 watts

175 watts

•

20 watts

21 watts

•

19 watts

29 watts

•

9 watts 4

43 watts

•

M1:r-,

111 122 140 122 122 140 140

so 41 14 39 14 40 40

80% 85% 90% 80% 80% 80% 80%

HyftifIn HF24 ac

QumCorp. ProStorInc

$1.09S‘

Removable
flexible cartridge

506 615

2 6

20MB 32MB

Removable
harddisk hard cartridge hard disk

1,275 612

2 4

44.4MB 42.6MB

8oz.

0.3 X 5.3 X 5.4

1 ib.Ooz.

17x4.1x5.8

8oz.

0.5 X 5.4 X 5.4

2lb8.8oz.

13x4.8x77

Soz.

0.3 X 5.3 X 5.3

Soz.

0.5 X 4.8 X 4.3

Soz.

0.5 X 4.8 X 4.3

o
309 809

O
409 150g Info, not svailabte 409 409

ProprMary IBM Proprietary ProprMary Proprietary ProprMary Proprietary

IBM IBM t BM ProprMary ProprMary ProprMary
^

Pfopfiatify IBM IBM ProprMary ProprMary ProprMary Proprietary

IBM IBM ProprMary ProprMary RoprMary Proprietary ProprMary

r^:.
1

1" SCSI ST506 SCSI
'

ST506 SCSI ST506

•1

ST506

O • (software) o 6 o • (aoftnmra) •
o o • O o o .

... -

3:1 1:1 1:1 1:1 yaftabfe* Vbriatile> ;

I.i 2:1 1:1 1:1 1:1 VteWbla> VlHiable>

MFM MFM Ra RLL RLL RLL Ra

o o • • • •
N/A o N/A • • N/A N/A
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The most
powerfulharddisk

ever released
Introducing Passport from Plus.

The portable hard disk. Ifyour
PC users need removable mass
storage, they've had to give up
a lot. That's tecause until now,
removable storage made you
settle for low capacity. Lackluster
p)erformance./^d questionable
reliability.

But now, there's a powerful
removable hard disk with no
compromises. Plus Passport?”

It comes from the same people
who developed Hardcard'.“

What makes Plus Passport
different than all the rest is its

performance. It gives you 40

or 20 Mb of capacity. Along
with an effective access time of
28ms. Which is as fast as the
286/386 class fixed hard disks.

With provenWinchester
technology and 60,000 hour
MTBF, it's three to five times more
reliable than most other drives,

removable or not.

As a result, it's easy to make
Passport your primary mass
storage device. For any PC.
Whether it's a PC/XT7AT*class
computer, or the IBM* PS/2™

Micro Channel™ System.
Passport can be installed next

to your floppy disk drive, or in
iruinn inillhnlnrl im r»1niniilti ntniiit*i~ i<ii|iniiini''m|i ISM a » Wfl'— ilnWnafli and P&2and MicroChannel OTlrad««i>arta<rflr



I

a free-standing
external chassis.

I Either way, the
Passport hard disk can be
removed inseconds.Which
makes data easy to secure.
And easy to transport.

You can even put it in a
briefcase and take your
data from one computer
to the next. Anywhere in

the world. Passport can
withstand up to 150 Gs
ofshock which makes it

one ofthe most durable
hard disks ever built.

When you put it all

Passport

40

-w-a;

together. Passport
gives you a power-
ful way to improve
both security and
productivity. Call
the Plus Product
Support Line at

l-800-826-8022.Well
send you a brochure,

free, explaining what
makes Plus Passport the
most powerful hard disk
ever released.
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REMOVABLE MASS STORAGE

pansion slot. A 4-foot cable furnishes the

connection between the adapter card and

the Hardpac 20. If you’re using the drive

on more than one system, you’ll need to

outfit each system with its own host adapt-

er card. Aristotle Industries offers the host

adapter kit, which consists of the card and

cable, for $95.

QUIET WHEN ACTIVE The Plato

Hardpac 20 is a model of quiet operation.

Some slight whining noises and a flashing

red indicator light let you know when the

Hardpac is active, but other than that,

you’ll hardly notice the drive above the

hum ofyour computer.

It’s easy enough to install the Plato

Hardpac 20, although you’d never know

that from the preliminary documentation

we received. All you have to do is ensure

that the jumpers on the card are set in the

correct position (depending on whether

you are installing the unit as drive C: or

D:). Although the disk we received had

been high-level-formatted at the factory,

the units are usually shipped with only a

low-level format. You must partition the

disk using FDISK, and then high-level-

format it using the DOS FORMAT com-

mand.

To ensure that the unit will be down-

wardly compatible with XT-type ma-

chines, the manufacturer recommends that

you format the Hardpac 20 as drive C: on

an XT computer. However, the test unit,

which 1 formatted as drive C: on an IBM
PC /tT, worked quite well when hooked

up to an IBM PC-XT.
As long as you have formatted the

Hardpac as drive C:, it automatically con-

figures itself as the next available drive if

used in a machine with either one or no

hard disks. However, ifyou have original-

ly formatted the disk as drive D: , it will not

boot when connected to a system without a

hard disk. If there are two physical hard

disks already present in the system, you

will not be able to access the Hardpac 20.

Aristotle Industries also warns that you

may not be able to access the drive if it is

used on a machine with aDOS version that

is different from the one installed on the

Hardpac 20.

The drive uses a modified ST-506 inter-

face and an RLL coding scheme, and the

four heads automatically park to a nondata

area every 30 seconds of nonaccess time.

The two platters found in the unit are coat-

ed with thin film rather than ferric oxide.

The Hardpac 20 also uses a band-stepper

mechanism as opposed to the higher-per-

formance servo-voice-coil actuators.

Even so, you shouldn’t be disappointed

in the performance of the Hardpac 20.

While it certainly is not the speediest of the

disks we reviewed, it did achieve solid

midlevel access times in most of the PC
Labs benchmark tests,

WITHSTANDS lOOG SHOCK The
manufacturer claims that the plastic-cov-

ered Hardpac 20 can withstand shock up to

lOOg. From personal experience, 1 can re-

port that the unit holds up admirably well

under many strenuous conditions, such as

being shaken and moved around while in

operation, as well as being rather careless-

ly transported across the hallways of the

PC Magazine offices.

However, it did not manage to survive

the ultimate test: a drop from I'/i feet. To
be fair, it is made quite clear ip the manual

that although the unit can survive everyday

bumps and jarrings, you should do your

best to avoid dropping it. This is simply

commonsense advice; unfortunately, the

chance of dropping a unit that is designed

to be portable and therefore subject to the

rigors of transportation is very reSl.

While the Hardpac 20’ s midrange ac-

cess times and sensitivity to major shocks

may not earn it an Olympic gold medal, it

is a reliable enough unit to meet most us-

ers’ data transportation, backup, and pro-

tection needs.—^Jennifer Zaino

PLUS DEVELOPMENT CORP.

Passport
Plus Development Corp. has earned a rep-

utation for innovation and engineering

prowess with the Plus HardCard—the

original, and still unequalled, hard disk

and controller on a one-slot card. Plus De-

velopment’s latest wonder. Passport,

promises to revolutionize our ideas about

hard disks even further.

The Passport sports the same 40-milli-

second, wedge-setvo-disk mechanism as

its distant cousin, but adds speed enhance-

ments and additional shock protection.

The result is a removable hard disk small

Passport

Plus Development Corp.

1778 McCarthy Blvd.

Milpita-s. CA 95035

(408) 434-6900

List Price; Internal unit, $659: external unit.

$399; Micro Channel bus PS/2 unit. $759;

20MB disk, $595; 40MB disk. $795.

Requires: IBM PC. XT. AT. or compatible;

DOS3.0or later.

In Short; Passpi>rt is an intelligently de-

signed removable hard disk built fcH* high per-

formance and portability. Its speed and dura-

bility make it an ideal technology for any

application, but the cost of buying additional

removable units limits its cost effectiveness

for applications that call for several inter-

changeable disks per system.

Circle 64s on reader service card

1

enough and tough enough for briefcase

duty, but fast enough for power comput-

ing. In true Plus style, you’ll also find a

convenience feahire or two that you won’t

find in any other disk—removable or oth-

erwise.

The removable disk itself measures

about the size of a VHS tape case, weighs

2.4 pounds, and motors into its external or

half-height internal housing much as a vid-

eo tape installs into its player. Though rat-

ed to take shocks of 150g, each disk comes

with a convenient, padded carrying case.

An access indicator light rests in plain

view on the front of the housing. To eject a

disk, you press a button on the front of the

unit or issue a software command; after

automatically parking and locking the

read/write heads, the unit slides out.

A separate run-length-limited (RLL)
controller, complete with a full-track buff-

er, runs the disk at a 1 : 1 interleave, allow-
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$35 Rebate
COREfast 2.0 backup software!

ifTflKSI

Save up to 40% on COREfast.
Why pay more when you can get the

best backup for less? Buy COREfesf,

PC Magazine’s Editor's Choice for

backup software two years in a row,

and get $35 back. That's a savings of

up to 40%!

Feel Secure With the Best in

Backup. CORETasf reliability means
you'll always have a restorable back-

up on hand. It’s easy to use, flexible,

and fast.

Grow With the Industry Leader.
As your backup needs expand, CORE-

fast users can easily move to CORE-

tape 40, 60/100 and 150/250MB tape

backup systems. There’s no need to

learn new software or change backup

procedures. Standardize on CORE—
it's the only company you’ll ever need

for backup.

COREpower Your Backup With
a S35 Rebate, Today!
Tear off the attached

$35 rebate cou-

pon and fol-

low the

instruc-

tions listed

on the back.

Buy CORE/asf

from your local

dealer or call a CORE

representative today. This

offer expires November 30, 1988.

Northeast Region: Southern Region:

203/357-1339 407/997-6055

Central Region: Western Region:

312/439-0511 213/312-8130

International Sales:

407/997-6055. FAX: 407/997-6009

Distribution through Kenlll, MICRO D. Gates and
GBC Distributors. In Canada, contaci Markham
International.

liCORE'
INTERNATIONAL

CIRCLE 225ON READER SERVICECARD

CORE Iniernalional. CORE. CORE/dsf and CORElape are registered

trademarks of CORE Inlemational Inc

GCopyright 1988 CORE Internaiional. Inc



REMOVABLE MASS STORAGE

ing data transfer rates more typical of a 28-

ms. drive.

The drive mechanism itself, contained

within the removable unit, features a

voice-coil actuator with an imbedded ser-

vo control and Plus’s Airlock automatic

head-parking technology. Even if power

goes down during a read/write operation.

Airlock automatically moves the heads to a

nondata area of the platters and locks them

into place.

Plus’s straightforward and generous

documentation makes installing the sys-

tem easy, provided that you’ve mastered

the screwdriver and don’t run at the first

sight of PC innards. After installing the

RLE controller and the system housing,

you need only DOS format and partition

the disk; the units ship low-level-formatted

to match the controller. You can use

DOS’s FORMAT and FDISK commands
or Plus’s PREPARE utility, which auto-

mates the procedures.

Owners of IBM PC ATs with a BIOS
dated 1/10/84—typically the original 6-

MHz models—will also need to run a Plus

utility that patches the IBMBIOS.SYS
fde. This should be viewed as an advan-

tage of the Passport rather than a disadvan-

tage; some products, such as ProStor’s

TransPac, simply don’t work with such

machines.

PASSPORT TO PLEASURE Aside
from its compact design and speed, the

Passport boasts a number of features that

make life with removable mass storage a

breeze.

For instance, the Passport allows you to

set whether or not the Passport will be the

boot disk by adjusting a sliding switch on

the back of the removable disk. This

means that you could install the Passport as

the second or third drive in a .system and,

by nroving one easy-to-reach switch, tem-

porarily designate the Passport as drive C:

.

While this feature will undoubtedly ap-

peal to the indecisive among us, it’s also

useful for mnning different operating sys-

tems on the same machine. You could, for

instance, maintain DOS on your stationary

system drive and install OS/2 on a Passport

disk. Switching to OS/2 would be as sim-

ple as ejecting the Passport, sliding the

switch to the boot position, and resetting

your system.

Each removable disk also sports a

write-protect switch on its rear panel, for

those times when you just don’t trust your-

self or your coworkers with irreplaceable

data. Another fool-proofmg feature, the

LOCK utility, locks the disk into its hous-

ing as a safeguard against accidental

ejects—a potential problem in network in-

stallations.

An optional battery holder installs into

the base housing and accommodates a

standard 9-volt battery. The battery sup-

plies power only to the disk-eject mecha-

nism and allows you to eject the Passport

disk even if you lose system power.

Our evaluation unit not only ran flaw-

lessly during official PC Labs testing but

also passed a few unofficial tests that

—

The Passport comes

with adapters for the

XT/AT bus or for the

PS/2’s Micro Channel

architecture.

you guessed it—you wouldn’t want to try

at home. For instance, twice I dropped our

40MB evaluation unit—not wrapped in its

foam-padded carrying case—from a

height of over I foot onto a hard counter-

top. The unit operated fine afterwards,

though it sounded as if the bearings may
have suffered damage. Then 1 slid the

Passport into its carrying case and dropped

the unit repeatedly from a distance ofalxiut

3 feet. Once again, the disk operated per-

fectly.

It’s not likely that your Passport will

suffer such falls—and Plus encourages

you to treat the disk as if it were a 35tnm

camera—but it’s nice to know that you

won’t lose months ofwork ifyou have but-

terfingers at the wrong time.

IDEAL FOR BACKUP SECURITY Plus

Development offers the Passport with

adapters for the XT/AT bus or for the

PS/2’s Micro Channel architecture, mak-
ing it an excellent choice for transporting

data between the two standards. A fast im-

age-backup program also makes the drive

ideal for backing up other hard disks. Last

but not least, the Passport’s quality and

portability make it ideal for high-security

applications and for toggling between two

operating systems—such as OS/2 and

DOS—on one machine.

The Passport also has its drawbacks,

however. Like the Plus HardCard 40, the

Passport prohibits you from performing a

low-level format on the disks. Plus claims

that its testing and error marking of the

disks is so exhaustive that end-user low-

level formatting would only cause prob-

lems. Regardless, some users—this one

included—will resent not having the abili-

ty to low-level-format the disks.

In addition, the Passport’s significant

cost may disqualify it l^m applications

that call for more than one or two remov-

able disk units per machine. The cost of in-

stalling a Passport on a system is in line

with the cost of getting started with a Ber-

noulli Box II, but the Passport quickly be-

comes more expensive once you begin

adding new removable disks. At $795 per

40MB disk and $595 per 20MB, you’ll

probably be spending more than yrxi bar-

gained for if you use Passport to expaixl

storage capacity.

All in all, the Passport unquestionably

rates among the most intelligently de-

signed products I’ve seen, period. It’s

small, tough, fast, and highly port-

able—everything you want in a hard disk,

removable or otherwise.—Mitt Jones

PROSTORINC.

TransPac
The ProStor TransPac attaches a lightning-

fast disk mechanism to a three-sided plas-

tic mounting. The assembly slides manual-

ly into an inexpensive half-height housing.

Unlike the other systems we tested, the

TransPac attaches to your system’s exist-

ing ST-506, MEM controller. While using

a 5-megabit-per-second controller would

seem to make the drive a slow performer,

the system’s 28-millisecond access time

overcomes that limitation and makes it

rank high among the disk subsystems we
tested.

Unfortunately, speed and a mechanical

disk lock are about the only things this sys-
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THE WORLD’S
BEST-SELLING

DRIVE

THE ST225
r’roven reliability. Ilial’s the reason Seagate’s 20 MB half-height hani

(list; drive is so |x>pular, with over 3 million sold in less than three years.

Who proved it? Millions of computer usere around the worid. They’ve

l)enefitetl from our continued design and manufacturing improvements.

And they’ve proverl that the ST22.S has an MTBF of iiO.OOO hours.

Which means years of uninterrupted |)erformance. Ami a disc tirive

you tan rely on.

Kelialrility has hel|x*tl make Seagate tile world’s leading independent

manufacturer of .S
'/" ami 3 Y/ hard disc drives.

If you’re ItKiking for a proven 20 megabyte drive, ask for the ST225.

Cain Seagate at 800-468-DlSC. Put the liest seller to work for you.

^Seagate
The (irsl name in disc drives.





“Securd’
si'kur,' a. [L. securus]: The ability to keep your
confidential data and your whole personal computing

environment awayfrom prying eyes and meddling
associates.

Securing your personal computer
files has, until now, been a com-
plicated and mostly unreliable

matter. Not any more.

The landon Personal Data Pac is

the world’s first truly removable,

self-contained Winchester hard disk

drive that pops in and out of its

receptacle with the stroke of a key.

You just lock the Personal Data I^c

with your entire computing environ-

ment in your desk or your safe.

And when your business keeps
you on the move, the Tandon
Personal Data Pac lets you take

your office with you. It fits easily in your brief-

case or your garment bag. If the airlines lose it,

don’t fret. Backing up a

full Personal Data
Pac onto another

takes only a few

minutes. So you
can take one and
keep a copy secure

in your safe.

The Personal

Data Pac protects

your data well. It’s

a hearty little traveller that can take a lot of

abuse. It can cope with the rough and
tumble world of the postal

system, as well as

take an occasional

knock off your

desk. Your precious programs and
data remain cradled inside. Safe,

secure, and ready to use.

The landon Personal Data Pac

shatters the storage limitations of

your personal computer. When
your first high-capacity Data Pac

is full, ]X)p in a fresh one and

5rou’re ready to go on. Infinitely.

If you need to share your PC,

software and data, the landon
Personal Data Pac offers the saf-

est, cheapest and most reliable

“network”

sible for

transferring

high-

capacity files

quickly and
easily. And, you can
make any computer
your personal dedicated

workstation, simply
inserting your own Data Pac.

Let your landon Dealer show
you how the Personal Data Pac can make living

with your PC more economical and productive.

See him today, or call us at 1-800-556-1234,

Ext. 171 (in California 1-800-441-2345, Ext. 171).

Security for a small price.

We're redefining
personal computing.
CIRCLE 232ON READER SERVICECARD



REMOVABLE MASS STORAGE

tcm has going Tex’ it. At $ 1 «095 (including

cables), it's expensive. And additional

disks will cost you just as much.

The 32MB Peripherals Technologies

Inc. (PTI) disk carries a shock rating of

80g and boasts true automatic paric and

lock. But without an enclosure to help

buffer shocks, 1 wouldn't feel comfortable

taking this unit much farther than the com-

pany safe.

“The (Chicony) keyboard achieves a touch
that is the closest to the official IBMfeel..’’

PC Magazine (Sep. 29, 1987)

“It (Chicony Keyboard) also stood out as
having the nicest touch of any keyboard
I tried during these tests..."

PC Magazine (Feb. 16. 1988)

All Chicony keytxwrds use genuine

mechanical key switch technology, not

rubber or sponge built with springs to

simulate mechanical switches. This

provides you with an IBM-like "click”

tactile touch or a silent tactile touch.

Featuring a sculptured Arc-profile

design, double-injected key caps with

identifying alphanumerics molded in

place, not painted on. for extended life,

and a host of other features. Chicony

keyboards are the right choice for

your system.

To feel the difference that a Chicony

keyboard can make, contact your

nearest Chicony dealer or call us.

Qhteoimy
The fmnl Touch mSSw

Chicony America, Inc.

1641 W. Collins Ave
Orange. CA 92667

Tel: (714)’ 771-6151

Fox: (714) 771-3246

Eostem Office:

1637 Stelton Rd.. Suite 6
Piscatawoy. NJ 06854

Tel: (201) d19-83(X)

Foe (201)819-8303

YHr cMifittr syritM iti't yirfMt If year kiyktare Htti't lul rifkl

Ckictiy. tit tf tkt mrift Itritil ktykttrk Mttficltrtrt. tlftrt ytt kttk 84- kty ttr
lOI-kty ktykttrkt ekick irt filly IBM CT. AT, PS/2. 386 tii Until ctnytlikit witk

iiytrltr IBM-likt Ittck.

In addition, figuring out how to install

the disk in your particular system can be

difficult. That's partly because the system

doesn’t come with its own control-

ler—ProStor can only guess at the exact

configuration of your computer. But the

one page of printed instructions that ac-

companied our unit was insufficient even

for knowledgeable users.

A more extensive set of installation

guidelines is included on the TransPac

software disk, along with Disk Manager
software, but the instructions were geared

more for a technician than an end user and

were poorly written, as well.

Once past the hardware installation, the

conspicuous lack of documentation once

again caused problems. Fust, you have to

configure your AT for a second disk drive

and low-level-format the disk, yet no-

where does ProStor tell you which drive

type to enter or give you the information

you need in onku' to venture an educated

guess. If you opt to use the Disk Manager
software to prepare the disk, you’ll get a

menu with several specific drive models to

choose from. Still, the menu shows several

TransPac

ProStor Inc.

SSHawlhaiiieSL,#S30

San Francisco, CA9410S
(415)974-6462

List Price: $930 (with cables, $1 ,093); Da-

laframe akme, $143.

Requires: IBM PC, XT, AT, orccin|]Otible;

DOS2.0crlaler.

In Short: A 32MB removable bald disk, die

ProStor TransPac shines on pqfocmance but
lacks the dunbility and elegnee ofthe com-

petition.

CIHCt£SSaONHEaC6RSEHV1CEOIID

IBM. XT. AT. PS/2 are trademarks of Intemattonel Busmess Macttir»e$ Corp.
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WHOLE EARTH
ELECTRONICS

2990 TTH STREET BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94710

THE BEST 286 VALUE usa!

WHOLE EARTH
TURBO 286-40

40 MB HARD DRIVE
10 MHZ
1 .2MB Fujitsu drive

Monographics card

TTL monitor w/tilt & swivel

SI2K RAM (IMB possible on
motherbord)

Coprocessor socket
• Parallel printer port

• AT style keyboard
• 200W power supply

• Price includes hard

drive controller by

Western Digital

• 8 Expansion slots

1449.
FREE FREIGHT

IN U.S.A.
(excluding Alaska & Hawaii)

10 MB XT Special 749.
20 MB 286 1249.

40 MB 386 2995.

Whole Earth
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

COMPLETE
SYSTEM!

Call for our FREE catalog!
— Thousands of products at absolute lowest

possible prices'

— Printers, software, modems

— Call in your order or use the order form'

WE BEATANY
PRICEANYWHERE *

Whole Earth wants
YOUR BUSINESS -

CALL US BEFORE YOU BUY!
* Some restrictions may apply.

WHOLE EARTH
COMPUTER SYSTEM

"The Best You Can Buy”
• Technical Support Available
• Built and Tested in the USA
• I Year Limited Warranty
• 30 Day Money Back Guarantee
• Licensed MS-DOS 3 3 Available with System Purchases
• Lowest Prices on Thousands of Other Goods
• FCC A^roved
• 48 Hour Burn-In

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND ORDERS CALL TOLL FREE:

1
-800-323-8080

For CA caNs or Customer Support: 4l5-4S3-77Sf Cal for freight and COD info.

• WHOLE EARTH ELECTRONICS • 2990 7th St • Bcrfcoleyg CA 94710 •

FREE FREIGHT OFFER GOOD IN CONTINENTAL USA ONLY MAH. ORDER ONLY
ERRORS SUBfECT TO CORRECTION PRICES SUB/ECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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REMOVABLE MASS STORAGE

models of PTI disks, and neither the docu-

mentation nor the disk itself revealed the

appropriate model number.

In all fairness, ProStor customer sup-

port was knowledgeable and courteous,

but the pleasant surprise of such customer

service didn’t make up for the frustrating

lack ofdocumentation.

If you can get through the installation

process with your sanity intact, and if all

you want is the ability to tuck your disk

away safely at night, the TtansPac will un-

doubtedly fill your needs. It delivers un-

questionably high performance in a half-

height package.

ProStor also markets several other

TransPac models, including a Seagate

drive and SCSI interface that also sell for

$1,095. Several drives will work with ei-

ther a PC/XT/AT compatible or an Apple

Macintosh.

A year ago, the TransPac might have

been a hot product. Even now, the SCSI-

The TransPac delivers

unquestionably high per-

formance, but why spend

$1 ,095 when you can

spend less on products

that offer greater speed.

based version undoubtedly delivers perfor-

mance that few fixed disks could match.

At least with the TransPac, however, the

question you should ask is, why spend

$1,095 on the TransPac when you can

spend less on products that offer greater

speed, more rugged designs, and an all-

around more-elegant solution to remov-

able mass storage?—^Mitt Jones

TANDONCORP.

AdPac
With the Ad Pac external disk housing and

the Personal Data Pac removable disk

combination, Tandon Corp. has devel-

oped one of the fastest, toughest, and least

expensive removable hard disk systems.

Rather than depend on an expensive servo

mechanism to gain speed, as does Plus De-

velopment Corp. with Passport, Tandon

depends on a large hardware disk cache to

tweak maximum throughput out of old-

fashioned—and inexpensive—band-step-

per disks.

The Ad Pac and Personal Data Pac

combination, which includes Tandon’s

RLL (run-length-limited) controller and

one external disk receptacle, lists for$998.

Each additional 30MB Personal Data Pac,

KCHIKESCUE
OFnsiMni.

Owning an NEC computer or printer

makes you part of the NEC farnily. And
“ nobody takes more pride in

offering you quality service

than the family ofNEC
Customer Engineering

and its authorized dealers.

We offer a lull range of service

options, quality parts, and comprehensive maintenance
contracts. Call us, and find out about the many ways NEC
Information Systems takes cate of its own.

Service Excellence Through People, Pride and Professionalism"

1
-800-325-5500 HEC

CiO^**—

CIRCLE 394ON READER SERVICE CARD

THENEWlAPTDPLEADER
Assvissi'cs

Portable Personal Computer

The new leader of the laptops is here, and Larson Systems has it. Mitsubishi*

mp28U.— the laptop portable thatjust won 't compromise on readability, flexibility

or durability:

• 11-inch cold cathode black on white/or reverse screen

for readability.

• Assembled in U.S.A. fordurabikty.

1NT6

jLarson
Systsns

INTCRNATIONAI. INC

ORDER mOAY!
CALL TOLL-FREE:

1-800-525-3995
FAX ORDERS: 515-733-2508

CIRCLE 217ON READER SERVICE CARD

80X193 STORY CITY. IOWA 50248
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Nobo^HasMareIn Store
Than Storage Dimensions.

storage DimensionsprovidesthewoiiKts broadestrange ofhigh capacityS^A-irKh
mass storage subsystems, featuring 115 to 1,144MB capacities

Nobody delivers innovative,

high-performance storage
solutions fortoda/s high-end
PC applications better than
Storage Dimensions.

In fact with our expanding

product line engineered for

leading edge requirements,

we're the fastest growing
company in high-capacity

(over 100 MB) mass storage.

We built our reputation

with SpeedStof the industry

standard integration and
partitioning software for DOS
applications But that was just

the beginning.Sincethen our

FISCAL1987 FISCAL1988

hardware product line has
grown to encompassawide
range of plug-and-play 5%-inch
storage subsystems with

All are backed by the

knowledgeable support and
responsive sen/ice you expect
Including hardware artd

software technical support.

Applications assistance.

Comprehensive documenta-
tion. Afull one-year warranty.
And more.

Need More Information?
Call (408) 879-0300 Ext. 801.

Call now for applications

assistance, pricing and fast

delivery.There's always more
in store atStorage Dimensions.

Mw^InSlw^'

More Experience. More Choices. More Support capacitiesfrom115to1,144

megabytes. All offer unbeat-
able price/performance,

SpeedStor hard disk

subsystems are designed for

PC AT" and PS/2' systems
running demanding
PC-DOS applications.

M/VStof'disk
subsystems provide
exceptional perform-
ance for Novell"

network fileservers, including

support for NetWare" v2.1.

Without running COMPSURF.
LaserStor write-once

optical subsystems are

engineered for applications

requiring large amounts of

permanent data storage on
removable cartridges.With
proprietary LaserCache'
software to increase speed
and throughput.

Producl

Family

Application Capacity

Range

Interfaces

Supported

SpeedStor PC-DOS 120 to

330 MB
ESDI. SCSI.

ST412.Rli

LANStor Novell

NetWare
115 to

1,144 MB
ESOtSCSI.

Sr412JXB

LaserStor Write-Orwe

Optical

<PC-OOS)

800 MB Per

Cartridge

SCSI

Stofa9e Dim«nsk>ni^ 2145 Hamilton Ai«nue, San Jose. CA9S125.

SpeedStor. LaserStor, LaserCache arxJ LANStor are trademarks of Storage Dimensions

^988 Storage Dimertsions g STDRAGE DIMENSIONS
k KM k V T t\ O r' it ILt D A Kl V
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NOVELL USERS

Eliminate repercussions
caused by loss or

damage to your keycard.

Run Novell worry free
without the keycard.

The NetSafe program will allow

Novell’s Advanced Netware 2.0,

2.0a, 2.1, 2.11, SFT &
MicroChannel to run without the

keycard.

NetSAFE provides protection

and backup of your system. Free

slot in your server and allow

server to exceed 12MHz bus

speed.

NetSAFE $99.°” US

ViroSAFE

ANTI-VIRUS

Shield yourself against deadly

virus assault. From the masters

of security we bring you protec-

tion against the newest plague of

the universe.

ViroSAFE $59.°° US

P-CAD USERS

Eliminates the hardwtne lock for

P-CAD v3.0, CAPS, CARDS,
PLACE, and ROUTE.

P-SAFE $99.°° US per driver

other products available for :

CADkey, CADvance

Visa, Mastercard or Amex

plus $10.00 handling

Nasdec (Manitoba) Inc.

CIRCLE 110 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Fort Gany Place

2704 • 85 Gany Street.

Winnipeg, MB. CANADA.
FUC . 4J5

(204) 956 . 2798
fax (204) 943 • 3702

REMOVABLE MASS STORAGE

which contains the actual disk mechani.sm,

carries a list fxice of $399—about $400
less than a 40MB Plus Passport disk.

A Data Pac measures 2.5 by 4.7 by 7

inches (HWD) and weighs 2 pounds 10

ounces. Though thicker than Plus Devel-

opment’s Passport, the Data Pac transports

easily and is built to travel. Tandon places

the shock rating at an unheard-of 300g,

thanks to heavy shock mounting and a

mechanism that actually lifts and locks the

heads away from the platter surfaces. Oth-

er removable disks reviewed here park,

and sometimes lock, the heads on a non-

data area of the disk, but the delicate heads

still rest on the platter surface and can be

damaged during severe falls.

Like the Passport disk, the Data Pac

smoothly motors in and out of its recepta-

cle. The receptacle accepts the disk auto-

matically once you’ve partially insetted it;

you issue a command or a key combination

to eject the disk. This automatic loading

could present problems if the eject motor

fails since there is no easy way to manually

eject the disk.

NO DATA DANCING But the power-

eject approach boasts advantages as well.

Since making sufficient contact with the

connector depends on the exactness of the

feeder mechanism rather than the brute

force of a manual insert, wearing down the

coiuiectors is not a problem. Mote impor-

tantly, the eject routine automatically

parks and locks the heads before the disk

ejects, ensuring that the heads won’t be tap

dancing on your data when you dash
through the airport toward your departing

flight.

The ST-506, RLL controller includes a

128K hardware disk cache—one of the se-

crets of the Ad Pac’s field-leading perfor-

mance. When the controller receives a re-

quest for data, it saves a time-consuming

disk access by fetching the data from its

own RAM if the requested data is already

in the cache. If not, the controller instructs

the disk to read not only the sector the sys-

tem requested, but also the full track con-

taining that sector and the next seven

tracks. The eight tracks of data are then

tucked away in RAM, awaiting the likeli-

hood that the next read request or two will

fall within the eight-track range. Since a

disk can read eight tracks sequentially

Ad Fac

TiindiHi Corp.

20320 Prairie Si.

Chalsworth. CA9131

1

<KIS)99.3.6644

List Price; $599; Personal Data Pac. S.W.
Re<iuires. IBM PC. XT. AT. or compaiiblc;

proprietary Tandon version ofDOS.
In Short. Tandon 's Ad Pac offers the best

performance of ihe rcmovablc-tna.ss-stordge

systems we leslcd. It also offers a combina-

tion ofeconomy and mggedness that no other

removable hard disk could match

.

CtHCLE64aONRfcADfcHSfcHVlGfcCAHD

much faster than it can read them upon

separate request, the cache boosts through-

put significantly. Several other prtxlucts

incorporate similar caches, commonly
called look-ahead buffers, but most can

hold only halfor a single track of data.

Though PC Labs rated the mechanical

speed of the Data Pac at about 85 millisec-

onds (100 ms. using DOS sector reads),

the overall throughput was the highest of

any removable mass-storage system we
tested.

Installation ofthe Ad Pac hardware is as

easy as snapping in the controller board,

plugging in a spare power lead from your

power supply, and hooking a cable from

the controller’s port to the external recepta-

cle. The dream of hassle-ftee installation

begins to fade once you boot up your sys-

tem and begin preparing the Data Pacs for

actual use. In short, instead of integrating

nicely with your system, the Ad Pac
moves in and takes it over. The blame be-

longs with a persistent and bothersome se-

ries of menus, Tandon's spotty installation

documentation, and disk initialization

MAGAZINE SEPTEMBER I.1, 1988
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AxountMate*Accounting
lSoftwaiie,Designed forChange

Toolbox ConsolidatedTranshrmer SearchMate „ f
MagMedia 1 Ledger

Fund Manufacturer^
Time i Billing Accounting Control

Purchase

Order

Job Cost

Payroll

Accounts

Receivable

Accounts

Payable

General

Ledger

AccountMate.® Integrated accounting software from SourceMate.”

A
t SourceMate, innovation has been our business

right from the start. We didn't become the leader

in database accounting technology by matching

the competition. In addition to introducing the

first true dUASE III® accounting system, we released the

first multiuser dBASE® accounting system. Not only are

we known for reliability and speed, but for first-rate tech-

nical support as well. Now our team of top software

engineers has created a system that fits the workplace so

precisely, so intuitively, it’s praclically effortless. The result

is AccountMate 2.0* the most streamlined database

accounting software you can buy for business.

AccountMate’s easy data lookup and up-to-the-minute

reports give you instant access to the information you

need to make informed decisions. Sophisticated multilevel

passwords Increase your control over sensitive accounting

information. For speed and additional security, you can even

SourceMate provides comprehensive support for all

your needs. In addition to free telephone support, you

gain access to our worldwide network of expert consul-

tants who can reengineer AccountMate source code to fit

any specialized business application.

If your accounting software doesn’t match your

business, how much productivity are you losing every

working day? Maybe it’s time you investigated

a serious solution. Call today to receive a free AccountMate

BusinessPak, your introduction to the SourceMate family

of business accounting software.

AccountMate modules arc priced from $295.

800-877-8896

SourceMate
set key data fields to be bypassed during regular data entry.

20 Sunnjrside Arc

*\>rfsion 2.0 nwxlulo cunrntiy availaMc include: Gcnetai ledger. Accounts KcccivaWc Accoutm Paytdrie. Sales Onlcr. Purchase Order

Weproduce solutions.
It

.
MiU Vilin. U 94911 t928.'Ma SK) 600 $270. fax 4IS iSl 7441. 1Mf|)hooc4l4 381 toil

rtfciiUildaiyiw
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The Power
The high-powered executive

needs computingpower and
flexibility to match his needs.

Spreadsheets. Data base

management. Networking.

CAD. CAM. Desktop

publishing. Wordprocessing.

DeltaGold computers

provide speeds up to 20MHz
from a completefamily of
S088 (o S0386 desktops, lap-

tops, tower-basedfile servers

andportable systems. With

options of3.5“ or 5.25"

media.

The Support &
Reliability

Sit back and relax. You ’re

backed fy DeltaGoltfs

strong worldwide sales and
service network. DeltaGold

computers provide a com-

prehensive supportpacka^
including the most complete

software, written documenta-

tion, and video training

package in the industry.

It includes the DeltaGold

GoldDesk, which emulates a
Mac-style interface with on-

screen icotts andfull mouse
futtctums on a DOS rruxhine.

DeltaGold quality is backed

by an 18-month warranty

and a toll-free technical

support hot-line.

Learn more about the power,

support and reliability pf
DeltaGold computers. Call

toll-free l-dOO-255-DEUA

The Power of
DeltaGold Computers

The Support & Reliability of
DeltaGold

DELTAGOLD*
DELTA COMPUTER CORP.

(508)339-5575
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REMOVABLE MASS STORAGE

commands completely different from the

commands DOS provides.

Once up and miming, our evaluation

unit performed just beautifully under nor-

mal working conditions and even proved

fun to use.

After concluding our official testing,

we couldn't resist testing the Data Pac’s

ability to survive a fall. With a shock rating

of300g, the Personal Data Pac invites bm-
tal testing.

SCHOOL OF HARD KNOCKS First,

we dropped two Data Pacs from a distance

of about 16 inches onto a hard countertop.

Both to our surprise and Tandon’s, neither

unit worked after the fall. As it turned out,

an apparent design flaw in the mounting of

the ribbon-cable connector can cause the

coimector near the rear of the unit to fall

out of alignment during severe shocks.

The disks required only a simple fix: re-

moving three screws, lifting off the plastic

end-panel, and realigning the connector.

Tandon is aware of the connector's poten-

tial to be shocked out of alignment and is

working on a fix.

The Ad Pac auto-

matically parks and locks

the heads so they don’t tap

dance on your data when

you dash to your flight.

Next, we took the drop testing to an ex-

treme. Following the example of a Tandon

salesman at a recent computer exposition,

I casually tossed a Data Pac overmy shoul-

der, turning in time to watch it bounce on

the hard mbber floor ofPC Labs . The plas-

tic end-panel suffered two cracks, but the

disk whirred into its receptacle and went to

work without complaint. This time, the

connects hadn't even shaken loose.

Tandon's advertised 300g rating actual-

ly governs the disk mechanism itself.

Cracks in the plastic casing may render the

disk unusable ^ lesser shocks. But a plas-

tic casing is much easier, and cheaper, to

replace than a disk mechanism. And, ifour

tests are any indication, you need not wor-

ry too much about either if you treat your

Data Pacs with some amount of respect.

Like Plus Development's Passport,

TaiKlon's Ad Pac system includes a com-
mand that allows a quick backup of a disk

onto a Data Pac. However, the Ad Pac's

backup command works only from one

Data Pac to another. You'll have to buy

two receptacles or Tandon's dual-disk re-

ceptacle if you want to take advantage of

this feature.

Point-And-Shoot

PC-FULLBAK

Hard-Disk Backup Easy as

Shooting Hsti in a Barrel!

WSIUIKE
DMK^CORP

RO. Box 1711. Austin. TX 78767 Telephone: (512) 328-1041

PS/? and OS/? are trademarks ol internatiORat Business MacMnes, Inc

MCUII Now for OS/2! Point-And-Shoot PC-FullBak

llLII ' is now available for your OS/2 system.

CAQT I Point-And-Shoot PC-FullBak is the fastest

rHO I ! backup utility- period! Run it on your IBM
PC, XT, AT, or PS/2 30, 50. 60, 80 or true hardware

compatible at up to 20 mhz!

QIMPI PI light-bar menu to select

OIIiIiLL! and mark the directories, subdirecto-

ries. and individual files you want to back up! Back up

data all over your hard-disk with a single command!

RPI lARI PI Phirit-And-Shoot PC-FullBak keeps

IiLUHDLC! your data safe-but don't take our

word for it: “The product has never failed to give me a

reliable REST0RE.''-Jim Seymour, Micro Business

A DADCAIIUI With Point-And-Shoot

DHAuHlll! PC-FullBak, you1l never have

to talk about the data that got away, /ind at only $129.95.
it's a bargain! Available at quality software retailers or

from us at: (512) 328-1041. Your satisfaction is guaran-

teed-or well refund your money! /\nd that's no fish story.

AWARD-WINNING

SOFTWARE!
The award-winning family of

products from Westlake Data

I

Corp. has received

I

PCMaga^ne’s
Editor's Choice Award

I

and has been

I nominated for

PC Magazine's Technical

Excellence Award.
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SCANMAN'^ ^ 0
Pop any image up to 4"x II "straight into your IBM PC. XTAT PS/2 or

100% compatiblesystem. Clip it crop it resizeand rotate it color it Merge

it Save it Store it Choose between high contrast or high detail. Import

images into any best-selling DTP application (PageMaker:'“VenturaTetc).

Use it in any majorpublishing program. All you need is $299, a spare card

slot and five minutes to set up.

HOW ON EARTH IS THIS POSSIBLE FOR

H-

Be comforted. ScanMan
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7iU/yvtCch£i'tiz^

5Knwraj[|^
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F GENIUS

^imvAio^^

CALL TOLL FREE (800) 231-771 7OR (800)552-8885 INCAUFORNIA
Please send me my ScanMan: ' *<<*

ScanMan for IBM PC, XTAT.PSI2 models 25 and 50, and
100% compatibles $299.00

ScanMan forIBM PSI2 model50 andabove and 100% compatibles S3A9.00
Shipping and Handling (per Item): S 6.50

CA Residents add applicable sales tax: S
Total: S

Check or Money Order Enclosed Visa D MasterCard

Hand Held Scanners

ffl LOGITECH
;

;Personal f\ripherats. Worldwide.

'

Card fJumhpr

Authori7Pd^nntiirp

tPtpovepnni)

ShiptO:

Nnmp Phrmp

^cr is a trademark CityiStateiZip
. —— — .

ofAWus and Ventura Publisher Off^^vo^k^i^theUSonly.AIkm2^3weehstordetlvery.50-<^ayMoffeyBacHCuamntee.DEAL£RINQ^JIRIES
is a trademark of Ventura . WELCOME.SerKito:LOCn'ECH.Inc.attn:CouponRedefnptionProgram.6505KaiserDrive,RemorKCA9^S55

Software Inc
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REMOVABLE MASS STORAGE

The Ad Pac shares the same cost-effec-

tiveness limitations as do the other remov-

able hard disk products: if your applica-

tions demand more than one or two
removable disks per station, the cost be-

comes outrageous compared with the cost

of products like the Bernoulli Box D. On
the other hand, if you need the speed of a

removable hard disk product for such an

application, the Ad Pac is by far the least-

expensive of the group.

Aside from the annoying software in-

stallation and the problem with the loose

connector, my only major complaint with

the Ad Pac concerns its lack of true auto-

parking. Though it does an excellentjob of

lifting and locking the heads each time you

eject a disk, the Ad Pac’s head-parking

mechanism won’t avoid head crashes

when you turn off your system or during

sudden power loss.

The Ad Pac includes MS-DOS 3.2 (or

later) and Tandon’s Personal Data Pac

Utilities. Each Personal Data Pac ships

with Tandon MS-DOS, GW-BASIC, and

Microsoft Windows already installed.

Tandon markets two 80286-based ma-

chines—the Pac 286 and the Pac 286 Plus

—with built-in receptacles for the remov-

able Personal Data I^cs.

The Ad Pac and Personal Data Pac are

hard to beat. The system ranks as the fast-

est removable-mass-storage system and

among the least expensive. Though flexi-

ble-cartridge systems are the most able to

take a beating, the Personal Data Pac’s

rugged construction makes it a safe choice

among removable hard disk subsys-

tems.—Miitt Jones

TRADEWINDS PERIPHERALS INC.

Traveldisk 10 (Model 1)

Traveldisk 22 (Model 2)
Late last year, Tradewinds Peripherals be-

came the first manufacturer to produce a

truly portable, external hard disk—the

Traveldisk—thereby simplifying the tasks

of transferring, securing, and backing up

your data. Although the Traveldisk cur-

rently faces competition from similar

units, such as Aristotle Industries’ Plato

Hardpac 20 (also reviewed in this issue) as

well as other types ofremovable hard disks

and cartridges, it still earns high marks for

its durability and portability.

The models we received for testing in-

cluded the Traveldisk 22 (Model 2), which

is priced at $615, and the Traveldisk 10

(Model 1), which sells for $390. The nec-

essary cabling and bus extender card add

$1 IS to the price of each unit. Both drive

naodels are sold in 10, 22, 32, 40, 49, or

1(X)MB versions, which range in cost from

$390 to $2,065 (not including bus cards or

cables). This wide range of storage capaci-

ties should meet the data backup needs of

nxrst users. To make backup even easier,

the units come with Take II backup soft-

ware.

The Model I units are pocketsize,

weighing in at 3 pounds 2 oimces and mea-

suring 2.6 by 4. 15 by 5.9 inches (HWD).
At 4 pounds, 2 ounces, and 3.5 by 5 by 7

IE!«FACT FILE

Tradewinds Peripherals Inc.

10243 Glcnoaks Blvd.

Pacoima.CA 91331

(818) 896-6634

Traveldisk 10 (Model 1)

List Price; $390; bus extender card. $50; ca-

bles. $65; vinyl carrying case. $20.

Requires; IBM PC. XT. AT. or compatible;

DOS 3.2 or later.

CmCLE «S0ON REAOEH SERVICE (>RO

Traveldisk 22 (Model 2)

List Price: $615; bus extender card, $50; ca-

bles. $65; vinyl carrying ca.se. $20.

Requires: IBM PC. XT, AT. or compatible;

DOS 3.2 or later.

In Short: The Traveldisks are distinguished

by their ability to withstand major shocks.

They’re also small enough to be ea.sity trans-

ported and arc avail<d>le in a wide range of

storage capacities that can suit almost any-

Mie’s backup needs.

CIRCLEMl ON READER SERVICE CARO
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inches (HWD), the Model 2 units are

somewhat heftier—but still not big enough

to make transporting them an awkward or

strenuous activity. For convenience, you

can purchase a $20 padded vinyl carrying

case for the disks. Like the Plato Hardpac

20, the small size of the units also makes

them ideal for fulfilling data security

needs—simply unhook them from your

system and lock them away in a safe place.

A Winchester drive and a drive control-

ler board are packaged together and shock-

mounted inside each Traveldisk’s solid

metal case. The drives use a standard ST-

506 interface, and an MFM coding
scheme. While the two 3V^inch platters in

the lOMB model are coated with a tradi-

tional oxide coveting, the disks in units

with capacities of 20MB or more ate cov-

ered with the newer and tougher thin film.

The Traveldisk is shipped with both a

low- and high-level format. You’ll just

need to copy your DOS software to the

disk. The company warns that you may re-

ceive an error message ifyou are using cer-

tain early versions ofDOS 3. 1 and 3.2. To
correct this problem, Tradewinds has in-

cluded DOS 3.1 and 3.2 disks, which

modify one of your hidden-system files

when you reboot with them.

If you should need to reformat the Tra-

veldi^, the manual instructs you to dis-

connect any existing hard disk drives first

in order to avoid accidentally formatting

them. Reformatting is a relatively simple

procedure, requiring that you first use the

DOS DEBUG command. The test of the

procedure is uncomplicated: partition your

disk using FDISK, and then format it using

the DOS FORMAT command.

Unfortunately, the manual we received

made this procedure unnecessarily confus-

ing. Though the manual was clearly la-

beled as “preliminary,” the company has

been shipping Traveldisks for some
months now.

The power (20 watts peak, 1 2 watts av-

erage) is supplied to the Traveldisk by

means of a half-length bus card that installs

in PCs, XTs, ATs, and PS/2 Models 25

and 30. The bus cards’ design is clean and

simple, unmarked by any jumpers or

EPROM chips. A thick, 3-foot cable con-

nects the Model 2 drive to the card; the

Model 1 is connected via a 2-foot-long

shielded cable.
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AUTOMATIC CONnCURlNG Once
connected to a system, the Traveldisks

automatically configure themselves as

drive C: if no hard disk is present, and as

drive D: in systems with one hard disk in-

stalled. Likewise, if the system has only

one hard disk that has been logically parti-

tioned, the Traveldisks will configure

themselves as the next available drive. In

systems that already have two drives in-

stalled, the Traveldisk will take the place

of the second drive, thereby making it in-

accessible. The company plans to intro-

duce a device driver to override this limita-

tion sometime later this year.

While both units are similar in that they

lack activity indicator lights, the Model 2's

clean, sealed casing contrasts with the

Model I ’s cutout design. The open design

was built to accomriKxlate the U.S. mili-

tary, which wanted a portable unit that

could also fit directly inside PCs, XTs, and

ATs. (There are plans, though, to replace

the Model 1 with the Model 3, a unit that is

under development. It will feature a 'U-

inch connector and will interface to the bus

card by means of a pencil-thin cable.)

Both units use a direct-drive rack-and-

pinion linear actuator mechanism: a high

current is applied to the stepper motor to

hold the heads over the track. (Both the

Model 1 and Model 2 10MB units use a

stepper motor that is different from the one

found in units with larger capacities,

which accounts for their noisier perfor-

mance.) Although this mechanism makes

the unit slower than those which use voice-

coil actuators, it has the advantage ofbeing

four or five times more rugged. This al-

lows the Traveldisks to withstand nerve-

shattering shocks and vibrations.

Tradewinds claims that this makes auto-

parking unnecessary as well.

TAKESUCKINGUNSCATHED When
put to the test, the units proved themselves

to be Sturdy performers; they emerged
fiom numerous bruisings—such ^ being

shaken and rotated while in oper-

ation—unscathed. They even managed to

resurrect themselves a^r they were mer-

cilessly dropped feet to the ground.

While the drives proved themselves su-

premely capable of taking a licking, they

were quite fragile in one respect; unplug-

ging a Traveldisk from the system while

the computer is on could have fatal conse-

quences on the drive controller and your

data.

The PC Labs benchmark tests also

showed the units to be reliable, midlevel

Traciewinds’ units

proved themselves to be

sturdy performers,

emerging from numerous

bruisings unscathed.

performers. The 22MB Traveldisk is espe-

cially noteworthy: it rated as the fastest of

the three truly portable external hard disk

units we tested.

Most people will never need to bring

their data with them while climbing Mt.

Everest or trekking through tropical rain

forests, but I wouldn’t hesitate to recom-

mend this unit to those who do. It’s a tug-

ged little performer that seems ready and

able to take on the slings and arrows of out-

rageous fortune, or even airport baggage

handlers. That alone could make the Tra-

veldisks worth your investment.

—Jetmifer Zaino

WESTERN-DYNEX CORP.

Datamodule
Western-Dynex Corp.’s Datamodule
won’t wow you with flashy features or

bowl you over with speed, but its budget

price and solid performance may make it

an attractive choice for limited applica-

tions.

The Datamodule system comprises a

controller, an external drive housing, and

either of two sizes of Datamodules: 20MB
or 32MB. Total price for a 32MB system is

$695, well under the price tequir^ to get

started with most of the other systems re-

viewed here.

You couldn’t get much mote basic than

the Datamodule when it comes to remov-

able storage. The removable disk unit in-

cludes the band-stepper mechanism and

two imbedded servo platters in a 2.4-

pound package that slides manually into

and out of the housing. An indicator light

tests on the front panel of the removable

disk.

;

The housing itself is nothing more than

a thin plastic case with a connector mount-

ed on the rear inside panel. To keep the

housing from sliding around on your desk-

I top, you’ll need to anchor it to your system

chassis or desk with the adhesive velcro

strips that Westem-Dynex supplies.

If your system alt^y contains a hard

disk with an ST-506 MFM controller, you

can attach a 20MB Datamodule to the ex-

ishng controller. A bracket you install in

one of your system’s slot openings atta-

ches cables to the existing controller.

You’ll need the 5-megabit-per-second

RLL (run-length-limited) controller that

Westem-Dynex supplies to attach a 32MB
Datamodule, whether your system sports a

fixed disk or not. Jumpers on the bc^ al-

[

low you to select whether the Datamodule

Datamodule

Westem-Dynex Corp.

3536 W. Osborn Rd.

Phwnix.AZ 85019

(602) 269-6401

List Price: Datamodule kit with 32MB disk.

S69S; Datamodule kit with 20MB disk. $595;

Datamodule itself. $340; Datamodule re-

ceiver kit with 20MB disk. $280; Daiamo-

dule receiver kit with 32MB disk. $380.

Requires: IBM PC. XT. AT, or compatible

or PS/2 Model 30; DOS 2.0 or later.

In Short; A low-cost, no- frills removable

hard di.sk system in 32MB and 2()MB capaci-

ties. the Datamodule performs welt under

normal conditions, but its lack of automatic

head parking is a disadvantage.

ClRCLE»46QNq£AD£RSERVK:e CATO
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NETWORKING SOLUTION

20MHz
386

10MHz
XT

A VISION THAT STARTS WITH NETT

WARE SHARING INFORMATION ANOI

PERIPHERALS. AND STREAMLINII

COMMUNICATIONS WITH A PROVEB-

MULTI-USER SYSTEM THATS EAS e

TO SET UP AND EASY TO USE.

END YOUR SEARCH FOR POWER-

FUL NETWORK SOFTWARE; DIS-

COVER CONNECTIVITY WITH NO-

VELL, THE STANDARD OF LAN

OPERATING SYSTEM SOFTWARE,
AND OUR CPU 386 FILE SERVER.



BetterByDesim

CPU 386/20
$2,095

• 8D3B6CPU • IMBRAM(Eiipandable1o
8MB on hoard) • Norton V3 SI raling 23
• t 2 MB floppy drive • Dual floppy'hard

disk controller • 101 hey enhanced key-

board • 2 fienal ports. 1 parallel port, game
iMrt • Clock/Calendar with battery back-up

• AMI BIOS • Keyboard/hardware se-

lectable processing speed • (Tower Case
Optional)

CPU 286/1

6

$1,395
• 80286-16 CPU • 512K of RAM
(Expandable to dMB on board) • 12MB
floppy drive • Dual Floppy/bard disk

controller • 101 key enhanced keyboard
• 2 serial (>orts. 1 parallel pod. game port

• Clock'Calendar with battery back up
• Phoenix BIOS • Keyboard swrtchable

processing speed

Basic System Price $1 ,395
Monochrome System $1 ,535
With 40MB Hard Disk $1 ,930
EGA System $1,985
With 40MB Hard Disk $2,380

CPU 286/1 2

$1,095
• 80286 CPU • ( lOMHz Optional) • Zero
Wait Slate • 51 2K RAM rExpandable to

4MB on board) • Norton V3 SI rating 15.3

• I 2MB floppy drive • Dual tloppy'harrt

disk controller • 101 -key enhanced key-

Iraard • 2 serial ports. 1 parallel port tiame
port • Ctock/Calendar with 10 year battery

life • PhoenuBiOS • Keyboard'sofiwafe
selectable processing speed

Basic System Price $2,095
Monochrome System $2,235
With 20MB Hard Disk $2,485
With 40MB Hard Disk $2,630
EGA System $2,685
With 20MB Hard Disk $2,935
With 40MB Hard Disk $3,080

CPU 286/P
$1 .895

• 80286 CPU • Zerowaitstate • 512K
RAM (Expandable to 4MB on board)

• NodonV3 SI rating 15.3 • 1 44M83.5’'
floppy drive • Floppy.'hard disk controller

• 102-key Enhanced keyboard • 2 serial

ports. 1 parallel port, game port • Clock/

Calendar with 1 0 year battery life • Phoenix

BIOS. • Keyboard/soltware selectable

processing speed • Supertwist EL backlit

LCD (640x400)

With 20MB Hard Disk $1 ,895

Basic System Price $1 ,095
Monochrome System $1 ,235
With 20MB Hard Disk $1,485
With 40MB Hard Disk $1,630
EGA System $1,685
With 20MB Hard Disk $1,935
With 40MB Hard Disk $2,080

CPU TURBO XT

$695
• CPU running at 4 77 4 10MHz • 640KofO
wail state RAM • 360K floppy drive • 84-

key AT style keyboard • 1 serial port. 1

parallel port, game port • Clock/Calendar

With battery back-up • DTK BIOS • Key-

board switchable processing speed

Monochrome System $ 695
With 20MB Hard Disk S 990
EGA System $1,145
With 20MB Hard Disk $1,440

THE COMPLETE NETWORKING SYSTEM
NOVELL NETWARE. 4 NODE WORKSTATIONS WITH CPU 286 FILE SERVER

COMPLETE WITH 40MB HARD DISK S5.995

£ TO ORDER, CALL (800)824-2936
We accept Visa Mastercard, and cashier's

checks. Purchase orders welcome with approved

credit. Personal checks take 1 5 days to clear.

Written inquiries should be sent to CPU, Dept 28.

1 2803 Schabarum Avenue. Irwindale. CA91 706
Hours: Monday through Friday. 7 am. to 6 p.m.

PST; Saturday, 1 0 am. to 3 p.m. PST.

In California: (800) 662-61 1

1

Local Inquiries: (818) 338-5959
Tech Support: (81 8) 81 4-2367

All systems carry a 30 day money back guarantee
excluding shipping charges. All basic systems
carry a comprehensive 1 year parts and labor

warranty. During this period, we will repair or

replace, at our option, any defective part at no
additional charge. Add-on products I hard drives,

monitors, eta) carry manufacturers' warranties.

CIRCLE IW ON READER SERVICE CARD
©1988 Computer Products United, irwindale. California All rights reserved Pncmg and system configurations are subject to change without notice



REMOVABLE MASS STORAGE

will be the C: or D: drive. If you’re already

running two hard disk drives in your sys-

tem, you’re out of luck; the Datamodule

doesn’t include the necessary drivers to be

attached as a third drive.

Westem-Dynex includes two backup

utilities with the Datamodule: a menu-
driven version and a cotrunand-line ver-

sion. Both allow backup of files by file

specification using wildcard characters or

by groups of subdirectories.

Our 32MB evaluation unit performed

well and without a glitch during PC Labs

testing. The imbedded servo control gave

it a respectable, if not glamorous, 63-milli-

second random access time. Its throughput

figures were the slowest of the removable

hard disk products tested, but still not bad

for a removable-mass-storage system.

Serious limitations make the Datamo-

dule an unwise choice for some remov-

able-storage applications, however. One
such limitation is the shock mounting of

the disk itself The disks ate rated for a

nonoperating shock of only 50g along each

axis. We subjected our unit to mote-seri-

ous shocks than it would suffer under nor-

mal use, and the unit showed no signs of

failure. But one severe drop could well

tender the disk useless.

Worse still, the SOg rating assumes that

the heads ate parked in their landing zone,

but the system makes no provisions for

automatic head-parking or locking. Before

you remove a disk, you’ll have to remem-

ber to tun the head-parking routine that

Westem-Dynex includes. Human memory
being what it is, you’re asking for trouble

if you buy a removable hard disk that

doesn’t automatically park its heads.

If low price is a must and you’re confi-

dent that you can treat a removable disk

with great cate, the Westem-Dynex Data-

module may give you years of inexpensive

service. The Datamodule also makes sense

as a fast, low-cost alternative to slow, un-

executable tape backups.

For most removable-media applica-

tions, however, the Datamodule’s low

shock tolerance and manually parking

heads make it a risky way of safeguarding

or transporting your valuable data. If dura-

bility is a must, look elsewhere.

—^Mitt Jones

REMOVABLE HARD CARTRIDGES

SYQUEST ’TECHNOLOGY

SyQuest SQ555
If you’re in the market for a removable-

media drive with large<apacity cartridges,

fast speeds, and a low price, the SyQuest

SQ555 may be your b^t bet. But there’s

trouble in paradise: you’ll have to sacrifice

DOS versions 3. 1 and 3.2 if one was your

version of choice, and if you intend to car-

ry your cartridges around, you may have to

tiptoe.

SyQuest’s SQS5S is an internal half-

height Winchester hard disk drive that sells

for$99S. Cartridges are slim, measurejust

over 514 inches square and are housed in a

transparent brown plastic case. At only

$100 each, these 44MB (formatted capaci-

ty) disks ate quite a bargain.

That is, if you’re careful with them.

The PC Labs “drop test” had fatal conse-

quences for the SQ555 cartridge. When I

powered up the disk after a 2-foot drop,

horrendous groaning noises emanated
from the drive, and the disk malfunc-
tioned. SyQuest explained that the disk’s

plastic case is held together by only six

pins, although the company is exploring

H]] E D 1 T O R ’ S

A3 C H O I C E

• AdPac
• Bernoulli Boxn
• Passport

Iomega Corp.'sBernoulli Baocll lentchoice when money is no object.

takesEdilor'sChoicefor Us time- Besides substantial shockprotec-

proven dependability and the diock turn, die Passport boasts true auto-

resistance ofitsflejMe-media car- madepark aiul lock to avoidhead
tridges. Ifyouplan to send disks crazies. A boot-drive selection

through die mail, dieBemouUiBox switch on the rear ofthe removable

ll is byfar the wisest cimice. drive letsyou overrideyour system's

Though the initial costoftheBer- usual boot drive—a real advantage

nouUiBox is not trivial, the system ^you're trying to toggle between

becomes inexpensivecompared with OS/2 andDOS on the same system.

removable hard disks ^ytmrappli- AUinaU.the Passport exenplifies

cation callsfor multiple removable though^ and competetu design.
units. ThedisadvarOagesoftheBer- Tandon’sAdPac yielded the
nouUi system are its unavoidable greatest throughput speedofthe 13

media wearand its lackluster removable-mass-storage systems

speed. we reviewed. It also handled severe

Two newcomers to the remov- punishment better than did the other

able-mass-storage market—Plus removable Windtesterproducts.

Development Carp, ‘sPassportand Best ofall, its3MiB PersonalData

Tandon Corp.’sAdPac—also earn Pacs retail at abouthaythe price of
an Editor's Choice selection. dte $795 40MB Passport. Ouronly

The Passport is expensive any mc^ complaint with this system

wayyou look at U. Whetheryoubuy was itsfailure toprevent head

only one removable diskor several. crashes whenpower to the system

you'llpay more thanyou wouldfor was shut off. Though U actually1^
attractive abematives. ButPlus De- and locks the headsawayfrom the

velopment’sfastand time-proven platters before ejecting a disk, the

technology—the same that went into AdPac does not retract the heads
theHardCardTOandHardCard when you shut (ffpower orduring
40—makes the Pas^tort an excel- accidentalpower loss.
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SyQuest SQ555
SyQuest Technology

47923 Warm Springs Blvd.

Fremont, CA 94538

(415)490-7511

List Price; $995; cartridge. $100.

Requires; IBM PC. XT. AT, or compatible;

DOS 3.3 or later.

In Short; The S>Quest SQ555 delivers a lot

of perfcmnance for a little cash. The drive’s

only major drawback is the fragility of its car-

tridges; only one fall to the floor can put a disk

out ofcommis.sion. The SQ555 icst^ so well

on PC Labs benchmark tests that users who
don't need to pass disks from hand to hand

may find it the best drive fw their mass stor-

age dollar.

CIRC; g6<90N READER SERVICE CARD

other constructions to improve shock resis-

tance. Considering that the idea behind re-

movable hard disk cartridges is that they’re

mobile, the fragility of these disks could be

a considerable detriment.

CfflSSISTENTLY SPEEDY If the cost

of speed is low shock tolerance, it may be

worth paying. The SQ555 scored consis-

tently among the top three or four competi-

tors on all of our benchmark tests, coming

in first for the Disk Access Sector Read

test.

From start to finish, installation

couldn’t be easier: Attaeh guide rails to the

drive to slide it into any drive bay; SyQuest

recommends the B: drive bay. Connect the

drive to its half-size SCSI interface card

with a 50-pin connector. Then attach the

ground lug connector to the chassis of the

computer, hook up the internal power ca-

ble, and you’re re^y to format. Since the

cartridges come with a low-level format.

you need only partition the disk with

FDISK and perform a DOS format.

1 had no luck formatting the SQS5S the

first time I tried. Although the SQ5SS had

been shipping for 6 months at the time of

this review, the documentation was still

“preliminary” and made no mention of

the SQ555’s requirement forDOS 3.3. We
were unable to format the disk using DOS
3.2, and, when we discussed the problem

with SyQuest, the company responded by

sending us a field bulletin explaining the

special partitioning procedure necessary to

mn the disk under DOS 3.1 and 3.2. Sy-

Quest strongly recommends the use of

IX3S 3.3 to t^e full advantage of their

disk’s 44MB size. Thus the benchmark

tests were run using DOS 3.3 instead of

our standard DOS 3.2.

If you want to swap disks during a ses-

sion, the only other task to perform is to in-

stall SyQuest’s driver. SyQuest supplies

other utilities that allow you to format third

and fourth physical drives, reassign drive

numbers, and allow for an SCSI format.

The security-minded will benefit from a

utility that locks and releases the door of

the drive at your command.

Although a power interruption will

If the cost of speed is

low shock tolerance, it

may be worth paying. The

SQ555 scored high on all

our benchmark tests.

cause the heads to land on the disk, Sy-

Quest insists that its disks’ construction

prevents damage. The disk is standard

plated media—a metallic disk coated with

sputtered graphite material—but with a

fluorocarbon lubricant. It is the lubricant

that keeps crashed disk heads from affect-

ing data, even if you remove the disk. Sy-

Quest recommends waiting 30 seconds be-

fore ejecting the disk after a power-out and

promises indefinite disk life crash after

crash.

The SQ555 boasts some appealing fea-

tures . The disk cartridge is equipped with a

write-protect switch that you can enable by

turning it with a screwdriver or even a

dime. Both a power light and an activity

indicator tell you what your drive is up to,

and you can purchase a cleaning cartridge

to keep the drive motor hub dirt-free.

If you insist on removable hard car-

tridges that will survive customs inspec-

tions and overnight-mail packages, you

should probably look elsewhere. But if

speed, security, and cost efficiency are

high on your list of must-haves, the Sy-

Quest SQ555 just fills the bill.

—Stephanie K. Losee

SYSGENINC.

External DuraPak
Internal DuraPak
Sysgen’s DuraPak wins points for tbe as-

tounding abuse-proofqudity of the drive’s

removable hard disk cartridges, called

DuraDisks. Unfortunately, durability

comes at a price, and in this case the price

is speed.

The DuraPak product trio includes two

internal drive units, single and dual, and a

dual-external drive unit. The single inter-

nal drive is installed in the B: drive bay; the

dual takes the plaee ofboth A: and B: flq>-

py disk drives. We tested the single inter-

nal and dual-external DuraPaks only.

The DuraPaks are Winchester-type

hard disk drives; they use 4-inch-squate re-

movable cartridges that resemble thick

3 '/2-inch floppy disks. Each DuraDisk
costs $1 IS and has a formatted capacity of

15MB.
The DuraDisk hard disk cartridge in-

cludes a metallic disk coated with super-

hard sputtered-graphite material, enclosed

in a dust-ftee plastic case. The eartridges

appear almost worry-free: the heads don’t

slam into the disk in ease of power failure;

they simply freeze in place above the plat-

ter. (Note that in such a case the heads are

not correctly positioned, so power must be

restored to the disk before you can remove

it.) Keep the disks in a clean environment,

and they’ll last almost indefmitely.

Sysgen reports shock resistance to 40g
and really delivers. I dropped a DuraDisk

cartridge onto a hard floor from 2 feet, 4
feet, and 6 feet with no change in perfor-
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newformatted

dlskettesyii never

have to stop

mance. Then I threw it against a wall for

further entertainment and watched in awe

as it powered up yet again with no prob-

lems.

EXFUCIT DOCUMENTATION The
installation of both the internal and exter-

nal models is straightforward, made even

simpler by an explicit and well-written

manual. The manual documents the hard-

ware installation procedure so thoroughly

that it even includes a chapter about re-

moving and replacing the computer cover.

The internal unit is installed into the B:

drive bay with guide rails, just as you

would install a floppy disk drive. The dual

external unit, weighing in at 14'/2 pounds,

is flat and sturdy enough to place between

your monitor and CPU. Both DuraPaks

hook up to full-length ST-S06 controller

boards. The internal unit is connected to

the controller with 34-pin and 20-pin inter-

face cables that come with the unit. Once
the drive's power cables are hooked up to

the floppy disk drive above and to the pow-

er harness, you’re ready to go. The exter-

nal unit staiids alone and thus connects to

the controller with a 37-pin interface cable

from the outside. Plug in the 1 10-volt pow-

er cable, and hardware installation is com-

plete.

Software installation isn’t quite as pain-

less as hardware installation. The fact that

cartridges come pre-formatted doesn’t

seem to make life any easier. After the

complicated process of making a working

copy of the EturaPak Utilities diskette, you

run the install program to make your Dura-

Pak cartridge bootable. The install pro-

gram gives you the option of formatting,

appends the SYSGEN.SYS file to the ex-

isting CONFIG.SYS file, and offers you

the option of using Sysgen’s utilities. The

utilities include a partitioning program, a

high-speed copy program, disk caching.

Sysgcn Inc.

556 Gibraller Drive

Milpitas, CA 95035

(408)263-4411

External DuraPak

List Price: $2,695; cartridge. $115.

Requires: IBM PC. XT. AT, or compatible

or PS/2 Model 30; DOS 2.0 or later.

CIRCLE 647 ON READgR SERV1C£ CARD

Internal DuraPak
List Price: Single internal. $1 .495; dual in-

ternal. $2,495; cartridge. $115.

Requires: IBM PC. XT. AT. or compatible

or re/2 Model 30; DOS or later.

In Short: Sysgen’s DuraPak trio of remov-

able-media drive units sport removable hard

disk cartridges that withstand shock to a re-

markable degree. The DuraPaks fared poorly

on our benchmark tests without disk-cach-

ing, but with caching the drives placed in the

middle of the pack. A particularly good bet

for backup and security, and for times when

portability is a priority.

CIRCLE 640ON RE/\OER SEUVICE CARD
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and diagnostic routines.

The Sysgen Optimizer program nms a

perfonnance test on the DuraOisk to deter-

mine the most efficient interleave fa your

system. Although the Optimizer will set an

interleave factor on its own, the program

allows you to review the performance re-

sults and reset the interleave at your discre-

tion. XT users may find this customizing

feature especially advantageous for their

slower systems.

UNIQUE DVRACACHE The DuraPaks

are the only drives we tested that included

a disk-caching program, and the sluggish

times the drives clocked certainly trans-

form that feature ftom a luxury to a neces-

sity. While both the internal and external

units tested at or near the bottom in all our

tests, with the DuraCache option the times

improved from 40 to 300 percent, moving
the units to the middle of the pack. If

you’ve got the extra memory, by all means

take advantage ofthe DuraCache option.

You can boot from the DuraPak drives

or use them in conjunction with an existing

internal hard disk. The units will automati-

cally configure as C: ot-D: (and up), de-

Sysgen’sDuraPaksare

the only drives we tested

that include a disk-

caching program.

pending on whether an internal hard disk

drive is present. The use of a dual-internal

and dual-external DuraPak at once will re-

sult in an assignment of C: and E; for the

internal drives and D: and F: fa the exter-

nal drives.

Both units sport activity indicators

whose red flicker you should get used to

watching; the hard cartridges need time

both to get up to speed and to slow down
when you want to eject a disk.

The single internal drive unit, which is

priced at $1 ,495, may not pinch too much,

but the dual-external unit’s $2,495 price

tag may make the advantage of having a

second drive simply not worth spending

the extra bucks. Aside from the drives’ ini-

tial purchase cost, the SI 15 DuraDisk car-

tridge price is a good value not only in

terms of dollar-per-meg but in terms of

both disk life and durability.

Sysgen’s DuraPak is a particularly at-

tractive choice for uses such as backup and

security where speed doesn’t play such an

important role. And if you have a 3-year-

old who likes to go rooting around in your

briefcase for toys to play with, you might

give the DuraDisks a look, too.

—Stephanie K. Losee ES

In the middle of

what^om^edoo
to format a dlstetl

No one likes to be interrupted. Especially by

a diskette.

So, we’re introducing 5!4 inch formatted diskettes

for IBM* PCs and compatibles. They eliminate all format-

ting hassles, so you won’t have to be interrupted anymore.

They’re compatible with DOS versions 2.0 and

higher. And our Mark Q™ process assures you ofour

usual product standards. Exceptional durability.

0)M IW8 IBM na iMdrmirk nf Inrnruiinful Buwnm .Machuin OM^irUinn Mari Q n t Ttailrmol iil ),M

consistency, reliability and performance.

So next time you’re saving data and don’t

want to waste any time, make sure you have 3M
formatted diskettes.

We guarantee you’ll never have to stop in the

middle of what you’re doing again.

For more information, call Supporting the dream

1-800-888-1889, Ext. 40.

aRCLE 267ON READER SERVICE CARD
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ttonutaclunng Centpany. Inc.

SAPPHIRE SPF-1 m
SMn1C^eO EMt-RFlFin«reO.

adapistoOupimoutt«t.<3
Ou»ets.i5Ampslotoil25Voin.
1675FromSing(aorAICombin-
«d • 009tating Jemperatui^
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Voito9»'« Tost Current
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Pesponse Time 1 Nor>o*ecor^ (1 » 10 -9

sec) 'Oetectnc Test 3000 VAC 60 Sec ^
• Forword Surge Rotirio «i 2S*C. 1440 Amps tor ^
Vl20Sac • ModeNoeeProtectior^ Normal orso

'

Common Mode * None Retecaor^ Frequer>cv
1S0t(HZ-30MHZ«Atter>uonon 500-6806
l>e^wo„am

$84.95

CUITIS
RUBY SPF-2 Switched. EMi-RFi filtered, plugs mto duplex outlet. 6 tt

power cord. BuM-m Circuit Breoker • 6 Outlets. 15 Amps Total 125 Volts. 1875

Motts •Operatir>g Temperature -40*^10 f B5*C Peak Pulse Power
Dissipotion ui 25*C. 506.OOOW for 20 Micro Sec • Maximum Ctampmg
Voitoge «i Test Current 50A (6^20 Micio Sec ) 340V Clomping Occurs line

to Uoe(NorrTX}lli1ode)ondUne to Ground (Common Mode) •Clompir>g
Response Hme 1 Nonosecond (1 x 10 9 sec }• Dielectric Test 3000 VAC
60 Sm 'Forward Surge Rating in 25‘C. 1440 Amps for 1/120 Sec
' Mode Noee Protection Normal andCommon Mode' Noise R^ection
Freouencv ISOKH? 30MHZ 'Attenuation 5DB S8DB
Lifetime Worranty

^ Curts Surge Protedori meet or exceed iSflondords
687 1980 GuKie tor Surge VottogeeeiAC (^owr Ceeuts.

The Experts in Accessories

EMERALD SP-2»..«nM
ptugiintoduoieioueet. 6tt powercord.
BuNt-xi Circuit Breaker OOuttett 15 Amps
Total 126 VoNs. 1675 Motts From Sir>gie or All ^^^k
CompineO' Operating temperoture 40*CId^^H
4 66‘C'Paok Pulse PoweiDissipaiioniu 25*0.
68&.000Wtor20McioSM ' Maximum Clompxrn^B
Mliltogero Text Current SOA (8/20 Micto Sec ) 34^ ^
CiarTYiirsg Occurs ime to Line (Normal Mode) and '

line to Ground (Common Mode) 'domping
Response Time i Nanosecond (1 « 10 Rsecl'Oieiec
tnc Test 3000VAC 60 Sec * Forword Surge Rotmg
M 2&'C 1440 Amps lot i:t20 Sec. Lifetime Worranty

RetoH $64.95

DIAMOND SP-1
Switctied. odc^iis to duplex outlet. ' 6 Outlets. 16Amps Total 126
Vorts 1876 Motts 'Opiating Temperature -40S2tot85*C
• Peak Pulse Power OMipotion to 26*C.686,000Wfoi20
Micro Sec 'Maximum OampmgVoltooe to Current
SOA (8^ Micro Sec ) 340V Ciornplr>g Occurs Lirse to Lme
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"< 26*C. 1440 ArT«s for 1/120 Sec . IMetime MarranN

»«>. $54.95

TheOnes To Ask For
Curtis Electronic Surge Protectors are built to

provide surge protection for any microcomputer
for 0 lifetime. Constructed with precision, using
advanced semiconductor technology, the Curtis

Jewels prevent damage to microcomputer sys-

tems ond data from powerline overvoltage

“surges, spikes orxJ glitches."Surge protection from
the Curtis Jewels is your guarantee of the best line

of defense for your valuable hardware and data,
at o price that won’t shock you. Get your computer
the protection it deserves with Curtis— the experts

In occessories.

Curtis products are available nationally trom leading Dealers. Distributors, and Retail Chains.
In Canoda. Persoool Computer Assoc. Inc., P.O. Box 235, Ajax. 0^^. Conoda L1S 3C3. (416) 427-6612

For the Curtis dealer nearest you call (603) 532-4123 Ext. 87

One-Stop shopping
for Innovative

Computer Accessories

MxrxatkxItiB CoHtpewy. Inc.

CURTIS
Lifetime

Warranty j

C-1 CIRCLE 472 ON READER SERVICE CARD 30 Fitzgerald Drive. Jaffrey, NH 03452
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BASICA 3.x Program Control Statements

CALL— Call a machine language subfoutne
SYNTAX; CALL offset( {variable [.vaifaU^....)]

offset— offset of subroutine. Before using CALL
you must set offset to the correct value, e.g.,

offset • 0.

variable— argument to the machine language

subroutine.

CHAIN— Transfer execution to another program
SYNTAX: CHAIN (MERGE] filename (.(IM (.[ALL]

(.DELETE rang^
MERGE— if present, causes new program to be
MERGEd with old (see MERGE command)
filename— program to transfer control to

line— specifies line at which new program starts.

Default first line.

ALL— says all current variables are passed to new
program. If omitted, program must include a COMMON
statement specifying which variables are passed.

DELETE— acts like the DELETE command—
deletes a range of lines before MERGEing new lines

COMMON — List variables passed to chain program
SYNTAX; COMMON variaUelvariaU^...

END— End program, dose files, return to BASIC

S
command level

SYNTAX: END

I FOR and NEXT— Perform a loop a given number of times

I SYNTAX: FOR numvar-xTOy (STEP z] ... NEXT
B inumberlnumber2]{...
- numvar— an integer or single-predsion variable

B X— initial value of counter

_ y— final value of counter

H z— Increment

NOTE: A NEXT statement always matches the most

recent FOR statement unless you follow It with a
spedfic counter variable or variables.

GOSUB and RETURN— Branch to and return Itom a
subroutine.

SYNTAX: GOSUB line ... RETURN
line— first line In the subroutine

GOTO— Unconditional branch to a given line

SYNTAX: GOTO iine

NOTE: If line is not executable, control goes to

next executable line.

IF— Conditional branching instrudion

SYNTAX: IF number(.] THEN clause (ELSE daus^
—or— IF number (,] GOTO line ((.(ELSE clause]

number— value 0 means FALSE, any nonzero value

means TRUE
clause— (1 ) arty BASIC statement, (2) a series of

statements separated colons, (3) line number to

branch to

fine— fine number to branch to

NOTE: IF..THEN..ELSE statement must occur on a
single program line.

This is the first in a

tm-WHAlB^ISafliggpendkig on expression

eabroufine starting at the nth line

m the list. no GOSUB.

ON~.GOTO— Branch depending on expression

SYNTAX: ON nGOTO fine (.lin^...

n— GOTO the nth line in the list. If 0 or > 255.

no GOTO.

RETURN— End subroutine and return to where It was
called

SYNTAX: RETURN (In^

Ivie— optional line to return to. Normally

omitted, in which case control returns to the

callirtg location.

STOP— Stop program without dosing files

SYNTAX; STOP

WHILE and WEND— Execute a loop while a condition Is

true

SYNTAX: WHILE numvar ... WEND
numvar— loop repeats until numvar becomes zero

dtonsme:A valid DOS filename preceded and optionally

' followed by a quotation mark No wildcards.

fttenum: The file number with which the file or device was
OPENed.

c;A valid DOS file specification preceded and
opiidnally followed by a quotation mark (~). May Indude
wildcard characters.

Une:A program line number from 0 to 65535.

Mat .'A list of numeric or string expressions for output,

separatedbycommas, blanks, or semicolons. Sc^rating
with a comma causes the next item to be printed at the

start of the next 14-character print zone. Separating with a
semicolon or space causes It to be printed immediately

alter the last value. Unless a list ends with a comma,
semicolon, or an SPC or TAB funclion, BASIC inserts a
carriage return at the end of Asf.

number:A numeric constant, variable, or expression.

numvar: A numeric variable (not a constant or

expression).

oMsefr An offset from 0 to 6SS35 in the cunent segment.

Set the current segment with DEF SEG.
ON/OFF/STOP: event-trapping modes.
ON enables event trapping.

OFF disables trapping.

STOP disables trapping but remembers any activity so
an immediate trap occurs at the next ON.

siring:A string constant, variable, or expression.

sMngvar: A string variable (not a constant or expression).

siMlne: A fine number where an event-handling subtou-

tina begins. If 0, disables trapping that event.

variable: Any numeric or stri^ variable.

Nell J. Rubenking

series of Help Files about BASIC statements.
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adjusts from
4 to 7V2 inches

Simply Adjustable
Universal Sysim Stand

The new SS-3 System Stand from Curtis adjusts from 4 to IVi inches to accommodate almost any system
unit including the iBM-PC, XT, AT, Compaq Deskpro, hard disk drives, and the Bernoulli Box. Constructed of

high-impoct ABS, it is colored and textured to match or complement all microcomputer systems. Clean
up your workspace — put your system unit on the floor. Get organized and more productive with the

SS-3 System Stand from Curtis — the experts in accessories. Retail. ..S29.95

Curtis products are available nationally from leading Dealers, Distributors, and Retail Cbalns.

In Canada: Personal Computer Assoc. Inc., RO. Box 235, Ajax, ONT, LIS 3C3, (416) 427-6612

For the Curtis dealer nearest you call (603) 532-4123 Ext. 87

Adjust from
4to7'/j Inches.

HIgh-Impact ABS.
Matches or complements

dll microcomputer systems
In color and texture.

CIRCLE 4M ON READER SERVICE CARD

One-Stop shopping
for Innovative

ComputerAccessories

cuwany. ntc.

CURTIS
30 Fitzgerald Drive, Jatfrey, NH 03452

Uletime
Warranty.

Rugged design.
Proven stability for desktop
or floor use.

Lifetime
Warranty.



Productivity
PC LAB NOTES: C LANGUAGE RICHARD HALE SHAW

Writing
OPTIMAL C; PART 2
Having considered size optimization in Part 1 , this concluding article gives you practical tips

and techniques you can use to make your Cprograms runfaster.

I
n Part I of this series, I argued the

benefits of optimizing your C pro-

grams and discussed a number of size

optimization techniques. Unfortunately,

the variety of factors that affect code size

make this kind of optimization a somewhat

abstract, even vague subject. Optimizing

for speed , the subject of this concluding ar-

ticle, is a more precise topic, involving

specific gambits and techniques.

I’ll begin with an overview of speed op-

timization, some methods of measuring

execution time, and a look at the efficiency

of C’s control structures. Then I’ll follow

with a number of techniques that you can

begin to use right away. As in Part 1, I’ll

assume you are using either Version 5 Jt of

Microsoft C or Turbo C 1 . 5

.

GETTING STARTED Experienced as-

sembly language gurus, such as those who
write PC Magazine's Utilities column,

know that it’s more efficient to set the AX
register to 0 with the assembler instruction

XOR AX , AX than with MOV AX , 0 . The for-

mer takes fewer machine cycles.

In an effort to choose the most efficient

means of accomplishing a task, assembly

language programmers often count the

number of clock cycles used by each in-

struction. This kind of analysis is repeated

until, eventually, the instructions and cy-

cle times become second nature. Thus, the

experienced assembler programmer
knows which instruction, or sequence of

instructions, is mote efficient.

I’m not advocating that you mn right

out, dump an assembly language listing of

your C program to the printer, and begin to

count clock cycles. But the principles in-

volved are the same. A good approach to

optimizing a program is to start at the top

and work down. First, determine which

part of your program needs optimization.

PRODl'CnVlTY INDEX

PC LAB NOTES
Mote great optimizing techniques for

speeding up your C programs.

UTILITIES
Create, modify, and load custom

screen fonts with FONTEDfr.
ENVIRONMENTS
Improve your Presentation Manager

screens with dialog boxes.

POWER PROGRAMMING
Quicksort: a terrific general-purpose

sorting algorithm.

SPREADSHEET CLINIC
A beneficial bug in SuperCalc, a better

way to pause macro execution.

USER-TO-USER
Consolidating batch files; deleting

sensitive data files completely.

POWER USER
Rapid glossary entries in Microsoft

Word-, SUM and COUNT in dBASE.

LANGUAGES
Convert Turbo Pascal reals from 6 to 8

bytes; QuickBASIC file copying.

PC TUTOR
Multitasking options for personal

computers; forms of the RET opcode.

CONNECTIVITY CLINIC
Capture NetBIOS return codes and

translate them into English.

Next, study the algorithm used: would an-

other algorithm do the job more efficiently

and effectively? Finally, if the algorithm is

right, how well has it been implemented?

Only after you’ve answered these ques-

tions should you ask yourself whether one

expression or instruction should be used in

place of two.

For the C programmer, this often

means that only a handful of func-

tions—perhaps only one or two—will

really need optimization. Study the algo-

rithms used in these functions and deter-

mine whether the right choices have been

made. Is there a more efficient algorithm,

or can the existing one be improved con-

siderably? Remembering the axiom that

“90 percent of program runtime will be

spent executing 10 percent of the code,"

find the portion ofyour program that needs

the most optimization.

Once the algorithms you’ve chosen

have been verified as correct, there are still

a number of other optimizing opportunities

available. For example, one option is to

write assembler functions that can be

called directly by the C program. A well-

written assembler function can often im-

prove the execution time of a C program.

However, the decision whether or not to

take this approach isn’t always straightfor-

ward and depends on a number of mitigat-

ing factors. Most obvious, of course, is

whether or not you are experienced with

assembler. Another important consider-

ation is portability. Since assembly lan-

guage is intimately tied to the CPU archi-

tecture of the computer, programs (or

portions of programs) written in assembler
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are not portable to other CPU architec-

tures. However, one rca.son that program-

mers write in C is because it is portable.

Assembly language is incredibly useful

for writing eertain types of programs, sueh

as interrupt handlers and deviee drivers.

And counting clock cycles is often the

most accurate means of estimating the per-

formance of a section of cixle. But this is

tedious. I'm not at all against program-

ming in a.ssembler—the thrill of control-

ling the computer at such a low level is a

heady experience. However, writing func-

tions in assembler is only one way to im-

prove the pcrfonriancc of your code.

Another option is to apply the concepts

of cycle counting to C operators and func-

tion calls. In his btxrk. Efficient C, Tom
Plum defines two concepts that can be

used to help estimate and measure the per-

formance of a C program. The first of

the.se is the Average C Operator (AGO),

which is the average time required by an

assortment of operations using short
ints. The second is the Average Function

Call (AFC), which is the average time

needed to call a function with a single ar-

gument and return to the caller.

An understanding of these concepts can

help you estimate the performance of a

section of code in much the same way that

counting machine cycles helps an assem-

bler programmer. Time estimates for func-

tions can be generated by multiplying the

ACO by the number of operators in the

function, multiplying the result by the

number of executions of all of the opera-

tors, and then adding the AFC. Plum
found that this yields an estimate that is ac-

curate within 30 percent.

You'll find that taking the time to esti-

mate performance pays off by giving you a

better idea of where to introduce optimiza-

tions. You'll also find yourself using

more-efficient code constructs when writ-

ing code in the future. However, develop-

ing a skill for optimizing code comes with

practice. Measure the performance of any

piece of code you suspect may be slow.

The more code you test, the quicker you'll

develop an eye for sighting slow code.

MEASURING EXECUTION TIME
There are a number of ways to measure

program and code performance, but a sim-

ple and effective approach is to write a

small test program that performs only the

operation you want to use. Then time the

program both with and without the opera-

tion included in the code. The difference

between the times is the real overhead of

the operation. DIVTEST.C in Figure I is

an example of a program that calculates the

efficiency of a single C operation, it can be

modified to calculate the efficiency of a

number of operations and expressions.

This same technique can be used to

time whole functions and algorithms. To
test a function in the context of a complete

program, you can either time the function

/* divtest.c RHS 5/18/88

* This program reports the time to execute a loop with a long divide
* operation in it.
*

* To compile for MSC S.xt
* cl /W3 /Od divtest.c
*/

fdefine iterations 100000L
idefine DIVIDEND 1000L
tinclude<tine .h>

linclude<stdio.h>

void inain(void); /* function prototype */

void main (void)

{

long i, start, end, temp;

float loop,expr;

start clock( )

;

for( i * 0L; i < ITERATIONS; i++) /* time the operation */

temp • (i/DIVIDEND) ; /* divide is tested here •/

end > clock( )

;

expr « (float) (end-start)

;

expr /» CLK_TCK;

printf cXnLoop with Operation tine « %04.04f seconds ", expr )

;

start B clock();

for( i » 0L; i < ITERATIONS; i-^-*’); /* time the loop alone */

temp B i;

end « clock( )

;

loop B (float) (end-start )

;

loop /« CLK_TCK;

printf ( ”\nLoop time « %04.04f seconds" , loop)

;

printf ( "\n\nOperation overhead « %04.04f seconds", expr-loop)

;

}

Figure 1: D/VTA'^T.C is a program that times ihe efficiency overhead ofa l<mg divide. It u.sesihe

MicrosoftC clock( ) routine to cafcidate the CPU time used in seconds. You can modify it to test

nearly any operation or e.xpres.sion. To generate the times, the divide is e.xecuted in a ItHtp, and

then the hmp is timed without the divide. Remember that the times reported arefor ITERATIONS'

number ofe.xex'Utions. Note that to get raw results, the program should he compiled with the /Od
.switch, which turns offoptimization by the compiler. Thisprogram isfor Microsoft C, Version 5.x,

only. It does not work with Turbo C or QuickC.
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itself, or time different versions of the pro-

gram with different versions of the func-

tion included. TIMERUN.C in Figure 2 is

a sample program that times the loading

and execution of another program.

Both these programming examples use

the ANSI clock! ) function, which
makes them portable to other environ-

ments, although the results are repotted in

seconds. Note that while accessing the sys-

tem clock of your machine can improve

timing accuracy, it should be used only un-

der strict conditions. Be particularly wary

of using the system clock when TSRs are

loaded. If a TSR is activated by the key-

board alone, it can't hurt too much. But if a

TSR steals the clock interrupt (as do Side-

Kick and PR1NT.COM). it will slow down
the system and provide inaccurate results.

Further, if you are running your program

under OS/2 or Unix, be sure to terminate

any other tasks before running the program

you want to test.

Dissecting the details of an algorithm

(or whatever you are timing) will lead you

to repeatedly accurate timings. Remember
that the efficiency of an operation depends

on three factors: the operation to be per-

formed, the type of object or operand on

which it’s being performed, and—since

local (stack) variables may be accessed

differently from externals—the storage

class involved. (Also remember that reg-
ister variables are treated differently al-

together, as ril discuss in a later section.)

When timing a code section in a large

model program, the storage class of the

data used is important. External data may
often be in another data segment when it's

accessed. This will bring increased over-

head, so it’s important that you simulate

this when writing timing programs. The

same is tme for external variables included

in Dynamic Link Libraries (DLL) under

OS/2.

One more tool for measuring the per-

formance of a program should at least be

mentioned: a profiler. Profilers measure

how often each piece ofcode is executed in

a program. I needn’t discuss them here,

however, for my colleague, Neil J. Ru-

benking, has thoroughly discussed their

use in “Optimizing Turbo Pascal” (PC

Magazine, November 24, 1987) and listed

some program profilers that can be helpful

to C programmers.

CONTROL STRUCTURES What im-

pact do C’s control structures have on the

efficiency of your code? Obviously, the

time expended in an 1 f and the completion

tests in for. while, and do statements

depend on the complexity of the expres-

sion being tested. And, of course, for
statements carry the additional overhead of

any preceding and following statements.

Switch statements are a different mat-

ter altogether, for here you’re usually at the

mercy of your compiler. A compiler can

implement a switch in a variety of ways.

First, if there are only a few cases, it may
be implemented as a series of i fs with a

few quick comparisons.

Second, if there are a large number of

cases in a switch, a “jump table” might

be created. This is a table containing a se-

ries of entries, one for each possible value

between the highest and lowest values

specified in your code. The switch value is

/• tlBwrun.c RBS 5/18/88

* This program times the load and execution time of another program.

* Return Values set aret
* The return value of the 'child' program, or
* 2S5 if unsucessful.

* For K8C S.Xt
* cl /Ox /H3 timerun.c
*/

# include<time . h>

I include<process . h>

I inc lude<atdio . h>

void main<int argc, char **argv);

void iiain(lnt argc, char **argv)
<

'

long start > 8L, end • 0L;

int retval;

lf(argc < 2)

{

printf cXnUsagei timerun <program> [args. .
.
]*)

;

printf ( "XnPurposei to report the run tiste of a program in seconds**);

exit(255);

>

printf cXntimerun: attempting to runs %s. . .”,argv[l] )

;

argv+^; /* set argv to point to argv[l) •/

/* the old argv[l} is now argv[0] •/

start > clockO; /• start the clock ... */

/• run the child */

if((retval * spawnvp(P_WAXT, argv[0 ) , argv) ) ->1)

{

printf cXotimerunt child process failed, aborting...”};
exit(255);

>

end • clockO; /• get clock after return from child*/

printf ("Xntimeruns took %04.02f seconds to load and execute”,
argv(0] , (float) (end-start) /CIJC^TCX)

;

exit(retval) ; /* exit with return value of child

)

Figure 2: Thisprogram times the loading and execution ofa secondprogram by calling the

clock ( )
junction before and after it is run. Note the use ofthe /Ox switch to achieve ma.ximum

optimization ofthe resulting executable. TIMERUN.EXE. Thisprogram isfor Microsoft C.

Version 5.x, only. It does not work with TurboC or QuickC.
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used as an index into the table, and each

entry points to code to "jump to" when

that entry is accessed in the table.

Third, a switch might be implement-

ed as a table with two parts in each entry.

The first part is a value with which the

switch value is compared and the second is

the address of the code to be executed. If

the switch value matches the first part of

an entry, execution continues at the ad-

dress pointed to by the second part. While

similar to the jump table, the comparison

must take place first. Thus, the efficiency

of a switch depends on its implementa-

tion by your compiler.

Unlike a switch, a function call is af-

fected by two different timing factors: the

fixed overhead of the CALL and RET op-

erations and the handling of arguments

(which, of course, varies l^rom function to

function). Each of the arguments must be

pu.shed onto the Stack, and the Stack must

be cleaned up upon return.

You can't fine-tune Library functions

unless you have the source code for them

or replace them with your own versions.

It's more critical, however, to be con-

cerned with how a function is used—par-

ticularly if it is called in an inner kxrp. If

you're not concerned with size, the intrin-

sic (macro, or in-line) versions of character

and conversion functions arc a great deal

faster than their actual function counter-

parts. Functions like t ouppe r ( ) and i s-

digit ( ) are examples of this phenome-

non. (For further discussion on intrinsics,

see the section under the subhead "Intrin-

sics Versus Functions") The low-level

I/O functions, such as read(),
write! ) . “ltd lseelt( ) , are faster than

stream I/O functions like freed! ).

fwrite! ), and fseelt! ), which have

more overhead.

Plum's research, conducted with a

wide variety of pnx:essors, showed that

while a swi tch is slightly more time-con-

suming than the average operation, a func-

tion call takes three to six times as long.

Furthermore, while I/O functions tend to

vary, functions like fgetc! ), get-
char! ) , fputs ! ) , and putchar ! ) are

A POTPOURRI OF OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES

I
ncluded below are a numberofoptimi-

zation “do's,” maxims that you
should follow. While each is a valuable

idea for improving the performance of

your code, they are especially important

if you don't already have an optimizing

compiler.

I

.

Become familiar with the assembly

language output of your compiler. You
don't have to program in assembler to

leam how to use it to improve your pro-

grams. A good way to start is to become

familiar with the machine code output of

your compiler. You can generate assem-

bly language listings from Turbo C with

the -S option. Combining the /Fa /Fs
options for Microsoft C will produce a

“merged" C and assembler listing.

2.

Use swi tch! ) and case with op-

timizing compilers. Since the nature of a

switch statement guarantees that a single

integer type (character, integer, or long,

under ANSI) will be evaluated, optimiz-

ing compilers can make a number of as-

sumptions that will enable them to

streamline the code. An added plus is that

switches are far easier to read than a se-

ries of if-elses.

3.

Use shifts instead of multiplies and

divides, when possible. While some op-

timizing compilers might do this for you,

it's generally good practice to shift right

when dividing by a power of 2, or shift

left when multiplying by a power of 2.

The rule of thumb is to shift once for ev-

ery power of 2, so a divide by 4 and a

multiply by 4 would be coded, respec-

tively, as

X » 2;
X « 2;

4. Avoid unnecessary loops, particu-

larly when initializing an array. While a

good optimizing compiler will replace

the loop for you, it’s still sloppy coding.

5. Consider using high-quality com-

mercial packages. Familiarize yourself

with packages that, for a small outlay,

may save you the time of writing and op-

timizing your own routines. Look for

those that boast about their speed but also

provide gtxxl support.

6. Leam to optimize loops. While try-

ing to keep the loop tests as simple as

possible, remove unnecessary function

calls and extraneous calculations from

the body of the loop itself. You don’t

have to make a loop terminate by execut-

ing the loop test: you can insert a brealt

statement for a fast exit when the loop

processing is complete.

7. The following are techniques spe-

cific to Microsoft C:

Force global variables into the default

data segment to speed up access in large

data models (see the discussion on mem-

ory models in Part 1). This can be done

by initializing them when they are de-

clared.

Use the near and far keywords to

specify data that should be placed in the

default data segment for the large or com-

pact models. Using the huge keyword

will allow a huge array to be accessed

from the small and medium models.

Speed up frequent accesses to large

objects by ftrreing them into their own
data segments. You can do this by setting

the data threshold—the maximum size

of the default data segment. This will

fofce objects that are too big to fit to be

given their own data segments.

Use the “same_seg’’ pragma to spec-

ify items that should belong in the same

far segment.

Use the /F command line switch to

optimize far calls to procedures that lie in

the same segment as the caller (this is

equivalent to specifying on support rou-

tines for a primary function such as

near).

Use the /PAC option to group neigh-

boring code segments. Large code pro-

grams place the object code from each

source module in a different segment by

default. You can combine different mod-
ules into the same code segment, allow-

ing their calls to be optimized as near

calls.—Richard Hale Shaw
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HowFarsightedExecutivesAre
Usta Their PC^s Fbr

The FunOf Profit.
By Wliam J. Spink

For yeare now you’ve been hearing

about the wonderful things personal com-
puters will do for The Eticutive of the

80's—at least in theory.

But what's the reality^ Can a PC
help you enjoy your work mote and show
a greater profit, here and now? Axotding
to your peers, the answer is “yes."

“With just a few keystrokes,” s^ A1

Lynch, Director of Corporate Planning

and Research for JCPsnney Comparry, “I

can screen companies, find possible ac-

quisitions or ‘scope-out’ competitors. It’s

a teal competitive edge.”

Whk Casey, V.P. of Communications

at ConAgra says, T spend a

lot of time each^ poking in-

to this and tracking that. It’s

much easier when you can im-

mediately get the facts from a

computer, rather than having

tom^e a series ofphone calls.”

“One of Dow Jones

News/Retrieval’s services,

QuickSearch, is a Godsend,”

adds Jim Bosner, a respected

retail consultant. ‘It gives me
detailed corporate reports

within minutes—I don’t even

have to leave the office.

Instant information: the

executive advantage.
To lead in to^’s marketplace, you

need information like that" Lynch says,

snapping his fingers.

He recalls an example of how Dow

Jones News/Retrieval®— the business

and financial information service fiom

Dow Jones & Company, Inc.— gave

JCftnney Comparry a real advantage.

“Let’s just say that a ‘major player’ in

our irrdustry wias being acquit^. Within a

few hours we knew more about the take-

over candidate than the bidder did. Hon-
estly, we knew mote than some invest-

ment batrkets did.

Decision-making with
the leading edge.

“Then we started getting the cor-

porate insider trading d5a,” Ljrch con-

tinues. “It showed us some things that

influenced a major deal.

What can you get from your PC?
DowJones News/Retrieval gives you . .

.

• Exdusive online access to the full

text of The Wall StreetJournal
• Current and historical stock quotes
• Business news as it happens
• 10-K and 10-Q data

• Leading irrvestment analysts’ reports

• Complete corporate profiles

Over40 services itrcluding MCI Mafl?

the Official Airline Guide™ and more.

A1 l^nch
Dimtor ofPlanmng

and ftesearrh,

JCtynney Co.

Wall Casey
ttce Hmidetd,

Carp. Communications.

ConAgra, Inc.

“This service really makes a differ-

ence in the day-to-day running of yo^
business. It can p^ for itselfvery quickly.”

Surprisingly easy.

All you need to access the service is

a PC and modem. Using the service is

“No problem,” according to Fbsner.

“There’s no difficulty using the ser-

vice. I ask for pointed, specific informa-

tion and ^t eractly what I need. It’s

much easier than manual research.”

\\yt Casey ag^s. “Dow Jones

News/Retrieval is simple enou^ for any-

one who’s at all comfortable with com-
puters to use it effectively from their very

first day online.”

Making the right decision.

There ate hundreds o(

online information services,

many offering business data.

How can you pick the best one’

“It was apparent fiom the

first step that the most useful

system was Dow Jones

News/Retrieval,” remembers
Cas^. “It offers so much of

the itifotmation you’re looking

for—fiom genetd news and

stock quotes, to data on our

company and industry. It was
the best single source.”

“I’ve h^ other services,

but Dow Jones News/Retrieval has the

most useful business information in the

right form,” says Bosner. “The time I

spend ‘[laying’ on the computer makes
mote money for me—and for my clients.”

Now that’s thefun of profit'

Get 8 FREE hours
online to experience
the “fun of profit”

on your PC.
YES, I’m ready to experience the fun of

profiting fiom try PC. Send me a Dow
Jones News/ReDTeval* Business Mem-
bership Kit, including multiple passwords,

8 free hours (rf online time, a year of

Dowling Magazine, a comprehensive

User’s Guide and waiver of tty first year’s

annual $12 service fee—for only $4955.*

(A $29.95 Pfersonal Membersh^ Kh in-

cludes: a sin^e password, 5 fiee hours

online, Dowling" Magazine, User’s Guide

and waiver of $12 service fee.)*

$49.95 Business Membership Kit* Name

—

$29.95 Personal Membership Kit* Title

BUI me later Company.
Charge to ny nMasterCard VISA Address _AmEx
Acct.# Exp._
If >nu pa>‘ b^‘ iivdl caid, futwr cfravts wi be tded tn that acnut.

Signaturetrequired)

Check enclosed

City/Slate/Zip

Daytime ptxHte _

Computer make and modeL

Please send more inibrmation.

For faster service, call 1-800-221-7700, Ext. 521 today!

DcwJONES ISfeV^/RETOIEVAL
From DowJones & Company, Inc

The information thatpoivers today’s business."

5ZI DJN/R Membership Kit, P.O. Box 186, Drexel Hill, PA 19026-9973
*Ths ofier ocpim Septenter 30. 1969. Free tine B per account. New domestic and Canadan subsatere odY. Free dme must be used

witlin 30 dvs lAer reodpt of pawwo^s). Some adtitioral fees nw apply od certan services. £1968 DowJow & Compatv. Inc AH righis

reserred. Dow Jones Ne«s/Retne%id is a reastered service mark of Dow Jones & Cdcnparv'. Inc MCI Mai is a registered service mark ol

MCI ConmncationB Corpi The Official Anne Guide a a trademark of Official Aifne Guides, be.
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usually the fastest across C compiler im-

plementations. This should come as no

surprise, since these are usually imple-

mented as macros and thus become in-line

code.

SPEED-IMPROVING TECHNIQUES
It is impossible to present here every tech-

nique available for optimizing C, so I'll

discuss only some of tbe more important

ones. Others are presented in the sidebar

“A Potpourri of Optimization Tech-

niques." Since quality optimization is in-

creasingly found in today’s PC/MS-EXDS

C compilers, some of the ideas I’ll present

work in conjunction with a good optimiz-

ing compiler. A discussion of C compiler

optimization is contained in the sidebar

‘‘Compiler Optimization: Terms and

Techniques.” A reference summary of

compiler optimization switches for Turbo

C and Microsoft C is included in Figure 3;

a look at optimization pragmas for Micro-

soft C can be found in Figure 4.

REGISTER VARIABLES Perhaps the

most popular optimization technique

available to C programmers is the use of

the register keyword. Modifying the

declaration of a variable with register,

as shown in Figure 5, indicates to the com-

piler that the variable is to be placed and

kept in the machine registers as much as

possible.

Most 8086-family C compilers that

support register usually keep up to two

registers available for this purpose. For ex-

ample, Microsoft C saves the contents of

the Dl and Si registers on the Stack upon

entry to every function, uses them for any

register variables, and restores them

before exiting the function.

While you can specify any number of

register variables, be careful not to

overdo it. Optimizing compilers like Mi-

crosoft C generate code that places often-

used variables (such as loop counters) in

available machine registers on their own.

In fact, they may do this for every loop in a

function, even if different counters are

used. Thus, carelessly specifying regis-
ter may dilute the effects of code optimi-

zation as the compiler tries to cany out

your wishes. Further, since additional

code is generated to set up the regis-
ters for register variables, you should ap-

ply this keyword only to variables that are

accessed three or more times in a function.

In support of this, Reed Koch, Program

Manager for Microsoft C 5. 1 , informs me
that most of the time the 5. 1 compiler can

select register variables more effec-

tively than most programmers, so he gen-

erally advises against using register
with that compiler. In fact, since Microsoft

C 5. 1 uses registers so often in optimizing

a function, you can actually introduce

some inefficiencies by specifying vari-

ables as register class. I should men-

tion, however, that Microsoft QuickC
does not optimize as efficiently, so reg-

ister variables should improve the code

when compiling with it.

Two further notes should be made on

the subject of register variables. First,

you can gain some size optimization by

turning off register variable optimization

when using TurboC. This is accomplished

by using the -r- option, which will ignore

the occurrence ofregisterinyour code

.

Second, since the number of register vari-

ables can vary from processor to proces-

sor, a tip from the Microsoft C manual

demonstrates a way to use macros to speci-

fy the most-important register variables in

each function, as shown in Figure 6.

Compiler Optimization Switches:

Turbo C and Microsoft C 5.1

Turbo C Microsoft C 5.1

Memory Model

Option Meaning

• /AS Small memory model

/AM Medium memory model

/AC Compact memory model

/AL Large memory model

/AH Huge memory model

Memory Model

Option Meaning

•ml Ttny mertwy model

• -ms Small memory model

•mm Medium memory model

•me Compact memory model

-ml Large memory model

•mh Huge memory rTMxtel

Miscellaneous

Option Meaning

/Oa Relax alias chedung

/Od Disable optimization for debugging

purposes

/Oi Use intrinsic versions ot functions

a Turn ON loop optimization

/On Disable unsafe loop optimizations

/Os Optimize for size

/Ot Optimize for speed

.Ox Turn ON max optimization

(equivalent to /Oailt /Gs)

/Gs Turn OFF stack checking

/Gc Use Pascal calling convention

/Gt Set the data threshold

• /GO Generate 6086/B086 instructions

/G1 Generate 60186/801 88 instructions

G2 Generate 60286 instructions

IF Optimize far calls (linker option}

/PAC Group neighboring code segments

(linker option)

Miscellaneous

Option Meaning

•1- Generate 8066/8066 instructions

•1 Generate 80166/80286 instructions

-a i nt -sized items aligned on erord

boundary

-f- Exclude the linkage of floating-point

library

•
-d Create one instance of identical

sthng constants

•G Optimize tor speed

•N Turn ON stack checking

•0 Optimize for ^e

•P Use Pascal calling convention

•r- Ignore the register keyword

•
-r Enable register variables

S Generate assembler listing

Z Relax alias checking

Segmentation

Option Meaning

-zCname Name the code segment

-zDname Name the uninitialized data segment

•zRname Name the initialized data segment

Segmentation

Option Moaning

/NTname Name the code segment

NOname Name the data segment

Figure 3: This subset ofthe compiler switches availablefor both Microsoft C 5.1 atui Turbo C 1.5

contains those that will be most usefulfor optimization. Consult your compiler maniutlfor a more

detailed explanation . Default options are marked with an *

.
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RanpagePlusRxmAST
These days, to really get power, you’ve got to have a

Rampage RampagePlus from

AST—the most powerful mem-
ory/multifunction boards you
can buy.

With RampagePlus'MC
for your IBM® PS/2” Mcxlel

50/60, or RampagePlus 286
for your AT* or compatible,

you can have: up to eight

megabytes ofmemory. EMS 4.0 compatibility. OS 2” com-
patibility. And, optional I/O piggyback modules. There's

nothing like them anywhere
By making the one simple decision to buy Rampage-

Plus, you can postpone matog a lot of other decisions. If

you’re asking yourself: Do I need the extra functionality of

EMS 4.0? Should I plan on converting to 0^2? Can I get the

same pxawer from my AT compatible as I can with a PS/2?

Will I need to save slots for input/output boards? Ram-
pagePlus takes care of it all.

Of course, you'll be going on a Rampage designed by

AST. That makes your decision even easier. After year

after yetir, we've sold more memory/multifimction boards

than any other company. Great boards, like SixPakPlus'

and Advantage® And, after selling over three million

boards, we're proud to say the RampagePlus boards ate the

best we’ve ever built

For one, they are the first memory boards to offer 100%
EMS 4.0 compatibility. RampagePlus 286 has 12.5 MHz speed

designed e.sjiecially for fast AT compatibles, while Rampage-
Plus/MC runs with zero wait-states to get

the most out of your PS/2s. And, both

RampagePlus botirds include SuperPak,"

ASTs utility software programs.

Finally, there's one thing you’ll find

on a RampagePlus that you won’t find on
any other memory board, the AST name
And that means that you can make a

safe decision and go on a Rampage, all at

the .same time, lb find out how, call AST, (714) 863-0181,

OperatorAA26,or send us the coupon.

CIRCLE 166 ON READER SERVICE CARD
AifTk proud to
ipontor NBC't

leiKMoflhrlOSK
SummerOtympio

Times Have Changed.

1 Yes, send me more information on: D RampagePlus MC n RampagePlus 286

I

Have an AST representative call me. PC 9/1 3/88

Name

I

Title Phone ( )

I

Company

Address

I

CityStateZip

j

Send to: AST Research, Inc., 212 1 Alton Awnue, Ir\'ine. CA 92714-4992, Attn; M.C.

ACSCflACH INC.

AST martiM* producu «rarldwld»—in Euiope and tlwMiddlr East, call 44 I S6H43S0; in the Ear Eau, call: 853 9 717223; inCmwhU. call: 416826 7514. AITC ASt ki](i\Rainpdf^-.Stxl’ak!’Iisai)d Advaiiu^ n-ftisieti'd

tiid SuperPak iradcnuHt AST KcvaicK Inc IBMandAt rvpsieinl jnd(^2aitilOS2 iradfnurksIntenutioiulBuiuteBMachuK'NCoqt Copynghi 1988 A^ ih’searih. Inc All n^ttsreserwd
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10MHz $R7QBase System with Stftgle 360K Dnve.

Assembled & Tested IBM ® XT CompabWe
With SWAN^MSDOS 3.3 Add $89

10/4.77 MHz 8068-1 ,, ^ . eCQQ*
640K ol RAM «“"<> System $699
1 sow Power Supply e »

Pods; 1 Serial. 1 Parallel. 1 Game bystem ^770
8 Expansion Slots
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101 Key. Touch & Click Keyboard .. .
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Swan UWrtws Diskette. Full
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Assembled & Tested IBM ® AT Compabble
$929
With SWAN/MSDOS 3.3 Add $89
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S12K of RAM Expandable to 1 MB
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1 .2MB Floppy Drive
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srMppedCOO Adckkonai shipping required on APO fro ak hi andioreign

orders Terms. PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNT. AOO t 9> FOR
MASTERCARD OR VISA AHproducii mdude
laoory warranty ALL SALES ARE FINAL
Oerective items replaced or repaired at our

discretion Pennsylvania residenis add 6%
sales ta> Pnees and terms subieci to change without nei<e

i.

CITIZEN
120D $169
180D SCALL
MSP-40 $319
MSP-45 SCALL
Premier 35 $539
Tribute 224 $679

NX-1000 $169
NX-1000
Rainbow .... $229
NX-15 $349
ND-15 $429
NB24-10 $499
NB24-15 $639
NX-2400 SCALL

Swan Modems
w/PC Talk III software

Heyea 9 compatible
Auto answer^dlel

Tone and pulse

2400 baud internal .i....$119 I

1200 baud internal .. $69 I

2400 baud external .... $135 ;

1200 baud external .. $89 (

TUSSEY COMPUTER PRODUCTS P O BOX 1006

STATE couece PA 16804 1 -800 -468-9044



386/16

12MHz ^1070
Base Sysiem with t 2M8 Dnve, A
Assembled ft Tested IBMS AT Compatible with SWAN/MSDOS 3.3 Add $89

80286 12/6 MHz Norton S1 13.7

5i2Kof RAM Expandabioto 1MB Mono System ...$1199
0 Wait State

200W Power Supply Mono System w/2omb ^ *
1 .2MB Floppy Drive Seepate f3T.»s $1449
Ports; 1 Serial. 1 Parallel, 1 Game
Dual Floppy/Oual H.D. Controller Mono System w/40MB
8 Expansion Slots. 8x16 bit. 2x8 bit Seagate SST^ZSl $1599
101 Key, Touch & Click Keyboard

Clock Calendar w/8attery Backup Mono System w/soms _ _ _
Swan Setup & Utilities Oiskette.Full Seagate CST-4096 $1 899
Documentation Cai/ For IMB Upgrade Price’

Monochrome System Also Includes:

Swltchable MonogrephIc/CQA Compatible Video Card, w/Parallal Port (2nd)

Quality Hl-Resolutlon Amber Monitor w/Tllt & Swivel

Option Upgrades
for Swan Systems
Monochrome to Color System, with RGB
Monitor,

Add $170
Monochrome to Enhanced Color System
with 640 X 480 EGA card (CGA. MOA.
HGA modes) and EGA monitor.

Add $399

16MHz $1005
Base System with 1 2MB Drive, ^
Assembled ft Tested IBM« PC Comoatibie With SWAN/MSDOS 3.3 Add $89

80386 16/8 MHz Norton S1 18.0
i-

1 MB RAM. 32 bit data bus Mono System ..$2115
80387 Math Coprocessor Socket

200W Power Supply Mono System w/40MB
1.2MB Floppy Drive Seagate #ST-251 $2499
Pons: 2 Serial. 1 Parallel on board

Dual Floppy/Oual H.D. Controller Mono System w/80M8
8 Expansion Slots. 2x32 bit. 5x1 6 Seagate a5T-4096 $2799
bit, & 1 x8 bit

101 Key, Touch & Click Keyboard

Clock Calendar w/Battery Backup
Swan Setup & Utilities Diskette. Full Documentation

Monochrome System A/so Includes:

Swltchable MonographIc/CGA Compatible Video Card.w/Parallel Port (2nd)

Quality Hl'Resolution Amber Monitor w/Tlit & Swivel

30 DAY SATISFACTION GUAMNTee
Your oomplele setistaciion is our lop pnoriy Any Swen comotrfer avafem may be returtted

wMhin 30 day* (tom the date ol ahipmeni for a lull ra(ur>d
‘

FULL f YEAR WARRANTY
AU Swan producta indude a lull 1 year warranty on parti and labor A laoond yaar SEW (Swran

Exiortded Warranty) iaava^abla Call or wr«a lor detain

FAST DELIVERY ... We ehfp wHhItt 24 hours.
"

TECHNICAL SUPPORT IS TOLL-FREE Our tecbrucel ertd lervee *Uff • on eaM Mon-Fn
S'S 10 answar all of your puastiont and maka sura thel you get the most from your lyaiem.
* '***'*^ "'tnii woeac^on • ®e*'*9* ** I Purcheae orders acceotedCM.nwMeareoaoi^renuaiMiiwMae RM^irwwro'ngarwpr.^ It ^
and r-euM. Mwir)^ aMC Auawnmor c«a*i «« t» tr<«»ng mm I

hom qualllieo ©orporationt

"CuiwnSrtaeniMwTMLariaar | and InetHutloni

Swan Video Cards
ALL CARDS INCLUDE.

PARALLEL PRINTER PORT
FULL 1 YR WARRANTY

SWITCHABLE EGA
Switehebie from 1 640 X 430
Hercules « to CGA Resolution

EGA/CGA/TTL

$79 $119

High Speed Hard Drives

Mlniscribe 6065 (71MB)
28 ms Accms/FuN H^ht $779

Seagate ST-2SM (40MB)
28 ms Accms/1 /2 Height $488

Seagate ST-4006 (80MB)
26 ms Aocess/Full Height . $888

Swan Tape Drive
OfC -40 Operating standard
Network compabble
Fun 1 yea,

ttOOQ
SWAN 40MB Dnve. Internal •

SWAN 40MB Dnve. External .$429
Cell For Pricing on Tape Certrldgeal

Swan AT-Style Keyboard
101 Key *Touch ft Click*

Keyboard

XT ft AT compatible

Ful 1 year warranty $69

For Intof motion
Call 8l4-234.??36

FAX 814-237-4450CALL TOLL FREE 1 •800 -468-9044



ALDUS
PaQ«mak«r (3.0) $CALL

AMERICAN
0«»ign CAD (3.0).. ..$180.00

0«»^n CAD 3-D $154.95

ASHTON-TATE
Byline $195.00

draw Applausa .... $295.00
Framework II.....

Sprint $124.95
Eurvka $104.95

Paradox (2.0) $409.00

Reflex Workshop .....

Sidekick(unprolecied)

..$44.95

..$54.95

Turbo C .... ...175.95

Turbo Davatopars Libry$259.95

Turbo Ughlrxng....... $59.95

Turbo Paacal ..............$62.95

Turbo Pascal N. Mihds .$6Z9S
Turbo Prolog ............ $64.95

Turbo Prolog Toolbox ..$64.95

Turbo Tutor.. ..$62.95

DAC SOFTWARE
Oac Easy Accountirig..... $62.95

Oac Easy Acct. Tutor $CALL
Dac Easy Payroll $39.95

Dac Easy Payroll Tutor ....$CALL

FIFTH GENERATION
Fastback Plus $95.00

FUNK
Sideways $37.95

Workti^ Utilitias $59.00

GENERIC SOFTWARE
Gan CADD 3.0 $69.95

Gen. CADD 3 D Modeling SCALL
Gen. CADDw/Ool Plot $89.95

Csll For Pricing on Ub/arha

LOTUS

Freelance Plus ..$339.00

Symphony. $439.00

QuickC $64.95

Windows 2 03 $69.00

Windowsoee $129.00
Word Version 4.0 $219.00

MICROSTUFF
Crosstalk XVI $94.00

MIGENT
Ability Plus $1 49.00

PETER NORTON
Norton Commander $39.95

Norton Utilities $49.95

Norton Advanced Utilities .564.00

PAPERBACK SOFTWARE
VP Expert $64.95

VP Planner Plus $89.95

QUARTERDECK
DESQView $79.95

REFERENCE SOFTWARE
GrammatiK $49.95

tCp SHIPS IT

MECA
Managing Your Money ...$129.95

MERIDIAN TECHNOLOGY
Carbon Copy Plus $109.00

MICROPRO
Wordstar 2000* $CALL
Wordstar Prof Rsl 4 ..$229.00

MICROLYTICS

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
Fast Publisrter.. $59.00

First Publishing Fonts ..$CAl.L

Harvard Total PM II ...$369.00

Harvard Graphics .....$279.00

PFS First Choice ....$85.00

Professionai File .......$139.00

Professional Plan ........ $79.00

Prolassional Write $115.00

BEDFORD
Integrated Accounting ...$1 99.00

BOEING
Boeing Calc.. $209.00

Boeing Graph $169.00

BRODERBUND
Graphics Library Disks $24.95

Pnnt Shop ....,$39.95

Pnnt Shop Comparuon .....$32.00

Toy Shop .....$42.95

CENTRAL POINT
COPY II PC -$27.00
Deluxe Option Board $109.00
PC Tools Deluxe $44.00

Word Finder .$32.95

MICRORIM

MICROSOFT
PC Excel ..$319.00

PC Works ..$129.00
Bookshelf w/CD ROM .....SCALL

Flight Simulator $34.95

Macro Assembler

Learning DOS $34.95

MS-DOS 6 GW Base. SCALL

OjmA Base $64.95

Software orders over $100 and
Accessories under 6 pounds will

be shipped Federal Express
(Even at these prices) You only pay TCP's standard shipping

charge of 54.00 per order Orders arriving before 3.00 PM our

time will be shipped out same day If part of your order is back-

ordered the remainder wiH be shipped UPS Ground FREE'

SECURITY
Your Credit Card is not charged until your

order IS shipped
We insure your order at no extra cost to you
Tussey is a financially strong ary) well

established company

SPRINGBOARD
Newsroom Pro ...$49.95

SYMANTEC

Q 6 A Write .$115.00

TURNER HALL

WORD PERFECT

WordPerfect (5.0) ........

XEROX
.$249.00

Ventura Publisher ..

CUSTOMER SUPPORT
After sales support
Knowledgeable staff, all graduates of

Tussey's ’Computer Boot Camp’
Our advanced warehouss/matenals
handling system assures your order is

shipped out accurately & on time

Our IBM 5360 allows instant order and inventory status

To order by mail Wo accept money order cenitied cneca personal ctieck

AiioM 2 weeks for personal & company checks 10 dear Srupping. $4 00 tor

Toll Free NunOer 1 600 468 9044 lor stxppi'X] charges Add $3 00 per boi

ShippedCOO Additionai srvppmg requrredonAPO FPO AK HI andloreign

orders Terms PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNT. ADD 1 9% FOR
MASTERCARD OR VISA
ALL SALES ARE FINAL
Oeiectrve items replaced or repaired at our

discretion Pennsylvania resrdems add 6S
sales lai Prices and lerrrs subieci lo change without notice
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Microsoft, Excel.
Complete Spreadsheet with

Business

Graphics and
;

Data Base '

$319

Microsoft

Wordll-Ttcct

$249VERSION 5.0

Documoni Processing

intpl CHIPS
8087 $104
8087-1 $219
8087-2 $147

80287 $179
80287-8 $259
80287-10 - $319
80387 $CALL

n LOGITECH
HiREZ.'

li MOLSK
I Uses 62% less

desk space

I kJeal for EGA & VGA
I Lightweight

w/Tactile Feedback

BUS
MOUSE $79
SERIAL

I MOUSE $79

MICE
IMSI optical Mouse

MICROSOFT

LOGITECH
HiRez (320dpi) Mouse ..

Serial Mouse

MONITORS
....$79.00

HARDWARE
PC HARD DRIVES
MINISCRIBE
8438 30M8 w/coni (68 ms). .$339

3650 40M8 (61 ms) $349
3053 40MB (25 ms) $579

6085 71 MB (28 ms) $779

SEAGATE

INTEL
AboveBoard PS/2e6 $CALL
AboveBoard 286 SCALL
Cell for Daughterboard Pricing

MICRON
2MB EMS Boards in Stock'

Cat! foe Information & Pricing

TTL Monochrome
Amdek 4tOA Ambar,
Green,or White .....$149.00

Packard Belt Amber w($td $69.00

RGB/CCA
Thomson 4160 $279.00
Samsurrg SC4S2C ...$219.00

EGA
NEC Multisync II... ....$CALL

.$259

.$299
PARADISE
Autoswitch 350 .... $149.00

.$379
'

Autoswitch 480 $169.00

.$489 Autoswitch Mono ... $159.00

.$669 Paradise VGA $269.00

^DS

VIDEO?
VEGA Deluxe

VEGA VGA
$199.00

..$299.00

MAGNAVOX
9082 VGA
14" Color

Monitor
17 VGA Modes

Tilt/Swrvel Base

Analog Input Allows Vklually

Unlimited Number of Colors

$419

^Seagate
ST-4096 80 MB HARD DRIVE

28m8 Access

20.000 MTFB

MAGNAVOX
7613 TTL (Green)... $89

7623 TTL (Amber)

.

$89
8762 RGB/CGA $249
8515RGBCGA .....S289

9082 VGA .....$419

S P R I N T
The Proles$ional

irk'"' Word Processor

Zk>
BORIANO

$124“

MODEMS

.$259.00

..SCALL

Hayaa Smart Modem
1200 baud Internal ......

2400 baud Internal

Packard Ball Extamal

300/1200 baud..
2400 baud External

Practical Peripherale

2400 baud Internal......

2400 baud External......

Swan Technofoglee

.$149.00

.$179.00

$119.00
$135.00

AST
Advantage' (128K) SCALL
Advantage Premium (512K).F0R
Rampage 286 (St2K)...PRICING
SixPakPlus (64K) ON
SixPakPrermum (2S6K) ASTI

ATI
EGA Wonder $179.00

Graphic Solution $169.00
VIP VGA $299.00

BOCA RESEARCH
RAM Card XT or AT SCALL
lOCaid XT or AT $79.95

EGA 480 $139.00

HERCUl,ES
Graphics Plus $179.00
In-Color Card $299.00
Network Card Plus SCALL
Other Hercules boards
in stock... Call for price

SWAN RAM CARDS
Abevebeant C«mpeilb*« Wamory Card* -

Mud* Sattwai* Ihlllti** Dlsli

XT RAM CARO w/OK $99.00

AT RAM CARD wOK $1 1 9.00

Call For Pricing on
512K/1MB/2MB Upgrades

tops
S12S.OO

T*t*conn*eler
(0IN8 or oe«) $4395

Call for Pricing
on Memory Chips. Prices
are too volatile to list!!!

" DISK-KOUNTS f

per box of 10 3.50 5.25"
BONUS DSrtSD $16 95 $6 95
MAXELL OS/DD $17.95 $9 95
VERBATIM OS/DD $19 95 $9 95
SONV O&DO $16.95 $8 95

Open: 8:00AM-9:00PM Mon-Fri,

1O;O0AM-6:00PM Sat

12:00PM-8:D0PM Sun EOT

TUSSEY COMPUTER PRODUCTS 1-800-468-9044 o?t»r.iso

"
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PRODUCTIVITY

PC LAB NOTES

Pragmas: The ANSI Way to Be Non-ANSI

Pragma Description

ipragma loop^opt (on | off

)

Turns loop optimization ONiOFF.

ipragma intrinsic (fund, . . .) Turns ON use of intrinsics for

the specified functions.

Apragma function (fund, . . .) Turns OFF use of intrinsics for the

specified functions.

Apragma chec)c_stack (on ] off ) Turns stack checking ONIOFF.

#pragma pack(n) Packs structures to the nth byte

boundary.

#pragma alloc^text (segment, fund, . . . 1 Names the segment in which the

functions are to be placed.

#pragma same seg(varl, . . .) Specifies variables that should be
placed in the same data segment.

Pragmas are part of the result of the ANSI Committee's efforts to standardize the

C language. Designed as preprocessor directives, pragmas provide a means by which
an implementation (a C compiler, for example) can allow a program to include nonstan-

dard behavior or nonportable extensions. Consult your compiler manual for more-
detailed information on pragmas supported by other compilers.

Figure 4; A partial listing ofpragmas usedfor controlling optimization by Microsoft C.

ARRAYSORPOINTERS? It’s common
practice to use offsets when manipulating

the contents of an array, particularly inside

a loop. This requires a program to calcu-

late the address of each element of the ar-

ray by adding the offset of the element,

times the element size, to the starting ad-

dress of the array. But this takes time. You
can accomplish this more efficiently by

casting a pointer to the beginning of the ar-

ray and manipulating the pointer instead.

Again, it's slower to manipulate the mem-
bers of complex or nested data stractures

than it is to cast a pointer to the member in-

volved and manipulate it directly. These

points are illustrated in Figure 7.

Far pointers (that is, 32-bit addresses)

present a dilemma. I personally prefer us-

ing them when I need to access external

data in small data-model programs. More-

over, far pointers are particularly useful to

perform direct screen writes and manipu-

late BIOS data objects. Unfortunately,

register int i;

register char *ip;

Figure 5: Two ways ofdeclaring a variable to

keep it in the machine registers, ifavailable.

PCM

they're not always very efficient: the ad-

dress arithmetic overhead can be heavy if

they are used frequently or in a loop. If

your timing tests show that the use of a far

pointer is slowing down your program too

much, write that section of the program in

assembler so you can temporarily set the

DS register to the data segment of your far

pointer.

INTRINSICS VERSUS FUNCTIONS
If you're willing to sacrifice some space,

you can gain speed by using intrinsics or

macro functions. Some of the low-level

character routines (putchar (), get-
char ( ) , and others) have been imple-

mented as macros since the earliest C com-

pilers. Yet some compilers offer both

function and “intrinsic” versions of vari-

ous library routines, as shown in Figure 8.

By using intrinsics, you're adding some
in-line code where the function is refer-

enced, but you gain speed by eliminating

the actual function setup, call, and return.

In fact, you may actually save space if the

in-line code is smaller than the code used

to set up function arguments. The rale of

thumb, however, is that intrinsics are a few

bytes longer but several times faster.

Intrinsics are particularly effective

when used in a time-critical loop. You can

AOAZINE SEPTEMBER 13. 198
295

FIND
ANYTHING
on your

hard disk...

in seconds!
In contents of all files-word processor,

databases, source programs, accounting,

random notes.

Instant Search. ah+» Hot key
from any pro^m. Type word, word root,

word proximity, number, or phrase,

with wild cards.

F2 List of all files containing search

term appears in seconds.

Select file. Term appears highlighted

in its surrounding text or data.

Navigate.

F8 next hit or F10 next file.

AH+p Cut-and-paste into your word
processing document.

Search without indexing OR index once

to make searches 50 times /<35/er (while

your best customer is still on the phone).

Automatic indexing. F9 World's

fastest indexing ecad smallest index {15%).

Up to 7,500 files, 30 megabytes.

Folders, to organize your data.

Memory Lane, the essential companion
to your DBMS or word processor for

random information management and
full-text retrieval.

$149

I

Group L Corp., 481 Carlisle Dr,
Herndon, VA 22070 (703)471 0030

I Send copies of Memory Lane

1
at $149 each. VA residents add 4.5%

1
D Check MasterCard

1 VISA American Express

j

Tifv

eep one.

Call 800
672-5300
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NEW! PRODUCTIVITY

PostScript®

Language
Interpreter

for the IBM PC
Finally Available

Now For Only $195.00

A Program to

Print PostScript*

Text and Graphics
on Laser, Ink Jet,

Dot Matrix
Printers.

PC LAB NOTES

reduce the loop overhead by using intrin-

sics in place of function calls. Be careful,

however, for some intrinsics may have

limitations not found in their function

counterparts: they just can’t be written to

be as general as a function

.

If a routine requires intrinsics, place it

in its own source module and compile it

separately from the rest of your code using

the appropriate command-line switches

(see Figure 3). This will isolate the use of

intrinsics to those modules that need them,

and keep the code size of other, less time-

critical functions smaller.

fdefine REGl register
#define REG2 register
#define REG3

funct(

)

1

REG3 int k;

REGl int i;

REG2 char *p;

char array[100];

for (

}

i »= 0, p =

*P “ if

array; i < 100; i++, p++)

Figure 6: TViis lisfing demonstrates how the use ofpreprocessor macros can help ensure that only

the most important variables are placed in the machine registers. Regardless oftheir order, REG I

andREC2 will always de.signate register variables, whileREGS will be ignored. REGS can be

changed iftheprogram is recompiled undera machine architecture that offers additional registers.

includes

13 Outline Fonts
(Ucettscd from Bitstream. Inc.)

Explore the power of

PostScript language

with GoScript's

Interactive Mode

Call your local dealer.

Or call LaserGo, Inc.

VISA/MC/COD AffEPTEU
Dcnlor Inquiries Invited

LaserGo, Inc
TEL: (619)530-2400

FAX: (619) 530-0099

92J5 Trade Place. Suite A. San Oietto. C'A 92126

l.averOo.CinSvripi reinnlemiirti.soflaiMrKMi.ini-. PostScript

su retiisiereitinMlrmiirkor Adobe SyMrms. Inv. Allolherpro-

duel names are Indemarfcs of Iheir tnanufaclurers.

char array[100], p;
int i;

/• Instead of this:
for(i = 0; i < 100; i++)

array [1] = i;

*/

/* Use this: */

for(i = 0, p = array; i <

•p = i;

100; i+-i-, p-F-H)

/* Instead of this

:

for(i = 0; i < 100; i-F+)

*/

• ( s . s2 ) ->s3 . array [ i

]

= i;

/* Use this: */

for(i = 0, p = *(s.s2)->s3

*p = i;

.array; i < 100; i++, p++)

Figure 7: Two codefragments that demonstrate the use ofa pointer to initialize an array. In the

first, the offset into the array (\) must be calculated, so thepointer eliminates the calculation, anda
good compiler willplace both land pin machine registers. In the secondfragment, the array is a

member ofa complex set ofstructures andpointers . Rather than calculate the address offset to the

array each time, a pointer is set to the beginning ofthe array and incremented.

CIRCLE 280 ON READER SERVICE CARD PC MAGAZINE
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HARD DRIVES
^Seagate
40Mb ST251
Includes drive, AT mounting hard-

ware & "Disk Manager" partition-

ing software ^ ^ ^ ^
*319

Also available for XT JL
40]Vlb ST251

PC/XT KIT

30 Day ’’Worry-Free"
|

^ Guarantee

M If for any reason
,
you are

|

^ not completely satisfied
|

^ with any product, simply
i

return it for a prompt and
i

^ courteous refund!

*369 .

20Mb ST225 KIT

Complete PC/XT KIT includes

drive, controller, cables, How-To
manual & mounting hardware.

*244

Includes drive, controller, cables,

HoW'To manual, mounting

hardware & partitioning software./

Drives and Kits are

available for PS/2

models 25 & 30!

’Mb
Complete PC/XT KIT

Seagate 150Mb KIT
^788

Complete PC/XT KIT includes $ /

drive, conuoller, cables, How-To
manual & mounting hardware.

Ccntplete kit include! drive, cebles. PcrsUir

k ADRT cantroUer, How-To Manuil. mounting

herdware tad 'Diak Manager* partitioning

•oftware. Pull Height 2Sini acceu time.

Card Drive

Hard Cards

Seagate ST4096
Full Height • 28ms access lime • Available for XT or AT

Card Drive 20S 40ms $319

Card Drive 30S 40ms $349

Card Drive SOS 40ms $499

Special!
Scti
Ims ai

*549
Includes drive, AT mounting hardware

&''Disk Manager" partitioning

software

“ Features --

• Available for most Tandy models

• Quality engineered for reliability

• Super easy installation & setup

• ONE YEAR Warranty

• Auto park heads
These Card Drives use quality Seagate Hard Drives

We carry the entire

Seagate product line

including 3.5” drives

^65Mb ST277R
40ms access • Half Height

Autoparking heads

This drive requites an RLL controller

$

SCSI Drives

ST225N 20Mb
ST251N40Mb
ST277N 65Mb
ST296N 80Mb

$319

$419

$469

$899

389
Includes drive, mounting hardware &
"Disk Manager" pavilioning software

High Speed 40Mb
Seagate ST251-1

28ms access • Half height • Auto parking heads

Also available for XT

$>*409
Includes drive, AT mounting hardware &

"Disk Manager" partilioni

^^^^^^^
Help is just a phone call away with our Technical Assistance Department!

No Surcharge for Visa or MasterCard Orders

Hours: 8ain to 7pm Monday - Friday, 12pm to 5pm Sat. MST

HARD DRIVES
InternationaC
An IDN Company

Customer Service: (800) 541-8387

(800) 234-DISK
In Canada call (602) 784-1038

1^^^
1208 E. Broadway Road #110- Tempe, AZ 85282

(602) 784-1038 FAX: (602) 829-9193
Prim and avuUbtlity lubject to change without notice. AU item! we NEW with muiuficturet’t wurinty. 5% surchwgc for American Bxpreaa and COD orden. P.O.'a accepted NET 10 - aibiccl to 9%

..An. n luchwge. AddSlOihTpuw f«APO/FPO ordm. Technical Aaaistance ianotTml
30 Day Guwantec conditicsu: ahipplng s handling charge ia not icfundablc; product muil be in original coodiiion. PCG098i
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Observe.Sharp has just turned the personal computer into the group computer. Educational.business, or government
groups. Groups involved in sales presentations, training sessions, even computer instruction. Now all of them can benefit

from the immediacy of a PC.

Sharp’s new QA-50 gives you the flexibility to change your presentation at the last minute in

the office, on the plane, even at the presentation itself

Used with a standard overhead projector, it projects computer images (both text and
graphics) of exceptional clarity and brilliance. That’s because it’s the only computer projec-

tion panel with a double super twisted LCD. 640 x 480 resolution and 8 shades of gray.

Besides being compatible with key computers like IBM’s PS/2® (VGA) and PC/XT/
AT® (EGA and CGA), the fan cooled QA-50 is also people compatible: with its wireless

remote, it’s easy to use. lightweight, and reliable. Sold and backed by Sharp’s Pro-

fessional Products Dealer Network, its price/value picture will 1^13
make you look as brilliant as our projections.

The Sharp QA-50. It makes big ideas look even bigger. co«?e^arp'products

Sharp fiactronics Corporation. PioleH>onal f^oducts Onns^n
,
Sharp Piva. Mahwan.Nj 07430 2134 (201) 529-B731 C 19&8 Sharp Eieclromca Corporation IBM P&2 artd IBM PC0(T/AT»e trademarks of lirtemational BusmnsMKhines Corporation
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RELAXED ALIAS CHECKING If your

compiler's optimizer can turn off alias

checking, you can achieve significant

gains in efficiency. As explained in the
‘

'Compiler Optimization" sidebar, a com-

piler mu.st assume by default that aliases

exist. This keeps the optimizer from pro-

ducing errors in the generated code.

When you are certain that you are not

referencing the same memory location

with more than one symbol in a function

(and therefore producing an alias), you can

turn off alias checking. Combined with

loop optimization, this will produce some

significant gains in speed.

USING LOOK-UP TABLES While
most veteran programmers are familiar

with the benefits of look-up tables, the

concept may be foreign to newcomers.

And though they can take up space, look-

up tables are a fast alternative to redundant

calculations that are performed over a

fixed range.

The classic ASCII-to-EBCDIC conver-

sion program provides a simple example

ofa look-up table. EBCDIC, as you proba-

bly know, is the character set found on

most IBM mainframes. A conversion pro-

gram of this type utilizes a look-up table,

which is usually an array ofEBCDIC char-

acter values.

The values in the array are so arranged

that each is stored at the array offset of its

ASCII counteipart. An EBCDIC value for

the letter A ( 1 93) is thus found at slot 65 in

COMPILER OPTIMIZATION: TERMS AND TECHNIQUES

Contemporary C compilers are get-

ting better and better at optimizing

machine code. Often what we think of as

“an optimizer” is actually a product of

several parts of the compilation process,

each ofwhich plays a role. The following

descriptions ofsome of the optimizations

performed by a compiler should help you

understand what a compiler can do, and

how you can write code that the compiler

can optimize more easily. I’m indebted

to Re^ Koch, the Program Manager for

Microsoft C S. I , for his help in clarifying

them.

Common subexpression elimina-

tion If an expression is used more than

once in the same function and its value

doesn’t change, then code is generated to

execute the expression once. The result is

placed in a register, which is used

throughout the function.

Constant folding If constants are

used in an arithmetical expression, the

expression is replaced with the result of

the expression. This is usually performed

by the preprocessor.

Constant propagation if a con-

stant value is assigned to a variable and

does not change for the life of the vari-

able, then references to the variable are

replaced with the constant. The variable

is omitted altogether.

Cross jump elimination If more

than one instance of the same piece of

code occurs in the cases of a switch or

in several if statements, then one in-

stance is placed where all of them can

jump to it.

Extra jump elimination If code

generation produces a jump to a jump,

the first jump is set to the destination of

the second jump. If it is unused, the sec-

ondjump is removed.

Instruction alignment If the gen-

erated code produces a jump to an un-

even address, aNOP instruction is insert-

ed at the destination. This forced

alignment causes all jumps to end on

even address boundaries, which are more

efficient to process and can result in a 10

percent gain in speed.

Loop induction variables If a vari-

able is frequently referenced in a loop, a

register or a stack variable is set up to

contain it. This also contributes to loop

strength reduction optimization (dis-

cussed below), particularly with fre-

quently referenced array offsets.

Loop invariant code motion If the

same piece ofcode is continually execut-

ed within a loop, the code is moved out of

the loop, where it will be executed only

once, before the loop begins.

Loop optimization (special cases)

If a loop is used to initialize a portion of

memory, the compiler substitutes a pro-

cessor instruction such as REP STOS to

perform the initialization in one step.

Loop strength reduction lliis is

the process of removing unnecessary

overhead from a loop. Such a procedure

might include the optimization of loop

counters, such as those that are also used

as an index into an array. Strength reduc-

tion might also include replacing multi-

plications with iterative additions in the

control line of the loop.

Loop unrolling A technique that

duplicates the statements executed in the

loop in order to reduce a potentially large

number of loop iterations to half This is

more common in mainframe environ-

ments, where it may take less time to ex-

ecute duplicate instructions that already

exist in the processor’s prefetch instruc-

tion queue than to retrieve them from

memory each time through the loop.

Peephole optimization This is the

process of taking small pieces or win-

dows of code and optimizing the use of

registers and variables, etc.

Relaxed alias checking An alias is

more than one symbolie reference to the

same memory location in a program. A
compiler must take care in handling

aliases, since one alias (and thus the val-

ue of the memory location referenced)

may be in a register while another may
not. If alias checking is relaxed, the com-
piler can assume that there is no more

than one active reference to the same

memory location at the same time. This

allows it to make significant code optimi-

zations.

Tail merging if a jump is generat-

ed, whose destination is a return (RET)

instruction, the jump is replaced with a

RET instruction itself

Tail recursion optimization If a

function ends with a recursive calf to it-

self, followed by a return, the compil-

er generates a jump to the beginning of

the function code in place of the recursive

call.—Richard Hale Shaw
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/* table of EBCDIC characters at ASCII offsets */

int ebcdic[EBCDIC] -

{

/* 193 is at offset 65 ( 'A' ) In this array */

. ...,193,194,195,196,197,198,199,200,201,209,210, . .

.

}J

fdefine Ascll_to_Ebcdic(c) (ebcdic[c])

int newval,i;

for(i “ 'A'; i < ('A'+10); i++)

{

newval = Ascii_to_Ebcdio (i)

;

printf ("\nAsoii %c(%d) »= Ebcdic %d", i,i, newval )

;

}

Figure 9:A codefragment that demonstrates a look-up table used to convert ASCII to EBCDIC.
The tor loop converts andprints the conversion values ofthefirst ten letters ofthe alphabet.

Notice that, implemented as a macro or afunction, each conversion isfast since it involves only

one "hit" or look-up. Thearrayuses totsfor speed, although this takes up more space

.

the array, 65 being the value of A in AS-

CII. So to convert an ASCII character to

EBCDIC, you use the value of the ASCII

character as an offset into the array, and

the corresponding value in EBCDIC is

stored at that offset. Thus it can be

“looked up” in the array or table. Figure9

illustrates an array declaration and a macro

that can do the whole job. Keep in mind,

though, that look-up tables require a trade-

off of space for speed.

REMOVING STACK PROBES Many
compilers provide automatic stack check-

ing, ensuring a function call and its local

variables do not extend beyond the end of

the Stack (possibly overwriting Heap vari-

ables or globals). A compiler engineers

this by inserting calls to an internal func-

tion (usually called _chkstk( ), or the

like) at the beginning of each function. If

C Functions

MS-DOS interface

enable _disable

Console and port 0
inp outp inpw

outpw

Buffer manipulation

memset memcpy memcmp

String manipulation

strset strcpy

strcat

strcmp

Miscellaneous

_rotl _rotr Jrotl

Jrotr min max

abs

Math

acos asin atan

atan2 cos cosh

exp tabs fmod

log logic pow

sin sinh sqrt

tan tanh

Figure SiThefunctions shown here all have

intrinsic counterparts in the Microsoft C 5,1

Library.

the stack-checking function detects a Stack

overrun, the program is aborted and an er-

ror message is printed. This allows you to

test a program and detect the problem be-

fore the program becomes heavily used.

While the stack checks (or stack

probes, as they are sometimes called) do

take a small amount of space in your pro-

gram, they significantly increase the speed

of a program with repeated function calls.

You can remove the stack probes from

your program by compiling with the ap-

propriate command-line parameters or

pragmas (see Figure 3). However, this

should be done only when the program is

tested, debugged, and ready to ship.

EFFICIENT DATA TYPES Another

technique for improving program execu-

tion speed involves your choice of efficient

data types. Take a look at all of your refer-

ences to longs. Do they fall in the range of

ints (or unsigneds), and can they there-

fore be replaced?

In Part I, I mentioned that using bit-

maps can save space. However, the over-

head of calculating bit offsets and manipu-

lating the bits themselves is greater than

toggling the value of a byte or word (a

char or short int). As a result, the

space savings is offset by the increase in

execution time.

SPEEDING UP BY COUNTING DOWN
Loops that count down to 0 from a value

are generally faster than those that count

up, because instmctions that compare a

value to 0 require fewer cycles than those

that perform a general comparison.

CALLING CONVENTIONS The calling

convention used in your functions is anoth-

er way you can both reduce size and in-

crease speed in aC program. The Standard

C calling convention for 8086 C compilers

Choosing efficient data

types is another technique

for improving program

execution speed,

requires that arguments be pushed onto the

Stack in reverse order; that is, the last argu-

ment is pushed first and the first argument

is pushed last. In addition, the caller is re-

sponsible for adjusting the Stack upon re-

turn. This process is the same for every

function call.

An alternative is to use the “Pascal”
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NO OTHER DESKIVP
PUBLISHING SYSTEM OFFERS

THIS FEATURE
With the new Mannes-

mann Tally* Universal™ Publishing

System, you can practically fly.

Thanks to a Raster Image

Processor board that plugs directly

into your PC or compatible, youll

process your pages at a speed lim-

ited only by the speed of your

computer. Not— as is typical— at

the speed of the printer. And you’ll

transfer ready-to-print data directly

to the printer through a video

interface at an incredible 3-million

bits per second.

So when you’re using the

PostScript* compatible interpreter,

you’ll produce a printed page

almost twice as fast as most other

systems. But that’s just ground

speed.

Ifyou use Aldus’ Page-

Maker or Ventura Publisher,’you’ll

Systems:

1. Universal PublishingSysiem (Includes a

PostScript compatible interpreter and Docu-
ment Description Language (DDL))

2. DDL Publishing System (DDL on!y|.

Resolution: 300 x 3(M dpi.

Emulations: Both systems include HP*
LaserJet.

Memory: 2
Typefaces: UPS includes 35 typefaces, DDL
Si^tem includes 22 typefaces.

Speed: 10 pages per minute.

Dual paper cassettes standard, 250 sheets

each.

Dual output bins standard. 250 sheets each.

Manual feed handles single sheets, enve
lopes, transparencies, and labels.

Workload: 10,000 pagesper month.

really take off. Because when you

select DDL instead of the PostScript

compatible interpreter, you’ll double

that speed again.And with full page

bitmap graphics, you can get print-

ed output up to 17 times as fast

So call the number below

for the name of your nearest dealer

and log in your time on the New
Mannesmarm Tally Universal

Publishing System. A pilot’s license

is not required.

MANNESMANN
TALLY
1
-800-8491347

In Washington state, call: Ext. 153
206 251-5524 Ext. 153
CIRCLE 224 ON READER SERVICECARD
Test results available upon request. PostScript is a registered trade

mark of Adobe Systems, Inc. DDL is a re^steted trademark of

Imagen Corp. Ventura Ihjbllsher Is a re^tered trademark of Ven
tura Corp. Pagemaker Is a registered trademark of Aldus Corp.
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calling convention, so-called because it

was first widely used by Pascal compilers.

Under this convention, arguments are

pushed onto the Stack from left to right.

More important, the called function re-

moves the arguments from the Stack.

Since most programs have fewer functions

than function calls, this results in signifi-

cantly smaller code overall and in faster

execution of function calls.

Compilers that offer this option (includ-

ing Microsoft C) usually let you set a com-
mand-line switeh so that all compiles gen-

erate Pascal calls (see Figure 3). In

addition, Microsoft C offers the pascal

When optimizing code,

observe Tom Plum’s

caveat: “Make it right

before you make it fast.
’ ’

keyword to specify Pascal function calls.

You can always use the command-line

switch and use the cdecl keyword to

specify the standard calling convention for

a function, bearing in mind that functions

which use a variable number of arguments

must be called with the standard C calling

convention.

ROUTINES “NEAR” AND “FAR”
From John Mile, the engineer behind the

eommunications program HyperAccess,

eomes a valuable tip for working with a

large (or medium) code memory model. If

you have a number of support routines that

are called only by a primary function, you

should collect them all into a single mod-
ule. Then declare each of the support rou-

tines to be near (be sure to update their

function prototypes). The primary routine

will still be far by default, but designating

the support routines as near calls will pro-

vide a small improvement in both time and

size.

OPTIMIZATION LIMITS Before
jumping in to optimize yotrr code, always

observe Tom Plum’s caveat: “Make it

right before you make it fast.” Never sac-

p c M

rifrce the correctness of the eode for speed.

Only when a program performs accurately

should you begin to refine it into more-ef-

ficient code. What’s involved is not only

the efficiency of the program itself, but the

efficiency (and value) of the time you
spend modifying and optimizing it. SS

RichardHaleShaw is a contributing editor

o/PC Magazine.
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Tlirbo 4.0 Programs. .

.

Or YourMoneyBack
You’ll write better Turbo Pascal 4.0 programs easier and faster

using the powerful analytical tools of Hirbo Analyst 4.0.

You get • Pascal Formatter • Cross Referencer • Program

Indexer • Program Lister • Execution Profiler,

and more. Includes complete source code.

Biriw Analyst 4.0 is the successor to the

acclaimed TurboPower Utilities:

“Ifyou own TUrbo Pascalyou should own the Turbo

Power Programmers Utilities, that’s all there is to itV

Bruce ^^febsteI; BYTE Magazine, Feb. 1986

Tlirbo Analyst 4.0 is only $75.

A Library of Essential Routines
lUitM) Professional 4.0 is a library ofmore than 400 state-of-the-art

routines optimized for Turbo Pascal 4.0. It includes complete

source code, comprehensive documentation, and demo
programs that are powerful and useful. Includes

• TSR management • Menu, window, and data

entry routines • BCD • Large arrays, and more.

Turbo Professional 4.0 is only $99.

Call toll-free for credit card orders.

1-800-538-8157 exL 830 (l-80O-672-347O ext. 830 in CA)

Sati^action guaranteed or your money back wdthin 30 days.

Response Series;

T-DebugPLUS 4.0—Symbolic

runtime debugger for niubo 4.0.

only $45. ($90 with source code)

Overlay Manager 4.0—Use over-

lays and chain in Tirtw 4.0, only S4S.

Oil) for upgrade infonnaiion.

TUrbo Fiscal 4.0 is required.

Owners ofTUrboRwer Utilities w/o

source mqr upgrade fw $40, w/aource,

$25. Indude your serial number. For

other infmnation call 408-438-8606.

Shipping k taxes prepaid in US.k
Can^ Elsewhere add $12 per item.

TUrtwPower Software

P. O. Box 66747

Scotts Valley. CA 9S066-0747
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New diskdoubler

nfvnur hard disk

Upgrade the disk drive in your PC the easy way!
Datran's new DiskDoubler dd2000 is a

short card that simply Bts into any avail-

able slot on an IBM, PC, XT, AT, 386 or

compatible, DOS 2.0 or greater.

Upgrade a 20 MB disk into a 40 MB.
The DiskDoubler lets you double the

storage capacity of any hard disk

without loss of performance. No matter

what size hard disk you have, the Disk-

Doubler will double it.

Works With All Data. The DiskDoubler

compresses data stored on a hard disk,

including application programs, pro-

gram files, COM and EXE files. You will

appreciate the doubling of capacity for

word processing, spreadsheets, and

database files.

Powerful dBASE Capacity. The Disk-

Doubler is especially powerful when
handing dBASE II, 111 and III Plus hies,

storing on the average three times as

much data on your hard disk, i.e., your 20

MB hard disk will perform like a 60 MB
disk ... an 80 MB disk will act like a 240

MB model. It works equally well for any

size hard disk . . . and for only $189.00.

Principle of Operation. At the heart of

the DiskDoubler is a new, powerful

high-speed data compression micro-

processor that incorporates Datran's

state-of-the-art data compression

technology, which represente years of

research and development.

Totally Transparent Operation. Datran's

high speed data compression technol-

ogy coupled with our extensive operat-

ing software allows the DiskDoubler to

process data at speeds compatible with

disk op>erating speeds. It looks as though

you've added a disk drive of double the

capacity to your PC.

Breaks the 32 MB DOS Barrier. Because

the DiskDoubler doubles the amount of

data your disk drive stores, it effectively

increases the 32 MB DOS barrier to 64

MB without any special software.

Simple Installation. Once the simple,

fast installation is complete, the Disk-

Doubler operates in the background
and is completely user transparent. The
dd2000 works with yours existing hard

disk controller.

No Formatting Required as is necessary

with RLL controllers. DiskDoubler will

even double the capacity of a drive

already using RLL technology.

Low Power Consumption. The 1/2 watt

DiskDoubler eliminates the need for

upgrading your power supply, as would

be needed if an additional disk drive

were added pulling 15 to 30 watts.

Long Life Performance. With a long

three-year limited warranty, DiskDou-

bler is a simple, inexpensive and reliable

way to double your disk storage.

Satisfaction Guaranteed. Datran backs

the DiskDoubler with s 30-day no ques-

tions asked money back guarantee.

jggmg. FOR THE DEALER NEAREST YOU OR
TO ORDER DIRECT BY PHONE:S 1-800-332-0456

M datran
Leadership in Data Compression Technology

Datran Corporatton/2505 Foothill BlvdVLa Crescenta/CA 91214/Phone (818) 248-8780/FAX (818) 248-8788/Telex 49321 ISAurtDoCom (818)248-8789

IBM PC. AT AND DBASE H. tM AND HI PLUS ARE THE TRADEMARKS OF THE RESPECTIVE OWNERS
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Making your
OWN SCREEN EONTS
Changing the character set ofan EGA or VGA used to require aprogrammer’s skills. Now
FONTEDIT makes it easyfor any user to modify, create, and load his own screenfonts.

T
he text characters displayed by the

original PC were frozen in the sili-

con ROM of its monochrome or

color/graphics display adapter. The intro-

duction of the EGA (and more recently the

VGA) changed that. These newer adapt-

ers, besides offering more colors and bet-

ter resolution, load the default text font

from ROM into video RAM, where a pro-

gram can get at and modify any or all of the

characters. Programs that display 43 lines

on the EGA take advantage of this facility,

but it has remained largely inaccessible to

the average user. Until now you’ve really

had to be a programmer to modify the fonts

in RAM.
Not anymore. FONTEDfr, this issue’s

utility program, lets anyone with an EGA
orVGA customize or create screen fonts to

taste. As you toggle the pixels that make

up a character on and off (using either your

keyboard or a mouse), you see the results

not only in a large Edit window but also in

screen size, together with the other charac-

ters in that font. A large Template window

shows you the original character, and if

you mess up a modification hopelessly, a

single keystroke will restore the original.

Another keystroke saves your results and

turns your modified font into a .COM file

that you can load from the DOS prompt

any time you want.

You can download your own copy of

FONTEDIT.COM from PC MagNet, as

described in the sidebar “FONTEDfr by

Modem.” PC MagNet also carries the

source code, FONTEDIT.ASM, and a

BASIC program, FONTEDfT.BAS, that

will create FONTEDIT.COM for you

when you run it once. Both FONT-
EDIT.ASM and FONTEDIT.BAS are

also printed here, if you’d rather enter ei-

ther at your keyboard.

The full syntax for FONTEDIT is

[d: ] [path]FONTEDIT [filespec]

where filespec is the name (and path, if

needed) of a file in which you have stored a

modified font. If you don’t include afile-

spec, FONTEDfr uses the current font on

the screen and, later, gives you an opportu-

nity to save the font to a file. The only re-

quirement for using FONTEDIT is an

EGA or VGA display adapter.

As shown in Figure 1 , the focal point of

the FONTEDfr display is an Edit Char

window that expands the character box to

make the individual pixels visible. To its

left is a similar-sized Template Char win-

dow that retains the original pixel map of

the character you are editing. By default,

the Edit window is 8 pixels wide by either

14 (for an EGA font) or 16 (for a VGA
font) pixels high. When FONTEDff first

comes up, a capital A appears in the Edit

window. The highlighted pixel in the top-

left-hand comer shows the position of the

editing cursor.

You can move the editing cursor either

FONTEDIT 1.0 (C) 1988 Ziff CoMMunications Co. PC Magazine Michael J. Mefford
FI Del row F2 Ins row F3 Dup row F4 Save

F5 Copg tenplate char. Tab = select edit'^char box Use: arrow kegs or nouse
Hold Shift keg or nouse button to drag. Esc to exit Rows displaged = 25

Left button = pixel on
I 1 1

Enter - select char.

Right button = pixel off A 65 Button s select char.

Space bar = toggle pixel ' 1 ' PgUp/pgDn prev./next char.

fl R
a

r 0123456789: ;<=>?

a 8ABCDEFGHUKLMN0
c PQRSTiwwxyzisr.
t 'abcdefghi jklnno

e pqrstuvwxgzf • )‘’o

r QueaaaageeeitiiiA

E<Rdb6uugUiK:C¥rtf

S a(6unN**6«‘-*5j!5i«»•«
•prnZepTSOftWf n

=i><fJT=‘'

Figure 1 : WhenFONTEDIT isfirst run , a capitalA appears in the center edit window with thepixel

cursor in the top-l^-hand comerofthe window.
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with the four Arrow keys or with a mouse.

Pressing the Spacebar on your keyboard

toggles the pixel under the cursor on or off;

with a mouse you use the left button for on

and the right button for off. FONTEDfr
implements cursor wrap at the edges, so if

you go off the right-hand side of a win-

dow, you’ll end up back on the left. The

same applies for the top and bottom. You
can save extra key or button presses by

“dragging” the current highlighted pixel

value (on or off) to adjacent pixels. Just

hold down either of the keyboard Shift

keys while using the Arrow keys or hold

down a mouse button and then move the

cursor.

Directly above the Edit window, the

current character and its ASCII number ap-

pear in normal screen size. When you

change a pixel in the Edit Char window,

the change will be reflected both here and

at all other places on the screen where that

character appears in normal size.

The Character Set select window to the

right of the edit window serves two pur-

poses. First, by displaying all 256 possible

characters in one place, it lets you see the

results of your customizing on the font as a

whole. Second, you can choose a new
character to edit by highlighting one of

those in the select window and then press-

ing Enter or either mouse button. The Tab

key toggles you between the Edit window

and the Character Set windows. Dragging

across the character set (by holding a Shift

key or mouse button) will load each of the

highlighted characters as you move
around. Once a new character is selected,

pressing the Tab key once again takes you

back to the Edit window.

You don’t need to visit the Character

Set window to select a new character to

edit, however. With the normal ASCII al-

phanumeric character set (plus the Back-

space key), you can simply press the de-

sired character on the keyboard. The
ASCII characters below the space (ASCII

32) and the high-bit characters (the interna-

tional characters and line-drawing charac-

ters with ASCII codes of 1 28 and above)

can be entered by using the Alt key in com-
bination with the numeric keypad. Hold

down the Alt key and type in the decimal

ASCII code desired, using the numbers

that ate on the keypad (the numbers on the

top row of the keyboard won't work). Af-

PC

ter you type in the number, release the Alt

key and the corresponding character will

be selected.

Another convenient way to select char-

acters for editing is to use the PgUp and

PgDn keys. PgUp goes to the previous

character and PgDn to the next character in

ASCII order. For example, ifD is the cur-

rent character in the edit window, pressing

PgDn will switch to character E.

FONTEDIT FUNCTION KEYS
FONTEDfr also makes use of the first five

function keys. FI deletes the current cur-

sor row throughout the entire 256-charac-

terfont. Pressing the Del key has the same

effect. This is very useful when you want

to chop down the window size to, for ex-

ample, an 8-pixel height, where an EGA
can display 43 lines. (You can get 50 lines

on a VGA this way, though 1 find that this

density on a 12- or 14-inch monitor brings

on eye fatigue quickly. An 11 -scan-line

The EGA and VGA
Display: Rows vs.

Character Height

EGA VGA
Scan Char. Char.

Unas Lines Lines

1 350 400

2 175 200

3 116 133

4 87 100

5 70 80

6 58 66

7 50 57

8 43 50

9 38 44

10 3 40

11 31 36

12 2 33

13 26 30

14 25 28

15 — 26

16 — 25

Figure 2: The EGA display has 350 total scan

tines and the VGA has 400. The number of
displayable rows is calculated by taking the

integer ofthe total scan lines divided by the

character scan lines.
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character (36 rows) or 12 scan lines (33

rows) seems more appropriate for the

VGA. giving you more data as well as

readability.) The number of lines available

is shown listed on the FONTEDIT menu,

and the table in Figure 2 correlates the

number of displayable rows with the num-

ber of character scan lines.

You can delete any rows you want, but

you may wish to start with the top and bot-

tom blank rows that are used as part of the

blank space between lines of characters on

the screen. Just remember that you can’t

delete an entire row from only a single

character in FONTEDfr, so use FI (or

Del) with caution. As with all large-scale

data deletions, FONTEDIT warns you

about what you’re doing and deletes only

after confirmation.

F2 inserts a blank row at the cursor po-

sition. again throughout the entire font.

The same effect is achieved ifyou press the

Ins key. Since the effect of pressing F2 (or

Insert) by mistake can be reversed easily

by pressing FI before moving the cursor,

insertion does not wait for confirmation.

F3. Duplicate Row, works the same as F2

except that a copy of the cursor row is used

for the insertion. The corresponding cursor

row for each character is used for the dupli-

cation in that character.

The delete and duplicate functions can

be used in concert to approximate the Play-

bill or Old West font. First, delete the top

and bottom blank rows of the character

box to give yourself some working room.

Then thicken the serifs of all the capital let-

ters by placing the cursor on both the top

and bottom of a capital letter (F will do)

and press the F3, Dup row. The newly

formed font will quickly remind you of an

old western saloon sign. Of course, some

of the letters (all of the lower case) will

need additional modifications to make the

character set complete, but most of the

work will already be done to this interest-

ing new font with Just a couple of key-

strokes.

The F5 key. Copy Template, replaces

the character in the Mit window with the

Template window character. If you’re

editing a character and want to scrap what

you’ve done and start over, pressing F5

will let you make a fresh start. Unlike the

delete (FI), insert (F2), and copy row (F3)

functions, which affect the entire character I

9 8 8
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NOWYOU CAN DESIGN JUST
ABOUT ANYTHING...INCUIDING
YOUROWN CADD SYSTEM!

DcskOHivcrl
IJtilitM's

DotPlot

OflHTil-

Estimator

CADDb

I & n

LLlll'J )

CADD
3.0

S\ iiilKtls I Jtwnr\

Anyone can produce a com-
puter-aided drafting and design

package that sells for thousands

of dollars. But creating one
that's fast, powerful, and afford-

able takes real ingenuity.

That's exactly what we've
done at Generic Software? We
sell the most widely used CADD
program in the vrorld for under

$500.

PC AAagazine ranked it

"Editors Choice" in a face off

with 17 low-cost CADD pack-

ages. "This product is an out-

standing value from every point

of view and is highly recom-

mended." "A paperback
version of AutoCAD", stated

PC Week.
And our CADD programs

are just part of what we offer.

You can start with Generic

CADD Level IJ" then advance
to other levels as your needs—
and skills—expand.

And you can use our CADD
add-ons. Utilities, and symbols

libraries to design the CADD
system that fits your needs.

You only pay for the furK-

tionality you need, and the

functionality you get has depth.

Critic tes^, market

approved. Generic Software

offers price, quality, and sup-

port. Match our customer

support against anyonel
• Unconditional 60-day

guarantee on most products

• Unlimited free technical sup-

port • Free monthly newspaper
• Regular updates at modest
prices. All adding up to prove

that the only thing generic

about us is the price.

Call us for o free CADDolog”
or for the name of your local

dealer: 1-800-228-3601.

C Genvrk Softwore tnc.. levd 1 and Generic

CADD ore trademarks of Generic Software Inc.,

11911 North Creek Parkway South, Bothell, WA
98011. Mocintosh is a trodemork of Apple Com-
puter Inc.

GenericSOFTWARE
CIRCLE 506 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Today’s managers
are expectedtoTeam
wordprocessing
in their spare time.



NeuvVersioaiZ

Fortui^l)^
thatl all it takes.

Professional
ViVite

FREE TRIAL DISK

Profcssiomil
Write
FREE TRIAL DISK

Can Professional

significantly reduce the

time and cost ofyour

training and support? Call

1-408-848-4391, Operator

^60 for a free tri^ disk.

TVuth is, the best business

people have the least spare time.

So Professional Wite 2.0 was

designed to get them up and run-

ning immediately.

Professional Wite 2.0 has all

the features managers demand,

and saves them the frustration of

learning programs designed for

full-time typists.

Our learning process

speeds up the word process.

Anyone can learn Professional

Wite in a couple of hours. The

screen is as familiar as a piece of

paper. Pull down menus and an on-

line manual means there's nothing

to memorize. Our follow-along

tutorial is written in plain English,

and our context-sensitive help

is one of the best available.

It all ensures that your managers

spend their time managing,

instead of asking for help.

\^fe’re the most compatible

with your secretaries.

We gave Professional Write

the most extensive and direct

connections with the other soft-

ware standards in your office.

No other program does it so easily

Professional Write has built-in

compatibility with MultiMater

WordPerfectr Microsoft Wordr
WordStar:Wang™ PC, DCA, and

ASCII. You can directly import

Lotus 1-2-3" worksheets without

retyping; include a chart from

Harvard Graphics when printing;

and mail merge quickly with

dBase III™ files.

We give your printers

the perfect set-up.

Now using multiple fonts with

an HP LaserJet:Apple LaserWlter,'

PostScript™ or HP DeskJet” is as

simple as underlining. And printer

support has never been easier,

because Professional WYite is pre-

configured for quick installation.

We have a fest new way
to find your documents.

You no longer have to spend

your valuable time hunting down

files. Our new Hle-Hnder searches

through the actual text ofaU your

Professional Write files to find any

words or phrase, and will call up

the appropriate document.We '11

also give you sorted lists of files,

and the option to identify your

files with summary descriptions.

Thereh more to our

feature story.

We know what managers need

from a word processor. That’s why
Professional Write offers speed

keys, macros, and column-move.

An integrated spelling checker.

thesaurus, on-screen calculator

and address book are only a key-

stroke away.We also support all

the popular networks.

Put tune on your side.

CaU 1-408-848-4391,

Operator '*'60

for a free trial disk.

PFS; Professional Write and PFS:

MYite owners Call 1-800-256-5550

for upgrade information.

CO^SOFTWARE

The designers ofPFS.

CI9e8Sot^ml^;HsnngColparotlorl l90ILondmgsOr.MountdnVlewCA94(X»-72IO
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LOOP NEXT INSERT iDo •!! 2S< eh«ract*rR.
RTF

CALL OCT PIXEL
NOV 01,81
ADD SI, MAX POINTS • 2St
NOV CX, POINTS
REP HOVSB
CALL 8rrUP_EH0
CALL LOAI>_CHAR
RXT

;0«t lnd«x to current char.
iDaatination Bourc«*{l$ • 2S<).

iSytaa/eharactar to copy.
I Copy thorn.

iUpdato tha diaplay.
iLoad tho naw charac'.t i

.

SAVE I CNP riLE_PLA0,l
JS SAVE IT
CALL CLS

~

CALL CET KANE
PUSHP

”

CALL 018PLAT BEAD
POPP
JC SAVE_EH0
CALL SAVE PILE
RET

;ia thara a filanana?
ilt yaa. aava It.
(Elaa, elaar aeiaan.
(Oat a filanano.
(Sava rasults.
(Radiaplay mnu.
jRotriova raaulta.
)1( uaar abertad, aklp aava.
(Sava tha Ilia.

END or COMMAND PROCESSINC ROUTINES

( OUTPUT (

; It Edit cursor, SF 1 |

; If Char cursor, EF • S ;

> OX cursor position. j

( AX • ralativa position. >

CET CURSOR: MOV AX. EDIT CURSOR
NOV DX,AX
ADD DX.EDIT TOP
CNP EDIT riJiS.l
JS CURSOR END
NOV ax,chaX_cursm
NOV DX,AX
ADO DX , CSAR TOP

AsauM adit cursor; ratriava it.
Cursor position • ralativa
position * top laft of adit box

Ara ws in adit box?
If yas, 9uass«d ri^ht.
Elsa, ratriava char, cursor.
Calculate cursor position.

CURSOR END: RET

] Raturn hiqhlightad cursor position to backqround. t

j

RESTORE: NOV SL, ATTRIBUTE
CALL CET_CURSOR
JNE CHAR RESTORE
CALL CET_PIXEL
CALL MRITE PIXEL
BET

(iackqround attribute.
(Is cursor in character bex7
(If ysB, rastora char box.
(Elsa, qat pixel and write.

CHAR RESTOREl CALL
CALL
RET

CET CHAR
HRlfB CHAR

(Cat character and write.

( nlqhlicht nsw cursor position. (

j. ;

UPDATC_CUR80Rt NOV
OR
CALL
JMS

BL, ATTRIBUTE
BL, INTENSITY
GET CURSOR
do_7kar

(Ratrlavs background attribute.
(Turn on intensity bit.
(IS cursor in chsraetar box?
(If ysB, do ehsrscter cursor.

roHT_CURSOX

I

CALL
CALL
RET

CET PIXEL
HRlfB_PXXEL

(Elsa, gat pixel and write it.

CALL CET_CHAR
NOV Dl.OPPSET BLANKS
HOV CE,)
REPNE SCASB
JNE DO_CURSOR
HOV BL, INVERSE

(Ratriava character.
(Use invaraa video for invialbla
: charaetara s, 32 and 2SS.

DO CURSOR: CALL HRITE_CHAR
RET

(Update tha character cursor.

; INPUT
( AX • Rslativa cursor position.
( ox • Actual cursor position.
) CX Direction.

( OUTPUT
( DX Hew cursor position.
; AX • Haw cursor position.
I BX praaarvad

.

ADD DH.CH
ADD DL,CL
PUSH BX
NOV BL.IS
CMP EDIT PLAC.l
JNE CX lEfT
NOV bxTpoihts

(Add row direction
( and coluan dirartien.
(Sava BX.
(Use It as bounds for char.
I box bottoai.
:Uaa bytas/char bounds for sdlt
; box bottoai.

CK_LBFTt ADD AL,CL
JCE CX RICHT
ADD DL7lt
JHP SHfMIT BOUNDS END

(Add column to ralativa pos.

;If toe far laft,
( wrap to right.

CX_RieBT

:

CMP AL.lt
JB CX UP
SUB OLTlt

(If too far right,

; wrap to laft.

CX_UPl
CX DOWN
dhTbl
SHORT SOUNDS END

(Add row to ralativa position.

(If too far up,
: wrap to bottom

CMP AM.BL
JB BOUNDS END
MOV Da,EDlT RON

(If too far down.

HOV
POP
RET

(Return copy of cursor position.
(Restore sx.

INPUT
JUC - Ralativa cursor position.

OUTPUT
AL • character.

MOV

ADD
RET

(Cbaraetar row • It « column.

INPMMATlOHt HOV
NOV
ZHT
PUSH
rop
NOV
NOV
RET

SR,

2

Ax.llSBn
ISH
cs
BS
POINTS, CX
R0HS,DL

(Oat information.

(Restore extra aagmnt.

(Store bytaa/ebaraetar.
(Store rows on aeraan.

is parted of white space and COM axtanaien tacked on. ;

PARSE FILE:
NEXT_FARSE I

HOV SI, SIX
LOOSB
CMP AL, SPACE
Jt NEXT PARSE
CNP AL.TXB CHAR
JS NEXT PXRSE
DEC SI

~

NOV PILIMAME.SI

(Point to psramatar.
(Cat a byte.
(Za it leading apacar
(If yaa, ignore.
(IS it leading tab?
(If yes, ignore.
(Adjust pointer.
(Store atart of filansiw.

CR_DOT(

PARSS_BMD

:

LOD8B
CMP AL, SPACE
JBE PARSE END
CNP AL,’*'
JB CR DOT
CNP ALT’S*
JA CK DOT
AMD BTTC PTR [SX-l),SrH
CNP AL,’.’
JNE PIND END
HOV DI , ST
DEC OX
HOV SI, OFFSET COM
HOV CS,&
REP HOVSB
RET

(Oat a byte.
(Is it apace or below?
(If yaa, and of tilanaim.
(Capitallsa.

(la it a dot?
(If DO, continue.
(Elea, if dot or and of filanasia

I tack «i ’.CON’.

( OUTPUT (

( It file axlata, CT > S (

( It file not found, CT • 1 |

OPEN riLEt

SAVE RANDLE I NOV
HOV
RET

DX.PILEKAKB
AX, 3DS2R
21B
PILE HANDLE, JUC

BX.AX

(Open file for reading, writing.

(Sava filahandla.

( OUTPUT I

{ If auccassful CT • t ;

( If failed CT - 1 >

j j

CREATE PILE:

CRBATE^EMD:

NOV DX.riLEHAHE
XOR CX,CX
MOV AH,3CB
INT 21B
JC CREATE END
CALL 8AVE_BAMDLe
CALL SAVE PILE
RET

(Create normal file.

(If succasaful, aava filahandla
( and aava font file.

; Read tha parted file. Cliack if legitimate font file. Load tha font.

READ riLE( HOV
HOV
HOV
NOV
INT

NOV
HOV
REPS
JS
CALL
HOV
JHP

BX.riLE HANDLE
PX.orrsiT loader
CX, loader_lbnctk
AX, 3rH
31H
SI, OFFSET PROORAHKERl
DI,OFPSET PROGHAHMER2
CX, SIGNATURE LEH / 2
CHPSH

“

READ_BKD
DIBP PILCHANE
DX,orr8ET NOT_rosrp_Hso
BRROR_NSG

(Ratriava filahandla.
(Point to loader.
(Bytes to read.
(Read from disk.

(Use name as lagitlmata font
( file signature.

(If not font file, exit
( with maasaga.

MOV riLX_nAQ,l
PUSH BX
HOV BP.OrrSET XDIT_rONT
MOV Ba.BTTB PTR POINTS
CALL USER LOAD
CALL INFOKHATIOM
POP BX

(Elea, note chat filanana found.
(Sava fllabaodla.
(Point to font.
: Bytas/eharactar

.

(Load tha font.
(Gat font information.
(Ratriava filahandla.
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wmvt
AX - tdit cb«r«etar.
ax * start of ebatactar

OVTPUT
AX « ASCII charaetar.
AL * scan coda.
BUrrONS « button praaaad.
SHXrr STATS • Shift or button dapraaaad

SKZrr STATS,AL
LEFT lUTTON.SL
SX.1~
AX.S

CX, HOmtONTAL
DX.VEXTICAL
AX.HICKET

nORXS
SI , DN_AAXOH
DX,AX

BI.LCrr AAftOH
CX.AX
BOKXS
SI.UT AMKW
DX.AX~
STOKE MOTION

sr.si
BORISOHTAL.CX
VERTICAL, DX

DS,34EH
CS,3
BL, ATTRIBUTE
DIVIDE

DX,BOX TOP * tt3H
al,bdxT char
HRITt CHAR

iRatriava bytat/chara:tpr
sRatriava adit character,
itaro in hi9h half.
iPraaarva eharactoc,
(Char start • bytea/ehar
lAdd to index.
iRatriava character.

Store input in BP; start
Saro in Shift atata.
iiare in Buttons also.

Store button dapreaaed in
Store button press info.
Do sasia for ri^ht button.

Store button pressed info
Any button prasse.i?
If yes, done hen*.

Add in last horizontal Notia^

and last vertical s>otir.n.

iRatriava BOusa unit of vietic

Assuaa risht aovainont.
Is horisontal > slckr-y?
If yas, fuassad riqht.
Assuiaa dovn awvasiant.
Is vertical > nickey;
lit yas, guessed right.

Elsa, negate eickey.
AssuM left sovanent

.

Is horizontal < nickey?
It yas, guessed right.
;Assua« up Bovemont.
la vertical < nickpy?
If yas, guessed tight.

|If none available, done Im*i

Elsa, gat keystroke
Exchange scan/ASCll code.

lltaturn input in AX
Is there input?
If yes, dona here.
IS there button pressed;
)lf yas, dona hare.
Elsa, wait until input.

tare based; adjust.
Dlaplay at Row 3; Col. 77.
Thraa bytes to write.
Uaa background attribute.
Display the nueber.

Point to inside of info box.
Rotriava character.
Display it.

jKova to and of nuxber col.
Thraa bytaa to write.
Display tha nusibar.

Two eharaetera/plxal.

P, TEMPLATE TOP :Diaplay tapplata <

•i,omrr tCkplatc poht
UPDATE PONT

fFOSTKDITASM fomiiwes)
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:Oii(>lay adit chara-'t^ri

uro*TB_ro«Ti

imT_LlNtt

NEXT riXCLi

DISPLAT ITj

CALL

LODSS
MOV
MOV
PUSH
MOV
MOV

CKAR STAMT :Ratri

DX.l
AL, PIXEL OM
OXSPLAT XT
al.pixeC orr

BP.JiSH
cx
NEXT LIMB

:c«t • byt*.
) store xn AH.
; store in Dl.
;Preaerve bytot/^hni.
iBiqht bits/byt**.
:Top left of font .iin]'.a>'.

:Cet a bit.

Entry point > DXVIOE. )

AL Huaber to dieplay. tL • Attribute. t

CX Places to display. |

ox Cursor position. i

CALL
XCHO
DEC
LOOP
XET

AM. SPACE
AL.AL
ASCII
•H.IS

WHITE CHAM

MEXT COUNT

iAisuma sere.

;Xf yes, display space i-.i

sOivisor of ten.
;tera in biqh half.
iOivide by ten.
{Convert to ASCXI.
iRewainder in Al..

(Display it.
I Back to AH.
iHove back one rolunn.
iDlsplsy all three bytes.

I
INPUT

I
AL character

I 8L Attribute
AX, CX preserved.

WHITE CHAMi PUSH
PUSH
CALL

> attrilJte/eh.arscter.

i The Eqa/Vqa reqiatars are proqranied to access aegiient AfJS). where tie

; fonts are stored. The font is retrieved and reqisters reset back to nors.il.

RETRIEVE PONTt MOV

MEXT CRAHt

BX. POINTS
AX.IASIBH
OS, AX
D1.0PP8ET EDIT PONT
•p,3se
OX.DX

SX.DX

MEXT CHAR

SI. OFFSET EDIT PONT
01. OFFSET TEMPLATE POKT
CX.KAX_P01I(TS • / 2

MOVSH

{Point to destinatirn.
•,2i6 characters.
{Source atartinq offset of te.

{Point to source.
{Bytes/ehareeter

.

{Ratriava'the bytes.
{Next character two psi.iqisf-h

{Do all 2S€ characters.

{Rsatora data Be^rent.

{Copy the sJit font tt .enplt’e.

81, OFFSET PROTr.CT_APBFK {Point tO nOtiBSl

SET RECISTERSi CX,2
DX,)C4K
MEXT REGISTER

NEXT REGISTER: LOOSB

LOAD CHAR: SI.OPPSBT ACCESS ASfCH

SET REGISTERS
81. OFFSET EDIT_P0«T
CHAR START

MODIFT_rLAC, I

{Point to character
{ to upload.
(Prasarve bytea/chsr.
{22 bytes record for AFJFh font.
{Index te eppropriete charecter.

{Point to font Bcgtwnt

.

{Note that font s.sJifu

SET CURSORl

{Set cursor posit

HIDE CURSOR:

CLEAR MENU: CX.ISIH
DX.34rH
SHORT SCROLL

OL,7»
BH.T
AX.ilBK

{Row 3; coluien 79.

{ROW xero; coLur-n i

{Celusui 79.
{Attribute.
{Scroll window of i

PRINT STRlHOt MOV

f rlLEXAKEi MOV

HRITE TTTI

DC CHAR ATTR: CALL MRITE_CRAR

CHJiR ATTRIBi

RETRIBVE_rOHT

BYTE PTR DSi|tBH|,9
CK MOUSE
paKse pile
OPEN PILE
CREATE PROMPT
READ PTLE
SKOR? CK_HOUSE

8X. OFFSET CREATE NRG
PROMPT
CREATE
ERROR_EXtT

CREATE PILE
OX.OFPIET rAlLBO_MSC
CR HOUSE
ERSoR MSG

{Ho interrupts.
{Retrieve font.
{interrupte back on.
{Coewiand line peraawterT
;Xf no, ekip te snuse.
{Elee, paree the paraxoter.
{Try to open the file.
{If not found, ask to create.
{Else, read the file.
{Done here.

(Display create query.

iFONTHDlTASSfi-ontini4es>
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set, F5 Copy Temp(Iate) writes over the

current character only.

You can save the font file at any time

simply by pressing F4. If you did not give

FONTEDIT a filename argument on the

command line, you will be prompted for

one when you hit F4, and once FONT-
EDfT has a name for the file, that name
will appear right after the F4 Save in the

menu. As with all data processing pro-

grams, you are encouraged to save and

save often. If you forget to save and at-

tempt to exit FONTEDIT with Esc,

FONTEDIT will give you the opportunity

to save the font file before returning you to

DOS. FONTEDIT keeps track of any

modifications you have made to the font

and bothers you with this warning only if

the font has been edited since the last up-

date. Along with the font descriptors, the

current edit character and cursor position

are saved so that the next time you start

FONTEDIT with the same font file, you

can pick up exactly where you left off.

The font files are one of the handiest as-

pects ofFONTEDIT. When you save a file

you not only save all the font descriptors

but also automatically add a very short but

The font flies are one of

the handiest aspects of

FONTEDIT. Saving a file

adds a header in .COM

format that loads the font.

sufficient header code in .COM file format

that will load the font. All you have to do is

enter the name of the file at the command
line, and the font will be loaded into video

RAM. You can Ju.st as easily load a font

from a batch file.

Since the loader is in .COM format, the

file must have a .COM extension to work

properly. The easiest way to accomplish

this is to let FONTEDIT add the file exten-

sion for you. When you give FONTEDIT
a filename to store the font, you can either

give it a .COM extension yourself or let

FONTEDIT tack on the .COM for you. If

you give the file any extension except

.COM, FONTEDIT will ignore it and add

the necessary .COM. Don’t worry about

writing over any existing files. You’ll be

warned before FONTEDIT does this.

Pressing E,sc at any time exiLs FONT-
EDIT. When you return to the DOS
prompt or check the screen after loading a

FONTEDIT-created font, you may find

that the cursor has turned from an under-

line to a minus sign or has disappeared al-

together, especially if you have loaded a

font shorter than the 14- or 16-line-high

PC MAGAZINE SEPTEMBER 13,
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default. The incorrect cursor restore is the

result of a bug in the EGA BIOS, and cor-

recting it would call for so much special

case code that FONTEDIT does not even

bother to try handling the situation. If you

encounter this problem on your system,

the remedy is to use Jeff Prosise’s CTYPE
and STICK utilities, presented in our No-

vember 10 and November 24, 1987, is-

sues. These two programs are specifically

dedicated to correcting this EGA BIOS
cursor bug.

ADDITIONAL LIMITATIONS FONT-
EDIT imposes a maximum of 1 4 scan lines

for an EGA font and 16 lines for a VGA.
The hardware will support a font up to 32

scan lines high, but the taller a font, the

fewer the text rows that can be displayed.

The resulting smaller screen real estate

makes it impractical for FONTEDfT to

display and ^it tall fonts. Note that since

the first time you mn FONTEDIT the char-

acters will be at their maximum default

height, you will have to delete some lines

before any insertions can be made.

Also note that if you have and intend to

use the mouse with FONTEDfr, be sure

the mouse driver is installed. If you use the

mouse often, you probably already have

an entry

DEVICE = HOUSE. SYS

in your CONFIG.SYS file. The other,

more flexible option is to load MOUSE
.COM at runtime before loading FONT-
EDIT.

There is one major potential problem

for which FONTEDfr itself can offer no

solution. A number of applications, when

loading, may replace your carefully sculp-

tured font with the default ROM font. The

reason for this is that each time a video

mode is changed, the BIOS loads its font.

Applications sometimes change the video

mode (even if it’s to the same mode) be-

cause, along with loading a font, the BIOS
also clears the screen. Changing modes is,

therefore, an easy way to start with a clean

slate. You can use these mode-change side

effects to your advantage if you wish to re-

turn to the default font after customizing or

loading one of your own by entering the

DOS command:

MODE CO80

if you have a color system, or

MODE MONO

if you have a monochrome system.

If your favorite application refuses to

use your taste in fonts , there is one possible

solution—if the stubborn application lets

The incorrect cursor

restore results from a bug

in the EGA BIOS; fixing

it would call for so much

special case code that

FONTEDIT doesn’t

bother to handle it.

you execute DOS cotrrmands. Once your

application has loaded and made its nest,

simply shell to DOS and load your font.

This too may fail, however, if the applica-

tion insists on resetting the video mode
again on return. And even if your applica-

tion is polite and accepts FONTEDIT’s
fonts, you may still not be able to get the

full benefit from shorter fonts that enable

more character lines. Many applications

always assume there are only 25 lines to

the display regardless of what’s available.

HOW FONTEDIT WORKS Program-

ming FONTEDfr presented a challenge

right from the start. Obviously, if you

don’t indicate otherwise by including a

filename argument, the program should

grab and display the cuirent font. The

problem is that there are no BIOS calls that

tell you what the current font is. Informa-

tion BIOS service (interrupt lOh, function

I Ih, subfunction 30h) returns the pointers

to the available ROM fonts, but it doesn’t

tell you which one of them is loaded. Even

if it did, the loaded ROM font may have

been modified since BIOS loaded it, espe-

cially if you’re using FONTEDfT. Thus,

FONTEDIT had to go directly to the

source where the current font descriptors

are stored—segment AOOOh—and this in-

volved some problems of its own.

The MDA (monochrome display

adapter) and CGA (color/graphics display

adapter) video buffets are stored in seg-

ments BOOOh and BSOOh, respectively.

The same video buffers are used for EGA
and VGA text modes. The reserved seg-

ment AOOOh, above the 640K RAM barri-

er, is used for two different purposes. It is

used both for the newer video buffer high-

er-resolution graphics modes and to store

the font descriptors when in a text mode.

When you change to a text mode, the

BIOS loads the appropriate font into this

segment from ROItl. Then, when the vid-

eo hardware reads a byte of text from the

video buffer segment (BOOOh or BSOOh), it

looks up the character description to send

off to the display in A(XX)h.

This sharing between the video hard-

ware font descriptors’ look-up table in text

mode and the actual pixel image when in

graphics mode makes access to the A(XK)h

segment a little more difficult. In fact,

when in text mode the font descriptors can

be accessed only by the video hardware.

You can quickly convince yourself that

you cannot normally access the font seg-

ment by loading DEBUG and entering the

dump command

D A000:0

Instead of a display of the font descriptors,

all you’ll see is a bunch of FFs. Obviously,

there has to be a way a program can gain

access to A(XX)h, since the BIOS loads

character fonts to it. And there is, but it

takes special programming of the video

adapter registers.

For each video mode, the BIOS has a

separate parameter look-up table for set-

ting the numerous video registers. In order

to access AOfWh, the BIOS uses the re-

served video modes OBh (for a color sys-

tem) and OCh (for a monochrome system)

as an index to the special register parame-

ters. All of the video adapter registers are

set, though only the Sequencer and Graph-

ics registers need to be programmed to ac-

cess the font segment. (As happens so of-

ten in prograttuning, it’s easier for the

BIOS to have one all-purpose proced-

ure—in this case, program the entire regis-

ter set—than it is to have several special-

ized procedures.) FONTEDIT wants to be

able to get the current font descriptors , so it
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you'll find in any other PC-oriented publication with a subscription to
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Plus as an extra bonus, you'll get an amazing Utilities Disk—absolutely

Free! Here are 36 tested utilities that will turn you into a power-user
instantly. This disk is not available in any store, but it's yours free with

your paid subscription to PC MAGAZINE.

Send me my FREE UTILITIES DISK and begin

my subscription to PC MAGAZINE for:

Two years (44 issues) for $51.97

Less than $1.19 a copy!
Save $1.76 off the newsstand price!

One year (22 issues) for $31.97

Less than $1.46 a copy!
Save $1.49 off the newsstand price!

Savings based on newsstand price of $2.95 per issue. Your
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FONTEDIT BY MODEM

The programs published in PC Maga-
zine are available by mcxlem from PC
MagNel. an on-line service through

which readers can discuss the columns

with the editors.

To join PC MagNel. set your com-

munications software for either 300 or

1 .200 bits per second. 7 data bits, even

parity, 1 stop bit, and full duplex. You
can use any of more than 300 local ac-

cess i^one numbers, including: Bos-

ton. (6 1 7) 542- 1 796; New York. (212)

422-8820; Cniicago, (312) 693-0330;

or San Francisco. (415) 956-4191. To
find the number nearest your dialing

exchange or for 2.400-bps service,

connect with PC MagNel and typeGO
PHONES. For Customer Service, call

(800) 848-8990; in Ohio and outside

the United Stales , call (6 1 4) 457-8650.

When you connect with PC Mag-
Nel, press Ctrl-C. At the USER ID
prompt, enter 177000,5000. Enter

PC*MAGNET at the PASSWORD
prompt and enter Z10D8815 at the

ENTER AGREEMENT NUMBER
prompt.

PC MagNet costs S12.50 an hour

for 1 ,200/2,400-bps service and $6 for

3(X) bps, via MasterCard. VISA, or

American Express. There is no addi-

tional charge for downloading source

code or compiled programs from PC
MagNel. These programs can be cop-

ied but are copyrighted and arc made
available only for noncommercial use.

You may make copies fw others as

long as no charge is involved, but

making copies for any commercial

purpose is strictly prohibited.

FONTEDIT.COM is already com-

piled and ready to run. FONT-
EDIT.BAS will automatically create

FONTEDIT.COM when run once in

BASIC. FONTEDIT.ASM allows

you to modify the program but re-

quires you to use a macro assembler

(IBM or Microsoft. Version 2 or later)

arnl the following commands:

HASH FONTEDIT;
LINK FONTEDIT;
EXE2BIN FONTEDIT FONTEDIT.COM

PhoUH opy this page. Trim and hole-

punch the copy and add it to yourDOS
manual.

PRODUCTIVITY

I

FONTEDIT
Command

Michael J. Mefford 1988 No.15 (Utilities)

Permits modifying/creating EGA or VGA character fonts

with keyboard or mouse and saving the new fonts as

.COM files that can be loaded from the DOS prompt.

[d: ] [path] FONTEDIT [fllespec]

Remarks: If no font filename and path are supplied as the filespec,

FONTEDIT uses the currently displayed font, beginning

with the letter A. Pixels in the Edit window are toggled on
or off with the spacebar or with left and right mouse
buttons. The highlighted cursor may be moved within the

Edit window by mouse or with the cursor Arrow keys, and
it can be "dragged" to adjacent pixels by holding down a

Shift key or mouse button. Editing changes are saved by
pressing F4, and opportunity is provided to supply a

missing filename. FONTEDIT will supply the requisite

.COM extension automatically. Esc quits the program.

Pressing F5 copies the original character template to the

Edit window. New characters to edit can be loaded by
pressing the appropriate key on the keyboard, by pressing

the PgUp and PgDn keys (which move in ASCII sequence),

or by holding down the Alt key while typing the A^II
code on the numeric keypad, then releasing Alt. The Tab
key toggles the cursor between the Edit window and the

full Character Set window. Highlighted characters in the

latter can be loaded for editing by pressing Enter or one of

the mouse buttons.

The FI, F2, and F3 keys affect all characters within the

entire font. FI (or the Del key) deletes a whole row of

pixels and is used to shorten the height of the character

box. The default (and maximum) character box size is 8

pixels wide (this cannot be changed) by 14 pixels high

(EGA) or 16 pixels high (VGA). A 43-Une EGA font uses a

character box of 8 by 8 pixels, for example. When FI (or

Del) is used, confirmation of the deletion is required. F2
inserts a blank row of pixels throughout the entire font

(maximum height permitting), and F3 copies each
character's current pixel map, as, for example, to thicken a

serif.

Modified or created fonts are loaded simply by entering

their names at the EXDS prompt. Normal operation is

restored by entering any video-mode command—for

example, MODE CO80—on a color system or MODE MONO in

monochrome. Applications that reset the video mode on
entry or when returning from DOS also restore the default

ROM font and cannot be used successfully with FONT-
EDIT.

I
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Intelligent Micro Systems

IMS-286/12MHZ
Base System IpX J «

' Enhanced, 101-key

keyboard
’ 200-watt power supply
' Illustrated mstallation and
operations manual

' Clock/calendar with

battery backup

' 80286 processor miming
at 12MHz, zero wait state,

switch-selectable to 6MHz
' 1MB RAM
' 1.2MB diskette drive

’ Dual diskette drive/fixed

disk controller

Base System with Monographic Card and Monitor . . $1275
• With 40MB Seagate (28ms) $1695
• With TOMB MiniScribe (28ms) $1925

Upgrade to EGA by adding $350 to monographks system prices!

GREAT BUYS ON AT XT ADO-ONS
I/O Boards
For AT®: Serial and
parallel ports $59
RirPOXT®: Serial,

parallel, & game ports $65

1200 Baud
Internal Modem
With communications

scrftware $69

Multifunction
Cards
R>r AT: OKB expandable

to 1.5MB, serial and
parallel ports $110
R)r POXT: 384KB; serial,

parallel, game ports; and
clock.'calendar with

battery backup $199

Mice
. . . ^ Diskette DriveLogitech** Serial Mouse:
Math Coprocessors a^OKB or 1.2MB diskette programmable, three

80287-8 math drive to enhance your buttons $79
coprocessor $269 system Microsoft* Bus Mouse:
80^-10 math 3^KB $99 mechanical mouse
coprocessor $329 1.2MB $109 includes bus interface $119

IMS-286/10MHz.„-_
Base System J
• 80286 processor

miming at lOMHz,
switch-selectable to

6MHz
•512KBRAM
• 1.2MB diskette drive

• Dual diskette drive/

fixed disk controller

• 20O-watt power supply
• Enhanced, 101-key

keyboard
• niustrated installation

and operations manual i

• Qock/calendar with

battery backup

Base System with Monographic Card
and Monitor $1125 i

• Wth 40MB Seagate (28ms) $1545 <

• With TOMB MiniScribe (28ms) $1775 <

Upgrade to EGA by adding $350 to monographics
system prices!



The Intelligent Solution

IMS-88/lOMHz
Base System $595
• 8088 processor running at

lOMHz, switchable to

4.77MHz
'640KB RAM
• 360KB diskette drive

' Diskette drive controller

' Keyboard
' 150-watt power supply
' Illustrated installation and
operations manual

Base System with Monographic Card and Monitor $725
• With 20MB MiiuScribe (65ms) $985
• V\^th 40MB MiniScribe (61ms) $1095

Upgrade toEGA by adding $350 to monographics system prices!

SOFTWARE SPECIAL

7
'

!hfu-nmyi Pm/nr

Convenient Software

for Project Scheduling
and Reporting

Microsoft® Project by
Microsoft is the perfect tool

for time management, of-

fering you a vast selection

I of project scheduling and
reporting features. Keeps

' you aware of deadlines and
current project status.

$330

"Ah, the fourth grade—everything's still the same,"

T.W. 'Dillo reflects as he watches Junior through

the window. "Miss Dillworth still begins the day
with the Pledge of Armadilligence. She still follows

it with the IMS Golden Rule: 'Build the best computer,

to keep users true to you.'
"

"Well, maybe it's not exactly the same," admits T.W.

reluctantly. "Back then, our PCs were 8088s; our

bulletin l^ards, pieces of cork; and our spelling

checkers, hard-bound dictionaries."

T.W. may have graduated before the inundation of

industry innervation, but that doesn't mean he doesn't

know his VGA from his EGA. "The computers keep

gettin' faster and smarter—and so do the customers,"

smiles T.W. "That's why our business just keeps boom-
ing. Seems the more educated the customer, the more
they make the intelligent choice—an Intelligent Micro

Sy^m's computer."

"For a world class computer, the choice is elementary."

CIRCLE 382 ON READER SERVICE CARD

INTELUGENT BUYERS shop for superior products and superior

value. AH of our products come with a one-year limited warranty, one
year of technical phone support, and a 30-d^ money-back guarantee

(does not include freight). do r>ot charge you for UPS ground
shipping within the continental United States, or for buying with yous
cre^ c^. lntell%ent Micro Systems is The Intelli^nt ^oice.
Prices subject to chmge. Software is rum-refundable.

Tacos residenis please add soles tax.

800-777-7757
Mon.'Fri. 8a]n-9pm CST

Sal. 9am-5pm CST

For Customer Support:

512-250-8794
Mon.rFri. 8ain-7pm CST

Artwork by Todd V^^nters



miTiM}
FORA
PRINTER
Can you afford
to tie up your
PC, your
business, &
your profits . .

.

. . . simply to wait
your turn at the
printer?

PRINTER SHARING WITH BUFFALO SL^
Best Value — More features for less money.

More ports, buffer, flexibility and options than any other peripheral

sharing device in its price range. 10 ports with 256KB buffer for only

$575; with 4MB buffer ohiy $1700.

The Buffalo SL can greatly enhance a network; but if you don't need a

file server, then the Buffalo SL is the ideal LAN alternative at a
fraction of the cost.

Snb-LAS oonneetivity — Peripheral sharing and buffering.

6 Serial Ports: All ports user configurable as Input or output; ports
Individually configurable for all serial parameters and for baud rates to
19,200.

4 Parallel Ports: All ports user configurable as Input or output. Line drivers

boost output to 400 ft.

Simultaneous Input and output; all ten channels.

Cascade capability: command directed routing of virtually an unlimited
number of PC s to any number of printers on the same system.

Buffer size: from 0KB to 4M8. easily upgradeable by the user in minutes.

File transfer: Serial channel PC to PC with your software.

BUFFALO Keeps your business running

Basy Installation and Use — Factory supported, toll free.

Simple Installation software for configuration and menu setup.

Menus: Pop up software displaying user configurable menus uses less

than 11KB In text mode
Paused output function: Data may be cleared, paused, or re-directed

after Input to buffer.

Next available printer: Automatic routing of data to next available
printer. If desired.

Disk Caching software and keyboard enhancing software included free

with each unit,

warranty: One year
Guarantee: 45 day money back satisfaction guarantee!^

Call now and talk to a person with the technical
background to help solve your connectivity problems.

BUFFALO
B Inexpensive peripheralsharing solution

(800) 345-2356
ORCLE 328 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Buffalo Products. 2805 19th Street SE, Salem. OR 97502 <503) 585-5414
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UTILITIES

loo has to program these two sets of video

registers.

The converse, loading a font into the

AOOOh segment, is a lot easier. Here there

is a BIOS call (interrupt lOh, function I Ih,

subfunction 0, User Alpha Load) that will

load a font for you. For that matter, it could

be u.scd to load a new description of just

one character, though for reasons that will

become clear, FONTEDfT does not use it

for single characters. All you have to do is

set a pointer and indicate how many bytes

per character, the starting character, and

how many characters to load. The User Al-

pha Load service is especially useful when
you delete or insert a character line in a

whole font because, besides loading the

font, it does all the calculations necessary

PC MAGAZINE SEPTEMBER l.t. 1988
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UTILITIES

to set the CRTC (cathode ray tube control-

ler) registers for the new scan lines. CRTC
registers are responsible for things like the

horizontal and vertical scan lines, cursor

type, mode control, and maximum scan

lines. The maximum scan line register

controls the number of scan lines per char-

acter row and is changed when you delete

or insert a row with FONTEDIT. The

same User Alpha Load call is used by the

loader code in the FONTEDIT font files.

(The User Alpha Load call ends up using

the same reserved video modes cited

above to access the font segment.

)

The bad news about User Alpha Load is

that resetting the CRTC registers causes

the display to complain by ballooning or

rolling over for a moment. Although
harmless and normal for the equipment,

the sudden change in the screen size can be

quite alarming to the user. (The VGA
doesn't seem to be affected quite as much
as the EGA.) I decided that the screen

bounce was tolerable when the display re-

sizes for line insertions and deletions and

for the font loader program, but since

FONTEDIT also reloads the character be-

ing edited every time you modify a single

pixel, the User Alpha Load approach was

unacceptable for Siting. Every time you

changed a pixel the screen went bonkers!

The FONTEDIT procedure that pro-

grams the adapters’ registers to access seg-

ment A(XX)h to retrieve a font does not pro-

gram the CRTC registers. This same
access procedure is, therefore, used to load

single characters so that the display re-

mains steady.

If you dive into the details of FONT-
EDlT’s assembly code, you will discover

that the video A0(X)h font descriptors have

a fixed 32-byte record for each of the char-

acters. That means a character could have

as many as 32 scan lines per character—

a

big font. Smaller, normal-sized fonts use

the same 32-byte format; the balance of the

record just is not used . The start of the next

character, therefore, is always two para-

graphs away.

FONTEDIT must also store the font de-

scriptors in its own memory. Two copies

of the font are actually kept: one for the

edit set, and the other for the template. Un-

like segment AOOOh, FONTEDIT’S font

descriptor record format is variable in

length and depends on the number of scan

lines. Right after the end of one character,

whether it be 1 line or FONTEDIT’s maxi-

mum of 16 lines, the description of the

next is started. (This is the same format re-

quired by the User Alpha Load BIOS call

and is the reason I chose to use it.) The

starting offset for the template font is a

fixed 1 6 * 256 = 4,096 bytes from the start

of the edit font, which accommodates the

maximum number of VGA scan lines.

Since both the edit and template fonts are

written to disk, together with the short

loader code, each of your font files will be

The video AOOOh font

descriptors have a fixed

32-byte record for each

character, which means a

character could have 32

scan lines—a big font.

just over 8K. For smaller fonts, FONT-
EDIT could have snuggled the template

and edit fonts closer together, but the addi-

tional code was not worth the savings of

the few extra bytes of disk space.

AN EXTRA PIXEL The EGA video

memory is 640 pixels wide by 350 pixels

tall. For the normal display width of 80

columns, therefore, the EGA character

box is 640 / 80 = 8 pixels wide. In con-

trast, the VGA display is 720 by 400 pix-

els. Subtracting 640 from 720 leaves 80

pixels more on the horizontal axis; that is,

one extra pixel for each character. This 9th

pixel for a VGA character is not address-

able, however. Rather, the hardware auto-

matically inserts it as an extra blank space

between characters. At least this is true for

most of the character set. For the 20 special

box-drawing characters, the 9th dot is dis-

played the same as the 8th so that the char-

acters will connect on the horizontal. (The

EGA connected to a monochrome monitor

also has a 9-bit-wide character box.) Con-

taining the 9-bit-wide VGA character box

in 8 programmable bits conveniently

maintains a 1 -byte descriptor per scan line.

FONTEDIT uses two solid block char-

acters (ASCII code 219) to represent an

“on” pixel and checkered characters

(177) to represent an “ofT’ pixel. (Two
characters side by side is the closest ap-

proach to maintaining the proper aspect ra-

tio of 1 pixel.) The difference between the

EGA 8-bit-wide characters and the VGA
9-bit-wide can be demonsu^ted with these

two high-ASCIl graphic box characters.

As I mentioned above, the EGA character

box is 8 pixels wide and the VGA is 9 pix-

els wide, with the 9th bit an inserted off-

pixel as background for white space be-

tween characters. On an EGA, two of

FONTEDIT’s pattern characters (177)

abut physically on the display. The re-

sult—the checkerboard pattern—is consis-

tent throughout FONTEDfr’s edit box.

Since the VGA inserts an extra off bit,

however, the same two characters side by

side appear to have a vertical line between

them. This doesn’t happen with the solid

block character (219), however, because

that falls within the box-drawing character

set (192 through 223) that repeats the 8th

bit in the 9th normally-off white space.

The result is that the two solid block char-

acters touch each other in both the EGA
and VGA, and two adjacent checkered

characters on the EGA appear as one, but

the VGA displays a blank vertical pixel

line between the characters.

The extra 9th bit might influence how
you customize your fonts. The EGA 8-bit

characters use only 7 of the bits, the 8th be-

ing left blank to maintain a space between

characters. With the VGA 9-bit-wide char-

acter box, you can take advantage of all 8

pixel columns and still maintain space be-

tween characters.

Hiding the cursor The familiar

underline cursor you see at the DOS
prompt would be a distraction on the

FONTEDIT display. Previously, when a

cursor was not desirable. I’ve hidden it by

setting bit 5 of the cursor start line to I

(2(X)0h), using interrupt 10, function 1

(Set Cursor Type). This causes the cursor

not to be displayed at all

.

The problem with this technique is two-

fold. First, ultimately restoring the cursor

from the CURSOR-MODE BIOS data

area is not reliable because the BIOS does

PC MAGAZINE SEPTEMBER 13,
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not always update this variable correctly.

Second, (and this problem is part of the

whole cursor nightmare that I mentioned

above), the cursor registers are not read-

able. A better solution for hiding the cursor

would be to park it one row below the dis-

playable rows on the screen. The number

of displayable rows is returned in DL from

the Information interrupt 10 call, function

I Ih, subfunction 30h.

PROGRAMMING FOR THE MOUSE
The power of the de facto standard Micro-

soft mouse driver makes supporting a

mouse an absolute pleasure. AH requests

for service are made through interrupt 33h

with the specific function requested in the

AX register. The mouse driver even takes

care of placing the mouse cursor (a solid

box in character mode and, by default, an

arrow in graphics mode) on the display and

moving it around. I'd have liked to have

used the mouse cursor in FONTEDIT (just

to illustrate its ease of use), but, unfortu-

nately, the mouse cursor did not meet

FONTEDIT's needs.

As you may recall, FONTEDfr uses

two adjacent characters to represent 1

pixel. Both of these characters must be

Supporting a mouse is a

pleasure because of the

de facto standard

Microsoft mouse driver.

highlighted at the current cursor location to

orient the user properly, and the mouse

driver uses a one-character cursor. More-

over, even if the cursor size were not an

obstacle, FONTEDfr would have had to

implement two sets of cursor logic, one for

those who have a mouse and another for

those who do not. Most programming cir-

cumstances. fortunately, do not force a

progranuner to encounter this dilemma. A
single-character cursor will suffice, and if

the mouse driver is not present, Alt-key

combinations are used for command entry

and the mouse cursor code is ignored.

(You may notice that FONTEDfr takes

a lot longer to load if a mouse is detected.

Other mouse-awaie applications suffer the

same delay. The reason for it is the Mouse
Reset and Status call (AX = 0) necessary

to initialize the mouse driver.)

For more on mouse programming, see

Jeff Prosise’s PC Lab Notes column
"Mouse Software: See How They Run,”

in our July 21, 1987, issue. The Microsoft

Mouse Programmers Referetwe Guide is

recommended for complete details of all

the parameters for the calls, for program-

ming examples involving interfacing to

USE THIS PASSWORD AND
SELL YOURSELF ON CHAIRMAN• ed online, send price and delivery information to sales-

needs at a fraction of the cost of the expensive services,

such as MCI Mail,™ The Source,” and CompuServe.™

Conduct electronic surveys, get questionnaires answer-

If you have a PC and a modem, call (516) 462-6638 and

use the password on this page. See for yourself what the

first true multiuser bulletin board software can do.

Find out why CHAIRMAN™ is the choice of hundreds of

organizations, including PC .Wa.^azine—for its own pop-

ular Interactive Reader Service (up to 2,500 calls a day).

PC Magazine WTites about CHAIRMAN: “For flexibility,

speed, ea,se of setup, security, and company support, you

can’t go wrong,”

sn UP YOUR OWN BULIETIN BOARD
With CHAIRMAN’S unique multiu.ser capability, six call-

ers can simultaneously access a bulletin hoard on one PC.

CHAIRMAN is the perfect answer for anyone who wants

to distribute data on a timely basis, collect data from

numerous sources, or do both. It handles electronic mail

people, find out ,support call details without lying up your

staff, tran.sfer binary and ASCII files, send software updates

to vour users, etc.

Combine CHAIRMAN with DMA’s FORMULA IV, PC
Magazine Editor’s Choice in DBMS, to use your bulletin

board for interactive database applications, CHAIRMAN
is available in six-user, two-u,ser, single-user, and network

versions. A two-user demo is available for $25 -I- $5 S&H.

For more information, call (212) 687-7115 or write to:

DMA, 60 East 42nd Street, Suite 1 100, New York, NT 10165.

Ask about our volume discounts.
l/fV W'Ji/ ThfSxurrr ComtiHsrrfrarrlmtnmrtMiflhttrrrsfirrtii>-rrmpniif-^

ChiiirmaH rtiwf fdRW lA linn- tmtb^nrks <if l)\l\ Inr

THE RRSTTRUE MULTIUSER
BULLETIN BOARD
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higher languages, and for the RIL (the

EGA Register Interface Library) calls. The

RIL is necessary for any program that

plans to manipulate the video adapter reg-

isters and use the mouse cursor; though, as

noted above, FONTEDIT itself programs

these registers and so does not use the sug-

gested RIL interface. FONTEDIT can get

away with this because the mouse cursor is

never turned on,

CUSTOMIZING If you would prefer a

blinking rather than a high-intensity edit-

ing cursor, you can use DEBUG to change

a copy of FONTEDIT.COM by entering

DEBUG FONTEDIT.COM
E 74D 80
W
Q

Similarly, if you have a color monitor and

you don't like FONTEDIT’s color

scheme, while you're in DEBUG you can

change the default blue by entering:

E 4CA XX
E 4CF yy

where -cr is the color (in hex) for the win-

dows and yy is the color (also in hex) for

FONTEDIT represents

the best of both worlds—

a

practical application that’s

just plain fun to play with.

the copyright bar. The default colors are

1 7h for the windows and 7 1 h for the copy-

right.

For a more in-depth study of the EGA
and fonts, see Charles Petzold's excellent

two-part "Exploring the EGA" Utilities

column in our August and September 16,

1986, issues. Additional programming in-

formation can be obtained by ordering

IBM's EGA supplement (part number
6280131) and/or its supplement on the

PS/2 Display Adapter (VGA) (part num-

ber 68X225 1 ). The phone number to call is

(800)426-7282.

Generally, uUlities are either useful or

fun, FONTEDIT represents the best of

both worlds—a practical application that's

just plain fun to play with. Ifyou don't like

the placement of a character on the key-

boart, you might use FONTEDIT to rede-

fine its position. If the Dvorak keyboard

layout sounds appealing, you could use

FONTEDIT to redefine the entire key-

board. Whatever you decide to do, have

fun with FONTEDfr. SS

Michael J. Mefford is a contributing editor

ofPC Magazine.

Sure ifs Insured?
Most computers are not insured. And ordinan-

policies may exclude or limit the coverage

you need. Do you have the ready cash to

replace stolen or damped equipment? V^u will if you have SAI^ARE's

comprehensive Computerowners coverage. It provides full replacement of

hardware, media and purchased software for just pennies a day! Vbur

protection includes theft, fire, accidental damage, natural disasters like

earthquakes, and more. Even costly power surges are covered. Just select

your system value and premium from the table below. Use the coupon or

call for immediate coverage or more information.

Call Toll Fm

1 -800-848-3469
Local l-6h-262-<KS9 X

—

——
^c™pus.n,, (^QiSE)

SAFEWAJie. The liuiirance Agency Inc.

2929N.High$t. P.O.BOX02211
Colnmbns. OH 43202

!! Annul Premliim

Up to $2,000 $ 39

$ 2.001-$ 5.000 $ 69

$ 5,001-$ 8,000 $ 89

$ 6.001 -$11.000 $109

$11.001-$14.000 $129

CU lot raws on hiQtwr tmounls

10 DM' 'TRIAL. Review your policy for 10 days after you receive iU Satisfaction

guaranteed or your money back.

T-PCM

Check Enclosed Visa MasterCard Exp_

Card#

Tbul value of hardware, media and purchased software {_

Mai to: SitfDIIIMlE. The InsuraiKe Agency P0.Box02211 Coiuintxis. OH 43202
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Expert Advisor: dBASE IU

PLUS™ gives you a painless

encyclopedic reference to all

the program's functions and

commands, including spe-

cific examples of their use.

As veterans of A,shton-Tates

dBASE development team

,

authors Tom Rettig and

Moody have special

powerful corn-

expert advisor includes their

own valuable lips and cautions about potential pitfalls.

This is the guide you want at your side. Available wher-

ever computer books are sold. Suggested retail price: S22.95.

AADDISON-WESLEY
RetuUnfi. Mas-sacbum’lls • Stenln Ptirk. Californui • Xew York

Ihm Milts. Onlurio • Wikhi^lxm. Hunlmd • AmstmUm • Honn • Sytluey

SinnajHirv • Vik)v • Mailrid • Biigalu • Smtia^i • SanJuan
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TKYITFOR
10 DAYS

-RETURN FOR REFUND
IF NOT 100% PLEASED
(>iiuron)y rvdc wcvdt 4)f whippinit)

At Last, Someone Got It Right...

The World’s First Perfect Keyboard!

Omni Key/102
'

FOR XT4^ 386 TYPE SYSTEMS
Read what the experts say...

*‘...12_fUnction keu9 on the left where God intended tftgm... revolutionary and much needed...Better than any
replacement keyboard...duplicates the responsiveness and tactile feedback of the original IBM keyboard...A viable
alternative to IRMA’S own model...durable, well-designed, s^tsible and hasjust the right feel...”

Gary Rayt PC Week.

“/was surprised to discover how {Northgate^} keyboard increased my productivity

My ears can tell when my fingers have mistyped, and when Fm flying across the
kt^ my of^fe^b^k they evidently need!’

“Ih F%fT'

'

Keith herren, Compute Magazine.

**7i/plno on the iNorthaate] is mcae comfortable
th^ on any of the replacements Fve tried!'

Jonathan Mat^ln, PC Magazine

ONLY

WHY

EXCLUSIVE
“dicklJbjctile Fkel”

WE PUT THE

FKEYS
ONTHELEFT

Mostpeople fMrrwtf InytNMrd typing on boane wW) tfM
F toys «( tfM fsA. Thst^ wtwrs most corwentont and

•MfMt tor tfte left /Mftd ID uM tfMffl. Sotti /wndi ftty fn

ptoea as typing acboo/ CMCbM. Spoad and•ccuracy
incraaaa and producUon aoan

Northgate Designed OmniKey/102 in Response To Countless Users
Who Demand Better Layout, Better Touch And Positive Entry Feel!

Features You’ll Find Only in the OmniKey/102
Ccnrpatible with the IBM* enhanced
keyboard including a Sys Rq key for

mainframe access.

aThe 12 F\illy Programmable F\mctk>n
Keys are positioned on the left where
evoyone told us they belong for increased

typing efTiciency

Ebcchisive Northgate Click/lhctile touch

using Japanese made ALPS sealed

elecdtymechanicai key switches rated for

virtually a lifetime of use.

Three-Year UNCONDITIONAI.
WARRANTY Aiything breaks, we ftx or
replace free.

lED light panel for CapsLock, NumLock
and Scroll Lock (IBM doesn't have li^ts)

ESC. CTRL, SHIFT,AU keys are color

coded Red, Green, Blue fw WwriPerfect*

users. Vertical tinplates fit, too!

Enter Key isjumbo sized, L-shaped
Backspace is double-width. Both Shift

keys are oversized for mx>r-Cree operation.

CTRL, 9IIFT, ALT Keys are aligned

ESC key is where it belongs, next to Na 1

on the top numeric row.

CTRL key is where you expect to find it,

tou next to letter A.

CapsLock key is next to space bar.

9 Curser and screen control toys on
s(^)arate pad.

Four s^>arate cursor arrow keys.

F\ill Numeric KeypadAND WE'VE EVEN
ADDED AN ( = ) KEY FOR FULL
REDUNDANCY WITH TOP NUMERIC
ROW. ^read sheet usm and accountants
love this feaUtre.

12 window pencil-in strip so you can
customize F\inction notes to yourself.

Built to last with Aill metal base (many
keyboards are all plastic). Omni 1^/ 102

has a solid, 55 Ib. “sit down cm your desk
tosUtyfeer

New Slim-Line ergonomic profile

Pop-up back legs adfust typingan^ for

maximum comfort

100% Novell FI.R Software Con^iatibleon left side.

Now! PS/2 ™ Compatible!
Ym, Omni Key can be used with IBM PS^ models 30, 50, 60, 80 ONLY $2-5JX} additional

24 Houn. 0Mfy d>ir 1-80(M53-1400
Order ^Hirs todayt Hurry, Supplies may be Limited.
NOflTHQATE COMPUTER SYSTEMS • I38B5 inluara PM BM. Sum 110 • fVnoult. MN »441

M NOfTTHOmM ^ coupuran

g SYSTEMS

Compailbaity NoIm: n*qu»M
tundM S^pin oreuMr connaaor as
on moat IBM sandard conipiMfS
and compMblii Not compaobla

Soma aarty IBM PCX. PCS
Ud. At ATliT. soma Zanah aM
Tandy. R uneanaai comaa your

eompuiar suppaar

Northgate artll accapi COD and
purehaaa ordara trom eradli-

worthy buyara tor guantitlaa

totaling tSOOJW or graater.

For quantity prtcaa phona our

•ISSSMin.
MX ordara to *12 SS3-16H.

SHIPPING: Alow 5 days lor ordar

procaasing batora atepmant
TbartalMr. Shipmanls can ba

1.

) UPSGreundaddfTOO:
•low 2.3 waaks lor daSvary

2.

)
UPS Sacond Day add Si20O.

2) UPS OvarmgM add S2200
lor each board

tea SAtomyOiMKay^iororaters/. I uoOaritana I may uaa
a hr >0oiiysandRliHari.mayra«um4(brMp«aat««catf
rdteid /agraaiopay tor»aignrbodin«ra

Caiimn^ _ _ _

Shipto(Addraaa)

aiy . State . Sp

Computer Brand * lypa

PMM shp Via iWowaig

QTV. ITOf ntDOHT TOTAL

OmnKaylOZ IM.W S «

C/T101 W9.00 i t

cn 84 87B.M S I

__ PS2 Modal 126.00 S t
(AddlotaBi

TOTAL Of OPOen I

Prapaid amoua ancioaad S

PMaa dterga U my QVlaa PMaalarCwdAccdimi

Card No Expaaa-
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A Message to People Who Are About to

Buy a 19" Display System Elseiidiere.

Don’t do it.

Not before you see our new DesignView/19 Display

System, because, when there’s no substitute for
qualilv, vou can’t make a better choice.

This excellent display system is quickly capturing the

hearts and minds of Art Directors, Designers and
Desktop Publishers everywhere. And there’s good
reason.

First, we have an excellent selection of high resolution

drivers*, and a flawless CGA emulation that allows you
to run lOOO’s of software programs in full screen.

Second, we offer the only sbety-days unconditional

money back guarantee that allows you to use this Dis-

play System at no risk.

Third, there is the price....only $1695, complete

with monitor, 32 bit Intel-based video controller card, and

drivers.

Plus a 1-year warranty on parts and labor.

So there it is: excellent drivers, a no-risk money back

guarantee and a price hundreds of dollars less than our

nearest competitor.

Call (215) 639-9567 and order your Design-
View/1 9 Display System today!

Visa, MasterCard, COD’s & Institutional PO’s
acepeted

Dealers Inquiries Welcome!
Elite Business Applications, Inc. - 4201 Remo Crescent - Bensalem, PA 19020 - (215) 639-9567

1280x1024 resolution, two fuU pages 8-l/2"xir* pages side-by-side. *High resolution drivere for Ventura Publisher, PageMaker, GEM,
AutoCAD, Publisher's PaintBrush, Lotus 1-2-3 & Symphony (160 characters by 68 lines), Windows, Excel, and others. The DesignView/lS

Display works with any PC/XT/AT (or any 100% compatible) and runs lOOO’s of programs in full screen.

Trademarks/^vners: DesignView/19/Ellte Business Applications. lnc.;IBM/1ntemationaJ Bu^ness Machines, Corp.; Windows & Excel/Mlcrosoft Corp.;PageMaker/Aldu!

Corp.;GEM/Digital Research, Inc.;Ventura PuUisherA'entura Software, lnc.;AutoCAD/Au todesk, Inc.; Publisher's PaintBrush/Z-Soft, Corp.;Lolus 1 -2-3& Symphony/Lotus Oevdop
ment Corp. Copyright O 1988 by Elite Business Applications, Inc.
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ENVIRONMENTS CHARLES PETZOLD

Presentation
MANAGER DIALOG
BOXES, PART 1

Now that we’ve constructed Presentation Manager menus, it’s time to upgrade our sample

BOXESprogram to include dialog boxes, which add moreflexibility to the user interface.

I
n the last two Environments columns, 1

showed a simple Presentation Manager

program that draws a series of nested

boxes in its client window. The fust ver-

sion of this program (called BOXES 1)

simply used the default foreground and

background colors to draw the boxes. In

the second version (BOXES2), I added a

menu to select the background and fore-

ground colors. This job required creating a

menu template in a resource script file

named BOXES2.RC.
I’ll discuss the final version of this pro-

gram (BOXES3) in this column and the

next. BOXES3 allows you to change both

the number of boxes the program draws

and the increment used for spacing the

boxes relative to each other.

A menu is not quite adequate for these

enhancements to the program. A menu is

fine when only a few options are involved,

but thisjob requites a facility for letting the

user enter a wide range of numbers. That's

an ideal candidate fora “dialog box.”

CONTROLWINDOWS Figure 1 shows

a dialog box used in some Presentation

Manager applications for opening a file.

(This dialog box is not part of the BOXES3
program.) A dialog box is often invoked

from a menu item. The user fills in or se-

lects options in the dialog box and finishes

up by “pressing” one of the buttons at the

bottom. The dialog box goes away and the

user resumes working with the program.

A dialog box is a window or, more pre-

cisely, a collection of windows. The rect-

angular area occupied by the dialog box

satisfies our intuitive notion of what a win-

dow is, but all the items inside the dialog

box are themselves also windows. These

are often called “control windows” and

they include the text strings, the text entry

fields (surrounded by a rectangle), the two

list boxes (listing disk drives, directories,

and files), and the two oval “push but-

tons” at the bottom.

A window displays output on its rectan-

gular area on the display, and it receives

input from the keyboard and mouse. As I

discussed in the last two Environments

columns, each window is associated with a

particular window procedure. The win-

dow procedure processes messages to the

window (often resulting from keyboard

and mouse input), and it draws its output

on the window during the WM_PAINT
message. The window procedures for the

dialog box window and for the various

control windows ate all internal to the Pre-

sentation Manager. As we'll see in the next

issue's Environments column, a Presenta-

tion Manager application can share pro-

cessing of messages with these window
procedures.

Op»n File

U Use NOUse to choose file* or type filenaiie.

I Current Directory...: D:NTEXT\ENU\7~15

B FilenoMe |[

Directories

( Open
~~)

Files
A: B0XES3.C
B: B0XES3.BAK
C: B0XES3.RC
0: B0XES3.DEF _
E: B0XES3.H 1

B0XCS3.RES 1
SHOTS “

B0XES3.EXE
6oxe$3.oej *1

(Esc=Cancel)

Figure 1 :A typical Presentation Manager dialog box used to open afile.
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WBVDOWSANDINPUT The Presenta-

tion Manager notifies a window of key-

board and mouse input by sending a mes-

sage to the window. (This is equivalent to

calling the window prtxredure and passing

a message identifier and message parame-

ters to the procedure.) For example, the

message for keyboard input is

WM_CHAR. The message parameters

contain the scan code, ASCII code, virtual

key codes, and other important informa-

tion, When you press a key on the key-

board, the Presentation Manager doc.sn’t

send a WM_CHAR message to every win-

dow in the system. The one window that

gets the keyboard message is called the

window with the “input focus."

When you first invoke the dialog box

shown in Figure I, the text entry field

(window) has the input focus. A control

window indicates it has the input focus by

displaying a cursor of some sort. You can

type in the name of a file and press Enter.

(> you can use the Tab key to move the in-

put focus among the controls. If you shift

the input focus to the first list box. you can

use the cursor movement keys to .select a

new disk drive or directory. This is how
the window procedure for the list box han-

dles keyboard input. After you’ve selected

a file, you can shift the input focus to the

Open button and press the Spacebar.

The Presentation Manager handles

mouse input differently. There ate several

different mouse messages, including

WM_MOUSEMOVE. WM_BUTTON-
IDOWN, WM-BUTTONIUP, and
WM.BUTTONIDBLCLK (“double

click"). The Presentation Manager sends

mouse messages to the window under-

neath the mouse pointer. You can also use

the mouse to move around the dialog box,

to select files or directories from the list

boxes, and to press the buttons.

When a Presentation Manager program

uses a dialog box to get information from

the user, the program itself usually does

not have to handle the mouse and keyboard

input. Instead, the input is handled by the

various control windows. The.se windows

then notify your program of user selections

through other messages.

DIALOG BOXES IN BOXES3 Figure 2

shows the new drop-down menu that has

been added to BOXES.^. This new drop-

p C

down menu has two items. “Number and

Increment” and "About Boxes3”. fol-

lowed by an ellipsis (“ . . . "). By con-

vention, the ellipsis indicates that the menu

item invokes a dialog box. A third option

on this new menu is “Exit” which termi-

nates the program.

When you select the “About Boxes3”

item from BOXES3’s menu, the dialog

box shown in Figure 3 is displayed. This

Figure 3: BOXES3 uses this dialog box to display infonnalion about the program.
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type ofdialog box is often called an
'

‘about

Ixix" and it typically provides some sim-

ple information about the program, such as

a version number and a copyright notice.

You get rid of this dialog box by clicking

the “OK” button using the mouse, or by

pressing the Spacebar, Enter, or Esc key.

The second of BOXESS’s dialogs is

shown in Figure 4. This dialog box is in-

voked from the "Number and Increment”

menu item, and it allows a user to type in

values that control the display of the nested

boxes within the program’s client window.

As with the fde-opening dialog box, you

can shift the input focus among the con-

trols by pressing the Tab key. You finish

up by clicking the “OK” button, by press-

ing Enter, or by pressing the Spacebar

when “OK” has the input focus.

THE RESOURCE SCRIPT You’ll re-

call from last issue’s column that the pro-

gram’s menu is defined in a resource script

file. Dialog boxes are defined similarly.

The BOXES3.RC resource script file is

shown in Figure 5.

You’ll notice that the new drop-down

menu is defined in the menu template ex-

actly as were the “Background” and

“Foreground” drop-down menus. The
identifiers IDM_NUMINC and 1DM_
ABOUT are defined in the BOXES3.H
header file, which is shown in Figure 6.

As was also discussed last time, the

menu uses these identifiers in WM_COM-
MAND messages that the menu window
sends to your program’s client window
when a user selects an option. The line

MENUITEM SEPARATOR

adds a horizontal bar to the drop-down

menu, as you can see in Figure 2,

The Exit item on this menu requires a

little more explanation. You can usually

exit a Presentation Manager program by

selecting Close from the program’s system

menu. In that case, the system menu win-

dow sends the client window a WM_SYS-
COMMAND message with a menu item

identifier ofSC-CLOSE. This initiates the

termination of the program.

In addition, it is customary to add an

Exit item to the first drop-down menu in a

Presentation Manager program. The Exit

item is given a menu item style of

MIS-SYSCOMMAND. (This identifier is

/•
BOXE83.RC resoiirce script fils

*/

flncluds <os2.h>
fincluds ’’boxssS.h”

MENU XD_NAINMENU

SUBMENU "'Options'*,

{
MENUITEM "'Nun^r snd incrsasnt.

-1

IDM NUMINC
HENUITBH SEPARATOR
MENUITEM "A'bout BOXSSS...", IDM ABOUT
MENUITEM
)

SUBMENU ""Bsckground",
{

MENUITEM "'Black",

SC_&.08E, NXS_ST8COMMAND

-1

IDM BACXOTOUND 9
MENUITEM "B'lus", IDM BACKGROUND * 1

MENUITEM -“Red", IDM BACKGROUND 2
MENUITEM ""Pink", IDM BACKGROUND f 3
MENUITEM "'OTMn", IDM BACKGROUND 4
MENUITEM -"Cyan", IDM BACKGROUND + 5

MENUITEM "'Tallow", IDM BACKGROUND * 6

MENUITEM -"Whita", IDM BACKGROUND * 7, MIA CHECKED
MENUITEM "Dark Gray", im BACKGROUND * 8* MIS BREAK
MENUITEM "Dark Blua", IDM BACKGROUND + 9

MENUITEM "Dark Rad", IXm BACKGROUND * 10
MENUITEM "Dark Pink”, lOM BACKGROUND + 11
MENUITEM "Dark Graan", IDM BACKGROUND * 12
MENUITEM "Dark cyan”. IDM BACKGROUND 13
MENUITEM "Brown", IDM BACKGROUND 14
MENUITEM "Light Gray",
)

SUBMENU ""Poraground",
{

MENUITEM "'Black",

XDM_BACRGROUND 15

-1

IDM POREOROUND + 0, MIA CHECKED
MENUITEM "B'lua", IDM POREGROUND 1
MENUITEM "'Rad", IDM POREGROUND f 2
MENUITEM “'Pink", IDM FOREGROUND + 3
MENUITEM -"Graan", IDM POREGROUND 4
MENUITEM ""cyan". IDM FOREGROUND 5

(amtimtes)

Rgure 5: The BOXES3.RC resource scriptfile defines BOXESS's dialog boxes.
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MBNUITBN
NENUZTSM
MEMUITEM
MENUITEM
MENUZTEM
HENUZTBM
KENUITEN
NBNUZTEH
MENUZTEM
MENUZTEM
)

““Tellow",
-“White-,
-Dark Gray",
-Dark Blue-,
-Dark Red-,
-Dark Pink-,
-Dark Green-
-Oark Cyan-,
-Brown-,
-Li9ht Gray-

ZDM_FOREGROUND * 6

ZDM_FOREGROUND * 7

ZOK_FOREGROUND + 8, HZ8 BREAK
ZDM_FOREGROUND + 9

**

ZOM FOREGROUND <l> 10
ZDH^FOREGROUND *11
ZDN_FOREGROUND <*>12

ZDM_FOREGROUND *13
ZDN FOREGROUND -f 14
zdh'foreground «• 15

74p 140, 10
-Ir 30p 54, 140, 10

42, 140, 10
-Ip 18, 30, 140, 10

64, 5p 32, 14, MS GROUP

DlXnVHPIATE ZDD_ABOUTBOX

DXAZ.OG --, -1, 10, 100, 160, 96, NS SAVEBZT8
|
F8 DLGBOROER

CTEXT -BOXES3-
CTBXT -Presentation Manager Demo-
CTEXT -PC Magazine • Charles Petzold-
CTEXT -(c) 1988, Biff CozaBunications Co.-
DBFPU8BBUTT<»I -OR- DZD
>

>

DLGTENPZATE ZDD_NUHZNCBOX

DZAXiOG -*, >!, 10, 100, 124, 86, W8_8AVBBZT8
|
F8 DIGBORDER

(
CTEXT -BOXE83 Drawing Options- -1,
LTBXT -Nxunber of Boxes:- -1,
IDZTTBXT -- IDD_NUMBOXES,
LTBXT -Increnent Divisor:- -1,
BDZTTEXT -- ZDD_ZNCREMENT,
DEFPUSRBUTTOM -(M(- DZD OK,
PUSHBUTTON -Bse>cancel- dzd^camcel,

>

)

10p 66, 106, 18
12, 46, 80, 10

100, 46, 12, 100 ES_MARGZN
12, 30, 800 10

100, 30, 12, 100 ES MARGIN
1*0 *0 48a 14, M8~GROUP
66, *0 48, 14, MS GROUP

(Figure5 ends)

^INDEX
“A Word Crunchers Dream”

—PC Magazine June '87

IN FULL TEXT RETRIEVAL

SEARCH 5000 TEXT FILES

IN 5 SECONDS

RATED 9.3
By INFOWOfiLD

Find ony mfo crecrfed try oU me pcapuiQf word
pnxessors or ASCII files in seconds Highlights

finds

• Ce*npiehen»lye Beorchea
Create a seoich reouest wrth any combir>a-

tlon Ol AND. OR. NOT, ond WTIHIN (WITHIN

refers to pronmity) Search mforrrxition on o
20Me Hard Disk m seconds Works wim
Dublic data txsses like Dow Jones arxj

CompuServe as well as other programs such

OS LOUIS or dBase ill

• WltdCofdt eMIgMgM
tMoifeftSavB •PhroMSeofch
• Online Help •NeaMng

• NewVefKQn3.0

ZylNDBr Pmonal $ 95
searches 500 files

ZylNDEX ProiMflonal $29$
searches up to 5000

ZylNDEX Plus $695
searches up to 15,000 files with

LAN copabilifies

ZyfEATURES $ 95
fhesourus/mocros/fleld search

Call for Demo Diskette

(312)632-1100

FOR ORDERS AND INFORMATION (800)544-6339

ZyLAB
Corporation

3105-T N. Wilke Rood • Arlmgfon Hts. IL 60004

defined in one of the Presentation Manager

header files.) When you indicate in the

menu template that a menu item has this

style, the menu window will send a

WM_SYSCOMMAND message rather

than the normal WM_COMMAND mes-

sage. The menu item identifier for Exit is

SC-CLOSE (it’s also defined in a Presen-

tation Manager header file). Thus, select-

ing Exit from this menu has the same effect

as selecting Close from the system menu.

THE DIALOG BOX TEMPLATE The

layout of control windows in a dialog box

is described in a dialog box template in the

/.
BOXES3.B header file

*/

ideflne ID_MAINHENU 1

tdefine IDM_NUMINC 1

(define IDM_ABOUT 2
tdefine idh_background 9x10
fdefine IDH_FOR£GROUND 0x20

tdefine IDD_NUMlNCBOX 1

tdefine IDO_ABOUTBOX 2
tdefine IDD_NUMBOXES 10
tdefine IDD INCREMENT 11

Figure 6: The BOXES3.H headerfile.

resource script. Templates for the two dia-

log boxes in BOXES3 are defined toward

the end of the BOXES3.RC listing.

Each dialog box template begins with

the keyword DLGTEMPLATE. The iden-

tifiers lDD_ABOUTBOX and 1DD_
NUMINCBOX are defined in BOX-
ES3.H. These are used to identify the two

dialog box templates. The defmition of the

dialog box is enclosed within a pair of

curly braces.

In the definition of each dialog box, the

words DIALOG, CTEXT, LTEXT,
PUSHBUTTON, DEFPUSHBUTTON,
and EDli'l hXT are keywonls that are rec-

ognized by the resource compiler
(RC.EXE). Each of these keywords corre-

sponds to a window in the dialog box. The
DIALOG line contains a description of the

main dialog box window. The other

keywords are followed by descriptions of

the control windows within the di^og box.

The CTEXT and LTEXT controls are

text strings. CTEXT stands for “centered

text” and LTEXT stands for “left text.”

The two push buttons at the boriom of the

second dialog box are identified by the

keywonis DEFPUSHBUTTON (“default

pushbutton”) and PUSHBUTTON. The
default pushbutton has a thicker outline, as

you can see in Figure 4. Each keyword is
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Business managers now are projecting

their accounting software needs well

into the future That’s smart. The soft-

ware you choose must meet the de-

mands of your evolving business and

provide management information to

help fuel growth.

In the words of PC Magazine,

Maoola Accounting Strftwaie “is

at the top of its class. . .a flex-

ible, powerful system that is

well suited to many different businesses!’

13 Integrated Modules

Accounting General Ledger—Accounts

Receivable—Accounts Payable—Pay-

roll—Assets/Depreciation

Distribution Inventory Management

—Customer Order Processing—Pur-

chase Order and Receiving

*CaO for availability. IBM. PS/2, OS/2 are registered

trademarks of IBM. Micro Focus is a registered

trademark of Micro Focus Corpi PC Magazine is

a publication of Ziff Davis Communications Ca

Macola is a registered trademark of Macola. Inc.

Manufacturing Bill of Material

Processor—Material Requirements

Planning—Master Scheduling—Shop

Floor Control*—Job Costing*

Plus there’s a Report Writer that allows

customized reporting and can easily

transport data files to popular spread

sheet, word processing and data base

programs.

Proven Network Compatibility.

Macola Software reflects 15 years of

maturity in mini and micro LAN envi-

ronments. No other software can say

the same So when your business is

ready to add mote workstations, your

software is ready as well. With no

limitations.

Speed and Data Integrity. Macola

Software Is written in Micro Focus

COBOL for maximum speed and data

integrity (source code available) IBM

has licensed Micro Focus COBOL as its

SAA standard for the new PS/2 and OS/2.

Comprehensive Support. PC

Magazine also determined “Macola’s

technical support, documentation and

customization assistance meet the

high standards set by the software!’

Running Is Believing. Your choice

of Macola Software is a one-time solu-

tion for the life of your business. For

detailed information, “live” demonstra-

tion modules and an authorized reseller

in your area, call today:

1-800-468-0834 (USA)

1-800-468-0833 (Ohio)

SOFTWARE
P.O. Box485

Marion, OH 43302

(614)382-5999

Powerful accountingfor
successful companies.
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H 4(For sheer

power, ease of

use, speed, and
flexibility, you

would be hard-

pressed to find

a more capable

product, es-

pecially if you need advanced fea-

tures. It works just as well with a

half-dozen spreadsheets simulta-

neously as it does with one.

—InfoWorld

44 Integrated systems

have come a long way,

and Smart has... the

widest array of powerful

MAGA2JNE features . . . strong points

EDITOR S
intelligent data

CHOICE
and good file

security, intuitive ease

of use, a powerful programming
language, and consistently good
performance . . . Smart can fill the

bill for a total, integrated software

system. 55
—PC Magazine

W hether you’re just getting

started as a lone compu-
ter user, or you’re the

Manager of Information Systems

supporting thousands of PC users,

discover easy-to-use applications

your office won’t outgrow. Single

user and Multi-user software for

DOS, LANs, UNIX or XENIX
systems: Word Processing, Spread-

sheet & Graphics, Database Man-
agement and Communications. For

additional information, including

a Free Smart Demo, simply return

the reply card or call toll-free

(800) 331-1763. In Kansas or Alaska

call (913) 492-3800, in Canada call

(800) 233-6905.

from Informix Software



''If it’s elect}f)itic nidil

cajxthilitics ijoii ’re after,

we recommend cc:Mail

LAN Package!’

— /V ' Miit/ii'inc. f-jlilftr's ('httici'Ainiitl,

fuHcif, lUSS

No wonder

PC

is the best-selling

E-Mail package for any

ORCLE 722 ON READER SERVICE CARD cctMail is & trademvlc.

Revolutionary _

NEW EasyStick
Joystick convenience without the problems... installs In seconds

Have you triad a joystick, only to find^ \ nAater inouirAs
it wool work wNh your important programs?
Is it htfd to insM? Do you need apedal ports

welcome,

or cscuil boards?

TTten the NEW EaayStlek is for you! No
hardware changes to make... rto programs
to add. no wires, no connectors, no ports or

boards, no changes to Batch or Autoexec fiiesl

Workswm AN Of Your Existing Software
SpreadBhoetBeQarTwseDatabQBea»Wbrd ProcessingeGraphics
e Desktop PublishirigeAny program that uses arrow keys (I

A r>ew cortoept in cursor positioning. EasyStick mounts on
top of the arrow keys and N adjusts to fit any keyboard. Moving
the CasyOlkJi knob Ike a joystick activates the arrow keys and
other k^s to move the cureor where you want it.

EasyStick can be mounted in seconds without special tools, or skHto.

EasyStick Is a breakthrough in user convenience. Since it is nrore

intuitive. EasyStick can irtcrease efficiency, accuracy and satisfaction.

EssyStlek works with arry program that uses arrow keys, with any DOS.
on arty computer. It is perfect ^ the experiertced user, who wants more con-
vertience: perfect for the new user who has ertough to do just leamirtg the new
system. EasyStick makes a perfect gift! You don't have to be an expert to buy Rl

Order by phone CAUF. (800) 643-61 00 US (800) 541 -2429 use your VISA or Mastercard.

klorwyBeck

Guarantee

!

YES! Send me EsaySOck ! CaUf. Res. add Sales Tax. U.S. Shipping and handling $2.00

ot*-'L
I.95

Name

Address

Oly Stale Zip

Mastercard or Visa No.: Expiration date;

Ptxtne Check endosed Chsrge my Visa Maslenwd COO (add $2.00)

INTERLOCK, INC. P.O. BOX2160, CASTRO VALLEY, CA 94546 Phone: (415)357.6100
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followed by a text string that appears in the

window, followed by an ID code for the

control.

The identifiers DID_OK and
DID_CANCEL are defined in a Presenta-

tion Manager header file, and the identifi-

ers IDD_NUMBOXES and IDD_INCRE-
MENT are defined in BOXES3.H. These

are used by the control windows to identify

themselves when they send messages. For

example, when you click the “OK” but-

ton, the button window sends a

WM_COMMAND message to the dialog

box window. The DID_OK identifier is

encoded in the message parameters that ac-

company this WM_COMMAND mes-
sage. Control windows that don’t send

messages (such as the text strings) are giv-

en IDs of - 1 . The ID number is followed

by four numbers that I’ll discuss below.

The identifiers WS.SAVEBITS,
FS_DLGBORDER, WS_GROUP, and

ES_MARGIN are defmed in the Presenta-

tion Manager header files. These identifi-

ers alter the default style of a window. For

example, ES_MARGIN is an “edit style"

identifier that causes a box to be drawn

around an edit field. Without this identifi-

er, the two EDITTEXT windows would

not be surrounded by a visible margin.

DLOOG BOX COORDINATES Each
line in the dialog box template includes

four numbers that follow the window ID.

These four numbers define the position

and size of the window.

The first two numbers represent the po-

sition (horizontal, followed by vertical) of

the lower left comer of the window, rela-

tive to the lower left comer of the win-

dow’s “owner.” The owner of the dialog

box window is the client window of the

program. The owner of each of the control

windows is the dialog box window. The
second two numbers indicate the width

and height of the window.

(Some people—myself included—do
not like positioning the dialog boxes with

reference to the lower left comer of the

windows. In Microsoft Windows the posi-

tion was based on the upper left comers of

the window. It’s possible that Microsoft

will change this before the retail release of

the Presentation Manager.)

Dialog box templates employ theirown
unique coordinate system. The horizontal
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MUTOH AMERICA INC.
895 Cambridge Drive. Elk Grove Village. IL 60007 Tel; 31 2/952-8880, Fax; 31 2/952-8808

WMtom OrfiMi4e83 East La Palma Avenue. Suite 505. Anaheim CA. 92807 U.S.A. Tel: 714/779-2326

Wre Giving You a Whole New Line,

NEW PRODUCT
The F-910A plotter

takes either pen or pencil.

Resolution of 0 0004’

Speed of up to 44 Sips

Accelerates up to 5 7G.

penA/eciOf Sorting Function.

HP-GL compatible.

It was a tough job, but Mutoh was up to the challenge

of drilling some speed, accuracy, and discipline into

a crack team of^HuU^^lotters that

make short worKi ine most difficult maneuvers.

They’re fast-44.5 ips and 5.7G acceleration

for the F series-and lay down sharp,

clean lines with military precision, ^id if there’s

a sudden change in strat^, you can erase and redraw

on a moment’s notice.

A quick-loading cartridge that holds up to 40 leads is

standard issue, so these plotters can stay in for the long haul

without having to stop and reload.

Hold inspection on a Mutoh pencil plotter on the double,

and get the big picture.

MUTOH eunoPB OmbH. Klosterstrasse 112. 4000 Dusseldorf 1 F.R. Germany Tel;0211/3613095 Fax:211-362128

MUTOH INDUSTRIES LTD.
e-1, NaKa-Maguro 4-chome. Meguro-Ka Tolcyo. 153 Japan. Tal:(03)76(>6l1l

Telex:2422S7SDRAMUT J FAX;(03)7e&e60e Cable AddreearORAFTEnMUTOH
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Fram tht publishers of DIRECT ACCESS

Juggle your tsrs

WITHOUTLOSING CONTROL
EXTRA? The innovative memory manager that

gives you single keystroke access and control

over all your TSRs.

Using RAM resideni programs ITSRsI Is a tough juggling act. One slip, one wrong keystroke,

and they all come crashing down. Now you can get a grip on up to 26 TSRs while

your computer uses only the memo^ of the largest program (plus 35K for EXTRAI.

Free your valuable RAM for applications, save your programs to hard disk using

extenided or expanded memory and tame those memory-hungry TSRs with

EXTRA. Therms even a toll free "EXTRA Support" hotlirte

[save $$$ on popular
^Buy EXTRA now and receive valuable rebate

^coupons for 5 popular TSRs: Norton Guides, PC Toots

/Deluxe Graph-in-the-Box, InvestNowl and Pop Up

<0eskSet.

For the name of the

dealer nearest you. cad:

(800)2426368

n r
I T A Wsstgate Hoad, Em Chire, W! 54703

TtcVoiOCY
FAX 17151 832 0700

IVrEt.V^TH)N.\L e IM SriB MMML M (iru • • n
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SIMPIY THE BEST VGA ADAPTER
WINNER OFCADSOURCE PC GRAPHICS
SHOOTOUT '88,
••For the PC, no other VGA adapter matches the performance and
enhancement capabilities of the VGA Extra/EM™ with AutoCAD^"

applications.^^ EncKoA, Pre»i«*eoi, CADSoutc*

From CAD to

business graphics

to desktop publishing,"

the VGA Exlra'EM delivers"*

the high resolution graphics,

magiuhcent colors and software

canpatibility you need. Choose the VGA
Exti^EM with 256Kb or upgrade to 512Kb.

Either way. you choose a vnnner.

STB's VGA Extra/EM is FCC approved and shipping

today. Call or write STB. Well send you a full color

broi^ure that offers all the details on Simply The Best

VGA adapter. Don't take our word for it; take it ftom the

experts. Evaluation boards are available to quabfted inquiries.

STB Syatems, Inc.. P.a Box 850957. Richardson. TX 75085^57,
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coordinates and sizes are defined in units

of 'A the width of a “system font" charac-

ter. The vertical coordinates and sizes are

'/s the height of a system font character.

The system font is the font that the Presen-

tation Manager uses for all normal text,

such as the text in title bars, menus, and di-

alog boxes. When a program displays text

to its window, the default font is the sys-

tem font.

Why base coordinates and sizes on the

system' font? The reason is that Presenta-

tion Manager programs must be able to run

on every video output device supported by

the Presentation Manager. These output

devices may have very different horizontal

and vertical resolutions, and this will be re-

flected in the size of the system font char-

acter. Basing dialog box positions and

sizes on the system font ensures that the di-

alog box will look about the same regard-

less of the resolution of the video display

on which the program is running. This is

pan of the "device-independent” nature

of Presentation Manager progranruning.

In the DIALOG statement for the first

dialog box in BOXES3.RC, the four num-

bers are

10 , 100 , 160 , 96

Thus, the lower left comer of the dialog

box window will be positioned 10 units (or

2'h characters) to the right of the left edge

of the program’s client window, and 1(X)

units (or 12'/2 characters) from the bottom.

The window is 160 units (40 characters)

wide and 96 units ( 1 2 characters) high

.

The first CTEXT statement uses the

four numbers

10 , 74 , 140 , 10

The lower left comer of this window is

thus positioned 10 units (2 '/a characters)

from the left of the dialog box and 74 units

(9'/4 characters) from the bottom. It is 140

units (33 characters) wide and 10 units

(I'/s characters) high. The text string is

horizontally centered within the window.

Coming up in the next issue, I'll fin-

ish this discussion by showing the other

files required to create BOXES3, includ-

ing the BOXES3.C file. We’ll see how a

Presentation Manager program displays a

dialog box, initializes it, and processes

messages from the dialog box controls. ES
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THE
C O R P O R ATE
SOURCE

BOFFIN
LIMITED

COMPUTERS /
HARDWARE /

SOFTWARE /
PRINTERS /

2500 WEST COUNTY ROAD 42 • #5 • BURNSVILLE, MN 55337 • (61 2) 894-0595

A Small Case For BIG Performance! !

!

—
TOSHIBA /

CALL

CALL
TIOOO

T1200F
T1200H
T3100

T3200

T5100
y

ZENITH y
supersPORT

Dual Floppy

' CALL

y 20 MB HD
-

^

CALL
• supersPORT

286/20

CALL

Accessories 17
TOSHIBA

Carry CaBe/1 000 $49
Carry Case/3200 79
Carry Case/Si 00 79

Modem T1000/1200/31 00/5100 329
Modem T10001200ePS 329
Modem Tl200Sp»c 329
Ac Adapter 59

AutomoMe Pwr. Adpt. for

T10004T1100 59

17Key Keypad Tl00(yt200 99
IS Key Keypad T3100 99
Exp. Chasis 859

Exp. Chasis IF 1100/1200/3100 195

Ext. S.25FDD 399
768 KB EMSMenYTIOOO 299

2MB Mem ExnSI 00/20 899

SMB Mvn Ext/T3200 1399

IMBMenExt/Tl 1/12/31/2 599

ExtBatTl200 75
2MBMemExt/T5100 1199

ZENITH
Cany Case 59
Int Modem 1200 BPS 329
Ext &25FOO 399
Cig Light Adapter 19

NEC
Carry Case 79

Int Modem 1200 BPS 299
Int Modem 2400 BPS 399
Battery Pac (Nicad) 79

Aulomobie Adapter 19

—
Welcome Holmes . . .

External 5.25" FDD

$299
Specify TOSHIBA or ZENITH

INTERNAL MODEMS
TOSHffiA T1100+/1200/3100

1200 BAUD $199 2400 BAUD $269

Let Our

DAILY ROUTINE
organize yours!

WTwtfw you af* invoNad in Ming a pioduct or

a aarvioa, DAILY ROUTINE can h«|> organtza

your tima and raaourcaa. By oomplating onty

Ihraa tinpla Input acraana, DAILY ROUTINE
cancraata;

•ADaiyAganda • Cal A Tima Raporta

• Nama & Addraaa Filaa • Eiparsa Rapods
• Company HiMoryFliaa • Miiaaga Rapods
• Mailing Labak&Env. «ConpalllorRapods
• Quotation Rapods

DAILY ROUTINE'S Quick Mamo faaUra allows

you to writs quick, naat and prolasslonal memos
that can Pa mar^ wNh the Narm ft Addiasa
Fla

DAILY ROUTINE la manu-drivan and so easy to

use that you can put the manual aside artar thirty

ZENITH
1200 BAUD $199 2400 BAUD $269

DAILY ROUTINE il u triWKay yout only lov
may ba that your compadicr also has s copy.

7WonUnder

Single card expansion slot for $299
the T1 10O+, T1200, T310(V20 & T5100

7Diconix 1SOP Portable Printer $319
Laplink Plus $79

When Purchased with any Laptop

DAILY ROUTINE
e Cepyrigni 1M7 Fiist Plwss

MainManu
(1ITOOAVS SALES CALLS
(2)TODAYS AGMA
(3) EXPSrSE S MILEAGE REPORTS
(4)NAME a ADDRESS FILE

(SIOOMPANY HBTORY
(S> QUOTATION REPORTS
(7) CAU a TME REPORTS
(SIOUCKMBIO
(5) COLOR CONFIGURATION SETTMG8
(0) QUIT a RETURN TO 006

TUES0AY0VS267 (f3) CALe4DAR01S033PM

Special $149

• Competitive Price
• Corporate Volume Discounts

• Net Terms to Qualified Prices Siiitecl

Corporate Accounts

To Order Call; FAX Number: 612/894-6175

(800) 255-4012
IN MN: (612) 894-0595
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Mainframe Power for your PC!
If you need or are accustomed to the

throughput of a SS-bit mini, induding any of

DEC'S VAX series. MicroWay has great news
for you. The combination of our NDP compilers

and our mW1 167 numeric coprocessor gives

your 386 PC. VAX speedNf you don't own a
386 PC. we proNnde a number of economical

PC and AT upgrade paths.

Many of our NDP Portran-386 users are

reporting turn around times that are two to six

times faster than their VAX. The exact times

are afunction of theVAX processor being used,

the speed of the 386. the number of users being

served by the VAX. and the coprocessor being

used with the 386. There are currently over 400
developers using our NDP tools to port 32-bit

applications. To help the 386/1 167 engineering

standard emerge, MicroWay is co-marketing

several mainframe applications that have been
ported by our customers. In addition, this ad in-

Dr. Robert Atw^l, a leading defense scientist,

calculates that NDP Fortran-366 is currently

saving him $ 12,000 per month in rentals of

VAX hardware and software while doubling

his productivity!

Fred Ziegler ofAspenTech in Cambridge.

Mass, reports 1 ported 900.000 lines of

Fortran source in two weeks wrthouf a single

problem!'AspenTech's Chemical Modeling

Sys^m is in use on mainframes worldwide

and is probably the largest af^licadon to ever
run on an Intel processor.

Dr. Jerry Ginsberg of Georgia Tech reports

'My problems run a factor ofsix faster using

NDP Fortran-386 on an mW1167 equipped
386/20 than they do on my MicroVAX II.

'

troduces the first of many utilities that will ease
the porting of your favorite in-house programs.

These include tools like NDP-Plot, which
provides CalComp compatible screen and
printer graphics, and NDP Windows.

MicroWay has mW1 1 67 boards in stock that

run on the Compaq 386/20. IBM PS2/80.

Tandy 4000, AT&T 6386, Acer 386/20, Everex

Step 386/16(20), H.P. Vectia RS/16(20) and
others. We now have a new board for^e Com-
paq 386/20 whidi combines an 1 167 with VGA
support that is register compatible with IBM—
the "SlotSaver”. It features an extended
800x600 high res mode that is ideal for 386
workstations.

Finally, we still offer the 16-bit software and
hardware which made us famous. If you own a
PC or AT and are looking for the best
8067/80287 support on the market, call (508)
746-7341 and we'll send you our full catalog.

32-Bit Compilers and Tools

NDP Fortran-386^ and NDP C-386™ Com-
pilers generate globally optimized mainframe
quality code and run in 386 protected mode
under PharLap extended MS-DOS, UNIX, or

XENIX. The memory model employed uses 2
segments, each of which can be up to 4
gigabytes in length . They generate code for the

80287, 80387, or mW1 167. Bote compilers in-

clude high speed EGA graphics extensions

written in C teat perform BASIC-like screen
operations $595 each

• NDP Fortran-386^ Full implementation of

FORTRAN-77 with Berkeley 4.2, VAXA/MS
and Fortran-66 extensions.

• NDP C-386™ Full implementation ofAT&Ps
PCC with Microsoft and ANSI extensions.

NDP Package Pricing:

387Fa8tPAK-16: NDP Compiler, PharLap,
and 80387-16 Coprocessor $1299

1167F8SIPAK-16: NDP Compiler. PharLap,
and mW1 167-16 Coprocessor $1695

NDPWindows™— NDP Windows includes 80
functions that let you create, store, and recall

menus and windows. It works with NDP C-386
arvd drives all tee popular graphics adapters.

Library $125, C Source $250

NDP Plot™— Calcomp compatible plot pack-

age that is callable from NDP Fortran. It in-

cludes drivers for tee most popular plotters and
printers and works with CGA, Hercules. EGA
and VGA $325

NDP/FFT™ — Includes 40 fast running, hand
coded algorithms for single and double dimen-
sioned FFTs which take advantage of the 32-

bit addressing of the 386 or your hard disk. Call-

able from NDP Fortran or NDP C with 1 167and
387 support $250
387FFT for 1 6-blt compilers $250

387BASIC™— A 16-blt Microsoft compatible

Basic Compiler teat generates the smallest

.EXE files and tee fastest running numericcode
on the market $249

MicroWay^
80386Support

Parallel Processing

Monoputer™
The world's most popular Transputer develop-

ment product runs all MicroWay Transputer

software using eitheraT41 4 or T800. The T800
processor has built-in numerics and provides

performance comparable to an 80366 runnir>g

at20 MHz with an mW1 167. The new 3L Paral-

lel C and Fortran Compilers makes this an
especially attractive porting environment. Can
be upgraded to 2 megabytes.
Monoputer with T414 (0 MB) $995
Monoputer with T800 (0 MB) $1495

Quadputer™
This board for tee XT, AT, or 386 can be pur-

chased with 2, 3 or 4 Transputers and 1 , 4 or 8
megabytes of memory per Transputer. Two or

more Quadputers can be linked together to

build networks wite mainframe power which
use up to 36 Transputers. One customer's real-

time financial application has gone from 6
hours on a mainframe to 16 minutes on a sys-

tem containing five Quadputers from $3495

Transputer Compilers and Applications
MicroWay and 3L offer Parallel languages for

the Mor>oputer and Quadputer.
MicroWay Parallel C $595
MicroWay Occam2 $495
3L Parallel C $895
3L Parallel Fortran $895
pField — A specialty finite element analysis

package targeted at Transputer networks.

Ideally suited to take advantage of the 6
Megaflop speed of tee Quadputer $1600

Call (SOB) 746-7341 for our
free catalog!
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Numeric Coprocessors

mWl167™— Built at MicroWay using Weitek
components and an 80387 sodtet.

mW1 167-16 $995
mW1 167-20 $1595
mW1167/VGA-20 "SlotSaver $1995
8087 $99
8087-2 $154
80287-8 $239
80287-10 $295
80387-16 $450
80387-20 $675
287Turbo-12(forAT compatibles) . . . .$450
DRAM CALL
(All of our Intel coprocessors include 87Test.)

PC and AT Accelerators

MicroWay builds a number of 6086 and 60286-
based PC accelerators teat are backed up by
the best customer support in tee industry.

Number Smasher™ (6067 & 512K) .
. $499

FB8tCACHE-286/9 MHz $299
FastCACHE-286/12 MHz $399
SuperCACHE-286/12MHz $499
Intel Inboard™ PC (1 MB) $950

Intelligent Serial Controllers

MicroWay's AT4™, AT8™. andAT16™ are the

fastest 60186-bas^ intelligent serial control-

lers on tee market. They come wite drivers for

UNIX. XENIX, and PC MQS.
AT4...$795 ATS... $995 AT16... $1295

32-Bit Applications

COSMOS-M/386 — SRAC's finite element
package for the 80386 with an 80387 or

mW1167 provides mainframe speed and
capacity. Turn around times rival the VAX 6650
and are 6 to 15 times that of an AT: from $995

PSTAT-386— This mainframe statistics pack-

age has been used by government and in-

dustry for 20 years. The full version was ported.

Requires4to6megabytesofmemory: $1495

NDP/NAG™ — Features a library of 800 en-

girteering and scientific numerical algorithms.

Callable from NDP Fortran $895

Micro
Play^

The World Leader in PC Numerics
P.O. Box 79. Kingston. MA 02364 USA (508) 746-7341

32 High St.. Kingston-Upon-Thames. U.K., 01-541-5466
St. Leonards. NSW. Australia 02-439-8400
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POWER PROGRAMMING RAY DUNCAN

The (QUICKSORT
EXPLAINED
Quicksort is one ofthe best general-purpose sorting algorithms available. Presented here are

both an explanation and a practical C implementation.

T
here are times when programming

in a high-level language has its ad-

vantages. One of those times is

when you’ve got an array of data to sort.

It's nice to be able to leverage off tbe ex-

pertise of some programmer who got paid

to research sorting techniques, write a li-

brary sort routine, and then tune it until

there were no cycles left to shave.

Standard C libraries include an excep-

tionally powerful and general sorting rou-

tine called qsort . It is an implementation

of a particular sorting algorithm called

Quicksort, which I’ll discuss more fully

below. The qsort routine has four pa-

rameters: the base address of an array of

data, the number of items in the array, the

width (in bytes) of each item, and the ad-

dress of a function that can compare two

data items of the type contained in the ar-

ray and return a signed value as follows:

<0 if nl < n2
0 if nl = n2

>0 if nl > n2

Thus, qsort can be thought of as a

sorting ’’engine.” If you’re using one of

C’s native data types, you can usually con-

struct an appropriate comparison function

in a few lines of code as shown in Figure I

.

In the case of strings, the standard library

function st romp is perfectly suited for use

with qsort . Even if you are not using a

native C data type, qsort couldn’t care

less; as long as you know enough about the

data representation to tell whether one item

is ’’smaller” than another, you’re in busi-

ness.

The TRYQSORT.C program shown in

Figure 2 demonstrates the use of qsort

.

It prompts you to enter from 1 to 25

strings, sorts them, and then displays the

sorted list. Press the Enter key alone at the

string # I prompt to exit from the program.

An empty line entered at any other prompt

triggers the program to start sorting.

ALL SORTS OF SORTS A glance into

any algorithm textbook will soon have you

shaking your head as the professors debate

the pros and cons of sorting algorithms,

their performance, and the types of data for

which they are best and worst suited.

These are very relevant issues, of course,

since they banslate into computing time,

and that time costs money. But sorting

techniques are the province of mathemati-

cians and computer scientists, and these

fellows don’t usually write in a style that’s

very accessible to us casual programmers.

There are many kinds of sorts described

int compare (int *nl, int »n2)

(

if(*nl < *n2) return -1; /* if nl < n2 return -1 */
/* if nl = n2 return 0 */

return (*nl > *n2)

;

/* if nl > n2 return 1 */

}

Figure 1: A routine to compare two integers used with qsort

.

/*
TRYQSORT.C Demonstrates use of the library

routine "gsort" to sort strings.

Ray Duncan * PC Magazine May 1988
»/

linclude <stdio.h>
tinclude <string.h>
finclude <stdlib.h>

Idefine ITEM_LENGTH 80 /* max string length */
Idefine N_ITEMS 25 /* max number of strings */

/» strings stored here */
static char items [N_ITEMS » ITEM_LENGTH )

;

main (int argc, char *argv[])

{

int i, j; /* some scratch variables */

while(l) /* get strings & sort them */

I (ronlinuesi

Figure 2: The TRYQSORT.Cprogram uses qso rt to sort a set ofstrings entered by the user.
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puts ( "\nEnter strings to be sorted...”);
i = 0; /* initialize string count */

while(i < N_^ITEMS) /* enforce maximum entries */

{

print£(”%2d: ", i+1); /* prompt user */
/* read the keyboard */

gets ( & items [ ITEM^LENGTH • i ] )

;

/* last entry if empty line */
if (items (ITEM__LENGTH * i] =* 0) break;
i++; /* bump string counter */

)

if(i**0) exit(0); /• if no strings exit */
/* sort the strings */

q8ort(items, i, ITEM^LENGTH, strcmp);
put8("\nHere are the sorted strings...");
j

= 0; /* initialize string counter */
while (j < i) /* display sorted strings */

{

printf{"%2d: %s\n", j+1, & items [ITEM_LENGTH * j]);
j++; /* bump string counter */

)

)

) {Figure 2 ends)

in the computing literature: selection sort,

insertion sort, bubble sort, Shellsort,

Quicksort, radix sort. Hcapsort. Merge-

sort, and .so on. The simpler and more-ob-

vious methods, such as the infamous bub-

ble sort, are the ones that self-trained

programmers hit on ‘'intuitively.” These

also tend to have the worst performance

unless they are used on just the right data

sets, because they involve the most com-

parisons of the data movement.

The really powerful sorts, which per-

form well for all kinds of data, have been

invented (or discovered, depending on

your point of view—did Einstein invent or

discover the law of relativity?) by a very

few people who have an extraordinarily

deep understanding of information theory,

mathematics, and digital computers.

These people are fascinating because their

work is extremely abstract, yet supremely

practical. It’s abstract because a new sort

algorithm may come from a pure flash of

insight and does not correspond to any-

thing previously existing in the real world.

But it's practical because such an algo-

rithm can be implemented, tested, and put

to useful work immediately.

Quicksort is an interesting example. It

was invented in 1960 by C. A, R, Hoare,

one of the pioneers and legends in comput-

er science (and, incidentally, one of the

most determined critics of Ada). It has

been analyzed in great detail and is the sub-

ject of many book chapters, journal arti-

cles, and (no doubt) graduate student the-

ses. Quicksort is an excellent general-

purpose sorting technique to add to your

bag of tricks; it works in place, it works

well on all kinds ofdata, it is easy to imple-

ment. and it is well suited to languages

(like C) that support recursion. And it's

very unlikely that you would have thought

ofitonyourown.

HOW QUICKSORT WORKS The
Quicksort algorithm looks deceptively

simple. So simple, in fact, that you may
find it hard to see exactly where anything

"real" is happening, even though it is

quite easy to translate the algorithm into

working code. Quicksort works by divid-

ing a data set into two parts, then calling it-

self recursively to sort each of the two

parts. A C representation of the overall al-

gorithm is shown in Figure 3. which 1

adapted from the Pascal example in Robert

Sedgewick's splendid Ixxrk. Algorithms

(2nd edition).

The parameters "left" and "right" de-

fine a subset of the data to be sorted. Let us

a.ssumc that the data is in an array and that

"left" and "right” arc simply indexes to

quick8ort(int left, int right)
{

int i;

if (right > left)
{

i s partition(left, right);
quick8ort(left, i-l);
quiek8ort(i+l, right)

;

}

>

Figure 3: The Quicksort algorithm as

implemented iaC.

that array. The entire data set can then be

sorted with the call

quicksort ( 0 ,W-1

)

whereN denotes the number of items in the

array.

To quote [)r, Sedgewick: "The crux of

the method is the partition procedure,

which must rearrange the array to make the

following conditions hold:

“1) the element array] i] is in its final

place in the array for some i.

"2) all the elements in arraylleftj ...

atrayli-lj are less than or equal to ar-

rayiij.

"3)alltheelementsinarray|i-H] . . .

arrayjright] are greater than or equal to ar-

rayiij."

In other words. Quicksort is called (ei-

ther by some other procedure, or by itself)

with a couple of pointers that define the bc-

Quicksort is an

excellent general-purpose

sorting technique to add to

your bag of tricks. And it’s

very unlikely that you

would have thought of it

on your own.

ginning and end of a set of data. It picks an

arbitrary member of that set around which

to partition the rest of the set. (For simplic-

ity. in this version it just picks the last or

rightmost member of the set.)

Quicksort then rearranges the data set

so that all of the members that are less than

the partitioning value lie to its left, and all

the members that are greater than the parti-

tioning value lie to its right. This is done by

simple comparisons and exchanges. Final-

ly, it calls itself twice to sort the data set to

the left and the data set to the right of the

partitioning item. With this divide-and-

conquer approach, it eventually gets down
to data sets in which there is nothing to do.

The QWIKSORT.C demonstration

PC MAGAZINH SKPTEMBKRI.I,
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/•

QWIKSORT.C simpl* implsMntation of Quicksort
>

>

in C, sorts an array of numbars. >

Ray Duncan • PC Hagazina Kay 1966
*/ /•

Quicksorts an array of integers, recursing to sort subsets
tincluda <stdio.h> of the array. Called with the index to the left and right
tincluda <8tdlib.h> members of the array to be sorted.
tdafina N_ITEI1S 25 /• siza of array */ */

static int item8(N ITEMS); /* nunbers to ba sorted •/ void guicksort(int left, int right)
void guick8ort<int, int); /* function prototype •/

^ int i, j, t; /• some scratch variables •/

main(int arge, char *argv(])
{ if(right > left) /• skip unnecessary calls •/

int i, j: /• some scratch variables •/
char buffarjefl); /• soma scratch space

{

i « Ieft-1; j right; /• initialize scan pointers •/

for keyboard input •/ /* partition array on value */

whlle(l) /• get nunbers 4 sort them •/ /* of the rightmost item •/

do {
/• scan right for item >> •/puts( 'XnEnter numbers to be sorted...”);

i • 0; /• initialize array index •/ /• than partitioning value •/

whiie(i < K ITEMS) /• enforce maximum entries •/ do i++;
{ while(items[i] < itemsiright] )

;

printf<”%2di ", i+i); /• prompt user •/
/• read the keyboard •/

get8(buffer);
/• than partitioning value •/

/* last entry if empty line •/ vhile(item8( j ]
> items[right] 44 j > 9);

t items [i]: /* interchange the items */
/• convert ascii number to

binary and save it */
itemsfi] •• atoi<buffer)

;

) while(j > i); /* do until pointers crosn •

i++; /• bump array pointer »/

>

if(i>>0) exit(9); /• if no numbers exit / itemsji] » itemsiright); /• put the partitioning •/
quicksort(0, i-1); /• sort the numbers •/

puts(’\nHere are the sorted numbers...”); quicksort (left, i>l); /• sort items to left of */
j 0 ; /• initialize array pointer •/

while <j < i) /• display sorted numbers •/ quicksort (i+l, right); /• sort items to right of •/
{

printf<”%2d: %d\n”, j+1, item8[j]);
) /* partitioning element */

j++; /• bump array pointer */

Figure 4: The ilenuinsiraiion program QWIKSORT.C, the source codefor a simple ioiplemeiualion ofQuicksort in C.

program listed in Figure 4 contains a sim-

ple implementation of Quicksort in C.

Similar to the Figure 2 program. QWIK-
SORT prompts the user for some numbers,

sorts them, and displays the results of the

sort. You can insert printf statements at

appropriate places in the Quicksort routine

to display the contents of the items array

and get a feeling for what is going on dur-

ing the sort. An example of a session with

such an “instrumented" program is found

in Figures.

OPTIMIZATIONS How could this

Quicksort implementation be improved?

The fundamental algorithm is very effi-

cient as it stands because the inner loops

are simple increments and comparisons.

It's hard to see how you could shorten up

these loops, and even the stupidest compil-

er can successfully generate good code for

them.

One obvious target for optimization is

the strategy used for selecting a partition-

ing value. In our example, we simply used

the rightmost element; this is a rea.sonable

strategy when the data is very disordered,

since “on the average" it comes up with a i

partitioning value that is “in the middle."

When the data starts out nearly sorted,

though, using the rightmost element is a

very bad strategy. This is because each

time the data is partitioned most of it will

end up in one subset.

Other possible optimizations include

use of a “goto" when the pointers cross to

eliminate the final unnecessary exchange

(which has to be restored), and eliminating

recursion from the algorithm. Ifyou ate in-

Enter numbers to be sorted.

.

li 6 <Enter>
2: 5 <Enter>
3: 4 <Enter>
4: 3 <Enter>
5: 2 <Enter>
6: 1 <Bnter>
7 1 <Enter>

left: 0 right 5 array: 6 3 2 1

left: 1 right 5 array: 1 5 3 2 6

left: 1 right 4 array: 1 2 6
left: 2 right 4 array: 1 3 5 6

left: 2 right 3 array: 1 2 3 5 6

Sortec array: 1 2 3 4 5 6

Total quicksort calls: 5
Deepest recursion: 3

Figure 5: A sample session using

QWIKSORT.C withaddedprintT
statements that display extra information.

terested. you can read much more about

these topics in Chapter 9 of Scdgcwick's

book and try the optimiziitions out for

yourself.

BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR SORTING
Here are some well-respected texts on sort-

ing algorithms. Sedgewick's btxrk is espe-

cially recommended.

Algorithms, 2nd edition, by Robert

Sedgewick. Addison-Wesley Publishing

Co.. Reading. Ma.ss.. 1988. ISBN 0-201-

06673-4.

Algorithms + Data Structures = Pro-

grams. by Niklaus Wirth. Prentice-Hall

Inc.. Englewood Cliffs. N.J.. 1976. ISBN
0-13-022418-9.

Sorting and Searching (Volume 3 . The

Art ofComputer Programming), by Don-

ald Knuth. Addison-Wesley Publishing

Co.. Reading. Mass.. 1973.

THE DM-BOX Please send your com-

ments and suggestions to me at any of the

following e-mail addresses:

PCMagNet: 72241.52

MCI Mail: Imi

BIX: rduncan lii;
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with 640K memory, dual disk
drives, long-life battery and
back-lit screen.

History does repeat itself.

Spark proves it. For more
information contact us at

One Meca Way, Norcross,

GA 30093 (404) 564-5555.

D^MAJE

It’sbeen 33 years sinceyou
could get a deal like this.

It’s small, dependable and
very affordable But this time

it’s called Sparkr the incre-

dible laptop computer

from Datavue'

This 9 lb

machineruns

at 9.54 MHz
and is

packed full of features. Like

384K ofmemory, 3.5" micro-

drive super-twisted crystal

LCD screen, IBM®
compatibility, and

a built-in handle.

Other models
are also available
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DOUGLAS COBB AND STEVEN COBB

Spreadsheet
CLINIC
Changing range dimensions easily; handling divide by zero errors in SuperCalc; pausing a

macro to do other work; eliminating extraformfeedsfor worksheets with hidden columns.

Avoiding extra page feeds when
printing 1-2-3 worksheets with

hidden columns

I found a bothersome bug while working

with a worksheet that simply contained

one column for each month of 1988. As it

was early in the year, all but the first few

columns of the worksheet were blank, ex-

cept for the column headings. To avoid

having to alter the print settings each

month, I set the print range to encompass

all of the columns in the model and used

the / Worksheet Column Hide command to

hide all but the first few, data-filled col-

umns.

After setting the print range and hiding

the "unused" columns. I found that al-

though 1-2-3 printed the range and hid the

entries in the hidden columns specified, it

then beeped and scrolled through an extra

blank page. When I printed longer work-

sheets, the program scrolled through addi-

tional blank pages.

Checking this out, I found that hiding

the rightmost column of the print range

was the culprit. If I reduced the print range

to exclude the hidden columns, or if I "un-

hid” the rightmost column of the print

range, 1-2-3 printed the worksheet without

beeping or spitting out blank pages.

—Mark Justice Hinton; Albuquerque,

New Mexico

Loruj 1-2-3 has problems when you hide

the rightmost column of a print range.

Since you can't point to a hidden column

when you define a print range, however.

you won't encounter this bug unless you

hide a column after specifying the print

range. Fortunately, most people usually

perform these steps in the opposite or-

der—they hide columns, then they set the

print range. If you do encounter the prob-

lem, you can solve it either as Mr. Hinton

suggested, or by expanding tbe print range

to cover a blank column to the right of the

hidden column.

The {Get} command provides a
better way to create a pause in

macro execution

In the January 26, 1 988, Spreadsheet Clin-

ic, Ralph D. Sappe correctly pointed out

that using {?} to pause a macro gives the

user freedom to do things other than what

the programmer intended during the

pause. To avoid improperly entered key-

strokes, Mr. Sappe suggested following

the {?} command with an {Esc} command.

Although this does help in many situa-

tions, it does not always work.

The {Get} command provides a mote

foolproof method of creating a pause in a

macro. When 1-2-3 executes a {Get} com-

mand. it halts the execution of the macro

until the user presses any key. At that

point, 1-2-3 enters the macro representa-

tion of that key into the cell specified by

the argument of the {Get} command, then

resumes the execution of the macro.

For example, Mr. Sappe suggested us-

ing the .statement

{Goto}MESSAGE-{ ? } /xgRESUME"

to pause a macro while the user read the

message in the cell named MESSAGE. I

would instead assign the name KEY to a

cell in the worksheet and use

{GotO)MESSAGE"{Get KEY} /xgttESUME'

When 1-2-3 executes this statement, it

moves the cell pointer to the cell named
MESSAGE and pauses until the user

presses any key. When he does, 1-2-3

stores the macro representation of that key

in the cell named KEY, then branches the

macro execution to the cell named RE-
SUME .—Robert F. Brooker, Ph D.:

Erie, Pennsylvania

The {Get} command provides a safer way
to pause a macro than {?}. However, the

{Get} command is only available in 1-2-3,

Release 2 or later. Thus, users of Release

I A are stuck with the less desirable

{?} {Esc} approach.

Building an @DATE function on
the Edit line makes it easy to convert

six-digit labels to serial date values

In the January 26, 1 988, Spreadsheet Clin-

ic, Robert Dimond used a mathematical

formula to convert six-digit labels in the

form yymmdd into serial date values. You
suggested that users of 1-2-3, Release 2.

use a formula that employs the (<r DATE,
grVALUE, giLEFT. f«MID. and
5r RIGHT functions.

Although these methods work, I prefer

an alternative technique that builds an

(fr DATE function around the entry on the

PC MAGAZINE SEPTEMBER1.1. I
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SPREADSHEET CLINIC

A B C D E F G
1 \d {Edit) (Home) {Del)
2 @DATE( (Right) {Right), {Right) (Right), (End)

)

3

4

{Calc}'

Figure 1 : This 1 -2-3 macro converts dole labels into serial dale values.

Edit line. This method replaces each label

with a serial date value, instead of entering

the value into a separate cell.

The first statement in the macro shown

in Figure I brings the date label to the Edit

line, moves the cursor to the left edge of

that line, and deletes its label prefix. The

next one types the characters (a DATE (to

the left of the six digits on the Edit line),

presses the {Right} key twice (moving the

eursor to the right of the year component of

the date), and types a comma. It next

moves the cursor to the right of the month

component and types another comma.
Then it moves the cursor to the end of the

entry—to the right of the day compo-
nent—and types a closing parenthesis.

At this point the Edit line contains an

(it DATE formula that will return the serial

date value of the label date in the current

cell. If the current cell contained the label

'581124, for example, the formula
(it DATE(58,1 1 ,24) would appear on the

E^it line. The final statement in the macro

presses the Calc key, which replaces the

formula with its current result. In the ex-

ample. the formula (o DATE(58,1 1,24)

gets replaced by the characters 21513. The

final tilde (
’ )

presses the Enter key, which

locks the value into the current cell , replac-

ing the label that was in that cell original-

ly .—Ronald Seaman: Ru.slon, Lomsiatta

This technique is a good alternative to

those presented in that January 26, 1988,

Spreadsheet Clinic. If you need to convert

a column ofentries, you may want to add a

{Down} command or a {Down}{Branch \d}

combination to the end of the macro.

Using the period key to change the

cell coordinates in 1 -2-3 worksheets

Whenever you highlight a range within a

1-2-3 worksheet, its ctxrrdinates are dis-

played in XX. .YY form at the top of the

screen. The cell whose address appears

P C

first in this reference is the anchor cell; the

cell whose address appears la.st is the free

cell. 1-2-3 always marks the free cell with

an underline cursor.

If you press the peritxi key while a

range is highlighted on the screen.

1-2-3 will change the positions of the an-

chor and free cells. Each time you press

this key, 1-2-3 moves the anchor and free

cells one comer at a time, and usually in a

clockwise direction. For example, if you

press the peritxi key while cells B2..D4are

highlighted and the cursor is in cell D4 (in-

dicating that cell B2 is the anchor cell and

cell D4 is the free cell), 1-2-3 moves the

cursor to cell B4. making it the free cell

and making cell D2 the anchor cell.

Moving the cursor around a range al-

lows you to expand or contract the range

from any of its four sides. When you press

the Right, Left, Up, or Down Arrow keys

while a range is highlighted. 1-2-3 ex-

pands or contracts the range from a side

opposite to the comer containing the an-

chor cell. That is. it expands or contracts

the range from a side ad jacent to the comer

that contains the free cell.

Suppose, for example, that you have

assigned the name TEST to cells B2..D4

and now want that name to apply to cells

A1 ..D3. To change the crxrrdinates of this

range, you would begin by issuing the

/ Range Name Create command, .selecting

the name TEST, and pressing Enter. Then

t-2-3 would expand tire highlight to cover

cells B2. .D4 and position the cursor in cell

D4. At this point, you would press the Up
key to contract the range so that it covered

only cells B2. .D3. Next, you would press

the period key twice, moving the cursor to

cell B2. Then, you would press the Left

and Up Arrow keys once each to expand

the range to cover cells AL.D3. Finally,

you would hit Enter to Ux:k in the new co-

ordinates of the range .—Elizabeth A . Sim-

co.x; Columbus, Ohio

This is one of the most useful 1-2-3 tips

you’ll ever get. Although this use of the

period key is diKumented, many 1-2-3 us-

ers are not aware of it. Even fewer know
that you can use (a CELLPOINTER func-

tions to extract information from the cells

in the comers of a highlighted range. If

t-2-3 evaluates an fti CELLPOINTER
function while a range is highlighted, it

will draw information from the free cell of

the range.

The macro shown in Figure 2 uses this

technique to determine the addresses of the

cells at each of the four comers of a range.

The first statement in the macro solicits the

name of the range whose comets you want

to locate. When you type in a name and

press Enter, 1-2-3 locks that name into the

cell named RANGENAME (BI2). The
next statement, '/mc{RANGENAME} -,

issues the / Range Name Create command,

types the name you entered, and then

presses Enter. This causes 1-2-3 to high-

A B C D E F G
1 \c {GetLabel "Enter a range name: ", RANGENAME)
2 /rnc { RANGENAME )
3 {Let BOTTOMRIGHT, 0CELLPOINTER( "address" )

}

5 {Let BOTTOMLEFT, @CELLPOINTER( "address" )

}

7 {Let TOPLEFT, ©CELLPOINTER ( "address" )

>

9 {Let TOPRIGHT, 0CELLPOINTER( "address")

>

10
”

11
12 RANGENAME
13
14 TOPLEFT
15 TOPRIGHT
16 BOTTOMRIGHT
17 BOTTOMLEFT
18

Figure 2: This macro determines the addresses ofthe celts at the corners ofa ran^e.
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DYNArensracTivs"
Gives you a new dimension in 3-D modeling.... Time.

DYNAWARS.
0 1988 Dynawuc Corp.

1163 Chess Drive, Suite J, Foster City, CA 94404

TEL (415)-349-5700FAX (4IS>-349-S879 1*a00-444.3962
(For Orden Only)

Sugsesied Retail Price^V /3

DYrJAPatSPaCTW^ for IBM

1 PIMM SMd im more kitormonon.

1
fttiv sm« ZID

IBM PCyXT/AT uxl PSr2 are registered trademarks of IBM Cop.
Macintosh 11 is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.

DynaPcrspective^” gives you the time you
need for doing a job right because it’s easy

tolearn.easy to use. And economical at S975.

Beginners appreciate its simple,

almost intuitive commands and pull-down

menus. Design professionals like its wide
range of time-saving features. Powerful

hidden surface algorithms take you

beyond line drawings. Rapid solid model
redraw is combined with flexible selection

of light angle and shading to give you the

versatility of a mainframe for quick

changes of lighting and perspective. No
more going out to lunch while the

computer generates the next frame. And
there’s more good news... creating a

professional walk-through presentation is

no longer a time-consuming headache.

Simply select a few views, specify the

number of frames in-between and
DynaPerspcctive'“ automatically

generates the intervening frames to

provide a smooth transition. You can also

share your new-found capabilities—
DynaPerspective”^ communicates with

other DXF compatible PC CAD systems.

No wonder it’s l^n called the most
powerful 3-dimensional solid modeling

design and presentation software for a

personal computer.

DynaPerspective'*'—for the IBM® PC/
XT/AT, PS/2 and compatibles; soon to

be available for the Apple® Macintosh"* II.
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Buying The RightProductat

MAGNAVOX
9CM082 14’’

VGA Monitor $449

Boca Research
Top Hat 128K Expansion 99.00

Boca Multi-EGA 169.00

Bocaram/AT 0-4MB Card 149.00

MOMTOns DCA
Irma 2.2 3728 I/O 749.00

Everex
EV-159 Ram 3000 99.99

Amdek
Video 210A 12" Amber 89.00
Video 410 12” A/G/W (ea.) 135.00
Video 432 PS/2 A/W VGA. . . . 169.00

Color 722 Dual Mode RGB. . .449.00
Color 732 12" PS/2 VGA 499.00
Megnavox
7BM623 12" TTL Amber 85.99
CM8762 14” Comp/RGB 279.00
9CM053 14" Hl-Res EGA 379.00

7BM749 14” Flat VGA White. .15900
NEC

EV-657 Micro Enhancer II ... . 149.00

EV-673 Everex Evga Adapter. .279.00

5th Generation
Logical Connection 2S6K 399.00

Hercules
Color Card 169.00

In-Color Card 239.00

Graphics Card Plus 199.00

IDEAssoclates
IDE-5251 Emulation Board .... 579.00

Intel

1402 Multisync 599.00
1501 Multisync-Plus 999.00
2001 Multlsync-XL 20" VGA . 209900
Packard Beil

PB-1418F 14” Flat TTL A/G/W. 129.00
PB-1422EG 14” Hi-Res EGA. .359.00

Polarlod
Palette EGA Plus 2499.00

Inboard 386/AT & 386/PC Call

4020 286 Board W/512K 369.00

8087 Co-Processor 119.00

80387-16 Co-Processor 529.00

NSI
Smart EGA Plus 219.00

Quadram
Princeton Graphics
Max-12 12" TTL Amber 14900
HX-12E 12" EGA 479.00
Ultrasync 12” VGA 579.00
Seiko
CM-1430 14" VGA 639.00
Zenith
ZMM-149 4” PS/2 Amber 209.00
ZCM-1490 14” VGA Ang 699.00

Quad 386-XT PC Upgrade 799.00

Model-30 Quadboard PS/2. . . .319.00

The Complete PC
Complete Answ. Machine 299.00

Complete Hand Scanner 219.00

tkang Labs
EVA 480 EGA Adapter 219.00

Vldeo-7

VEGA EGA Deluxe Adapter. . .229.00

VEGA VGA Video Adapter. . . .299.00
Zuckerboard
Monochrome Graphics Card . . . 79.99
AT-Primary Memory Board 99.99

STOIIAGE DEVICES

ATD
Tandy 20MB Hard Card 499.00
Everex
Stream 40 Teak T^ 529.00
Stream 60-8 Ext. tape-Backup739.00
Stream 60 PS/2 Tap^Backup1299.00
Iomega
SVx” Mrnoulli Box II 899.00
Irwin
HOD 10MB XT Tape-Backup. .219.00

Miniscribe
8425 20MB 3W 40msec 349.00
3650 40MB 5y4” 61msec 379.00
3053 44MB BVx” 25msec 669.00
6085 TOMB 5V4” 28msec 889.00
Mountain
TD-4440 40MB Ext. PS/2 AT. .599.00

60 MB Mountain Tape 999.00
Dual 5V4 " Beta Bernoulli. . . .1899.00

PC-TOO
TD4000 40MB Tape-Backup. .349.00
Plus Development
20MB Hard Card 599.00
40MB Hard Card 779.00
Racoie
Jr. Expansion Chassis 299.00
Seagate
ST-225 20MB 'A Height 249.00
ST-238 30MB >/4 Height 279.00
ST-2S1 40MB 'A Height 449.00
ST-251-1 40MB 28ms 549.00
Sony
3W' 720K Roppy Drive 8999
Sysgen
Bridge-File PS/2 Drive 249.00
Bridge-Tape 40MB Backup. . .499.00
Durapak Single 1SMB 999.00
Smart Image 60MB Tape 479.00
QIC-File 60MB Tape 599.00

U! /.I II I \( I /(>.\ ( ADDS-

AST
Six Pak Plus 576 149.00

Advantage/2 PS/2 Board 309.00
Hot Shot 286 Board 399.00

5th GENERATION
Logical Connection 256K

$399

COMPUTER MAIL ORDER



TheRightPrice . . .Everyume!
COMl'l TERS

AST
Premium 286 Model-140 Call

Compaq
386 Oeskpro’s & Portables Call

IBM
PS/2 Model 30. SO, 60, 80 Call

NEC
MuHispeed EL-2 1499.00
PC-TOO
S12K 8 MHz 1.2MB 80286. . . .899.00

Toshiba
1000, 1100-I-, 1200, 3120 Ups. . Call

WYSE
Model so. 60 Terminals Call

Zenith
8088/286 Up Tops Call

/f***»"

P̂RACTICAL
PERIPHERALS
2400 Stand Alone

$189

PANASONIC
KX-P1080i
80 Col. Dot Matrix

$169

/•RIMERS SOETU I RE

Brother

M-1S09 180cps, 132 col 389.00

HR-40 40cps, Daisywheel .... 669.00

FAX-100 Fascimlle Machine. . .979.00

Canon
PC-2S Personal Copier 949.00

Citizen

Premier-3S 3Scps, OaisywhI.. .S49.00

Epson
LX-800 ISOcps, 80 col 169.00

FX-8S0 264cps. 80 col Call

FX-10SO 264cps, 132 col Call

LQ-SOO 180cps. 24-Wire Call

LQ-8S0 330cps. 60 col Call

LO-10S0 330cps, 24-Pin Call

Hawlett-Psckard

222S Think Jet 369.00

NEC

Aldus
Pagemaker Vsr. 30 S69.00
Ashton IMa
d-base lll-t- 389tX)
Multimate Advantage II 279.00
Borland
Quattro 129.00
Central Point
Copy II PC 2499
PC Option Board Deluxe 129XX)
Computer Associates
Accpac Easy Accounting 7999

First C;ix)ia'
SOFTWARE
PUBLISHING

GROUP
First Choice

$84.99

MODEMS

Anchor
2400 Baud Lightening 199.00

ATD-Zuckeiboard
1200 Baud Nude Vi-Card 79.99

Best Products
Smart 2400 Vi-Card w/Soft . . . 149.00
Everex
Evercom 920 1200 Baud Int 79.99
Evercom 940 2400 Baud Int. . . 179.00
Hayes
Smartmodem 1200 Ext 289.00
Smartmodem 2400 Ext 439.00
Intel

2400 Baud PS/Int 329.00
Practical Peripherals
1200 Baud Int 79.99

t200 Baud Stand Alone 119.00
U.S. Robotics
2400 Baud Direct Int 179.00

2400 Baud Direct Ext 199.00

P2200 Pinwriter 24-Wire 379.00

PS200 24-Pin 26Scps S99.00
PS300 24-Pin 132 column 799.00

LC-890 Postscript Laser 3595.00

OMdata
ML-320 80 col. 300cps 379.00

ML-292 60 col. 240cps 389.00

ML-390 24-Wire 270cps 519JX)

ML-293 132 col. 240cps 529.00

ML-393 24-Wire 450cps 999.00

Panasonic
KX-P1091I 194cps, 80 col 209.00

KX-P1595 240cps. 132 col 479X10

KX-P1524 24 wire, 132 col. . . .599.00

Sharp
FO-300 Facsimile Machine . . . 1349.00

Star MIcronics
NX-1000 140cps, 80 col 179.00

NX-15 120cps, 132 col 329.00

Toshiba
P321-SL 216cps, 24-Wire 499.00

P351-SX 300cpS, 24-Wire 999.00

Fox Software
Fox Base+ Development 219.00
5th Generation
Fastback Plus 8999
IMSI
Page Perfect Desktop 339XX>
Optimouse w/Dr. Halo 7999
Logitech
Hi-Res Buss Mouse 99.99
Lotus Development
Lotus 1-2-3 299.00
Meca
Managing Your Money 119.00
MicrorIm
R:Base For DOS 499.00
Microsoft
Microsoft Mouse Bus/Ser 10900
PFS
Professional Write 129.00
Word Perfect Corp.
Word Perfect 30 NEW
Xerox
Vbntura Publisher t.1 519.00

In the U.S.A. and in Canada

Call toll-free: 1-800-233-8950.
Outside the U.S.A. call 717-327-9575, Fax 717-327-1217 lUIIUIC

Educational, Governmental and Corporate Organizations call toll-free 1-800-221-4283

CMO. 101 Reighard Ave., Dept. B1, Williamsport, PA 17701
Over JbO 000 bAIISFlEO CUblUMEHS ’ALL MAJOR CREDIT CAHUb ALERTED • CHEDi I CA RUb AME NCJl lhAHoEU UN I il WE bHiF

;eTiNO couivctL

POUCV^ Add 3% (minimum $7i)0) shipping and handling. Largsr shipmanta may raquira additonal chargsa. Paraonal and company chocks require 3 weeks to

dear. For faster deilvery, use your credit card or serKl cashier’s check or bank money order. Credit cards are not charged untH we ship. Pennsylvania residents

add 9% sates tax. AH prices are U.SJk. prices and are subject to change, and ail Hems are subject to availability. Defective software will be replaced with the

same item onty. Hardware will be replaced or repaired at our discretion within the terms and limits of the marHifacturer’s warranty. We cannot guarantee compatibill'

ty. All sales are final and returned shipments are subject to a restocking fee. We are not responsible for typographic or photographic errors. B109
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T Zero.Leamim
curve

sPF/pcr
“The best editor by far for

MVS programmers.”
AT&T. White Plains. NY

“This product is superb! There

is absolutely no learning curve

if one is altrady familiar with

IBM’s mainframe ISPF.”

Reader’s Diftest.

Pieosamvilie. NY

“SPF/PC is probably the most

outstanding utility we have.”

USAF. Pentagon.

Wishinffon. D.C.

“With 15 years of mainframe
programming, I find SPF/PC
to be the fHendliest software

on the PC.”
Pun & Bradstreet.

Btiskinti Ridge. NJ

“Your product allows our

programming staff to move
from our IBM mainframe to

PC’s very easily, saving us time

and money.”

Certified Grocers of California.

Los Angeles

Want more proof? Call or write

for a free demonstration diskette.

SPF/PC, so much like the

mainframe you’ll forget you’re

editing on a PC.

Command Technology

Coiporation

1900 Mountain Blvd., Oakland. CA 9461

1

Telepone: (415)3393530

relax: 509330 COMMAND TECH

PRODUCTIVITY

SPREADSHEET CLINIC

light the range to which the name
RANGENAME is assigned and to posi-

tion the cursor on its lower-right cell.

At this point. J-2-3 executes the series

of {Let} statements in cells B3..B9. Since

the cursor is on the lower-right cell of the

range when 1-2-3 evaluates the first {Let}

statement, the program enters the address

of that cell into the cell named BOTTOM-
RIGHT (B16). Next, 1-2-3 presses the pe-

riod key, moving the cursor to the lower-

left cell of the range. At that point, 1-2-3

executes the second {Let} statement,

which enters the address of that cell into

the cell named BOTTOMLEFT (BI7).

The program then presses the period key

again, moving the cursor to the upper-left

cell of the range. It then evaluates the {Let}

statement in cell B7, which enters the ad-

dress of that cell into the cell named
TOPLEFT (B14). In a similar way, the

statements in cells B8 and B9 move the

cursor to the upper-left cell of the range

and enter the address of that cell into the

cell named TOPRIGHT (B 1 5)

.

Finally, / -2-3 executes the statement in

cell BIO, which completes the / Range

Name Create command, locking in the

original coordinates of that range. To illus-

trate: ifyou typed in the range nameTEMP
in response to the {GetLabel} statement in

cell B 1 , and the nameTEMP was assigned

to cells H5..J10, 1-2-3 would enter the

label ’SJSIO into BOTTOMRIGHT, the

label ’$H$10 into BOTTOMLEFT. the

label ’$H$5 into TOPLEFT, and the label

’$J$5 into TOPRIGHT.

A SuperCalc bug lets you return a 0
value instead ofERR when you
encounter an illegal division by 0

In the Spreadsheet Clinic ofSeptember 15,

1987, you published a technique that in-

volved using an (SIF function and an

(gilSERR function to make 1-2-3 return

the value 0 instead of the value ERR when

it divides a value by 0. For example, if cell

A 1 contained the value 50 and cell B 1 con-

tained the value 0, the formula -t-Al/Bl

would return the value ERR. The function

@IF (@ISERR( Al/Bl ) , 0 , A1 /B1

)

would return the value 0, however.

SuperCalc4 provides an alternative

way to achieve this result. Instead of divid-

ing one value by another, you can multiply

the two values after raising the second one

to the -
1
power. Thus, to divide the value

in cell A 1 by the value in eell Bl, you

would use the formula -r A1*B1 " - 1

.

When SuperCalc evaluates this formula, it

begins by raising the value in cell B 1 to the

-
1
power. This should be equivalent to di-

viding 1 by that value: if cell B I contained

the value 2, this portion of the formula

would return the value 1/2.

For some reason, SuperCalc breaks the

rule when the referenced cell contains the

value 0. When SuperCalc evaluates the

expression 0‘-l it returns the value

0-Uiot the value ERROR. Consequently,

SuperCalc returns the value 0 when you

use this method to divide a value by 0.

In either case, SuperCalc multiplies the

result by the value in cell A 1 . If cell B

1

contains a value other than 0. the formula

-I-A1*B1" — 1 will return the same result

as the formula Al/Bl. If cell Bl con-

tains the value 0, however, the formula

-t-Al/Bl will retum the value ERROR, but

the formula +A1*B1“-1 will remm the

value 0 .—Dionisio Olhon: Hermosillo,

Sonora. Mexico

This is one of those rare instances in

whieh a bug has beneficial results. Unless

you use negative powers for some reason

other than as explained above, your work-

sheets won't be adversely affected by the

incorrect way SuperCalc evaluates formu-

las that raise 0 to a negative power.

Unlike SuperCalc, 1-2-3 evaluates the

formula +CELL - 1 correctly in all

cases. IfCELL contains the value 0, 1-2-3

will retum the value ERR—the same result

it would retum for the formula 1/CELL.

Consequently, this alternative technique

will not work in 1-2-3.

Contribute to the Clinic

Share your latest spreadsheet discovery

through PC Magazine's Spreadsheet Clin-

ic. We’ll pay you $50 or more for anything

we print, plus an extra $25 ifyou submit

your letter on a disk, together with a print-

out. Mail your contributions to Spread-

sheet Clinic, PC Magazine, One Park Av-

enue, New York, NY 10016.
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The BrainBreakdirough
Announcing: the software package that expands your thinking capacity

In as little as one hour, you can expand your memory-begin to think more
clearly-retrieve information superfast-and make intelligent decisions

more rapidly than ever before.

That’s the promise that we are making-when you accept this challenge;

117 the Tornado software package for just 45 days. After then, if you don’t

say “this is the most important software ever created for your computer ...”

you’ll get a full cash refund. And the price? Just $99.95.

By James Lewis

Are you ready to discover one of the most excit-

ing software develc^menis in years?

It’s called Tomado-but the name hardly explains

what it can do for you.

Tornado is like having a 'photographic memory'

that gives you perfect recall of up to 25,000 items

of infcNination. And the result is not access to

mere facts; you actually boost your thinking power

because you have more “conscious” information.

Tornado lets you CH^anize information in new
ways-soyoucanbe even more creative, inventive,

and productive.

Tornado helps you “memorize” up to 25,000 bits

of random facts: letters . . . orders . . . notes . .

.

plans . . . anything you wish.

Tornado is even better than a personal secretary.

You can ask for information and get the answer-

faster than a secretary could walk into your office!

And you can file information without even decid-

ing on a name for the file folder- because there

are none!

A Totally New Concept

How does Tornado work? Not by megabytes of

software code ... not by complex programming

languages ... but by a new principle that is so close

to the way you work and think -and so remark-

ably efficient-that its effect can be astounding.

Tornado mimics three important principles of

your brain:

1) In Tornado, you recall information by the

contents of the information you are looking

for-instead of a file name or key field. (The

hi^-tech term is **content addressable mem-
ory,** but don't worry, it*s super easy to use.)

2) Just as your brain keeps perspective on
what’s impwlant, so does Tom^o-through a

simple effective system called a push-down stack.

3) Your brain relates and associates informa-

tKHi. And so does Tornado through a unique

superfast search-and-display method.

The result: you can finally use your computer in a

way that is truly integrated with your work and

your life.

Ihily Easy to Use

Best of all. Tornado is simple to learn. InfoWorld

reports that you can get started in just 15 minutes.

You can be an expert in as little as one hour.

lYy it for 45 days. No risk.

We are so certain that Tornado will become your

favorite program that it is offered with this no-risk

guarantee:

IVy Tornado for 45 days. Use it. Epjoy

it. See how it expands the ei\ioyment

and utility ofyour computer-far Iwyond

your expectations.

After 45 days, if you do not agree that

thb is the greatest software in your

library, sim|rfy return it for a full cash

refund, no questions asked.

Could any offer be more fair?

Hurry. This no-risk offer may be
discontinued.

We urge you to act at once. This special no-risk

offer may be cancelled without notice.

To lake advantage of this no-risk 45 day FREE
TRIAL, send coupon below-the original or a

photocopy-at once. You'll be glad you did.

To order call:

(800) 342-5930
Technical questions & NJ: (201) 342-65 18

Fax: (201)342-0370

Tornado is amazingly easy to leam. You can get

started in just 15 minutes.

processor. A software breakthrough that can

change the way you work and think.

Hailed by Experts

Tornado has been reviewed by numerous publica-

tions. Patrick Marshall of PC Worid gave Tornado

their highest rating: “Excellent. Excellent. Excel-

lent, Excellent.” PC Magazine gave it their pres-

tigious Editor’s Choice Award. And BYTE
columnist Jerry Poumelle called it “one of the

niftiest. .
.
programs I haveeverseen.”It’s rare that

a software package gets such universal acclaim.

Tornado is one of the most versatile-and most

personal software packages ever created. Some
people use it for brainstorming. Other people use it

for random notes . . . decision-making . . . free-

form reference information . . . unstructured data-

bases. . .and much more. “The applications are

endless,” writes Richard RMhchild. “It is the best

written, best documented, most thought out

program I own.”

Powerful Features

Tornado ieLs you: process information in up to

25,000windo^. . .cut, paste, and rearrange infor-

mation...exchange data with other programs...

record times and dates... make business forms...

do compound searches... plan projects... build

reference tables. . .handle up to 2,500,000 charac-

ters of infwmation across 50 stacks of windows . .

.

and much more.

Tornado runs on the IBM-PC, XT, AT. PS/2, and

compatibles in as little as 60K. Tornado runs on

floppy and hard disk systems and can run memory
resident or as a standard fxogram.

m r MICROS
I I Ub LOGICS
Dept T88.1002ndSt.,POB70

Hackensack. N.J. 07602

YES ... I accept your offer. Send my
copy of Tornado under the terms of your

no-risk 45 day guarantee. (Tornado is not

copy protected.)

1

Tornado $99.95

U5V*- disk0 3 'A" disk

(Please add $3.50 to help cover postage

and handling. $10 outside USA & Canada.

NJ residents add 6% tax. No purchase

orders.)

Name

Address

City

State Zip

Phone

Payment: VISA MC CHECK

Credit Card Expiration

Card#
For even faster service, credit card holders

may call this number: 8(K)-342-5930.

L J

C 1988 Micro Logic Corp. European markcling by Allantex Inc. (203) 65S-6980. Trademarks: 1BM-PC/XT/AT/PS2-IBM



Datacopy Grayscale Scanners:
Nowyau can putgEdleiyquality

photpgrapJis in allyaur pubhcations.

The best imaging in a

desktop scanner comes from

Datacopy. Now you can

merge finely detailed photo-

graphs and other artwork

directly into your desktop

publications.

HIGH RESOLUTION

Datacopy’s complete range of

scanners delivers the ultimate

in high-resolution imaging.

With advanced

grayscaling

caprabilities and

300 or400

dot-per-inch

quality graphics,

Datacopy Scan-

ners clearly out-

perform all other

piTxlucts in their

price class.

VERSATILE SOFTWARE

Datacopy Scanners ate sup-

ported by equally powerful

software. PCImage' allows

you to capture grayscale, then

manipulate

a scanned

image to fit

your own
format. And

merge that image with your

current desktop publishing

package.

What’s mote, Datacopjy OCR
Plus'and OCR 4mat'software

can handle text and numerical

data too. So you

can scan the

most popular

types ofhard

copy informa-

tion. And format

them for your current word
processing, spreadsheet or

desktop publishing programs.

Quickly and easily.

QUICK information"

Call us today. We’ll furnish

you with information on our

complete line of scanners

and software. And where to

find the nearest Datacopy

reseller. (800)821-2898

mini DATACOPY
I'Mil I TTVf EYE OF THE COMPUTEPT

The Ew of the Computet OCR Phn, OCR 4mM wd Klmagi an
cndenuiks ofthe DetKopy Cotpondon.
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PRODUCTIVITY

EDITED BY SALVATORE P.RICCIARDI

USER-TO-USER
Using theDOS redirectionfacility toyouradvantage; a neat techniquefor incorporating local

subroutines in your batchfiles; a better way to change directories.

CLS
ECHO In the mainline batch routine...
SET Pl^MDl
GOTO SUBROUT
1

:HDl
ECHO In section HDl . .

.

SET P1-MD2
GOTO SUBROUT
t

:HD2
ECHO In section MD2 . .

.

SET P1-MD3
GOTO SUBROUT

:M03
ECHO In section M03 . .

.

GOTO FINISH

: SUBROUT
ECHO
ECHO In the subroutine . .

.

ECHO
GOTO %P1%

sFINISH
ECHO This batch file has finished
SET Pl=

Figure 1 : Using environment variablesfor subroutine calling in batchfiles.

Incorporate local subroutines in

your batch files by using the DOS
environment

1 have found an easier way to use subrou-

tines in a batch file by using the environ-

ment space of DOS. In the example batch

file shown in Figure 1 , 1 make use of the

section labeled SUBROLTT three times, by

setting the IX)S environment variable PI

and using theGOTO command. This tech-

nique has proven very useful, as it saves

me from having to invoke COM-
MAND.COM to run a subroutine .—Colin

R. Sledge; Dallas, Texas.

This is a great way to take advantage ofre-

placeable parameters and makes good use

of the DOS environment.

The environment consists of a series of

character strings in the form VARIABLE
=VALUE. In most cases the environment

will consist of at least three of these

strings, COMSPEC, PATH, and

PROMPT. Additional strings can be en-

tered into the DOS environment using the

SET command. The SET command can

also be used to display the current environ-

ment by just entering SET with no parame-

ters.

DOS environment variables are acces-

sible within a batch file by surrounding the

variable name with percent signs. So, for

example, on my machine ECHO
%COMSPEC% from within a batch file dis-

plays C:\COMMAND.COM.
As shown in the example in Figure I

,

subroutines can be written that return con-

trol to the label specified in an environ-

ment variable.

Using this technique, batch file subrou-

tines can be called without having to in-

voke a secondary command processor.

Additionally, since the subroutines no

longer have to be stored in separate files,

each taking up at least one cluster of disk

storage, this technique helps save disk

space .—Salvatore P. Ricciardi

Speed up repetitive tasks using the

Dios redirection facility

I recently had to process 36 files for con-

version to another format. I came up with a

way of using the DOS redirection capabili-

ty to make the task easier.

First, I performed a DIR on the files, re-

directing the ouqrut to a text file (for exam-
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pie, DIR ??.DBF > DIR. TXT ). Then I

edited the Tile into the series of commands
that 1 would have otherwise had to enter.

Then I entered

COMMAND < DIR. TXT

The conversion utility dutifully

changed each Hie to the desired format,

bringing me back to the DOS prompt when

all 36 had been processed .—Joseph E.

Burnside III; Alexandria, Virginia

Unless the very last line of such a file is

EXIT followed by a carriage return, you’ll

be stuck in a secondary command proces-

sor that won’t take keyboard input. If you

experiment with this technique, don’t for-

get the EXIT!

It is an interesting subject for experi-

mentation. Any programs called in your

command script that get input from stan-

dard input (i.e., are redirectable) will also

expect input from the file. This makes it

REN F1LENAME.EXE FILENAME. DBG
DEBUG FILENAME. DBG
{insert debug commanda here}

H
Q
REN FILENAME.DBG FILEMAME.EXE
EXIT

Figure 2: Example scriptforCOMMAND to

patch an .EXEfile.

possible to, for instance, write a command
script that will apply a DEBUG patch to an

.EXE file (see Figure 2). And DOS
doesn’t have to open and close the file for

each line the way it does for a batch

file.

—

NeilJ. Rubenking

Productivity Tip

To put a nonprinting comment line in a

batch file, put a colon in front of it. It will

be treated as a label.—Aei/y. Rubenking

Change directories faster without

searciidng for the Backslash key

The Backslash key is in a different place on

every computer I use. This makes chang-

ing directories a maddening exercise in

hunt-and-peck. I now use TO.BAT in-

stead of the DOS CD command. It accepts

directory names separated by spaces rather

than backslashes. Type the following two

lines into the file named TO.BAT:

QECUO OFF
FOR «tX IN (\ %1 tS % 4 ) DO CD i%X

To change to the directory \TOOLS, type

TO TOOLS. To change to \PETER\LTRS,
type TO PETER LTRS. To change to the

root directory, simply type TO.

TO.BAT uses the FOR command to

feed directory names to the CD command.
This makes it fast, even on a 4.77-MHz
XT. Without FOR, TO.BAT would need

Compact Disk Products, Inc.

CD-ROM/WORM
ALL PRODUCTS, LOWEST PRICES, EXPERT ADVICE

mrRODUcrofty offers
with yoir choice of:

' ffl Science and lechr^al Reference Bet .... $095
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PORTER I Additional Interface Products

Rose Electronics is a recognized Houston based
manufacturer of computer peripherals and data
communication products. Our customers include the
Fortune 500, the federal government, and schools and
universities. Some of the applications suited to our
products are printer sharing, computer networking,
desktop publishing and micro to mainframe
communication.

Dealer inquiries are welcome.
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DEALERS ONLY QRCLE 523ON READER SERVICE CARD
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THE FIVEMOSTIMPORTANT
SPREADSHEETTOOLS
FORTHE PRICE OF ONE. .

.

PlusA
Free
Bonus
TOOL!

SIX TOOLS

» iu i

.ij
'* ‘ A Master Craftsman's Toolbox

When you're working on a project, you want all your tools

in onejplace. You wouldn't store a wood plane in one totrfbox

and a i^souare or saw in other toolboxes. It's the same with
software. Why have many different software programs, different

menus to learn, or incompatability problems? Here's our
solution to this problem...

$99.95
60 Day Money Back
Guarantee

Consumers Software'sSRS SOFTWARE S J J

spreadsheet

Spreadsheet Compare
Compare one worksheet with another, cell by cell and globally.

Compare will report differences, formatting, formulas... the works!

SiDEWRITER
Print extra wide spreadsheets down the page instead of across,

highlight and select ranges, add headers, footers, row and
ccTumn borders.

Compact
Compress and decompress spreadsheet files up to 90% while

you work, with or witnoul Lotus. Can be used with Sidewriter

so floppy disc users can sideprint huge spreadsheet files.

Cell Memo
Attach memos to any cell in your spreadsheet,
or to any filenames and directory names of any spreadsheet.

Write memos of how you arrived at formulas.

Fix-It
Rescues damaged spreadsheet files.. .even from physically

damaged floppy discs. Gives a global cell by cell report, too.

BONUS lOOl
CleanSlate
Allows you to bring a worksheet back to a "clean state" with
all the formulas and formatting still in place, but with all the

entered and calculated data erased.

The Spreadsheet Toolbox. . .utilities to
BUILD, REPAIR, MAINTAIN AND EITICIENTLY
STORE SPREADSHEETS.
For Lotus and Si/mphony Users

Call Now to Order.

800-645-5501
III CiiliWriiui:

800-556-6699
AiHtilable at computer stores.

Dealer & distributor orders welcome.

Cofiunfra Softww Inc.

Chestnut Street

Senta Cruz, CA 95060
408-426-7311

G9naamen Sotttt/mim.,.¥ftth¥aluebuKttn.

4X?unsuiners Software, I98S UMunarKl Symphony arc trademarks of Lotus Development Corp.

System Requirements: IBM or compatible, with harddisk & one fli>ppy disk drive, or with two floppy disk drives. Minimum of 25fiK Ram DOS 2.0 or higher Lotus 123. or Symphony
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MixiiSaribe 110MB Full Height:

• 28ms access time RLL<ertiBed

Model 6128 hard drive

• 7.5Mbit per/sec RLL dual hard

drive/floppy controller

• 1:1 interleave controller $895

CDC 150MB Full Height:

• 18ms access time ESDI<ertified

hard drive

• 10Mbit per/sec ESDI dual hard

drive/Ooppy controller

• 1:1 interleave controller $1599

Maxtor 338MB Full Height

• 16ms access time ESDI-certified

hard drive

• 10Mbit per/sec ESDI dual hard
drive/floppy controller

• 1:1 interleave controller $2575

FOR VOUR AT® OR COMPAnBLE
Introducing the Seagate ST251-1: 40 megabytes

and 28ms access time at an incredible price.

Features half-height, 5.25'mch size.

The Kit liKludes:

• Seagate Model ST251-1 hard drive

• Instellation manual
• awe
• Lifetime Backup Utilities and manual

40MB Seagate, 28ms $429

FOR YOUR PC/>Cr® OR COMPATIBLE
The new MiniScribe® 3^: 40 megabytes of fest-

access (61ms) storage space at a fiac^n of die cost

trf two 20MB drives.

The Kit Includes:

• MiniScribe Model 3650 hard drive

• Installation manual
• Hard drive controller and cables
• Lifetime Backup Utilities and manual

40MB MiniScribe, 61nis $369

data

cable, mounting slides and manual for quick

installation.

20MB Seagate, 65ins $249

40MB Senate, 28ins $429

40MB MiniScribe, 61m8 $345

43MB MiniScribe, 251118 $459

71MB MiniScribe, 28ins $649

PC KITS: Our kits come complete with a hard

drive, controller card, mounting hardware, cables,

and illustrated manual.

20MB MiniScribe, 65ms $279

20MB Seagate, 65ms $279

30MB Seagate, 65m8 $299

40MB MiniScribe, 61ms $369

60MB MiniScribe, 61m8, RLL $409

MAGAZINE

The Hard Drive Specialists
"Lifetime Memory Products also get your money's worth in terms of

looks like one of the better mail- warranty, technical support, and good
order sources for fixed disks, tbu treatment from the sales staff."

not only get good hardware, you - Walt Rowinsky, PC Magazine Dec. ^ 1987

Premium Performance
For \buT AT or Compatible

48-Hout
Bum-In
lest On
AUHaid
Drives

FREE WITH EVERY
HARD DRIVE
Lifetime Backup Utilities —
Backs up, compares, and

restores your files. Easy to use,

reliable, and fast!

Sixty-Day Money-Back Guarantee

NO CHARGE FOR UPS
GROUND SHIPPING
Free UPS ground shipping

within the continental USA.

Texas residents add 8% sales tax.

Sbcty-day, money-back guaran-

tee does not include freight.

Prices are subject to change

without notice.

CIRCLE 341 ONI

National Sales:

800-622-8001
In Texas; 1-800-288-1445

Monday - Friday: Sam - 9pm CST
Saturday: Sam - 5pm CST

Customer Service; 1-512-335-7598

Monday - Friday: Sam - 7pm CST
ADER SERVICECARD

Lifetime Memory Products

12611 Reseaich Blvd. #400

Austin, Ibcas 78759
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many IF statements and would be consid-

erably slower.

The FOR statement that changes direc-

tories contains enough parameters to han-

dle four levels of subdirectories. If you

need more, just add them. This will not

slow down TO.BAT. Regardless of how
many batch file parameters you have, the

FOR statement stops when it runs out of

real command line parameters.

With DOS 3.3, TO.BAT won’t clutter

up your screen at all. If you have an earlier

version of DOS, you will need to remove

the (S' before ECHO OFF. In this case.

TO.BAT will display ECHO OFF each

lime you use it .—Peter A. Klein: Seattle.

Wa.'sitiiif’toii

Unlike CD, the example TO.BAT always

starts with the root directory. To make TO
act more like CD, eliminate the backslash

in the FOR list as follows;

FOR %%X IN (%1 t2 %3 «4) DO CD %%X

The FOR statement is quite powerful.

You can use it inside batch files or directly

at the IX)S command line. If you use it at

the command line, the FOR variable must

have one %, not two. You can put multiple

ambiguous filespecs (with wildcards) in a

FOR list. This makes it easy to write batch

commands that take a list of arguments.

The batch file shown in Figure 3 deletes

files matching any of up to nine filespecs.

For example, MULTIDEL *
. BAK •

. OLD

•
. $$$ TEMP .

• will delete files matching

any of the four filespecs.

—

NeilJ. Rubenk-

ing

Productivity Tip

To see a file one screenful at a time, use the

DOS command MORE. For example,

MORE < A . TXT.—NeilJ. Rubenking

Share Your Secrets

Reveal your latest DOS and systems dis-

coveries through U.scr-to-User, and we'll

pay you $50 or more for any submissions

we print, plus an e.xtra $25 ifyou submit

your letter on a disk. If you send a disk,

please include a printout. Mail your contri-

butions to U.scr-to-U.scr, PC Magazine.

REM MULTIDEL.BAT
ECHO OFF
FOR %%f IN (%1 %2 %3 %4 %5 %6 %7 %8 %9 ) DO DEL %%f

Figure 3: A hatchfile that deletesfdes matching up ta ninefdespecs.

One Park Avenue, New York, NY
i(X)i6. a

CIRCI.E251'

FORLOW

$89. 95 Call Now To Order (800) 645-5501 or (800) 556-6699 in CA
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Harvard
Grapincb

i^'k krk:
Rated #1 business gr^hics package

second consecutive year. -Sonware Digest

“They (Harvard Graphics)...made

the best even better.”

“Product oftheYear”-lnfoworW 1988 Winner 1988 Personal Computing
Graphics Challenge

AwardWinningPerfonnance.
There are a number of prestigious

honors in the graphics business. But

only one program has captured them

all. Harvard Graphics.

Harvard’s flexibility, ease of use,

and high quality output make it the

unanimous choice of the nation’s

leading software evaluators.

We couldn’t be more honored.

But Harvard isn’t resting on its laurels.

New Harvard Graphics 2.1 adds

a unique spelling checker, over 200
new symbols, improved editing

capabilities and more.

There’s one more recommenda-

tion we’d like to have. Yours.

Call for a free trial disk and

Graduate to New Harvard Graphics 2.1 with Spelling Checker.

For a free trial disk call 1-800-345-2888, Operator 53.

For upgrade information call 1-800-255-5550.

let Harvard Graphics demonstrate

e t9ttScifHm(\<MwgCUporaiml901LiittiosOi.UliMwCA9«039-72K)nur«onmPCandMSOC6convo«itt
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EDITED BY CRAIG L. STARK

Power user
Tips to initialize dBASEmemory variables, print a display screenfrom inside dBASE III Plus,

speed up glossary entries in Word, andSUM andCOUNT simultaneously in dBASE.

Speed up glossary entries in

Microsoft Word using nested macros

Normally a text-only glossary entry of al-

most any size will feed into a document in

Microsoft Word so quickly that speed is

not an issue. But if you include even a sin-

gle macro command in the entry, the speed

of text entry slows down drastically. As an

example, a six-line paragraph that Word
normally enters too quickly to time takes

over 17 seconds on an AT if you add a

<tab> command at the beginning.

Fortunately for those who mix text and

commands. Word's “ne.sted macros" fea-

ture provides a way out. Simply put the

text in its own glossary entry, TEXT, and

call up the glossary entry from the first

macro. For the single-paragraph example

with a <tab> command added, give the

name TEXT to the text portion and write

the macro as

<tabxesc>itext<enter>

As long as the nested macro contains noth-

ing but text, the entry speed will match

what you would normally expect.

Of course this is a trivial example,

stripped down to basics to demonstrate the

technique. Actual applications would in-

clude standard forms that are recorded in a

macro, consist mostly of text, but pause

occasionally for input from the key-

board—as with a memo format.—Robin

Schlaff; Chappaqua, New York

This is a nice point indeed. Note, too, that

you can nest more than one macro within a

single “master" macro. For example,

here’s a macro for automatically format-

ting the first page of a manuscript:

<ctcl-esc>iheadl<enterxe8c>fpc<enter>
.pause *<enter><e8c>ihead2<enterxdel>

The first nested macro, HEADI, should

include everything that goes above the ti-

tle. The macro pauses in order to let you

fill in the title. The second nested macro,

HEAD2, adds the “by” line and your na-

me.

—

M. David Slone

A dBASE command that saves time

by SUMing and COUNTing in a

single pass

I’ve found a useful way to overcome
dBASE'

s

inability to SUM and COUNT at

the same time. If you want to know the av-

erage sale price of a particular product in a

sales database, for example, you need to

get both the total dollars and the number of

transactions. In dBASE you must SUM the

price field for that product in one com-

mand, then COUNT the records for the

product in a second pass of the file.

With large databases, this dual proce-

dure is time-consuming. However, you

can cut down the time by using this simple

technique. If, forexample, your price field

is named "price," the dBASE command

SUM price, 1 FOR product= "widget”

will yield both answers at once.

—

Richard

Grossman; San Pedro, California

For another variation on Mr. Grossman’s

creative technique, see the letter from

Robert Marcus in our November 24, 1987,

issue. Mr. Marcus uses dBASE's built-in

report form generator instead of the inter-

active command above. The interactive

command is faster, and you needn’t create

a report form .FRM file first. On the other

hand, Mr. Marcus’s approach can gener-

ate far more numbers in a single pass of the

file, and it also produces a nicely formatted

result.

—

Brad Stark

A simple program to print the

current screen automatically from
inside dBASE III Plus

PRINTSCR.BIN provides a simple way to

print the user’s display screen from inside

a dBASE III Plus program. It can be used

to create a report that is as flexible as a

screen, or it can be offered as a menu
choice. Just make sure DEBUG.COM is

on your path and enter

debug
n printscr.bin
e 100 cd 05 cb
r cx
3

w
q

Then, in your dBASE program, issue the

commands

LOAD printscr
CALL printscr
RELE MODULE printscr

whenever you wish to print the

screen.

—

Chris Allen; Coloma, Michigan
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esktop Laser Printer

Labels, guaranteed to feed

automatically from your paper

tray without melting or peeling

off inside your HR™ Apple!” or

other popular laser printer.

Ask for Avery Laser Printer

Labels (Product code #'s 5160

through 5165) wherever computer

and office supplies are sold.

Or call 1-800-535-3232 ext. 30

for a free sample

pack or the dealer

nearest you.

AVERY

PRODUCTIVITY

POWER USER

Hitting Shift-PrtSc to print a screen image

is easy enough in most cases, but this rou-

tine provides the capability of issuing this

command from inside a program—either

automatically or from a menu. This routine

also overcomes the limitation imposed by

some programs that shut off the Shift-

PrtSc key combination in case tbe user hits

it by accident. Finally, PRINTSCR.BIN
can be used while debugging to keep a re-

cord of a program’s process.

—

Brad Stark

A WordPerfectmacro that displays a

file directory as the initial screen

I rarely want to begin with a screen looking

like a “blank sheet of paper,” so Word-

Perfect's opening blank screen is some-

what bothersome. My solution is to deFine

a startup macro that does a “list Tiles”

when the program loads. I can then quick-

ly retrieve the existing Tile I want to work

on. However, in the event that I really do

want a blank sheet, tapping the Spacebar

brings up a blank screen.

I keep my WP software in a subdirec-

tory called WP and my documents in

WiKfILES. You’ll have to adjust the mac-

ro to fit your particular file setup. Enter the

keystrokes below to create STARTUP
.MAC:

<Ctrl-P10> Begin macro def.
STARTOP<CR> Call it STARTUP
<F5>«\WP\riLES<CR> CD to \WP\FILES
<CR> List current dir.
<Ctrl-F10> End macro def.

Now edit your AUTOEXEC.BAT file,

adding this line:

SET WP=/M-STARTUP

Reboot so the new AUTOEXEC takes ef-

fect and start WordPerfect as usual. You
will come up in the “list files” screen

ready to begin work.

—

Robert S. Kaplan:

Fairfax Station, Virginia

You can use this technique to make any

macro execute automatically upon starting

WordPerfect. If you don’t want it to hap-

pen every time, you can omit the SET step

and enter the command

WP /M-STARTUP

to invoke WordPerfect from the DOS
prompt.—/Vei'/y. Rubenking

A technique to initialize ten-

character dBASE memory variables

Fred Wampler’s tip, “Initializing dBASE
Variables” (Power User, October 27,

1987), is very useful, but it does not allow

the use of ten-character field names. This

can be a problem—especially if the first

nine characters of several different fields

are identical.

Fortunately, the folks at Ashton Tate

have provided a solution by allowing

memory variables to have the same names

as fields. The field name takes precedence,

but you can force dBASE to select the

memvar by using the m-> alias. For ex-

ample, suppose you have a field called

FIRST_NAME:

first name«fir8t_name
•initTalize memvar with field contents

REPL first name WITH fir8t_name
*R£PLace field with itself (wrong)

REPL first name WITH m->f ir8t_name
•REPLace field with memvar

Using the REPLace syntax above, and

simplifying tbe “?” command in Mr.

Wampler’s routine with the line below, al-

lows you to use all ten characters for field

names.

? "STOR" , fix, "TO", field name
^initialize memvar of That name

—Timothy M. Snyder; Glenside, Pennsyl-

vania

This will do the trick for ten-character

field names, though many programmers

avoid field names longer than nine charac-

ters because you can’t access them with a

macro. Further, it takes dBASE longer to

parse.

Here’s a puzzling spin-off Mr. Snyder

is right that whenever a symbol name is

used in a program, dBASE searches first in

that part of memory that holds the field

names of the current database. If not found

there, the program looks elsewhere to see

if you are referring to a memvar. By speci-

fying the m-> alias you’d think the pro-

gram would run faster, since it needn’t

search the field name list. But no. In test-

ing dBASE, FoxBASE, Clipper, and
DBXL, I found that specifying the m->
alias actually took a bit longer.

Tbe explanation for the slight slow-

aRCLE 204ONREADERSERVICECARD PC MAGAZINE
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At only ^299,

DesignCAD
is the simplest

way to get some very
sophisticated results.

The Features You’re Looking For

The options you normally have to purchase separately with other

CAD programs, aren’t options with DesignCAD. They’re built in.

In addition, DesignCAD’s
extensive file transfer utilities

allow you to read and write

different formats. DesignCAD
allows you to: transfer documents to

and from IGES, DXF, HPGL, transfer

to GEM and Postscript, and to read ASCII
text files and X.Y Coordinate files.

DesignCAD re-defines Compatibility

Virtually any printer, plotter or graphics

adapter compatible with IBM PC is compatible

with DesignCAD. DesignCAD is also

compatible with most other CAD systems,

large and small.

For all of the capability, compatibility and ease-of-

use you need in a CAD system, get DesignCAD — only
S299! See your local computer dealer, or contact:

•ivAmerican
Small Business Computers, Inc.

327 S. Mill St, Pryor, OK 74361
(918)825-4844 FAX 918-825-6359

Telex 9102400302

Call or write for a detailed brochure and a free demo disk.

You can spend thousands of dollars for a CAD software package without

getting the kind of power and performance that DesignCAD delivers for

only $299... complete! With the DesignCAD’s easy-to-use, easy-to-leam

single keystroke commands, you’ll be producing ultra-

sophisticated results in no time at all.

• True Auto
Dimensioning with

several formats
• Extensive layering

features

• Full zoom, pan and

rotate capabilities

• And many other features

• Expanded Memory Support
• Selection of Character Fonts
• Symbol library with over 500 symbols
• Bill of Materials utility

• Finest curve fitting in

the industry
• Extensive

snap features

CIRCLE 475 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Discover

SimpLAN^
The Intelligent Printer

Sharing Network

SimpLAN products provide low

cost networks for shared access to

printers and plotters. They are easy

to install and simple to use. Opera-
tion is transparent to the user, and
all of your applications will run

without modification. Buffering is

available, and special functions are

provided for automatic printer

selection, document separation,

paper change management, and
more. Multiple users and printers

can be accomodated.

Contactyour dealer or caU:

800-445-6190 or
408-746-2965 (in Calif.)

ASPCOMPUTER PKODUCTS, INC

1026 W. Maude Ave., Suite 305

Sunnyvale, California 94086

Fax:408-746-2803

PRODUCTIVITY

POWER USER

down is that using the m-> alias changes

the symbol name from a direct reference

into an expression that must be parsed

fust, and this takes longer than searching

through the field list. It follows that using

any unnecessary alias will slow the pro-

gram’s operation .—Brad Stark

Executing macros faster in

Microsoft Word with SuperKey

Microsoft Word macros are nice to have,

but they are somewhat slow in responding.

For those macros where response time

matters (cursor movement, for example),

you can use SuperKey instead. With

SuperKey loaded before Word. SuperKey

will monitor your keystrokes, interpreting

any that have been defined as macros in

SuperKey and passing all others on to

Word. You can even give the same key

macro definitions in both Word and Super-

Key without problems. If SuperKey is

loaded, you will get the SuperKey macro

when you type the key. If it's not loaded,

or if you use the backquote (skip com-

mand) before typing the key, you will get

the Word macro .—Mike Pandolfo; Mas-

pelh. New York

The only problem you will run into with

SuperKey loaded is that you won’t be able

to use the Alt-key and numeric keypad to

enter the high-order characters. But you

can get around this by calling up the Super-

Key menu and typing OU (Options sus-

pend). When you’re done, use the Escape

Library Run command in Word to give the

command

KEY /OU

to turn the suspend option off again. Even

better, put the command in the following

macro;

<esc>lrc
: \superxey\key /ou<enter>

This macro assumes that SuperKey is on

drive C: in the directory SuperKey. Call it

SKEYON. Then, when you want to turn

SuperKey back on, type

SKEYON <F3>

Word will give the command automatical-

ly, and you will be returned to your docu-

ment.—M. David Stone

Productivity Tip

You can speed up your work in WordPer-

fect by loading all of the programs into

memory. Normally WP leaves about 1 20K
of data files and overlays on the disk, but if

you type “/R" on the command line

(“WP /R”, for example) it will load them

all into RAM.—Nei/J. Rubenking

Productivity Tip

Ctrl-X ( ‘X) can be substituted for any sin-

gle character in WordPerfect searches. To
enter it, press -V' X. The display will look

something like

-> Srch: s*Xark

This would find “shark" or “spark,” for

example.

—

NeilJ. Rubenking

Productivity Tip

The dBASE label generator allows a usual-

ly ample 60 characters to define each line,

but if your expression involves HP’s and

SUBSTR’s, you can quickly tun out of

room.

A simple shortcut is to define a memory
variable, S, as one space. In the example

below (which should be entered as a single

line), it saves ten spaces. Both LABEL
and REPORT FORMS will accept memo-
ry variables, though dBASE will reject

macros.

( s-i-pre ) - ( s-i-fn ) - ( s+ln )
-

IIF(suff>s, (s+suff ) , )

—Brad Stark

Share Your Power

Tell fellow users about your latest techni-

cal tips for hardware and software applica-

tions (other than spreadsheets, networks,

languages, or DOS) through Power User,

and we’ll pay you $50 or mote for your

trouble, plus an extra $25 if you submit

your letter on a disk. If you send a disk,

please include a printout. Mail your contri-

butions to Power User, PC Magazine, One
Park Avenue, New York, NY i(X)l6. SS
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The Most Important Question You
Should Answer Before Buying Any Single
User Accounting Software Program.
As your business grows you need to add more integrated terminals to your system.
Will your accounting software program have upgradeability to 3.1 DOS with complete
record and file locking functions?

Multiuser processing is a completely different environment than the single user. The
vast majority of single user accounting software programs are incapable of

upgradeability to complete record and file locking functions. COUGAR MOUNTAIN'S
ACT 1 was designed from inception to have upgradeability to 3.1 DOS, giving you
unlimited growth potential. All data files are automatically upgradeable to the
multiuser version.

/IGTil

ONLY

®1 3950
Plus S1 1.SO Shipping & Handling

/ICTil
Awarded

Here’s more reasons why ACT 1 has become the industry standard and why thousands
of users are selecting, and changing to, ACT 1.

GENERAL FEATURES
"LOOKUP" Windows throughout.

Menu driven with 2 help references.

Multi company and report generator.

Sample data files included.

Complete audit trad.

All modules can post to multit^e profit centers.

PuHy integrated with single source entry.

Date sensitive user-defined fiscal calendar.

User dehned financial reports.

User can design checks, invoices, statements & W-2s.
User defined chart of accounts, account numbers &
stock numbers up to 15 tfphanumencs.

GENERAL LEDGER
Allows for multi company ledgers.

Unlimited multi-level accounts for departmentalized
reporting.

Allows recurring journal entries.

User can process transactions 3 periods into next

year.

Allows budgeting.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
Open invoice and/or balance forward.

Allows unapplied payments

Prints statements.
Handles recurring accounts receivable.

Supports partial payments & finance charges.

Allows unapplied credit memos.
Up to 5 user-defined aging periods.

Mailing labels & reports with 7 different sorts.

INVENTORY
Supports; LIPO. PIPO. weighted averages & standard

cost.

Supports markup, margin or list.

Allows up to 4 places to nght of decimal for unit cost

& price.

SALES INVOICING
Supports service or product onented businesses.

User defined tax tables including multiple sales taxes.

Prints packing slips.

Prints invoices.

Alerts user to customer exceeding credit limit

Sales history reports.

Automatic updating of inventory daily

AHows return credit memos.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
Can post to 200 general ledger expense accounts per

invoice.

Prints checks.

Automatically prepares payments.
Supports partial and handwntten checks.

Processes credit and debit memos.
Computes discounts and records discounts taken.

PAYROLL
Generates automatic payroll.

Provides up to B user-defined rates.

Allows post facto payroll

Allows distnbuuon of payroll expenses to user-defined

departments.
Benefits and deductions are calculated on fixed

amounts.
Hourly amounts, percentage of gross or variable.

Allows additions to gross which may be taxable,

nontaxable or partially taxed.

Handles 401 K & cafeteria

All tax tables easily upidated by the user.

Handles payroll draws, per diem pay, contract & piece

work, hourly and salary.

Handles 14) accounting.

Prints checks and W-2s.

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS
IBM PC4^ or compatible HARD DISK REQUIRED.

TO ORDER CALL (800 ) 344-2540 8:00-5:00 M5T Monday-Friday

UNCONDITIONAL 30 DAY MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE

applicable on all products bought directly

from COUGAR MOUNTAIN SOFTWARE.
Products must be returned in resaleable condition.

Restocking fee applicable.

ACT 1 series is UPGRADEABLE to ACT 2 series
which is multiuser for LANS S Networks. Data
files are automatically upgradeable.
Trademarks:

IBM • International Business Machines
MS • DOS Microsoft. Inc. PC - DOS IBM

Technical support is available via our Toll-Free

Telephone Number.

Training seminars available.

To order by mail send SI 39.5D plus $1 1 ,50 S&H to:

COUGAR^MOUNTAINs
S-O-F-T-W-A-R-E..

9609 Kootenai, Box 6886, Boise, Idaho 83707, 908-344-2540
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Wvejust soldour0
Seethingmu

It’s easy to see why the new Microsoft*

Mouse has already attracted quite a followii^

in less than a year.

Set loose on a PC, it helps users speed

throu^ hundreds of software programs hy

replacing time-consumingkeybo^ com-

mandswiththe simpledickofa finger. So even

advanced applications, like Microsoft Excel,

Microsoft Windows/2^, Windows/386, and

(Xtrmouseisbasedonthe

concept that peopleplauU
under their hand.^ we came
i^wUhanerpnomkdesigt
thatfits under thepalm cm

’’\f. Neoert

theirhandtoptamouse.

PageMaker* are easier to maneuver through.

AndwhilethisMousewas designedtobeef

up productivity, itwas also designedto fitcom-

fortably in your hand. With less wrist move-

ment and more pointing accuracy. And it will

happily go ahoutitsbusiness withouttheneed

for a mouse pad.

To make matters even more attractive,

weVe packed every Microsoft Mouse with a

choiceofsoftware. EitherEasyCAD™2, Micro-

softWindows 286 and PC P^tbrush* for

Windows, or Microsoft Paintbrush.

To get your hands on a Microsoft Mouse,

ask your nearest dealer for a demonstration.

And find outwhy they just keep multiplying.

hBaosott'
.VticrascA and the Nbanoft logoan regutmd tndemaila of Nlicnsoft CoipontKii. Eas)<lAO isa ttade^^
E%^ubcn CooMtiis. ftgbMaker ss a registend trademark of Aldus CoixTaticn f^tbnish u a legislered

trademark of Z^Corpoiation-Cop>Ti^t 19R8. MtcrDsoftCorporaUcfi. All rights tesenTd.

The trackii^ roller

is located imderyour

jin^insteadc^
^yourpalm. Thisffves

you incredible cmtrol
' whetheryou Vp moring

across the screen

or one at a time.





MagNetize Your PC
Join PC MagNet and gain instant access to

PCMagaz^'s utili&s and editorial staff.

PC MagNet is an on-line information service admin-

istered by CompuServe. S12.50 per hour lets you:

• Downlodid PCMagazine’s utilities

• Download files fix)m the Forum data libraries

• Ihlk to editors and columnists

• Trade tips with Petzold, Duncan, Dvorak, Manes,

and Seymour
Participate in focus groups with industry leaders

Coming soon:

PC M^Comm—the best way to call PC MagNet!

One Call Gets Von Started!

you don’t need to be i communkautons ez>

pert to take full advantage of PC MagNet’s

extraordinary benefits.

1.

Td subscribe, set your modem to 300 or

1,200 bps, 7 data bits, even parity, 1 stop

bit, and full duplex. Call one ofthe num-
ben listed:

Anabeiffl.CA (714)520-9724
Atlanu, GA (404)266-7014
BaiUmore, MD (301)254-7113

Boston, MA (617)542-1796
Chicago, H (312j 693-0330
dev^, OH (216) 771-6860

Dallas, TX (214)953-0212

Detroit, MI (313)255-9207

Houston, TX (713)462-0202

Los Angeles, CA.

.

Miami, FL
Mlnne^)Olls, MN

.

New NY . .

.

Newark, h[|

Philadelphia, PA .

nttsburgb, PA . .

.

SanDle^ CA . .

.

San hanclsco, CA
Seattle, WA
St. Louis, MO....
WuhingUm, DC .

.(213)739-8906
. .(305) 266-0231

. .(612) 342-2207

.(212)422-8820

..(201)624-6565

,.(215)977-9758

..(412)391-7732

. .(619) 283-6091

,.(4l5j 956-4191

..(206)241-9111

..(314)241-3102

..(202)388-4280

(Note: After you have become a member,

you can locate a local telepbooe access

number, or 2400 bps service, by typing

GO PHONES at the 1 prompt.)

2.

When you receive a Connect or Carrier

Detected message, enter C^rt-C.

3. At the USER ID pnxnpt, enter 177000,

500a
4. At the PASSWORD prompt, enter
K'MAGNET and press Enter.

5. At the Enter Agreement Number prmnpt,

enter Z10D8815.

6. Redster your name and provide billti^

Ini^ation.

7. Your personal User ID number and
passw^ will be displayed at the end

the subscription process. Please record

them in a secure place.

8. A new password will arrive in the mall

within 10 days to confirm your subscrip-

tion.

There are no connect charges for PC
MagNet during the subscription process.



PRODUCTIVITY

EDITED BY ROBERT L. HUMMEL

Languages
A simple way to convert real numbersfrom 6 to 8 bytes in Turbo Pascal; passing Pascal

procedures as parameters; copyingfiles easily in QuickBASIC.

A smarter and faster method of

copying files in QuickBASIC

I agree with Steve Greiner (Languages,

October 13, 1987) that using the BASIC
SHELL statement to copy files is less than

ideal. However, the fact that BASIC can-

not trap errors is the real problem. If an er-

ror does occur, DOS simply deposits an er-

ror message on the monitor and leaves

BASIC poised for disaster. If the user

chooses Abort, the program will crash and

abandon any files left open. Mr. Greiner’s

FILECOPY.BAS is an acceptable ap-

proach, but execution time is roughly three

times longer than that of DOS

.

HLECOPY.ASM (Figure 1) adds fast,

intelligent file-copying capabilities to the

QuickBASIC arsenal. The program recog-

nizes and reports all noncritical errors that

might occur—invalid pathnames, source

files that do not exist, read-only target

files, and full disks. For simplicity, (^ick-

BASIC maintains control of critical errors

such as open drive doors—Jonalhan R.

Conrad; Baltimore , Maryland

This is a fast and elegant solution to an

otherwise messy problem. I’ve never been

a fan of the SHELL command anyway be-

cause it has so many limitations. For start-

ers, a QuickBASIC program that uses

SHELL will hang when it ends unless

DOS 3.0 or later is being used. Moreover,

if COMMAND.COM isn’t available.

trilaCopy.ASH - cepl«« a aourea tlla to a tar^at (ila.
twrlttao by J. R. Conrad, Baltiiwra, KO

1) Aaaaitbla rilac^y.Aaa (o rilacopy.ob)
2) uaa lulldLib to add rilacopy.ob] to UaarLib.eita

Baiic Syntax!
Mtarai

Call rxlaCopydnrilat, OutyilaS, BuffarS, BrrCodati.
tnrtlaS aourca path and filanaata,
Outrilat * tar^at path and filanaca,
kuffart * blank atrinq |(4 < Lan < }2Ttl)
trrCedat 1 If aourca path not found

2 if aourca fila not found (2 not uaad)
4 If aourca ftla la a dlractery
5 if aourca fila net accaaalbla
< if tarpat path not found
T if tarpat filanaM ia invalid
• if tarpat diraetory is full
* if tarpat fila ia a directory

It if tarpat fila ia raad-only
11 if tarpat fila net accaaalbla
12 if tarpat disk la full
12 if lanpth of BuffarS < <5 bytaa

Hotasi 1| Critical arrera aust ba eapturad with OB Error,
2) Always raantar with CrrCedat -1 aftar critical arrora.

coda aapaant Byta rubiie ‘Coda’
Aaauaa csscoda
Public PilaCopy

PilaCopy
Bapim
Sourca_HaAdla
Tarpat_iiandla
Buffar''sira
Bytaa Read
rila_Tiaa
Pila~Oata
Root Teat

Proc Par
JBp Start
ow s

OH S

ON S

DM S

DM 7
DM t

DB

i bocal data tollowar

Starts Puah BP
Hov BP.SP
MOV AX.M
MOV ES.Ak
Xer BX.BX
Cld

tsava BP.
jOat stack pointer to pacaitetors.

I Insure ts • o«.

tSaro error coda.
{Forward strinp primitivas.

MOV
cap
Jna
Jap

check Buffari Mov
cap
Ja
MOV
Jav

opan_seuroai hov

Call

sourca_£rr{

Jne
Call
Ja
ine
jap

1

word ptr |SI).-1
Check Buffer
Cloaa~Pilaa
S1.|BP»SI
Nord Ptr (St 1,44
Open Source
bx,i7
cloaa^rilas

iRaeovar freai critical arrorT
>lf ErrCodaa > -1,

{ than cloaa open files froa
i pravtoua call.
{Make aura buffer is bip anouphi
I is it lonpar than (4 chart
itf SO, than continue.
lElaa, sat ErrCodat and return.

AX.tSI}
Buffer Sisa.AX
ox.(si«a}
st,tap*}2|
BX,1
Load Pile
AX. IDSSh
21h
Opan_Tarpat
Pind~Err
Source Err
BX
cloaa_Pilaa

{Save buffer site.

IDX a offset of BuffarS
{Point SZ to inPllaS.
{tnit error coda.
{Convert to Asctit.
{Rapuaat Open File (read-only).

{Did an error occur?
;tf so. run t?ta error analysia.
{ If EF. error was found.

{ Elsa, accaaa denied.

Push
int

Pop
MOV
MOV
call

lot
Jne
Call
JO
Ja
inc
Test
Ja
IBC

Sourca_Randla. AX
BX.iUC
AX.StSSh

21h
Fila TiMs.cx
rila~Data,ox
DX
sz.|Br*isi
BX.4
Load File
AR,2Ch
ex.s
21h
Prop C^>y
Flnd'Err
Tarpat_Ecr
Tarpat'Err
BX

{Sava the aourca file handle.
{Sava fila handle in BX

{Sava buffers address in DX
{dot source file's data and tisto

{ save thaai

{ internally
{Ratriava ox
{Point St to outFilaS.

(Convert to Ascilt.
(Rapuast Craata/Claar Filai
{ tarpat is noraal fila.

I do it.
{Did an error occur?
Ilf so. run the error analysis)
{ Zf CF, directory is full.
{ tf EP, error was found.

AX.l
¥ar9at_Srr
BX
Cloaa_Pilaa

Elsa, if ItOT (attribute AND 1),
tarpat ia read-only.

Elsa, access denied.

(amiinursi

Figure 1 : An assemblerprogram lo copyfiles quicklyfrom within QuickBASIC.
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LANGUAGES

'ril*Copy.BM - dMwnatratlm of tho riloCopy.Xta routino

On Brror Ooto Diaksrr *MDtT handlo erltieal orrora aod
rilacepy to eloaa aourea

zoput *Bntar tba aoarea filai *, Zarllal
Input 'Botar tba targat fllai OutFilal

rraa mc"')
ze rraa > 33l4f rbao

puffarf > «p*ea$037«3)
llaa

•uffar$ spacoKrraa - 13)
Bnd Zf

Call rilaCopy(Znrila|, Outrllat, Puffarl, BrrCodat)

frint
Zf irrcotUt Than 'did rilaCopy datact any arrora?

rriat -SRKOKi “t
aalact Caaa crrcedat
Caaa 1

Nag! • 'Sourea path oannet ba found.*
Caaa 3

Mag< B *aourea flla doaa not axiat.*
Caaa 4

Mag$ *tourea fila la a diraetory.*
caaa S

Hagl B *tourca fila eannot ba aeeaaaad.*
caaa 6

Mag$ B “Targat path oannot ba found.*
Caaa 7

Hag$ B oTargat filanaaa ia invalid.*
caaa B

Magi B •gargat diraetory ia fall.*
caaa I

Hagl • "Targat fila la a diraetory.*
caaa IB

Magi • *Targot fila ia raad-ooly.*
caaa 11

Magi B •Taxgat fila eannot ba aeeaaaad.*
caaa 13

Magi B •Targat diak ia full.*
caaa 13

Magi • *Mot enough atcing apaea for copy buffer.*
Bnd Balaot
Print Magi

llaa
print **ueeaaafnl eoaplation.*

Bnd Zf

Oonai
Buffarl B •• *fraa up tba Boaory uaad by »uffar|
Bnd

Diaksrrt 'prograat will arriaa bare if a critical error occurred

'call Pilac^y again to eleoa any open filaa

print ** oca eritieal error oecorad - chaek tba diak and diak drive.*
Call FilaCepr(Znrila|, OotPilal, Bnffarl, -it)

'oaa bow big a buffer wa can naka
'raaarva 3 • 14 bytaa far fila nanaa

Figure 2: The BASIC demofor using FILECOPY.ASM

.

SHELL will cause an Illegal Function Call

error, which will befuddle most people us-

ing the program.

It is important to understand that if a

DOS critic^ error occurs (open drive door,

unformatted disk, etc.), then you must call

FileCopy again to close any files that may
still be open. Mr. Conrad has provided for

critical errors by using the EtiCode% vari-

able as a flag for just this purpose. Simply

set ErtCode% to —1 within your error-

handling routine, and call FileCopy again.

This is illustrated in the FILECOPY.BAS
demonstration program shown in Figure 2

above .—Ethan Winer

Calculating which Pascal

procedures are called at runtime

Turbo Pascal, Version 3.0, doesn’t allow

functions or procedures passed as parame-

ters. If you want your program to be able to

calculate which function or procedure to

call, you usually need a CASE statement.

This can, in some situations, cause signifi-

cant overhead.

However, TP3 does allow direct mem-
ory accessing of the code segment. The ac-

companying program (Figure 3) illustrates

a method to decide at mntime which pro-

cedure to call , without the big CASE state-

ment.

PC MAGAZINE SEPTEMBER13,
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YOURnVORin KEYBOARD!
GUARANIEED!
25%SMAILERroOfPRINT.

That's right. Guaranteed.

Right off the bat,^'re going to

wonder what to do with all that extra

desk space. Then you’ll start typing

and you won’t believe it.

If it sounds like we’re excited about our

new keyboard, you’re right.

As soon as you get your new ZEOS'/RS
keyboard, sit down and plug it in.

The first thing you’ll notice is a lot of

extra space on your desk. The ZEOS/RS
(Reduced Size) keyboard is more than 25%
smaller than regular 101 Enhanced key-

boards yet it features the standard key sizes

and layout.

Now start typing.

Can you believe it! That’s what we’re talk-

ing about.

If you don’t agree this is the best feeling

keyboard you’ve ever used, return it within

30 days for a full refund.

Arid that fantastic ZEOS Tactile/CIick

feel isn’t the only thing you’ll notice. This
keyboard is what speed typing is all about.

Our new multi key ro/iwer feature can han-

dle typing speeds in excess of 100 words

per minute.

You not only get the best keyboard made,
but you also get that extra ZEOS value. Like

an anti-static dust cover at no additional

charge. Our famous ZEOS Full Year

\^fer™ty, toll free technical support and
Expedited Replacement policy are yours too.

Start enjoying your new ZEOS/RS key
board right away. Order yours now!

OHIY $79.95
The ZEOS/RS Keyboard,
Check These Features!

25% smaller footprint than

regular 101 Enhanced keyboards, yet

standord key size and spacing.

Multi-key rollover every speed typist

will love.

Superb Mechanical Tactile feel with

the perfect "Click."

Fully XT/AT and P$/2 compatible.

• 30 day full money back guarantee and

one year warran^. Anti-static dust

cover included at no additional charge.

ORDER NOW TOU FREE
800-423-5891

open days, evenings and iveekends.

FAX Orders Dial: 612-633-23I0

In Minnesota Call: 612S33-4591

MasterCard, V7SA and C.O.D.

SMSIhAimueNW.Sl.ftml. MN 55112

Se hahla Espailol.

CIRCLE 723 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A Spatial Not# from Hio

Prasidoirt of SOS lntam<rtioiial:

Why sell our own keyboard?

Wfell, as you pnrbably know, ZEOS
makes some of the best '286 and ’386 com-
puter systems around. \\fe sell thousands

of them.

Not too long ago we started to notice

something. People who bought computers
from us were cdling back to order extra key-

boards. We decided to call and find out why.

These customers tdd us they love our

computers (which we figured) but they love

our keyboards too! They were actirally going

around replacing the keyboards on other

brands of computers they already owned.
They were switching everything to ZEOS
keyboards!

We figured other people might like to

replace their old keyboards too. That’s why
we ran this ad.

I am personally asking you to give this

keyboard a try. If you don’t like it, we’ll refund

every dime you paid. Guaranteed.

GrM Herrick, President

ZE()S International, Ltd.

(lease add $5.01) (nr shippiiiK & handlii^. Viur ZEOS keyboard comes with (he standard 6' oiled cable. Htr an additional 10' cable exlension ll6' total) add $10.00. ZEOS keybtards use the startdard
m.S type oeinerliir as do m.nU compatibles. If you're not sure. cioiMct your cconpuler retailer. Kir l*S '2 style connectors add $15.00

XT. AT and !’S/2are Inidemaixs o( IBM Corporation. lYicvsaie sub^e^ tochanfte whbout ncAice. CaU«>rc<an|^e warranty details- Available in 12 lanKuaees. call to verify sbKdt.
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LANGUAGES

The method works as follows: If we
look at the compilers’ output at assembly

level, we find that TP3 starts every prrx:e-

dure with the following statements (shown

disassembled):

; PROCEDURE Foo

0 5S PUSH BP

1 BB EC MOV BP,SP
3 55 PUSH BP
4 E9 00 00 JMP ; to the next itatement

Now, the address that 1 have labeled as ad-

dress zero is the offset of the procedure

(Ofs(Foo)). The memory location that

holds the offset for the jump is ofs(Foo) -I-

5. The offset is normally always zero, so

execution just jumps to the next instruc-

tion. If we write some other value to that

place, execution jumps to that place in-

stead.

The value to use is the difference be-

tween the location of the next instruction

and the location of the desired destination.

In the above there is no difference, so the

value is zero. Suppose we want to execute

procedure Bar when Foo is called. Then

the jump should useofs(bar) — ofs(Foo).

In the accompanying example (Figure

3) the main program calls four pnxredures

in a loop. iWiedure DoCall calls one of

the four procedures using the method de-

scribed. DoCall writes the offset value in

procedure Dummy and then calls Dummy.
The jump instruction in the beginning of

Dummy transfers execution to the begin-

ning of the desired procedure body. (If we
want to change the calling order of the pro-

cedures, we need only shuffle values in the

array of offsets.)

—

Juha Kuusama: Espoo,

Finland

Note that the dummy prtxredure and all

the selected procedures must have argu-

ments of exactly the same size and num-

ber. Just for variety, I changed the argu-

ment of the third procedure to an array of 2

bytes instead of an integer. The high byte

is a 1 , the low 44, and 1*256 + 44 = 300,

which is the integer value we passed to the

procedure.

—

NeilJ. Rubenking

Converting real numbers from 6 to

8 bytes in 'Turbo Pascal

Turbo Pascal stores real numbers in a dif-

ferent format than Turbo-87, which uses

the IEEE standard. Because each version

can only read real number files in its own
format, it is impossible to read Turbo data

files directly with Turbo-87 or vice versa.

The Turbo manual’s solution is to write

a Turbo program to read files with Turbo

Reals and write them to an ASCII file.

Then, write a Tutbo-87 program to read

the ASCII file and write the numbers in

Turbo-87 format. Two additional pro-

grams would be needed to perform the re-

verse conversions.

The solution I chose uses BlockRead to

read either type of file. 1 wrote two proce-

dures, RFromb and RFrom8 (real from 6

and real from 8), to convert numbers from

one format to the other. The program
shown in Figure 4 then uses BlockWrite to

write the file in the new format.

The conversion is based on the follow-

ing formats for real numbers:

For Turbo (starting with Most Signifi-

cant Bit):

bit 47 : sign

bits 46-8 : mantis,sa

bits 7-0 : exponent

For Turbo-87 (.starting with Most Sig-

nificant Bit):

bit 63 : sign

bits 62-52 : exponent

bits 5 1-0: mantissa

All mantissas are normalized (i.e. , con-

verted to binary scientific notation, e.g.,

1.0010101 E 101). Because the first digit

of the normalized mantissa is always I,

neither Turbo nor Turbo-87 stores it. Both

formats store the sign bit in bit 7 of the

most significant byte. Both formats store

PROGRAM ProcParmOeino;
TYPE
BArray - ARRAY [ B . , 1 ] OF Byte

;

VAR
offsets : ARRAY [1.. 4] OF Integer;
N : Integer;

PROCEDURE firsttx : Integer);
BEGIN WriteLn(X, ' The flrstl'); END;

PROCEDURE second(X : Integer);
BEGIN NrlteLn(X, ' The second!'); END;

PROCEDURE third ( B : Barray )

;

BEGIN WriteLnlBjl] :3, B(0):3, ' The thirdi'); END;

PROCEDURE fourth(X ; Integer);
BEGIN NrIteLntX, ' The fourth! '); END;

PROCEDURE dummytx : Integer);
{ Procedure DoCall modifies the machine level code
of this procedure, }

BEGIN
END;

PROCEDURE Init; { Initialize the offset array }

BEGIN
Offsets[l] != ofs(first) - ofs(dummy);
Offsets[2] Ofafsecond) - Ofs(dummy);
offsets(3] 1 " ofs(third) - ofs(dummy);
Offsets(4] Ofs(fourtb) - ofs(dummy);

END;

PROCEDURE docall(I : Integer);
{ Transfer control to subroutine number I }

BEGIN
MemH[CSeg:Ofs(Dummy)+5] offsetsfl];
dummy(I*100)

;

END;

BEGIN { main }

Init;
FOR N := 1 TO 4 DO docall(N);

END.

Figure 3: 4 version ofprocedureparametersfor Turbo Pascal, Version 3.0.
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(»»> OR (fauffarin[S} SHR S)>;

FKOQMH eonvactri
(MKonatratas eonvcraion of Turbo and Turbo-17 ro«l nunbora FOR i ! 4 DOHRTO 1 DO
or Vico voraa ualnB rfroat and rfroal) buffarout(i) ;• Lo{ (buffarin| 1+1 )

SRL 3) or (l»uffarin|i) shr 5));
U«SS CUT; END;

{• MOTEi Dolata tha lino abova for uaa Id Turbo Paaeal 3.B. Tha
proBraai worka aa ia in TP4. •> PROCEDURE Cbackvaraion;

TTPl BBQXN
buffi • A]liuy[*..5l or Byta; CASE sitaOfiRaal) OP
buffi • AJWATlI..?] OF Byta; 6 1 Xal7 1* Palaa;
atrll * smiNCiei]; 1 1 Ia87 1- Trua;

VAIt 11 1 BEGIN
aaurcalangtb, daatlan^th. KrltaLn) ' you cannot uaa thia procadura with turbobco');

1. kctualKaad i tntagar; Malt;
aeureanaaia, daatnaiia : atrll; END;

print 1 Char; END;

r 1 Raal; END;

fi. fo i PILE:
iil7 1 Boolaan; BEGIN
buffari 1 AiwAy[i..iiii] or buffi; clrscr;
buffarl 1 AftRAy[l..lllli or buffi; ChaekVaraion;

HritaLn) ‘COMVERTR eraataa filaa with 1 byta raal nuabara froa filaa with');
PROCEDURE rfroAlfbuffarin i buffi; VAR buffareut t buffi); MritaLD(*l byta raal oua^ra, or viea varaa.*);
VAR HritaLn;

1, ax t intaqar; XP Xal7 THEN HritaLnCYou ara running TURBO- 17, COM '

>

BESIH ELSE trcitaLo( *Tou ara running plain TURBO.com’))
PillCharfbuffareut, 1, 1;; NritaLn;

REPEAT
{if nuabaral than axit) MritaCOeaa tha aourea fila hava 1 or I byta raal nuabaraP *);

IP buffarinjlj > 1 TEEM Exit; RaadLn ( aourealangtb)

;

UHTXL aourcaLangth IN [1, );
{cbanga to 1117 offaat <-12**il23) and rapoaition for 1117} XP aourealangtb • 1 TBEN daatlangth <• 1 D.BE daatlangtb <* 1;
ax ! (buffarini 1 ]«I94) BHL 4;

{ova tha aign bit and hi part of axponant) Nrita( 'Sourca fila naiaa? ’); RaadLn(aoureanaM))
buffarautl7) ; LpO( (buffarin[5] AMD 131) OR Bi(ax||i WritaCDaatination fila nasw? '); HaadlJi(doBtnaM);

{ova tha le part of axponant and part of »antiaaa) Writa( 'Oiaplay all raal nuibara on seraan (y/n)7 ');

buffarout{l) ;• Lo(LO(ax) or (buffariniS] SHR 3 AMD IS)); RaadLn(print)}
print i« UpCaaa(print))

FOR i I- S DcaWTO 3 DO
buffarout(i) to( (buf fariO(i ) SHL $) OR (buffarin[i-l] SHR 3 >; Aaaign<fi, aourcanaM)) Raaat(fi, aourealangth);

Aaaign(fo, daatnaaia); Rawrita(fo, daatlangth);
buffarout[l| ;> LO((buffarin|l] 8BL S) (or l> );

END; REPEAT
IP aourealangtb > 1 THEN

PROCEDURE rfroaiKbuffarin t buffi; VAR buffarout i buffi); BEGIN
VAR Bloe)iltaad(fi, buffarl, 1111, AetualRaad);

i, ax 1 Xntagar; FOR i 1 TO AetualRaad DO rfroa;l(buffarl(i), buffarl|l))i
BECIH Bloe)(Wrlta(fo, buffarl, AetualRaad))

riIlChar(buffarout, 6, 1); END
ELSE

ax 1* ((buffarin|7) and X37) ssL 4) or (buffarin[l] SHR 4); BEGIN
(if axponant ia 1, nuabar ia I) Bloc]Utaad(fl, buffarl, 1111, AetualRaad);
IP ax • 1 THEN Exit; POD i ; 1 TO AetualRaad DO rfroBl|buffarl[i], buffarl|i)))

Bloe)(Nxita(fe, buffarl, AetualRaad);
(changa to turbo offaat (-1133+129), daal with out of ranga nuabara) END)
ax > ax-894; IP print • 'T* THEN
IP ax < 1 TKER Exit; POR i >a 1 TO JtetualRaad DO
IP ax > 29S THEM BEOXN
BEGIN IP xal7 THEM Mova(buffarB[i), r, 1)

r 1- la37: ELSE Mova{buffarl|i], r. I)|
Exit; trritaLn(r))

END; END;
buffarout(l| Lo(ax); UNTIL AetualRaad - 1;

Closa<fi) ;

(nova tha aign bit and part of Bantiaaa) Cleaa(fo);
buffarout(9] LO( (buf farin( 7 )

AND 131) OR <buffarin(l) AND 15 SHL 3) END.

Figure*: A program that demonsiraiesconvemngfrom6-byie 10 8-byie Reals and vice versa.
|

only positive exponents: Turbo adds an

offset of 129 to the binary exponent, while

Turbo-87 uses an offset of 1023.

The two conversion procedures use Shr

and Shi to move the mantissa bits from one

format to the other. Naturally, you lose

some precision in going from Turbo-87 to

Turbo format. Processing an exponent in-

volves ( 1 ) converting it to an integer, (2)

adjusting its offset, and (3) moving it to the

new format. Because of the different

ranges of numbers allowed, the RFromb
procedure converts large numbers
to +/— 1E37 and small numbers to 0.

You can use these procedures in many
other ways, most notably to write pro-

grams that can use either Turbo or Turbo-

87 files.

—

Robert Simons: Berkeley, Cali-

Figure 5: A program to make sample datafilesfor the conversionprogram

.

I fornia

lie*)
(* NOTE: Comment out the line above and UN-comment out the line

below for use in TURBO 3.0. The program works as is in TURBO 4.0 *)

<• {$R+,C-} *»

PROGRAM Make^Real^Data;
VAR

”

R : real;
F : file of Real;

BEGIN
(• The following line is for plain TURBO 3.0 and 4.0 *)

R t- 1.2345678912E-37; asBign(P, ' 6DATA' )

;

(• The following line is for TURBO-87 *)

(*R 1.234567891234567E-50; aBSign(F, ' 8DATA' )
; *)

RcWrite(F);
REPEAT
Write(F,R)

;

R :« -10.0*R;
UNTIL Abs(R) > 1E37; (* plain TURBO 3.0 and 4.0 *)

{•UNTIL Aba(R) > 1E50;*) (* TURBO-87 •>

Clo8e(F);
END.
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An inside lookat

386valiaatound

The more you look into 386 compatibles, the more

you realize that well thought-out design innovations

(that really work] are few and far between.

That's why our engineers set out to design the

CV-386. They realized they could unlock more of the

chip s potential, if only they could speed up data retrieval,

without affecting system reliability.

INNER POWER
Here's how they did it: a high-speed RAM cache

circuit-a full 64K of superfast

memory-that puts your most fre-

quently accessed data right at your

fingertips. If you're ever involv^ in

processing complex databases, long

spreadsheets, or detailed engineer-

ing drawings, you'll see the value of

this innovation in a second. ..literally.

Best of all, the cache circuit

adually makes the GV-386 more reli-

able than other high-speed machines,

by sparing integrated circuits from

harsh overloading.

Our BBStson-lir>e24 hours

Cal! The Soft Stop at QI8-252-<)l37

Prices subiect to change

GV-386

Specifications

Available with l6MHz

or 20MHz CPU
Zero Wait States

64K Cache (keyboard

enabled)

I MB RAM on-board,

expandable to 4MB
Socketed for 80287 or

80387

I/O Bus runs at 8MHz for

hardware compatibility

Six 16-bit slots: TWo 8-bit

slots

Price: 20MHz systems start

atS2.750: 16MHz systems

as low as S2,375

QUALITY THROUGHOUT
Of course, our most important criterion when

designing our super compatible wasn't speed-it was

quality. Thke a look inside the GV-386 and you'll see it

everywhere: from the highest quality components avail-

able to the intelligent use of special CMOS RAM to store

system set-up information. On the outside, the fit and

finish of the GV-386 would make Big Blue green. Even the

user's manual has impressed users and reviewers alike.

We'd like to tell you more about
what went into the GV-386. Give us a

call and we ll give you the whole story.

Wb'll also tell you about our exclusive

30-Day Compatibility Guarantee, our

full One-Year Warranty and our toll-

free support service.

The GV-386 from PC Designs.

With design innovations this

advanced, at this price, it's an

open and shut case.

PCHE
Call us now at 1-800-32-BlTPC

(800-322-4872)

2500 N Hemlock Circle Broken Arrow OK 74012

•918-251-5550 (Fax 918-251-7057)

19 Rector Street, Suite 2705 New^brk NY 10006

• 212-514-7280 (Fax: 212-797-39731

CIRCLE 372 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Microsoft Press
Hardcore ComputerBooks

Availahle wherever hooks anil software are sold.

Or call in your credit card order. 800-638-3030 (In MD h24-7i0l)i. Refer to ad PM7S.

Book Code H6-9m7.

"No matter what your level ofprogramming e.vperi-

ence. you’llfind litis hook irreplaccahle when you

start to program in QuickBASIC.
"

Online Todat

Are you a programmer intrigued by Microsoft*

QuickBASIC? Now's the time to jump into this

hot new programming environment. MICROSOFT
QUICKBASIC— completely updated for version

4— is a great introduction to all the development

tools, features, and enhancements in Microsoft

QuickBASIC. And there's more. Six specially

designed, full-length programs— including a

database manager, an information-gathering and

data-analysis program, and a nifty chart pro-

gram— that highlight exciting language elements

and reinforce structured programming tech-

niques. MICROSOFT QUICKBASIC. The road

to QuickBASIC proficiency starts here.
$19.95

PRODUCTIVITY

LANGUAGES

I added a "version detector” to Mr. Si-

mons’s program—it’s easy, since each

version has a different size for its real num-
ber type. With the detector added, the pro-

gram can not only read files from either

version, it can mn under either version as

well. Figure 5 is a short program to create

data files so that you can try out the conver-

sion program. Note that in two places,

there are pairs of lines, one for Turtx) and

one for Turbo-87. Just comment out the

one that’s not appropriate for the version

you’re using.—Nell J. Rubertking

Brightening backgrounds on an XT
with CGA

Regarding the Test_High_lntensity_Back-

ground program (Languages, December

22, 198'7), I could not get the program to

function on an XT with CGA. The screen

would simply go blank until I ran another

program. I reviewed port 03D8h in the

Technical Reference manual and it states,

“This is a 6-bit output-only register (can-

not be read).” In view of this, I think the

places in procedure SetBlinkBit that at-

tempt to read that port ate wrong.

1 was able to get the program to func-

tion properly by changing procedure Set

BlinkBit as follows:

If Indicator = On
THEN Port[Control] :=$09
ELSE Port(Control] := $29;

—Kenneth Beaudrie; Denver, Colorado

That’s perfectly true. By sheer accident,

the program as shown works on my own
system and (I assume) that of the author.

But you cannot read the CRT Control port,

and the program as shown previously was

incorrect.

—

NeilJ. Rubenking

Speak Your Language

Share your knowledge of BASIC, C, Pas-

cal, FORTRAN, and COBOL with Lan-

guages readers, and we’ll pay you $50 or

more for any tips we print, plus an extra

$25 ifyou submit your letter on a disk. If

you send a disk, please include a printout.

Mail your contributions to Languages, PC
Magazine, One Park Avenue, New York,

NY 10016. OH
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60%
OFTHE
NATION’S
TOP CEOs
ADMIT

THEY HAVE
A DRUG
PROBLEM.

CEOs at 30 of America’s

top 50 companies have ac-

knowledged that they have drug
problems within their

organizations.

If you feel it’s time your

company faced up to its drug
problem, expert guidance is

available to help you compare
model drug programs, discuss

legal questions, and educate

your employees.

They have good reason for

concern. Research shows that

drug abuse severely cuts the

productivity of more than one-

sixth of the nation’s workforce.

Please call the National In-

stitute on Drug Abuse Work-
place Helpline for CEOs and
managers; 1-800-8A3-A971

.

From 9:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

eastern time Monday through

Friday.

So these executives have

taken two important steps.

First, they’ve made it corporate

policy not to tolerate drug use,

by anyone at any level of the

company. Second, they’re

offering help to drug users by
establishing employee educa-

tion, assistance, and drug
treatment referral programs.

PARTNERSHIP FOR A
DRUG-FREE AMERICA

You’ll be in good company.

DEPM-6II7



Presenting the Ricoh PC LASER 6000

personal p’inter.

At six pages per minute, it’s the perfect

tool for people who like to work, not to wait.

A printer that’ll give your input the kind of

output you’d expect from a machine four

times its size.

Its sleek, compact body measures in

at a mere 16 inches wide and 16.5 inches

deep.Which practically gives you the freedom

to place it just about anywhere in your office.

(However,we simply surest you put it next to

your PC.)

It also comes with its own printer

control language that’s supported by a variety

of popular softoe prc^rams. Add one

of our optional emulation cards, and your

choice of compatible software is virtually

unlimited.

The Ricoh PC LASER 6000 also has

one megabyte ofmemory (expandable to

two) so you can print the most sophisticated

desktop publishing graphics.

And best of all, it’s very affordable.

So, the next time you’re waiting

around for your current office printer to

print, look into buying a Ricoh PC LASER

6000 for yourself.

It’s a greatway to get out on your own.

R)r more information on the Ricoh PC

LASER 6000,call

1-800-H1-R1COH.
KD®®Ca
LASER PRINTERS

CIRCLE 749ON READER SERVICE CARD
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PR0DUCT1V[TY

ROBERT L. HUMMEL

PC TUTOR
Upgrading your machine to allow multitasking options; testing a batchfilefor missing

parameters; afiill explanation ofthe assemblerRET instruction

.

DiiTerences between the four forms
of the assembler RET instruction

Can you explain the use of the assembler

RET instruction when used with an oper-

and? For example, does RET 6 mean to re-

move 6 bytes or 6 words from the stack? If

it can be either, how can one tell? Also, ex-

plain how the FAR and NEAR procedures

affect the RET instruction with and with-

out an operand. Finally, can the operand

ever be odd?—Pavid Thompson: Olive-

hursl, California

The assembly language instructions

CALL and RET (return) are complemen-

tary parts of the same operation. Used to-

gether, they simplify access to subroutine

procedures much like their high-level lan-

guage counterparts. The CALL/RET pair

allows the normal program flow of execu-

tion to be interrupted and restored in a eon-

trolled manner. Although conceptually

very simple, the explanation ofCALL and

RET requires some background.

Inside the 8088 chip, the register pair

CS:IP points to the address of the next in-

struction a program will execute. The CS
(Code Segment) register points to the start

of a 64K block of memory. The IP (In-

struction Pointer) register contains the off-

set (in bytes) of the instruction from the

start of that 64K block. This type of ad-

dressing is known as segment:offset and is

required because of the segmented memo-
ry architecture of the 80xx family of

CPUs.
If the addresses of two areas in memory

are within 64K bytes of one another and

are described by the same segment (with

different offsets), they are termed NEAR
relative to each other. Two addresses that

are more than 64K bytes apart or that use

different segments are termed FAR. A
NEAR CALL transfers control to a new

offset relative to the current seg-

ment—changing the IP register, but not

the CS register. A FAR CALL changes

both. The RET instruction, the comple-

ment to the CALL instruction, also has a

NEAR and FAR form.

The segment doesn’t change when the

CALL instruction is used to transfer con-

trol to a NEAR address. Because of this,

only the offset from the start of the seg-

ment of the instruction following the

CALL need be saved. The offset, a word

(2-byte) address, is saved on the stack by

moving it to the memory position pointed

to by the SS (Stack Segment) and SP
(Stack Pointer) registers. Then, 2 bytes are

subtracted from the SP register to point

SS:SP to the next free stack position.

When a NEAR RET is eneountered, 2

bytes are added to the SP register and the

word located there is loaded into the IP

register. This returns control to the instruc-

tion following the CALL.
The process is similar for a FAR

CALL/I^T except that in addition to the

offset, the segment of the instruction fol-

lowing the CALL must be saved and re-

stored. In this case, 2 words (4 bytes) of

staek space are used to hold the segment

and offset return address. The segment is

placed on the stack first, followed by the

offset. A FAR RET removes the far ad-

dress from the stack and reloads the CS
and IP registers.

PASSING ON THE STACK DOS and

most other assembly language programs

generally use the CPU registers to pass pa-

rameters to and from operating system

functions. This is done because of the high

speed of register-to-register operations.

OS/2 and most high-level languages, like

C and FORTRAN, pass their parameters

on the stack using the PUSH instruction.

After the called procedure executes the

RET. the stack is cleaned by adjusting the

SP register to point to its original position.

The same number of bytes PUSHed is re-

moved by simple addition. (This is be-

cause the stack pointer grows smaller as

data is added.) For example, the following

code fragment might be used to call the

NEAR procedure FIND_AREA that cal-

culates a nwm's square footage.

MOV AX, [LENGTH]
PUSH AX
MOV BX, [WIDTH]
PUSH BX
CALL FIND AREA
ADD SP, 4

And the procedure might be represented as

FIND AREA PROC NEAR

RET
FIND_AREA ENDP

Remember that all data must be re-

moved from the stack in the reverse order
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PRODUCTIVITY

PROTKT
YOUR COPIES

OF PC

MAGAZINE
Make your collection of PCMagazine

0 handsome addition to your office or

home—andprotectandorganize your

copies foreasy reference!

PCMagazine Binders and Cases are

made of durable, luxury-look leather-

ette over quality binder board. Custom

designed for PCMagazine, every

order receives FREE transfer foil to

mark dates and volume numbers.

FOR nST SERVICE CAU
TOU-FREE 1-800-972-5858

MAGAZINE BINDERS

Hold your

issues on

individual

snop-on

rods. $9.95

eoch; 3 for

$27.95; 6 for $52.95

OPEN
BACK
CASES

Store your copies for

individual reference. $795

each; 3 for $21.95; 6 for $39.95,

Pleosesend Binders Coses Quantity

Poyment enclosed $ * Add $1 per cose/

binder for postoge & handling. (Outside USA. odd $2.50

per cose/binder ordered. US currency only.)

Chorge my:

Amex Visa Q MC (Minimum order $15.)

Cord No. .Exp. Date

Mr./MrsJM$
Rmw rrao f ul Noflw

Address
NprO la Number rieew

Oty_
I

I Sfote

retidenh odd 6% tofet tai.

PC TUTOR

that it was added. In the preceding exam-

ple. data is added First using the'PUSH in-

struction twice. Then, the CALL instruc-

tion places the offset of the instruction

following the CALL onto the stack and

transfers control to the procedure. The
RET in the routine FIND_AREA resets the

IP to point to the instruction following the

CALL. Finally, the 2 words (4 bytes) of

data are removed by the calling procedure

by adding a constant directly to the SP reg-

ister.

Each time the F1ND_AREA function is

called, the instructions to readjust the stack

will have to be included in the calling pro-

gram. Some code space can be saved if the

called procedure removes its own parame-

ters. But be warned, the following code

will not work.

FIND AREA PROC NEAR

ADD SP,4
RET
FIND_AREA ENDP

In this case, the two words being re-

moved from the stack by the ADD instruc-

tion ate the wrong two. The addition will

move the SP register by the correct

amount, but it will discard the return ad-

dress and one of the data parameters—the

last 2 words placed on the stack. The RET
instruction will then blithely load the value

of [LENGTH] into the IP register, trans-

ferring control at random, and your pro-

gram will most likely crash.

In order to accomplish the desired ef-

fect, the RET instruction provides an op-

tional form that accepts a parameter: a

number to add to SP after retrieving the

correct return address. T^e parameter is al-

ways specified in bytes, regardless of

whether the RET instruction is NEAR or

FAR. The FIND_AREA procedure could

then be coded correctly as

FIND AREA PROC NEAR

RET 4

FIND_AREA ENDP

STACK ALIGNMENT Because the

stack instructions store and retrieve data

exclusively in 1 6-bil words, the SP register

should always be even. This ensures that

all access lakes place on word boundaries.

If the SP is odd, two memory accesses will

be required tojetrieve each word, and pro-

gram execution will be retarded. And since

it is only possible to PUSH words, the pa-

rameter in the RET slaterrrent should al-

ways be even.

For trivia buffs and programmers who
write sorts and other time-critical code, the

only practical difference between a NEAR
and FAR RET is in the execution time. A
NEAR RET executes in 16 clock cycles

and a FAR RET requires 24. A NEAR
RET n uses up 20 clock cycles—the same

number as it takes to execute an ADD SP,

n instruction after a normal RET. But a

FAR RET n is specified as taking only 23

clock cycles, one less than without the pa-

rameter.

Productivity Tip

The absolute best reference for obtaining

technical information on IBM hardware

and software products has to be the IBM
Technical Directory. Available from

IBM, it lists over 100 technical publica-

tions covering topics from the IBM Mouse
to the PS/2 Model 80. To request a free

copy, simply call (800) IBM-PCTB.

Choosing an upgrade path to allow

multitasking options

I am planning to upgrade my PC so I can

do multitasking. Your April 12, 1988, PC
Tutor column has me wondering about the

wisdom of going the OS/2 route. Would I

be better off getting an 80386-based ma-

chine and using DOS 3.3 and Microsoft

Windowsl386?—Dale McIntyre; Center-

ville, Utah

One important thing your letter left un-

specified was exactly what programs you

want to multitask. This determines the best

course for an upgrade. For example, ifyou

simply want to be able to simultaneously

tun more than one of your current DOS ap-

plications, you should probably avoid the

OS/2 operating system,

OS/2 suffers from the same limitations

that come with the Windows environment:

PC MAGAZINE
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CXiis onlywins in three ofthem.

1. How East does it install.

have no ccxnpetition in this category LANlink SX installs

in about fifteen minutes, and it doesn’t take a Rchnician to do it

Since LANUnk 5X uses standard parallel or RS232 serial ports,

installing a network means little more than connecting the cat^e

and loading the sc^twaie.

With hardware LANs, installatlcm can easily take two days-

to sec it up and one to tweak it And it also takes scxneone
who really knows what he's doing. That is. someorK expensive.

How fast does it transmit.

C^tay this is the category we don't win; the hardware LANs
are gently a little quicker. At least, they are under carnal condi-

tions. which is how they rate themselves
But LANLlnk SX is pretty quick, toa Ac halfa megabit per second,

it's way out ahead any otl^ software LAN. and r^t at the heels

<rf the hardware types Which, of course, are Car mcxe expensive.

How fast does it maintain.
The real cost o( a network is rxx so much the initial price as it is

the continuing outlay fcx- maintenarKc-adapclng it kd changing needs
That's sOTiething LANLink SX does practicallY on its own.

Running under PC-MOS/386' or PC-DOS, it turns your server PC
Inm a multi-tasking ccxitroller. driving a truly expandable LAN that

is easily and quickly upgradable.

A hardware LAN. on the other harKl. becomes c^Dsoiete as new
technology is Introduced. And. K) keep the netwcxk up arxl running

as abdications change, ycu need the attentions of a technician, on
a continuing basis. A very well-paid technician.

;• How fast can you pay for it.

Now we've arrived at the bottom line, where LANLink SX Is

toughest to beat You can install a five-user LANLink network for

about the same cost as the LAN board in a boand-driven network.

On K)p of that. &cK>r in what ytxj save <xi installation and mainte-

nance time, arxl the difference is pretty dramatic.

LANUnk SX is available immediately and it comes with a money-
back guarantee. Its price of $595 includes a server and a satellite

module ^Ams the netwoiic operating

system. Additional satellites are avail-

able far $12S.

For compete details on the fast-

est sc^tware-driven network avail-

able. cal! 800-451-LINK.

LANUnk SX. Because three out

of four ain’t bad.

3577 Parkway Lane. Norcross GA 30092 (404) 446-5465 FAX (404) 263-6474

THE SOFTWARE LINK
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ONLY:
BECAUSE
YOU SEll
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THESE...

YOU SHOUID
SELL THIS...

If

Bring PC MAGAZINE, the

“silent salesman!’ into your

store and provide your cus-

tomers with clearly written com-
parative reviews of the heu’dware

and software you carry!

Knowledgeable PC users turn

to PC MAGAZINE 22 times a
year for in-depth evaluations con-

ducted by PC Labs, our indepen-

dent product testing leiboratory.

Increase the sales of your

inventory and earn additional

profits with PC MAGAZINE. For

more information on how you
can sell the profit leader, call

(212)503-5331 or write:

Chris Cherry—Retail Sales
Representative

Ziff-Davis Publishing Company
One Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016
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only programs that have been specifically

written to take advantage of unique proper-

ties of the environment can be multitasked.

Under OS/2, current DOS applications can

be ran, one at a time, in what is known as

the “DOS compatibility box.” (Or the

“penalty box," to PC pundits.) Since only

one program can be ran, you may as well

stick to DOS.
If you think that you would like a full-

screen graphics environment, menu-driv-

en windowing, and mouse interface, then

Microsoft Wimlows/386 may be a good

choice. But. again, unless your DOS ap-

plications have been written to take advan-

tage of the Windows environment, it’s go-

ing to be a forced fit. You'll be running

character-based applications in a graphics

mode and paying for it with a loss in gener-

al performance. You will gain the ability to

have more than a single DOS application

loaded at a time and you’ll be able to hot-

key between them.

If you like your current programs, be

they text or graphics, and all you want to

do is switch quickly from one program to

another without interrupting your work,

you may wish to consider VMI386. Like

Windowsl386, VM/386 is a “hypervisor”

program. VMI386 uses the “virtual 8086”

mode of the 80386 to create completely in-

dependent virtual machines. You can

spawn as many machines as you have

memory to support and tailor their config-

urations individually by specifying the

amount of conventional, extended, and

LIM memory allocated. Each virtual ma-

chine loads its own copy of DOS and can

have separate CONFIG.SYS and AU-
TOEXEC.BAT files. Pressing the Ctrl-

Alt-Del keys to reboot, or crashing a ma-

chine with software, will affect only the

current machine.

UPGRADING HARDWARE But great

software requires great hardware. If you

currently own a first-generation PC (a ma-

chine with an 8088 or 8086 as the CPU)
and feel you need mote computing power,

you should definitely upgrade. But just as

definitely, you shouldn’t even consider

buying a computer that is built around an

80286 chip. Limited by its early hardware

design, the 80286 doesn’t provide enough

support for a good multitasking operating

system.

T I v 1 T Y

Traditionally, most 80286-based ma-

chines have been used solely as fast PCs,

and will be limited in the future to running

only the 16-bit versions of OS/2. The
80386 microprocessor, however, is a

whole new ball game. An improved chip

design, higher clock speeds, and the abili-

ty to move data in 32-bit chunks combine

to put the computing power of a main-

frame on your desktop.

In addition to being able to run all

80286 operating systems and software, the

80386 provides two major enhancements

over the 80286: a built-in memory-man-

agement and paging system and 32-bil op-

erations and data types. Applications de-

signed to take advantage of the 32-bit

mode of the 80386 will provide a clear up-

grade path and not just an incremental

change.

Determining ifa batch file is missing

a parameter

In an MS-EXDS batch file, is there any way
ofchecking whether the value of a replace-

able parameter is missing?

—

Howard
Fairman; Mount Royal, Quebec, Canada

To determine if a replaceable parameter in

a batch file is empty or missing, simply

add an extra character to each side of the

equality test. The following batch file

demonstrates the technique.

IF %1 I == 1 GOTO LABELl
ECHO PARAMETER OKAY
GOTO END
:LABELl
ECHO PARAMETER MISSING
:END

Ask the PC Tutor

The PC Tutor solves practical problems

and explains points of general interest

about using your hardware and software

more productively, and answers basic

questions about DOS and systems in gen-

eral. To see your questions answered here,

drop a line to PC Tutor, PC Magazine,

One Park Avenue, New York, NY 1(X)I6.

We’re sorry, but we cannot answer ques-

tions personally. [iS
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FlU IN THE INFORM/mON GAPS
IN YOUR PC MAGAZINE LIGRARY
Complete your library of IBM-Standard reference information

with back issues ofK MAGAZINE.

3/29/88—Power to Go;

12 New Portables Hit

The Road—Pick Your

Price And Performance;

IBM's super-hi-res PS/2

display adapter; 14

Hign-Resolution, Big-

Screen Monitors For

Desktop Publishing And
All Applications; Con-

nectivity labs tests the

Meridian LANStar PC;

C-Scape; CALC function

explained: A PC/IAN up-

date-, more.

3/15/88—Great graph-

ics at your fingertips:

PC Labs tests 7 PS/i
add-in memory boards-,

10 top charting pack-

ages; 18 integrated word

rocessors examined:

aserJet II font han-
dling; C's scant function

explained: tax prepara-

tion software; real-time

images for big screens;

FREl Asprn printing

utility; more.

2/29/88-PC labs tests

55 word processors;

1987 tax prep software;

IBM's 20-MHz PS/2
Model 80 benchmarked:

living with laser
printers; keyboard moni-

tors under OS/2; 1-^3

competitor Surpass; PC
Macterm; Primetime Per-

sonal time-man^ement
software; OS/2
ThinkTank upgrade; Con-

nex comm software-,

more.

2/16/88-PC Labs tests

21 AT clones priced
under $2,000; master-

ing laser printing; 14

bargain spreadsheets;

new mice from Micro-

soft and Logitech; the

first 5 VGA add-in cards;

Univation's LifeNet; l^R

calculator emulation
programs: Colorscan/2:

understanding OS/2 key-

board; FRElRun pro-

gram; more.

1/26/88-fBM's OS/2 re-

viewed; PC Labs tests

20-MHz Deskpro; do-it-

yourself 386s; 17 Lotus

1-2-3 add-ins; add-ins

for word processors, da-

tabase management,
and printing/graphics/

utilities; sharing laser

printers; Turbo rascal

4.0; music programs; 6

new FAX boards exam-

ined; FREE Paint pro-

gram; more.

1/12/88-THE BEST OF
1987—4th Annual Best

& Worst Editors' Per-

sonal Picks; 1987
Awards for technical Ex-

cellence: Tandy's 1000

Series; remote comput-

ing solutions; 4 Fiber-

optic LANs; PC Labs
tests 5 communications

programs: 9 plug-and-

play data transfer prod-

ucts; FREE Help utility;

more.

12/22/87-Microsoft Ex-

cel reviewed; PC Labs
tests 9 affordable 386-

based PCs; 16 EGA Plus

cards reviewed; 8 plot-

ters; 6 TSR note-takers;

5 sales-lead trackers:

Microsoft Windows; Om-
nis Quartz: Windows
Graph; adding subdirec-

tories and hard disk

compatibility to rejuve-

nate old programs:
FREEPRN2FILE.COM
program printing utility;

more.

12/8/87-15 hard disk

storage cards examined:

mail-order hard disks;

16 CAD packages priced

under $500; dBASE re-

port Yvriters; one-piece

PCs; Word 4.0; E-Mail

for LANs; the Price
VMerhouse Report inte-

grated accounting pack-

age; creating and using

program libraries; FREE

CO copy utility: more.

11/24/87—Apple’s Mac-

intosh II system exam-

ined; networking IBM
and Macintosh; optimiz-

ing Turbo Pascal; Power

Programming column
premieres; 386 operat-

ing systems; 5 full-

page, black-on-white

monitors for CAD and
desktop publishing; disk

caching; FREE Stick cur-

sor stabilizer utility;

more.

11/10/87-PC Labs tor-

ture-tests 106 printers;

36 laser printers. $1,795-

$18,750, 300-1200 dpi;

65 dot matrix printers; 5

daisy-wheel printers;

soft-font primer; first

look at Microsoft Excel;

customizing cursors

with CTYPE: Compaq
Deskpro 86/20 and port-

able 386; FREE SAFARI

internal error handling

utility for PC-DOS; more.

10/27/87-PC Labs
tests 10 hot spread-

sheets; 3-D spread-
sheets that provide
missing links; new
models, new screens for

laptops: 6 presentation-

size monitors; 386 Turbo

boards; the new Multi-

Mate; text-oriented data-

base software; FREE
super clipboard utility

works with any applica-

tion; more.

lO/13/87-Oesktop pub-

lishing on the PC; PC
Labs tests GEM Desktop

Publisher, The Office

Publisher, PageMaker
and Ventura Publisher;

the best large-screen

monitors, laser printers,

mice and scanners; /

highest-speed ATs; 32
breakthrough text and
graphics scanners; 31

spelling checkers; FREE

pop-up address book
and dial^; more.

9/29/87—PC Labs tests

12 hot 386 boxes; 12

keyboard macro pro-

grams; 13 full-featured

project managers; lap-

top add-ons; M disk di-

agnostic programs;

OS/2 and Languages
columns premiere; first

looks at Turbo C and
IBM's Model 25; K6X
k^board extender exam-

ined; FREE RN subdirec-

tory utility: more.

8/87—36 high-tech

input devices examined

including tablets, track-

balls, touchscreens,
light pens, mice and
keyboards; 9 Norton
challengers; 11 AT multi-

function boards; 6 data-

base graphic systems;

TSR desktop organizers;

13 Sidekick rivals; FREE
Directory Magic utility

program; more.
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A lot of computer for your money

1j2

Bentley-286/12

Base System

Bentl(^-286/10

$1095 Base System $995
12MHz 80286 processor, 1MB RAM, 1.2MB floppy drive,

dual floppy/hard drive controller, 200-watt power supply, and

keyboard.

* With 40MB HD Seagate®, 28nis . . . $1525
* With 70MB HD MiniScribe®, 28ins . . $1715

lOMHz 80286 processor, S12KB RAM, 1.2MB floppy drive,

dual floppy/hard drive controller, 200-watt power supply, and

keyboard.

* With 40MB HD Seagate, 28ms . . .

.

$1419
* With TOMB HD MiniScribe, 28ms . . $1639

Bentley Computers ... The Price/Performance Leaders!

Monographics Card
Itaa mode: 80 ctd. x 25

tines; gi^ihics mode: Samsuiig Monitor
720 X 348; parallel 12” flat screen with

port $53 tilt and swivel base . .#95

Mono Combo tiia
Mooographics card and monitor $139

Mico^Indi^nsible for

desktop publishing applica-

tions, mice provide ea^
cursor movement for a

variety of software packages.

Lc^tech* ^
Bus Mouse $89
Loghecli C7 ^
Stfial Mouse $79
MS* Bus Mouse ....$119

Gening GM-6+
Serial Mouse
with Dr, Hrdo ///^...$55

EGA Card
640 X 35a 256KB _
disply RAM $159

EGA Monitor
W” tube, D” diagonal^., -A
h^h-resolutkm $347

EGA Combo
a? >100

EGA card and monitor $489

Color Card
640 X 200 ccdw
grates card «... .$53

Color Monitor
12” tube,

CQA monitor $239

Color Combo
CGA card and monitix' $289

Modems-AU Bentley

modems are compatible with

all popular communication

standards and have auto

answer, auto redial, and auto

voice/(^ switchii^. Exter-

nal modems include LED
status indicators and require

modem cable for hookup.

300/1200 Baud
Intanal Modem $69
300/1200/2400 Band
Internal Modem. .

.

.$139
300/1200 Band
Extmial Modem ....$89
2400 Baud ___
External Modem . . .$159

Expansion Potet^aE^.

XT-MFC-A six-Amctioii AF-MFC-fir IBM PC* or

eqnnsion card: 384KB Up to 13MB memory
RAM, serial port, paralld oqians^ serial A pandM
port, game p(^, ckxkf port. Conies wMi
calendar with butery Only...i'li‘
backup, and utility software.

^

Only $199
" ^

I B̂^fS-Expanded-MepnOry*
‘ SpeciBcato card cpw|Mll*

MEM-576-Mcmory expan- We with the Loma/iiftdf^

skm card »bat fits in a ^ort Microseft memory ipocMci

slot and supports either lion. Comes withwA
64KB or 256KB chips. pan^le to 2M&
Comes with 0KB, expan- utility sofhmre. " '—
dable to 192KB, 384KB or PC \%nloii -> t

576KB. Only n . • w .$99
Only a . . $35 AT Vmiou

Orchid Hiv Itebo- riiiiiiililMidit
80286 processing speed 6>r 8^3(9^ .

8087-2 {»«81i),..v;V
Only. $279 80287««Slifi6)";

8Q28^8XmiDb)-.V,-,
80287-10 4a|dHz).K^.|^

AT I/O-Serial port and PC I/O-SCfinl p(>t.4tv,'.' .

parallel port. parallel pan, gaiM^^'^'
Onh $59 »«l dock/calenrUi.wBt

battery baettp. : vv; .

CWy dv;|(5S



... plus a one-year warranty!

Bentle^286/8
Base System

8MHz 80286 processor, S12KB RAM, 1.2MB floppy drive,

dual floppy/haid drive controller, 200-watt power supply, and

keyboard.

* With 20MB HD Seagate, 65ms . . $1095
* With 40MB HD Seagate, 28iiis . . . $1275

Bentley Turbo~10
iSse^ystem^ $599
Bubo-chaiged XT-compatible 8088 processor running at

lOMHz, 640KB RAM, one 360KB floppy drive and controller,

eight expansion slots, ISO-watt power supply, and k^board.

* With 30MB HD MiniScribe, 65iiis . . $899
* with 40MB HD MiniScribe, 61nis . . . $959

Enhance your Bentley-286 with our popular AT add-on products!

Hard Disk Drives
High Quality • High Capacity Storage

Low Price • High Performance

One-Year Limited Warranty

For Your Bentley-286

40MB Seagate (28ms) $439
43MB MiniScribe (25ms) $459
70MB MiniScribe (28nis) $649

Internal Tape Backups-Avoid disk swapping:

use streaming tape for your IBM PC. AT. or

compatibles.

40MB 60MB
For PC or AT .$389 For the AT $757

PC Hard Disk Kits-
(Quality 30MB and 40MB hard disk kits for the IBM PC and

compatibles. Each kit includes a half-height Winchester hard

disk, hard disk controller, cables, software, mounting hard-

ware, and complete illustrated installation manual.

20MB MiniScribe (6Sms) $279
30MB MiniScribe (6Sms) $339
40MB MiniScribe (6Ims) $369

For the Compaq fortable

360KB Diskette Drives-

Convenience and con^xitibUity.

For PCs $99
For ATs $109

CIRCLE 275 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Computer Products
1700 StUi Meadow Cove Round Rock. Tt. 78691

Amazing prices on quality computers and add-on

products. Free UPS ground shipping in the con-

tinental U.S.A. Thirty-day, money-back guarantee

(does not include return hei^t). No surcharge for

MasterCard. VISA, COD, or cashier's check. For-

tune UXX). university, and institution purchase

orders accepted with af^roved credit. Prices are

subject to diat^ without notice. One-year limited

warranty.

Sales Hours: Mon.— Fri. 8 a.m.— 9 p.m.

Sat. 9 a.m.— 5 p.m.

Tech. Support: Mon.— Fri. 9 a.m.— 5 p.m.

Order Toll Free

800-234-4442
Tech Support: 512-250-8202



TiredofWalkingFloppies?
Get rid of your tennis

with ManyLink.
You need to share a document,so

you walk a floppy to an associate.

Or you need something printed, so

you walk a floppy to someone who
has a printer on their PC. Which
means they have to stop what
they’re doing. Maybe you have a

message for someone. Or just want
CO chat. More walking. More inter-

ruptions. More bother.

Stop walking, start sharing.

You can stop walking floppies

around and start sharing documents,

printers and messages— all three

features—from one software

package: ManyLink for PCs. It even

allows you to do 5.25" and 3.5" disk

conversions between PCs and PS/2s.

No other PC network is so

versatile or so easy to install and run.

Or so economical. You can connect

two PCs with ManyLink for only

$165.

Share files while you work.

It’s simple. With a couple of key-

shoe network

strokes you can request a disk file

from another ManyLink connected

PC, then go back to your work. File

transfer is accomplished ”in the

background”—without interrupting

you or the other PC. A polite beep

on your computer tells you when the

file arrives. Files you don’t want to

share can be locked to protect data

from network access.

Share printers without
leaving your desk.

Send your jobs to any printer

connected to a PC running Many-
Link. While your job is being

printed, you can continue your work
because all printing— like file

transfering— occurs unnoticed in the

background.

Chat with another PC user.

You can send and receive brief

messages to another ManyLink
connected PC without leaving your
application. Telephone messages.

instructions, questions or what-

ever. . .appear on your screen.

Costs that won't run away
from you.

ManyLink for PCs fills your

networking needs now and can grow

easily and inexpensively as you

expand. Each $165 ManyLink for

PC package contains all you need to

make two PCs communicate: a 25'

serial cable, instruction manual and

software. Each additional package

allows you to connect another PC,

and so on. Add PCs as you want,

when you want.

Take a ^alk (or

run) to your dealer

now for ManyUnk
for PCs. Or contact

NetUne, 85 West

Center, Provo,

Utah 84603.

Telephone:

(801) 373-6000.

PNetLine
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PRODUCTIVITY

FRANK J. DERFLER, JR.

Connectivity
CLINIC
A simple utility that capturesNetBIOS hex return codes and translates them into theirEnglish-

language equivalents; the best way to make wide-area links between LANs.

X.25 services are the best

alternative for linking LANs over a

wide area

We have four IBM Token-Ring Networks,

one at a central location and three at satel-

lite locations. We want to link them so that

the PCs in the satellite networks can access

a database maintained on a file server at the

central location. What software and asso-

ciated communications equipment do we
need in order to do this?—Michael Milliel;

New Orleans, Louisiana

How to make wide-area links between

LANs is an increasingly popular que.stion.

Since the answer depends on the LAN op-

erating system. I'm going to assume you

are using IBM'sPCZAA. Novell and Ban-

yan, for example, have different solutions.

You’ll need a fast and invisible multi-

point link between the LANs. The best

choice is an X.25 network from one of the

major carriers like Tymnet, Telenet, or

Accunet. Each LAN will need a gateway

into the X.25 service.

Eicon Technology Corp. has hardware

and software that let one PC on your LAN
become a gateway between the LAN and

an X.25 network. This hardware/software

combination uses the NetBIOS you al-

ready have to support PC LAN and to link

the gateway with the LAN. You can call

Eicon Technology Corp. at (514) 631-

2592.

You’ll need one set of Eicon Access/

X.25 hardware ($1 ,695) and AttachlX.25

software ($4(X)) for each LAN. You’ll also

need a dedicated leased telephone line

from the central-site LAN to the nearest

Tymnet or Telenet entry point. The cost of

this line is set by local telephone tariffs.

Depending on the traffic, you may need

leased lines from each satellite location to

their nearest entry points, or you may be

able to use slower, dial-up X.25 services

for the satellites.

The cost for using Tymnet or Telenet is

based on the volume of data and other fac-

tors. You should figure roughly a dime per

thousand characters.

You would be smart to call your local

Tymnet. Telenet, and Accunet (AT&T)
representatives for bids. They can provide

just the network service or do the whole

job for you. for a price.

NetBIOS Reporting Utility: Part 2

Tap into the talk between
applications and NetBIOS

In the last issue, we published a utility

called RNETBIOS that monitors and dis-

plays the commands contained in the net-

work control block that are sent from the

application program to the NetBIOS ser-

vice module.

RNETBIOS contains the English-lan-

guage definitions for 36 functions request-

ed by application programs. As applica-

tion programs make these calls,

RNETBIOS lists them on the screen. The

requests scroll down the screen so that you

see a tunning description ofwhat the appli-

cation has done.

RNETBIOS also watches for messages

and requests coming from NetBIOS mod-

ules in other PCs and reports what type of

commands they contain.

This RNETBIOS program is useful for

people developing NetBIOS applications.

It lets you see ifyour code is working with-

out taking a lot of space in RAM.
ENETBIOS is the left-handed twin of

RNETBIOS. ENETBIOS captures hexa-

decimal return codes sent from the Net-

BIOS module to the application. The great

majority of these return codes signal error

conditions, but a few, like Command Still

Pending, are used in almost every transac-

tion to indicate that the module is alive.

The ENETBIOS program is useful as a

debugging tool. It lets you see the results

of the NetBIOS module’s activity in your

LAN operating system as well as certain

network adapter card functions.

The easiest way to obtain ENETBIOS
.COM is to download it from PC MagNet.

Instructions for using this service are given

in each is.sue’s Utilities column in the “By
Modem” sidebar. The source code for

ENETBIOS.ASM, which you can u.se to

automatically create ENETB10S.COM, is

listed in Figure I

.

The code for ENETBIOS is similar to

the code for RNETBIOS in that they are

both TSR programs that occupy about

1 , l(X) bytes. ENETBIOS, however, looks

at a different byte in the network control

block and contains the English equivalents

of these hex return codes.

The program contains English mes-

sages for 30 of the 256 return codes. Some

of the categories of return codes are

grouped together into generalized mes-
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tTLK 'Cnnios - ra«ld«at progra* to display ifCTtlos eeoMnd*

rhls proqraM will 9wt tM •cend byto (MCP eoHand fiald) and
coapara tbia fiald aqaiaat tba fn tabla. If thara ia a aateh than
tba Maaapa which eorraapoada witS tba byta ia diplayad on tha ca

Tba display starts at colum 49 and ran^as batwaan linas • and 23
Hban tba Una raacbas tba bottoa it starts at tha top leaving an
audit trail which can balp you in datar»ining xrriioa problasis.

•BOdHT PAM PUBLIC 'CODB*
AaSiniE CSiCBXO,MtC«I0,BS:eBBQ,S4lCSeO
ORC IIIH

fn tabla - tabla CMitalns tba actual ketbios Control Block coa«ian-J
fiald.
Tba In tabla will ba itappad against tba aaaaaga tabla to produce iho
right raguast to ba displayad on tba CRT

PM TABLE DB ••H, BIB, taK, ISH, BSH. IBH, t9H, SAH. SBH
bB BbB. tEB, BPH, ItlH, •12H, IllH, lt4H, tl9H, BliH
PB BllH. BIBH, BISK, BlAh. BllM. B22K. B23K, 824H, B24H
DB BrPH, B4ni, B9PH

LEN_PM_TABLE ECU S-OPPSST PM_TABLE

j

i aassaga table of NETBIOS control Block ccaaunds
I ....
NSC TABLE LABEL BYTE

MOV
CE.LEN PM TABLE
SX,OPPSET~HSC_TABLC {Source of awssagas

CMP AH. CL {Does stag count target?
JE LH_4 iTes. go print

LODSB
OR AL.AL

{Cat char
{ If not B

JMS LH 3 ; keep scanning
LOOP LH 3 { and try for natch

ineraasat tha display lino for

MOV DH.NCBLIRB

) *Cood Datum Coda'.Bi’Inralid Buffer Length*. B, 'Illegal ComBand code*,!
9 ‘Ceownd Tisw-out*.B. *Mssaga Buffer too saall'.B
9 'Sasaioo Btuiter Not Active*. B,*Mo Space in Adapter *.B, ‘Session Ir Closed*.

B

9 'Cenaad Was Canceled*. B, ‘Duplicate Baa* In Local Table*.

B

9 'Local Baa* Tabla is pull*, B, ‘Deleted Nana la Active*.

B

> ‘Local Session Tabla Is Pull*, S, ‘Listen Bot outstanding On Raa)ot«- CPU'.B
9 ‘Illegal Baa* Busbar*. B. ‘cannot rind Bai* / Bo Answer*,

8

9 ‘Bane Bot Pound In Local Table*. B. ‘Base in Use Elsewhere*.

B

9 ‘Masa Delated / Mo Outstanding Co«Bands*,B. ‘Session Ended Abnozruilly'.B
> ‘Nstbios TWO or ttora Active Baaws'.B
I ‘ineos^tibla Packet Protocol Becalved*.B.*intarfaca Busy*,B
9 ‘Too Many Connada Outstanding*. B. ‘Bad MCB_laka_bum Pield'.B
9 ‘Cancel Begueat I Bo Ponding CBssssnds‘,B.*CesB*nd la Illegal To oancal'.B
9 ‘Ceaand Is Still Pending*. B.'Undataralnabla Network Error*.

B

9 ‘Adapter Has Malfunctioned*.

B

intercept the NETBIOS call and display what call '

OLD METBIOe

LOAD use

IRET

NETBIOS IBT

icall 5CK interrupt
; for processing
igat network control
! block coaiMnd and
9displBy Msssge
ireturn frost interrupt

Look up tha function nusbar in the tabla and got English agulvalant.

SStBOTHIKO

jsBva ragiatara

;nova line variable
iinto dh
:add 1 to nattt line
!ia lino >• 33 >
;yes than line B

sload H«saaga string
sand of string 7

jyea Jusp ln_(
twrita character

iSat cursor position
]at colusui 49
I cheek itext line
joaxt line >* 33 7

iyea. lino • B

{dear next line
;Mke line blue
iclear all attributes
;up to 35 spaces

{restore cursor location

crab tha intarirupt vector.

MITIALISf

1

ASSUME CStCSEC.DSiCSBC
NOV AL.SCB iget Mtbioa interrupt
MOV
IHT 31H
MOV WORD PTR OLD NETBIOS, BX {Store Dotbios interrupt
MOV WORD PTR OLD MBTBX06( 2] . ES
NOV OX.OPPSET NETbIOB INT {replace nstbios interrupt

MOV AL.SCB
{With start of prograsi

NOV AH,3SH
IBT 3ia

MOV ox. (oppsrr initialize - oppsbt CSIO a IS ) SKR 4
NOV AX.llBBH
IBT 21B

SBC ENDS
END START

Figure 1 : The source codefor ENETBIOSASM, aprogram that monitors and displays return anles sentfrom NetBIOS to the application.
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PutJTIkxIn¥)urPC
Instead ofwalking back and forth to the fex machine, and waiting around, you can send and receive

fex messages at your desk.

JTFax™-$395
WithJT Fax in your PC, you
can send and receive facsimile

messages, including signature and
letterhead.

CallTb Order

JTFax Portable-$495
JT Portable slips into your

pxDcket and plugs into anyMS IX)S
machine’s serial p)ort to let you fax from

wherever you are.

EDITORS
CHOICE

To find out why the award-winning

JT Fax has been receiving such high praise,

call us at (404) 564-5566.

iIMFOWORLD
PPOOUCTO^THB VEAR

OJADRAM
‘ ^ An Intelligenl Syaems Company

Qiadram Io0p andJT liu VC tndemarkt ofQuadnm

CIRCLE 189 ON READER SERVICE CARD





With a backup system from Irwin, you won’t

have to shuffle floppies all day just to protect

your data.

Because our tape drives store up to 64
megabytes on a single minicartridge.

In a fraction ofthe time you’d spend making
floppy backups.

Irwin’s

EzTape'‘software

makes it hassle-

free. Instead of

complicated com-

mands and pro-

cedures, it has Automatic Backup that you can

set and forget.To store data automaticdly, every

night, every weekend—whenever you want.

There’s even On-Line Help for fast answers

without burying yourself in a manual.

Our drives fit every popular personal com-

puter and our space-saving internal drives fit

right into your floppy disk slot.

An Irwin system works with all the popular

networks, and just one of our tape drives can

handle every computer on your LAN.
And our patented AccuTrak“precision

tracking technology allows you to transfer data

from a PC to a PS/2 to a Mac.

That’s a promise no other system makes,

because no other system can.

Which may explain why more people buy
our minicartridge systems than all others

combined.

To learn more, call 1-800-BACKUPl for

your nearest Irwin dealer.

Where you’ll find convincing proof just how
easy it is to save your data.

And your peace of mind.

C Copyright /StfW. Irwin Magnetic Systems. Inc. Irwin and EtTapeare registered trade-

marks andAenTrak and Irwin BACKUPare trademarks ofIrwin Magnetic Systems. Inc.

Other brand or product names are trademarks or registered trademark of their

respecth'e holders.

CIRCLE 2190N READER SERVICE CARD



FINALLY!

EASYFLOW
An on-screen flowchart processor that knows about flowcharts - not just

/i another
'

‘screen draw” program that makes you do most of the work.

EasyFlow Is a powerful lull-screen graphics program dedicated to flowcharts

and organization charts. With it you can quickly compose charts. More

important, you can easily modify charts so they are always up to date.

> Automatic: Fully automatic text centering within shapes, both honzontaliy and

vertically. Fully automatic line routing & re-routing.

> Fast: Written in assembly language tor speed.

> Large: Charts up to 417 columns wide by 225 lines high. Chart too large for your

printer? fxsyFiotvautomaticaily breaks the chart up & prints it in page size pieces.

> Standard: All standard flowcharting shapes included. Custom shapes can be ordered,

w- User friendly: Don't take our word for it. PC Magazine* says "f/isvFiow lives

up to its name. It's hard to imagine any easier and more flexible way to produce

basic and even complex flowcharts"

Mouse: Optional but fully supported

> It prints: On most popular matrix printers including IBM. Epson. Toshiba. HP
LaserJet. LaserJet-Plus and many others.

It plots: On HP7440
, 7475, 7550, 7570, 7585B and compatible plotters.

It works: We are contractually prevented from mentioning the name of the “big

eight" accounting firm that purchased a world-wide site license, but we can tell

you that they spent months evaluating all available flowcharting packages before

choosing EasyFlow.

w- Rush dolivery: Order by noon today (eastern time) and we'll have it to you by

courier tomorrow". Rush delivery charge is $15.00 (instead of $2.00) and is

available only in USA & Canada.

w- Documented: 100 page manual plus over 150 screens of context sensitive help.

EASYFLOWworte on IBM PC's, IBM PS/2 and compatibles. Requires 384 K memory,

OOS 2.0 or higher and an IBM CGA/EGA/VGA or Hercules monochrome compatible

adapter card.

Order direct for only $149.95 -i- $2.00 S&H (USA/Canada). $10.00 (foreign). Payment

by M.O., cheque, VISA, Mastercard or Company PO.
* March 10. 1967 issue, page 278

Rush orders are shipped try Purolator Counei and normaey arrive the next business day to most tocatuns

Remote destnatrons take longer

The Chart fragment above was produced on an HP LaserJet-Plus and is actual size and

unretouched. Publication quality charts like this can be produced using only minutes of preparation

time and seconds of print time.

HavenTree Software Limited Order Desk: 1-800-267-0668

PO Box 1093-P Information: (613) 544-6035 ext 49
Thousand Island Park. NY 13692 Telefax(G3): (613)544-9632
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sages. The generalized messages represent

specific software or hardware malfunc-

tions and are often used in different ways

by manufacturers.

You can run both RNETBIOS and

ENETBIOS at the same time to get a com-

plete picture of the requests coining from

the application program and the returns

sent by the NetBIOS module. You should

load the programs in that order.

When tun together, the two programs

take turns writing their results to the

screen. You see a progressive interex-

change between the application program

and the servicing NetBIOS module scroll-

ing down the screen.

Productivity Tip

Ethernet and IEEE 802.3 data frames are

the same, except for the fifth field. Ether-

net calls this the TYPE field and 802.3

calls it the LENGTH field. The differences

in these fields can keep otherwise identical

cards from communicating over the same
cable.

Productivity Tip

Ifyou hear somebody talk about a lOBaseS

LAN, they are referring to hardware using

10 megabits per second over coaxial cable

(like Ethernet). If they talk about IBase2,

they are referring to a system like StarLAN
using 1 megabit per second over twisted-

pair wiring.

Network Your Questions

Connectivity Clinic gives you practical so-

lutions to networking problems of all

types. We'll pay $50 or more for any tips

we print, plus an extra $25 ifyou submit

your letter on a disk, and weTl gladly an-

swer any questions you have, at no charge.

We’re sorry, but we’re unable to answer

letters personally.

Mail your contributions to Connectivity

Clinic, PC Magazine, One Park Avenue,

NewYork.NY 10016, or you may contact

Frank J. Derfler, Jr., via MCI Mail (be

sure to use Derfler’s box named CON-
NECTIVITY CLINIC). [iB
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PC Magazines Dircct Marketing
Connection and Services '

For many ofyou, mail order is your primary means
of purchasing PC products and services.

In fact, in recent interviews with our
subscribers, we learned that 70%
bought PC products and services

through direct marketing channels
during the past year.*

You buy direct because it's con-

venient, because you know
exactly what you want and

don't need any
hand-holding.

The following ‘

;

special section,

PC Magazine’s Direct

Marketing Connection,
is what you've been
demanding. It connects

you with the direct mar
keters who are anxious to

please you. By having them all

in one place, you can quickly zero

in on the products you need from the

vendors you want to buy through.

•SlarchSludy.luly 1986



SAVE 50% or more with our National Computer brand products.

NATIONWIDE

1-800-292-6272

MARYLAND

1 -800-442-6272

MARYLAND LOCAL

561-0200

All of our ribbons are manufactured to

exceed your original equipmentmanu-

facturers specifications.

eOMPUKIt

9566 Deereco Road • Timonium. Maryland 21093

VTUBRUK NCRC GUARANTEE a»?|iilill 'III

We w(// tiever. knowingly. d»sappoinf you It for any reason your

purchase does not give you complete sahstachon. me lull

purchase price wilt be cheerlully relunOed immediately upon

reiwn ot the merchaitdise

We have always believed that no sale is complete until me
cusfonier has receiv-id total sans^acfion Irom our products

S- "ScvtiM^cn Pit'

QUALITY
SERVICE
PRICING

BUY DIRECT FROM
THE MANUFACTURER

STOP THROWING AWAY
YOUR DOLLARS

$ $ $
VJe manufacture our products with the

finest matrix inks, premium high den-

sity nylon, precision engineered plas-

tics and "Rem" air refrigerated loading

equipment.

COLORS . . . BLUE • GREEN — PURPLE —
Nylon Only

RED (Add $1.00 To Each Price)

CARTRIDGE RIBBONS (NYLON)
No. Description Price (ea.)

289 Alps 2000 $4.50

050 Anadex 9500/9600 3.60

180 Apple Imagewriter II 4 color 9.95

114 Apple Imagewriter/DMP 2.95

102 Brother M1409 4.50

127 Brother Ml 509/1 709 5.50

131D Burroughs B-9246-3/6 4,95

104 CananA-1200 4.50

113 Centronics 150/152 2.25

109 Centronics 350/351/352/353 8.50

1 1 2 Centronics 704/705/753 4.50

118 Citizen LSP 120D 4.50

169 Citizen MSP 10/20 2.50

167 Citizen MSP 15/25 3.50

123 Comrex420... 6.90

114 C. Itoh 1550/7500/8510 2.95

120 Data General LP2 5.75

130 Data Products M-IOOL/ 120/200 3.50

131 D Data Products B-300/600 4.95

137 Data Products B-900/1 000 6.50

135 Data Royal 5000 2.60

990 Datatrol/LRC MP40 4.15

135 Data South 180/220/5180 2.60

160 Dec LA 34/100/210 Letterprinter 2.95

114 DecLA.50 2.95

156 Diablo 1660/2300 Matrix 3.50

153 Diablo Hytype II Nylon 2,95

280 Epson EX 800/1000 4.20

165 Epson FX/MX/RX 70/80/85 2.50

167 Epson FX/MX/RX 100/185/286 3.50

288 Epson Lq800/Lq 850 H.D 3.50

289 Epson Lq 1000 H.D 4.50

163 Epson Lq 1500 2.95

281 Epson Lq 2500 H.D 4.50

175 Epson LX 80/90 2.50

226 Facit 2301/4512/4514 2.95

133 Facit 4500/4510/4511/4513 3.75

1 35 Facit 4520/4525/4526/4528'. 2.60

991 Fujitsu DMPG 9/DX2100-2200 3.95

171 General Electric 300/341/W/l 35.00

146 Hewlett Packard 2608 18.65

145 Hewlett Packard 2631 A 10.95

231 Honeywell 1500/7023/9104 G.P 2.50

181 IBM 3287/3615 Sil.Dol.Cup/Loop $1.80

195 IBM 3287/3619 Silver Dol. Cart 2.50

182 IBM 3288 1/2" Harmonica 3.00

185 IBM 3776 3/4" Harmonica 3.50

188 IBM 4201 ProPrinter II 3.75

176 IBM 4202 ProPrinter XL 4.50

177 IBM 4207 ProPri nter X24 4.95

211 IBM 4208 ProPrinter XL24 5.95

198 IBM 5224 Baseball Bat 13.95

178 IDS Prism Black 132/2080/2132 3.50

No. Description Price (ea.)

178A IDS Prism Primary RD/BL/GR/B 9,75

1 78B IDS Prism Process CY/MA/Y/BL 9.75

286 Mannesmann Tally 85 3.95

285 Mannesmann Tally 86 4.50

233 MannesmannTallyl 000/1 200/1 600 2.75

204 Mannesmann Tally 100/120/160 3.00

205 Mannesmann Tally 130/140/180 3.50

200 NEC 5500/7700 Nylon Cart 2.45

114 NEC 8023 PC/8024 PC/8027 PC 2.95

660 NEC Pinwriter P1/P2/P6 3.60

661 NEC Pinwriter P3/P7 3.95

662 NEC Pinwriter P5 H.D 3.95

663 NECP2200H.D 5.50

209 Okidata 182/183/192/193 3.95

206 Okidata 292 4.85

208 Okidata 293/294 5.60

217 Panasonic KXP 1080/1091/1093 6.90

226 Radio Shack DMP 400/LPVI 2.95

235 RadioShackDMPi00/LPVll/TRS80LPII 3.95

282 Radio Shack/DMP 130 3.75

282 Seikosha SP800/1000 3.75

261 Star Micronics NB/NL/NP/NX 10 3.60

264 Star Micronics NL/NP/NX 15 S.20

266 Star Micronics NX1000 4.95

262 Star Micronics Radix 10/SR 10 3.60

263 Star Micronics Radix 15/SR15 4.10

290 Star Micronics SDIO 3.75

291 Star Micronics SD15 4,10

135 Telex 287D/287D2 2.60

242 Texas Instruments 850/855 3.10

243 Texas Instruments 860/865 3.20

245 Toshiba P321/P341/P351 3,10

245 Toshiba P1340/P1350/P1351 3.10

135 Tritel 2.60

131D Univac 0789/0790 4.95

CARTRIDGE RIBBONS - FILM
(correctaWe / multi-strike)

306- Brother EM60/1 00/200 Corr 3.50

307- Brother HR15/25/35 M/S 3.75

227- CPT Rotary 8/9 M/S 2.95

158- Diablo Hytype II M/S 2.25

317- Diablo Xerox Memorywriter 3.50

334B- Epson DX 10/20/35 M/S 4.40

168- Facit 4560/8000 Corr 4.75

1960EM-IBM5218/5219 Displaywriter

M/S OEM 11.25

222- IBM 6240 M/S 1.75

8120EM-IBM Quietwriter N/C 10,95

740- IBM Wheelwriter Corr 3.50

730- IBMWheelprinterM/S 7.90

320- IBM Selectric II H.Y. Corr 1.55

202OEM-NEC 2000/3500/8800 Flip M/S 11.60

'CALL US FOR VOLUME
DISCOUNT PRICING "

No. Description Price (ea.)

201- NEC 5500/7700 Spinwriter M/S 2.50

303- Nakajima Corr 3.50

304- Nakajima M/S 5.50

334- Olivetti ET 201/121 Corr 3.00

334B- Olivetti ET 121/351 M/S 4,40

222- Oume l/Sprinl 3/5 M/S 1.75

223A- Qume III Quick Load 2.40

219- Qume IV Sprint 7.8.9.10.11.12 M/S . ..2.95

227- Ricoh 1300/1600 M/S 2.95

251- Wang System 5581/6541 M/S Matrix .2.95

TWIN SPOOL RIBBONS • NYLON
445- Burroughs 9245/9247 5M 1 5.95

453- CDC 100/200/300 4.75

450- Centronics 100/300/500 3.75

453- Data 100/300/400 4.75

454- Decision Data 6807/6811/6814 6.95

455- Dec writer LA 30/36 2.50

456- Dec writer LA 120/180 3.50

480- Facit 4540/4542 Black 3.70

462- IBM 3262/5262 4.95

465- IBM 3525 T/S 3.00

463- IBM 5211 .3.75

464- IBM 5225/5250/5280 14,50

470- Okidata 80. 82. 92, 93 1.25

471- Okidata 84,94 2,50

467- Printronix 150/300/600 4.95

955A- Seiko Universal Black/Red 1.25

470- Star Micronics Gemini 10/10X 1.25

455- Texas Instruments 800/810/815 2.50

456- Texas Instruments Omni 820 3.50

401- Wang 2221/5521 2.75

WIDE COMPUTER RIBBONS
0056P-BST I4"x10 yds 7.95

0106P -Burroughs 9246 15"x20 yds 15.95

0156P -Control Data CDC 15"x25 yds 18.75

0256P-Data Products 2230/2330

15"x15 yds 13.75

0276P-Data Products 2400 14Vy'x15 yds. ..13.75

0356P-Documation 1200 15"x20 yds 15.95

0456P -Honeywell Pru 1200 17.6"x22 yds. .18.95

0106P -Hitachi 15"x20 yds 15,95

0556P-IBM 1403/3203/4245 14"x20 yds 13.25

0656P-IBM 321 1/Documation 17"x20 yds. 16.25

0756P-IBM 4248 w/Imposer Strip

18’/i''x20 yds 19.50

0956P-Univac 0770 15’'x55 yds 36.00

0976P-Univac 0776 15y4"x20 yds 16.50

LASER PRINTER SUPPLIES
92285A-Cannon/Hewlett Packard

Laser Cartridge 89.00
92295A-Cannon/Hewlett Packard

Laser Jet II Cartridge 89.00

''This is only a partial list of our products. ’$5.00 shipping and handling charge on all orders under $50.00
aRCLE 344 ON READER SERVICECARD Over $50.00 actual fre/ghf /s Charged.

See why corporations such as General Motors, Mobil Oil, AT&T, MCI, Eastman Kodak, the entire U.S.

Postal Service and thousands more are now using National Computer jSMOCMS " brand products
WE NOW CARRY CANNON/HEWLETT PACKARD LASER PRINTER SUPPLIES.

10% PRICE INCREASE EFFECTIVE 7/1/88



Jameco
• QUALnYPRODUCTS

• COMPEmiVE PRICING • PROMPTDELIVERY
24 HOUR ORDER HOTLINE AU OTHER INQUIRIES (7AM-5PM PST)

ai5-592-8037 415-592-8121
MJVICMICROCOMPUTEP
MARKETING COUNCIL

• •N'Om-I A-.--

Jameco
IBM PC/XT/AT
Compatible
Motherboards

' Award
BIOS ROMs
if>cluded JEIOOI PietuTMl

JE1001 4.77/6MHZ (PC/XT) .... $ 99.95
JE1002 4.77/IOMHz (PC/XT) ... $119.95
JE1007 6/6/10/12MHZ (AT) ... . $349.95

Jameco IBM
PC/XT/AT
Compatible
Computer
Cases

JE1017
Pictured

JE1010 standard PC/XT Flip-IbpCase $34.95
JE1011 standard PC/XT Sl^ Case . . $39.95
JE1014 Baby XT Turbo Rip-lbp Case $69.95
JE1017 Baby AT Flip-Top Case . . . . $69.95
JE1018 Baby AT Slide Case. . . . .

.

$69.95

Jameco IBM
PC/XT/AT
Compatible
Power
Supplies ^ ^

JE1032Picturwl
^

PC/XT <1 SO wbtt) «5ve ISA. -sveo.SA. +i2ve
55A. -12Ve05A

JE1030 standard Size PC/XT. . . . $69.95
JE1031 Baby PC/XT $69.95
JE1032 Baby AT $89.95

Jameco IBM PC/XT/AT
Compatible Keyboards

U I I I I lUSJJt I t I lUU
•J.KI.

JE1016 FIclurwt

JE1015 Standard AT layout (XT/AT) . . $59.95
JE1016 Enhanced layout (XT/AT) . . . . $79.95

0 LOOITECH 2 and 3 Button Mice
lor IBM PC/XT/AT

Utilizes opto*
mecbanicai technology
Includes driver softvnre

* Serial or Bus Card Ver-

sions available • Fully

compatible w/ all mouse
based applications

MS Pictured

M8 2-Buaon. sww Mouse. . . . $49.95
C7PLIIS 3*Butlon, Serial Mouse. . . . $89.95
C7BUS 3-Bullon. Bus Mouse. . . $99.95

RAM, V20 & Intel Math Coprocessors
’41S4-1S0 6S.S36jit itSOns) •»«« S2.S5
‘412$«->20 262.144x1 t120n8) BefttS S12.9S
'41266-160 262.144x1 <1S0ftSl BtM6 612.25
UP070106-5 ISMMz) V20 Cl«p iRwIaces 6066) . . . 67.46

Un70106-6 (BMHi)V20Chip
(Reolaces 6066 or 6066-2) 68.66

8087-2 Mam Coprocessor PC/XT and
CompeMiiss 18MH21 61S6.6S

60267-10 Main Coprocessor AT and
Compsbbtss (lOMHz) 6306.65

IBMATCOmmtBLE KIT
Mini-286 6/8/10/12MHz KH

BabyATMothertaerd
(Zero-K RAM - ktcKidsa

JE1007 iMMTd BIOS ROMs) $349.93

JE1015 XT/AT Style Keyboanl. $ S9.95

JE1017 BMiy AT Flip-Tbp Cm# $69.93
.2T022 6V|- HI Density OMi Privs . . $109.93

JE1032 200 Watt Po«Mr Supply $89.93
360K/720K/12M Floppy

JE1043 ConboasrCMd $ 49.93

JE106S Input/Oulpul Card $ 59.95

Regular List S789.65

JE10S9 6516.95
(EGA MoTHtar and
Card not Ineludsd)

SAVE $99,701

JE2009* IBM AT Compatible Kit $689.95
JE286M JE2009 Technical Manual $29.95
RAM not included - MMmum RAM configutetlon S12K (16 Chips 41266-120. see Wt)

IBM COMPATIBLE DISPLAY MOMITORS
12" Amber Monochrome —
TTL Input. High Resolution (PC/XT/AT)

AMBER $99.95

14" RGB Color — CGA Compatible
Amber/Green/Color Switchable. 640 x

200 Resolution (PC/XT/AT)

TTX1410 $279.95 ttxuio

1 4" EGA Color - EGA/CGA Compal . 720 X 350 Max Resolution (PC/XT/AT)

TC5154 $399.95

14" Multiscan Color • VGA/PGC/EGA compatible. SOOxSOOMax. Reso-
lution (PC/XT/AT)

CTX1435 $549.95

EGAAKU MONITOR AMD CARP SPECIALS
14" EGA Monitor and EGA Card • ega compatible. 720 x 350 Max
Resolution - displays up to 16 colors (PC/)(T/AT)

JE1059 $519.95

13" VGA Monitor and VGA Card • vga compatible. 800 x seo Max
Resolution - displays up to 256 colors (PC/XT/AT)

JEVGA. S649.95

JAMECO IBM PC/XT/AT COMPATIBLE CARDS

Graphic
Display

MCA,'
CGA or
^EOA!

JE1050

^
J6I0S0

Mono Graphics Card w/Prlnler FDrI (PC/XT/AT). . . . . $59.95

JE1052 Color Graphics Card w/Printer Ft>r1 (PC/XT/AT) . $49.95

JE1055 EGA Card with 256K Video RAM (PC/XT/AT) $169.95

JE1071
Multi I/O with Dnve Controller
and Mono Graphics (PC/XT) $119.95

Multifunction, )/0 and Expansion Cards
I/O Card with S^ial. Game, Parallel Printer

JE1 060 FDrt and Real Time Clock (PC/XT) $59.95

JE1061 RS232 Serial Half Card (PC/XT/AT) . $29.95

JE1065
I/O Card with Serial. Game and
Parallel Printer Port (AT) . $59.95

JE1078
Expand to 384K |zero-K on-board) Multitunc. w/Serial.

Game. Parallel Printer Port & Real Time Clock (PC/XT) . . $69.95

JE1081
2MB of expanded or extended memory
(zero-K on-board) (AT) $119.95

JE1082

3MB of expanded or extended memory, parallel printer

port, serial port and game port

(zero-K on-boardi (AT) $169.95

Roppy and Hard Disk Controlier Cards
JE1040 360KS Roppy Disk Drive Controller Card (PC/XT). . . . $29.95

JE1041 20/40MB Hard Disk Controller Card (PC/XT) . $79.95

JE1043 360K/720K/1 2MB Floppy Disk Coni. Card (PC/XT/AT) $49.95
360K/720K/1 2MB Roppy/Hard Disk

JE1045 Controller Card lAT) $149.95

3.5" PC/XT/AT Compatible
Disk Drives

(^Seagate
20,30,40
and 60MB
Half Height
Hard Disk
Drives

6T22SK (Mctured)

8T225 20HB Drive only (PCGtT/AT) $224.93
ST225)Cr 20Me is/ContreBar (PC/XT)- $269.95
ST22SAT 20Ma w/Conbplar (AT) $339.95
ST236 30M6 Drive only (PC/XT/AT) $249.95
$7238X7 aOMB w/Con«ro6v (PC/XT) $299.95
ST238AT 30M8 w/Cowtrcaer (AT) $389.95
ST251 40Me Drive only (PC/XT/AT) $429.95
ST2S1Xr 40Me «vA:enL C«d (PCGtT) $469.95
ST251AT 4QMB w/CowbolM Card (AT) $539.95
ST277 60HB Drive only (PCm/AT) $499.95
ST277XT 60IM w/ControBw (PC/XT) $549.95
8T277AT BOMB w/CewtroHer Cerd (AT) $639.95

30MB Hard Disk Card
tor IBM PC/XT/AT

.lUli-

• 32.5MB formatted capacity * Saves space and
reduces power consumption Easy Installation
* Pre-tested and low-tevel formatted

GC32 $399.95

40MB Tape Back-Up
for IBM PC/XT/AT

• Allows urtaSerKled

bKk-up o« 40MB in 40
mmutis- SlandardOIC
Oala tormet • £sey to

use menuKirwen soA-
were - ni. mciementel.
selecied, moditied or

deled Me back-up

XR4 40MB Tape Back-Up. . . . $369.95
TB40 40M9 ttpe CenrtdB* $24.95

Jameco 5.25" PC/XT
& AT Compatible * '

Disk Drives

JE1022(Plcluretf) f
JE1020 360K Btocfc BiL (PC/XT/AT) ... $ 89.95
JE1021 360KBMgeasL(PCm/AT)...$ 89.95
JE1022 1 2146 Befoe tel (P<VXT/AT) . . $109.95

2400/1200/300 Modems
Datatronics
• Hayescommand compal-

ible • Bell l03/2l2Acom.
Mlibie Aulo-diel/auto-

snsiver • FCC approved
l*)*ar tserremy • Irtcludee

MaxtMiie Communication
Soihvare (excepi 1200P)

1200P l200/300Baud
1200H 1200/300 Baud Mwnal
2400S 2400/1200/300 Intemal

1200C 1200/300 SmM External

2400E 2400/1200/300 ExMmai

US. Funds Only
Shipping: Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance
(May vary according to weight)

California Residents:
Add 6%, 6'/^% or 7%

Sales Tax

C 1 988 Jameco Etectronics 9/88

$20 Minimum Order
4 is a registered trademark of International Business Machinae

JamecoELECTRONICS

Prices Subject to Change
*DAAM's Subi^ to Praquant Prica Changes

Send $2.00 Postage for a
FREE 1988 CATALOG

FAX Numbers: 415-592-2503 or
415-595-2664

Telex: 178043
1355 Shoreway Rd., Belmont. CA 94002 • 24 HR. ORDERHOTUNE415-592-8097 • All Other Inquiries (7am-5pm PST) 415-592-81 21
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Designer Carry Case for Laptops: Extra pockets
for portable printer, battery pack, pocket modem, manuals &
software etc. Comes with handle and shoulder strap. Fits NEC
EL & HD and all Toshiba Laptops (except T3200).

Only . , 149 With any Laptop 130

TOUCH BASE Systems World Port Pocket Modems Both 12(X) &
2400 use own battery Operate on Bell and CCITT standards. 2400
irKludes AC Adapter and Carbon Copy PLUS comm sw. Comes with 25
pin female connector. For Toshiba adapter cable, add 20.

1200/2400 . tS9/259 With any Laptop 120012400 150/250

WonUnder: Single Card Expansion slot for Toshiba Laptops. Sup-
ports most Toshiba compatible cards of 10' or less such as LAN and
EGA cards. If all you need is or>e expansion slot, this is your low cost

aftemative to expansion chests Specify TiiOO*. T1200 or TSIOO/TSIOO.

Only 299 With any Laptop .... 270

NOVATION Parrot 1200 External modem: World's smallest (si2e of

an audio cassette) external modem. Does r>ot require any batteries. AC
or line power. Includes comm, software Comes with 25 pin female con-

nector. For Toshiba adapter cable, add 20.

Only . . 129 With any Laptop 120

DICONIX 150 Parallel w/3' Cable
*300 Purchase

of Any Laptop 299 NEC P2200 329 ir

SYSTEMS PRINTERS MONITORS FAX MACHINES/BOARDS
NEC MultiSpeed EL 1299
MultiSpeed EL II 1429
MultiSpeed HO w/20 MB 2199
Battery Pack-Specify EL or HD . 99
Carry Case: EL/ HD 99
Floppy 5.25' Ext 360K for HD 339
NEC Modem 1200/2400 Int 269/339
TOSHIBA LAPTOPS
T1000 w/out Carry Case 759
TIOOO w/Carry Case 799
Tl100-«- w/ Carry Case . 1329
T1200F. 2 floppy w/C Case 1529
T1200FB. Backlit w/C Case 1669
T1200H. 1 floppy 4^ 20MB w/CC 2229
T1200HB. Backlit w/C Case 2369
T3120 w/Carry Case 2929
T3200 w/out Carry Case 3639
T3200 w/Carry Case 3699
T5100 w/out Carry Case . 4649
TS100 w/Carry Case 4729
ACCESSORIES for Toshiba LapTops

With Laptop . . . Use Second Price

AC Adapter; TIOOO/ 1100 -f 75/60
AC Adapter; T1200 99/60
Auto Adapter; TIOOO/ 1 100 -t- 65/50
Battery Charger: T1200 239/210
Battery Pack; T1200 85/70
Carry Case for TIOOO 69
Carry Case; Specify model 89
Designer Carry Case w/ pockets for SW,
manuals, portable printer etc.

Fits ail (except T3200) . . 149/130
Expansion Chasis w/interface for

IIOO-f/1200 or 3100/5100 869/629
WonUrKter: Expansion slot for 1100 4-.

1200 or 3100/5100 299/270
Floppy 5.25' Ext 360k . 339/330
Memory 768k; TIOOO 299/290
Memory 364k: T1 too -4 . 359/340
Memory 2MB; T3100 869/840
Memory 3MB; T3200 . 1239/1200
Memory 2MB: T5100 . 1049/1020
Modem 1200 Int; TIOOO 319/300
Modem 1200 No Slot; T1200 299
When installed 350

Modems: T1100-4 /1200/3120/5100
Toshiba 1200 Int 299/260
MultiTech 1200 Int w/sw 239/220
Prometheus 1200 Int -f sw 199/165
Prometheus 2400 Int -t-sw 329/300
Adaptamodem 2400 Int . 329/300
Novation Parrot 1200 Ext . 129/120
World Port 1200 Ext 159/150
2400 Ext w/AC Adapter 259/250

Toshiba cable for Ext Modems 20
Numeric Keypad: T1000/1200 99/90
Numeric Keypad; T3100/3120 99/90
Brooklyn Bridge 99/90
Laplink Plus 109/100

ALPS Allegro 24 pin 359
ALQ 200 Color 16/24 pin 439/469
ALQ 300 Color 18/24 pin 629/669
200E Color 18/24 Pin 629/669
300 E Color 16/24 Pin 799/849
BiDi Tractor; 200/300 *2 70/90
Ribbon; ALQ Black/Color . 15/20
P2000 w/ Tractor 679
P2100 w/Tractor 1079
P2400 Color, w/Tractor 24 pin 969
* DICONIX InkJet 150 parallel
with 3' or 6' cable 329
With any Laptop 299

NEC P2200 329
5200/5300 499/669
Color Kit 5200/5300 .109
Cut Sht Fdr 5200/5300 169/199
Unl-Di Tractor: P6/P7 50/70
Bi-D( Tractor: P6/P7 130/150
Cut Sht Fdr: P6/P7 230/290
* TOSHIBA 321SU341SL 459/599
KENSINGTON Printer Stand 20
* With Printer 10 *

AMDEK Monitor 722 449
LOGITECH AutoSyr>c with EGA Card.
LogiMouse & Paint Show . 669

DRIVES & BACKUP
PLUS HARD CARD: Single Slot

20/40 MB 499/649
FUJITSU 5.25' 360K for PC/XT 89
FLOPPY 5.25" Ext 360k:Spedfy PS/2
NEC HD, Toshiba, Zenith . . 349

TOSHIBA 3.5' Int 1.44MB with
Universal mounting kit . 115

SEAGATE: For PC/XT HALF HT
PRO PACK 20 MB (ST 225) 279
PRO PACK 30 MB (ST 238) 299
Fully Pretested. PRO PACK includes
controller, cables, detailed & illustrated

manual. One year warranty.
PC/XT Mtng Kit A Filler Plate 10
FOR AT: 40 MB w/partitioning sw
MITSUBISHI 28ms RLL Certified 499
SEAGATE ST 251-1 26 ms 499
AT Mounting Kit 10

ARCHIVE: Uses Floppy Cont/DC2000
40 MB; External for PC/XT 449

MOUNTAIN: Uses Floppy Cont/DC2000
40 MB; Internal for AT 379
DC 2000 Single/Box of 5 25/120
DC600 Single /Box of S 30/140

MITSUBISHI D Scan 1371 499
With Tilt A Swivel SIS

Diamond Scan Till A Swivel
. 30

NEC Multisync 11-1402 . 589
NEC Multisync PLUS 879
PQS UltraSync 529
SONY 1311CR-13" Trinitron Color
Remote TV A RGB Monitor 449

Sony 1311 to IBM Cable . 20
SONY Multiscan 1303 529
SONY Multiscan 1302 649
Sony 1303/2 to IBM Cable 20
Sony 1303/2 to MAC 11 Cable 30
TAXAN 770 MultiVision plus . 519
ZENITH ZCM-1490 Flat Screen 629
With Zenith Tilt A Swivel 650

Zenith Tilt A Swivel 30
UNIVERSAL Tilt A Swivel 35

MATH/RAM CHIPS
64K RAM 120ns Set of 9 30
256K RAM 120n8 Set of 9 . CALL

6087-2 PC/XT 8 Mhz 14S

60267-8 AT 8 Mhz 239
60267-10 AT 10 Mhz 299
80387-16 for 386 Machines 499
80387-20 for 386 Machines 769

MODEMS

SHARP UX-50 689
SHARP UX-80 for Books/Mags 969
SHARP UX-140/UX-160 919/1119
SHARP FO-300 1179
TOSHIBA 30100/3700 . 1079/1499
FAX BOARDS
PANASONIC FX-B68/89 Fax Partner769

QUAORAM JT Fax Board 289
JT Fax Portable 289

THE COMPLETE PC Fax Board 329

DISPLAY CARDS
With Monitor Use Second Price
ATI VIP 299/270
GENOA SuperEGA HiRes-t- 219/190
SuperVGA 5100 329/290
SuperVGA HiRes 5200-10 429/400

PARADISE AutoSwitch 460 . 199/170
Paradise VGA Plus 269/250
Paradise VGA Professional 449/400
TAXAN 557 Gold Card 199/190
VIDEO-7 Vega Deluxe 229/200
Vega VGA 299/270
Vega V-RAM VGA (256k) . . 549/500
Vega V-RAM VGA (S12k) . . 699/649
ZENITH Z-449 279/250
9 to 15 Pin Connector-Required for

some Monilor/Card combinations . 20
Gem Graph 50

KEYBOARD/MOUSE

LAP TOP Modems . See SYSTEMS
EVEREX 1200 Int w/BitCom 89
2400 w BitCom Int/Ext . . 169/199
HAYES 1200B/1200 Ext 219/299
For SrnartCom II Add 40
NOVATTon Parrot 1200 &xt. Size of
Cassette. Needs no pwr/battery . 129
PROMETHEUS 2400G Ext 179
TOUCHBASE SYSTEMS
World Port 1200 Ext 159
2400 Ext w/AC Adapter 259
U S ROBOTICS Direct

1200 Inl/Ext 79/99
2400 Int/Ext 149/179

ZOOM HC 2400 Int w/ProComm 129

KEYTRONIC 101 Keys for IBM PC. XT.
AT with Function Keys on top row,
separate Cursor Control Keypad ar>d
Numeric Keypad. With 3 years
K^fonics warranty 109
OEM Version: Identical Keyboard w/90
day warranty from us 79
Keyboard Extension cable 10
LOGITECH with Plus software
PS/2 Mouse 79
C-7 Serial or Bus 89
HiRez Bus 109

Logitech Publisher SO
LooiPaint/LoglCadd 25/50
MICROSOFT Mouse; Bus or Ser 109
With Windows: Bus or Serial

.
149

MOUSE SYSTEMS PC Mouse:
Bus with PC Paint Brush 119

POWER

FREE DELIVERY
• PREPAID ORDERS IN CONTINENTAL USA ONLY *

Simply mail the check for the exact amount (CA add as shown here with your
order. We will ship your order UPS Ground. FREE of any other charges. It is that
simple. For 2 Day AIR shipment, add 29b (Min $10). For Printers & Monitors 5%
(Min $30). Money order/Bank check orders shipped immediately. Personal/Co.
checks delay shipment 2/3 weeks (Credit Card orders are not considered prepaid)

NEC Multisync 11-1402 ... 589
With Any
Display Card • .569

REPLACEMENT POWER SUPPLIES
For PC XT 150 Watts 69
For AT 200 Watts 89
DATASHIELD Surge Pro 100 79
300 Watts Turbo Backup 399
450 Watts Turbo Backup 469
625 Watts Turbo Backup 569
SOLID STATE UPS 3" High
SS400/SS700 699/829

KENSINGTON Masterpiece 99
Masterpiece Plus 109
Masterpiece Remote 109

TOSHIBA T1000 759 TOSHIBA 321SL/341SL 459/599
* PREPAID BY CHECK ONLY *

* POSTMARKED BY SEPTEMBER 30. 1966 * SUPER SPECIALS
TIOOO w/oul Carry Caaa
T1000 w/Carry Caaa
TIOOO w/Caaa A zeSK Card
T1200F. 2 floppy w/Carry Caaa
T1200FB. 2 floppy Backlit w/CC
T1200H, 1 Soppy '»20MB w/CC
T1200HB. 1 F 4- 20MB Backlit w/CC
T3120 w/Carry Caaa
T3200 w/oul Carry Caaa
T5 too w/out Carry Caaa

TOSHIBA 32tSL w/Par Cabla 470
TOSHIBA 341SL w/Par Cabla SIO
ARCHIVE 40MB Exiarnal PC/XT 430
MOUNTAIN 40Me lr>tarnal: AT 360
ALPS Allagro 24 pin w/par cabla 36S
ALPS ALO 300 24 pin w/par cabla 675
SHARP UX-50/UX-e0 S75/95S
SHARP UX-140/UX-ie0 895/1095
Touchbasa Syaiama World Pon with

Toat\ipa Cabla 1200/2400 E»t 175/275

PLUS Hard Card 40 MB
HAYES 1200B Intarnal

HAYEB 1200 Extarnal

For SmanCom li Add
MOUSE SYSTEMS PC Mouaa; Bua
LOGITECH HiRaz Bua
LOTUS symphony 3.5’ Var 1 2

LOTUS Matro 3.S* Var 1 .0

SORLANO Sidakick: Spacify 5.25 oi

PC Paint Brush /Gam Graph

* PREPAID BY CHECK ONLY *
POSTMARKED BY SEPTEMBER 30. 1986 w

840
199

280

NEC MuRiSpaad EL II w/Caaa
NEC MultiSpaad HO w/Casa
NEC P2200 Par w/Cabla

40 MITSUBISHI 1371 w/T»t A Swival
99 T/kXAN 770 Plua w/Ganoa HIRas-f
99 SONY 1311 w/cabla for IBM
199 BONY 1303 w/cabla IBM or Appla

29 SONY 1302 w/cabla IBM or Appla

29 ZENITH ZCM 1490 Flat Scraan with

>/40 Zanllh Z-449

FOREIGN ORDERS
For forsign orders add special handling charge

of $30 per order. Air shipments add 10% (Min.

$50). For Printers A Monitors 30% (Min. $150).

Soma items may be more. Credit card orders,

add 5% to amount owed.

FAX; 714-891-2364

POLICY; Min order $100 lor COO /Credit Cards. Prepaid orders Mm. $50 Prices A vsiiatxlity subiect to ctwige.

ShipfxnB charges vaqr (Mm $10) PnoesreAect discount lor advance paymeni. PsrsonM/Co. cheeks deity shipmenf

2/3 weeks Add 2% (Min. $5)^ CODS Discover. 3% tor MC/ Visa and 5% for Amex A Optima CXraquras
cash or cashier check. No ihovrroom or waikm sales. Open ecct. PO mm. order $1000. call lor special pncas All

sales final Relusad shipments subject to a 20% charge (Mm. $50) Not responsiblo for compalibitity

e PICKUP HOURS: Mon-Prt: 3 to 9 pm. PLEASE CAU RR8T FOR WORKORDER * *

PLUS HARD CARD 20/40 . . . 499/649

APO FPO *
For APO/ FPO orders, add special harOdling

charge $30 per order Shipping chargee add

5% (Min. $20). For Printers A Monitors 10%
(Min. $40). Some items may be more. No 000
orders. Credit Card orders, add 5% to amount
owed.

Yiiwnwi 714-897-2100
12605 HOOVER STREET, GARDEN GROVE, CA 92641 PLEASE REFER TO AD # PC 841



2 Free Software Disks
Join PC-SIG the world's largest library of low cost software solutions for the IBM PC

and Compatibles and receive two 2 FREE disks of your choice from this ad! (plus

purchase other disks in this ad for only $2 each).

PC-SIG disks come packed full of Shareware — Software you are allowed to try

before deciding to register with the author for additional benefits and upgrades. How
good is Shareware? Shareware products have been rated by major publications, such as

Consumer Reports, PC Magazine, Personal Computing, BYTE, and PC Resource as being

better than many popular programs costing hundreds of dollars more.

$20 PC-SIG membership includes: 424 page Directory describing hundreds of useful

programs. Bi-monthly Shareware Magazine covering the latest new releases. Access to

PC-SIG’s library of over 1100 titles. Free Technical support by phone. Special Discounts

on software, books, and How-to computer videos. Join PC-SIG and receive FREE 424 page directory, bi-monthly

Sharewve Marine, Special Software Dis^nts.

Take any two disks listed in this ad

FREE when you join today!

Offer expires September 30, 1988.

Communications

499PROCOMM:Extremelyversatiletelecomtnunicabor«.

310.t022.l023O-MOOEM:Af3vorite. Let’s your computer

talk via phone.

212.334,621 RBBS-PC:Setupyourownbulletinboard.

Computer Languages Education

577. 578 C TUTOR: Learn C language.

965 PASCAL COMPILER: Ful-screen editor, incremental

compiler and more.

Q 254 PC-DOS HELP: Gives you on-line help to remember

those DOS commands.

105PC-PROFESSOfl:LeambeginningBASIC.

775-776 PSEUDOSAM; Macro assemblers & debuggers for

many popular microprocessors, including 8088/86/286s

461STILLRIVERSHELL:MenuedCX>Scommands.Makes
Kfe easier.

403TUTOR.COM:LeambegmningCX>S

Databases

267.286 FILE EXPRESS: Customize, menu driven data-

base for easy information retrieval.

5.730.l0t5PC-FILE‘»:A powerfulandpopulardatabase

by orte of Shareware's founders. Jim Button.

SSOWAMPUM dBaseilldone.buteasieriouse. (Hard

disk req)

Educational

844 ABC FUN KEYS; For ages 2-5. Teaches the alphabet.

6l2FOREtGNLANGUAGES:BeginningSpani$h.French.
Ger^ & Italian.

229 FUNNELS & BUCKETS: Fun game teaches younger

chMren arithmetic.

320 PC-TOUCH: Typing tutor. (Color Req)

477WOROGAMES:Stimulalestheintellect.

Financial

164, 773CASHTRAC; Manage checking accounts, track

investments

15lFINANCEMANAGERII:Doubleentrybookkeeping.

469.470MR.BIU.:ttemi2einvoices,ageaccounts.etc.

331PC-GENERALLEDGER;Writlenbyalopfinancial
manager to help you stay in the black.

575 PC-STOCK; Track & evaluate slock trends. (Color req)

Games

452 AMULET OF VENDOR; Hack, a dungeons & dragons

adventure game.

706 BACKGAMMON: You against the computer. Also.

Wheel of Fortune.

780 BRIDGE PAL: Computer plays 3 hands.

228CRIB6AGE:Andatewothergamesaswell.

t J 457GREATESTARCA0EGAMES Fhghtmare.JumpJoe.

Spacewar (Color req)

476 PATRICK’S BEST GAMES: Bugs Centipede, 3-0

Packman, Castle. Packgal. Spacevad

557 PINBALL RALLY : 3 great games of dexterity and speed.

(Color req.)

120PC-CHESS Yourmove .

791 POKER: Play draw poker head to head Or try some
Blackjack

694SLEUTH.AmurderhasbeencommiHed.

l97TWOTREKS:Beammeup,Scottie'

89lWHEELOFMlSFORTUNE;Spinthewheel.winorgo
bankrupt'

Graphics

(Most require CGA or EGA Card)

701 -704 DANCAD 3D (4 disks); Create and animate 3d

drawings. (Hard disk req)

828 EDRAW Draw flowcharts, schematics, even printed

circuits!

C 763 FINGER PAINT A paint program with text capabilities

(Runs witft Hercules Graphics (^rd or Color (graphics
)

870HGCI8M Run color graphics programs with your

Hercules Card'

788 IMAGE 3-D (EGA ver.): Create, view, edit 3d objects.

762IMAGE3D(CGAver.)

1001 MACPASTE;Read.save.editandprintReadmacor

Mac Paint pictures

344.34S.1032PC-KEYDRAW;Graphicsand’slideshow‘

presentations.

244SLIDEGENERATlON:Crealesiides/lransparencies.

Home & Hobbies

966ASTROLOGY94:Calculaleandpnrttchans.

361. 632 FAMILY HISTORY; Trace your family tree.

929 LOTTO: Will this realty help you win the lottery?

395HOMEINVENTORY:KeeptrackofeveryThingyouown.

Music

127PC-MUSlClAN:Composeandplayyoursong.

279PIANOMAN:Playsyourmusicorit50wninchords.

Office

608 AUTOMENU: Create easy access menus lor your hard

drive.

824DESKCOMMANDO:Tooistotameyourharddrive.

404EZ-FORMS:Createyourownbusinessforms.

388 FORM LETTERS: Variety of business letter formats.

483MAILMONSTER:Add,edit.sonandpnntlabelsby
categories

405 PC-DESK TEAM: In memory calculator, calendar,

phone dialer, alarm & more'

Printers

5l7IMAGEPRMT:Lenerquafityfromyourdolmatnx.

71 8 LQ PRINTER; Print fancy fonts on yoitf dot matrix,

523 SIDEWRfTER: Print barmers or wide spreadsheets.

Religion

974BIBLEOUIZPLUS:LeamlheBibletriviagame.

766-772THE6IBL£(7di8ks);KingJamesvers<on.

561. 562 WORDWORKER; Performs text searches of

words in the Bible.

Security Hacking

598 MASTER KEY; Like Norton Utilities. Recover those files

you acodentaly erased. And a whole lot more.

4l4UNPROTECT/PROTECT:Copyavarietyolcopy
protected disks.

Spreadsheets

524.525 EXPRESS CALC: Powerlul but friendly

spreadsheet.

t99.t01S.t0t7PC.CALC:UlieLotust.2.3bu1eas«r.

Word Processing

71 9 LETTER WRITER; Pnnl out ‘persortakzed* letters.

S28NEWYORKWOflD:Allowssplitscreen.mailmer9e&

more.

480PC-OUTLINE:LikeThinkTank. Organizeyourideas&

thoughts.

455.661.682PC-TYPE;JimButton'sownwordproces$or

hasital.

7e.627PC-WRITE;Power1ul.multiteatured.speing

checker, laser support.

rPlease sign mt up for Membership to PC-SIG,n
I
and tend the 2 FREE disks checked above. I

1 year PC-SIG Membership * S20.00

Additional disks x $2 each -

3l/2*-add$i perdisk »

FREE S>>pping and Handing

Amount enclosed $

By: : Check Visa MC

Card No;.

Exp S»g

Name

Address

City:- -Zip-

PC-SIG 762
10300 East Duar>e Ave
Sunnyvale,CA 94006

ONer valid n USA only - Daalar InqumM Invitad

Order By Phone:

800/245-6717 Dept. #762

(In Calif. 800/222-2996)
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*JDR Microdevices*
Complete customer satisfaction... superior service... friendly, knowledgeable personnel

quality merchandise... providing the best values in leading edge technology.

I

^ses^s.

i

HB HEIGHT DRIVES

THE NEW ST-2S1-1 DfllVE IS SOS FASTER WITH AN AVERAGE
ACCESS TIME OF ?8 MS EASV TO INSTALL HALF-HEIGHT DRIVE

ST-251-1

SO MB. es MS. ST-BBS
WITH MCT-HDC CONTROLLER
WITH MCT-AT FH CONTROLLER
30 MB RLL. 6S MS. ST‘B3B
WITH MCT-RLL CONTROLLER
WITH MCT-AT FH-RLL CONTROLLER

40 MB. 40 MS. ST-B51
WITH MCT-HDC CONTROLLER
WITH MCT-AT FH CONTROLLER
SO MB RLL. 40 MS. ST-B77
WITH MCT-RLL CONTROLLER
WITH MCT-AT'FH CONTROLLER

I

WITH MCT-HDC CONTRO-LER
I WITH MCT-ATFH CONTROLLER

$569.00

$639 00

mBBS.OO
$269.00
$339.00

sB^a.oa
$299.00
$369.00

S429.00
$469.00
$539.00

•499.00
$549 00

$639 00

FULL HEIGHT DRIVES
30 MB. 40 MS. ST-4036 $559.00
60 MB. 26 MS. ST-4096 $895.00

If
S THE

t YEAR WARRANTY ON METPRODUCTS
m 30 DAY MONEY BACK EUARANTEE
m TOLL-FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT
m NO CREDIT CARD SURCHAREE

IIMTERFACE CARDS FROM
MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHIMOLOEY
DISPLAY ADAPTDRS
MOtVaCHROME GRAPHICS CARO BSB.BS
TRUE HERCULES COMPATISILITV SUPPORTS LOTUS 123

• PARALLEL PRINTER PORT CONFIGURES AS CPTi OR
LPT2 a USES VLSI CHIPS TO ENSURE RELIABILITY

MCT-MGP

ENHASCEO GRAPHICS ADAPTOR 9149.95
lOOS IBM COMPATIBLE PASSES IBM EGA DIAGNOSTICS
a 2S6K OF VIDEO RAM ALLOWS 640 X 350 IN 16 OF 64

COLORS a COMPATIBLE WITH COLOR AND
MONOCHROME ADAPTORS
MCT-EGA

COLOR GRAPHICS ADAPTOR 949.95
COMPATIBLE WITH IBM GRAPHICS STANDARDS
a SUPPORTS RGB COLOR & COMPOSITE MONOCHROME
a 640 320 X 200 RESOLUTION LIGHT PEN INTERFACE
MCT-CG

MULTIFUIMCTIOM CARDS
MO/VOGRAPHICS MLfLTI I/O 9119.75
TOTAL SYSTEM CONTROL FROM A SINGLE SLOT'
a CTRL 2 floppy S SERIAL PARALLEL GAMEPORT
CLOCK CAL a RUN COLOR GRAPHICS SOFTWARE ON A
MONOCHROME MONITOR
MCT-MGMiO

MULTI I/O FLOPPY COIS/TROLLER 979.95
A PERFECT COMPANION FOR OUR MOTHERBOARDS
a SUPPORTS UP TO 2 360K FLOPPIES 720K WITH DOS 3 2

a SERIAL parallel CAME PORT CLOCK CALENDAR
MCT-MIO
MIO-SERIAL—2ND SERIAL PORT $15.95

MULTI I/O CARO 959.95
USE WITH MCT FH FOR A MINIMUM OF SLOTS USED
a SERIAL PORT CLOCK CALENDAR WITH BATTERY BACK
UP a PARALLEL PRINTER PORT ADDRESSABLE AS LPTi

OR LPT2
MCT-IO

AT MULTIFU/VCTIO/V CARO 9139.95
ADOS UP TO 3 MEGABYTES OF RAM TO THE AT

a USER EXPANDABLE TO 1 5MB iZERO K INSTALLED*

a INCLUDES SERIAL PORT AND PARALLEL PORT
MCT-ATMF

MCT-ATMF-MC PIGGYBACK BOARD
ATMF SERIAL-2N0 SERIAL PORT

$29.95

$24.95

AT MULTI I/O CARO 959.95
USE WITH MCT ATFH FOR M<NiMUM OF SLOTS USED
a serial parallel and game PORTS a USES 16450

SERIAL SUPPORT CHIPS FOR HIGH SPEED OPS
MCT-ATIO
ATIO-SERIAL—2N0 SERIAL PORT $24.95

IHEIHDRY CARDS
576K RAM CARO 959.95
A CONTIGUOUS MEMORY SOLUTION IN A SHORT SLOT
a USER SELECTABLE CONFIGURATION UP TO 576K
a USES 64K a 256K RAM CHIPS iZERO K INSTALLED

MCT-RAM

EXPA/VOEO MEMORY CARO 9IB9.95
2 MB OF LOTUS INTEL MICROSOFT COMPATIBLE MEMORY
FOR AN XT a CONFORMS TO LOTUS INTEL EMS a USER
EXPANDABLE TO 2 MB a CAN BE USED AS E XPANDED OR
CONVENTIONAL MEMORY RAMDISK AND SPOOLER
MCT-ATEMS
MCT-ATEMS-AT VERSION $139 95

DRIVE CDIMTRDLLERS
t.B MB FLOPPY CO/VTROLLER 9G9.95
ADD VERSATILITY AND CAPACITY TO YOUR XT
a SUPPORTS 2 DRIVES BOTH MAY BE 360K OR i 2 MB
a ALLOWS DATA TO FLOW FREELY FROM XT S TO AT S
MCT.FDC-1.2

RLL DISK CO/VTROLLER 9119.95
RLL HARD DISK CONTROL FOR YOUR XT COMPATIBLE
a SUPPORTS UP TO TWO RLL HARO DRIVES
a IMPROVES DATA STORAGE SPEED AND EFFICIENCY

MCT-RLL

ATFH COrVTROLLER 9149.95
Floppy hard disk control in a true at design
a SUPPORTS UPTO2 360K 720K i 2MB FDD S AS WE L i

AS 2 HDD S USING STANDARD CONTROL TABLES
MCT-ATFH

RLL ATFH DISK COfVTROLLER 9199.95
improve speed AND storage OF VOUR AT

COMPATIBLE a SUPPORTS UP TO 2 RLL HARO DISCS AND
2 FLOPPY DRIVES » SUPPORTS 360 720 1 2 MB
FLOPPIES IN 5 25 4 35
MCT-ATFH-RLL

its Time to TRADE UP NOW that jor BhEAKS t

PRICE BARRIER ON 2400 BAUD MODEMS
a AUTO DIAL ANSWER _ i

a SELF TEST ON POWER UP
a TOUCHTONE OR PULSE DIALING
a HAYES 4 BELL SYSTEMS COMPATIBLE

a FULL OB HALF DUPLEX
a MIRROR II COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE INCLUDED
MCT-241
MCT-121 1200 BAUD 1 2 CARO $69.95

EXTERMAL MODEMS
MCT-12E 1200 BAUD $119.95 I

MCT-24E 2400 BAUD $219.95 J

DIADLO sayqas]
PRUMTER

• LETTER OUAIITV AT 20 CPS 132 COLS
• 10 12 15 PITCH 4 PROPORTIONAL SPACING
I serial 4 PARALLEL INTERFACE
• AUTO PAPER LOAD FRICTION FEED
• FULL XEROX WARRANTY

IBM COMPATIBLE
KEYBOARDS
101 KEY ENHANCED LAYOUT $79.95

84 KEY AT STYLE $5995
MAXI-SWITCH ENHANCED LAYOUT $84.95

MAXI-SWITCH AT STYLE $64.95

ACCESSORIES
20 MB HARD DISK ON A CARD $349.00

ARCHIVE 40 MB TAPE BACK-UP $369.95

LOGITECH MOUSE $79.95

MONITORS
SAKATA MONOCHROME $69.95
SAMSUNG MONOCHROME $129.95
CASPER RGB $279.95
CASPER EGA $399.95
NEC MULTISYNC II $599 95 ,

EGA SPECIAL!
SAVE $50 BUY AN MCT-EGA CARD AND CASPER
EGA MONITOR FOR JUST $499.

W ’/p HEIEHT FLOPPY DISK DRIVES ]

5V4 DS DO 360K $69.95
5V4 - FUJITSU M2S51A DS DD 360K $89.95
5V* TEAC FD-S5B DS DD 360K $99.95
5V* 0SH0 1.2M $109.95
5V4' FUJITSU M2SS3K DSHD 1.2M $119.95
$V4 TEACFO-SSGDSHD1.2M $129.95

m. VA‘ MITSUBISHI DS HD T.44MB $149.95^

r * ^ JOR MICnOOEVICES. 110 niOWlES DRIVE. IDS GATOS, GA 9S030
local (4001 BG6-C200 FAX (4001 370-C9Z7 TEUEX 171-110

I I RCTAH. STORE: 12H SOUTH BASCOMAK., SAX JOSE, CA (400) 947-00*1

Hfluns: m-f 10-7 sat. 9-5 sun. 12-4

Terms MmimumorderSlO.OO Forst«p(»ngandlWKllirtginctudeS2 50lorUPSgroundan<lS3 50
UPSsa Ordersovertib and foretgnofdarsmayraquiraaiMrtMnatsrHppaig emerges—ptoase
contact the Mias deparirnem lor ihaamoum CAremdentsmuMaiciudeapphcabie sales tax Pneet
are subieci to change without nohce We are not reeponsAite lor tvpographM:al errors Wereserva*ie
nghitohm«c|uantihesar>dtosubsMuleirtarHilaciurer An merchandnesubiect to prior sale AfuH
copyofourlemtsisavariaOleuponrequem Items pKlured may only be representative

^TTTTTJ
COPYRIGHT 1966 JOR MICROOEVICES CIRC LF108ON READER SERVICE CARD CONTINENTAL U.S. AND CANADA



ARC Model 10 XT •

MO MHz. 640K
RAM. 360K floppy.

MS-DOS 3.3 CALL

ARC Turbo 12 • 80206*12.5 MHz 1 waft, 1Mb
RAM. 1.2 Mb floppy, MS-DOS 3.3 CALL
ARC 3868 Skyscraper • 6/16MHz. 0 waH. 2Mb
sons RAM on MB 1.44Mb 3.5 llop^ drive, 101

keyboard. 2-32. 4-1 6, 2-6 bit slols, aerial, parcel

ports. 275W power supply. MS-DOS 3.3 CALL
ARC Options

AT-Styls Keytronics keyboard $ 59
RT-StytelOl Keytronics enhanced keyboard $ 59
Add-In Boards SeeMod^s S Boards
Monitors. Sea Monitors

Drives. See Drives

AST Premium 286”*

Model 80 • 80286/1 0 MHz •

0 Wait S12K RAM. seilM/
parallel oofts, dock/
calendar. 101 keyboard, 1.2

Mb floppy drive. MS-DOS
3.3. OW-Basic. runs 11.5
Norton

AST Premium Workstation • Model 205 80286/10
MHz. 0 wan, 1 Mb RAM, 1 ptfdtol. 2 serial, 101
keyboard. 2 fxxtzontal 8/16 exp. slots, bull in EQA.
htfd & flpy disk Ctrl. 5.25' 1 .2 Mb flpy drive. Jt2,B99’

DRIVES' HARD, FLOPPY & TAPE

DiOiTAL
File Card 20 - 21Mb PC/XT/AT card drive $369
File Card 30 - 32Mb PC/XT/AT card drive $395
File Card PS/30 -SOMb miaochannei cvd dr .$395

POWER ACCESSORIES

450AT $ 425
520 ES $ 495
soortstsww/ups
Monitor Board l/F .$ 795
1200VX $ 925

Notv// ll.P.S. Monifor Board Compatibie!
* 220 Volt Models AvsiltUe *

NHETWORKING
4-User NOVELL Network System
Server/Work Station:

American Research (ARC) • 12.5MHz. 1 wail.

80286. PC/AT 210W power supply, 1 serial. 2
paraild ports, monitor. 1.2Mb fio(^. 2Mb RAM.
44Mb hard drive. 60Mb tape drive.

American Power Conversion 520 Watt U.P.S.

NOVELL ELS NetWare 286 Level I

(4-users) Network set-up is Mernt Driven with

*Hot Print* UUKSesI

4 ArcNet cards. 200* cable, 4-pon passive hub

3 ARC~ MIO XTs - Each includes: 640IC 4.77/

10 MHz, 8088-1 CPU. MS-DOS 3.21. OT-style
keyboard, amber ttt 'n' swivel monitor.

Brother M-1 709 primer, tractor. 240 CPS. NLQ

List Price $13,705-Your Cost $8,495

MONITORS & TERMINALS

14” Flat White Til W Swivel.. $139
14” EGA Tit 'n' Swivel $499

SAMSUNG

Samsung EGA tit 'n' swivel. 14* monitor $359
Samsung 14” tW W swivel color hl-res $239
Samsung 12” TTL till 'n' swivel amber $ 79

OTATUNG*
CM-149S OmnIScan 14'PQA.EQA.HQC.CQA
with OmnlCard 900 controller, auto-sensing ..$696

MM'1422 dual freq. t 'n' 8 14' green $119
MM-1495-QreyscdeOmniScan $215

izia
"TTie Genius" full page
lor PC. PS«, MAC CALL

WYSE WYSE 50 $369 /WYSE 60 $425
,,r. WYSE WY700 1280 x 800 ...$699

MODEMS & BOARDS
Everex 601 • 60Mb knemal tape with soflware.$729
Everex 1 25Mb kitemd Tc^ $ 966
Everex PS/2 - Stream 60 $1,249

CDC300MbSCSI -1orNelWtfe2.11 & DCB CALL

Maxtor XT-1140 140Mb $1,795

Moopnus
Mlcropolis 85Mb 28mSEC $695
Mtcropoll8l333A 53Mb.28mSEC $598

Seagate PC 20 Mb with WD Ctrl ....$269
Seagate PC/XT 30Mb ST-238, Ctrl, cable $289
Seagate ST2S1-1 • 40Mb AT KH 28mSEC $496

Floppy Drives
Fu|nsu360K npydrtve$ 75 /1.2 Mb $ 95
MNsublshl3.5'720K...$115 /1.44Mb $129
MHsubIshi MF501 $ 90 /MF504 1.2Mb $125
TeacFD-5S-BR4etpi ..$ 85 / OFR570 1.2...$ 99

ANCHOR
1200/PS2 $169 / 2400/PS2 $219
1200 External $119 /1200imemal $ 73
2400 External $139 / 2400 Internal $129

Everex EverCom II Internal 1200 $ 79
Everex EverCofn 2400 Intemai 2400 $175
Everex EverCom 2400E External 2400 $ 169

MuRTfed^ /Wo/tf-Jto^s CALL
QKitabotics

US Robotics Courier HST up to 19,200 bps CALL
2400Ext $175 / 2400PCim...$139

Advamage-Prem-512K, S, P...$306
Advamsge PS/2 • 51 2K 24Mb . $ 365
Hot Shot 286-10XT Accel. Bd. $349
I/O PAK/2 tor PS/2 - S 4 P $195

MMMKNMC RAMPAGE 286 - 51 2K $375
RAMPAGE2 tor XT OK $175
XTRANSFORMER AT replace ^
menl.8 8lotM.B $599
6-PAK Premium • 2S6K $ 195

Deluxe Hl-Res EGA ....$135 / VGA $275
Msgic I/0 1-3 S.P.Q $ 58 /DeluxePGA..$e88
Roppy I/O Serial .Paralel. Game. Clock $ 79

imel Above Bo8rd/286-PCMB4020512K..$419

Brother HL-6 40 fonts

8PPM 2nd Qen. Carton Engine
Emulates Epson, IBM. Diablo

1Mb RAMarPuil Pg graphics

HP LaserJet II compatibie

$ 2,8y5

AST TurboLaser/PS postscript, rlcoh,

3 Mb, 35 fonts, 8ppm, AppleMac/PC l/F .... $3,695
H.P.LsssrJst Sertsa n CALL
NEC LC890 Slentwrttsr P,S. Appletdk Ports$ 3695
Xerox 4045 Lmst A-50 512K, SedM,
ParaM imsrtacs, lOppm $2,888
HP ScanJet Scanner wtth Starter Kit.„ $1,675

PRINTERS, PLOTTERS & FAX

brother M-I7W call
brother hum CAa

brother m-1724 cau
brother fax too cau

GD0a]eOGxn plotters
mstrumwit digitizers

SubskSory of Bousch * Lomb

1091 Model 2 $209
10921 $339

XEROX
Xerox 7007 9600 BPS, 16 second / page, -f phorte

with 99 number auto dial, 10 pg feed, up to 7
'

delayed send. 200x400 resokjtton.
'

$1,375

PC COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE*

imegrated/Sprei
Enable 2.0 (so/tware group)

.

Framework II (AshtoivTaie)....

Data Bass Msnagemern
Ashton-Tate dBase III Plus $368
PFS: Professional FMo $129
WordTech DBXL (dBASE 3) 'Dismond* $1 15

Communications
Carbon Copy Plus (Meridian) $109
Crosstab XVI (MlcrostuO $ 98

Word Procesaora
NewWord (WordStw 4.0 done) $149
WordStm 4.0 $228
Microsoft Word .$235
MuNIMate Advantage II $278
PFS: Professional Write .$105
Word Perfect... .$239

imagrated / Spreadshaeta
*' ••

ip) $369
W75

Lotus 1-2-3 .$295
Muttiplan3.0.... .$115
PFS: First Choice .$ 85
PFS: Professional Plan $ 55
Borland Ouattro .$155
Symphony (Lotus) $438

Desktop Publishing
PFS: Rrst Publisher .$ 75
PFS: Art QaJtory .$ 75
Xerox Ventura 1.1 $489
Aldus PageMaker/PC 3.0 .$549

Graphics & Mice

Harvwd Graphics (for Lotus 1-2 3) ^48
IMSIOpUMouse Serial $ 88
IMSI Genius Mouse Serlsl .$ 59
Microsoft Mouse .$ M
SwnmaMouse-Opdcal. .$ 85
SummaSke1ch1&1^.. .$379

Protect Management
Harvard Total Preyed Manager $339

* CGfKpGlMay wilt PC/XT/AT CionM no! guaranty.
• OB»fCitfaMy opwwd •eftwM ne< AtuiniOisr

Q
s

AdvMtiMd pnoM an caah, prapaid, Viaaor MatistCard Only! Cuatomarsuaing AMEX. COD'S or quaifyvig tor larms. cateutaMadebonarttLaigM by dividing aOovapflcaa by .S6. CradI card chaigad attar

ihemarX- Spaeial ardor Hama raqUra eaah prapaymart and Stay ara not cancaliOta / raiumobta. Shipping tkot S 1». rrunjmum $8 00. Saiaa tax. Araona raaidantt otily Produei raWms may ha ai^fact to

a taatocKmg laa or tul cradH tooraid a tutura purUtaaa. AM prteaa artd opacAcattena oubfad le changa wHhout noSca.
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j^rlington C>mputer Product/ give/ you the
be/t price/ on IBfl) PC/. .

.

IBM AT
1.2 Floppy. 512K.
40 MB Hard Disk

w/Monochrome Monitor .

w/Colof Monitor

$3195
. $3395

IBM XT
CALL FOR CUSTOM
CONFIGURATIONS

IBM PERSONAL SYSTEM II

Model 30. 2 floppies w/Monitor $1475 Model 60. w/44 MB & Monitor . $3495

Model 30, w/20 MB & Monitor
.
$1899 Model 60, w/70 MB & Monitor

.
$3995

Model 50. w/20 MB & Monitor . $2875 Model 60. w/44 MB & Monitor
.
$4595

Model 50. w/30 MB & Monitor . $3199 Model 80. w/70 MB & Monitor . $5249

Model 50. w/60 MB & Monitor
.
$3699 Model 80. w/115 MB & Monitor 56895

w/Color Monitor add $250

.and COMPAQ too!

COMPAQ 286
DESKTOP — 1 Drive

640K. 40 MB. Monitor $2395
PORTABLE II MODEL IV —
1 Drive 640K. 20 MB $2799
PORTABLE III —
1 Drive 640K. 20 MB $3599
w/40 MB $4175

COMPAQ DESK PRO
1 Drive. 640K. 20 MB
Green or Amber Monitor $1695

COMPAQ 386
Model 40 (16 MHZ) .... $4195
Model w/60 MB-20 MHZ .

.
$5399

Model w/130 MB-20 MHZ . . $6695
Model w/300 MB-20 MHZ .

.
$9195

Model w/110 MB-25 MHZ .. $7895

COMPAQ PORT. 386
Model 40 S5649
Model 100 $7195

AST PREMIUM 286
10 MHZ, 512K. 1 floppy, 40 MB,
monitor,

$2199

PACKARD BELL
or SAMSUNG

XT Turbo, 512K, 1 drive, DOS, S/P/C,

20 MB, monitor,

$1049

DRIVES & TAPES
Ext. 5’//' lor PSIt $239
Toshiba 3V2" 720K ... $109
Toshiba 3’/^" 1.44 ... . $125
20 MB Tape $339
40 MB Tape for AT
or Compaq 386 $459

EVEREX
60 MB Internal $679
60 MB External $679

SEAGATE HARD DISKS
20 MB for XT (ST225). $269
30 MB for XT (ST238). $289
40 MB for AT (ST251) . $369
40 MB for AT (ST251-1 )$479

80 MB for AT $749

PRIAM HARD DISKS
40 MB $679
60 MB $819
130 MB $1999

IOMEGA
10 -r 10 Bernoulli w/Controller $1489
20 20 Bernoulli w/Controller $1829
Bernoulli Box II 5y4'’ 20 MB Int $799
Dual 20 Ext. w/card $1785

PLUS
Hard Card 20 MB $539 Hard Card 40 MB $699

/ \VIDEO BOARDS
ATI EGA Wonder $189
ATI VIP VGA $269
Compaq VGA $449
Everex EGA Autoswitch . . $139
Hercules Graphics Plus . . $179
NEC MVA 1024 $899
Orchid VGA $289
Paradise Autoswitch 480 . $169
Paradise VGA $259
Paradise Professional $399
Quadram Prosync $209
Vega VGA $289

MICE &
PLOTTERS

Mouse Systems
Microsoft

Logitech

Summasketch 12x12
12x18

HP7440
HP7445

. . . $99

.. $109

. . . $74

. . $389

. . $669

. . $989

. $1449

r MONITORS
AMDEK

310A...$129 600
410A...$149 722

$349
$439

PRINCETON
HX12E $449
Ultrasync $529

IBM

8502..

.. $199 8513.... $519

8512..

.. $449 8514... $1150

NEC
Multisync II $579
Multisync Plus $879
19" XL 1999

GS $189

COMPAQ VGA .

.

SAMSUNG Color
EGA
SONY Muitiscan

.

ZENITH 1490. ..

.

. $539
$2359
. $359
. $599
. $699

Omputer F
jProduct/.mc. ^
3025-E S. MALMO
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL 60005

FOR ORDERS a SYSTEMS QUOTES:

800-548-5105
CUSTOMER SERVICE AND IN ILLINOIS 312-228-6333

SHIPPING 312-228-6333
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 312-228-1470

FAX 312-228-0516
Prices and Availability Subject To Change Without Notice
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S>mputer

Product/, inc.

FOR ORDERS <* SYSTEMS QUOTES;

800-548-5105

3025-E S. MALMO
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS. IL 60005

CIRCLE 336 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND IN ILLINOIS 312-228-6333
SHIPPING 312-228-6333

E CARD TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 312-228-1470
FAX 312-228-0516

Prices and Availability Subject To Change Without Notice

i Bringing you tho
poriphoral/ /fatco

in Ism compoUblo.

OUR EPSON PRINTER PRODUCTS ARE SO GOOD WE NEED TO SHOW THEM OFFI

FX286E

$419
LQ8S0
$519

LQ 2500

$809

LX 800

$189

FX8S0

$339

EX 800

$419
FXWSO
$489

LQ 500

$329

PRINTERS
EPSON

LQ 1050

$719
LQ 2550

$999

-1 LX 800 . .

.

.. $189 LQ500... . . $329 P5200 . .

.

. . . $539 P5300 . .

.

. . . . $699
EX 800 . .

.

. . $419 LQ 850 ..

.

.. $519 3550 .... . . . $749 P9XL.... . .. $1049

f FX 850 ..

.

. . $339 LQ 1050.. . . $719 P5XL.... . . . $859 P2200 . .

.

. . . . $349
FX 1050 .

.

. . $489 LO 2500.. . . $809
FX 286E .

.

.
. $419 LO 2550.. .

. $999 TOSHIBA

292
293
393

OKIDATA
..$449 ML 320 $339
. . $589 ML 321 $469
...$929 ML 390 $469

ML 391 $639
Laser Line 6 w/Module $1499

HEWLETT-PACKARD
Laserjet II $1699
1 MG Upgrade $339
2 MG Upgrade $629
4 MG Upgrade $1199

321 S/L $499 341 S/L $659
351 SX $1010 Laser $2649

PANASONIC
1080 1 $189 10911 $209
1092 $319 1592 $409

IBM
Ouietwriter III $1099
Proprinler II $389
Proprinter X24 $539
Proprinler XL $539
Proprinler XL24 $699

MODEMS &
FACSIMILES

Hayes 1200/1200B $289
Hayes 2400/24008 $429
Everex 300/1200 w/Software $79
Everex 2400 Internal $169
Everex 2400 External $239
Prometheus 2400 Internal $159
Prometheus 2400 External $199
Sharp FO-300 $1219

-Sharp FO-420 $1449

CHIPS
64K Ram Chips 9 for $25
256K Chips each $11

8087-3 $109
8087-2 $149
80287 $159
80287-8MH2 $249
80287-10MHZ $289
80387-16 $469
80387-20 $739

SOFTWARE
D Base III Plus $379 I

Framework $339
IBM Displaywrite IV $299
Lotus 123 $299
Managing Your Money $125
Microsoft Word $219 I

Microsoft Excel $299
Multimate Adv. II $259
R Base for DOS $439
Smartcom $59
Symphony $429
Ventura Desktop PubI $499
Word Perfect 5.0 $219
Wordstar 2000+ $239 I

MULTIFUNCTION
BOARDS

Everex Magicard 384K $169 I

AST 6 Pack w/384K $239
AST 6 Pack Premium w/256K $219
AST Advantage $259
AST Rampage PC w/64K $239
AST Rampage AT w/512K $399
Orchid Tiny Turbo $279
Intel Above Board PC $239
Intel Above Board 286 $319
Intel Above Board PSIl $269
Intel PC 386 $999
Irma Board $695
AST 5251-11 $529
AST 5251-11 Plus Enhanced $599 I

ir ISSUE HIGHLIGHTS
AST RAMPAGE AT
W/2 MEGABYTES

$999

NEC MULTISYNC
MONITOR

$579

MICROSOFT
MOUSE

$109

NEC
MULTISPEED HD

$2299

WORDPERFECT
S.O

$219

NEC
MULTISPEED EL

$1549

EXTERNAL S'/,

FOR PSIl

$239

SEAGATE 30MB
HARD DISK KIT

$299

HP
LASERJET II

$1699
D BASE 111+ ir

'

iff $379 If
jvv r



RCIi£7MfOPir
LASER PRINTERS

NEC LC890 *3,095<»‘

LCaoOToiwCMridg* *1(P

HEWLETT PACKARD
LjMrJ«8«riMll »1,6S4»

1 iMHit Tonf C^tfidg*—

OKIDATA Laseriine 6
Uwrtiin 6 TofWf Caflr^ge

.LAPTOPS

JO//V THE#1 "COMPUTER
WAREHOUSE CLUB" « FORBUSINESS

SYSTEMS
TOSHIBA T-1000 LAPTOP

Laptop W/S12K RAM.
7203.S’Ortv«

$09900-

TOSHIBA T-3t00/20 Laptop w«40K 283B.OO*

TOSHIBA T-StOO W/2MB RAM.40MB 4450.00*

TOSHIBA T-3200 Laptop 3585.00*

TOSHIBA T-1200 Laptop 2146.00*

THE®TURBO PC/10 512K BASE.SYSTEM
• AT style keyboard • IBM '

Compabbie Bios • Mitsubishi

floppy dnve«4.77-tOMHZ« 150

watt FCC approved power supply ^
• AT style case w/ keylock • LED
indicator & rest swi^ • monitor

TTL mono board • parallel &
serial ports • dock calendar & 'Y . .

Memb^lp Special, Frae Configurations ^029^^
on aM 1IW Preduete. iS" DHvee AvaHaMe.

BUY NOW AT DiS NT WHOLESALE + 8% PRICES !

. 479.75*

345.32*

23745*

ALDUS PageMaker 30
ASHTON-TATE Obase 111*

ASHTON-TATE Multmate Advan II

BORLAND INT Paradox 2 0..- 392.89*

BORLAND MTQuattro 129.00*

BORLAND INT Sidekick Plus 11411*

BORLM40 INT Sprint lOBJO*
BORLAND INT Turbo Cor Basie ..... 56.05*

CENTRAL POINT PC Tools OeHMt .
5747*

DAC 8FT DAC Easy Accounting 5343*

FOX SOFTWARE Foxbase Plus 40 187J6*
IBM PC DOS 3 3

IBM OS/2 OpcM-iHT S> s!

LOTUS DEVELOPMENT Fn

LOTUS DEVELOPMENT Lotusl. ^ ,

LOTUS DEVELOP Symphony24^ 4|lJr
MERIOMNTECH Carbon CopyMMMT
MKROPRO INTER 4.0 WordatarMMKtr
MttROSOPT 'C* Compiler ’’ - CnjT
MKROBOFTExosl-..- - 2B542*
MKROEOFT Basic 4.(VWMQi«_ 60JS*
MICROSOFT WordaO— - BOOST
MCBOBOFT Works ..... 114ir
PEACHTREE 8FT AccUng Sys 11 ..... 146.^*
PETER NORTON UWasa-MvWtoSd .. 474r
CHJARTEROECK OFFICE Oesqview 8B4T
SYMANTEC 06A 3.0 18645*

SYMANTEC Tenalns 34 30B4T
WMffE CRANE BYBBroeMya Bridge 6B4r
WORDPERFECT WordPerfect54 ..p 199.00*

XEROX CORPVenbraPuMlIier

CMS 360K Ext. PS/2 Floppy 2314T
THB 20MB Hd Disk Card 322.19*

IOMEGA Bernoulli II 20MB Int . . 864.56*

IRWIN 64MB Int Tape lor IBM PS/2 550.45*

IRWIN 14$ 40MS Internal Tape 419.65*

MINISCRIBE 3650 40MB 1.2 Ht 360.57*

MITSUBISHI 3 5' w2MB FD 95.95’

MITSUBISHI 360K 12 Ht Dr 79.79*

MITSUBISHI 1MB 3 5*F0 79.79*

MITSUBISHI 12MB Floppy 1.2 Ht 85.62*

PLUS DEVEL Hardcard 20 469.87*

PLUS DEVELHardcard 40 60142*
SEAGATE ST-225 20M8 Kit 261 .59’

DRIVES FOR 286 & 386

CMS 360K Exi PS2 Floppy 23129*
MAXTOR 380MB Int ESDI HD 3331.99*

MINISCRIBE 3675 60MB HD Kit 473.69*

MINISCRIBE 608S 71MB Full Ht 742.35*

MINISCRIBE 6128 1 10MB RLL Full Ht887.79'

PRIAM 230MB 12MS Hard Disk . 2121.00*

PRIAM 330 Int ESDI Hard Disk 3131.00*

SEAGATE ST-251 42MB 40MS HD 349.00*

SEAGATE ST-4096 BOMB Full Ht 625.00*

LOGITECH Logimouse * ...

LOGITECH Hi-Res Mouse
MICROSOFT Bus.Ser Mouse
w Paintbrush

MICROSOFT Bu&Ser Mouse
wWmdows

CENTRAL PT Deluxe Option Brd

CURTtS Ruby * w/Fax Protector

KENSINGTON Masterpiece*

MACH III Mach III Joystick

79.00*

CALL

93.50*

125.00*

105.00*

63.00*

99.00’

30.25*

THE COMPLETE PC Complete Fax 295.00*

PTiOaiashieidSlOO $2.00*

FUJI 3 1/2* DBHD Box of 10 .
45.00*

TRIPP LITE iBar 4-6 Prot 48.00*

THEWl 02-Key Keyboard 59.00*

THBB 150Wat1 P/S (XT) 69.00*

THEBSOOWatt PiS (AT) 99.00*

640K A 2S6K CHIPS CALL
DISKETTES 3 12* DS/HD (10) 42.00*

DISKETTES (25) Hi Dens IBM AT 32.50*

DISKETTES (50)5 1/4’ DS/DD 17.50’

Full Selection of Toners
and Printer Ribbons. Call

for Full Information.

SANYO MBC-990 -

•AT286 f
"

-

—

•RSMHlSvWcn ^
• FOCWDCCoolrollw
• MS-DOS 3.2 w/OW BASkT"
• 64 Key Enhanced

• I'StBnopgy ^079®^*
SANYO MBC-17 Pkis AT System w/

S12K. 1 Par MS (X)S.KeYbd..... 949.39‘

-^ssssEssm^Si^-
INTEL 80287 tOMHZ Co-Processor 301.99*

INTEL 80287 8MHZ Co-Processor 247.45*

INTEL 8087-2 Math Co-Processor 150.49*

INTEL 80387-16 Co-Processor .. 479.75*

MONO & COLOR CARDS

HERCULES Graphics Card Plus 170.69’

THEBCdor Card 50.40*

THEBMoriochrome Card 50.40*

EGA & VGA CARD
A.T.I. EGA Wonder BOO x 560 1 70.69*

HERCULES IN COLOR CARO 200.99’

ORCHID Designer VGA (IBM PC'XT) 287.31*

PARADISE Auto Switch 460 150.49*

PARADISE VGA Prolessional 360.57*

PARADISE VGA Plus Card 240.38*

VIDEO 7 Vega Deluxe 640 X 460 . 185.14*

VIDEO 7 VGA 459.00*

FAX MACHINES

SHARP FAX FO-300

Sharp's deluxe, full-

featured compact tax

with automatic dialing,

automatic document ^ • ”'«T

feeder. 18 secortd

transmission &

programming polling

turnaround idling

timer polling

*1,120‘>''’

SHARP F020 Fax Paper

Bo* of 6 Roils S22“*

1

Call For Pricing On Other Models
|

COPIERS

SHARP Z-50 Ctopter

SHARP Toner Cartridge

487 83*

60.60*

PLOTERS'DIGITIZERS'SCANNERS

HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS All ModelsCALL
HEWLETT PACKARD Scantei 964.75*

PRINCETON GRAPHICS LS-300 .... 701.95’

10 LINE PLOTTERS CALL
SUMMAGRAPHICS
Summaskeich Plus (12 X 12) 342.39*

SUMMAGRAPHICS
Summaskeich (12 x 18) 564.59*

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

AST Premium 286 Model 80 1 542.TT
AST Premium 286 Model 140 2513.91*

AST NEW* 386 (All Models) .. CALL
COMPAQ (Oeskpro 266 40M8 2348.25’

COMPAQ Deskpro 386'60MB 5216.65*

COMPAQ DesKpro 386 1 30 . .. 5595.30’

COMPAQ Portable III MDL 40 3964.25*

IBM PS 2 Model 30 CMS 20MB 1473.59*

IBM PS2 Model 50 2499.75’

IBM PS/2 Model 80-41 4141.00*

Call For Beat Pricing On Other Models

PACKARD BELL
PB88

512K. 360K Drive.

FOC. MGA. CGA
Adaptor. DOS.
Keyboard. IS. IP

*651

PANASONIC
10911 Mdl.2

192S2 CPS.
10’ Par W' tractor

$18685’

. iTOjr

. EflBjr

KX-P44S0 LASER . 193B.2r

166AS*

: 437AO*
. STBAO*

. mjoor

... 166.85*

CALL

FX1080 ..

FXHO . ..

LCtSO*
8200 ....

. 1l08.re*

CAU

P220eDetMMrix.

klL331e .

MLSaO* .

. 430A0*

. 907Jr

. 443.12*

. SIOAT

P2618X B3A2S*
P3418L 028.10*

lOuOOO PredueiB k) Sioek

THE
• 1 MB Ram • 32 Bit 16MHZ Operabon •

200 Watt Power Supply • t0i Key
Keyboard • i .2 MB Mitsubishi Floppy

Drive • Western Oigitsi HO/FOC •

Pheonx Bios * Monitor 6 Video Bd.

Optional

990°°JO
Membership Special-Free

Contlgurationa

On All ’THE" Syateme

THE" SYSTEMS INCLUDE 15 DAY FREE
HOME TRIAL

THE®286/12
•512k Expanttablo to 1MB on the

MoOwboerd • B-lZMhz • Kayboerdf

Toggle SwOch SeUctMile » 1,2MB
MNsubishi Floppy • Hard OWc^loppy

Cowroier • Phoenix eioa > 101 Kay 'Ar
Style Keyboard • Menaer 3 VUeo Board

OottonN

*1,049°°*
'

Membership Speclel-Free

Configurationa

On All "THE" Syalemt

HAYES Smanmodem 2400 392.89*

HAYES Smanmodem 1200 261.59*

THEa200 BAUD External 85.85*

THEISP400 BAUD External 160.59*

THE(Se400 BAUD Int w stt 99.99’

U.S. ROBOTICS HST 9600 604.99*

MULTIFUNCTION CARDS

AST Advantage Premium 295.00*

AST Six Pack Premium 186.95*

INTEL Above Board 266 385.00*

ORCHID Tiny Turbo 286 241 J9*

ORCHID TwinturbO 1 2 342.39*

THEigMuliI I/O AT w P S G 59.59*

THESMulli I'Ow'P S'GCLK CAL 50.40*

MITSUBISHI
DIAMOND SCAN
13** Color Monitor

$455°°*

NEC MuRisync II Hi-Res 13^

CaO For Beet Prteea on Megnevox,
Amdek, IBM, Princeton, endnm

REAL BUYING CLOUT- Call nowand join over200,000

members wtw are too smart to pay morel MEMBER-
SHIP BENEFITS: * Pay just 8% above advertised

wholesale price • 3%cash discount (Included in whole-

sale price) • Optional sottware rental library • FREE
Whol^le Buyers Guide « FREE UPDATES • Fully

Insured 48 Hour Delivery .today Return Policy-FREE
Technical Support . FREE Bulletin Board * Quality Dis-

counts • Price Protection .AH Prices SubjectToChange.
Alt Products SubjectToAvallabillty.JOINTODAYFOR
AS LITTLE AS $10.00. n Pric^^nwr^r^Amojegat^noa^

1-800-621-SAVE
Corporate & Export .3 ., 2-205-1 300
MONDAY-FRIDAY
8;30AM-6:00PM

SATURDAY
10:OOAM-4:OOPM

TECH SUPPORT 1-312-205-1410

CUSTOMER SERVICE 1-312-205-1510

FAX 1-312-205-1525

Hours: Monday-Friday 9:00-4:00CST

CIRCLE 353ON READER SERVICECARD
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Lepreeard

Leorecards feature coriDOoents utilizing

tne latest tecnnoiogv fron Seagate &
western Digital you get a 1 year warranty, & tiiustrateo user’s gmde

LOW DOwer drives niean less stram on tne power suodv ioiA«r

ooerattng tenperatures. and longer component life FREE SOFTWARE mchjdmg

TakeTwo. the oackuo utihty PC MACAZir^ Editor’s Choice n 1906 & 1987, & PC-KWIK
disk cache software fron Multisof t

21M8 ICMB BOMB 49MB 65M6
85ns 85ns 40ns TOns* 29ns* 16ns*

$299 $339 $389 $449 $549 $649
A»*e»ao6 acceBww oer oarntTon

TANDY 1000/A/$X/TX Leprecards add S20

PC/XT Disk Hits ¥

i\

•Pretested

& formatted

•western
Digital snort

controller

•30 page instaHaticn^

guide & reference

manual

•Cables, mounting screws,

fun & half-height

face plates

•TakeTwo backup software,

PC MAGACINE ’’Editor’s ChOiCB"

•PC-KWIK disk cache software Dy Muittsoft

•1 year warranty, 30 day Money Back Guarantee

•Optional 150 watt, UL/F3C approved

power supply fa IBM PC’s S69

TANDY 1000 kits add $20

20MB kit $289
Seagate ST225 21 4M8/65ms/Haif-Height/i48watts

30MB kit $309
Seagate ST25852 7MB/65ms/Haif •Height/i4 swatts

40MB kit $459
Seagate ST251 428MB/Ha!f-Heignt/ii watts

ae-famatted mto a pair of 2lMB/28ms partitions

65MB kit $549
Seagate ST277R 65SMB/Haif-Height/ii watts

ae-famatteo mto a pair of 52MB/28ms partitions

AT Hard Disk Hits
•includes IBM AT rats & cables

• speedster a OnTrack large drive software
•Formatted, Partitioned & Tested

$D6«a Caoecirv

HH Seagate ST251 40ms 42 8M6 $359
HH Seagate ST251-1 30ms 428MG $449
FH Seagate ST4096 2am$ 80 2Me $599
FH Maxta 1140 27ms UTMB $1669
FH Maxta 2190 5Qn$ 150A« $1999

3.5" Floppy Hits
internal kits for PC/XT /A' conouters
include S''*" mounting bracket, black & gray

face plates, and at rails 1 44 MB for PC/XT
includes high speed western Digital

controller FREE TAKE TWO flOpDV Dackup
software

720 Kit 1 44M0 fa AT 1 44Me fa PC/XT

$109 $139 $199

266^° Computer

90286 DTOcessor at running at 6/10 MHz with 0 war
states orewOes a Norton si rating of 11.5. 8 slots •

Room for 1 ful height and 3 half • height drives

200 watt cower supplv Clock calendar Choice

of 1 2 or 1 44Me floDPV drive • Comtxnation Hard

Disk/HooDv drive controller Maxiswitch 84 or 101 key Keyboard 512K RAM standard

expandable to 1 MB • Award BIOS 1 vear warranty • 30 dav money back guarantee,

complete systems with Serlal/Parallel/came Ports:

Monograohics Caro & Monitor $1095 Orchid 51 2K VGA & Multisync ll $1995
with 20MB/65ms Seagate $1289 wtn 20MB/65ms Seagate $2189
with 40MB/40ms Seagate $1429 wtn 40MB /40ms Seagate $2329
with 65MB/40ms Seagate $1549 With 65MB/40ms Seagate $2449

1.5 MB Laser Printer
"One of the LaserJet’s strongest comoebtors."

INFOWORLD October 5, 1987
(

15MB RAM

$1595
51 2K RAM

$1295
• 10096 HP laserjet, & LaserJet + compabbie
• 1,5MB RAM Gives Full Page 300dpi graphics

•vector graphics capability imoroves speed on
orograms like Autocad ub to 9396

resident & 5 downloaOaOle soft fonts standard

Orchid
Designer VGA

512K $299 256K $269

Tiny Turtra 286 $289

Ramguest ll IMB $799

2400MNPModems
$239/$229

•Hayes Conpatibie,

300/1200/2400
• MNP level 4 error correction

• FREE MIRROR II Software, a

$69 value

• internal model $229, fits in

short slot

Internal with mirror ii

(non MNP) $109

ll' Imill'll

2524B Townsgate Road. Dept P / Westlake Village. CA 9i 36i

TO order, or get our free catalog, call;

Toll Free

--- 800-722-AT-XT
lyiiyiC California

805-373-7847

* NO extra for visa/Mastercard (AMEX add 396).

* Prices Include UPS surface shipping.

* Federal Express shipping Just $150 per pound
* 30 Day Money Back Guarantee
* Corporate & institutional PO's accepted

•1 .

CIRCLE 184 ON READER SERVICE CARD



COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE'
r-nVFC ' Multitpetd S134M4

Z 1
NEC Multitpeed EL 14tl.7l

i :—

J

NEC MuHi»peed HO w/20 Meg .a3«.r7

n:^—Marf NEC Powennate 2, 40 Meg NEW
i NEC Powemiite 2, 66 Meg LOWCH

//yMwr.iy,W^ MEC Powentwle 386. 66 Meg NEC
NEC Powermete 385. 130 Meg . . . PMCES

LASER TURBO
XT Turbo. S12K. 1 nogpy.

P/S/G, Enhanced keytoerd, \.—
EMS mern 8181.10 ,rg

XT Turbo. 1 floppy. 20 Meg . .ll•44

XT Turbo. 1 floppy. 40 Meg .1184.22 /w
XT Turbo. 1 floppy. 70 Meg .1346.76

WHY PAY
RETAIL?
Hobod^ Sells

for Less
CALL FOR LOWEST CUSTOM QUOTES

TOSHIBA
31Ma/2aMlt . . .tONJO
1000 770.41

1200 10740
1200,

2

neopy lOius
3200 0HCULIU7
S100 NIWIIOOCL

SAMSUNG 0400 on mhz. 512K. o smo vm.
MMiotipOlct bcaro. DOS. KiyOfonl

„ I,
S-300, 1 Ftoppy $740.50

4 0400. 20 Mio $M.I0
" 0400, 40MI0 1117J2

0400 07 CiapoOHl 0710 MHl. 0 SMO
3/P(C. MtaaonpOla Opm. DOS, KnOniO
S400.T2iI mppy $1006.46

1.$400. 20Mto 1400.00

$ 600. 40 Moo 1624.46

HARDWARE, SOFTWARE & PERIPHERALS AT WSCOUHf PRICES

MDL 70 6133&20
MDl 80 163670
MDL90 113616

IBM
MX 30 2 dr . .61272.20

MDL 30 20 Meg .172617

MOL 60 40 Meg .334615
MOL 60 70 Meg .341610
MOL 60 111 Meg SM6II

MOL 170 6299636
MDL 300 340640
MDL 340 394665
MDL 390 561640

PS2
MOL SOZ. 30 Meg 62943.11

M0L5QZ. 60Mg .NEW
MOLTOAlMdls ..PS2s

MOL 60 40 Meg .4497J7

Ma 80 70 Meg .533631

280 Model 1 . . .6199655 386. Model 300 6099626

260 40Meo....24K.2l Port II. Mdl 2 ... 119610

266 TDMea . . .27M.2I PM1. II. Mdl 4. . .Z7I7J6

386 Model N...54Hl3I Port III. Mdl 20 .349615

366 Model 130.. 614692 Pert. IH. MM 40.491635

6300 WGS 6199642
6312 WGS 16».t2
6386 WGS 31I7.79

TOSHIBA
T31M. 29 Mei 6291659 T1290 6223766
13200 . . .SPECIAL BUY T1200. 2 Ftopm 1612J6
T1000 77641 T5100. . . .NEW MODEL

EPSON
CALL LXBOO ALL

10609. EPSON
LOeSO MODEU
LQ1050 IN
LO-2SOO STOCK

by Kodak
631617/47617

IBM
Pro Printer II.. 642696 Quietwriier HI. .6129662

SEC
P229I
3550...

EX800.
fxBSe jcoer*
FX2l6e FOR
FXB50 BEST
FX1050 PRICE

156P/300 .

ML 292 Piet

ML 293 Plus

.

.6814.76 5200 . . .6532.25

36665 5300 . . .69647
.M4.t2 8650 ...KNITS

.1667.76 CAU FOR ACCE6S0mE6

.627676 ML 320... ...634663
.23290 ML 321 . .

.

...47621
128681 ML 390 . .

.

. ...47596
377.44 ML 391 ... UBM

.51656 ML 393 94655
. .737.10 ML 393 Color .106790

PANASONIC
Hi

PttKiJiD Bill

I ntT 1 M) 664664

VT296 M MHz 129631
VT296 12 MHz 139636
VT286 w/20 Meg 167X50
VT296 w/40Meg 1724.10

VT386 NEW MODEL
WYSE

MDL 2101 S1116S0 MOL 2214 . . . .6101630
MOL 2112 157620 MDL 3216 260605

mtow
Supersport Model 2 AU ZENITH
Supersport Model 20 MODELS
Supersport 266 Model 20 IN STOCK

Other Computers AwailaWe Upon Request

lir.iiLmya
FLOPPIES, DRIVES A TAPES

1/2 height floppy drive 61600
MINISCRIBE n Meg 1/2 height w/cont. .32614

MINISCfllBE 30 Meg 1/2 heigM w/RLL . .34696

SEABATE 20 Meg 1A NelgM hart Ortve 2t6M
SEAGATE 30 Meg 1/2 height w/RLL 3M.72
SEAGATE 40 Meg V2 height 30651
GENOA 60 Meg mt. tve/ed. tape . .7X490/11610

GENOA 125 Meg int. tape 90668
IOMEGA 20* 20 Extemai 5^ 171673
IRWIN 20 M/41 M IrtaniM Mge . . .39610/53628
MINtSCRIBE 40 Meg 28ms 60640
MMI6CRI6E M Me| 2SnH 79646
MOUNTAIN 4440 mt /ait 37611/567.75
PFtlAM 40 Meg/M Mn 666S6/777J6
PRIAM 139 Mag hart iU igf7ia
SEAGATE 30 Meg/40 Meg 476IO/9669g
SEAGATE 4096 80 Meg hard disk 64610

HARDCARDS
PLUS DEVELOPMENT 20 Meg 660656
PLUS DEVELOPMENT 40 Meg 74680
WESTERN DtGITAL 30 Meg 41630

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED
WITHIN 48 HOURS.

6179J0 --

..334.28 1592 43X44

..46645 3131 2MJ2

..40652 1524 57610

•CITIZEN
1200 616656 MSPS5 640666

. 38664 Premiere 35 ...477.17

TOSHIBA
.6464J5 P3S1-2 Color .6119695
. 634.17 P351SX 101645

1595 .

3151..

MSPSO..

1 1 lie T i r'r.TTTn

SANTA CLARA DisUess Workstation .

.

.684648

SOFTWARE A STARTER KITS
WESTERN DIGITAL 3 Node LAN kit

w/VW$Mm Digital software .672634

Entry-level 286 Starter KH. 4 Users . .

.

..48688

Eotry-iewl 286 Starter Kit. 8 Users . .

.

...SWE
NOVELL 286 Software w/Keycart .... isaaiia

NOVELL 286 Software V. 2.11 .167634

NOVELL SFT Netware Level 1 .214686

NOVELL SFT Netware Level 11 V2.1 ..

.

.275790

Nondedicated Netware Software 286

w/Keycard .149X89

INTERFACE CARDS
ARCNET PC110 LANboart P52 .663640

ARCNET PC110 LANBoart .19627
ARCNET PC210 LANBoart .24198
ETHERNET Interface Connector .32688
ETHERNH Plus Board (tor 286) ..7I6W
G-NET Interlace Card w/catde .29662
WESTERN DiGrtAL Ethernet Carts. . .

.

..29616

ACCESSORIES
ARCNET Passive Hub 61691
ARCNET Active Hub .47596
Ethernet Terminators ...3790

Navell IrsMad art authertzed sMm art niwl.
Call COW tor all amr Saftwara vwiMet.

P321SL .

P341SL .

H-P User Jet Model 2 6111640
AST Turbolaser P/S IN STOCK
H-P Oeddel 10100
NEC L^/IC090 1862.44/329690
PANASONIC Laser nSSM
TOSHIBA PageLaser 253620

80e7-2/IH^3 615633/12296
80287-6/-I/-10 17iL3e/296»/33625
e0387-16/HH7-2l . Mi790/777.44

1
1cn.COMP

1043 M3^15
' 1044 klSoSjdo

^-685 . .61U9.n
^Y-990... 145792

! JUMMUKEICH
1

(12x12 snuo 12x18 S83290I

HEWlin PACKARD
HP744QA ... .696630
HP7475A ....141794
HP7550 292696
HP7S70 ..IWarPMCE
HP SCANJn...S/IVE

RODITDH
INSTRUMENTS

HI OMP-42
HI OMP-52/52MP

HI DMP-56A
HI DMP-61/62

mmmk
SHARP FO-500. 159696

^IBA ^091314.44
GBC-1656 145688
GBC-1236S 91694

AST 525V11 Phis 661664

EVEREX 12006/24006 10690/10650
IRMA 3278/79 81617
fWCKARO BELL 2400 m/ 2400 Ext . .10tJ6/ igg.22

HAYES 1200...620650 2400 642491
12006 21620 24006 S79J5

&iu»acg
12006 610646 24006 S1967D

1281 EMemel .12610 9000 HST 60620

teviNV
1200 im 619490 2400 In! 629610
1200 Plus 22608 2400 ExL 30644

PERMA POWER 6 Outlet Surge Supp . . . .62640

TRIPPUTE
BC-4S0 641671 4 outlet 6 44.28

BC-1200 76656 LC-1200 14618

BC-2000 117610 LC-1800 17615

DATASHIELD
soowan S50606 1200 Mn ....6964.76

800 Wan 13898 6 Outlet Surge . ..27J5

—'iirTS¥TirTrTTnT—
A-B Iwtichliig lex IM er eertel) 63696
BASF 5 Pack of to OSTOO rttase 4686
KENSINGTON Masterpiece

CDW“ cokir cart 6 9990

COVlP' monographics cart w/p 96M
GENOA Specbum (color monographic w/p)1M.78

HERCULES caMrcartrtp 14618
HERCULES nwnographics plus w/p 17684

1AXAN MONOGRAPHIC art 9681

AJST Monochrome Momrtr 618648
AMDEK31(M/41W 11998/14681

AMDEK 1280 67671
COMPAQ monochrome monitor 18648

COMPAQ VGA Mono 16X18

IBM PS2 8503 1I6«
NEC Multisync GS 16492

NEC Monograph 121798

PCS MAX 12E 13646
mCKARO BELL Graen or Amber 1686
TAXAN 123 Graen / 124 Amher • • -HIBI/ 124J6

/^MOEK color 6007/722 634624/444.41
IBM PS2 8512 Color Bul
IBM PS2 8513 Enhanced Color 4M.2I

TAXAN 650/720. 40611/ M|m
MAGNWOX^ BOB

VGA 6 EGA PRODUCTS
VGA 6 EGA MONirOBt

C0MFW3 \AiA monitor 6
MA6NAA1X 943EGA 3I7J0
MITSUBISHI Diamond Scan 622.21
NEC Multisync ll/PU/S 68676/1
NEC MuKi»nc XL iTmch .

PACKARD BELL VGA Monitor 3NU»
PGS imras^ 81691
SONY Muies^ 1303/1302 58646/|4it«
TAXAN 77D PLUS ....^. BUl
ZENITH M4gg 70631

VGA DISPLAY CARDS
ATI VGA VIP 628624
GENOA VGA 28676
PARADISE VGA 29798
ORCHID VGA 27614
VlOEO-7 VGA 29619

11640
14686KEYTRONCS 5151

KEYTflONICS 101

Pmter Cable (IBM to Centronics) 6 ft 1681

XT Pawet Seggly 168 wen 6696

EGA DISPLAY CARDS
ATI Wander Cart 619696

NEC GB-1 640x480 23643
PARADISE Arta SwNch EGA 489 10616
VIDEO 7 Waea Dehn 246R

CAO UOMTORS A CAROS
MITSUBISHI 6905 19 inch 6229696
MITSUBISHI 6922. 19 inch 197490
HITACHI 4119, 19 inch 231095
CONTROL SYSTEMS ARTIST 1016 1582.20
VERMONT Cobra 1977.75

METHEUS 1104 94665

JXjITECH HIRez
.OGITECH C7/|w 89.96/if
LOGITECH Looimouse C7 w/pubiisher ..Ai
MICROSOFT Aouse (Bus Version) 11634
MICROSOFT Moose JSenal Version) . . . .131.26
MOUSE SYSTEMS (Serial Wrston) 9995
MOUSE SYSTEMS (Bus Wrsion) 10677
MOUSE SYSTEMS Omnimoose 59.70

HIGH VOLUME BIDS INVITED
730 Anthony Trail. Northbrooli. IL 600«2 FAX.A-BID (312| M1.1737

It you find a batter price
call us before you buy.

WHY WAIT? CALL COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE^
Open terms available to approved credit

M rfOM > K
own reea. tWOW t aw BK W
on'* St VmnaaciMoueiAO’U^ $•

(8001 233 -

(
312

)

In Illinois

498-1426
(
312

)

FAX
291-1737

NOW!
CHARTER MEMGERMMC
MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL
d tfe Dreg lAeium Awccwwv

MEMSER 0 0g,g



Win An American JEEP WRANGLER
Or $10,000 CASH!

mencan
Semiconductor^

1 00% XT & AT Compatible!
2 & 5 Year Warranties! *

2,500 Service Centers! **

New TURBO LOAN Program!

For more information on the contest call 1-800*d25-7283. For a

complete list of the rules send a self addressed stamped envelope with

your phone number to: American Semiconductor, Attention: Promo-
tions Department, 1 5240 Race Track Road, Tampa. Florida 33626.

•k Over a BILLION $ In Financing Available!

NOT A LEASE...YOU OWN IT!

ASI TURBO
MODEL #5301
• INK XT COMPATtILE
• 4.n$IMH2 PrKtssIng

Spd.lOMHi 0ppt.«li-16

Ml RAM AvallaM • BIOS •

NM-1CPU.*1MW>flP/t
• ATEnttancM IIIKw
Ktyboani • AT Cim • On*

Mk OS/DO FMppvw/Cont.
&C«bie.0ppl.MPB/2
Co^tibia l.S ’ Oftw • I
Expansion Slots • Opsntn:
Mi/oos, PC 001. BW
lAtlC, NOVELL. UNIX.

RstailValueSi.099

*35.”“ Jl *39.”"A *45.”“A *49.”“A *55.”“A *69.”“ Jt
ASI TURBO ^ ASI TURBO'* ASI TURBO * ASI TURBO

MODEL #5304 MODEL #5305
• 100H XT COMPATIBLE • 100% XT COMPATIBLE
• BBIOMHzClockSpd.* •BBIOMKi Clock Speed.*

B-IBMBRAMAvaliatiie*
BIOS *1011-1 CPU. •Twe
9B0K OS/DD Half Height

Roppy Drives w/Oppt. 2nd
PS/2 Compatible 3.5' Drive •

MiM I/O w/Fioppy Controller.

Clock. Calendar, Parallel.

Serial & Game Port *M MB
Hard Drive. w/Dual Controller

*TURIO/NorTnal Mode,
Either Hardware or Software

Selectable • AT Ceee • AT

OUR PRICE $599

MODEL #5302
* INH XT COMPATIBLE
* 4.77 B B MHz Processing

Spd. 10 MHzOppt. *0-16
MB RAM Available • BIOS *

BOBS-t CPU. *150 Witt P/B
*0M 360XDS/O0Flepw
Halt Height Floppy Drive &
Cable. Oppt . 2ed PS/2 Com-
patible 3.5 'Drive *B
Expansion SIM. MvM I/O
w/Fioppy Controller. Clock.

CaNndar. Serial, Parallel &
Game Port, AT Enhanced 101

Key Keyboard. AT Case*
B0B7 Coprocessor Socket *

Operitu; MB/DOt, PC DOS.
ew BASIC. NOVELL. UNIX.
ReUil Value $1,599

OUR PRICE $668

ASI TURBO >*

MODEL #5303
* 100% n COMPATIBLE
* 4.77 B B MHz Processing

Spd. 10 MHz Oppi *0-11
MB RAM Available * BIOS •

80BS-1 CPU.*150Wafl P/S
* AT Case* One SOON DS/DO
Half Height Floppy Drlw
w/Oppt 2*0 P8/2 Compatible

3.5' Drive *MeM I/O
w/Fioppy Controiief. Clock.

Calendar. Serial. & Game
Pori, *10 MB Hard Drive

w/Dual Controller * AT
Enhanced 101 Key Keyboard
• BOOT Co-processor Socket *

AT Case * 8 Expansion Slots

• Operates: MS/DOS.PC
DOS, BASIC. NOVELL. UNIX.
Reuii Value S1 .969

OUR PRICE $978

0-16 MB RAM Avelllble •

BIOS *0080-1 CPU* Tin
360K DS/OO Hall Height

Floppy Drives. w/Cable, Oppi.

2nd PS/2 Compatible 3.5'

DrtN.'MuM l/Ow/Con-
troiier. Cable. Clock Calendar.

Serial & Game Port * One 20
MB Hard Drive w/Oual
Controller •TURBO/Normal
Mode Either Software or

Hardwam Seiectabla * 150
Watt P/S * I Expansion Slots

• AT Enhanced 1B1 Key
Keyboard • BOB? Coprocessor

Socket • Operitn: MS/DOS.
PC DOS. QW BASIC. NOVELL
UNIX.
Retail Value S2.499

OUR PRICE $1,171

Enhanced 101 Key Keyboard •

S Expansion Slots • 150 Watt

P/S.*0peniei:MS/00S.
PC DOS. BW BASIC. NOVEU.
UNIX.

Retail Value $2,999

OUR PRICE $1,298

*55.”“ JL ^69.”“JKi *69.”“i *79."
eci TUPan » BfilTlIRRH « BSITIIRRH « aa-ts MPUf.^AfiASI TURBO
MODEL #5501
* 110% AT COMPATIBLE
* low CS6 Processor * 10

MHz Processini

12 B II MHz*
Ml RAM Avaiiabie * 1.3 MB
Half Haight Floppy Drtve •

Hard Floppy Controller, Serial

B Parallel Port *20 MB Hard

Driva w/Ouai Controller * Real

TlmeCiock*N3B7Co-
processor Socket • 8M Wan
P/S* AT Enhanced 1B1 Key
Ke^rd* 200 Watt P/S*
BOttT Coprocessor Socket *

B Expansion SMts * AT Case
Retah Value S3.999

OUR PRICE $1,616

ASI TURBO -*

MODEL #5502
*100% AT COMPATIBLE
• lOMNz Clock Spd.12B16
MHz AvallaPle* BIOS* Intel

I02S0 Microprocessor • 1.2

MS Halt Height Floppy Drive.

Hard Floppy ControHer, Serial.

ParalN. Game Pori. & Real

Time Clock *30 Ml Hard

Drive w/Dual Caotreler * 200
Watt P/S* AT Enhanced 101

Key Keybeard * AT CaM. 200
Watt P/S *80317 Coprecai-

ter Seckat. B Expaeiieii

Slats.

Reuii Value $4,499

OUR PRICE $1,743

ASI TURBO j

MODEL #5503
*100% AT COMPATIBLE
•10 MHz Clock Spd.Oppt.
13B16MHz*0-16MB RAM
Available* BIOS •Intel 80266
Microprocessor • 1 .3 MB Halt

Haight Floppy Drive. Hard

Floppy Controller. Serial.

Parallel Port and Real Time

Clock *40 MB Hard Drive

w/Dual Controller • AT
Enhanced 101 Key Keyboard
• AT Case *200 Watt P/S
* B02S7 Coprocessor Socket

« S Expansion Slots • AT
OS/2 interface

Retell Value $5,999

OUR PRICE $1,849

mo.

NEW 386 TOWER
MODEL #5702
• 100% AT COMPATIBLE
• IB, 30, 34. B 33 MHz Processor Spd. *

Intel BUBS MIcrepraceiier * 33 Bit

Architecture * Compatible with B MHz B02B6
Hardware or Software * 388 BIOS * 4 B^
Selection (16. B. 6. B 4.77 MHz). Relocation

of BIOS * EGA BIOS t» 33 Bit High Spd RAM
lor Lighting Fast Execution * Real Time Clock

• 4, 8. ar IB MHz S03B7 Coprocessor

Socket. Or B03I7 C^rocessor High Spd
Memory Board w/B-16 MB HAM Available *

Standard 32 BR RAM Available. Connectors

For Attaching up to 16 MB of Memory • 1.3

Ml Half Haioht Floppy Ortve. Oppt PS/3
Compatible 3.5' Dftw • B Expansion Slots •

Serial Parallel Adapter • AT CempatIbN. 08/3
CempetlbN * AvanbN In AT Cate.

Retail Value $9,199

OUR PRICE $2,679

ASI TURBO -*

MODEL #5306
* 110% n COMPATIBLE
•IBIS MHz Processing

Spd. 13 BIB MHz OMt*
BIOS *0-11 MB RAM Avail-

able *0018-1 CPU,* Two
360K0B/DD Hall Helohi

Floppy Drives, Oppt. 2nd

PS/2 Compatlbie 3.5 'OrlN*
Mum I/O w/Floppy Controller.

Clock, Calendar. Mrial. B
Game Pott. * 30 Ml Hard
Drive w/Oual Controller *

TURBO/Normal Mode either

Software or Hardware Select-

abia * AT 111 Key Keyburd *

AT Case •IN Wall P/S *B
Expansion Slots * BN7
Coprocessor Socket * IBM
Ifie. CenpstIMi Entaneed
GrasklM Adapter (EGA) *

High RMahrtloe EGA Cater

Meniter. • Operelet;

M8/D0S. PC DOS. GW
SASIC. NOVEU. UNIX.
ReUII Value $3,899

OUR PRICE $1,799

,*45 mo. aFrom
LAPTOP MODEL #5402
*N1U COMPATIBLE
* 7.16 MHz • ROM 32 KB Standard • BAS •

RAM 25BKB SUndard * Expandable to 640
KB * 3.5' 720 KB FOO X 1, Oppt. 2nd 3.5'

FDD ar 20-40 MB Hard Disk DrtN *

Supettwlst Crystal Display * Capacity: M
Characters x 34 lines (840 x 206 pixeis) • 0
degrees-IM Degrees Tilt Angie Adjustment •

7B/M Key Stop Sculptured Keyboard with

integrated Numeric keypad * nraiM
(Centronics) port x 1 * External 5% ' FDD
unit I/Fx1 Slot for EPROM card or SIQ ceN t

1 • 12-1/8' (W) x 3' (H) X 13-33/34' (0) *

Approx. 10 lbs. * Lead Battery (7 hrs.

operation) * AC Adapter, MS/OOS 2.11.

FROM$955-$2,995

Even if you have a computer. . .We'll sell you the add-ons from our TOP QUALITY products, and FINkNCE them too!

SURGE PROTBCTORS. POWER DISTRIBUTION CENTERS. MONITORS AND RAMS ARE OPTIONAL AND ADDITIONAL

'Avaltable on AT, and XT Motherboards respectively. ORCLE 521 ON READER SERVICE CARD "Available on Extended Care Plan.

SAY CHARGE IT! T 1
AOD3.9%FORMCrVISA I
TO ORDER TOLL FREE CALL 1 -800-825 7263 | |
TOLL FREE TECH. LINE 1 800-237-5758

CUSTOMER SERVICE (813| 866-8631

OPEN MON.-FRI 8am-7pcn LATE. LATE, LATE
OPEN SATURDAY 9am-8pm (EST)

CORPORATE OFFICE: 15240 RACE TRACK ROAD. TAMPA. FL 33626

TO ORDER TOLL FREE CALL

1-800-825-SAVE
OVER
25,000

CUSTOMERS
XT, AT, ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF IBM. INC

PRICES PAYMENTS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
VOID WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW $25 00 APPLICATION FEE



HOW TO SUCCESSFULLY BUY
THROUGH MAIL ORDER

AHD PROTECTYOUR RIGHTS

Mail order sales are governed
by rules of the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) and vari-

ous state laws. These guide-
lines are published as a service

to you. Remember, the many
vendors advertising in

PC Magazine are eager to

serve your needs.

FTC rules say:

1. The Seller must ship

your order within 30 days
of receiving it, unless the

advertisement clearly

states it11 take longer.

2. If it appears that your
order will not be shipped
when promised, the Seller

must notify you in writing

in advance of the prom-
ised date, giving a definite

new date, if known, and
offering you the opportu-

nity to cancel the order

with a refund or consent to

a definite delayed ship-

ping date or an indefinite

delay.

3. The Seller's notice must
contain a stamped self-

addressed card or enve-

lope with which you can
indicate your preference. If

you don't respond to this

notice, the Seller may
assume you agree to the

delay, but must either ship

or cancel your order within

30 days after the original

shipping date promised or

required. A prompt refund

must be made when an
order is cancelled.

4. Even if you've con-

sented to an indefinite

delay, you retain the right

to cancel the order at any
time before the item has
been shipped.

5. If you choose to cancel

an order, that has been
paid for by check or money
order, the Seller must mail

you a refund within seven
business days. If you can-

cel an order for which you
paid by credit card, the

seller must credit your
account within one billing

cycle following receipt of

your request. Store credits

or vouchers in place of a

refund are not acceptable.

6. In the event that the

item you ordered is

unavailable, the Seller may
not send you substitute

merchandise without your
express consent.

TIPS WHEN ORDERING
When ordering by mail:

State precisely what mer-
chandise you want, specify-

ing details such as model,

make, size, component parts,

etc.;

Confirm the price and
expected delivery date as

stated in the ad;

Indicate whether you will

accept a substitute product if

the item you ordered is

unavailable, and, if not, that

your payment should be
returned;

Don't send cash, you will

have no record of payment if

a problem arises, and;

Keep a copy of your order
and all other correspondence
with the Seller. Your records

should include the compa-
ny's name, address and
phone number; a description

of the item ordered; your can-
celled check or a copy of the

money order; record of the

date you mailed the order;

and any sales slips and ship-

ping receipts.

When ordering by phone:
Note the time and date of

your conversation and the

name of the person you talk

with;

Make a record of your
order, the price, its promised
availability and the compo-
nents to be expected;

Save all correspondence

assiK'iated with your order,

including your cancelled

check or a copy of the money
order, and any written confir-

mation sent by the Seller.

Questions you should con-

sider asking:

Does the advertised item

come with all necessary parts

and accessories? Are they

from the same manufacturer?
Is it available for immediate

shipping?. If not, when will

it be available?

Has there been an increase

in the advertised price?

What warranties does the

item carry?Who provides the

service?

What is the Seller's return

policy?

What is the Seller's refund

policy?

With whom should you
correspond if there is a

problem?

IFYOU HAVE PROBLEMS:
1. If you have not received

your order asprotrused or if

the item is defective, immedi-
ately notify the Seller in writ-

ing referring to your order by
description, price, date, as

well as by account number
and order number, if availa-

ble. Make sure you keep a

copy of the letter.

2. Ifyou complain by tele-

phone, send a follow-up let-

ter to confirm what was said.

3. If you think the merchan-
dise is defective, reread your
product instructions and
your Warranty carefully to be
sure you don't expect features

or performance the product

isn't designed to giye. Then
contact the Seller for instruc-

tions. Don't return it to the

Seller until you haye been
instructed to do so.

4. When returning merchan-
dise make sure you keep the

shipper's receipt or packing

slip; your right to be reim-

bursed for postal cost is deter-

mined by store policy.

5. If you haye completely dis-

cussed your problem with

the Seller and are still not sat-

isfied, write to the consumer
complaint agency in the

Seller's state. If you paid for

the merchandise by credit

card, you may have rights to

withhold payment under a

Federal law called the Fan-

Credit Billing Act.



w/
OUbOD 20 MB HDD

I 80286-10 (10/6 MHz) 640K RAM
I 1.2MB FDD 200W POWER SUPPLY
I 101 KEYBOARD 808287 MATH SOCKE1
I W.D. CONTROLLER (2 HDD. 2 FDD)

I TURBO-SPEED BUTTON
W/LED INDICATOR

I KEYBOARD LOCK A RESET BUTTON
I PHOENIX BIOS 20 MB HDD (ST-225)

I SERIAL,PARALLEL. GAME PORT
I EGA G CARD (AUTO S/W)

I EGA MONITOR (640 x 350)

I COMPUTER CABINET DIMENSIONS
2r'L X 16.5 ”W X 6"H

OPTION
12 MHz 0 WAIT STATE AVAILABLE
NEW COMPACT SIZE CABINET
DIMENSIONS 14.5"W X 16"L X 7"H

-n
MONO SYS
W/20MB HDD

I 8088-2 8 MHz TURBO CPU
I 640K RAM 1-360K FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
I 1-20 MB HARD DISK W/CONTROLLER
I CLOCK CALENDAR W/BATTERY BACKUP
SERIAL.PARALLEL.GAME PORT
MONO GRAPHIC CARD

I 12" TTL AMBER MONITOR
I FRONT RESET A TURBO SWITCH
I POWER A TURBO LED INDICATOR
I 101 FULL FUNCTION ENHANCED
KEYBOARD

I 150W POWER SUPPLY

COMPUTER SYSTEM
W/40MB HDD

I 32 bit 80366-16 MHz CPU 40 MB HARD DISK ($T-2S1 40mt)

I 1 MEG RAM (80nt) 1.2 MB FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
I 200W POWER W/DESKTOP CASE
I SERIAL, PARALLEL, GAME PORT 101 ENHANCED KEYBOARD
I MONO GRAPHIC CARD 14 ' TTL AMBER MONITOR

- 1800-545-9777
coo 'MV'M cuh

ft SUNTRONCS, INC.

HCAOOffiCI
t CHIMSMSW Sivo

HAwtMOaMi cs tens it ( • M s M
(213) 644-1140

CO itOMf
tW m RATIil*M M « te t

ORAMOl CA«M«' SATItt

(714) 538-0929
CUtlOMR MRVICf (3UlM« 1140

1 YEAR WARRANTY PARTS 6 LABOR ALL ITEMS IN STOCK!

MiCf S SUIJCCT TO CMANCC WITHOUT NOTICC

CALL TOO OTHER CONTiCURATlONS'

HH'AOW'MCIMtM'lt'
•tUACSWll’l WWK'WlASM'VMWal’ WATWACT'

IbaTHaCdOAR-

- ItlWSAfTUWNCOHUST M AS«CW WTHOUY AWOUlCAllOHOM OAWAOC All MANUAlS
AND »ACaAC>HO WU$1 M •HClUOCO Rf lllWN MUST w MEPAJD AHO 'HSUAEO

MAIAHO A HMA IlirTUWN UATCRlAl AUTMORI2ATION ON TMf jMtAMNG CAMl

CIRCLE 274 ON READER SERVICECARD

A GOOD STORY
IS WORTH REPEATING...

Especially if it's about your product!

Why let your story remain hidden in a back issue of one

of the world’s lea^g computer magazines?

Let US take your article to its highest level of

marketiiig potential with a reprint! This is

one of the most valuable marketing

tools you have on hand because:

It represents unbiased

coverage of your pro-

duct by America’s lead-

ing computer

magazine!

® It clearly discusses

your products features

and capabilities!

it is one of the most

effective ways of telling

To find out how you can have your article or review

elegantly reprinted
’
*on 80 Ib. paper stock, in

4-color, 2-color or 1-color, call

or write today: Jennifer Locke
—Reprints Manager;

Ziff-Davis Publishing Company,

One Park Avenue,

New York, NY 10016,

212-503-6447.

''Minimum quantity 500

reprints.

your story to new customers, retailers, jobbers and

distributors.



Daisywheel Printer...M98
Satisiaction

1
Guaranteed'.

Since 1975

Turbo-XT

$398
• 4.77 & 10 MHz
• 640K Motherboard with 256K
• 8 slots • 8087 socket
• 150W power supply

^

Turbo-286

$998
• 1 MB Motherboard with 640K
• 6 or 10 MHz switchable
• 8 slots • 80287 socket
• 200 watt power supply
• 1.2 floppy disk drive

• Hard disk/floppy controlier

Option A...Add *148

• High resolution amber monitor
• Graphics card & printer port

Option B...Add >258

• Hi-res RGB coior monitor
• Graphics card & Printer port

Option C
• Hard disk drive

30 MB lor XT 40 MB lot XT 40 MB For AT

Odd *298 odd >398 odd *348

Amdek 310A $98
Best selling hi-resolution

non-glare amber monitor 1=?—'

inW Math Coprocessors

8087 *98 8087-2 *138

8087-1 *198 80287-6 *178

80287-8 *228 80287-10 *288

80387-16 *468 80387-20 *728

Mouse-
With Software

LogiTech mouse .7. *78

Mouse systems mouse *98

Microsoft mouse *108

Fastrap trackbali *98

Deluxe joystick *^
Place orders toll free!

Continental U.S.A. 1-800-421>5500

Inside California 1-800-262-1710
All others 1-213-973-7707

Fax machine 1-213-675-2522

Prices at our eight store locations will be

higher on some items.
California

Torrance. Santa Ana. Woodland Hills

Kearny Mesa. Sunnyvale

Addison. Houston
Georgia
Smyrna a .

1200 Baud _
Modem $53 |g—a

2400 baud Vi card internal . . .*128

1200 baud external *88

2400 baud external *168

30 MB Hard Disk
Complete kit with

controller

$29

C®D$298
10 MB PC/XT Kit ^^^*188
20 MB PC/XT Kit *248

20 MB Card *398

40 MB for AT *348

40 MB PC/XT Kit *398

Mountain 40 MB Tape *398

360K Disk Drive
Half height, $CO
Direct Drive DO
Tandon TM100-2 full height . *89

1.2 MB for AT *98

S’/d” drive for PS/2 *268

720K 3W' disk drive *98

1.44 MB 3Vi” disk drive *128

No Slot ClocM

MiCROSOfT.

VGA Package
Monitor & Card $0^|
• 800 X 560
• Up to 256K brillant colors

RGB color monitor 640x240

...Call

Daisywheel Printer

26 CPS

M98
40 CPS

$298
Diablo compatible, 1 year warranty

Parallel and serial interface

EPSON 9 Pin

$198 LX-800

Near Letter Quality

FX-850, FX-1050, EX-800

EPSON 24 Pin

$369 LQ-500

Letter Quality Printers'^

LQ-850, LQ-1050, LQ-2500

^ HEWLETT
PACKARD

LaserJet II

$1698
Extra Toner Cartridge 7. . .*98

PDP 4 MB RAM card w/OK . .*198

1 MB..*348 2MB..*648 4MB..*1148

HP DeskJet

*698

.

.

Call

PDP 128K RAM .... .?77TrTrr*98

Extra ink cartridge . *18

h Laser Printer
^

$1198^•H^^^Uimited
Quantity!

1.5 MB RAM card .. *198
*128 Toner cartridge *58

*378

*498 OKIDATA ^
*598 Okidata 320 ^^..*358
*258 Okidata 321 *498
*278 Okidata 390 *498
*278 Okidata 391 *688

JADECOMPUTER
4901 VI/. Rosecrans Ave Box 5046
Hawthorne. Californta 90251-5046

We accept checks, credit cards or purchase

orders from qualified firms and institutions.

No surcharge on credit card orders. CA..

TX. & GA. residents add safes tax. Prices &
availability subject to change without

notice. Shipping & handling charges via

UPS ground 50C/lb, UPS air M.OO/lb.

Minimum charge ‘3.00 CIRCLE 243 ON READER SERVICE CARD



HARDWARE—COMPUTERS PRINTERS
ACER 366 CALL AST Turooiosei PS CALL
AST Premium CALL CITIZEN AJI Models CALL

Citben Mde/12 40TiD 18^ Oicom 30W ink jet 519
NEC Multispeec CALI Epson All Models CALL

SarTQunoXT/AT/386 CALI NECP2200 3b5
Shop Laptot36 CALL NECP5200 549
Toshibo Laptops CALI NEC LC890Laser CAL

Ponosooic All Models CALL— DRIVES/TAPE— Rrosonc KX^ 4450 CALL

Seagate Dnves CALL QMS Big Kiss CAL
Mmisdtoe Orares CALL QMS PS6 10 Loser CAL
Priam Drwes CAL OysfolWniWP 1049

Plus Hordcord 40 649 Cr^oimnt Series II .

.

1429

BernouAi Box

«

CAIL Xero* 4020color 969

ArctweXL 4QMB Tope 319 OTHER HARDWARE
Everex 6CMB Tape CNl The CompieiB PC CAL
ftjf>asonic Warm Oram CALL Amdek Loser Drive 649

Hayes Moderrts CAL
BOARDS -— Procticol Modems CAL

Ftoradtse VC^L-f 249 Dotocopy Scanners C^L
EGA Wonder 169 Prxvoeion Setnnet 749
ATIV$> 275 Kudo DiQilizers CAL
Super EGA Hi Res 189 Surrmoskelch Plus 369
TO^ FlashcofO 155 Rolond Ploflers CAL
AST Rom Cords CALL Sweet P600 6/9
AST 5251/n (A.L Amdek Monitors CAL
Above Boord 286 369 Mognorox Monitors CAL
Mah 20Turbo 329 Mitsubishi Monitois CAl
Inboord 386 PC 949 NEC Mullisync II CAL
inboard 366 AT 995 Prmceton Uttfosync 499

software—ACCOUNTING SPREADSHEETS—
AocPocBPt 239 Boeing CX)lc 205
Bedford Acoauntng 149 Framework II CAl
CompieiaBus Acing 159 Loius/Symphonv CAL
Ctompjlow Billing 729 Microsotr Excel 299
New Views CALL Qjottro 135
Open Systems WORD PROCESSING
Timestips III GrofKMew 159

DATABASE Merosofi Word 4 CAL
Ooioeose CALL Miaosotf Vh/orks 129

dBase M Phis CALL MuRmateAdvcriageN 259
OBn. OiomooG 115 PfS fast Choice 69
Fox Base -f . 195 PFS Pro Write 117

OmrxsOuortz 449 Sprint . 109
ParodCK 20 409 Word Perteci 5 0 230
O&A 199 Worddar 2000 Plus 229
Rapid File 186 UTILITIES

GRAPHICS Quek Basted 64
B^me 185 Tuitxj ftjscal/BosiC/C 61

Poge MrAer 30 CALL 0esqview20 75

Page Perfect 225 Wndews 64
PfS First Pubiisrer 8 75 Windows 386 109
\tonturo 509 Brooklyn Bridge 77
Auto Sketch 52 (^olender Creator

+

3.3

Boeirtg Grcph 205 Disk Technician 60
Design Cod or 30 159 Lapimk 72
Diograpr)/2000 249 Mace Utilities 54

OrowApplouse 279 Metro 61

EGA Pont V2005 53 Norton GuKtes 55
Reetonce Plus 299 Norton Utfities Adv /6

Genenc Cod Level 3 i05 PC Tools Oeiifite 43
Harvard Grophrcs 265 Sidekick Plus 116

Show Poitner fX 249 Xtree FYo 68
Genus Mouse/Df Halo 59 Mothcod ?:i9

Logitech HiRes Mouse 87 SialgraptKS 4/9
Felix 119 TimeLme 279
Micrceofi Meuse 105 Whai s Best CAL

800-662-2686 orders only

forCaOrders.Tech Support.415-255-2230
Call or Write for Free Catalog

PAYMENI: Visa. MoslerCord. Coir^ier'sChecks. Pot-

sortal Checks with hold. Qualified P.O.'s. CA orders

add sales lox SOnWARE SHIPPING- UPS ground-2%
of order. $5 min UPS Blue-SX ol order. $7 mtn
HARDWARE >• Call for chaiges DEFECTS: Reploced or

repoited at our option RETURNS: Subject to restock

fee
All Products New with full worronhes
Price ft dvailabiiliv subject to change without notice

584 CASTRO ST.. SUITE 487 SAN FRANCISCO. CA 941 14

SPECIAL

GENERIC CADD 3.0
Includes:

• Auto Dimensionin'

• Dot Plot

• Drafting ENH 1

• Drafting ENH 2

$89

^SAVE UP:
TO 70»/o

SINCE 1984

PRODUCTS NOT LISTED... CALL

CAD... etc.

PC & MAC
1 -800-621-3999

AST
PREMIUM
286/386

ZENITH 1490

$585
MITSUBISHI

Diamond Scan 40/70 Mb Disk

»477 »449-

VENTURA
PUB. 1.1

«455

PAGE
-MAKER

$429

DRAFIX
1 PLUS

I

3D MOD.

M49IM49
FOX BASE R: BASE
PLUS for DOS

*179 *416

BACK-UP
PC-FULLBACK COREFAST

*45 *86

SMART MODEM
1200B int 2400B int

$59 M17
PRINTERS • USERS • SCANNERS

ISTTtrteLawJFSkHO .. CTIO

CWwiIZCM) 1130

taCH) tIST

MSP-tSE t»
MSP-40 mo
MSP-4S tm
MSP-50 t3«
MSP-S6 1440

PrwT)iwe3S 3430

IiibuM 134 1430

Tribute 224 ISTO

McmUISO tm
M LM«r JM Seres I ..StTtl

JDL 850 CH

PANASONIC
10911

$190

NOVELL
NO-KEY

$89

OiamorHtScen S477

Others Cell

mmmrn Cell

NEC Multisync H IW
Plus & XL CiH

SOFTWARE
AutoCeO cm
AulASkctdi m
BoeingGraph 30 SIB
Canvas (Mac) IB
Carbon Copy Phis SIO
aippor I3K
Copy I PC Ill

Coretasi Ml
dBase HI Plus S3»
OesigtiCAD IIM
OesoView HI
Orahx 1 PhK 1140

Oralu 30 Med/Ophoas ... CM
OS Back-Up Phis 03
Exeoi Mac/PC ...VWmi
FastBack f7(

FaslBack Phis MB
For Base Plus SIT!

GEM Draw Phis IIH
Generic Cadd 30 W
Ganenc $ Dot Plot 3.0 . . 171

Generic Edrtor Choice .. . till

Generic Options Cm
Harvard Graphics— I2G6

Hward Tot Pro| Mgr . . . 017
LigMuig HO Speedup ... HO
Lotus 123 2.01 BO
Lotus HAL SU
LucKt 3d (new ven . . . SIO
MalhCad2D Sin
CIRCLE 387ON READER SERVICE CARD

WordPertoct $.0 .

X-Tfoe Pro

MAC
SUMMA DIGITIZER

$299

NEC cm
LCaOO 0140

1(IB0i-M2 ... tIK
1091I-M2 SIB
1092> too
IS» tSM
tS92 130
1595 tSOO

3131 B»
3151 OB
ScarHw SBB

Anom laisr (Mac) ..SI348
ThMH 321 si t4B

341 SL SOB
351 SX SIB

OMPt 64k. 2560.8007. 10287/387 Cm

MONITORS • TERMINALS • PANELS
fe12e0»/card... tn RaMrOps 1648$

M cm 1948s

Kb Multiscan S440 Sawaag

LasarViow l5/ir .... Cm
Saay Muttiscan 130 . . t4B
NtyioTOO cm
7MiNl140 FUkhm . . ISB

MS-0OS33 SB
Noitofl UW 4 0 SB
PageMaker 149
Paradox 20 t3B
PathMinder SB
PC-fuNback 140

Paachtioe

Accounting I S146

PFS First Choica 178

PFS Firsl Publisher ... 152

PFS PretnsMnaiFiii... IIH
PFS ProMssional Flan ... Bl
PFS ProMssional Wcde . SIB
O&A Sin
O&A Write SI IS

Ouattro IIB
RBaselorOOS 340
ShipMale'’

lUPS Mamtisll .... SIB
SMtoKick Plus cm
SuperSpool (Mad Ot
T^ (IBM or Mad ... till

Turbo Bosk 87
Turbo C B7
Wntura Pubkshing 1.1 .. 1415

VbrsaCad/Librarios . . . . Cm

SIB

DIGITIZERS 8 PLOTTERS

ii>tiTabiai....
ISolS Pro Tablet

.

IFP Pionofs

IS12*17

CNM 1043-GT
mGT M
Digihiers M

EBMrSwcet-p600 .... tSB
_ Olhers . CiN

5MP4iTcT“.... call
BMP 51MP
OMP S1/S2MP Tso

0MP52 Lw 12-12 Plus 1344
0MP5M Ta 18-12 Pro W/48UI1/
OMPfl Ull Stylus BO
PMPO ^ Mac^t Pad M
MP Options cm

COMPUTERS
AST Premium 286 TltOth Cm
&386 cm T1200 Call

NEC Muhispeed cm r3l00/20 Call

INIIIIK a* cm T3200 CNI
Muiiispeed HO cm rsloo cm

TaMbaTlOOO cm Accessories cm

Intel coprocessors
8087-2 (<8 MHz) .$132
80287-8 «10 MHz) S20S
80287-10 (>10 MHz) $239
80387-16 $397
80387-20 (20 MHz) .&5$B

BOARDS & NETWORKS

VGA Pro..
ATI EGA Wonder.

VIP VGA
CmWoI 8« Artist (ja
EiNrIM Surds cm
OmmSu^GA tin
VGASS^ BO
VGA 76(N1024 H

tntifsi c/mcns ^
iS^Graohcs Plus ... SIB
IMM AboveBoard
2e6/5l2K S3H VHm
AboveBoaid Oelu:

PS-286/S12K SHI Vog
All Olhers Call HMv

NaioN Network 2i6 cm EWe

DRIVES • MODEMS

iSlH^

PwadMi AuloSwiicl)

E^480 SIB
VGAPI

OpHeMOrlvta cm
PiaitllW FAX Board . . 1048

Sia|lllST22S
^/Card BB
ST2HX w/Card . . . BB

giirOma 12006 A
SW ini Si

^lorOraw24 J3II
^lorBoardlOd. .. B484
ColorBoard IQS tllB

Him OmMbi VGA .... SIB
^FtaSd 3143
VinicM cm

• FAX
24(l06ASWint tl4S

TOmtllS' XT/AT
720li Drive SB
3e0k0tivoS25
XT/AT t75

WIlMta
Courier 2400 BB

S«tial/8u$

Hi-Aes Bus
Logmouse Bus A
Pamt

MOUSE
Logimouse &

. SB Publisher . .

.

. to McthH Hrwse .

(jilalCi
512k.

HELPERS
2S6K .

MHI Warehouse, Inc.
SPEED P.O Box 10261 ^^Ty^*?****.*^
MAIL Phoeoix. A2 85064-0261 -fr

1-800-621-3999 New Orden

32 602-861-1090 Order Into — m SW|« » I

.. ..... .. f 'tveekine Nuw iCa
Customer Service Hrs 10-3 PT M-F [nii-iM-i.i-uwi

Ofdenng Hours 7-5 PT M-F 6-2 SAT



PRODUCT CATEGORIES
HARDWARE MISCELLANEOUS
ADD-ON BOARDS 409

CABLES 409

COMMUNICATIONS .409,410

COMPUTER
SYSTEMS 410,411

DISK DRIVES 411,412

DISKETTES 412,413

EXPANSION
UNITS 413,414

MONITORS

ACCOUNTING 415,416

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

BACKUP SYSTEMS

BUSINESS 416,417

BUSINESS PROJECT
MANAGEMENT 417

BUSINESS TIME
MANAGEMENT 417

COMMUNICATIONS . . . . 417

CONSTRUCTION 417

DATABASE 417,418

DATA ENTRY 418

DATA
MANAGEMENT 418

DESKTOP
PUBLISHING 418,419

EDUCATION 419

ENGINEERING 419

ENTERTAINMENT/
GAMES 419,420

FINANCIAL 420,421

FLOWCHARTING 421

GENERAL 421

GRAPHICS 421,422

HEALTH

INVENTORY 422

LANGUAGES 422

LEGAL

PERIPHERALS 414,415

PLOTPERS

POWER
PROTECTION

POWER SUPPLIES 415

PRINTERS 415

SECURITY 415

SPEED DEVICES

MAILING
PROGRAMS 422, 423

MANUFACTURING 423

MEDICAL 423

MULTI-USER
SYSTEMS

MUSIC 423,424,436

ONE-OF-A-KIND

OPERATION SYSTEMS

PREVENTATIVE
MAINTENANCE. . . .424, 425

PROGRAMMERS
TOOLS 425, 426

PUBLIC DOMAIN . . 426, 427

REAL ESTATE 427

RELIGION 427, 428

SALES
MARKETING 428

SCIENTIFIC

SECURITY 428,429

SERVICES

SHAREWARE 429

STATISTICS 429, 430

SURVEYS 430

TAXES

TERMINAL
EMULATION 430

TRAVEL

UTILITIES 430,431

WORD
PROCESSING 431,432

ACCESSORIES 432

BAR CODING 432, 433

BOOKS/CATALOGUES/
PUBLICATIONS .... 433, 434

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNIl lES

COMPUTER
INSURANCE 434

COMPUTER SERVICES

CONSULTANTS

DATA
CONVERSION 434

DATA RECOVERY
SERVICES 434

DIGITIZERS

Group Sales Director

Kalhfyn J. Cumbcriandcr

Group Sales Manufier

Daniel L. Rusensweig

Support Matutfter

Monica B. Dixon

Sr. Advertl.sluf’ Coordirtator

Linda Annis-Lopez

Ulenda Campbell 12121 503-51 18

NY. OA, PA. VA. DC. OH, AK. WY,
MA
Veronica Farmer (2121 503-5156

TX. MN, Wl. AR. NC. IN. RI. DE.
SC. LA. ID. MT. OVERSEAS

Kathleen Morris (212) 503-5176

UT. TN. NB. HI. (CA 94000 & UP)

DISK CONVERSION . . 434, 435

DISKETTE COPY
SERVICE 435

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

FURNITURE

LEASING/RENTALS

MAILING LISTS 435

MUSIC 436

NETWORKING 435

SUPPLIES 435

TRAININGrrUTORIALS .436

TYPESETTING 436

USED EQUIPMENT

Advertising Coordinator

Wanda D. Brown

Production Manager
Anne Brockinlon

Production Coordinator

Robert Clark

Kenneth Nova (212) 503-5175

WV. FL, VT. NH, (CA 9.1996 DOWN)

Michael Brooks (212) 503-5125

Ml. CT. IL. KY. ME. OR. OK. AL.
MO. NM. lA

Angela KilBn (212) 503-5117

NJ. WA. MD. AZ. CO. NV. MS. KS.
ND. SD(ALL CANADA)

SOFTWARE

RATES AND INFORMATION
PC Magazine Marketplace is a special economical section for

prcxluct and service listings.

Listings arc grouped by category and sold by column inches. Second

color option uvuilabic.

Standard Directory Listings arc also available for a minimum of4 is-

sues at $500 per issue ($2000 total).

For additional information call 212-503-51 IS.

MARKETPLACE ADVERTISING
STAFF

ACCOUNT MANAGERS

PC MAGAZINE SEPTEMBER 1.3. I98K



FOK MORE l\FORMAIIO.\ OR TO ElACE YOLR AD CALL 212 503-5115

MAGAZINE

HARDWARE/ADD-ON-BOARDS

CLoacpw
SLOTLESS TIMEKEEPING

Every IBM and Apple II computer

needs a clock. The ClockPro

keeps perfect lime and doesrVt

ivasle a valuable slot. It's easy to

install and works on any IBM PC. XT. AT.

Apple lie, //c. ](+ and all compatibles and

is covered by a lull 10 year warranty and

30'day money back guarantee

S4895
AOO S3 SO FOR SHIPPING

TO ORDER: 1-800-458-5448

i ApmcoRfM 10670 Treona St.. Suite 10, San Diego. CA 92131
ORCLE 554 ON WtADCfl SgRWCE CARO

AT CLOCK
BATTERIES

RAYOVACCompmwBanefy $18^
Long Uf* Alkaline Replacement for

AT Type Uthlum w/ 4-pln connector

3VollUlhiumXk>in*Cell 83.90
for Mufti-function boards

VisaMC Shipping incl.

1-800-336-5933
InIL: |312) 336 - 5933

Clairvoyant Systems
Computer Power Specialists

P.O.Box 8693 Waukegan. Illinois 60085
aRCLE S«9 ON RCAOER SERVICE CARD

EGA GRAPHICS
ADAPTER FOR
AT&T SYSTEMS

. PC6300 •PC6300PIUS
•PC6310 •PC6312

. PC6386

«169
Ouently «tcounta eveHeUe

1-800-854^505
in NEW YORK 1 •600-632-2444

ORCLE SS3 ON READER SERVICE CARD

REAL VOICE Digital Recording
for your PC. XT. AT or Compatible

VOICE MAIL SYSTEM
TELEMARKETING

• Inbound A Oulbourta

SMARTEST ANSWER
MACHINE

AUTODIAL-DATABASE
VOtCEPAD'”

- Voice for your Programs

PROGRAMMER'S
TOOLKIT loptional -TIP I

'/? card, software, cables. A speaker

X >239°°.St/h ap
(415) 652-9600

TaNUng Technology, Inc
4383 Ptedmoni Are Suite B

Oakland CA 94611

CIRCLE 551 ON READER SERVICE CARO

MotherBoard Clock—$59
SideClock does noi waste an expansion slot'

The innovenlions' clock/calendar enters the

time and dale tor you auiomaiicaiiy Easy in-

stallation Soliware & user-replai^le battery

included 30 day $-back gtd 2yr warranty For

XT. PC, PS-25 & compatibles S59 S3 s-Ti

Site discount Dealers welcome

ARISTO Computers. Inc

6700 SW lOSih Avenue Suite 307

Beaverton Ofi 97005

503/626-6333 or 800/3AHIST0

THE X-BANDIT 4 EMS 4
For XT/AT Enhanced, expanded memory utiliz-

ing LIM 4.0 specifications Segmented memory

mapping, split memory addressing 2 mb in

one slot. 6 mb total Spooler. RAM disk auto

configuration soliware. manual, warranty all

itKiuded. 1175 list Dealer pricing available

TELETEK ENTERPRISES, INC

4600 Pell Drive

Sacramento. CA 95838

1916) 920-4600

TO Pl.ACK YOUR AI) IN

PC Magazine Marketplace

Call (212) 503-51 15

CABLES

Companion allows you to

add an extra keyboard and
monitor up to 250' from your
PC system unit.

Operates with Mono, CGA
and EGA monitors on IBM
PC/XT/AT computers and
100% compatibles.
DEALER PROGRAM AVAILABLE

PRICES START AT $219 00

CYBEX CORPORATION
2800 H Bob WMUco Av«

HunUvNIe. AL 35805
(205) 53AOOU

Printer Cables $1 a Foot!

— 6, 10. and 24 Fool Prefabricated

— Serial or Parallel Call lor Catalog

• Custom Cables from S2 50/fl . Min. 10 II

• Switchboxes, all lines switched

— AB [)B25/Cenlfonics S2995/S3595

— ABCD OB25/Cenlronics $49.95/S54.95

— AB Monitor/Keyboard Switch S65 00

Visa. MC. COO. P^paid 100% Guarantee

Artel Accessories

6856 Halverson Drive

Elk Grove. CA 95624 (916) 685-1739

COMMUNICATIONS

BULLETIN BOARD
INFORMATION HOST SYSTEM

A Revolutionary E-Mail/B6S Informa-

tion Host System now makes the setup

of a turnkey On-Line Information & Con-

ferencing Utility incredibly easy

This amazing system can be operated

unattended. 24 hours a day. and can

simultaneously support up to 16

modems on 16 dial-up telephone lines

under nothing more than MS or PC DOS

'INCL DUAL B-PORT OIGI-BOARDS
On bne Demo Available. OiaJ-Ln

(805) 650-0193 ta i/N). or Voice Call

I
] I L i iiIl 650-0188

emeu 552 ON READER SERVICE CARO

THK SHOWCASE FOR
PRODuerrs and

SERVICES IN THE MS
DOS MARKET . . .

PhoneBoof by cybex
F«r away aB4 yoor campMlar la offl nmwlaol lata

yw “ba tb«a" ... all you naarf
‘

• riiiH pickup Wti vou ahata a voica ilna

• Built-in hafduraTa aacrurtly coda
• Six oullata. 10 Amp capacity
• Sufia proiactlon for both AC and Taiaphoiia lina

INily S399. includat uiillly diakalta wMh examplaa for

laadini aoftwaro packaiaa.

CYBEX CORPORATION
2800 H Bob Wallace Avaiwt

HunUvUla. AL 3S80S
<20S) 534^1

1

ClflCU SM ON READER SERVICE CARO

COMMUNICATIONS

MVLTILEil

Sharp Foxxvsooboo tii9snsT&CJU.L

Sharp ux5cyi4o/ieo/FCM2o stsscall

Tolhiba Lap«pa CAtX
II.P. LASERJET I CALL
SCANNERS

a P C Cemgiaii Scvwr ISASAO
wR wWaua 2CC0PI

Shape Scan 3090PLHdiient

uWiCMlPwitfriaMv

PCWk $ 713.00

ftaaaonk SPSUScanw
tODOPI smjK
Tanna KTaciyw«itPn(«VaiAC<

BEST PaX Paper
$4AO/ROLL FA)Cr

PanafOflk ufiM fttSD

.Murala amwiHi I7SSS0S

Rkoh 07/10 $1195/129:

Ricoh 2CV60 $1S95/CAL1
Toibiba M'tMm SI0SS/I39S

TOSHIBA 3/00 $1430

Canon FAX 208 $1279/895
%COD>2«'aMi 'at0-a<f >ae.ee Cem. 23U- B 4a .

«i} 3 'n, U COO

(714) 898-8374

FAX 714-670-2760
emeu S55 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PC .MAGAZINE S I -: P T E M B 1-: R I .V 1 9 X K



PC-HOOKER
A powerful and easy to use connec-

tivy tool that lets you hook together

any two IBM PC compatible
computers and transferfiles in either

direction at speeds exceeding
115,000 baud.

Faster than Lap-Link"

Easier than Bridge

Connects any two PCs
Serial and parallel

Exceeds 1 1 5,000 baud

Two way transfers

DOS organizer

Full text editing

Talk mode
Hayes modem support

Print facility

Universal cable

5%“ and 3’^” disks

PS/2 ready

Complete oniy $59.95

To order call 1-800*888*8455

102 S Mam Street Park Ridge. IL 60063

I'Mons'k o< T'lrrt.ne SoMatr* Inc

CWCL£ 573 OM eeADEW 8£BVICe CAWP

COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

1988 BEST BUY

Case. MB. XT 150 ps. M 200 PS

Phoenix Bios

•12 MHZ XT $230

•12 MHZ AT $485

Case, MB. XT 150. PS. AT 200 PS,

XT 360K. AT 1.2. Conltoller. PH B;us

•XT 12 MHZ $330

•AT 12 MHZ $710

Min, Order - 3 ea.

512-467-2330
ADVANCED MICRO TECHNOLOGY
emeu aSa on reaocr seavice card

$629

SEAGATE 20MB KIT
ST-225, COhfT, CABLES ^249
SEAGATE 30MB. ST-230 $249.50

SEAGATE 40MB. ST-2S1 ... $349.50

SEAGATE 80MB. ST-4096

_MINISCR»BE 40MB. 3650 '.
. $329.50

IRNASor^ loeoi ii $ 109.95

PANASONIC 1524 (24PIN) $525.95
[Epson, Oki, Fuji, Canon, Citizen SCALL

PRINTERS

MONITORS
SAMSUNG Mono W/T&Swivel ...$74.95

SAMSUNG CokK W/r&Swiv»l . .$239.95

SAMSUNG EGA W/TSSMlvel . . $354.95
NEC MULTISYNC N $589.00

NEC QB-1 840X480 .$235.95
ATI EGA WONDER 4188.95
lAono Graphic Card W/Par. Port . 449.50
Color Graphic Card W/Par. Port . 449.95
Fujrrsu SeOK Floppy OrNa .... 474.50
FLUrrsU 1.2Mag Floppy Drive . . 485.50
TOSHIBA 3 1/2* Driva (T20ig . . . 498.50
LOGrTECH Mouaa 479.50
EVEREX 2400B Modem $CALL
CPI 12000 Modem W/Soflwara .4^.50
200W Power Supply 479.50
150W Power Supply 449.95
101 ENHANCED Keyboard 459.95

CALL FOR OTHER PRODUCTS

Systems ^
COMPLETE DTK AT SYSTEM
80288 Intel 6/13 Mhz

^J34940MagH. Drive, 1.2FD a

1 640K RAM, Monitor & lOlVeyboard

1 ONE YEAR WARRANTY
1 All pricae ara subj lo changa

(713)988.6566

(818)915-5495

c.o^. 1
9896 Blssonnat, Suna 285 |

Houston, TX 77036 i
1

CIRCLE $29 ON READER SERVK:E CARD
|

800 PG-RENTL
Also Available:
• IBM PC, XT, AT
• PS/2 Models 60, 80
• Compaq Portable III

e Compaq Deskpro 386
• Macintosh SE, Mac II

• Apple Laser Writer NT
a HP LaserJet Series II

And Many More!

\ext day
anywhere

in the
V.S.A.

Computer Rental

#7 Computer Rental Company in the U.SA.

emeu 7S1 ON READER SERVICE CARO

B 0 T T 0 i

L 1 II E

IBM .30% -f

COMPAQ .30% •«•

APPLE. Bottom Line

HP Laserfel B . 1589

HPDesiiiet 659

EPSON CM
LAPTOPS CM

800-525-7733 1

emeu 7S2 ON READER SERVICE CARD 1

LAPTOP SPECIALS
ZENITH •TOSHIBA •NEC

• SHARP •DATAVUE
The Latest Laptops at Low Prices

along with a wide Selection of Acces-

sories including . . .

• AFFORDABLE SVa’ or 3Vt’ EXTER-

NAL and INTERNAL DRIVE UNITS for

• LAPTOPS and DESKTOPS (360K.

720K.1.2K and1.44K).

• DICONIX PRINTERS ... 1200 AND
2400 BAUD MODEMS lor LAPTOPS.

For Low Pricing and Fast Reliable

Service call . . .

COMPUTER OPTIONS
UNUMITED

for the Smart Buyer

201*469-7678 * 7 Days

9AM-10PM (EST)

emeu 558 ON READER SERVICE CAkT

IBM
Model 30 Smhz 640k 2aSV. .SU75

Model 30 8mhz 640k 20inb .

.

SM95

Model SO Khnhz Im 3.3 20mb S2595

All Other Models Aviiliblc Scall

fnnig

Deskpro 2S6k 2 Dnve $1295

Deskpro/286 640k 1.2 20mb.. $2495

All Other Models Available . $ call

Smhz XT 640k 2dr mono $495

Mnihz AT S12k 1.2 20mb $1195

lYripbenls Sc Software $call

Wb Will Beal Any Price On Stock Items

P C TECHNOLOGIES
(312) 430-2800

tt™

PRICE Tandy

RyllP/liyk

1-1

IN SECONDS

)00-433-SAVE
CUST SE8V (B17) 573-4111

24 Mt.^FA]bj[tl7)ST^^

FORT WqmrjCOMPUTERS
377 PLAZA. GRANBURY, TX 76048

CIRCLE 7S3 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PC MAGAZINE .SEPTEMBER I .1. 1^88
410
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FOR MORE INFORMATIOS OR TO PIACE YOVR AD CALL 212 503-51/5 . . .

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

PACinC-286-12
•a026»-12

• 1 ^ MB Driw* {Opton $120 3 0rM«)

• MOk Rm (Opden $05 In 3M K Ortw*)

• 101- Kvy ErRnwatf Kay Bond
•8l-13.3(1Wn0

SI - tS2<OWilt$tSOOplan)
• 6^12 MHi Koy Bond 9«MdtaU«

•WA2H0BF0 CntVeBn

VGA BVBTm
• W<VGA Cnd A Monrtn

• WOO MB Hnd DM
$1795

MONO SYSTEM
•W/MonoMndtn
• 20MBHndOi*k

$1195

CCA COLOR SYSTEM
WCGAMntitar

20 MB Hnd DM

$1395

EGA COLOR SYSTEM
'W/CQACAAO
W/EOAMortIn

W/20 MB Hnd 01*

$1580

CRT'PORTABLE 8088
•CnnpoqTypo
• aoae-1 iomhz
• ZFIoppyO**
• ISOWPowwSwp^
•TTLOnfdyr Aflibn

• Kay Bond

$790

CRT-PORTABLE-286

• Cnnpoq Typa • Al K«y Bond
•80aB6|l0MH<nl2MH2) • I/O Cnd SmB/^naM
> Orta 1 2 MB Ro^ Orwa • WA2 HO A PD ComoAn
• 200 W Powar Sup($y > 20 MB Hnd DM
• TTL Dw^ r Ambn

$1389

PACIPIC-386
• AOAAA-IA

•8I«23
• 1 MBMamny
• Onal^ MB Floppy Ortwa

• 40MB(Soo9*aST-2$t)
• 101 Erdtanoad Kay Board
> 200W Pea* Supply
• UO Cnd Sarial/Pnain

• 80357 Soekat

(A03AA-20MH2 OpAon)

MONOSVSTIM
•W/Mono/PCnd
• MntoUntNor

$2395
VOASVtTCM
• W/VOACndAMananl

BOA COLOR SYSTEM
• IR/EGA Cnd (640X3S0)

•EGA MortNor

$2785

$3035

286. 386 Tower Case
Available. Call!

PRCE SUBJECT TO
CH/INGE WITHOUT NOTICE

Dealer are welcome

Call For Quantity Price

PACIFIC COMPUTER
(818) 571-5548

ORDER ONLY

<5ssjsj;™7!oct(!a,
(F/W) 818-286^62 (800) 346-7207 (OUT CA)

CmCtE 801 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Buy Wholesale from #1USA COMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS

TOP NAMES - BEST PRICES - SUPPORT & SERVICE “Call NOW”
MEMBERSHIP $25 OFF THIS MONTH 1-800 777-1USA

IBM PS/2's
Up to 4 1% off!

Yeuf Coa

MODEL 50-386 (New) $CalI

MODEL 60-041 5^95 3^95
MODEL 60-071 6^95 3^50
MODEL 80-041 6^95 4^95
MODEL 80-071 8,495 4,995
MODEL 80-111 10,995 7,895
MODEL 80-311 13,995 9,995

AncricaQ Micro Computer Ceoier

2890 GrilTIa Road • Suite # 4

Ft Lauderdale, FL 33312

f305I?85-9406
ORClg AM ON READER SERVICE CARD

TO PLACE lOUR AD IN
PC Magazine Marketplace

Call (212) 503-5115

DISKDRIVES

PS/2 and Laptop Compatible Systems

S.2r 3B0K or 1.2Mb Eitamal for P8/2
models 25. 30. 50 60 80 Easy setup

proleestonaliy Omit

360K IRX eXPS) $2S0.00

12Mb (•29£XPSl $3ia00

I.MAlb XS* drtvaa read, write format

botft 720K end 1 AAMO formats

Taac and Tosfwba 1 44Mb w/trame

f•f9fHD; S1SS.00

External 1 44Mb case potuer supply

calM 1420 £HD) $275.00

720K XSr Toehibe drtMe w/kR
(Ml ND352T) $139.00

Compatteard floppy dtak confroBer for

PC/XT. AT 306 Adds 4 fioppys of any
kind 1 44. 1 2. 720. or 360K to your
computer Software included (MiOHDCl
$isaoo

12S~ 380K Eilemel for all Toshiba lap-

tops artd Zenith 181-92 and 03 laptops

Toshiba models 1*8 SPtV> $235.00

Zenith model* (Mil ZPW) $24S.OO

• Adepfec 2372 RLL controller. 2 hard. 2 lloppy. sustained 1 1 mterteave $220.00

^ CNI TOLL FREE: 800-544-4252. CA & tech info (619) 569-1816

MUcroSonse 5560 La Jolla Blvd. Suite 313. La Jolla. CA 92037

PC M A Cl A Z I N P: S F. P T P. M B B R 13 . I 9 S K
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DISK DRIVES DISKETTES

DISK DRIVES

Mbyte Package .... $3,195

320 Mbyte Package $4,495

. 16 msec. access time

• Supports DOS, Xenix, UNIX on AT's and 3d6's

. ESDI controller, cables, mounting hardware

1 year swapout with FREE hotline support

CALL:

1-800-922-9050

(In Texas, 512.346.6360)

Ten X Technology, Inc.

4807 Spicewood Springs Rd., Bldg. 3
' Austin, TX 78759

CmCLEm OM RCAOCR SERVICE CARO

PS/2 DRIVES FOR PC'S AT S
CompaliKit-PC S329

Compa(iKil-AT S269

Buill-in floppy coolrollers no problem Sup-

ports mutliple drives and formats Lets your

computer use IBM PS/2 1.4M diskettes plus

more Call lor ludher mtormalion

VISA/MC/COD/CHECK

MICRO SOLUTIONS COMPUTER PRODUCTS
132 W. Lincoln Hwy

OeKaib. IL 60115

815-756-3411

OPTICAL DISKS

8 INCH DISKETTE SYSTEM
Read, write, and lormal diskettes tiom IBM

maintrames. minicomputers, dala entry equip-

ment. etc Compleie easy to use software han-

dles EBCDIC conversion. Can read and wrile

CP/M 6-inch diskettes (many tormals). You

also can use 8-inch drives tor PCDOS files;

1200 KB per diskefle! $1395 complete

MiCROTECH EXPORTS

223 Forest Avenue

Palo Alto. CA 94301

415-324-9114

COMPUTER PLUS

20MBw/Cont ... $279
30MBw/Cont ... $289

(805) 945-0853

525 W. Lancaster Blvd.

Lancaster. CA 93534

CmCLE 7M ON R»llEn SERVICE CARO

Mlcropdls 71MB 28mE $649

Mlnlscrlbe 71MB 28mt $669

ST2S1 40MB 40ms $359

ST251 .1 40MB 28m> $41

0

$T125 20MB $270

PPUINC (7l4)»7f).W33

S
AME DAY

HIPPING
5.25" DS/DD Disks

29^ Mch qty oTIM
FREE papa iteevei, labels, h. tebe

(Ty^ Reeve* add 4<)

3.5" DS/DD Disks

$1.19 eachqtyoriM I

FREElabeU
SI.29 ea. qty of SO, SU9 ea. qty or2S

FREE SHIPPING
forordenovcrSlOO! OtbetaSS.SO.

MC, V. MO Accept SISO for C.O.D.

SaliifBcUM Guerantccd

M ICRO

1 -800-288-2887
offer eapiiea IQ/XySS

1776 Dividend Drive. Coliimbtu. Oi I 43228

Ptwoe; 614-771-8771. FAX: 614.771.8772

MoD-FtiSam-lOpmEST, Sal 10un.6pinEST
VuU Mi em

CompuServe®
The Etectronk Mali™ ..T^e GO OM

DISKETTES

DiskAmekica
5.25 DS/DD DISKEHES

25Cea
100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!!!

FREE!!! LABELS, SLEEVES & WR!TE PROTECT’S

NO H!DDEN COSTS
MINIMUM ORDER.lOO DISKS

SHIPPINGAND HANDLING S4.00 Per Box
VISA, MASTERCARD AMEX DISCOVER &COD

HOURS: WEEKDAYS 8AM to 11 PM EST; SATURDAY 9AM to 7 PM

1-800-634-2494
24 HOUR SHIPPING
ORCLE S6S ON READER SERVICE CARO
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DISKETTES

The BEST
for LESS

Quality SVV DS/OD Diskettes

Min. 100

Guaranteed Two>for*One

Replacement

if found inibaify defective

within SIX months

FREE sleeves, tabs, labels

SVa CaOR (Min 100) 39c

sva
'
high density

(M«i. 50) 69c

Brand Box S'A' (Mm. 10) $3.99

Brand Box CaOR SVa

with FREE Plastic Case

(Mm 10) $4.99

3V2DSDO(Min.50) $1.09

100% Ltfetime Warranty
Shipping: $4.50 per min order

$2.00 each addtl lot

MCVISA Only

1.800-537-1600
Operator No. 67

MsP
Dept. No. 1523 P.O. Box 61000

San Franasco. CA 94161
cmcLEsei ow.r«AD6W8env»cgcAf>o

BUY QUALITY
FOR LESS!

DYSAN
5Va" DS DD 39^

100% CERTIFIED
LIFETIME WARRANTY
Price based on quanirty ol 250 m biiik

includes Tyveh sleeves and label kils

800-222-0490
InNJ 201-462-7628
FAX 201-462-6658

• 24 HOUR SHIPMENT •

MEGASoff
PO Boi 710. Freehold. NJ 07728

FuH service dupbcelion facWly

CmCLE 7SS ON nEAOCn service CARO

(8 1 8 ) 765-3040
CmCLE 771 ON READER SERVICE CARO

IS-

Why waste your time
formatting disks?

Preformatted disks
save you time and money!
Memorex • Nashua • 3M
5’/4" (from 48c) • 5’/4" HD - 3’/2" • 3V2" HC
Call toll-free TODAY!

1 800-321'4668
In Colorado (303) 234-0871 . Open 8:00 to 5:30
Mountain Time, Monday—Friday.

ALF
ALF Products. 1315F Nelson St. Denver, CO 80215

f

aRCLE S74 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PC Magazine

Marketplace

the ultimate taifet market!

Thr* brand spt*cifiers who read PC

Magazine don't have the time to shop

around, their only concern is gettinit

what they need as quickly as possible.

They’ll DIRECT their

attention to PC Magazine

Marketplace

For them PC Magazine Marketplace's

Direct Respunse/Display Ad format

represents a fast, easy and cost effec

live method of product acquisition.

They know it will have the products

they need and the information they

want regarding price, volume dis

counts, specifications and delivery.

If you think that your business can

benefit from the 550.000 brand

specifiers who read PC Magazine

YOl' RE RIGHT'

So take DIRECT action and

call (212) 303-5115

EXPANSION UNITS

Name Brands * Low SS

EXPANSION BOARDS
AST Suipackplu8(64.384K| $129
Sixpa^ Pronwjfli (2S6k-1M) $209
Advantage (I28k-1SM) $249
Rampage |64k-2M| $209
Rampage 288 (Sl2k-2M) $419

Intel Above PC (64k-2M $229
Above PC PS (64k.2M) $259
Above 266 (S12k-2M) $379
Above PS 2B6 (512k-2M} $409
Above Board 2 tor PS2 S0'60 (0k-2M)$275
Inboard 386 PC (1M) $769 . AT (Ok) .$949
Ouadboard (0-384k) $129
GRAPHICS CAROS
HERCULES Mono4ie9: .... Color . . . .$159
QUAD Proeync:$199.. VEGA Oix ... .$199
ATI EGA Wonder $199
HARD DRIVES
SEAGATE Kita from 20mb S299
MMSCRieC Kils from 20mb $299
PLUS Hard cards from $539
MEIIORY . 64k. 2S6»( $call

FLOPPY DRIVES: Toshiba for

PC. AT: $90.. 12MB; $119. 35^;. $129
External 5-'A* drives for P^ $299
COMPUTERS.AST. SAMSUNG
Tepe Beekup-Maynard. Everex

VLM Computer Electronics
10 Park Place, Morrotown. NJ 07960

12011267-3266 -Vsa. MC. Check Of COD

PC MAGAZINE SEPTEMBER 13. 1988
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PERIPHERALS POWER SUPPLIES SOFTWARE

9TRACKTAPE
Compictt syst«m manufacturtr

• Support PC/XT/AT/PS2 A Mac
• Road A writa 800/1600/6250
• Uaa with IBM, DEC. HP tapaa
• LInka to FORTRAN, C. COBOL
« Natworklnp capability
• Cuatomizaid aoftwara avallabla
• Powarful data extraction
• LarM Inventory of Anrttau,

Clprm, Kenne^. Qualatar
• Feat technical aupporl
• System pricea from $2995
Avoid the middleman—Go dinet!

FiMSSTAFf 602 779-3341
ei6INe€RING MX 779-5996

CIRCLE a03 ON READER SERVICE CARD

9-Tnick Tape Drives: Ves!

for IBM PC/XT/AT/386

Interchange tapes from mainframes.

Imporlanl fetlarrs:

• 800. 1600. 3200, 6250 BPi
• EBCDIC/ASCI I convenion

• IBM & ANSI labeled tapes

• Network backup
• DOS. XENIX. Microport

Highest quality customer service

For quick delivery we stock all major

manufacturers’ tape drives, including

Cipher. Kennedy. M4 Data.

Qualstar. Prices start at $3,795. Call

Today!

Overland Dala, Inc.

5620 Kearny Mesa Rd. * San Diega CA 921 1

1

Telephone: (619) 571-5555

ORCLE 851 ON READER SERVICE CARO

PLOTTERS

The Zericon ^^

Model 3600-D Plotw
Astounding price

performance for

only $229S“" ,

Zericon dam M

'Pricei • lull SIDOO In* ihan uur

nrarcM con^iecituc

CAD toftware wppunit«
DM/PL.~

•SpMd. at 7 inclin prr arcond. thr

tM>D oAm the bM price-

performance ratu in > claa*.

o(-jr«win( qualiiv

'Vacuum paper hold Jua-n aMum
perfoct rquRamn

TURBO-COOL 150:
Cool, Quiet Power

MODCL POWER COOUNC MOttE PRICE

STANOMD IT 150W 1U STD KS
STANOARO AT 200W t.» STD $12S

S01» PCIT 1S0W 1.4X -44S sia

$0200 AT 200W III -tis SIN

TC1» PC.TT L2X -SOS m
TC200 PC/XT 2m 2.7X STD sm
TOSSAT 2S0W tu STD* tm
FCC LIL 120V.2*OV 4 fltiw plugs heivy fluty com-

POoei'U Mtrtefl coding systen 1 yei' aarrinly

PC COOLING SYSTEMS. INC.
31510 Mountain Way. Bonsall. CA 92003

(619) 723-9513 VISA/MC/COO/PO

PRINTERS

ADD POWER TO YOUR
LASERJET II FOR LESS
Expandabit Mamory Boarda:
1MB-$277 V
2MB -$579

I
4MB -Call

Font Cartridgai

Z* -S209
123 -$249
B/F • $169

I

HP Plotter (HPGL) Emulation:

I

LaserPlotter • $ 129

D.H. SYSTEMS, INC.
5333 McConnell AVE. Los Angeles

CA 90066
(213)622-9464

VtSA-M/C
SERVtCeCARO

SECURITY

POWER SURGES ARE THE BIG

DESTROYER OF COMPUTERS!
So when SAFEWARE designed the original

computer insurance policy, they decided lo

cover even Ihe notorious POWER SURGES

Today you can buy comprehensive, full replace-

ment protection against (hefl. accidents, lire,

earthquake, water AND power surges for as little

as $39 a year (^11 for details & immediate

coverage 1-dOO-d48-3469

SAFEWARE, The Insurance Agency Inc.

2929 N. High Street

P.Q Box 02211

Columbus. OH 43202-0211

ACCOUNTING

THE PAYROLL

If you've been looking for a
payroll with the power to handle a
IfiaL iob. you just found IL This
system is (he same one used on
the HP3000 super-minis with
features you didn't think you
could possibly get on a PC...Jika
accruals. 401k plans, user-

customized data and special
computations, a report writer
and more. $600

651 75 Cline Falls Road
Bend. OR 97701

(503) 388-3800

ORCLE 7M ON READER SERVICE CARO

Money-Back Guarantee
''

You'll PASS the CPA Exam.
Over 2.1(X> multiple-choice and essay/

problems with text solutions from recent

CPA exams. The software keeps your

scoresand taikxs your study to the material

you need lo pass Ihe exam Continuing

Professional Education courses with hour

for hour credit also available Call (or

brochure and DEMO intormation.

1-800-241-9700
In Colorado: (303) 799-0099
For IBM PC's and compatibles.

AMEX, MasterCard. Visa accepted.

^

14 Inverness Or East, F-104

Englewood. CO 601 1

2

MkroMash"
^ CIRCLE sea ON READER SERVICE CARO ^

dBASE ACCOUNTING TOOLS
•GENERAL LEDGER 'ACCTS PAYABLE

•dINVOICER & A/R 'SALES ANALYSIS

•SERVICE BILLING 'OROER ENTRY

•JOB COSTING ‘JOB ESTIMATING

•PURCH ORO/INVENTORY 'PAYROLL

$99ea-f-s&hw/dBASE2.3or3-f SourceCode

dATAMAR SYSTEMS

4876-P Santa Monica Ave

San Diego. CA 92107

(619) 223-3344

Visa-M/C-AMEX-Check-COO

DAC-EASY 2.0 ADD-ON
Avoid DAC-Easy reporting limil^ions Create

Iree-format financial statements or reports with

WordSheel imeractrve report design: What you

see is what you gel. Direct access to aocouniing

data lo produce any report. Easy to learn and use

Works with any laser or printer. $79. Vis^MC

Audimation Corporation

36 Bridlewood Blvd

Agincourt. ON Canada M1T IPS

(416) 494-7820

PC MAGAZINE SEPTEMBER I.V 1988
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THE SHOWCASE FOR PRODUCTS A\D SERVICES IS THE MS DOS MARKET .

i
MAGAZINE

ACCOUNTING

World's Finest Fund Accounting Software
General LMiRcr Ulilily Billing Police CiUliont

Atcounli PeyjMe BimneMlMeme Mandgefnem
PucrhtteOr^ Atcounh Rcteiv^ble Work Managemerl
PjyfoH Inventorv C*»h Regmer SyVem
Per%onne( fi»edA«eh Pellicente

UNIX, XENIX, VMS, MS-DOS, PS/2, Networks

CORBIN WILLITS SYSTEMS
35754 Mbtiofi Blvd., Frentont, CA 94536 • (415) 790-5600

CHies, Non-Profils, Grants, Utilities, Counties, Education, Special Districts

CIRCLE 9M ON READER SERVICE CARO

RBASE for DOS Users
• General Ledger
• Account Receivables

• Account Payables

Includes source code with a

30 day trial period.

The RB- ACCOUNTANT II 299.95

Shipping & Handling 10.00

* RBASE FOR DOS v«snn 2.1 lequliod *

Software Specialist

5820 Princess Dr.

Rockford. IL 61109
815-398>6663

CIRCLE M2 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PC-FUNO
The leading lund accounting system tor local

govts and non-profil organizations. Modules

include General Ledger. Accounts Payable, En-

cumbrance. Obligation Tracking. Accounts Re-

ceivable. Payroll. Budgeting, Fixed Assets and

Donor Receipts The system supports up to 99

funds, 9999 depts. PC-FUNO runs on the IBM-

PC and most MS-DOS and XENIX computers

AMERICAN FUNDWARE. INC

P.O. Box 773028

Steamboat Springs. CO 80477

(800)551-4458 (303) 879-5770

PRO PC-ACC0UNHNG
"Best accounting package I've seen yet I'w

tried Peachtree. DAC-Easy. MCBS Thanks tor a

nice
|
0b ot programming ' writes J.K ol Los

Angeles Accounts Receivable - Accounts Pay-

able • General Ledger - Invoicing - Inventory-

time & billing, etc $139 95 send chk or M O
.
or

call or write tor tree 30 day demo system

PRO SYSTEMS SOFTWARE INC

P.O. Box 1437

Plymoulh. MA 02360

(617) 747-3332

BILLING/MAIL UST SYSTEM
Complete billing and AR system Built-in word

processor. Pop-up Help and pull-down menus.

Includes Mailing List System/Reporl Generalor

Track sales by reps/product Many reporlsl Auto

priang Supports 3 printers dBase 3 -f com-

palible (lies. Very FAST! $275 with user's guide

Mailing System only-$100.

DB Consultants. Inc

230 Tabor Road

Otisville. PA 18942

215-847-5065

IRIE POINT OF SALE SYSTEM
Fast, flexible Retail/Wholesale management

system Inventory control Multiple price levels

Automatic price & description look up Order

eniry/invoicing Add/delele entries before final-

izing sale Cash dravrer access secured by

password Sales lax sumirtary Cash receipt

journal A/R Billing/Slalemenis Demo $29

IRIE Systems

3095 South Stale Road #7 Suite 203

Miramar. FL 33023

305-981-5747

MIP FUND ACCOUNTING
The MIP Fund Accounting System meets the

financial and managerial repotting requirements

of not-for-protit and governmental organizations

The System te^es mullipte lund and fiscal

years, user-qelined reports and six levels ot

account coding. Modules ottered; G/L. A^. A4(.

Payroll. Encumbrance. Expendiiure Budget Reve-

nue Budget and Loius/DBase Irxetlace MIP FAS

IS available tor IBM XT and compatibles

MICRO INFORMATION PRODUCTS

505 East Huniland Dr.. Suite 340

Austin. Texas 78752

(512) 454-5004 1-800-MIP-fUNO

BUSINESS

EZ-FORMS^EXECUTIVE
•Ulbmatm Pomw GwAwMor A Mane^er/’

• CrMM, Revtaa. fW tiVout Ipva priniad).

ni».PrM.alkindBorFORMS(l004- ir>d.).

a Une/box draw, maei. macros, data marge,
Justfication, vvrap, exAmporl cuVpatfa,

protect IMds. aut>4l4t^me/#. kM printers

incl. HRIaaars. On-lirve h^, moie.. CMyW
a Fonwa Ccateto Pack

—

230+addrtionN
forms ontyr S79with purchase ($1 54 srp).

terxjscape ine prirtera -$4e
sil^ S5/US4e; SIO/AK/HUPfWt/Canada';
$20 fgn; Texas tax B%. M.O.. USA cks ok.

Send orders to: fc2X Corporalen
403 e. NASA. #1777, Webster TX 77508

VISA/MC/AX ORDERS ONLY PLEASE-
Ie800e999e6999 ext M90

into /Cust Svc: 71 3/336*2238 ext M90
ORCLE 542 ON READER SERVICE CARO

SAVE TIME AND $$ ON YOUR
NEXT PURCHASE DECISION
Whether you're buying an Accounting Package,

a Laptop or a Jet. easily assess all critical

factors: price, specs, dales and qualit^ive judg-

ments. Document and justify to other people

quickly and convincingly DECISION PAD for

PC's is $195. 30-day No Risk. Or test-drive

FREE DEMO DISK (limiled lime).

APIAN SOFTWARE

P O Box 1224

Menlo Park. CA 94026

(600) 237-4565 exi 123 or (415) 851-8496

BUSINESS

TflE GENERAL STORE
~ETAIL BPERAT1BN5 SYSTEM <

Accounts Receivable

Point of Sale

Inventory rnnifol fes-

Accounts Payable
Mailing List

General Ledger

The old general store sold everyining from A to Z Now there is a
retail software system that controls every type retail business
from Apparel stores to Zoo gift shops The General Store system
is a reliable, field proven business tool, developed by retail

management and computer professionals, successfully serving
dozens of different retail businesses Best of all. it is a complete
multiuser business system providing online credit card authoriza-

tion and support for bar code scanning, electronic cash drawers
and specialty receipt printers For a limited time only $995 Visa
and Mastercard accepted Dealer inquiries invited

Crichlow Data Sciences, Inc. (804) 426-7628 STSSoer
P.O. Box 6420 Virginia Beach, Virginia 23456 service card

THE DEPARTMENT STORE OF RETAIL SYSTEMS

~ 4» 4~ * 4« •« 4~ 4» 4 MB 4» 9

TRACK TIME. CAPTURE CASH.
NO SWEAT.

timeslipsllN
Perfect for attorney^ accountants, consultants, and ALL service profes-
sionals. By automatically tracking time and expenses. TIMESLIPS III gives
you faster and more accurate billing. The ability to recover cash that could
nave fallen through the cracks. Arxj a better harvdle on your own productivity.

• Memory resident, uses 60K RAM * Generates custom financial
• Tracks time with a ''stop-watch" reports
• Batch enters time/expense data • Exports data to spreadsheets
• Thousands of custom bill and databases
formats • Auto backup, built-in macros

• Optional ‘Accounting Link" software bridge makes
TIMESLIPS III compatible with Dac-Easy *. Peachtree*

.

Great Plains and many other accounting packages.

(Rated 93 by IntaWorld)
“TIMESLIPS is the best time and billing system at any price."

—Chicago IHbune

1-800-338-5314 TO ORDER
Call 617-768-6100 tor intormation/rush service.

$199^5 plus S7.00 s/h

Not copy protected. 30d^ money back guarantee.

F ^ ^ 239 Western Avenue
= ^ NORTH EDGE Essex, MA 01929

L= = SOFTUJRRE CORP circle ms on reader service card I

4— 4» 4~ 4« 4~ 4~ 4* 4 4« 4» 4« 4M 4
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CareerCalcI
Could you manage your career more effectively?

Is H worth $49.95 to learn how?

CaretrCalc'” is a sophisticated game designed by Expert System and Personnel Tech-

rwlogists. It simulates business organizational processes that can impact your career. You

set power, share of the reward system, and quaitty of work life goals. The software then

tracks your ability to achieve them by analyzing your decisions on realistic situations pre-

sented

CareeiCalc'*—CLIMB THAT CORPORATE LADDER!—just $49 95 + $4&H

IBM/Compat. 256K. Mono. MS/DOS 2.0 or gtr.

To order your copy of CireerCalc'* please call 800-628-2828 x926

Visa^MasterCard Accepted or send check or money order to;

FL&D LIMITED P.O.Box 363 Exton. PA 19341
cwcLE ao4 on WEAoeR seRvrct caho

MINIMIZE PRODUCTION COSTS
Enter your company's operational costs, current

status, and sales forecast lor up to 156 lime

periods PMODEL finds production rales, in-

ventory and employment levels tor each period

such that production scheduling costs are min-

imized VISA/MC Also: Linear Transportation.

& Upper Bound Programming

Best Way Software

PO 80x 9656

Warwick. Rl 02889

(401) 738-0881

PC ORDER PAD
Smarter than a Cash Register Handles Cash and

Charge sales Prints Receipt/Picking slip Reports

Sales totals with margins Tracks in^ory. Easy

& FasL On-line HELP Options indude Bar Code

or XR Cash Drawer Network or Remote site

versions Runs under MS/PC DOS. Customizing

a«ilat))e Dealers invited.

COLUMBIA SYSTEMS. INC-

10420 S.E. Hillcresi Drive

Portland. OR 97266

(503) 654-7722

• • • 1-2-3 SIMPLE AS 1 2 3! " • •

SPREAOSHEETING 101 simplifies learning all

Lotus 1-2-3 features with 256 pg Workbook &

diskette Package also includes handy keyboard

template plus 171 pg Reference Book for simple

answers to complex questions SS101 is a

complete learning & user package Only

$69.95! 30 day money back guarantee!

SIMPLE son
P.Q BOX 417430. Dept C

Saaamenio. CA 95641

916-338-3857

SOFTWARE FOR FREELANCERS!
Features Expense Tracking. Invoicing. Contact

File & Mailing List. Organize your business, bill

expenses, (rack leads, make lax prep a snap!

Easy id use and customize: lull manual, no

accounting largon. Just $99 (NY add 8.25%);

or call for info and user quotes 30-day NO-

RISK guarantee

"Tony Stewart’s HOME OFFICE’""

309 West 109th Street. No. 2E

New York. NY 10025

(212) 222-4332

FRAMEWORK POWER TOOLS
Hundreds of functions, templates, macros, and

building blocks that provide easier solutions to

business and programming needs Tools irr-

dude easier date/lime/slnng handling, error

control, data entry, dBASE furtclions, Imancial

menus, displays, and much more Source code/

free supporf included. $195 Checks/MC/VISA

24 hours everyday

BUSINESS SOFTWARE (714) 497-3600

375 Broadway. Suite 400

Laguna Beach. CA 92651

BUSINESS
PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

PROJECT MGT. INSIDE 1-2-3

Project Calc creates proteds on your 1-2-3

worksheet with 30 new Ca (unctions and

menus. Draw Gantt timeline. PERT network and

calendar on-screen or thru PrintGraph Roil up

project costs into 1-2-3 budgets and ask what-

it" with schedule or costs $149.95 with 30-day

money-back guarantee

FRONTLINE SYSTEMS. INC.

PO. Box 7408-PC

San Francisco. CA 94120-7408

800-451-0303 Ext 55. 916-677-7171

BUSINESS TIME
MANAGEMENT

Multiple Scheduling!
AppoMnent Neneger wifc Mw»o Syetww

&heauler 11“

-single and mulliple schedules

•Ap^Memos pop up on won)
•Finds Eist or mutual opening
•Graphic display of month
•Flexible tme intervals mc
•IBM Compatible vi^

Ejcecutive Computer Snlcfiu
IS71 Foipuk-FaioBMO 63026

PM)'Sfes7S7
^an^^UOf^EADE^ERVIC^A^^

COMMUNICATIONS

TAPCIS & PC-MagNet
Fast. Easy, and Inexpensive!

TAPCIS Is the complete communications
program tor CompuSeive and PC-MagNel
Think, read, type, ar>d edit efflirw for free.

Then go online and see «my PC Mag
said it *blasts messages ontodw screen.*

(5/87) The favorite amor>g thousands of

ssrvy users and sysops, TAPCIS has R al:

a full-featured Integra) editor withWP/W*
commands, lime & charges accounting,

fast batch dowmioads, and more.

S79 for disks, manual, and a free hour

on CIS. No risk 90 day money-back
guarantee. MC/Visa/check/approved
purchase order (U.S.) Orders shipped
within 24 hours. Supported on CIS in the

TAPCIS Forum (GO as then GO TAPO^.

Support Group, Inc.

P.O. Box 1577 (PC7)
Baltimore, MD 21203

(800) U8A-OROUP
(20n MO-78t2

SEND FAX FROM YOUR PC—$39!

Use Ihe Xpedite setvice to lax ckjcuments in

crystal-clear print direct from your PC to lax

machines around Ihe world Forget about print-

ing a hard copy tirsi and then wailing lor Ihe tax

machine Forget about costly tax boards that

take minutes to transmit every page and tie up

your PC All you need is an asynchronous

modem!

Electronic Courier Systems. Inc

2 Industrial Way West

Ealontown, N.J. 07724

(800) 227-9379 Of in N.J (201) 389-3373

COMPUTERTELEXUNK
Your PC can send and receive telexes quickly

and easily with Computer-Telex-Link. R^lace

that aging telex machine! Add telex service lo

your business tor cost etteclive worldwide com-

munications! Computer-Telex-Link transforms

your PC into a state-of-the-art communicalions

tool tor telex

(^hon Scientitic Group

24224 Michigan Avenue

Dearborn. Michigan 48124

Phone: 313-565-4000

MULTI-USER BBS
(FOR IBM PC AT)

TEAMale - a maintrame quality BBS A mini

CompuServe. Full screen cursor-controlled in-

leftace. topic outline slrucUjre. public and pri-

vate topics, audit trails, xmodem. integrated

mail, contem retrieval and more. MS-DOS.

XENIX and UNIX versions.

MMB Development Corporation

1021 No. Sepulveda Blvd., Suite K

Manhattan Beach. CA 90266

(IN CA) 213-545-1455 800-832-6022

TO PLACE YOUR AD
IN PC Magazine
Marketplace

Call (212) 503-51 15

MULTI UNE PC-OOS BBS
The Bread Board System (TBBS) - Secure,

reliable, lull-featured commercial EIS lor IBM

XT/AT/386/PS2 or compatible. Easily

customized by non-programmers Kermil. X &

Y • Modem High p^ormance allows up lo 32

simultaneous callers. User audit trail.

300/1200/2400/9600 bps.

eSoft. Inc.

15200 East Girard Avenue. Suite 2550

Aurora. Colorado 60014

(303) 699-6565

CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Affordable, understandable software for build-

ers Job cost, billing lime and materials or per-

cent complete, payables, change order and

retention (racking in one package Prints

checks, statemenis, bids. 30 + reports. Clear

manual & help windows, backed by our profes-

sional phone support staff. $795.

YAROI SYSTEMS. INC-

930 Laguna Street

Santa Barbara. CA 93101

(805)966-3666

COST ESTIMATING/BIDDING
Powerful, comprehensive system tor building

fast, accurate and competitive estimates A

complele. stand-alone program Menu-driven,

very easy to use. Over 30 types of reports. IBM

XT/AT and compatibles. Hard disk, 512K. dB III

version with source code also avail. System

$245. demo $15 (CA add tax). CK/MO/COD.

CPR INTERNATIONAL, INC.

2038 Lake Shore Ave.

Oakland. CA 94606

415-268-1948

DATA BASE
ROOTS II FOR GENEALOGY
Organize your lamily tree and print camera-ready

tamily bo^ containing charts, text and indexes

Store, retrieve and display 1.000’s ot tamily tacts

with biographical sketches and source documen-

tation Lighteing-fasl searches and sorts. 250

page manual, ^istaction guaranteed. Write tor

tree brochure. $195( + CA lax).

COMMSOFT
2257 Old Middletield Way. Ste A
Mountain View, CA 94043

415-967-1900

DataEase 2.5 USERS
A toolkit lo provide DataEase users with the

capability to perlorm several unpleasant and

lormerty impossible tasks al the touch of a key.

Saves time, speeds development, aids docu-

mentation. helps isolate bugs, menu driven

Requires IBM or compatible $49.95 includes

S&H check/MO.

JADA DEVELOPMENT CORP

P.O. 60x6125

Springlield. VA 22151-6125

TAP
CIS..
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DATA BASE

RANGER dBASE Ml MANAGER

NOM-pro^arvners dBASEIM N

-U»e your or cnale new ones

systtm, vsing chamcter. numeric, hgiail DaisM Memo fMKis from a tfSASC end 8 /sWnnal
aaAS£ lUes (1084 SeWs per He)
Pncaa* memos m screen feyouf windows
And and t^idefe ertfnes based on > to / keys

Bmwsa ana cpdafe endies m key sepuence
' Create and run repeats. iaPets ana torms <n sort

ormdeii order mtti seteekont entena and pnnter
set up. Pnmsi setup escape sequence
Confaxt Halp Sampte systems mduOsa
Create your tian-kar system m mmufes
ACkoper" aopkeakon. aBAStmNOTrsquma
Only (199 9S US (S19.00 for Demo Version)

SasstacBon puaranteed or money reftmded

RANGER CNO Soltware
140 Place Dehivue

Laprame. Quebec
Canada J&n4Mi

CIRCLE 993 OM WCADCH SERVICE CARP

NO FUSS dBASE III PLUS

- PnOueaa eomptele manu dhsan appaeationa
• No dSASE prepramwtng eapenienco rsqulrsa
• Just tMmv Mirucftone J eoreen prompts
- Report manasereenf Air 20 rsporta A laftets
• OynarMc Mailing (vtlual sort on y PeMi>
- CoavfsnanaNs utmiy A setup manu opttone
• Cspanalon option Air dfiASE programmers
- Cftarscter, faaaarie. Data ana LogMl naUa
Supports up to SS ftsUs psr oppHostton

• AvAMWtio or owalom dsM seraan formatting

For flat na fnenfatstiDnatt Oatabaaaa
OBASe m PLUSTisquIrsa (no dBASE efonaal

Fantara CompuMr Barvloaa

P.O. Boi UW
MaMns. Nae VOrk nr47

CIRCLE 7C1 ON READER SERVICE CARO

DATA ENTRY

SQL & QBE on dBASE & LOTUS
dOUERY 2.1 is an interactive query system and

report writer on dBASE and LOTUS tiles using

SQL (IBM 062 compaliOie) & Query-By-Exam-

ple Its nice windowing tacilities lei users easily

do ad hoc queries on their dBASE and LOTUS

tiles S150 dOUERY/lib is a C-callable SQL lib

(dOUERY 2.0 included). $295. Add $5. sAi

QUADBASE Systems. Inc.

1567 Keith Drive

Campbell. CA 95008

408^0807

DATA ENTRY

VANTAGE DATA ENTRY
0.A TJ). SPECIALIZES in Data Entry software/

hardware/supporl & offers the solution to your

PC-based data entry needs with VANTAGE soft-

ware. Runs on standalone or networked PC’s

Contains the most ADVANCED leatures which

are not combined in any other PC-based data

entry system. Demo Padoges available.

Direct Access To Automation (D.A.T.A.)

303 Beach Road

Burlingame. CA 94010

800-538-0ATA or 415-342-8822

Everyone is talking about
RODE/PC from DPX

DATA ENTRY
"tlH)£/K It 0 beautifulpniOutl. AestgaeAbypenple

U'bu clearly uiulertUiul the avrlA data entry

Ifer dntumenlalHm is excelknl "

— CiUlTfUBWIK A|teiH V

Sli of tb( (CO bf|r*i compNakt in ibv U.S. and

OR Federal GoveraneiH aiendea have acl-

cciedon to lead then Into PC4iaicd dau emry.

Call today for yo«r evalnatIon copy ofOOOt/FC

OPK- lor eipeflence. quaMy. and :erwce

20H2.4 SleunA Crrrk RIvd

Suite l.4t)

Cupeninu. <1A <>9014

(408) 97A 9292

yy in mweyrv.

tnJitrvta MA
CIRCLE see ON READER SERVICE CARO

DATA ENTRY EMULATOR
The standard in Data Entry soft-

ware. Runs on Stand-alone or net-

worked PC's, compatibles or

PS/2’s. You will not find any PC
Data Entry System - FASTER.
EASIER to use, or LOADED with

more USABLE features. Distribu-

tion Worldwide. Imbedded rev-10

key option. Fully menu driven.

Price $395.00. Call for our free 30

day trial period. Also available for

the IBM S/36 & AS/400.

COMPUTER KEYES
I/ 21929 MAKAH RD.

I— WOODWAY. WA 98020
_ ' ^ (206) 77ee443

1-W?$W2W
CIRCLE •$»ON READER SERVICE CARO

KEY ENTRY III

Whether just starling or replacing ke^nches.

3741s. or dedicated systems ... You won't see

the tufi potential of PC-based data entry until you

see Key Entry III. the premier data entry system lor

PC's. $395 to $895 version/quaniiry dependent

Ckimplete Evaluation Package just $42.50 deliv-

ered To order, or for information, call now.

SOUTHERN COMPUTER SYSTEMS INC

2731 Seventh Avenue South

Birmingham. AL 35233

(800)533-6879 or (205) 251-2985

VDE—Viking Data Entry

The premier data entry system. Full-lealured to

replace key punch & keydisks. Full screen

"FORMS." double-key verify, wide variety of

options, crossfoots, subtotals, batch balancing,

duplicating, statistics, skipping, etc. Character,

lieid & record level validations. $*20-600. Also

(or minis.

VIKING SOFTWARE SERVICES. INC.

2815 East Skelly Drive. Suite 616

Tulsa. Oklahoma 74105

(918) 745-6550

THE SHOWCASE FOR
PRODUCTS AND

SERVICES IN THE MS
DOS MARKET . . .

DATA
MANAGEMENT
FIND THAT FILE—FASTI
AOAXIS GROUP has created the complete disk

cataloging system The Marsupial Collection'*

pinpoints your disk in seconds and updates

diskette label pockets (palent pending) quickly.

Calaloger: $39 95, Labels (quantity 100) 31^';

$20.00. 514': $25.00; Bernoulli; $125.00.

$2.00 handling (Utah residenis add 6.25%

Tax)

AOAXIS GROUP

68 East Kensington Avenue

Sail Lake City. Utah 84115

(801)486-6300

DESK TOP
PUBLISHING

DESK TOP
PUBLISHING

VENTURA AM) MGEMAKER USERS

COREL HEAOLNE creates unqje
headknes. Mies, logos or graphe

embeishmerts tor use in Ventura or

PaoeM^ SlBSUS. WitiCXma
NEWFOKT you car stretch, rot^. gray,

shadow or shade PostScript Plus toots

toruseinVenl>fa.$186U3. COREL
VENTURA UmJTES indudes Slyter. to

print you style sheets and 6 other

powerful padiages. $99 US. ttMEL
TABINIC4S you easily import aspread-

IS.

tTK)N

1600 Catling Ave. (Ottawa ONT K1Z 7M4
(613) 728^
CIRCLE 590 ON READER SERVICE CARO

VPToolbOX for Ventura Publisher
File Management - VPToolbox instantly cSsplays. prints, copies and
deletes selected files or entire chapters or publications.

Chapter Documentation • No more guessing about chapter con-
tents. VPToolbox supports user-supplied comments for each chafer. Also
shows creation date, last print date, last archive date, and headers/fo^ers.

Style Sheets - view style sheets or print descriptions of every tag for

permanent documentation. Cross-reference list shows all chapters using a
selected style sheet. Copy and delete tags, compare style sheets, see ac-

tual tag usage.

VPToolbox has a quick windowing interface that works with or without a
mouse. Available today for $99. To order, contact your Xerox Ventura
Publisher dealer, or call (609) 683-1237.

We don Y ^ newsletters
But if you’re doing, 1,000-page technical documents, we’re the

best—automated ,
style-sheet-driven, sophisticated pagination

slick publishing features, and camera-ready output.

GML/PC '

The lechnical documentation and specifications specialist.

Command Technolojp Corporation. 1900 Mountain Blvd., Oakland. CA 94611

Telephone (415)339-3530 Telex;509330 COMMAND TECH
CmCLEna ON READER SERVICE CARO

The Resolution Solution

I UOC hich reofution output to S540 dpi

Output to paper or film

Mac or SM-PC/compatible dids

S4-hour nxxlem

Comi^eie Adobe type library

24-bour turnaround

TYPEl?GRAPHlCS

312/844-0030

IS 5. Lincoinvay. Surf 9l North Aurora. IL £C54S

CIRCLE 593 ON READER SERVICE CARO

n-nny ^

^

DIPLOMAT SOFTUARE' SERIES
Use Arabic, Cyrillic, Farsi,

Greek, Hebrew, Turkish, Urdu,

Vietnamese, etc., in popular

software: WordPerfect, Dbase,

WordStar, Spreadsheet, Basic,

Prolog, Ventura Publisher, etc..

VN LABS
4320 Campus Dr., Suite 114

Newport Beach, CA 92660

(714)474-6968

EKXt|V P^CCKHH
CIRCLE 935 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PIACE YOUR AD CALL 212 50.U5II5 . . .

DESKTOP PUBLISHING ENGINEERING

PowerText
BookMakeipj
Print boots, booMots, paporbocts,

ftym, eatondar* on your latar

prirrtar. Raady to cut and bind, fold and
•lapia, or eamara raady for la^ praM
runa. Wrtta a 400 paga booh vdth only
thraa eommar>da: print a alr>gla copy
raady to bir>d for t2.7S at ovar 20
pagaa par mlnuta. Print 3 or 4 foM
ftyM tor S.06 a placa. Addraca tham
from a dilabaaa it 400 par hour. Turrw
your laaar prtntar Into a prirtUng pratal

Wnekidaa tha PowaiTaxt Pormadar,
Asothiwa forAutomadc OaafrTdp Pub-
Uthing, an automatic paga layout pro-

duct wfolch out partormt tha top of tha
NnaWYSIWYG progranta. Runaon any
leM compalibla. EGA, hard diak artd

mouaa rwt raqulrad. Raady to publlah
a«arythlr>g for only $300. For 14 paga
bro^Hjra orto ordw, Call orwrita:

Baaman Portar, Inc.

417 Halataad Avanua
Harriaon, NY 10528

(914) 835-3156

YOUR OWN DESKTOP
CONVERSION SYSTEM
• Complata ayatam manufacturer
• Support PC/XT/AT/PS2 1 Mac
• Raad $ wrlta moat f'fSW'nW

diafiattaa from IBM ayatama
and word procaaaora

• Raad $ wrTta V»" S-Track
taipaa from moat computara

• Raad taxt from documanta,
forma, booka and magazinaa
uaing “SPOT" OCR program

• Cuatomtzad aoftwara avallabla
• Fast technical aupport

Avoid tho mfddfaman—Go dfroct!

€ RJWaSTAFF $02-779-3341
e«3NEeRING FAX 779-5996

catctc saa on reader service card
CtaCLE aoa ON READER SERVICE CARO

Desktop Publishers Int'l.

1 -800-548-0386

•Ventura Publisher $call
Pa0«P*ri«:i(1MSI| $299
Adob* Roatacnpl lonit tlartrrg « $74
8«8lr»ama SotloaNproriixrti

. SCALL
laaar|M I1 1-2-4 mamory SCALL
JLASER 4 AT(OK) $599
LuarMaaiw SCALL
HPSc«fvJ«i $1549
Po«l»crf4forHPII SCALL
Amdak 12a0montlo' $699
HOTSHOT GrA $79
Cip an lor tha PC •lannoatSOl

Hundi«0imor dviAlQp putt-'.rmj protfuc Is

RequY-.l ow ••« price ksl ut-tkiQ

Vim 8 HjMwCdrd emkcim*
Tech caH & m NY Siata 1212 334 1234
CIRCLE $93 ON READER SERVICE CARO

Optical Ctoracler Recognitiai (OCR)
PC-OCR"’ software converts prinledAyp^

documents into editable text files lor your

desktop publishing system. Supports HP Scan-

Jet. C^. Panasonic and most other desktop

scanners. Pre-lrained for many popular fonts

and Irainable lo read virtually any typestyle.

ind. foreign fonts Reads proportional text,

matrix printer output and Xerox copies. S38S.

Check/AMEXATISA/MC/COO.

Essex Publishing Co.

P.O. Box 391

Cedar Grove. NJ 07009

(201) 783-6940

LEARN DESKTOP PUBLISHING
With VIDEOTUTOR. 90 minute video tape. 48

page workbook and example disk^e Learn

Ventura Publisher or Aldus pagemaker quickly

and easily. Clear comprehensive instruction

Ventura users! Ventura store now open, call tor

free Veniura ulilities and fonts catalog and tree

Ventura lips card

VIDEOTUTORA/ENTURA STORE

219 Ilihau Street

Kailua. HI 96734

808-254-6419

EDUCATION

THE GMAT C0URSE-PC/XT/AT/PS2
Covers every type of exam question with insiani

feedback, solutions, timed tests, personalized

score analyses, math and grammer reviews

Designed M6As. the program has improved

scores by as much as 250 pis! 5 disks +
manual S59.95 ($4 s/h). Visa/MC/Chk.

PC Magazine Editor's Choice. Feb 16. 1988.

COMWELL SYSTEMS. INC.

P.a Box 41852

Phoenix. AZ 85080

800-255-2789 / 602-869-0412

THE SHOWCASE FOR PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES IN THE MS DOS

MARKET . . .

ADVANCED STRUCTURAL DESIGN
EAST. FULL. FLAWLESS
WAS $785.00 NOW $285.00

FOP LUmtD TTMi ONLY

ONE COMPLETE LIBRARY OF
INTERACTIVE GRAf^lC PROGRAMS
TO DESIGN BEAMS. COLUMNS.
AND BOTH 2D AND 3D TRUSSES
AND FRAMES NORMAL OUTPUT
INCLUDES CODE TYPE STRESS
CHECK AND PA EFFECTS IN STATIC
AND DYNAMIC ANALYSIS. FOR IBM
OR COMPATIBLE.
SEND CHECK OR MO TO:

SMARTCHILD Et WHITEHALL LTD.

P.O. BOX B03753
CHICAGO IL 60680-3753

ATTN: CUSTOMER SERVICE
312-334^231

CIRCLE 76$ ON READER SERVICE CARO

ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS
The AEMAS system is designed tor Architects.

Engineers & other firms where monitofing pro-

ject co^s is required. Modules include: Job

Cost, Payroll, A/P. A/R, Invoicing. Personnel

Scheduling. Report Generator and General

Ledger Multi-terminals are available.

DATA-BASICS

11000 Cedar Road. Suite 110

Cleveland. OH 44106

(216) 721-3400

STRUCTURAL DESIGN
Fasl. highly interactive, integrated programs (or

structural analysis and design of BEAMS. COL-

UMNS. TRUSSES and FRAMES of^ material

Easily mastered programs result in dramatic

time savings white producing efficient, accurate

designs Specify PC. XT or AT and send $25 for

demonstration diskette to:

C-Squared B-Squared Software Design. Inc.

461 Bush Street Ste 220 Dept. A-2

San Francisco. CA 94108

415/391-7309

SIMULATION
GPSS/PC is 3 full-power wrsion of GPSS. the

most popular mainframe stmulabon language.

Specifically designed for interactive use on lo-

de's high-speed microprocessors, if is loaded

with lealures such as interactive graphics and

animation Using GPSS/PC. you can predict the

behavior of complicaied real world systems.

MINUTEMAN SOFTWARE

P.O Box 171/B

Slow. MA 01775

800-223-1430/617-897-5662 Exl.316

Popup Units Calculator

A calculator for the real world! Here's a calcula-

tor program that understands feel and inches,

hours and minutes, pounds and ourtces. volts

and ohms. psf. cfm and a whole lot more Macro

language makes it powerful, on-line help and

Lotus-like menu make it easy. Rx IBM compat-

ible computers. Send $54 ($58.04 in CT.)

Prospero Software

Dept. PCI. PO. Box 9686

New Haven. CT 06536

(203) 377-6544

ENG/SCI GRAPHICS
0MNIPL0T(S) (screen graphics) & OMNIPLOT

(P) (ploQer driver) prcMde integrated engineer-

ing/soentific 2-D & 3-0 graphics with NO PRO-

GRAMMING REQUREO! MeniKlriven. flexible,

professional. Choice of formats: tatxjiar/line. con-

tour, bar, pie. 3-0 wire frame & much morel

0MNIPL0T(S) $195. 0MNIP10T(P]. both $295.

MtCROCOMPATIBLES. INC.

301 Prelude Drive

Silver Spring. MO 20901

(301)593-0683

ENTERTAINMENT/
GAMES

UITTiRY TRACKER AND WHEELER™
For Ail F1CKSIX garnes when you Ghooee fitim up

to 70 iwitersl Stores past IIXOvWnng(t»^
and datts. Stored nunbeis are andyzed 4 ways

-

HCTT, DUE numbers and RE(BCY di^layed on

screen or printed charts. Select 5 betting methods

and choose one of 20 buA-in poxto mEQJNG
SySTBiG (3ieck beB tx al wimg cofTtinU^

Prints charts, stalisbcs, numbers and wheeing

<Mems. Why pay up to $99 for les^ NEW!!

I8M^$M954-$I.50S&H.

THE DAILY NUMBER BUSTER! ^
Thn said it couldrR be done! A cornplete software

pac>aoelor3gid4(ig(idailynuft)betsoames.AI

of the LOTTEf^ TRACER ANDWfCaA features

includro ALL straigW afHl b(K bet cotnbinaions
Prints (tiarts. sttebcs. numbers and systems.

NEW!! iBMComp. Ifeui bve this softv^$3^^
-»-$150S&H.

OITBnMMEirT<)fH.iNE.tnt

PABoSSaOepl.PCM
Westboro.litA 01561

VISA & MC cal; 1-M0424-7M Ext. 263

ONCLe S87 ON R£AOeR SERVICE CARO

HOW GROSS
RAM-Resident Jokes for IBM>‘Compat'

ibies. Pops up over emd back down any
applicabon software. Hot-key activated.

Hundreds of jokes and fun per disk.

Indicate choice;

• AduN arxl Tasteless Jokes
• Clean & Fun Jokes
• Trivia-Trivia

« Strange Facts

$19.95 per Disk - All 4 $60.00
VISA'MC

ZEETEK COMPANY
S36 23r<l Avenue North

St. Petersburg, FL 33704
(813)621-5297

aRCLE 7$2 ON READER SERVICE CARO

SPORTS HANDICAPPING SOFTWARE
SSWIN with thoroughbred/harness &
greyhound handicapping soltware-$52.95

each. Up to 13 entries analyzed: class, speed,

limes, odds, track, post stretch. & finish. Pro

Football. Baseball, Basketball Software—

$52.95 Handicap races & games in minutes.

MC/VISA accepted. Free info.

SOFTWARE EXCHANGE

P.O. Box 5382-PC

W Bloomfield. Ml 48033

(313)626-7208. Orders: 1-800-527-9467

PC MAGAZINE SEPTEMBER 13. 19 88
419



ATTENTION FOOTBALL FANS, ROTISSERIE,

AND FANTASY LEAGUE PLAYERS.
• Software for existing leagues and new FfL owners.

• Organizes your league's draft and scoring.

• Weekly update disk available via Federal Express. ^ -k

• All results based upon J988 NFL Season. )( m m ^
• So easy to use, all you need to knowJs^otfbalL^^jgj

p^^^p^
Plus Shipping & Handling.

1-800-USA-0-FFL 1.800872.0335
CIRCLE 7S3 ON READER SERVICE CARO

"tf you are interested in Go, buy this

program.” Jerry Poumelle, Byte 7/87

Why do the Japanese show Go on prime
time TV? Learn why they have been
addicted to this game for millenia.

NEMESIS'”, the world's strongest Go
program, is the ideal tutor. Packed with

vital teaching features, NEMESIS'” even
tells why he makes his nxives!

To order call 617-890-4184 or send $79
for Nemesis or $125 for Neme^s plus

optional 1000+ Joseki Tutor + $3 S/H.

Toyogo tnc.

too Sth Avenue. D^. M. Waltham. MA 02154

ADULT SOFTWARE
20 vol. CGA / 10 vol. monographics,

Wortd’$ torgstf co/fecmn/
$7.75 ea. ppd. (foreion orders & 3i* add $1.00 eaj
20 wl. set i99ite • mnographics 10 vol. set $4985
Frae CMM VtSA/MC Vba mait he 21-plem tWe igs

OoM Coast Computing lorvlcoa
RO. Box 1257-PCM. Secaucus, NJ 07096-1257

(Men Oefy: 1-«042S4»IR Cestwner tentoe; 1-2I1-II44K4

CIRCLE 599 ON READER SERVICE CARO

RUN COLOR GAMES
on your mono monitor

Work! witi any mcnograpfiict card. Runs most

al CGA programs, even sdf-teolng ones. The

best performance for your mono XT or AT

^rstem-works gread Reafstc and very usable-

even Iw fast moving games. These Work:

BASICA. flight Simulator. GRASP. PACMAN,

ZAXXON, LOOERUNNER. PriniShcp. elc.

$29.95

1 •800-854-0561 ext 854 (orders)
SSQOevppng CArMMdSiaO UCWISA

Wilkinson Software

6400 Westminster etlS, Wesenineter. CA 92683

(714)894-3216

anCLE 767 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PRO FOOTBALL HANDICAPPER
Gel the winners edge! PC-PICKS is the best

NFL software you can buy. regardless of cost. It

picks point spreads using adjustable lormulas,

and lets you view or print stats in 62 categories

Enter stats from boxscores. or gel them FREE by

modem Irom our BBS! $34.95 ($6.95 tor demo)

M(^sa/chk/mo/po.

MICROBROTHERS

P.O Bo* 339

Lafayette. CO 60026-0339

Order anytime at 1-600-626-2826 ext 665

Adult Software
For IB.M PC. XT. AT.
P.S/;' & rompa(ibl»»

GRAPHICS CARD hfEEDEU

Volume I Ill .96 ppd
Volume n $11 .95 ppd
Volume ni $16.95 ppd

New Series

Ml thru M7 $5.00 each ppd
Catalog Diskette $4.00 ppd

WorWi Lanffl Diatwibulor

t’heck. Monry Order.

H«nk ('berk ArrrfHrd

Mw<ai^CT0«4« r
Mott SUU A|* w 0>tf 11

CIRCLE 764 ON READER SERVICE CARD

FOOTBALL WAGER $$$ WARE
Don'l buy a football handicapper (ill you call or

write Rotten Robbie lor tree info. Programs have

1986 schedule including pre-season Built in

database that allows an analysis (he first week

Free BBS support plus a wager sjmmary See

pg 512 ol PC Mag. 9/15/87. Pro-Trueline oi

Major College $49.95

J & R Software

523 Second Street

Towanda. PA 18848

717-265-4259 ln(o/800-634-2438 Orders Only

LOTTO NUMBER
ANALYZER

youi PC to help you win the

Lotto Forget random numbers' This

fun to use program for most home
computers will quickly teil you

which numbers are 'due
,
patterns

and trends what groups to play and

more' Make you selection based on
the laws of probability and
INCREIASE your chances of winning'

IBM and others only S24 95

plus S2 (X) Ship /Handling

Fast service on V/MC & MO
SOFT-BYTE
(513) 278-1110

P.O. Box SM, Fml Pvk
DRTtOL OB 45406

CIRCLE 773 ON READER SERVICE CARD

FINANCIAL

”1 was
award.'

J,EXC0UH3S**-0i'"towD^
UtMOl

Now there's

MONEYCOUNTS*S.O...
an unbelievaible buy at

just $291

Easy-to-use CPA-designed
money management/accounting
program for home and business.

KWEYOOimn •M gives you
cash, checking, savings & credit

card management, checkbook
balancer, budgetir^. financial

statements, graphic fast

financial data base with three-

way look-up. inquiry reports, on-
line help, prtnied msnuai.
Handles up to 999 accounts and
lOO.CKX) transactions. Not copy

MMVtr$i$R8.l$ls$:
• prints any type of pin-feed check
and updates your records aulo-

maticaHy

> your 1968 income tax

• analyzes financing options,

savings programs. ..computes
interest rates, loan
payments.. .prints amortization

schedules
• manages mail lists—zip and

alpha sorts—and prints labels

and index cards

• providas password protection,

nscal year support, and pop-up

Cal or sand $29 phis $5 shkDing/
handling. Ched^lSAMQCOO
1-8INh223-692S
(kiCwiada319/3e5-7300)

CSICLE 606 ON READER SERVICE CARO —

Oepi M • 373 CoNirv Road NE • Cedar R^Ms. Iowa 52402

LOAN PLUS
Fully menu driven! UserFriendly! Organizes all

phases of Loan Processing. Easy to track pay-

ments Processes five types of Loans, including

Rule ol 76. Produces Amortization Schedules,

Payment Receipts & Invoices. Late Notices. End

ot Year Statements. Loan Collection Report,

Labels, elc. PC/MS-00S/2S6K Demo $9.95.

Operating System $695.

ADVANCED PERFORMANCE Inc.

c/o The Software Place

156 Bay Area Blvd.

...bster, TX 77598. 713/338-2585

LOAN AMORTiZER +
Exec^nort: Loan Amoit’s simpie/compiex. extra

pymts, points/lees. APRs (Per Reg.2). balloorts.

sohe unknowns, yields/IRR. PV. FV. store/re-

trieve, more. IBM PC/XT/AT/PS2/compaL Great

for client services. Acclaimed nationwide by

6anks/Legal/CRAs/CUs/S&L8/R.E. $149.95 +
$5 s/h Visa/MC/Am£x. 60 Day M6G.
ELECTROSONICS

36360 Garfield #1

Fraser. Ml 48026

800/858-8448. 313/791-0770

J
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FINANCIAL FLOWCHARTING GRAPHICS

E*Z»Check Plus
Most poweiful bu^ness & penoiwU bank account manager.

H<UKlles all types of transattons. over any time period. Provides Instam access

to all transactions (up to tour billlcm records). You will not outgrow this program!

Up to 63 user-defirsed accounting codes tor quick, accurate cash-flow analysis

artd general accounting, h^kes tax preparation a breeze!

Automatically addresses aixl prints chocks. Pay bills in secortds!

CIteck your bank statement In minutes with special quIck-recorKile learure.

Prints easy-to-ur>deistafxl statements and checks in two different styles.

Friertdly design and extensive pop-up help screens make t'Z'Check Plus a joy to

use! Comes with complete documentation and free unlimited technical support.

800-258-5749
Mon-Ut i 10:00 AM > 9:00 PM

CaII now for sjune-djty shipping (Vls*/MC)

64.95 * 5.00 shipping And iumdllng (SC resMencs add s%i

Requires hAtd disk & 256K RAM
Not copy protected

CmCLE «20 ON RCA06R SERVICE CARO

COI MkrocompifCer Systems • 2205 Decker Blvd. • ColumbU. SC 29206

Charting Software

MetaStock™

$195
Demo Disk—15

PBrtorm sophisticaM technical analysis on

slocks, mutual funds, commodities, etc.

Features muiapie movable windows, unlimited

moving avera^ 25* pre-set indicators,

trendlmes and trading bands, overtavs and

spreads plus much more* Compatible with

12- mNor data services For ccHT^iiete

hieralure. call toH-free

1 -800-882-3040
EOUIS international. Inc.

Box 26743 S LC .
UT 841 26 |801 1 974-Si 1

5

CMCLE aso ON READER SERVICE CARO

WANT THE GRAPHIC DETAILS?
Send $10 (^leck lor demo version of SPLOTI

PlolsuptolOOportololios/slocks Imports data

from Dow Jones New^Retrieval. X'Press.

CompuServe, integrated editor. Automatic tor-

matting. user selected parameters. 7oom/un-

zoom 1 year-9 trading days Needs EGA/2S6K1)

equipped IBM PC compatibles w/hard disk.

Complete version. $90 1 mo. money back

guarantee

Data Base Associates. Oept. P

810 Richards Street. Suite 901

Honolulu. Hawaii 96813

(808) 521-6459

CHECK MATE
Automate bill-paying vnlh easiest-lo-use check-

book program. Great tor home and small busi-

ness Pay monthly bills wilh one keystroke! Stores

payee names and addresses 99 uset-delined

categories 11 repod types UnlimiM accounts

Works with any continuous teed check $3995

$300 sdi. VlSA^C/checfc

LEFT COAST SOFTWARE

P.Q BOX 160601

CUPERTINO. CA 95016-0601

(408) 996-3130

FLOWCHARTING

* Curvt*/ eLlipsvs
* Any synbels
* AutoiMtfc "PAN" to scan drawing
* User defined library
* Hercules •onochrome, C(aA, EGA

* IBM/EPSON, NEC, OKIOATA printers
* HP/6L, ON/PL, SweetP plotters
* Paper size to 34" x 44"
* Pop-up iienus

* UYSIUYG

CM.I. 1-2W-669-2137
^

add t I h 04 Ufa, tZO Veratinl
t» totil aidwnt of ardor

Daytron Electronics Inc-
610 S. Sherwan, 4104,

Richardson, Tx 7S081

QRCLE 777 ON READER SERVICE CAM

BETTER FLOWCHARTER
Know belore you buy! EASYFLOW is the superb

flowcharting program chosen by over 30.000

users, and very tavorabty reviewed in the March

tOth 1987 issue of PC Magazine. See the "Index

to Advertisers" under HAVENTREE to find oui

targe display ad in this issue Now available

with 30-day MONEY-BACK guaraniee

HavenTree Software Limited

Order Desk: 1-800-267-0668

Information: (613) 544-6035

Telefax (613) 544-9632

Row Charting II-i-

The New
Plus

for Fast

Rowchaiting

FIOWCHARTIMG
is new! It's now Flow Charting

II+, with more speed + more
functions + more printing

options;

• 10 text fonts; 26 shapes)
• Line mode can stop at s shape;
• Backspace k^ can erase s ine to

ksorf^;
• Free text entry arqiwhere. or select

autocentering:
• Vertical or horitontal printing: one
chart or muidpie charts.

Used by Fairchild, Bechtel and
more than 500 other major
corporations. Edit quickly and
accurately — even major edits —
with Flow Charting ll-F, the

Specialist

sW your retail store or call:

Romi&RimgN
Soltwd'e Corpordlion

1*800-5250082. Outside Cdtforrte

40&62^5376. Califomia/Int'l.

anCLE 77S ON READER SERVICE CAM

GENERAL

14 FOR $136!

SolPourn is a set of 14 useful programs

a Planning calendar

a Graphs without graphics

• Spelling checker

a Amounting reports

a Configure printer, keyboard, anything

And more! Only $136 FREE Brochure.

Craig Banning

Route 3. Box 317

Big Pine Key. Florida 33043

(305) 872*3817

GRAPHICS

RAINDROP
FAST, flexible, easy lo use. compact T-S-R

utility to send screen graphics lo your 9 or 24

pin dot matrix, ink jet. or lazer printer. Create

quality b/w or color printer graphics from

applications AND user written programs. Full

24 pin support Many options Complete driver

library $39.95.

RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES

6106 St David Court

Springfield. VA 22153

703-440-0064

Interactive Graphics & Statistics

Create graphs the way you want
them. 35 graph types can be used

to create numerous renditions,

fllake posters arul flow charts—
wHh ful screen editing of text

• Vary character font. size,

position, color

• Stack and overlay graphs
• 3-Dimensional graphs: fishnet

& contour
• Linear & Non-Linear Regression
• Stochastic Distribution

• Independence Testing
• Descriptive Statistics

Contact: ScientiOc Programming
Enterprises. P.O. Box 669. Hasten.

MI 48840 (517) 339-9859
ORCLE 76* ON READER SERVICE CARD

24 PIN PRINTER OWNERS

I
STOP QRAPHCS 8-T-R-C-T-C-H WITH
KEWrWM AND ALL OTHER • PIN

I
GRAPHICS PHOGHAie AND MORE I

|

9 10 24 PIN PRINTER TRANSLATOR

DYNAMIC 3-D GRAPHICS
Using the fastest video driver routines ever

written for the IBM PC. ACROSPIN allows you

lo dynamically rotate, translate, and scale 3-D

wire frame obiects and point clouds Works

with most CAD Packages. Supports CGATEGA/

MCGAA/GA/HERCULES on IBM pcjr through

P&2 $^0-F$2s^(4- sales tax tor CA res)

ACR06ITS

P.O. Box 1302

Menlo Park. CA 94026-1302

415-328-0542

Graphics

continues . . .
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GRAPHICS

Power Pack Your PrtSC Key! Only $49.95

Grafplus^" turns any IBM t)r compatible graphics application

into a powerful communiaiitv by printing exactly what you

have created on your computer screen.

• Print in ct4<r. blackon-white. white-cm-black

• Scale the image to any siK

• Print verticallv or horiztjntally Jewell Technologies

• Work with virtually any bit-mappHxJ 4740 44rh Ave. S.W.

dot matrix, la-ser, m inkjet printer Suite 203

• Link into Pagemaker or Ventura Seattle. WA 98116

206-937-1081

35mm SLIDE FROM YOUR PC
COMPUTER SLIDE EXPRESS converts graphic

nies produced on the IBM PC into brilliani 3Simm

color slides with color resolution 400% belter

than your momlor Leave your printouts behind

Use high resolulion color slides up to 4000 line.

COMPUTER SLIDE EXPRESS S9/slide

VISUAL HORIZONS

180 Metro Park

Rochester. NY 14623

(716)424-5300

GRAPHICS LIBRARIES
Very Fast

2*

*

0 & 3-D Auloscaling Graphics for

Fortran & Pascal 3-0 Lines Use Color tor

Z-Axis. Fast Polygon Fill with Cutouts. Solid/

Wireframe Many Fonts, Color/Blinking Text.

X-Y. Bar. Contour & Fishnet Graphs Drivers tor

Dot Malrix/Laser Printers. Pen Ploners. CGA.

EGA & VGA. VO Port Control. $140

CHIRP TECHNICAL SERVICES

P.O Box 551

Del Mar. CA 92014-0551

(619) 259^866

FORTRAN/PASCAL GRAPHICS
GRAFMATIC (screen): Miaosotl Fortran/Pas-

cal. R-M. Lahey callable routines. Graphics

primitives, total 2-D plot support. 3-D plots and

solid models. EGA/CGA Hercules mono, sup-

port. HP/HI plotter? PLOTMATIC. Laser, dol

matrix printer? PRINTMATIC $135 ea. Any 2.

$240. all 3. $340 Ask about our 15 fonts

MICROCOMPATIBLES. INC

301 Prelude Drive DepI PC

Silver Spring, MD 20901

(301) 593-0683

PC/VAX POWER GRAPHICS
UGraph - scientitic 2D & 30 graphics presenta-

tion program. Use your data or create data inter-

nally. Supports ^1 graphics adapters, printers,

pioders at full device r^ulion. Fast & easy to

use! $395. HGraph - library of oer 100 ^aphlcs

routines for Fortran, Pascal. C. Modula-2. $119.

We do custom software developmeni

HeartLand Software. Inc.

234 S. Franklin.

Ames. lA 50010 (515) 292-8216

HEALTH

ANALYZE DIETS. MENUS & . . .

so much more! with The FOOD PROCESSOR II!

This TOP-raled software has the best database

of any system on the market loday! Acclaimed

by schrals-colleges-hospilals-homes-fitness

centers & businesses. 2400-3000 loods-30

nutrients. $250. IBM-Appl^Macin(osh.

CALL OR WRITE TODAY FOR FREE DEMO DISK!

ESHA Research

P.O. BOX 13026. Oepi M
SALEM. OR 97309

(503) 585-6242/7755

OIETWISE/ENERGYWISE
For Diet. Nutrition. Fitness conscious people

• DIET Evaluation (children and adults)

• MENU Analysis

• RECIPE

• BODY COMPOSITION

• ENERGY EXPENDITURE

• MS/OOS$39-$120(professional vers, avail.)

NUTRITIONAL DATA RESOURCES

P.a Box 540

Willoughby. Ohio 44094

800-NDR-DIET . . Ohio (216) 951-6593

INVENTORY

—dFELLER INVENTORY***
A business inventory program written in modifia-

ble (£ASE source code The menu-driven pro-

gr^ lets you locale items by inventory name or

number. It keeps track of reorder points, vendors,

average cost & other information

’ dFELLER Inventory $15(VRequires dBASE li/111

* dFELLER Plus $200Avith History & PC's.

Requires dBASE Ill-Ill PLUS (tor slock rooms)

FELLER ASSXIATES

550 Cfl PPA. ROUTE 3

Ishpeming. Ml 49649
**•

(906) 486-6024
—

INVENTORY

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Stock-Master 4.0. commercial grade syslem

provides Stock Status. Purchase Order Writing &

Tracking. Trend Analysis, Quality Control Report-

ing Detail Analysis. Bill ot Materials. Mulb Loca-

lions and more. Modular, ''micro " priced &
configured to your needs Cobol Sourcem lable.

APPLIED MICRO BUSINESS SYSTEMS
177-F Riverside Ave.

Newport Beach. CA 92663

(714) 7594)582

MANUFACTURING INVENTORY $99
Invenioiy corwol with Bill-of-Malerial Processing

and vendor file tor small to medium size batch

manufacturers or job shops. Project m^erial

requiiements. allocate m^erial. maintain material

cost per woik order and lor all WIP. Allows up lo 3

remote terminals lo receive or issue materia).

Meets supplier log requirements of MIL-l-45208.

REAL TIME AUTOMATED. INC.

1340 B No Oyn^ics SI.

Anaheim. CA 92806

714-9930111

LANGUAGES

^ SSS Fortran -
Reduced from $325

Small Systems Services

Extended ANSi-66 Fortran

Compiler .^010 $96
RATFOR (source code)

(was $100) Nov $36

Multi Data Management, Inc.

PC Bon SSSS Urban*. It SISOI

Inquiries: (21 7) d67>0903
Orders (VIsa/MC):

(600) 266-2266 x3d00
aaCLE $94 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MAILING
PROGRAMS

POSTWARE MAILING SYSHM
Automate mail preparation. Cul postage costs

by 5( per piece or more Only PostWare prints

address labels in bundle and bag, bulk mailing

order Not a useless zip code sort. Prints ad-

dress labels, bag tags/tray labels Calc post-

age. Works with dBase III PLUS, OATA^E.
PowerBase. Smart & others. Also ASCII.

* 1s( & 3rd Class—$195 * 2nd class—$395

* Carrier Route—$300 * Dup Detector—$200

PostatSott. Inc.

515 Division Street

La Crosse. Wt 54601-4544

608/784-3500 80Q/831-MAIL (6245)

MAILING
PROGRAMS

DIRECT MAIL WORKS
PROSPECTOR/MAIUNQ SYSTBI

• 512 Character Record 27 Dtea F«ids

• Natxnal/InlemationBl Mailing With

5 or 6 Line Addressing

• Bulk Sod in Bundle & Bag Order

• Import American Business Mailing Lists

• Unkmited File Capacity 1 Sec. Access

• Search By Person Name. Company Name, & No
• Autotrialic Oupkedion Checking

• Exkact Oeta on 15 Difterenl Feids

• In/Oul to U. S. R). Zip-f4 Free Service

• lOOCharPreeTexlAreeforuser codes

• Direct Impression Printer Interlace

• Prni Short Ust/Long Usl/3x5 Cards/

rotedex/envelopes/boilerptale/ShpLabeis

• Export To Most Word FYooeseors

Price Compleb $395.00 Demo Disk $ia00

Compusolinc. 404/446-2452

561 Running Fox Tral

Norcross, Ga. 30071

CtRCLE 7«9 ON READER SERVICE CARO

MR. PARCEL
LPS SHIPPING
PROGRAM

UPS approved easy to

use shipping program

Prints COD tags. labels

shipping manifests

For PC, XT, AT, PS/2

comparable computers

$389.00
Freeman Software

Garland, Texas
800-426-6598

CIRCLE 799 ON READER SERVICE CARO

DOCTOR DATA LABEL V1.2

Complete & easy-to-use menu-driven mailing

list manager. dBASE III compatible liles. Bulk &
CAR-RT SORT. Index, tiller, sort. & print in any

order. Mail merge, duplicate checker. & much

more. 2 versions available. Unlimited records

per tile lor $79 -f $3 S/H or 250 records per

file lor $3 Call or write for more into.

DOCTOR DATA SOFTWARE

P.O. Box 11368

Phoenix. AZ 85061-1368

(602) 246-6907

THE TURBO MAIL ORDER MANAGER
The useririendiy answer to mail/phone sates.

Handles all charge card types and cash sales.

Includes sorting for printing credit card slips,

mailing labels, shipping (abets, sales tax re-

ports. invoices, sales summary, and. customer

base summaries. Custom service aioilable.

Only $190 $3 s^. Visa/MC/AMEX

MTN. Inc.

1422 Pine Hill Drive

Garland. TX 75043

214-840-9313
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MAILING PROGRAMS

mUMG UST
FORMATS:

MAIL MERGB:

FREIGHT Bias

By Name
By Company
By City

By Zip Code
By Search Codes

Word Star, Word
Perlect, MS Word.
Muttimate.

SUndard ASCII

Bulk or Individual

Printouts— Federal

Express, Airt>ome,

DHL.
Purolator

cmctE tea on readcr saiivice caao

MAIL
Monster
TmknrhmBllmOut
Of Mailing LImI

Haqulramanta
For Any Sba Congtany

BRIHAIN SYSTEMS, INC.

M57 Nanrandy #3 Dibs. TX 7S205

LABELS: Continuous Form and Laser

Labels: 3V^" x — 1 across
4"xir/^8"— 1 across
4' X — 2 across

2V4'xW— 3 across

Name Badges: ZW x
Shipping Labels: 4' x 2'V^6'

Index Cards: 3' x 5’

Post Cards: 3v4”x6"
Rotary Index Cards: lAt" x 4*; 3* x 5*

FEmRES: Written in DBase Hi •

Compiled in Clipper • Source Code
Included • TotaHy Menu Driven • Integrated

• Excellent Manual • File Import/Export

Price sioo"*SMi (214} 528-3020
VISA. AMEX. MC. AccetiM

“THE MAIL ORDER WIZARD
is one very powerful program. It oflers a catalog

business all the computing routines it needs-

and Ihen some!...gi\«s new meaning to the

hackneyed phrase, user friendly *
... Written in

Assembler, il operates with lightning

speed , very serious software, a 'must see'

"

Catalog Age. $970. Demo. $12.

The Haven Corporation

602 Madison DepL M
Evwislon. IL 60202

800-782-6278

MAIL ORDER FREEDOM"
Designed for the fast growing company. Easy

customer entry, last search, sort any lietd, label

prinUng. mail merge, find duplicales. bulk mail.

import/exporl-dBASE. on screen invoicing

lorm. UPS manifest, statements. A/R. back

orders, inventory control, automatic shipping/

lax. $795. Demo $10.

Right Path Enterprises

1700 C^lina Ave.

Seal Beach. CA 90740

(213)430-6666

THE MAJL ORDER ACCOUNTANT
Order fulfillmenl/List management. Includes

customer lists, labels in 6 tormats. inventory.

Invoicing, accounts receivable, customer pay-

ments by cash/credil card. Prints shipping

labels, credit card slips. UPS shipping man-

ilests, sales lax report. dBase III Plus source

code provided. $975. demo $25 $3.50 S/H.

GOLDSMITH & ASSOCIATES

48 Shabuck Square. Suite 86

Berkeley. CA 94704

(415)540-8396

MANUFACTURING

MACHINE SHDP SDFTWARE
Incorporates 6 options lor estimating or tor

improving productivity on the plant lloor;

• specity-tumingi'milling feeds, speeds, horse

power.

• specify - drilling & reaming feeds, speeds

• analyze - cutting tool problems

• calculate - X/Y coordinates from any r^.

• calculate • volumes/weighis of metal shapes

INCREDIBLY SIMPLE/EXTREMELY POWER-

FUL (FOR IBM PC/AT/XT OR COMPATIBLES)

US $299.00 wmsmc
COMPUSTEP PRODUCTS CORPORATION

1870 Bonhill Road

Mississauga. Ontario Canada L5T 1C4

(416) 676-1713 Fax # (416) 678-6308

THE FOREMAN
Muiti-user Now Available!

• Inventory/BOM/PO/Costing

• MRP/Invoicing/Ad hoc reports

• Repetitive mfg or one time build

• Extensive CosI Conbol: Standard vs. Actual

• Automotive release inierlace

• IBM PC/NOVELL/ALTOS

OCM COMPUTER PRODUCTS. INC

43700 Twelve Mile Road

Novi. Ml 48050

(313) 347-9600

THE SHOWCASE
FOR PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES
IN THE MS DOS
MARKET . . .

MEDICAL

XL1 Praetiew Managomant Syatam

• Insurance claims - paper &
electronic

• Patient data ft recall

information

< Super bills ft statements
• 90 Day trial period

• Multiple physicians ft work

station suport
• Full financial reporting

• Customer support lines

Total Package Only $1450.00

Practice llanagemeivt Syttem, IrK.

»4SO Two NotchM
Columbia, S.C. 29223

1400421-7217

emeum ON HCAOBt samncECAHO

MEDICAL

MEDICAL SYSTEMS WITH ECS
All PPM products hM electronic claims sub-

mission (ECS) to Medicare & commercial car-

riers. paper claims tx.

e PC * CLAIM $89.95; claims only,

e PC * CLAIM w/ICD’s. CPTs & HCPC codes

$229.95.

e PC * CLAIM PLUS claims only w/patieni

file Complete a claim in one minute $459.

• THRESHOLD * TM $1,995.00 claims. A/R

patient billing.

e THRESHOLD $3,995.00 claims Mi patient

billing, complete practice management, statis-

tics. analysis.

e CLAIM * NET Ntiionwide claims clearing

house. Full 100% credit on product upgrade.

PC * CLAIM & PC * CLAIM PLUS both house

30 day money-back guarantees. IBM PC/XT/AT

compatibles MS-DOS 256K.

PHYSICIANS PRACTICE MANAGEMENT
1810 South Lynhurst Suite Q

Indianapolis, IN 46241

(317)634-8060

In continental U.S. call (800) 428-3515

Metfical/Oental Systams
Second Decade. Support lor more than 130

machines. Featuring paper and electronic

claims, patient billing, appointments, diagnos-

tic data base, word processing, financial histo-

ries. payroll, accounts payable, and general

ledger. Single and multi-user systems. Starting

at $199.95. 2.400 Dealers.

CMA Micro Computer

5S6B8 Yucca Trail #6
Yucca Wiley. CA 92284

619/365-9718

COMPUMEDIC"*
PRINEN Practice Management %stem—in use

7 yrs. Electronic claims, A/R G/U stdements.

insurance foriTts. practice analysis, word process-

ing, recall, delinquent tracking. hisKxical data.

FLEXIBLE! user designed forrs/reports $4400.

Tiaining av^l. Dental (DenialVibre'*), eyecare/

opiomeiiy (EyeMale'*') & Wi (VetLogc"*) also

anil. Dealer inquiries invited.

DATA STRATEGIES. INC.

17150 Via Del Campo Suite 203

San Diego. CA 92127

(619) 451-0480

MUSIC

CDMPUnR MUSIC CATALDOUEI
Largest music software seleclion anywhere! 80

pages of detailed intormation on the leading

(ximpuler music products including waveform

editors, transcribers, sequencers. MIDI inter-

laces & more Gel the tacts! Competitive prices!

Vtsa/MC. Worldwide shipment! Send $3 for

2/yr eclogue subscription.

DIGITAL ARTS & TECHNOLOGIES

Dept. PCI. P.Q Box 11

Milford. CT 06460

(203) 674-9080
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PREVENTATIVE
MAINTENANCE

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS

Memory Minder
NcMon Minder b the most con^hensh*
disk diagnostic program available for

tmoocomputen. Any operator can quickly and
eas% che^ the vital operating parainetm of

their floppy drives. irKtud^ spindle speed,

head alignment, read sensitivity and otherv
Run Memory Minder before vital data backup
operations. Use it to ali9> the drives tvithout

the u*e of an osdQotcopc.

IBM PC. XT. AT progim and martual $70.

Precision Alignmm Diskettes sold separately

$40 each. 5.25" 40 track. 5.25" 80 track. 1.2

MB AT. or 3.5" 80 track rkives.

JdkM S3rsteiiiB, Lid.

ISlOfr-ACcM SE

5/2M<4183
We accept MasterCard and Visa

CmCLEm ON READER SEftVICC CARO

MAINTENANCE A INSPECTION
An easHiHJse compArued method to org^^
operate, and control an efiective prMnirve main-

lenance system Applicable to any type of busi-

ness or indusby. Full screen input and displays,

plus function help command. Maintains his-

torical data, creates work orders, and provides

numerous leports. For into, write to;

PENGUIN COMPUTER CONSULTANTS

P.O. Box 20485

San Jose. CA 95160

(408)997-7703

TO PLACE YOUR AD
IN PC Magazine
Marketplace

Call (212) 503-51 IS

PROGRAMMERS
TOOLS

QBTOOLS FOR QtildiBASIC 4
(ffiTOOLS/2.1 - an outstanding collection ol

over 220 routines (or QuickBASIC 4.0 and

BASCOM 6.0. Complete with Biree file index-

ing. Obfect Code Screen Designer. Code For-

mater. Library Manager. Pulldown menus,

Scrotlboxes, etc. THE most complele package.

ONLY S89.95.

PROJECT X SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

222 Church Street Suite 5G

Philadelphia. PA 19106-2251

(800)678-2112(215) 922-2557

PROGRAMMERS LEXICON
TSR Ret library for programmers Tired ot

paging Ihru manuals to find Ref. material- Press

the hotkey and it’s at your tinger lips. Up to 255

screens. Use ours and add yours. Printer,

screen, ascii, hex. Ctrl, codes and much more.

Saves time, well behaved and it's all available

tor $49.95.

IRONWORKS SOFTWARE

P.O. Box 56

Gilmanton I.W.. NH 03837

(603) 364-7747

WANTED; SOFTWARE AUTHORS
Software submissions wanted lor I8M-PC and

compatibles. OS/2 okay Prefer easy to use

generic programs. No Games.

Respond to:

OGRAMAT. Inc.

Software Submissions

P.QB0X1446-SS

Orange Park, FI. 32073

TURBO PROFILE: I^STER PRGMS
H's easy to spot the winners. They're faster

Turbo ^fiie helps you improve your Turbo

Pascal 4.0 pgms by highlighting bottle necks,

letting you focus in on speed Turbo Prolile

counts the execution of each line and gives a

complete picture of performance Writing faster

pgms has never been easier

PROBE SOFTWARE

6204 Ramblewood Trail Suite 1

Manassas. VA 22111

703-361-423(V$39.95 + $3 S/H

TURBO PLUS $99.95
Programmirig tools lor Turbo Pascal 4.0 Screen

Painter, Code Generator. I/O Fields. Dynamic

Menus. Programming Unit Libraries. Sample

Programs. 2B0 Page Illustrated Manual. 60 13ay

Satisfaction Guarantee! Brochures & Demo

Diskettes avail. Highly Favorable Reviews! IBM

& Compatibles-

Nosiradamus Inc.

3191 South Valley St (Suite 252)

Salt Lake City. UT 84109

(801) 487-9662

SIMPLE SCREENS
Turbo C users: Forget prinit! Forget scant!

instead use pop-up windows, easy data enby

and validation. WYSIWYG screen design and

maintenance. Functions are so easy to recall

you will quickiy shelve your manual. Requires

IBM PC. )^. AT or true compatible. $50. checks

only. No royalties.

Dannenberg Software

4362 SE Old Orchard Cl.

Mifwaukie. OR 97267

503-659-2808

Introducing SpeeWrIterm
you can uaa SpadUMtar to Oaaign system compo/tenis uMzing
• Screen Painting • Screen Prototyping • ftaport Painting

• Aeport Prototyping • Layout Development • Word Processing

Create comptsts fwnctionar ^)ecit>CMons easVy utmg this mnoratrva. non-procadurai

macro pachaga Supports venaMs sitad scroans and rapods. MICRO and 3270 types

ORDER TDOiiy OR CAU FOR YOUR FREE DEMO DISK

na nSE y-aoo^-aon (Outside CaUhrm) • 1419-560‘1414 (tnsKle Camnua)

t34S - S5 Sn«pm0 $ Hatapng VtSA-WC-Cftecks Accaptao

aeeataratad Syalams. Inc. • 49St Cianmom Square Suna 29a San Diage CA 92it7

Relational
Database Management

with QuickBASIC!

db/LIB'a 3 application-building libraries expand your
OuickBASIC into full-function programmable DBMS.

0 High-powered assembly routines link to QuickBASIC:
• Create, read, write data filea with billiona of records.
• Instant file access with full 6-tree indexing system.
• Conforms to dBASE lll-f NDX and DBF file standard,
e Compact, completely tested and full documented.

Complete Data Management programs w/6asic source:
• Create. Browse. Llat, Index, Append. & seven more.
• Run stand-alone or merge Into your own programs.

Built-In Database Query Language saves days of coding;
• Dynamically selects and formats record output.
• Understands dBASE or Basic expressions.

db/LIB is onty*1 39 complete.

(800) M!r-3383
NorthHollywood,CA91603 lnCslif.(818)965-33&3

Featurad In the Microsoft Value Pack Catalog.
\

MIcroHelp, Inc. • 4636 Huntridge Drive • Roswell, GA 30075

CIRCL£ 134 ON RCADEIV SEftVICE CARP

FREE BUYER S GUIDE* C DOCUMEMTATION TOOLS

ORCtC 7S3 ON READER SCIVICC CAK>

CalorvMtetorourFREEa

GiictecortairinQluidrgted
and appfcdions spscAcaly tot BM personal

compilers and corrpalbles. We'te the world’s

leading hdependert dealer of prograrmter's

devetopniert toote because we pro^ so^
advice, low dtecourt prices, fast defvery, FREE

dorriestto shippirg and rn hidden charges.

Programmer's Connection
7249WtinileAve.NW

Ncrg)CeitDn.CWo 44720

800-335-1166 USA
216494-3781 OH &AK(C0lect)

800-225-1166 Cvada
216-494-5260 FAX

91 02406879 Wex
216-494-3781 ktengiOfHf

CIRCLE 782 ON READER SERVICE CARO

SAVE hours ot debuggiog and
documentation!

' C-CALL (S39) gives systenvmoduie level

XREF or graphic-tree of all caller/called

(floi^stnictures in a set of '€' programs.
* t-IIEF(S29) gives system/moduiexREF of

variables/constants (loci, global vs local).

* C-MOR (S39} create/insert/update

ling arnica
irameter iwfltifler usage.

ailer/calM andfor ekh mi^le showir

iocal^bal/parameter I

* C-UST ($29) list and diagram programs,

or reformats (md. comment Nignment).
• SPEaALII All for $89 QtHlay guarantee)

SOFTWARE BLACKSMfTHS INC.

6064 St Ives WSy.
Mississauga. ONT. Canwda. LSN-4M1

(4t6) 656-4466
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THE SHOWCASE FOR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES IN THE MS DOS MARKET

PROGRAMMERS
TOOLS

PROGRAMJHANUAL DOC's ON-UNE
OocuMolion. a pop-up (Jocumentallon utility,

gives immediate access to source code docu-

mentation. mamal etc. Build cross-index docu-

ment libraries from any text file. Powerful print

and copy capabilities Folding document, ten

window booirmarks. search LAN compatible,

more FREE DEMO
NWP-intelligent Solutions. Inc.

P.O. Box 20478

Bloominglon. MN 55420-0478

(612) 664-5860

PUBLIC DOMAIN

PUBLIC DOMAIN

FREE IBM SOFTWARE CATALOG
CML TOLL FRCB:

1-800^444-1343
or (619) 436^)130

Or WrH»:
MiaioSTAJi

P.O. Box 4078
Leucadla. CA 92024

mty a uiao sim tut usn wt omit
1 } free Techncal Support or any assistance you may need rxjiviino our soTtwore.

2)Ou software Is current Wertoveonrymebestortneriewreieosesond updotes

3)We guorantee our software ogairut any defects, bugs, viruses, etc.

4} Toll Free telephorw lines for ordering, arid friendly prompt service

5) Your order is shipped out within 24 hours of our receiving it.

6} we hove an extensive catoiog v«iHh thousonds of progromt of oU types

7)We include start-up instructions, we publish a newsletter, and we hove discounts
that ora leguiorty available

8) We charge ONLY $349 per disk . not incFjding current specials and discounts.

TO PLACE YOUR AD IN

PC Magazine Marketplace

Call (212) 503-5115

Is your IBM or compatible
intected with a fatal

We offer tested & author fresh i

Shareware programs for as
' low as $1.25/disk. We also will

^

give you a Free Virus

i.i:L»4ji.i.'ij=i.»?!nimi

disk with your order If you
can't wait, send $5 00 for S &
H And we will send you the

virus D/Pd>sx immediately'

Free catalog with more
^information call 24 hrs.. write.

^

or circle Reader Service ft -

Before it is too Latef

1-800-262-6053
SOFTWARE CAFE

112SW 10th $1. Laurel. MS 39440^

CIRCLE7M ON READER SERVICE CARO

GREAT SOFTWARE!
GREAT PRICES!

Cream of the oop shareware lor the IBM

• PCandcoTTpatlble. Finance, program-

ming, games. utiMiea. graphics, educa-

tion and much morel Large 32 pg.cata-

loge with full descrliions FREEl
Phcee as low as $2.00 eachl Visa.

Mastercards & COD Welcome, Call or

wrfle tor a free calalogel

Computer Solutions

F.O. Box 354

MoiOR. W 4HS54

IS00^74-937S

hSI7^2H-2943

CIRCLE 7»3 ON READER SERVICE CARO

FREE DISK CATALOGl
Large selection of P.D /Shareware programs.

Business, games, utilities, etc. Over 1500 of the

best programs, as described in our tree disk

catalog! Orders shipped within 24 hrs!

SS.OO/per 5.25” disk, and $4.00 per 3.5* disk.

Each one packed full of useful programs. Call

today' MCA/ISA

GLW Software

P.O. Box 14008

Arlington. TX 76094-1008

817-265-2007

FREE!
IBM

SOFTWARE
CATALOG

over 32 pages!

Best Bits & Bytes
P.O. Box 624S-M

Ven Nuys, CA 91409

Toli Free — 24 Hrs.

1-800-245-BYTE
within Csllfornie

1-ei8*7ei-9975

ORCU asa on reader service card

THE ULTIMATE
SOFTWARE OFFER
Join The Software of the Month
Club today and aet more than
1 5 programs. 5 disks full of soft-

ware for IBM/compatible com-
puters - every month! for only
$5.00 inc. shipping/handling.

Preferred membership only
$9.95. Visa/Mastercard/Amex
only. No Gimmicks!

SOFTWARE OF THE MONTH
CLUB
511 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. 104
Encinitas, CA 92024
order toll free 800-669-2669

Cdl 1-800-843-5064 for FREE cetslogi
BM eC ScXtiaar* Ci^eclwn
" Ori«|r S3 7Mwk liA :

-

Ovw 1 160 pmgiame lag«h« on eeei«.
•adi d«Mi« eveMUe lor enl|t S3 76 ‘ CMaKig

dMotM a «Ma range d lypaa d po^ama. ndudkig

Parvond Fhawca, Regpanvnng Langoagaa, AeoeuMtng.

Ganwa. UWIlai tar OhA, Screen, and Enntir. Lctua

•orhahada, dSate program hlaa oordenad on die

eea. We diSen UMliiCaO. Vm. p COO
PcopIr’iCMa

P.O. Boi 7N7 WwMr Ral^ GA 3189$

1-8898434884
CMCLE 7M ON READER SCRVICC CARO

CIRCLE 7S6 ON READER SERVICE CARO

FORTY PROGRAMS FOR $30.00
Best coileclion of IBM Public Domain Software

e Business: Accounting. Word Process.

Graphics. Spreadsheef. Dal^se. Lotus Tem-

plates. more.

• Home Use: Budget Inventory. Checkbook, eio.

e Games: wide selection of educational levels.

Helpful instruction manual included All lor $30

-F S3.50 s/h, Visa/MC accepted

PC PRODUCTS

2216 Illinois. Boise. ID 83706

800/882-6526 ext 956
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FOR MORE ISFORMATION OR TO PLACE YOL'R AD CALL 212 503-SI IS . . .

PUBLIC DOMAIN REAL ESTATE

FREE
Catalog on DISK
The BEST collection of

public domain/shareware
software for IBM & compat.
HUNDREDS to choose from.

JDXDCS
P.O. Box 1561

Corona. CA 91718
ai4) 734-7075

Call or send for free disk now!

Specify size:

5.25 or 3.50

CnCLE SIS ON nCAOen SERVICE CARO

PUBUC DOMAIN
Public DoiTiain and user supported soltware tor

IBM and compalibles

• Video Training Tapes Available.

• 100's ol disk and 1000's programs

• Low as $1.25 per FULL disk.

• Send $2 (relundable) lor directory disk set.

Visa/MC accepted

US/PO LIBRARY

P.O. Box 119

Clinton. TN 37716

615-457-3317

REAL ESTATE

Tennant-Trac
‘'Tbt Ultimala Property Mwmof*'

Desgnod by PC IDEAL and a professional

prqp^n
andeaseo

wApartmenIs* Office Ekiildingsw

Real Estate mvestmenlsw

Trac- 1 to 20.000 umts easily and efficiently

Trie-AHemwa (Mi .
leae terms and condions

Trac- All financial data, accounts receivaUe/

payable

Trac- All monbtly. yearly linanaals and gen-
erate reports

Your profits can be maximized lor mly S129
Cal now lor more info: 1-Mb-C34-SiH1
-or- Send $10.00 tor Demo Disk (credrt to-

wards purchase)

Send Chech -or- Money Order te:

PC NKAL. 650 Sentry Parh Way. Suite #1.
Blue Bell. PA t0422

"SMirier la SyilaaB Gorihig 1QX as iMdi r
cmcLEaaaoNRCAoenaEftvice cawo

THE COMPLETE REAL ESTATE
SERIES
'Helping Thousands Make Millions' since 1965.

The mosi complete CPA/Audilor tested and

approved series of Real Estate programs avail-

able anywhere! The industry leader! The series

includes: Complete Property Manager-ll

($795). Com(Me Real Estate Investor ($495).

Complele Money Manager ($195). Complete

Credit Checker ($249), Complete Property

Tracker ($495) & 1031 Decisions ($995) For

demo ($15) and/or literature call:

ISOLUTIONS! PUBLISHING INC.

8016 Piaintietd Road

CincinnMi. OH 45236

800-255-6643 or 513-891-6145

PROPERTY MANAGER
For Ihe owner/investor who wants to keep track

of Ns own properties. Flexible & tast. RKiden-

tial or comm., limit of fifty tenants per disk A
great decision \oo\. Not copy protected, copy as

many disks as you like. $^ tor full working

demo with quick guide. $79 with complete

manual and phone support.

CAPTAIN'S CREW
Box 216

Sunsel Beach, CA 90742

(714) 536-0770

L-PLOT...

A Metes & Bounds program to plot/print plats

of any scale- Any description- use^ mea-

surement! Calc, areas, error of closure, plots

multi tracts. IBM/compat with monographics.

CGA or EGA capability. $190. Or send ^5 lor

real working demo, relundable with order. Visa/

MC/chk. Free into.

lAN/SCAN. Inc.

P.O Box 6863

Abilene. TX 79608

(214) 824-6419

MANAGEMENT A ANALYSIS
*

"Real Property Management " $395/$595 tor

residential & coirvnercial properties and other

bMip'g. Flags delinq’t tenants; prints budgets,

checks, invoices & 1099S. No retyping ot

recurring data.
*

“Real Analyzer " $195, when

deciding: buy/sell, exchange, or refinance.

30 day money back guarantee.

REAL-COMP INC.

P O. Box 1210

Cupertino, CA 95015

(408)996-1160

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Since 1978 6,500 users ot our software

have found it comprehertstve. flexible and easy

to use. We otter systems to manage the follow-

ing types ol properties: COMMERCIAL/RESI-

DENTIAL/CONOOMINIUM/HOMEOWNERS
ASSOC /MINI-STORAGE FACILITIES

For more into, and sample printouts call:

REALTY AUTOMATION

11365 East Shore Drive

Hayden lake. 10 85835

(208) 772-3259

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Comprehensive program tor managing residential

and commercial properties. Many management

reports including op^ng statement delinquent

rent lease ocpiration and transaction register

report. Provides check writing, check reconolia-

tkm. posting of late tees, recurring expenses—

$495. Investment Analysis—$245.

YAROt SYSTEMS. INC.

930 Laguna Street

Santa Barbara. CA 93101

805-966-3666

DEED-CHEK OIV'LY *80®®
Calculate area and print a map in aecoada!

iw]
• Easy-to-use program for IBM and compatibles.

• Determines area and doaure from legal descriptioff.

• SIMUL-PLOT displays map on the screen as you enter data.

• Handles curves, odd-shaped lots and unknown courses.

• Determines square footage of house plan.
|
404 | 924-M92

• Includes amortization, loan and investment calculations. Ar‘T“^*tS7 CAnmut wm
• Prints on any dot matrix, laser or ink jet printer. “'/lU 1 Msnetta. QA 30066

OVER 1 ,000 SATISFIED USERS!!! CALL OR » RITE TODAY!
CWCLE 7M OM RCAOCR SERVICE CARO

BUILDING SEARCH
Become ihe delinitive source ot commercial

office data in your market Instant access to

your own inhouse MLS. Queries over 128

different variables. Pro'l presentation quality

printouts. User's Guide and demo software

available tor $29.95. Ask about our nationwide

user networks.

L^Line. Inc.

11776 Jollyville Road. Suite 200

Austin, TX 78759

(512) 250-0505

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Rental-Ease. New state of the art property man-

agement software. Extremely fasi and easy to

use. Everylhing is included, tenant tracking,

repairs and maintenance, income and expense,

check writing. No extra mocteles to buy. The

ultimate in property management. $695 com-

plete. Free brochure, Demo $10.

STRATEGIC OFFICE SYSTEMS
9129 Mallard Circle

Sandy. UT 84093

801-942-6784 VISA/MC/AMEX

RELIGION

Search the Scriptures
• Resident

Pop-up, memory resident Bible

available at any time, from any

program.

Copies verses directly into your word

processor.

Searches the Bible quickly for any

word or phrase

$185. Demo available. Call 1-800-

255-8602 (in U 318-322-0897),

BibleSoft, Inc.
13CX> Hudwn Lan*. SmW tO. Mofwcw. LA 71201

ORCLE 646 ON READER SERVICE CARP

THE SHOWCASE FOR PRODUCTS AND
SERVICES IN THE MS DOS MARKET . . .

RELIGION

SEARCH THE
BIBLE IN

2 SECONDS
OR LESS.

WORDsearch^'* is the world's

fastest, most advanced NIV
Bible concordance software.

Instantly locate all relevant

passages by word, phrase, or

word combinations. And you
can transfer Bible verses to

most word proceswMi.

S119.95 plus $5 p&h. Full-

function demo, $7. Call about
our 30-day no-risk free trial

800-888-9898
5014 Ukeview, Austin, TX 78732

CW»Ci£7»10Wr^ADeR8EWVICtCAIIO

CHURCH
SOFTWARE

IpOWERCHURCH PLUSI S

(
Fast, friendly, reliable church administra-

bon system. Membership, full fund ac-

I
counting, contnbubons. payroll, pay-

ables. multi-user support. & much more
I- ALL for $695 complete! Compare us
*feature-for-feature against any over-

I
priced package We're helping thousands

"of churches with great software at a great

Iprice' FREE phone support, no time limit.

”No high-pressure sales pitch To order

lyour FREE full-working DEMO version,

.call Customer Support
I FI SOFTWARE

PO BOX 3096 BEVERLY HILLS. CA 90212

1^ (^) 854-0865 J
ORCLE 637 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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RELIGION SALES MARKETING SECURITY

CoMi’i Bibi.i;

• OUR FAMILY OF PROGRAMS
HAVE MORE FEATURES THAN
ANY OTHER PROGRAM OR
YOUR PyiONEY BACK!

• Rnd any word or phrasa in

aaconda!
• Accaaa ttia BIbla, Inaart varaaa

and find worda or phrasas wMla
ualr>g your word procaaaor!

• KJV. ASV, NIV, NKJ, RSV
For Information on all producta

can or wrtta:

NASSCO P.O. BOX 65600-222

Lubbock, TX 79464

(806) 866-4223 (800) 262-7726

cmcic 143 ON READCR SERVICE CARO

BIBLE RESEARCH SYSTEMS
OHers the fastest, most poiwrtul and most

complete set ol Bible related software on the

market. In business since 1981, we have consis-

tanlly improved existing products and offered

new ones. Fuil time support staff available

Oieck the advertisers index lor ad in this issue

Bible Research Systems

2013 Wells Branch Pkwy, Suite 304

Austin. TX 78728

(512)251-7541

BIBLESCAN
Search the entire Bible, a book, or chapter for a

word or phrase Display and/or print the related

passages or a set ol verses to help prepare

sermons, classes, etc. Scan any topic. Excellent

Bible study aide. Old Testameni S39 95 New

Testament $34 95 or Both lor $64 95 Available

lor PC/XT/AT/PS2.

Highlands Computer Services

Route 5. Box 456

Abingdon. VA 24210

703-628-4299 Mon-Sal 9:00-6.00 EST

PARISH DATA SYSTEM "

Comprehensive census/contribution program

Easy to operate, menu driven. Family, member,

financial info & reports fully integrated Selec-

tive lists, labels, conlribution/tuilion stale-

menis. personalized letters. User can create

own reports, letters Other church programs

available. Over 2600 users. Free info.

Parish Data Systems. Inc

3031 W. Northern Ave.. Suite 121

Phoenix. AZ 85051

(602) 247-3341

TO PLACE YOUR
AD IN

PC Magazine

Marketplace

Call(2l2)5().V5IL‘)

CLIENT-TRACE
‘The Ultimate Competitive Edge”

CLIENT-TRACE - A PC IDKAI. Hu\incs> SotiwaK System s^ificaJiv designed ki give

the Pnilcssional Salesperson a eompclilivc edge whik cITivicnIly Managing a Ijuvct
C livni Base. lrH:ivit.sing Saks. Improving Servkc. Mainuining Organi/<ition and In-

L-rca-sing Pnifils

CLIENT-TRACE allows you lo ca.sily:

* TRACI; thousands ot clients cfTa-ieml)
* TRACE s'lienis by name. area. oeeupilHin. UMrr-dermed. etc.

* TRACI; all pertinent data fiw KVKRY client such as last ctmioel. caicnsivc notes, re-

sults. actions, details »n closing deals .

* TRACK atl “hot ’ kods daily
* mullipk screen vkwing
* pnxkicvs nulling lists and reports (with graphtcsl

CLIENT-TRACE also includes the ability to easily

* TRACT; weekly, monthly, year lo date saks records and pn^clions.
* TRACK travel and cnteriainnKm ckpcnscs
* TRACI; YOUR PERSONAl. CAl.KNDKR ol scheduled appointments

CLIENT-TRACE pnivkks all the above in an ca.sy ki use. menu driven formal with ofr-linc

supfMt designed lor the Pnifevsional Sakspctvin. TiMol ulili/alion the system n-tiuires

NO PRCXiRAMMlNG
Your Sales piMcniiai can he ivali/ed with CLIENT-TRACE for ONLY U9S

For More [nformalion Call PC IDEAL Today at 1-800-634-5641.

Send Check / Money Order i PA residents add 6CI sales Utx):

PC IDEAL, 650 Sentry Park Way. Suite I . Blue Bell PA 19422

CIRCLE MW ON READER SERVfCE CARD

Lead Management
System

ONLY $199.95 s«<h.
Next GtftwratIon in SalM Martagwmwfvt

.

Menu Orhwn • Daily Te-Oo A Top 10

Uett - SelM Foreeastirvg • Expente
Reports • Price Quotes • Complete
Oo(;urT>entation • Spreadsheet • Word
Processor • Direct Mail • Telemarkelirtg

Pow«rhouM Sytt«ms Inc.

1-600-525-5774
1-019-721-0241

1022W. First Si. Sie104
Wlnsion-Salem.NC 27'Ot

MC VISA

CIRCLE 792 ON READER SERVICE CARO

SECURITY

BUSNESSfCLIENT MANISER
Designed lo give dw sies person a bMMr way to

manage iniQrmaion on buatneseet, dens, aid hot

leads, while keeping tact ol appoininentt

‘ Skxe unfmitad ntsnber d businesses, dents and

hot leads.

* Creale or update lies in seconds

‘ Search lor data witi parM names or phrases

’ Tradt quarterly sales figues.

* Note pad leauela hoi leads

* Produces Many bull in repats, maling labels and

lists. Rdodei cards.

‘ Schedule leatires audble 4arm and soeen mas-

ages. srhedUe three months ahead

All these leaturesla just Sl49 95 |dus tai and ship

png

NORTHERN SOFTWARE
NtOSei Grand View Une. trorwood. Ml 49938

(906)932-2277

aRCLE 797 ON READER SERVICE CARO

- waM irtt i4 <tstw i0-99i

• 3BR eenn rinwe unioo XR-

trateOM (cgnen w ‘"oan ess
• At Droemn us< h SM « can’

Si% Sow M w M9S wiMiO nop
<B Fnt Mlo S spno ast wMbe

Az-Twh Software. Inc.

’

305 East Franklin

Richmond MO 64065

|8N) 277-0644 (616) 776-2700

CIRCLE 796 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BIT-LOCK* SECURITY
Piracy SURVIVAL 5 YEARS proves effectiveness

of powerful multilay^ security. Rapid decryp-

tion algorithms. Reliable/small port transparent

security device. PARALLEL or SERIAL port,

(^nidown and timeout options also available

KEY-lOK ^ security at about BIT-LOCK cost.

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS

7805 S. Windermere Circle

Littlelon. CO 60120

(303) 922-6410 or 79B-7683

With our Copy Protection
Products. They really work and
do not burden the honest user...

For Hardware Based Security

(Parallel Port/ROM Socket Interface)

• STANDARD KEY TAG
Unlimited executions

• COUPON KEY TAG
Limited executions

•DURATION KEY TAG
Limited (dayA hours, min.)

For Disk Security
High Level Security

• PADLOCK II DISK
• SAFEGUARD DISKS
• COUPON DISKS

For Hard Disk Protection

•HDCOPY
Low Level Security
Ihtf liMalUUt Pmnttim

• PC-PADLOCK

The market is Ailed with copy
protection products which burden the

user or simply don't work. We hsve

over 3500 satisfied software firms

utilizing our systems. The high-level

fingerprint has not required an update

in over 3 years.

Why should your valuable data or

use^l software program become
available in the Public Domain?

Call or write for

more informalioa

GLENCO
ENGINEERING INC.
siftviNQ Tne sofTMAfte mousrAr StWCf ?S7S

721 W Algonquin Ro |312)364 SOfT
Arlington Hts

.
IL 60005 FAX 364-769B

Taiaic 493-7109

OnCLE 796 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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SECURITY

DataCrypt
From !he Creators of PRO'I KX’I

DataCr>’pt - 1 ) A unique and unbreakable software encryption system
designed to provide BUSINESSES. GOVERN-
MENT AGENCIES and INDIVIDUALS with TOP
LEVEL SECURITY while retaining, receiving and
transmitting classified information.

-Co<kd data is unbreakable (exceeds Data Encryption Standard)
-No “back door.” Cannot be reverse engineered or "jammed”
-Menu driven and user friendly with on-line tutorial

-Encodes all types of files at speeds up to 1(X)K cpm
-Every system produces unique codes based on unique keys
-Full control over encryption keys provides endless security
-Authentication, audit trail, verification, scanners and more
DataCrypL the ultimate security system, can be obtained for $249

-or- inquire about a site license.

For TOP LEVEL security call PC IDEAL today at 1-800-634-5641
Demo Disks $10.00. (credit toward purchase).

Send check/money order to:

PC IDEAL, Inc. Executive Suites
650 Sentry Park. Suite #1. Blue Bell. PA 19422

**Fmally, an IDEAL data security solution, DataCrypt.’’

anCLE S24 ON READER SERVICE CARO

THE SHOWCASE FOR
PRODUCTS AND

SERVICES IN THE MS
DOS MARKET . . .

T
he world's leading soft-

wore monufocturers
depend on Sohguord copy
protection systems. Your
FREE DISKETTE introduces

you to SuperLock - invisi-

ble copy protection for

IBM-PC (and compatibles)

ond Macintosh.

• Hard disk support

• No source code chonges
[

• Customized versions

• LAN support

• New upgrades ovoiioble I

(
408

) 773-9680

SOFTGUARD SYSTEMS INC.

71 0 Lokewoy, Suite 200
i

Sunnyvale, Californio 94066
I

FAX(408) 773-1405
I

SOFTWARE COPY PROTECTION
— Installs easily on your IBM-PC software.

— Defeats all disk copy software.

~ Supports all Hard & Floppy di^ formals.

— Retires NO special devices or disks.— Invisible to your end user.

Eval. disk prote^ one program of yours. .$15

Starter kil & t4o meter count packa^ $99 +
L-Tech Corporation

377 Route 17 South. Suite 616

Hasbrouck Heights. NJ 07604

(201) 288-1608 (201) 288-8795 (BBS 8W1}

THE ULTIMATE
COPY PROTECTION
OuNeStrnp^ The Beet 7o Proteef
Your Vefuebte Soffmre Invmtmorti

• Completely Menu Driven
• Defeats all Hardware/Software
Copiers

• No Source Code Changes
• Multiple Layering
• No Damag^ M^ia
• Full Hard Disk Support
• Unlimited Metering
• FREE Demo Disk

STOPCOPT- $325“
STOPCOPY PLUS'- $450“

BBJ COMPUTER SYSTEMS -

14105 Heritage Lane
Silver Spring. Marylarxt 20906

(301)«71-I09«

CIRCLE en ON READER SERVICE CARO

SHAREWARE

UNIQUE SOFTWARE
APPLICATIONS!
We otter only quality software specially se-

lecled lor home, personal and business use. We
also feature Games, Enlertainmenl. Education.

Finance. Wordprocessing, Utilities and more.

Just $4 per disk. Money Back Guarantee. Write

for our FREE detailed catalogue.

PC Arcade

276-P Morehouse Rd

Easton. CT 06612

SAVE 90% ON SOFTWAREI
Sharewam prograrm oxTipafe favorably to corn^

mercial programs costing $200 and up! EZ

Forms. Homebase. PC Key Draw. PC Outline, over

170 others to choose from, all tor $8.95 or less

per disk! Money-back guarantee IBM. PC. XT. AT.

jr. or compatibles. Call or send tor FRE catalog

SHAREWARE EXPRESS

32302 Camino Capistrano. Suite 204W
P- 0. Box 219

San Juan Capi^rano. CA 92693-0219

(714) 240-1322

STATISTICS

STATISTICS

GO with SOLO
Ideal for researchers and busi-
ness professionals. SOLO
provides all the necessary stat
procedures. Incredibly easy to
use. Inexpensive enough for a
single project or oocaskxuil use.

$149 complete with graphics.
Call today. MC or VISA.
Satisfaction guaranteed!!

QMDP
1440 Sepulveda Boulevard
Lo6 Angeles, CA 90025

(213) 479-7799

CIRCU SS7 ON READER SERVICE CARO

NEW! 23 comprehensive statistics

and forecasting moduies for

ondyzing LOTUS worksheets.

Low cost S24.95 each. Eosy to use.

inciudes tutorio!. Bosic ond
odvonced stotisticsr* graphics.

Free brochure.

WAlONtCK ASSOaAIES, INC.
6S00 Nicollet Ave S.. MmneapoN. MN SS423

(612) U6-9022
LOTUS a 0 tradonali ot Lotus 0evelo|]nenl Cop

<»CLE 5M ON nCAOO) SERVICE CiWD

THE BASS SYSTEM
BASSBase + BASSSIal + BASSView
Po»h! For data managensenl/analysis/reporl

generalion. Tlie SYSTEM: 384K ant 2-3>r
drives or oneliard disli. $229 Ihru 8/31/88.

miaoBASS: 2S6K and 2 lloppies. $95.

Call or write lor inlormaliosi:

BASS Inslilute Inc.

P.a Box 349

COapel Hill, NC 27514

(919) 489-0729 or B8: (9t9) 489-9665 (N,8.t|

High perlormance STATISTICAL SYSTEM

A powerful, elegant, and super-fast statistical package Integrated wiilr
complete data management and dynamic graphs. Comprehensive selec-
tion of descriptive, inferential, and exploratory statistics with forecasting,
STATS+ features intelligent, two-way interlaces to data from Lotus.
Symphony. dBIII-^. and other programs. For more Info look for our ads in
most computar Joumals, ask your dealer, or contact StatSoft Price $245
(-»^$5 ship/handi).

StatSoft
2325 E. 13th St. Tulsa, OK 74104
(918) S83-4149

OverBWsotlices SUlSonotEurapeiHamburg FRG).ph 040/4200347. StalSollUK (I

don. UK) ph.; 07072 71166 SolhMaf* iMeibOLiFfte Australia), ph 613-497-4271
CIRCLE SOO ON READER SERVICE CARD
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STATISTICS

RATS - Time Series/Econometrics

EZ-X11 - Seasonal Adjustment
RATS is an integrated environment for malysis, forecasting and graphics.

Forecast with Box Jenkins (ARIMA), exponential smoothing, model
simulations, and othen. Use the wide variety of regression techniques to

analyze your data. Almost unlimited power is yours for only $30011

With EZ<X11, seasonal adjustment has never been easier. It handles both
quarterly and monthly adjustments, and includes trading day and holiday

options. YoucanadjustseriessinglyorsetupEZ-Xll toadjusthundredsai

a time. At $150.00, it's a program you must have!

VAR Eoonomotrics
P.O. Box 1818
Evanston, IL 60204

(600) 622<6036 / (312) 864-8772

CIRCLE S66 ON READER SERVICE CARO

BASEBALL
* * BOWLING

BASEBALL LEAGUE STATS - maintains a lull

set ol balling. Iieldir^ and pitching statistics

and compiele game by game histones BOWL-

ING LEAGUE SECRETARY - maintains and

updates all necessary records lor learns and

individuals in small or large leagues E

S39 95 Bowling - S44 95 VisaAAC

Mighty Byte Computer, inc.

6040 A Six Forks Rd . Suite 223F

Raletgh, North Carolina 27609

1-800-237-7072

STAT PLAN III

Easiest to use statistics program available

Compiele range ol sialislics-curve lilting

crosslabs, correlation, multiple regression.

T-tests. etc Graphics with printer/plotter out-

put Capable ol handing over 50.000 data

points, iniertaced directly with lolus tiles. Demo

diskette available MC/VISA Only $179

THE FUTURES GROUP-STAT PLAN III

76 Eastern Blvd
.
DepI C

Glastonbury. CT 06033-1264

(203) 633-3501

NCSS plus-$99

Easy-to-use mer^ & spread sheet Multiple

regression T-tests ANO/A (up to 10 laclors. rep

measures, covariance). Forecasting. Factor, dus-

ter. & discriminant analysis. Nonparamelncs

Cross Tabulation Plots, histograms, box. scatter,

stemieal Sod. Subset Translormations Reads

ASCII New graphics Pkg $59

NCSS

865 East 400 North

Kaysville. UT 84037

Phone. 801-546-0445

STAT1STIX • ONLY $169!

STATISTIX is a powerlut and very easy-to-use

statistical system lor PC's Used by many

universities, businesses, ted. and stale govern-

ments and research organizations Check us

oul belore you buy a statislics program; you'll

agree SX is a "best buy '! Money Back GUAR-

ANTEED For more into

NH ANALYTICAL SOFTWARE

PO BOX 13204

Roseville. MN 55113

(612)631-2852

SURVEYS

TO PLACE YOUR AD
IN PC Magazine
Marketplace

Call (212)503-5115

UTILITIES

TERMINAL
EMULATION

BAKR Hij»h-Perforniance

RJK Workstations

UTILITIES

SURVEY MATE
The integrated survey package last & accurate

dala eniry with aulomatic values, range, logic

checks, age calc, venticaiion. verbatim entry/

repod lor open-ends Frequencies. Recoding

Crosslabs. Regression. ASCII tile expod. up lo

1000 fields Users in 41 countries. $145. 60 day

Money-back Guarantee.

Henry Elkins & Assaiales Inc

15 Willow Circle

Bronxville. NY 10708

914-961-7375 Orders: 800-622-4070,

800-942-7317

THE SURVEY SYSTEM
An easy lo use menu driven system lor the

entry, editing, processing and presentation ol

questionnaire dala The system can produce

camera ready crosslabs and other tables in

banner formal Also statistics and bar charts.

Regression and open-end coding/analysis op-

tions available.

CREATIVE RESEARCH SYSTEMS

15 Lone Oak Ctr.. Oepl. P

Petaluma. CA 94952

(707) 765-1001

BAKR/SNA RJE and BARR/
HASP are communications

hardware/software packages for

the IBM PC and PS/2 series of

computers.

Full featured:

• multiple printers.

• unattended operation,

• print speed beyond 6,000 Ipm,

• special forms.

• line speed to 56,000 bps,

• dial-up or dedicated lines, and

• serve as a LAN gateway.

BARR/SNA WE emulates IBM
3777-3 in an SNA environment.

BARR/HASP emulates IBM
3777-2 and HASP on the 360/20.

BARR communications

software is also available with

PC-SYNC internal modems:
20«AB. 201C. 9600.

Barr SyNlrmit, Inc.

QilDO 2k:«»nw4I.si. hwkM
Qr IInx (rtint-sviUf. KL .dWW

MOO-BARRSYS or

90-1-371-3(150

aRCL£ 567 ON READER SERVICE CARO

UTILITIES

XT’s DON'T NEED
360KD DRIVES

Allows copying Of IBM AT files for useon
IBM PCs. and compaDbies with no
hardware or software modifications. A
360K floppy drive is not required.
' CPYAT2TC" may reside on your IBM
AT hard disk and copies 1 file or entare

subdirectories in 1 step. Price $79. *

$4s/h

MICROBRIDGE COMPUTERS
INTERNATIONAU INC.

655 Sky Way -Suite 125

San Carlos. CA 94070
1-800-523-8777

(CA) 415-593-8777

(NY) 212-334-1858

CIRCLE $78 ON READER SERVICE CARO

Fix common problems fast
You don’t need to be an expert to diagnose and correct problems in-

volving PC setup. All you need is HELPME™ software! More than

300 tests. Quick identification of system configuration and com-

patibility. $99 -f S/H. MC/VISA. California Software Products, Inc.,

525 N. Cabrillo Park Drive. Santa Ana. CA 92701, (714) 973-0440.

CIRCLE *36 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Ammunition to conquer
your biggest problems!

providss your E
.

.

etghi megabyln of expandod mamory

• II turns PC/AT or PS/2 Sx-
lerxled memory into expanded
mamory

a II turns hard dak slorage into

expanded memory

a U s compatibla wRh most EMS
appllcationa. including 1-2.0

and Symphony

a Onfy 689 9S 3l>day money-baek guaranraa

Fort'a Software
a M P o Box 306lAPMM Manhattan. KS 66S02w rat.ii M7.7fl07

CIRCLE 500 ON READER SERVICE CARO

BREAK 640KI
Why buy expensive boards'’ VRAM"* gives

your PC/XT/AT or PS/2 8 megabytes of memory

by turning disk space into expanded memory!

extended memory tor expanded memory.

Create VERY LARGE worksheets FAST Auto-

matic. Easy lo use 640k not required Money

back guarantee $49 -t- $3

BIOLOGIC

11962 Coversione Cir.. Suite 1622

Manassas. VA 22110

(703) 368-2949 (tax 703-361-8251)

***IBM Uses CP/M & Apple"*
"The best", "slrongiy recommended' -PC mag

• Uniform copies files, reads & writes d/zect/y

lo 200 CP/M disk formats on the PC.XT.AT-by

Micro Solutions. $62 95 $3 S/H

• MatchPoini 1/2 card transfers Apple DOS.

SOS. CP/M and ProOOS tiles to IBM PC.XT.

AT-$185 + $3 S/H (includes FREE Unitorm!).

Blue Heron

1108 S. Second St.

Dekalb. Illinois 60115

(815)758-2355

Opt-Tech Sort/Merge 3.0

Extremely tasi Soit/Merge program. Run as a DOS

command or CALL as a subroUine Unlimtied

fitesizes. most languages, datatypes & lileiypes

supported including Btrieve and (BASE It & IH.

Adm»d features include record selection, rec-

ord retormalling & much morel Call or write tor

more irrio MS-DOS $149 Zenix $249

Opt-Tech Data Processing

PO. Box 678

Zephyr Cove. NV 89448

(702) 588-3737

Utilities

continues . . .
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UTILITIES

RUN NOVELLWITHOUT KEYCARD
Eliminate repercussions caused by loss or damage to

your keycard.

NetSAFEforv2.0+ $99.'" US
Other product! available for

^^-CA^^ADK^^ADvanc^Penona^«ige^ADA>^^

SHIELD YOURSELF AGAINST DEADLY
VIRUS ASSAULT

ViroSAFE$59.‘"uS

Nasdec Fort Qarry Rac*

2704.85 Qarry Street

WInttIpag.MB.CANADA

n3C-4J5

Visa, Mastercard, Amex
•ddSlO for handling

ph. (204) 956 - 2798

lax(204) 943 - 3702
gPCLE 5»7 OH BEAOCB SERVICE CABO

One nr more uf yonr scKrduled backups is

overdar. lo rbrek backup sialas and run

Quikaase prrss FI. lo abnri prrss KM

Why Pay More? Now Only:

$49.95
CaiCLE Ml ON RCAOen SERVICE CARO

QUIKSAVE REMINDS YOU TO
BACK UP YOUR
HARD DISK...

-Tlwn AiftonwtlMlIy Backs Up For Youl

Ths hk of ttw yaar la Ouliasva. N w«
romind you Mmo to backup daly, waakty
or at any opacMad ManaL Our unique
ewnUng ayMom laRa you tfio number of

hava ehanoad and a aistua raped ter al
achadulad backups. Backa up 30 mag In

a mkMaa en allhar $.39 * or 3.10 * diaka.

Ones you hava aaan Quiiaavo In

opaiatlon, you wfi aaa why numaroua
FORTUNE 1000 companlaa auch aa
NABISCO. COMPUSERVE, and CmSANK

And ra PS/3 COMPATWUt Cal:

1-800-888-8086
Mcfo Madacea Corp.lMvni.Fl.

DISKPACX®
No.1 backup software. 10 Megs onto 2 floppies

in A min! Compresses files. Copies lo any DOS
device (incl. tape). All other last backup pro-

grams t^pass cioS and are unreliable and don't

work w/many clones. Please compare. Nothing

else even comes close. Money back guarantee

$89 + Ush.

BIOLOGIC

11962 Coverslooe Hill Circle. Suite 1622

Manassas. VA 22110

(703) 368*2949 (tax 703*361*8251)

Speed Your Computer
Balcom: Batch tile compiler makes batch files

taster and more capable $49 95 REOCache:

Speeds hard disks by up to 7 times and floppies

by up lo 55 times. $39.95. Spool: Use your

com^^ while your prints prints long liles.

$39.95 RED Utilities: all of above plus 17 more

programs $79.95.

The Wenham Software Company

5 Burley St.

wenham. Ma. 01984

(S06)-774-7036 Visa/lylC

TURBO C DEBUGGER! $49.95
TTCO is a source level, symbolic, lull-screen

debugger for programs written in Turbo C.

TTCO supports: 10 ilerative/condilional break-

points. walchpomts. variable-speed animation.

CGA/E6A graphics, alt models except tiny,

macros, 6087 or emulation, symbolic dis-

assembly. “keep" variables, and much more.

SAYWare Dewlopmenl

P O. Box 891531

Houston, TX 77289*1531

(713) 488-0576

BACK-IT & Q-DOS II

Back-it
,
Backs up 10 MB in 4 min. Backs up to

& restores from any DOS device Formats,

verifies and backs up to floppies in one step

$55 & $4 sh. Q-D0$ II simplities DOS com-

mands with blazingiy fast sp^ $39 & $4 sh.

Easy to learn & use. Demo $3 Check, MC/

VISA.

CARTER MARKETING

P.O. Box 672

Coarsegoid. CA 93614

(209)658-7532

ENHANCED DDS COMMANDS
Lists files lhal don't match a template. List tiles

by date and lime. Search directories lor all

matching tiles New commands and new ver-

sions of existing commands, all with tots o(

options All commnads accept special codes lo

reduce repetitive entries Gel the most from

DOS. MS-00S1»C-D0S 2.0 or higher. $29.95

Driscoll Graphics

135 E Church

PO Box 625

Clinlon, Ml 49236

RECALC 1-2-3 5X FASTER!
3-2-1 Blastolf compiles 1-2-3 formulas into

code lor B067 math chip which loads widi your

worksheet into 1-2-3. Recalc 3 to 15 limes taster

and protect proprietary formulas. Use all 1-2-3

features, any size worksheet. "Hot Prospect" -

PC Magazine $124 95 with 30-day money-

back guarantee.

FRONTLINE SYSTEMS. INC.

P.O. Box 7408-PC

San Francisco, CA 94120-7408

800-451-0303 Ext 55, 91M77-7171

SUPER PC-KWIK
The industry's best disk cache "Highly recom-

mended" J Dvorak
''

. hold on to your ear-

drums because you’ve just launched . .

." J

Dickinson. “ the word swoosh! may give

you an idea." J Seymour. You can’t buy more

performance tor just $79.95. $2 S/H VISArMC

•f $2 50 if COO
Mullisott Corporation

15100 SW Koll Parkway #L
Beaverton, OR 97006

503-644-5644

RECORD/PLAYBACK KEYSTROKES
TOTAL REC^L captures keystrokes while you

use your programs. Play back your keystrokes

and it runs your programs tor you . . . TYKNG

EVERYTHING YOU DID. Save lime! Less typing!

For tutorials, audit trails, demos. OA tests, prob

solving, recovery Popup/balch. edit. 4 speeds,

more! $79 30 guar Dealers loo!

Computer Foundations

2604 Elmwood Avenue. Suite 320

Rochester. NY 14618

(716) 586-9756

FILE-MANAGER 2000
An effective DOS alternative with all the com-

mands necessary for complete disk/file mainte-

nance Easily installed/tailored lo exclude un-

wanted commands DisplayWrile users will

appreciate LOCATE & VIEW tor maintaining

EBCDIC documents. Only $69.95 4 $5.00 s/h.

W.J Osbefg Services

3 Goll Center. Suite 159

PO 60x 661489

Schaumburg. IL 60168

(312) 303-5341 . Chk/MO/COO. VISA/MC

WORD
PROCESSING

WordPerfect”
Add-On '"'“‘85

Turn WordPerfect" into a

Scientific Word Processor
Stqgorts WotdhHKt 4.2 « Sd.

• Displiv and pmt cotnplele Grwk wd miiti

twMttis.
Ctoloni pmiar dtfmioni and iMcm nckidad

Irat of chargt for WodNrfict ownars.

Mudes custom doidoir clip a wdao cart

dowidoad program.

Indudes Hiwlitl Rtekirt LaserJet'' support v
font downlood program for dot nalrn pmici.

Now' Largo w Dpoini sdnufK characiat

sot avaiUda for HP laaarJat'*. Largo ISO:

n^pl. $7S.

Wnto or cal Iv tlyv. supponid hardware and

ordering mformation.

K32i)N. LoctnsM^J Avenue

Skokie. 11, 60077-2442 L'.S.A.

OWJJC Phone: L2l 677-4270

ORCU SM ON READER SERVICE CARO

WRITER’S SIDEKICK SERIES
The goot-pfooter. Avoid those embarassing

effors in your writing. Ldy vs. lie. tarther vs.

further, affect vs. effect. Most ol us make the

same mistakes over and over, and who has the

lime lo refer to textbooks Let the SIDEKICK

SERIES do it lor you Order SK Series #3. $29

complete. Demos not available.

CAPTAIN'S CREW
Box 216

Sunset Beach. CA 90742

(714) 536-0770

PC-Write SHAREWARE VER.2.71
Fast, powerful word processor/lext editor lor

IBM/XT/AT/PX. Spelling checker, screen clip,

mailmerge. split screen. ASCII fifes, maaos.

Supports 4000 printers, incl. Laserjel + and

Post Script. $16 lor sottware. tutorial & guide

on disk. $89 to register lor manual, support,

newsletter. & updates. 90-day Guarantee.

QUICKSOFT, INC.

219 First North. #224-PMAC

Seattle, WA 98109

1-80G-888-6068 (206) 282-0452 Visa/MC

World’s Bilingual Word
DuangJan. bilingual word processor lor En-

glish and: Armenian. Bengali. Euro/Lalin.

Greek. Hindi, Khmer. Lao. Puniabi. Russian.

Sinhales Tamil, Thai. Viel . . . $109 K s/h

(foreign + $12 s/h). Font editor included. For

IBM compatible with dot-matrix & LaserJet

printer. D^ $6 -r- $1 s/h.

MegaChomp Company

3524 Coltman Avenue

Philadelphia. RA 19149-1606 USA

215-331-2748

TO PLACE YOUR AD IN

PC Magazine Marketplace

Call (212) 503-5115

Word Processing

continues . . .
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CompareRite™

‘‘(yiaum^ngS(^avme^thebestofaskirui...Ccnnp<neRiucompara

document m wa>s that I diiin’t Mxn possible. It's tttterly anuajng. *'

- John Dvorak, PC Mqgapne, 3/15/88

CompareRiie saves hours of editing by showing you how any

two documents differ. Amazingly i^t, CompareRite will create

a complete comparison draft, ready for printing, or display the

changes on the screen so you can scan them. The program

shows changes in many user-«electable formats, and is com*

pacible with all major word processing programs.

CompareRite is perfect for attorneys, editors, proofreaders

or anyone who has to make or compare drafts. Thousands in use.

Price — $129.95 + $5 shipping/handling

JURISCW
l NC OR POR AT LIl

763 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge. MA 02139

(Outside MA) 800>262<5656 Ext. 10 Qn MA) 617>664-6151 Ext. 10

CMCLE *10 ON READER SERVICE CARO

MISCELLANEOUS/ACCESSORIES

CompuTogs Dust Covers
The ultimate in dust protection. Available in natural

canvas/brown trim or new designer gray/black trim (add
S^cover). Our covers are far superior to vinyl!

MONITOR 15.95 PRINTER (Spedly) 15.95

COMPARE OUR PRICES! keyboard 13.95 mon<;pu 24.95

OompaToO"^ P.O. Box 659, Chester. NJ 07930 • (201) 879-S246
VISAAK Accepted include S2.90 S>i««Hng CUSTOM EMBROIDERY SHOWN AVAILABLE

CIRCLE 41 1 ON READER SERVICE CARO 1•800-227-TOGS

A MUST for computers
“1

The Ideal Keyboard coven
Protect your computer ana eHmtnate
downtime caused by liquid spills, con-

taminants. environmental hazards, etc.

with VI2IPLEX SEELS - the oNv Keyboard
cover biat:

Remains securely in-place during the

operation of the keyboard and will not

interfere with computer oerformance
in any way.

Is designed to “form-fif to the exact

contours of the keyboard to provide

superior tactile sensitivity & feel for

individual keys,

consists of UltraflexTM material, a

transparent, flexible 'film'’ wnicn

allows all 'markings' to be clearly

visible.

VI2IFLEX SEELS are the only keyboard cov-

ers for your computer!

"jcutnm*

m~!~i 1

1

m

ConpuCaverSA

KeySkIn** Keyboard Covers

Clear to the eye, Soft to the touch.

KeySktn*" Covers stay on while you

use your computer Many different

models to chose from. Call toll free

USA (800)874-6391
FLA (800) 342-9008

CompuCover*
2l04LewisTumerB1vd (Dept PI)

Ft. Walton Bch . FI 32546

emeu eso on reader service card

emeu eso on reader service card

THBSHOWCASHFOR
PRODUCTS AND

SERVICES IN THE MS
DOS MARKET . .

' • 100% Cotton Canvas • Breathabte'

I
• Beige w/Grey Trim • Static-Free

For: Computers and Printers
,

IBM. Epson. ATST, Leading Edge. Compaq

I

(800) 826-5761
I

InCA (415)759-1466

Contemporary ComputerWear

1320-36th Avenue San Francisco. CA 94122:
ORCU see on reader service card

BAR CODING

LABELING SOFTWARE
'n.ABELS

HMKtKaaKW
EAST-rAST-sr’"

For DOT MATRIX and Laser Printers

(Epson/IBM/Olddata and LaserJet)

• Flexible format • Any size label • Auto-Incrementing
• Labels for bins, shelves. • Reversals

inventory - name tags • Color Options
• Big text readable up to 50 ft. • Laser Soft Fonts

• Bar Codes: 2 of 5, UPC/EAN. • File Input

MIL-STD. AIAG. Code 39. etc. • Very fast • Easy

Labe/ above printed with $279 program.

Other bar code progremg from $49.

BAR CODE READERS
For PC/XT/Ar& PS/2
& Kintron. WYSE-60. Link. & RS-232

• Attaches as 2nd Keyboard
• No software changes
• Reads 2 of 5. UPC/EAN.
Codabar, Code 39

• Rugged metal pen & holder

All models complete $399

ALSO: Lasers. Portables

Mag. Stripe. Badge Readers

30 Day Money Back
Guarantee!

DATA SOLUTIONS
417-A Ingalls Street

Santa Cruz. CA 95060

800-345-4220
In CA 408/458-9938

PC Magazine Marketplace

the ultimate target market!

< ilmr rniK c

1lH7l DBttt IlMk allMtin to PC Raiuiine

)->« thn* n: Mttoinr tUfkeiplia*,

<4 prudurt aiiiiiMUHi Thn kn<M il

»4iiniP diMiiinU. ifnilVtiUiHu and drlivm
l(l>i« thmk lluliiur Iwtannt ran limrni fnaii tto-Vill.lkli brand !4irtiAi*rMa'li»r>

So Uke DIRECT action nnd caU (212) 503-51 15
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BAR CODING

SIMPLE BAR CODE SOLUTIOM
WEDGE IliHi nilllil EMULATOR

* CCD ScMMt wilh Bwh in DKodec
Color Sat Code TSCAN 1 123. I IM

* t—t Sc»m»at wHh Buill m DKodrr Reach
Colat Bar Code TSCAN H60 HSO
BM-8at Key Board Wedgp
Auto Docninmaled Maior Syenbolo9es

* BM-Bar It Wed9r
' BD-SI Inwmal Key Board Wedge

— RS232 IrMetlace Key Board Fmiilalni

— RS232 Inicriare Key Board EmilaMr

— fBH PC XT AT True CompaBbie and Other

IBM PS 2 Model
— IBM PC XT AT PS 2 Model

SCANCODE INC.
18001 Sky Park Soulh • Suite K • Irvine. CA • 92714

Tel 1714) 863-9555 • Fax, (714) 863-9547

DEALER DISCOUNT

OftCLE 600 ON READER SERVICE CARO

lIllllPrintBar
BAR CODE PRINTING SOFTWARE

Print bar codes tUncUy from your own MS-DOS applica-
tions without copying data to special print files

Supports Epson, IBM Graphics, and H-P
LaserJet printers

8 NEW FEATURES
have been added to our popular

memory-resident bar code printing software
Now print EAN 6 arvd EAN 13 in addition to UPC-A,

UPC-E. Code 39 and 2 of 5 S29S.00
1 density dot-matrix bar codes supported Developer inquiries invited

CodeScan 2000 Bar Code Reader

High c

$495.00

CALL FOR FREE BROCHURE (916) 822-4B40

BearP^Jc
6069 Enterprise Drive Placerville, CA 95667

circlesuonAiUderservicecard

BAR CODES
MADE EASY

PERCON’ E-Z-READER
FAST • ACCURATE • RUGGED

NO SOFTWARE CHANGES vwlh PO
XT/AT AT4T bXCTfXO TfWxfcO 905/

955. Kimtror KT7/PC Lr* PCTerm Tetp-

Video PCSt & DEC VT220 keytxwrds

Mub-usrr fiS 232 rte^lAcei

• Immedwtp shipmpnt

• Free phone suppon
• 2 year waranfy
• B.V code prntng software

avaMbie

Details Of Questions? Call us.

(503) 344-1 189
• W 1 Iffi Ave Eujmr OR 97402

A lEAOCItm lAitCOCIC aCAOCK trirCINEEBINC

PERCON'

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS
1 no S AIRPORT CIRCLfe. SUITE 140
EULESS TX 76040(817) 571-9015

(aOO) 646-4452

BAR CODE BARGAINS^
NEW TWEOGEtm

BAR CODE READER
Fit* MTiMir h twTMPMns dumb ASCII TanmnEi and •
CPU amtMurtg di* kayboard idM lor Muittuaara

ITS WANDERWAND naa mora 64K^i92Kb.PWWa. programmabia. haitdh«d, iigMaraighi

and durrya tcana • Wand atdudad

ITS $306 - PC WAND Bar Code Reeder.
Emuiataa keyboard • Wonu wnn IBM PCa. ATa wid
ctonaa a Lowaal coat • SrrxM. pTbran. duraMa

PC4IS/D0S Prfr>ttr>g Software. Oarwaia
your o«*i bar coda labah on your auatmg pnntan

IWnmiATIONAL TBCMNOLOQIBS
s svstubs coup.

S39 Norm Sarry srraai SiNta C Braai CA S2S2r

PHOMb (714) •BQ.IBBO
FAX(714)B«0-t0O3

BUUAWrEEDlOwmMIrCeS

'ITS
ORCtE its ON READER SERVICE CARO

IhibceIIIIIM
Professional Labeling Software

a Memory-resident software pnnts bar
codes, large characters, boxes and
lines direct from any program dBase
Lotus. Basic, etc

a Works with Dot Matrix or Laser printers

a Any label format or size. AIAG etc

$295 complete, demo disk $6

Other products Bar code readers,
external and internal printer controllers.
'Magnum*' emulation

Image Computer Systems
124 Wellington Hts Rd

. Avon CT 06001
(203) 678-8771

BAR CODE &
MAGNETIC STRIPE

READERS
for the IBM PC & PS/2

Simple & quick installation
No additional software or port

Metal wand 4 case

Also available:
Bar code pnnting software
Magnetic stripe encoders

Units for other computers 4 lemiinals
GSA pricing available

TPS ELECTRONICS
4047 Transport Street
Palo Alto, CA 94303
Telephone: 415-856-6833

Telex: (Graphnet) 371-9097 TPS PLA
FAX; 415-856-3843

CIRCLE 612 ON READER SERVICE CARO

THE SHOWCASE
FOR PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES
IN THE MS DOS
MARKET . . .

Bar Code Reader
Medd PC-WEDGE Rewlcr $289.00
• No software changes necessary
• For PC/XT/AT or compatible
• Reads Code 39. 2 of 3. UPC. Codabar
• EZBarcode I printing software included

EZBarcode I Printing Profram
(ordered separately) $49.00
• Ewer and print Code 39 and UPC-A
• For dot matrix and Laseriet printers
• Vary bar code height, spacing, etc.

EZBarcode II Printing Program . . . $99.00
• Keyboard or text file data input
• Prints Code 39. Interleaved 2 of 5. UPC-A
• Automatic incrementing, multiple colunms

from within dBASb $99.00

(I^eKeeping Systems, Inc.
12434A CedarRoad*aeveland.OH44l06

(216)229-2379 • Fax: 1216) 229-2373

BOOKS
CATALOGUES
PUBLICATIONS

PCjr
Expansion Products

Possibly the largest selection

of PCjr products in the

ciHintry. We don't just sell

PCjr prtxiucts. we design them.

•Speed Up Pmducis

•fNcudii DMA Carindgcs

•Second Floppy Disk Drives

•.3'-5 Disk Drives

•PCjr Optical Mice
• Mnniliir Adapters fitr PC's

•Parallel Printer Puns

•Full Si/e Keyboards

•Speech Altachmcnis

•Joysticks. Cables. & Adaptors

Call or write to receive our free

.32-puge catalog of PCjr Add-On
prtxiucts. For even faster results,

circle our reader service number.

PC Enterprises

"The jrProducts Group"
Box 292. Belmar, NJ 07719

(201) 280-0025 (SOO) 922-PCdR
CIRCLE 816 ON READER SERVICE CARO

PCjr LOVERS!*
A 32 page monlhly mini -magazine ius( lor youl

Each issue is devoted lo 'How lo's ' lor increas-

ing PCjr compatibility. O&A, PCjr hardware and

software reviews, and much more. Call or write

today (or a FREE SAMPLE S19.97/yr for 12

exciting issues (Canada $25.97 (U S. money

order)

The Junior Report

P.0, Box 59067, Oepl. P

Schaumburg. II 60159-0067

312-310-9033

PC MAGAZINE SEPTEMBER 13. 19X8
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ICTP

BOOKS
CATALOGUES
PUBLICATIONS

IBM PCjr SPECIALS
Full line of IBM PCjr Hardware
• Memory Expansions lo 6<IOk

• Second Moppx Drives
• Parallel Printer Ports
• Full Size Keyboards
• Modems. Int. & External
• Joysticks. Serial Cables
• PCjr Network cards
• BASIC Cartridges. Mice
• PCjr Tested Sharev^are
• Complete Computers
• Repair Service

Send for Catalog Today
COMPUTER RESET
Attn. Dept. PCM
P.O Box -16178:

Garland Texas 7S046

CinCU BISON REAPER SCRVICE CARO

COMPUTER
INSURANCE

(sgaaE)
I

INSURES YOUR
COMPUTERS

Full replacement ol hardware, media
purchased software As low as
S39 yearly. Covers fire, theft, power
surges, other accidents. Blanket

coverage, no list of equipment
needed Call for information or

immediate coverage.

^ 1 -800-848-3469
“ Local (614} 262-0559

SAFEWARE. The Insurance Agency Inc.

2929 N High Street. P.O. Box 02211

Columbus. OH 43202
CiFtCLE air ON READEfl SERVICE CARO

DATA CONVERSION

CONNECT!

OCR SCANNERS
• Leading OCR aoftware developer
• Support PC/XT/AT/PS2 & Mac
• Read text from documents,
forms, books and magazlnea
using “SPOT" OCR program

• Tralnablo for English and
foreign language characters

• Works with most scanners
• FAX and networking capability
• Customized software available
• Large Inventory of Canon,
Panasonic artd HP scanners

• Free “SPOT'’ demo program

Avo/d fhe m/ddfeman-~Go dfrtcf/

; FLAGSTAFF 602-779-3341

LENGINeeRING PAX 779-5996

TURN
APPLESTO
ORANGES
WITHOUT
GOING

BANANAS!
CALL FOR OUR FREE BROCHURE

DATACONVERSION
LABORATORY

Amerlco's Largest Data Conversion

and Optical Scanning Facility

184-13 Horoce Hord. Exp., Fre$hMeodows. NY 11365S (718)387-8700 —
anCLE 821 ON READER SERVICE CARO ORCLE S47 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DATA
CX)NVERSION
DISK • DISK • TAPE ^ DISK

OPTICAL SCANNING

WORD PROCESSORS
SPREADSHEETS

DATA BASES, MAIL LISTS
OVER 1,500 FORMATS

IBM PS 2
WORDPERFECT

LOTUS
DBASE
LANIER
WANG

(212 )
463-7511

NATIONAL DATA CONVERSION
INSTITUTE

S EAST 16TH STREET. NEW YORK. NY 10003

aRCLE B2S ON READER SERVICE CARO

DISKTAPE/OPTICAL SCANNING
• 33< per page typewritten lexi lo disk in ASCII,

WP tormals Milable on lequest

e Scan Typeset text 6 lo 24pt low rates

e Disk convert trom IBM. WANG. XEROX. MAC-

INTOSH -I- 1000 other formais (bi-directional)

e reconversions (800. 1600. 3200. 6250 BPI)

e Quick turnaround—Quality Guraranteed

Isl RUN COMPUTER SERVICES

1261 Broadway Suite 508

New York. NY 10001

(212) 779-0800

DATA CONVERSIONS
Disk to Disk. Disk to Tape. Tape

to Disk — 3 -/2 5V4" and 8
"

Diskettes and 9 Track Tape

Quick turn around time and low

cost — call and compare!

Langel Conversion Services

119 West 57th street. Suite 612

New York. NY 10019

(212) 581-9743
CIRCLE 833 ON READER SERVICE CARO

DATA RECOVERY
SERVICES

ONTRACK
Data Recovery

Services
A revolution in Data Recovery

I'nim Ihc treahtr, ol Di>k Manajirr!

Call US when ;

• Your hard disk can't he booted

• You can't access a Tile

• Yourdirctiorics and/or FATs
arc scrambled or gone. etc.

fhe Data Recovery Experts

800-752-1333
In MN hlM.17-n«l?

CIRCLE 826 ON READER SERVICE CARO

DISK
CONVERSION

INCOMPATIBLE COMPUTERS?
Disk InUrckanga Ssrvice Comsam special-

izes in translerring files between l0(X)-f

incompatible computer formats:

• STRACK TAPE TO DISKETn
• OEOtCATEO WORD PROCESSORS
• 15'. 125' A I' FORMATS

Additional Services Include

• Database & Spreadsheet (Conversions

• Custom Programming/Dtia Reformatting

• Expert technical Assistance

Dkik l(rrchancr Service Co. IDLSC)

2 Park Dnw. WV^Itnl MA IIIMA

i«l7i«e2-4eM

CIRCLE 845 ON READER SERVICE CARO

TAPE/DISK

CONVERSIONS^
Conversion services (o or from
over 1(X)0 computer systems:
• Magtapes * Mini Computers
• Micro Computers • Typesetters

• Word Processors

CALL THE INDUSTRYLEADERS

PIVAR
COMPUTER SERVICES, Inc.

(312)
459-6010

165 Arlington Heights Rd #M
Buffalo Grove, IL 6(X}89

CMCLE 827 ON READER SERVICE CARO

TAPETOFLOPPY
FLOPPY-TO-TAPE

Tape Duplication
FLOPPY TO MICROFICHE

Laser printing

I-800-422-9622
lln OK:OI 8 254 Q022 |

CHANGING WORD PROCESSORS?
Media iransler to or trom:

IBM. XEROX. DEC. WANG.

U\NI£R. CRT. CT. MICOM. NBI.

WORDSTAR, WORDPERFECT. MS/WRD. DW3.

MULTIMATE. SAMNA. MASH. DCA.

*******FREE TEST CONVERSION******
Conversion S()ecialjsts

531 Mam SI.. Suite 835

El Segundo. CA 92045

(213) 545-6551 • (213) 322-6319

PC MAGAZINE • SEPTEMBER l.L 1988
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DISK CONVERSION

Computer Compatibility.

All ItTakes IsThe Missing Link.

ShaffstaUeoOO
Make all data compatible data with this innovative disk-to-disk conversion

system. It!s quick. Easy. And. economical

• Over 14.000 disk-to-disk conversion programs available

• Access 6‘. S'A' and formats
• Past— converts a disk in less than IS minutes.
• Works with any IBMXT. AT. or compatible PC.
• Systems start as low as S6.000.

r^ll l.MX>-24ft>DISK fora Free DenMMUtratkm.

317-842-2077
Indianapolis, Indiana, U.S.A. 0
Thi' link * n-RiMvrt-J

irMkmirti cd iht- MufSull <JMpxmxin

CmCLE 828 ON RCAOER SERVICE CARO

SHAFFSTALL

CORPORATION
Ihe Lender ht .UedkiCinifersiiui Sis/rrm

DISKETTE COPY SERVICE

100% CERTIFIED
5Va" BULK DISKS

5y4" DS/DD 59'

3y2 DS/DD 1.09

800-222-0490
In NJ 201-462-7628
FAX 201-462-5656

# 24 Hour Shipment •

monsoft
PO Box 710 Freeholo NJ 07728

ORCLE S44 ON REAPER SERVICE CARO

NETWORKING

KEYCARD
ELIMINATOR.,

NOVELL ADVANCED NETWARE*
2.0a A 2.1

^KEYCAND FAILURE?
NEED TRUE SET?

SLOTBOUND?
FAST CPU?

sggoo
CALI roo ocalcr mciNC

wWA (rrtl mtxvet

NdS
NiTWOHK BUSINESS SrSTChlS

. Echo Data

!

Lionville,

800-533-
'/. 2l5-363-i;40Q in KA a

DUPUCATION FROM 59(
AKordable rales only S9« lor 5.25' & S1 59 lor

3.50” MS/DOS Duplication. Price includes:

'Quality Brown Oise Media

'Duplication with 100% verilicalion

'Label Application

'Quick Turnaround & Guaranteed Products

Rates go even lower as you continue to order!

OIVERSIFIEO SYSTEMS GROUP. INC.

P.O. Box 1114

Issaquah, WA 38027

800/255-3142 206/392-0900

MAILING LISTS

FREE CATALOG
Over 2 million names on 75 owner/user lists

IBM. Apple, mini sites, resellers, stores. VAR's

chains, mail order dealers, educational, Unix

Pascal. Cobol. Lotus. dBase, modem, investor

publications, clubs. Call/Wrile tor tree catalog

Note: We do not sell hardware or software.

TARGETED MARKETING INC. • Irv Brechner

Box 5125-P

Ridgewood. NJ 07451

In N.J.. 201-445-7196

APPLE IMAGEWRITER 2.95 3.65

APPLE 4-COLOR — 10.50

DIABLO HT II 2.95

EPSON LX-60/90 3.50 435
EPSON MX-FX 60 2.95 3.65

EPSON MX-FX 1(XI 3.95 4.95

IBM PROPRINTER 4.50

NEC Pi. 2.

6

5.30

NEC P3.

7

6.40

OKIOATA 82-92 125 1.65

OKIDATA 182-192 4.50 5.75

PANASONIC KXP 4.50 5,75

DAYTON COMPUTER SUPPLY
Utvision of Oen-Sys Corp

1220 Wayne Avenue. Dayton. Ohio 45410

EST 1979 TERMS MC. VISA. C O D
DISCOVER

CIRCLE 885 ON READER SERVICE CARD

THE SHOWCASE FOR
PRODUCTS AND

SERVICES IN THE MS
DOS MARKET . . .

SUPPLIES

ORCLE 8S8 ON REAPER SERVICE CARO

ORCLE eS4 ON REAPER SERVICE CARD

BOXNET" NETWORK $89.95
• $69.95 per computer networked

• Tru-nelworking power at 115k

• IBM PC/XT/AT/PS2 and compatibles

• User installed in minutes

• 30 Day Money Back Guarantee

• RJ-11 telephone wire connects 6 computers

Via their RS-232 port

BOX #1

P.O. Box 1

Bath, N Y. 14810

1-800-541-2691

SUPPLIES

RIBBOINS
1 -800-331-6841
1-513-252-1247 (Ohio)

Over 350 types

Volume Discounts Available

w * Satisfaction Guaranteed * it

BLACK COLORS

LASER CARTRIDGE
RECHARGE

Cut youf cost in halt with recharged

Laser printer caiiridges-

Exdusive toner with blackest pnnt

and top quality.

Cartridges last 20% longer.

Money back guarantee.

27 different Laser Printer

engines to recharge.

Send empty cartridge with $40 + $3 s/h.

Monthly discounts. Toner available.

LASER SYSTEMS/
TONER TECHNOLOGIES

23 NO. MAIN / P.O. BOX 407

KAYSVILLE. UT. 84037
(801)544-3090

CIRCLE S57 ON READER SERVIce CARO

iSIllDSTOII EWTT

TOIEI (UniDIES iio

ttETMENlBUEIIIItSt

I
•(UI/aiOMrl IM !/•

eettiiM >1*

CIRCLE aS6 ON READER SERVICE CARO

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
6DS Oilers a wide variety of services that will

help get your sottware to the market. Address

your needs with GOS
a IBM style cloth/vinyl 3-ring binders/slips

• Labels, sleeves, disk pages, bulk diskettes

• Disk duplication with vertificalion

• Shrink wrapping and product assembly

• Quick (um-around

A well packaged product can make the dif-

ference in making a sale Call us now! VISA/MC

GLENCO DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS
721 West Algonquin Rd.

Arlington Hts., IL 60005

(312) 364-SOFT

PC MAGAZINE SEPTEMBER 13. 1988
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(212)503-5132
bE. MO. DC. «. WV. NC. SC. Al. MS. TN.

AR. KY. PA. GA. R
Ma^ Arlotto - District Sales Representative

3400 Piedmont Road
Atlanta. GA 30305 (404) 239-9780
JoAnn C. Ross - Account Representative

(212)503-5130

Richard Marirto - National Advertising

Director

(212) 503-5100

NY. NJ, PA
Joseph Gillespie - District Manager
[2l2)503-5294
Soctt Seitz - District Sales Representative

[21^503-5307
Pat Toohey - District Sales Representative
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One Park Avenue
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1 10 Marsh Onve. Suite 103
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MT.AK
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Kathryn Mandahl - District Sales

Representative
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Foster Crty. CA 94404
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Jennifer Long • Account Representative
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Debra Huisken - District Manager
Robin Kofsky - District Sales Representative
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Editorial product index

REAoen

MUMin PRODUCT COMPANY PASE

f.i •; ’3
1 ! 1 .1

!
446 Boca. MCA Serial

Parallel

Boca Research 51

449 STB Serial 2 STB Systems Inc. 51

AFTERHOURS
658 CD-AudioFile Compact Disk Products

Inc.

444

658 CD-Play Compact Disk Products

Inc.

444

657 For Record Collectors Homecraft Computer 444

Products

656 Gunship MicroProse Simulations 445

668 IBM Music Feature IBMCorp. 446

659 MIDI Starter System Music Quest Inc. 446

669 PC Desktop Music

Studio

RolandCorp US 448

C COMPILER8/IMTERPRETEWS
682 Aztec C86 Manx Software

Systems

122

681 Cd6Plus Computer Innovations 126

662 C-Scrape Oakland Group Inc. 156

654 C-Terp Gimpel Software 166

664 c-tree FairCom 156

663 C Windows Toolkit Magna Carta Software
.
156

660 C-Worthy Interface

Library

Solution Systems 156

661 db_ Vista Raima Corp. 156

680 0eSmetDC88 CWare 128

679 EC0-C88 Ecosotl Inc. 139

639 HighC MetaWare Inc. 140

678 High 0386 MetaWare Inc. 140

653 Instant-C Rational Systems 166

677 Lattice C Lattice Inc. 145

676 Let's C Mark Williams Co. 147

675 Microsoft C Microsoft Corp. 149

674 NOPC-366 MicroWay Inc. 157

673 Power C Mix Softv^re Inc. 158

667 Power Screen Blaise Computing Inc. 156

672 Quick C Microsoft Corp. 162

655 RUN/C Professional Age of Reason 166

671 Turbo C Borland International

Inc.

169

665 Vitamin C Creative Programming 156

670 Watcom C Watcom Group 180

COMMUNICATIONS
433 Worldpoil2400 Touchbase Systems

Inc.

54

COMPUTERS
436 ALRFlexCache 25386 Advanced Logic 35

Research

437 Compaq Deskpro Compaq Computer 36

38625 Corp.

438 Hertz 38625 Hertz Computer Corp 38

439 IBM PS2 Model 70-

A21

IBM Corp. 35

443 Wells American

CompuStar

Wells American Corp. 51

CONNECTIVITY
699 HPStarLANIO Hewlett-Packard Co. 198

SERVICE
NUMBBt PRODUCT COMPANY PAGE

697 LanScanner 3Com Corp. 204

698 LattisNet Synoptics 201

697 MultiConnect 3Com Corp. 204

Repeater

697 PairTamer 3Com Corp. 204

DATABASE MANAOEMENT
440 Paradox OS/2 Borland International 43

Inc.

444 Ribase Compiler Microrim Inc. 52

445 Sycero db PC Publishing Inc. 51

DESKTOP PUBLISHINQ
434 PagePertect IMS! 56

MONITORS
432 Seiko CM-1430 Color Seiko Instruments USA 48

Monitor

442 Discus Rewritable Advanced Gr^ic 52

Applications

435 IBM 3363 Optical IBM Corp. 46

Disk Drive

PRINTERS
430 CrystalPrint WP Qume Corp. 54

REMOVABLE MASS STORAGE
648 AdPac TandonCorp. 266

652 Bernoulli Box II Iomega Corp. 250

646 Datamodule Westem-OynexCorp. 275

647 External DuraPak Sysgen Inc. 279

SERVICE
NUMBER PRODUCT COMPANY PAGE

644 Hyperflex HF24 Qume Corp. 250

640 Internal DuraPak Sysgen Inc. 279

645 Passport Plus Development

Corp.

258

643 Plato Hardpac 20 Aristotle Industries Inc. 252

649 SyQuest SQ555 SyQuest Technology 278

642 TiansPac ProStorInc. 260

650 TraveldisklOiModti Tradewinds Peripherals 274

1) Inc.

641 Traveidisk 22 (Model Tradevrinds Peripherals 274

2) Inc.

651 Verbatim 12MB

Internal Subsystem

Eastman Kodak Co. 215

SCANNERS
431 Handy Scanner HS-

2000

DFI 46

III

446 Mapinfo Mapinfo Corp. 51

SPREADSHEET ANALYSIS
429 Value Pack Lotus Development

Corp.

56

UTILITIES

450 Hummingbird (HP')

Browser

Cauldron 52

WORD PROCESSING
441 Sprint Borland International

Inc.

33

PRODUCTIVITY
DEPARTMBIT PROGRAM NAME/OESCRIPTION PAGE

PCLabNotes Speedoptimizationtechnk]uesforMicrosoftCandTurt>oCpn)granis. 285

Utilities FONTEDIT modifies, creates, and loads screen fonts on an EGA or VGA. 305

Environments Dialog Box in Presentation Manager 60XES3 program gives many options. 327

Power Programming TRYQSORT.C and QWIKSORT.C use the C version of the Quicksort algorithm. 341

Spreadsheet Clinic Avoiding extra page feeds printing 1 •2*3 worksheets with hidden columns. 345

Spreadsheet Clinic Creating a pause in 1-2-3 macro execution using the {Get} command. 345

Spreadsheet Clinic Converting six-digit labels to serial date values In 1-2-3. 345

Spreadsheet Clinic Changing the cell coordinates of a 1-2-3 range using the period key. 346

Spreadsheet Clinic SuperCalc4 bug returns 0 Instead of ERR during an illegal division by 0. 350

User-to-User Using envimnment variables to call subroutines in DOS batch files. 353

User-to-User SpeedinguprepetitivetasksbyredirectingatiletoCOMMAND.COMinOOS. 353

User-to-User Changing directories without searching for the Backslash key. 354

Power User Using Microsoft Word's "nested macros" to enter glossary entries faster. 359

Power User Interactive dBASE command does a SUM and COUNT in a single pass. 359

Power User PRINTSCR.BIN prints the current screen from a dBASE III Plus program. 359

Power User STARTUP.MAC displaysa file directory when WordPerfect initially loads. 360

Power User Initializing memory variables in dBASE. FoxBASE, Clipper, and OBXL. 360

Power User Speeding up execution of macros in Microsoft Word by using SuperKey. 362

Languages FILECOPYcopiesfilesinQuickBASICusingcarefulerror'Checking. 367

Languages Turbo Pascal PROCPARM lets you say at runtime which procedure to call. 368

Languages CONVERTR converts 6-byte Turbo Pascal reals to 8-byte Turbo-67. 371

Languages Turbo Pascal TesLHighJritensity_Background patch for IBM PC-XT with CGA. 374

PC Tutor Using the assembler CALL and RET instructions in FAR and NEAR procedures. 377

PC Tutor Whether to upgrade to OS/2 or use Microsoft Windows/386 or VM/386. 378

PC Tutor Checking whether a parameter is missing from an MS-DOS batch file. 360

Connectivity Clinic Link LANs with IBM PC LAN; Tymnet. Telenet, or Accunet X.25; and Eicon. 385

Connectivity Clinic ENETBIOS captures hex return codes sent from NetBIOS module to programs. 385
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INFORMATION
Fiil in your name and ad-

dress and check off your

answers to the eight re-

search questions. (One

card per person, please.)

Grde the numben on the cord

that correspond to the ods or

articles you'd like more infor-

mation about. (Numbers for

advertised products are re-

peated in the Advertiser Index

as well.)

I

The literature will be

moiled to you from the

advertiser free of

charge.
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Coming up
PRESENTATION GRAPHICS
SOFTWARE Well-designed graphics

do more than counter audience indiffer-

ence—skillful use of slides can lift a pre-

sentation from the merely competent to the

truly informative and entertaining. In this

special issue on business presentation

graphics, we review graphics software de-

signed for use in studios and art depart-

ments. as well as business offices. Our re-

viewers look at 21 programs, including

Software Publishing's Harvard Graphics,

Lotus’s Freelance Plus, Microsoft Chan,

and Zenographics’ Mirage.

THE PRODUCTS/SERVICE COM-
BINATION Some companies offer

graphics power beyond what you can re-

ceive from PC software alone. Aztek.

Genigraphics. Autographix. Crosfield Di-

comed, and Management Graphics can

provide a variety of solutions—in combi-

nations of hardware, software, and graph-

ics services—at a variety of prices.

ATTENTION-GETTING SLIDES
Your choice of colors, the shape and size

of the text included in your graph, the

length of the lines, and the amount of in-

formation in your chart can make for either

an eye-popping slide or a cluttered image.

Dona Z. Meilach, author of several books

on effective business presentations, tells

how to create slides that convey messages

with impact.

ANIMATED PRESENTATIONS If a

picture is worth a thousand words, then

animation speaks volumes. Jeff Einstein, a

professional animator, looks at five PC
animation programs that will make your

presentations unforgettable—IBM's PC
Storyboard Plus, Showpanner FX, VCN
Concorde, PC Emcee, and Grasp.

SLIDE SERVICE BUREAUS If you

need high-quality slides but your company

can’t purchase a film recorder for in-house

use, service bureaus may be your answer.

We look at the range of services available

from five major service bureaus—Brilliant

Image, CompuFilm, Expresslides,

MAGlcorp, and Visual Horizons. H8

Congratulations
tothe

mmmst,
ofthe Ziff-Eiavis

CcMTiputer
Sweepstakes!

Here are the 44 iMcky Winnersselected

in a random drawing ofentries in

the 1987Ziff-Davis$50fXX)
CorttputerSweepstake^

GRAND PRIZE
IBM PC AT computer

Larry Bisbee

FIRST PRIZE
Compaq Deskpro 286
Model 1 Computer

RobertM. Carper
HowellRFa^e
Marc C IriBt

SECOND PRIZE
Quadram Daiavue 25
Portable Computer

lialphZemel
RobertH. Kershberg
Frank G. Artak
Pt^A.McHak
Utrhld Brunink

AllanK Pnmovost
Jim Mikesina

Donna M. Ellinger

EvanStein
CarlS Christensen

THIRD PRIZE
Epson LX-80 Dot Matrix Printer
Ronald E. Roeser
Ratulall Durutitis

KentHdkByron
RanjitSotanki

Ronald L. Barnett
Gregory Kraigher
Clayton Scimitt

Robert Cheek
KatherineNance
GaryF. Murajda
J^Rsulent

RobertA. Wilson

RB.Schilkr
Ra^Rirber

Hrrance W. Thon^tson

ArdisMilano
Lhtda A. Bulluck

ShirleyDavisBettus
Kristina Victoreen

Robert Lee Mawby
William McLaughlin

R. Oddman
JeffreyL Best

Ja^uesM. Quen
ScottC Malta
BobDeschenes
Kent Honeycutt
JuHe A. Jeffers

Frank HiU
Robert Greenblatt
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U# ADVERTISER PRO

ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE
165 Aptech Inc.

462 Bedford Software Limited

194 Cougar Mt Software

220 DAC Software

263 Macota Inc.

356 Peachtree Software

470 SBTCorp
215 Sourcemate Information Systems

Abraxas 207

Accounting Software 49
Accounting Software 363
Accounting Software 69
Accounting Software 331

Accounting Software 87
Database Accounting 20
Accountmate 269

DESKTOP ORGANIZERS
* Micro Logic Corp. Tornado 351

DATABASE MANAGERS

FILE SYSTEMSA ACCESS METHODS

494 Buttonware PC RIe 206

375 Data Access Corporation Oataflex 123
* Grade Database Management Software 47
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* Lotus
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538 Addison Wesley Pub. Co.
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249 Symantec Corp. Timeline 29
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AfterHours

CD-ROMand Roll:

Getting Audio from
YourData Drive

BYPHILIPF, H, ROSE

How do you justify laying out

SI,000 for a CD-ROM player

when so little software is yet

available for it? Compact Disk

Products, a mail-order CD-
ROM and WORM drive retail-

er. can help you rationalize the

expense with two programs that

turn your plain-vanilla CD-
ROM drive into an audio com-

pact disk player.

CD-Play and CD-AudioFile

let you play audio CDs on some

Hitachi-based CD-ROM drives

(such as the Hitachi CDR-
1503$ and the Amdek Laser-

drive). which contain digital-to-

analog conversion chips. Other.

non-Hitachi-based drives that

contain these chips may be sup-

ported in the future. (You can-

not play audio CDs on drives

that do not incorporate these

chips.)

CD-AudioFile loses some
points because, unlike CD-
Play, it is not RAM resident.

This means you can't use your

computer for anything else

while playing CDs.

When you load an audio CD

into yourCD-ROM player. CD-
AudioFile lets you enter infor-

mation about the disk into its

database. The database entry

screen consists of fields for disk

name, artist, track names, play-

ing times, comments, and a se-

quence list. Track times are

filled in by the program when it

first scans the disk; you don't

have to enter any other informa-

tion to play the CD. Any infor-

mation you do enter is saved in

the database in dBASE .DBF
format, allowing export to

many database and spreadsheet

packages.

Each subsequent time you
load the audio CD. CD-Audio-

File will recognize it and pre-

sent you with all information

about it in the database.

The songs entered in the da-

tabase sequence list can be ar-

ranged in any order, and you

can repeat tracks. You can

search the database for song ti-

tles. but not for artists or disk ti-

tles.

CD-Play can be run in either

RAM-resident or standalone

mode. It scans the CD after you

load it into the drive. You can

then play a sequential range of

tracks. You cannot specify a

nonsequential list or repeat a

track. No information about the

disk, such as artist or song title,

is saved in the program when
you remove the CD.

While the CD is running,

you can use the software to re-

wind or fast-forward through it.

You can also display a screen

containing the track number and

elapsed track and disk times.

These programs are similar

to the desk accessory supplied

with Apple's new AppleCD SC
CD-ROM drive, but 1 am not

aware of anyone else providing

this ability for the IBM environ-

ment.

That uniqueness is just what

makes these programs shine.

While there are some draw-

backs. either of these two pro-

grams could make the decision

to buy a CD-ROM drive that

much easier.

List Price: CD-Play. S95; CD-

AudioFile.%\^5. Requires: IBM or

compatible. CD-Play supports

EMS if available. Compact Disk

Products Inc.. 217 E. 85th St..

#216. New York. NY 10028; (212)

996-6999.
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ForRecord Collectors:

How to Keep Track of
Your Stacks of Wax

BY PAUL V. OLOWACZ
Every serious record collector

must eventually face one burn-

ing question. No, it's not “Do I

sell my furniture to make room
for my 45s?“—a true maven

doesn’t think twice about that.

But as your archive grows, you

will find yourself asking how
you 'll ever keep track of all your

tunes.

The answer may be to gel a

copy of For Record Collectors.

a $59.95 database system from

Homecraft Computer Products.

(Registered owners of other

Homecraft products can buy

FRC for $25. and a shareware

version is also available.)

The program catalogs every

recording you own, whether on

singles. LPs, tapes, or CDs. It

creates an entry for each song

(up to 10 million in a file) with

up to three levels of detail: facts

for the Collector (title, artist,

and year), the Advanced Col-

lector (which adds writer, pro-

ducer, chart position, and la-

bel), and the Radio Professional

(which adds timing and play-

lists).

The manual provides only

basic information for handling

your data. This isn't a problem,

though, as the program is menu
driven and easy to follow.

For Record Collectors can

search for recordings by any of

21 search Helds. For example,

you can quickly track down all

Top 40 doo-wop ballads from

1958 with the word “Love” in

the title using the Highest Chart

Position, Type, Year, and Title

search fields.

You can print out the results

of your searches on 3- by 5-inch

index cards, ifyou choose. FRC
can also print its reports to disk

files in ASCII format.

Be aware that the setup of

field names is rather rig-

id-only a few can be changed,

and none can be added.

1 have a couple of gripes

about FRC. For one thing, al-

though you assign your own cat-

alog number to each entry, you

can use these numbers only for

searches, not for calling up en-

tries to edit. I also found that

you can't always fit a lengthy ti-

tle into the 40-character field,

and the comments fields don't

leave room for anything much
more profound than “good
beat."

But if you don't feel like

learning dBASE. and you're

waist-deep in vinyl, and your

head is spinning at 78 rpm. For

Record Collectors is a good way
to put you back in the groove.

List Price: For Record Collectors,

$59.95 ($25 for registered

Homecraft users); shareware

version, $7. Requires: 256K

RAM. one disk drive (hard disk

recommended), DOS 2.0or later.

Not copy protected. Homecraft

Computer Products. P.O. Box 974,

Tualatin. OR 97062; (503) 692-

3732.
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Gunshia: Saving the

Worldfnm the Ged
Menace

BYGREGPASTRICK

If you avoid computer-simulat-

ed shoot-'em-ups because they

offend your sensibilities, you

risk missing the sophisticated

programming and graphics that

are at the heart of MicroProse

Simulations’ Gunship. This

fast-paced, firepower-packed

program puts you at the controls

of an AH-64A Apache helicop-

ter, whose simulated flight ac-

tion surpasses even (he original

Flight Simulator and Jet

.

The action can take place in

any of four international hot

spots: Southeast Asia. Central

America, the Middle East, or

Western Europe. Outside of the

pyramids and deserts that mark

the Middle East, the terrain in

each locale is not remarkably

unique, though it is a great im-

provement over7e/‘s and Flight

Simulator's scenery.

.
Your foes? Bad guys pack-

ing Warsaw Pact weapons. And
you do face an impressive array

of weaponry—from AA guns to

SAMs to tanks to attack heli-

copters. The locale and military

quality of the troops you select

dictate how tough they'll be and

how new their weapons are.

The weapons on the Apache

are equally impressive: Side-

winders (for airborne targets

only), a SOmm chain gun (all

targets), armor-piercing mis-

siles, and air-to-ground rockets.

Weapons can be fired only after

you lock on your target using

the TADS (Target Acquisi-

tion/Designation System). In

Gunship the TADS appears

both as an illuminated square in

the main screen and as a magni-

fied 3-D image of the target on

the cockpit control display.

When the TADS is not acti-

vated. the display shows a flat

map view of the immediate
area. This can be used along

with the radar (threat display) to

locate enemy positions. The
larger grid map can be toggled

for primary and secondary tar-

get location, as well as current

mission position and friendly

base locations.

The play options are impres-

sive, too. The default training

missions in the U.S. let you get

a feel for chopperjockeying and

allow you to practice using the

Apache's targeting and weap-

ons systems. It's the one mode
in which nobody gets hurt and

everyone goes home.

To fly real mission assign-

ments. you must first correctly

identify one of 20 vehicles pre-

sented following the boot-up

screen. A correct identification

takes you beyond the default to

pilot selection, tour-of-duty lo-

cale. level of danger, and selec-

Gunship l<ii

you use ajoy-

Slick to load

weapiw i onto

yourApache

helicopter.

There is a

maximum

u,eif>ht re-

quirement,

though, so you

may not he

able to load as

many weapons

onto your ship

as Ramlxt can

sling over his

back.

Beforefiring

those air-to-

ground rock-

ets, you must

Iwk on your

target with the

TADS, which

appears as an

illuminated

square in the

main screen

and as a mag-

nified image of

the target on

the cockpit

control dis-

play.

lion of reality mode and enemy.

Once set. these parameters be-

come the defaults, provided you

don’t kill yourself or end up

MIA. Briefing and assignment,

intelligence report, and arma-

ment screens follow before

you’re allowed to enter the

cockpit and wind the chopper

up. You always have the option

to go on Sick Call, but only a

wimp would do that.

A joystick is highly recom-

mended—it’s the only way to

really fly this simulation. It also

comes in handy for toggling the

TADS and firing. However,
you have to use the keyboard to

control all engine and rotor

functions, select weapons, jam
radar, drop chaff and flares,

change views (a 180-degree

range of vision), toggle the

map. and enter passwords.

Flight is a thrill. To lift off

the home-base pad, you turn on

the engines, engage the rotor,

and push the power (or collec-

tive) up—using the number
keys. For added fun, try flying

in speedup mode (activated by

hitting the Equal Sign key).

The more proficient you be-

come in speed turns, power div-

ing. low-level flying, and hov-

ering. the greater your chances

of surviving missions. All the

electronic evasive measures are

there, but when you’ve got an

M-24 Hind attack helicopter on

your, umm . . . hind, a climb-

ing dive or low-level dodge be-

tween mountains may be your

only hope. Take away all the
|

gunplay and the flight action is
[

no less exciting. '

Once you’ve got some llight

time behind you. a mission

might be set up like this for

maximum danger and excite-

ment: a hazardous, volunteer

(read, mostly unsurvivable)

daytime mission in Western Eu-

rope to destroy enemy mobile

SAM and tank units, with a sec-

ondary target to destroy enemy
helicopter bases. Flight condi-

tions are real, with variable

winds, and the possibility of a

crash landing is always present.

Remember, you’ll be going up

against first-line Soviet troops

with the latest equipment.
Watch out for untouchable tar-

gets and surprise enemies that

pop out of nowhere.

Should you survive, accom-

plish your mission, and make it

back to a safe landing at a

friendly base, you’ll be awarded

with medals and promotions.

Then you can rearm, refuel, and

return to do battle with the Red
Menace.

List Price: Gunship. $49.95

(available in 5V*- and 3‘/:2-inch

floppy disks). Requires: 2S6K

RAM. CGA or EGA (monixrhrome

version available for Hercules

card). Joystick recommended.

Copy protected. MicroProse

Simulations, IHOLakefront Dr..

Hum Valley. MD 21030: (301)

771-1151.
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Walkman-style headphones—

a

really intelligent choice, since

many people already have such

headphones, and because it al-

lows the Music Feature to be

used with no additional amplifi-

cation equipment.

The card uses a process

called FM synthesis to generate

sound. The signal output from

an oscillator is modified by the

output of another oscillator.

You can generate up to eight

simultaneous “instruments"

with the Music Feature. Since

the synthesizer is multitimbral,

those sounds can be distinct

from one another. The number

of instruments that can be

played simultaneously depends

on how many notes each instru-

ment is configured to play. If

each instrument is set up to play

one note at a time, a total of

eight instruments can be ac-

cessed simultaneously.

Switches on the card can be

set to allow the use of up to four

cards in your PC. This makes it

possible for as many as 32 in-

strumental sounds to be ac-

cessed at once within a musical

composition.

liic Music Feature's sounds

vary in their approximation of

“real" instruments. They are

almost all sonically appealing,

however, imd there is enough

L
MUSIC 1

Making Beautiful

Music with IBM’s
Music Feature Card

BY JONATHAN MATZKIN
In the year since the introduc-

tion of the IBM Music Feature,

a variety of useful third-party

software has appeared for the

$495 synthesizer card, making

it an attractive option foranyone

interested in adding music capa-

bility to a PC.

The Music Feature card in-

stalls in a full-length, 8-bit ex-

pansion slot and attaches via a

cable to an external MIDI pro-

cessing unit that allows MIDI-

compatible devices to interface

with the PC. The MIDI inter-

face is compatible with the Ro-

land MPU-401 standard. It’s a

bit basic, with only MIDI In.

MIDI Out. and MIDI Thru con-

nectors.

In addition to the MIDI in-

terface connector, the rear of the

card has stereo output jacks for

connection to an ampliHer and a

headphone Jack for private lis-

tening. The Jack accepts the ste-

reo miniplug that comes on

Stereo outputjacksfound on the rear ofthe IBM Music Feature card let you con-

nect it to an amplifier or headphoneJacks. The card installs in afull-length expan-

sion slot and attaches via cabling to an external MIDI processing unit that lets

MIDI-compatible devices interface to the PC.

Getting Started with MIDI: Everything

You Heed for$219

If you already have a MIDl-compatible synthesizer and a PC,

and you want to bring the two together, consider the $199 MIDI
Starter System ($219 including MIDI cables) from Music Quest.

The kit has a MIDI interface on a half-length, 8-bit expansion

card. The interface has only MIDI In and MIDI Out connectors.

You don’t gel the MIDI Thru, tape sync, and metronome con-

nectors that come on full-featured interfaces, but you don’t need

these features to get started. In fact, the simplicity of the hard-

ware makes setup a very simple proposition, unlikely to intimi-

date anyone who has installed an add-in card in a PC.

Once you have installed the MIDI adapter and connected it to

your compatible synthesizer, you load thefasy-S sequencerpro-

gram that comes with the MIDI Starter System. The software in-

stalls easily and has an extremely simple, single-screen inter-

face. EasyS has good help screens, and the pull-down menus
are easy to figure out. 1 was able to start sequencing within a few

minutes of copying the software to my hard disk.

The sequencer lacks many features that advanced musicians

require. For one thing, there is no graphic or notational display

of the music that you enter into the sequencer; you have to play it

back to examine what you have recorded. But, like the hardware

in the Starter System, Easy-S has the essentials; you can record

and play back up to eight tracks, and you can adjust basic param-

eters such as tempo. The program supports a mouse, but the PC
keyboard works fine by itself.

The MIDI Starter System also includes sound-editing soft-

ware that lets you develop and edit sounds on several of the

more-popular synthesizers, including the Yamaha DX-21 and

the Casio CZ.

—

Jonathan Matzkin
List Price: MIDI StanerSyslem. $199. Requires: 2S6K RAM. MIDI-

compatiblc instrument, two MIDI cables. DOS 2. 1 or later. Music Quest

Inc. . 1 700 Alma Dr. . #260, Plano. TX 75075; (214) 88 1 -7408.

CIRCLE 659 ON READER SERVICE CARD

timbral variety to produce com-
positions ofconsiderable textur-

al depth. There are 240 preset

sounds, and you can program an

additional 96 timbres with the

appropriate software.

IBM has relied entirely on

third-party software to drive the

Music Feature card. Texture, a

professional sequencer from
Magnetic Music, supports the

card, as does PiayRec, a less

powerful but easy-to-use se-

quencer from Yamaha.
Music Construction Set,

from Electronic Arts, exploits

the card in a way that younger

users and music^ novices will

appreciate. Notes are selected

with a mouse and dragged into

place on a musical staff. Songs

are played and modified by
pointing to tape-recorder-like

controls that are represented on

the simple control screen. An-

other screen allows you to scroll

through and select from among
the many preconfigured sounds

in the Music Feature’s sonic vo-

cabulary. Sounds can be quick-

ly auditioned before they are se-

lected.

List Price: IBM Music Feature,

$495. Requires: Full-length. 8-bit

expansion slot; external stereo

amplifier and speakers or stereo

headphones; software for

sequencing, composing, and

editing music; DOS 2.0 or later.

Contact your local IBM dealer.
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Wfij thispublicatum
and more than 1,200
others Ictus go over
their books

oncea yean
Some publications, we're sorry to say, keep their readers

undercover. They steadfastly refuse to let BPA (Business Pub-

lications Audit of Circulation, Inc.) or any other independent,

not-for-profit organization audit their circulation records.

On the other hand, over 1 ,200 publications (like this one) be-

long to BPA. Once a year, BPA auditors examine and verify the

accuracy of our circulation records.

The audit makes sure you are who we say you are. The infor-

mation helps advertisers to determine if they are saying the right

thing to the right people in the right place.

It also helps somebody else important: you. Because the more
a publication and its advertisers know about you, the better they

can provide you with articles and advertisements that meet your

information needs.

BPA. For readers it stands for meaningful information. For ad-

vertisers it stands for meaningful readers. Business Publications

Audit of Circulation, Inc. 360 Park Ave. So., New York, NY 10010.

MEDIA
ISTELLICENCE

^BPA
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Roland’s Desktop Studio Brings the

Sound ofMusic to YourPC

BY JONATHAN MATZKIN

The same PC technology that

boosts priKiuctiviiy can also un-

leash the creativity of would-be

composers and bandleaders.

But many an experienced PC
jockey has little or no concep-

tion of how to make music with

aPC.
The $995 PC Desktop Music

Studio, from RolandCorp US (a

manufacturer of electronic mu-

sical instruments), includes ev-

erything you need to begin com-

posing, playing, and recording

electronic music of almost un-

limited variety on your personal

computer.

The system consists of a syn-

thesizer module, a MIDI inter-

face that ties the synthesizer to

your CPU. and sequencing soft-

ware. MIDI cables are also in-

cluded.

The MT-32 synthesizer

module looks different from tra-

AFTER HOURS
INDEX

\ Symphony of Sounds

Make your PC sing with

IBM’s Music Feature and

Music Quest's MIDI Starter

System

Bach and the Beatles on

CD-ROM
CD’PUiy and CD-AudioFUe

bring your CD-ROM player

to life with music

For Record Collectors

A database for music lovers

((unship

Take to the skies in the fight

against Communism

ditional keyboard synthesizers,

for an obvious reason: it lacks a

keyboard. Its small, l^-by 12-

by 8'/2-inch (HWD) case holds

the tone-generating electronics

that you’d find in a conventional

synthesizer, but the MT-32 is

controlled by software instead

of a keyboard.

The MPU-IPC MIDI inter-

face links the MT-32 and the PC
and can interface with other

MIDl-compatible electronic de-

vices. like Casio's MIDI guitar

or a digital sampler.

The MPU-IPC—a I'/s- by

6'/2- by 2-inch (HWD) external

box—attaches to the PC via a

cable and a half-length. 8-bit

bus card . The interface connects

to the MT-32 via MIDI cables

and is compatible with Roland's

industry-standard MPU-401
MIDI interface.

The Ease software drives the

Desktop Music Studio. It works

like a multitrack tape recorder

but uses computer memory in-

stead of tape. Rather than

sound, the sequencer stores in-

formation—known as a se-

quence—that tells the MT-32
what notes to play and how to

play them. Notes are entered

from the PC keyboard with a

mouse or with an optional MIDI

controller.

Ease provides access to all

of the MT-32’s hardware fea-

tures. You can select and modi-

fy sounds, increase or decrease

the volume of a given sound, or

adjust a variety of other musical

parameters.

Like Roland’s popular D-50

keyboard synthesizer, the MT-
32 uses a process called LA (lin-

ear arithmetic) synthesis to gen-

erate sound.

The SfPU IPC MtPI inierftu e nmnetHi the MT-32 touiur PCtmtJt an aho inter-

face withti variety’ ofMIDI-t i>nip<nihle elecironit devices

.

The MT-32 is multitimbral.

which means that it can simulta-

neously play two or more notes

that do not have the same sound.

Up to eight different timbres can

be played at once, so you can as-

sign the sound of an eight-note

chord to up to eight different in-

struments. That total doesn’t in-

clude the MT-32’s realistic per-

cussion sounds.

Ease lacks some of the fea-

tures found in professional-lev-

el sequencers, and the whole

package is oriented for hobby-

ists and serious amateurs. The

MT-32 .synthesizer module is a

very powerful instrument, how-

ever. and can be used with

more-sophisticated software if

desired.

List Price: PC Desktop Music

Studio. $995. Requires: S12K

RAMitwodisk drives; CGA. EGA,

or Hercules graphics adapter; DOS
2.0 or later. RolandCorp US. 7200

Dominion Circle. Los Angeles. CA
90040;{2I3) 685-5141.
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LKXS RADIOGRAPHY OPERATING GROl'P

Review of Operations

During 1987, the LKXS radiography

companiet prcucd forward vigorou&ly with a

series of product introductions and marketing

programs designed to transform LKXS into a

*new business' ^ded for continued growth b
both (be increasingly competitive U,S. biotech-

nology field and (be emerging bioteclmology

market worldwide.

PrvfitJ Up in Growth Year

Througbool 1987, employees werhed

diligenU) to improve cuxrcai product gufity,

coouol operating costs, and provide outstanding

costomer service. As a result, LKXS recorded hs

best profit year ever despite substantial

expenditures to develop and introduce the Model

NR2.

Ssks/CCM/IiimiM

Sale* S Com tar.

To foster continued growth m overseas markets,

we opened subsidiaries in Japan and Hong Kong.

These cnmasiiacnu have already paid off

with btenialioBal talcs accounting for 7% of

total revmaes. Neal year, we expect a slroc^

showing as these snbskharies continue to

etiabiish (hesnselwv

1987 Revenues by Area

(Debars in millions)

reokm amount Pi-RcuNr

Northwest $3433 .15%

Midwest $2885 29%
New York $ 1094 11%
New England $ 1088 11%
SoBthwxaU $ 713 7%
Id(1 S 633 7%

TOTAL $9846 100%

To make sure wc stay closely b touch with

our customers, b 1987 the LKXS companies

expanded (heir customer service areas by 20%,

spending $25 million to train Ihcir account man-

agement pcrsooncL

Model NR2 is a Success

The introduction of the Model NR'^ is a

good example of our success b pressbg

technology forward and communicating the

beDcfits of this new technology to hospitals and

research institutes around the world.

LKXS representatives introduced the Model

NR'^ at major conferences in (be field, both in

(he Untied Stales and overseas, to an

Review ofOperations page I
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Let’s just say it’s not for wimps.
Boot up Microsoft* Flight

Simulator' 3.0 and zap! \bur mild-

mannered PC is a G-Force cockpit.

You choose which one. Lear Jet.

Cessna 182. World War I Top Gun.
You pick the degree of difficul-

ty, too. Snow. Rain.Turbulence.

'Terrain. Zero to scary. Beginner
to barnstormer.

But how could you crash and
bum with specs like these? Out the

window, 3-D dynamic flight display.

Pilot-perspective graphics. Third
generation, solid-modeled images.

A dashful of flight controls. FAA-
spec Visual Flight Rules, lastrument

Right Rules. Real time flights. More.
Microsoft Flight Simulator 3.0

is the only flight simulator that

comes with modem hookup.Tap
your phone.Go flying with your
friends. Anytime. Anywhere in its

10,000 square mile airspace.

But if you can't stand the heat,

stay out of the cockpit. Reality is a
tough town.

For the name of your nearest

authorized Microsoft dealer, call

(800) 541-1246, Dept. E25.

Microsoft.

Right Simulator 3.0
Micntsofi is a re^tered trademark of the Microsoft

Corporation. Richt Simulator is a regi.stered trad(^

mark of SubLOGIC Corporation used under
license by Mica^sofl Corporation.

Ha\^we made new
licrosoft Flight Simulator

too real?

Pulldown menu’t gix'eyou c firm yrip U’arjet owr S<'! Francisco. Golden
on reality. IrutrumenLs. Ainyeed. Gate Bridge at o’clock. Pilot at ."HX)

Wi’athrr. Location. Ofcout\‘\ li ’te's knot.K. Awesoith-
alwav\ pilot error. .

.

Multiple windows do wondersfor
your vision. Cockpit view. Spotter

plane view Even a locator map with

a zoom


